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INTRODUCTION
This publication is a cumulative index to the first seven issues (SP-7011-SP-7011 (06))
of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's Continuing Bibliography titled
Aerospace Medicine and Biology. The bibliography has been compiled through the
cooperative efforts of the Aerospace Medicine and Biology Bibliography Project of the
Library of Congress (LC), the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA),
and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).
Entries prepared by the three contributin_ organizations are identified as follows:
I. NASA entries by their STAR accession numbers (N64-10000 series):
2. AIAA entries by their IAA accession numbers (A64-10000 series): and
3. LC entries identified by a number in the A64-80_)00 series.
The complete index includes a subject index, a corporate source index, and a personal
author index. Three types of cross-references appear in the subject index. They are
"see" (S); "see also" (SA); and "confer" (CF). These references do not lead the searcher
to blind terms-where no items are posted-or to repetitious information, but are intended
to be used as follows:
1. The"see" relates a broad concept, i.e., one which is too general.to be a useful
index term, to the specific terms used in the index. Fer example:
CELL . .
S BIOLOGICAL CELL
S RED BLOOD CELL
S '_HITE BLOOD CELL
2. The "'see also" cross-reference directs a searcher from general to specific
terms when postin_s under the latter are not repeated under a general heading.
For example, the entry
MICROORGANISM
SA BACTERIA
tells a searcher that the postings under MICROORGANISM are different from
those under BACTERIA. "'See also" thus signals the absence of double posting.
3. The "'confer" cross-reference is used to relate associated concepts usually having
different groups of postings. For example:
DISEASE
CF SICKNESS
tells a searcher that, while these terms are related in subject matter, postings under
each term are different.
Copies of this index, as well as copies of Aerospace Medicine and Biology (SP-7011) and
its supplements, can be obtained from NASA (Code ATSS-AD), without charge, by NASA
offices and contractors, U.S. Government agencies and their contractors, and organizations
that are working in direct support of NASA programs.
Other organizations can purchase copies from the Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific
and Technical Information (OTS), Springfield, Virginia.
AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS
STAR Entries
NASA documents listed are available without charge to:
1. NASA Offices, Centers, contractors, subcontractors, grantees, and consultants.
2. Other U. S. Government agencies and their contractors.
3. Libraries that maintain depositories of NASA documents for public reference.
4. Other organizations having a need for NASA documents in work related to the
aerospace program.
5. Foreign organizations that exchange publications with NASA or that maintain
depositories of NASA documents for public use.
Organizations and individuals that do not fall in one of the above categories may
purchase the documents listed, in accordance with directions in the citation, from either of
the following sales agencies:
Clearingho use for Federal Scientific Superintendent of Documents (G PO)
and Technical Information (OTS), U.S. Government Printing Office
Port Royal Road, Washington, D. C. 20402
Springfield, Virginia 22151
Non-NASA documents listed herein are supplied by NASA, without charge, to NASA
Offices, Centers, contractors, subcontractors, grantees, and consultants only. All other
requesters may write directly to the Office of Technical Services or to the source mentioned
in the citation.
Information on the availability of this publication and other reports covering
NASA scientific and technical information may be obtained by writing to:
Scientific and Technical Information Division
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Code ATSS-AD
Washington, D.C. 20546
Collections of NASA documents are currently on file in the organizations listed on
the inside of the back cover.
(continued)
IAA Entries
All articles listed are available from the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astro-
nautics, Technical Information Service. Individual and Corporate AIAA Members in the
United States and Canada may borrow publications without charge, lnterlibrary loan
privileges are extended to the libraries of government agencies and of academic non-
profit institutions in the United States and Canada. Loan requests may be made by mail,
telephone, telegram, or in person. Additional information about lending, photocopying, and
reference service will be furnished on request. Address all inquiries to:
Technical Information Service
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc.
750 Third Avenue, New York i 7, New York
For further details please consult the Introductions to STAR and IAA, respectively.
LC Series (A64-80000)
Articles listed are available in the journals in which they appeared. They may be
borrowed or consulted in libraries maintaining sets of these journals. In some instances,
reprints may be available from the journal offices.
AVAILABILITY OF THIS BIBLIOGRAPHY
Copies of Aerospace Medicine and Biology (SP-7011) and its supplements can he
obtained from NASA (Code ATSS-A), withouI charge, by NASA offices and contractors,
U.S. Government agencies and their contractors, and organizations that are working in
direct support of NASA programs.
Other organizations can purchase copies of the bibliography from the Office of
Technical Services, U.S. Department of Commerce.
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heading, the accession numbers are arranged in sequence
A
ABCCMEN
CF DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
CF INTESTINE
CF STOMACH
REFLEX CONTROL OF ABDOMINAL MUSCLES DURING
POSITIVE PRESSURE BREATHING A64-80310
_I_CC_INAL VISCERAL EDDY WEIGHTj AND BLOOD-FORMING
ORGANS CF MICE AS AFFECTED BY ELECTRON RADIATION
ANE PESSIBLE MEANS OF PROTECTION
A66-80826
THORACIC AND ABDOMINAL MASS LOADING EFFECT ON
VELUPE PRESSURE CURVES IN CONSCIOUS AND
A_ESTEETIZEC, OBESE AND NORMAL SUBJECTS
A66-809_T
AEEEMIhAL E THORACIC PRESSURES AT DIFFERENT LUNG
VCLU_ES N6_-xl_zl
ABIDGENESIS
CF BICGEEESIS
POSSIBILITY CF LIFE ORIGINATING IN SPACE BASED OK
STUDY CF ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS WHICH LED TO
LIFE Ch EARTH A64-25261
EICGENIC AkC AEIGGENIC EVIDENCE OF ORIGIN OF OIL
ANC LIFE A64-BO371
CHEMICAL ORIGINS OF LIFE ON EARTH AND OTHER
PLANETS A66-B0529
GEhETIC RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN ABIOTIC AND BIDGENIC
ORGANIC MATTER IN _ETEORITES AND SEDIMENTS
A66-80592
KEhENZYMATIC SYNTHESIS OF NUCLEIC ACID COMPONENTS
ANC AEIDGENESIS OF NEURINESe PYRINIDINES,
PENTCSRIECSE AND DEDXYRIBDSE N66-29699
ABSERFTIC_
CF RADIATION ABSORPTION
DEGREE CF ABSORPTION OF IDNIZEO AIR IN UPPER
RESPIR_TERY TRACT OF MAMMAL AND BIRD
A64-BD8_5
RERCE_TAGE CAREEN MONOXIDE ABSORPTION AND RELATION
TC PULFChARY DIFFUSING CAPACITY
A64-BOgCO
ABSCRPTICN CF INERT GASES FROM SUBCUTANEOUS GAS
POCKETS IN RATS DURING RESPIRATION
N64-17967
CALCULATION OF ABSORPTION RATE OF ELECTRONS IN
ATOMIC CUTER ENERGY LEVELS
JPRS-26099 N66-ITgT7
RUBIDIUM IN AGRICULTURALLY INPORTANT MATERIALS
THROUGH ATDNIC ABSORPTIEN - FLAME PHOTOMETRY
NIJS-R-625 N66-216gB
EXPONENTIAL MODEL FOR DETERMINING ABSORBED DOSAGE
CF RADIOISOTOPE IN HUMAN BODY
FTD-TT-63-g231182 N66-32662
ABSORPTION SPECTRUM
ULTRAVIOLET ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF STEROID AND
CATECHCLE DERIVATIVES
ARL-TDR-63-29 N66-16971
ABSTRACTS
£F BIBLICGRAPHY
ABSTRACTS OF CURRENT MEDICAL RESEARCH
N6_-10621
ABSTRACTS CF ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION-SPONSORED
BIOLOGICAL AND MEDICAL RESEARCH
TID-4201 N64-12811
VIBRATIDN ENVIRDNMENTt HUMAN TOLERANCE TO
EXTREME VIBRATIONAL STRESSI 8 EFFECT OF VIBRATION
ON OPERATOR PERFORMANCE - ABSTRACTS
N66-I6676
ABSTRACTS ON INVERTEBRATE AND VERTEBRATE BEHAVIORe
PHYSIOLOGY, ENDOCRINOLOGY, GENETICS, EMBRYOLOGY,
EVOLUTION, AND CELL BIOLOGY
NASA-CR-S9307 N66-33513
AC
S ALTERNATING CURRENT I&OI
A_ELCRmlIU_
SA ANGULAR ACCELERATION
SA IMPACT ACCELERATION
SA PHYSIOLOGICAL ACCELERATION
CF DECELERATION
ACCELERATION EFFECTS IN ADRENAL GLANDS OF RATS
A66-13750
NYSTAGMUS EVOKED BY LINEAR ACCELERATION ACTING DN
OTDLITH ORGANS CF RABBITS LYING IN LATERAL
POSITION ON PARALLEL SWING A66-BO266
VESTIBULAR CORICLIS EFFECT DURING ADDITIONAL
LINEAR ACCELERATION A66-80250
OTOLITH FUNCTIONS IN HUMANS AND ANIMALS IN
RESPONSE TO LINEAR ACCELERATION
A66-80256
TRANSIENT ACCELERATION, VIBRATION, AND NOISE
PROBLEMS IN SPACE FLIGHT - A REVIEW
A66-BO678
PERCEPTION IN HUMAN OF RHYTHMICALLY REPEATED
LINEAR MOTION IN VERTICAL PLANE AT DIFFERENT
FREQUENCIES AND EFFECT OF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS
A66-BI23D
SPATIAL ORIENTATION WITHIN ROTATING RDON AS
DETERMINED ON TILTING CHAIR AND ROD-AND-FRAME
TESTS A64-81329
THRESHOLD OF VISUAL DETECTION OF ACCELERATED
A-I
ACCELERATION PROTECTION SUBJECT INDEX
_DTICN
AFESR-EB-OIB9 N66-213EI
EFFECT CF CORICLIS ACCELERATION DURING ZERO
GRAVITY FLIGHT ON CERTAIN HEMATOLOGICAL AND
URINARY PARAMETERS IN NORMAL AND LABYRINTHINE
DEFECTIVE SUBJECTS
NASA-CR-58675 N66-28876
ACCELERATION PROTECTION
CF PRESSURIZEO SUIT
ACCELERATICN EFFECTS AND SOME PROTECTIVE METHODS
A66-BOIG4
ACCELERATION STRESS
CF AUTCKINESIS
CF G FCRCE
CF PHYSICLCGICAL ACCELERATION
HUPAN RESPONSE TO ACCELERATION STRESS IN IMPACT
EXPERIPENTS PROVIDING AEROSPACE DESIGN CRITERIA
A64-12_61
ACCELERATION STRESS ON HUMAN BEHAVIOR AND
PHYSIOLGGYt NOTING PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORMANCEe MENTAL
ABILITIES AND EMOTIONAL RESPONSE
A66-129EO
E-58 ESCAPE CAPSULE FLIGHT TEST OF EIGHT EJECTIONS
AT SUESCNIC AND SUPERSONIC SPEEDS TO ESTIMATE
HUMAN RESPGNSE TO ACCELERATION A66-13510
HUPAN RESPONSE TO IMPACT ACCELERATION UNDER
VARIATIONS OF ORIENTATION AND ACCELERATION
PATTERNS A66-1351B
ACCELERATION FORCES CAUSING DISRUPTION OF TIMING
EEFAVIER IN WHITE RAT A66-13748
HUMAN TRACKING PERFORMANCE UNDER TRANSVERSE
ACCELEPATICN A66-14013
EICLCGICAL EFFECT GF WEIGHTLESSNESS AND
ACCELERATION EXPERIENCED IN SPACE FLIGHT
A66-L8763
GRTHGSTATIC INTOLERANCEe WITH ASSESSMENT OF
CIRCULATORY PRCELEM CF WEIGHTLESSNESS IN PROLONGED
SPACE FLIGHT A66-19130
ELECTROCARDIOGRAMS AND PLETHYSMCGRAPHS USED TO
STUDY EICLCGICAL EFFECTS OF CORIOLIS ACCELERATION
A66-19171
RAEIAL ACCELERATION EFFECT DN POSITION SENSEt
CONSIDERING PSYCHIC FUNCTIONS AND fiCULOGRAVIC
PHENOMENON A66-22063
THRESHOLDS FOR PERCEPTION OF LINEARLY INCREASING
ANGULAR ACCELERATIONS WITH REGARD TO THEIR
DEPENDENCE ON ACCELERATION GRADIENT FOR AIRCRAFT
COKTROL A66-22E19
ASSESSING HUMAN RESPONSE TO IMPACT ACCELERATEON_
CONSIDERING PROTECTION AGAINST MECHANICAL EFFECTS
A66-232C7
EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION ENVIRDNMENT ON ASTRONAUT
PHYSEELOGICAL AND PERFORMANCE CAPABILITIES
A66-23213
CARDIAC RESPONSES CF GUINEA PIGS AND RABBITS TO
HIGH OXYGEN EXPOSURE UNDER PRESSURE AND STRESS
LCADINGS A66-2376T
INCREASEC AND CEGREASED GRAVITY EFFECTS ON RATS
SUEJECTEC TO PROLDNGEO CENTRIFUGATION
A64-26163
CENTRIFUGES USED TO TEST ACCELERATION VARIABLES
ANN EFFECTS ON HUMAN ORGAN SYSTEMS
A66-26393
REVIEW OF HUMAN TOLERANCE TC FORCED ENVIRONMENTS
CF SPACE FLIGHTt INCLUDING EFFECTS OF PROLONGED
AND TRANSIENT ACCELERATIONSt VIBRATIONS AND NOISE
A66-26396
IN FLIGHT ACCELERATION CONSIDERING APPLIED AND
INERTIAL FORCES, HUMAN TDLERANCEt VIBRATION AND
IMPACT A66-24617
WEIGHTLESSNESS AND SUBGRAVITY EFFECT ON
PHYSIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS PARTICULARLY MUSCULO-
SKELETAL_ CARDIOVASCULAR AND EQUILIBRIUM SENSES
A66-26618
HEMATOLOGY AND BIOCHEMICAL STRESS EFFECTS OF
CORIOLIS ACCELERATION DURING ZERO-GRAVITY
PARABOLIC FLIGHT A66-25567
INTERNAL ORGAN CHANGES IN DOGS UNDER ACCELERATION
STRESS IN VENTRCDORSAL DIRECTION AND RELATION TO
VASCULAR AND PARENCHYNAL ELEMENTS
A66-2SSgB
STIMULATION AND INHIBITION OF RODENT CEREBRAL
CORTEX AND SUBCORTEX DUE TO PRCLONGED TRANSVERSE
ACCELERATIONS A66-25600
SENSITIVITY AND REACTION CAPABILITY OF
CRANIOCEREBRAL CAVITY VASCULAR SYSTEM TO
LONGITUDINAL GRAVITATIONAL LOADS DURING CHANGE OF
BODY POSITION A66-25606
CENTRIFUGE TESTS EXAMINING ENHANCEMENT OF EVOKED
RESPONSES DURING POSITIVE ACCELERATION AND
CEREBRAL HYPOTENSION A64-26016
OCCURRENCE OF CROSSING OVER IN CHROMOSOMES OF MALE
DROSOPHILA FLIES CAUSED BY VIBRATION, ACCELERATION
AND GAMMA RADIATION A66-26813
VISUAL FIELD LOSS PATTERN DURING POSITIVE
ACCELERATION DEMONSTRATED AND REFINED WITH
PLETHYSMOGRAPHIC GOGGLE TYPE OPHTHALMOCYNAMOMETER
A66-27606
PHYSIOLOGICAL CHANGES EXPERIENCED DURING SPACE
FLIGHT_ NOTING TECHNIQUES DETERMINING TRANSVERSE
ACCELERATION EFFECTS A66-28658
LABYRINTHINE AND EMOTIONAL FACTORS IN THE RESPONSE
OF HEART AND RESPIRATORY RATES OF RATS TO
ACCELERATION A66-80C31
BRAIN OXYGEN TENSION IN DOGS DURING POSITIVEt
NEGATIVE, AND TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION
A66-BO043
PSYCHOLOGICAL CORRELATES OF BIODYNAMIC STRESS -
DESCRIPTION OF SIX MEN SUSTAINING OVER 500
ACCUMULATED G A66-BOO95
ACCELERATION EFFECTS AND SOME PROTECTIVE METHODS
A66-80106
HORMONE CHANGES IN RESPONSE TO CENTRIFUGATIONt
VIBRATIONt AND ISOLATION WITH RESTRAINT IN MONKEY
A64-80115
PARTIAL IMMERSICN IN WATER EFFECT GN RESPONSE TO
HEADWARD ACCELERATION A66-80116
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PATHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF
VIBRATION ON TOTALLY IMMERSED CATS
A64-BOl19
ACCELERATION EFFECT ON PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORMANCE,
EFFECTS OF SUBGRAVITY AND WEIGHTLESSNESS ON THE
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM, AND IECHNIQUES FOR THE
STUDY OF ACCELERATION AND WEIGHTLESSNESS
A66-BO125
ACCELERATION TDLERANCEt ACCELERATION PROTECTION,
AND EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION ON VISION AND
ORIENTATION A66-EO143
ACCELERATION STRESS EFFECT ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE
RELATED TO HUMAN ENGINEERING OF SPACE VEHICLES
A66-80167
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF CORIOLIS ACCELERATION
A66-80156
ELEVATOR ILLUSION OBSERVED IN FLIGHT DURING
SUBGRAVIIY PRECEDED BY NEGATIVE ACCELERATION
A66-BOI74
A-2
8' SUBJECT INDEX
ENTCPIC VISUAL P_ENCPENA /PHOSPHENEI PRODUCED BY
ACCELERATION STRESS A64-BO178
ELECTRCMYCGRAM OF DIAPHRAGMe NECKv ABDCMINALv AND
INTERCOSTAL PUSCLES IN RELATION TO RESP[RATORY
PHASE CURING TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION
A66-BOZ79
HIGH SPEED LOW LEVEL FLICHT - PHYSIOLOGICAL
RESPONSES CURING AND AFTER FLIGHT
A66-BO333
SEKSERY-FHYSICLCGICAL PROELENS IN SPACE FLIGHT
ARISINC FROM STIMULATION OF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS
A64-BO351
ERAIk OXYGEN TENSION IN DOG DURING POSITIVE,
_EGATIVEt AND TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION
A64-BO359
PHYSIELCCICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF
ACCELERATION STRESS IN SPACEFLIGHT - A REVIEH
A6_-80477
VERTEERAL FRACTURES AS RELATED TO EJECTION SEAT
DESIGN[ FCSTUREv AND EJECTION FORCES
A66-BCSC1
EJECTION SEAT ACCELERATIONS AND INJURIES OF
VERTEBRAL COLUMN A64-805C6
EIEMECIEAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL INSTRUMENTATION FOR
_ChITCRIKG PERFORMANCE DURING CENTRIFUGE
SIMULATION CF SPACE FLIGHT A66-80556
GRAVITATIONAL STRESS AND PERCEPTION OF POSITION IN
SPACE A66-BOE35
GRCNT_ CF E. COLIBACTERIA CULTURES EXPGSEO TO
IONIZING RADIATION AND INCREASED GRAVITY
A66-BO6E4
CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM AND ADRENAL CDRTICOSTERONE
ELABCRATIEN OF STARVED AND UNSTARVED MICE OF
DIFFERENT AGES EXPOSED TO CHANGES IN GRAVITY
A66-BOBI§
FCRMARD ACCELERATION EFFECT ON BLOOD OXYGEN IN
ANESTHETIZED ODD BREATHING ROOM AIR AND BREATHING
99.6 PER CENT OXYGEN A64-BOBIT
EFFECT OF PROLONGED ACCELERATION ON EATING,
ECCY HEIGHT AND RESPONSE TIRE OF RAT
A66-80B46
VESTIBULAR AND CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSES TO
kEIGHTLESSNESS AND ADAPTATION TO INCREASED G
FCRCES AS RELATED TO PULSEw BLOOD PRESSURE,
RESPIRATION, AND ELECTROCARDIOGRAM
A66-8OE65
DISTUREANCES PRDOUCEO BY TEMPORARY, LOCALIZED
CEREBRAL ISCHEM|A SIMILAR TO THOSE CAUSED BY
ACCELERATION AND DECELERATION A66-80B59
IDENTIFICATION OF VARIABLES IN REPORTING
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION STRESS
A64-BOE6T
VARIATIONS IN NEURON RHYTHM OF RETICULAR FORMATION
TO TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION STRESS
A64-BDE96
DECELERATION EFFECTS ON BODY HEIGHT AND FOOD AND
HATER INTAKE OF RAT EXPOSED TO PROLONGED
CEMTRIFUGATION A66-BO916
LEUKOCYTE, EORTICOSTERDIDt AND CATEDHOLAHINE
RESPONSE TO CORIDLIS ACCELERATION DURING
ZERO-GRAVITY PARABOLIC FLIGHT A66-BO921
ROLE EF CTCLITHS IN DISORIENTATION DURING AND
AFTER kEIG_TLESSNESS AND CHANGES IN LINEAR
ACCELERATION A64-80926
RAPID ACCELERATION EFFECT ON SYMPATHIDOTDNIC
CHARACTER OF ELECTROCARDIOGRAM IN PILOTS
EJECTED FROM CATAPULTS A66-BO929
A-3
ACCELERATION STRESS
ACRENALECTDMY EFFECT IN RAT ADAPTED TO HYPOXIA ON
RACIAL ACCELERATION TOLERANCE A66-BOQ32
AMPLITUDEt FREQUENCY AND DURATION OF NYSTAGMUS IN
RESPONSE TO ANGULAR ACCELERATION RELATED TO
VESTIBULAR REGULATION, AGE AND STIMULUS INTENSITY
A66-80986
CORTICAL EXCITABILITY C_ANGES IN CAT DURING
POSITIVE ACCELERATION RED BLOOD VOLUME
REDUCTION A64-BODBB
VESTIBULAR ACCLIMATIZATION TO REPETITIVE COMPLEX
STIMULATION BY RADIAL ACCELERATION
A64-BO99_
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF VERTEBRAE BREAKING
STRENGTH AND ENDPLATE FRACTURES RELATED TO
ACCELERATION STRESS A66-BIDO6
FUNCTIONAL STATE CF ORGAN OF EQUILIBRIUM IN HHITE
MOUSE GRCNN MITH OAILY EXPOSURE TO ACCELERATION
A64-BZC23
THRESHOLD OF CALORIC NYSTAGMUS DURING CONSTANT
RACIAL ACCELERATION IN PIGEON A64-B1026
GRADIENT LOAD EFFECT CN HUMAN DUE TO
ACCELERATION STRESS DURING FLIGHT
A66-BIOSQ
PATHOLOGICAL EFFECT OF ACCELERATICNe IONIZING
RADIATICNt AND HEIGHTLESSNESS DURING MANNED SPACE
FLIGHT A66-81097
ANALYSIS OF CHARACTERISTICS OF NYSTAGMUS INDUCED
BY COMPLEMENTARY CORICLIS ACCELERATION
A64-BI120
ROLE OF OXYGEN ON HYPERCAPNIA AND ACCELERATION
STRESS TOLERANCE Abq-B1264
ION MIGRATION IN TISSUE OF MAN AND ANIMAL UNDER
HYPOXIA CAUSED BY LOg AMBIENT PRESSURE,
ACCELERATION STRESS AND VIBRATION
A64-B1266
N64-10383
REACTIONS TO ACCELERATION
JPRS-21908
STRESS CN H_H BCOY 9Y _CCELE_TI_ A_
MEIGHTLESSNESS
JPRS-20365 N66-11137
PHYSIOLOGY OF DOG RESPIRATORY AND CARDIOVASCULAR
SYSTENS DURING STRESS OF ACCELERATION
N66-11699
SPACE SYSTEM DESIGN OPTIMIZATION BASED ON HUMAN
REQUIREMENTS DURING ACCELERATION
N66-118OB
THEORY AND EXPERIMENTS ON PHYSIOLOGY DE FORNARD
ACCELERATIONS N66-11852
EFFECT OF ACCELERATION STRESS 8 NEIGHTLESSNESS ON
PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS OF COGS IN BALLISTIC
ROCKET FLIGHTS N66-11860
HUMAN CENTRIFUGE FOR TESTING EFFICIENCY INPAZRRENT
UNDER ACCELERATION N66-13652
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS TO ACCELERATION STRESS ANO
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING N66-13653
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ROTATIONAL ACCELERATION
IN RELATION TC MOTION SICKNESSw SPATIAL
DISORIENTAT|ON, [ BLACKOUT N64-13654
HUMAN TOLERANCE AND LIMITATIONS TO ACCELERATION
N64-13655
CENTRIFUGE AS FLIGHT SIMULATOR - RESTRAINT SYSTEMS
AND PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTION TO ACCELERATION STRESS
N66-I345T
ACCELERATION TOLERANCES ON CENTRIFUGE - ABILITY OF
MAN TO PERFORM TOTAL TASK IN TOTAL ENVIRONMENT
N6k-IJkS8
ACCELERATIO_TOLERANCE
RESTRAINI 6 PROTECTION OF HUMAN EXPERIENCING
SMCGTH GR OSCILLATING ACCELERATIONS SIMULATING
SPACE FLIGHT N64-13459
HUMAN TOLERANCE - RESPIRATORY IMPAIRMENT FROM
FORWARD ACCELERATION N64-13460
RESPIRATORY PHYSIOLOGY DURING FORWARD ACCELERATION
AND PRCTECTIVE MEASURES N64-13_61
REPEATED POSITIVE ACCELERATION OF LOW INTENSITY 6
LONG DURATION - ANAIOMICAL STUDY OF DOG KIDNEY
N64-13462
CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSE IN MAN DURING FORWARD
ACCELERATION Nb4-L3_63
INCREASEC HOST RESISTANCE TO ACCELERATION STRESS -
DRUGS, CONOITIONING, HYPOPHYSECTOMY, RETICULO-
ENDOTHELIAL STIMULATION N64-13464
CENTRIFUGES FOR STUDYING LONG TERM ACCELERATION
STRESS ON PAN AND ANIMALS N64-13_65
MATHEMATICAL MODEL CF HUMAN BODY FOR ASSESSMENT OF
LOADS ON BODY DURING ACCELERATION
TECH. REPT.-II5-2 N64-14779
ACCELERATION STRESS ON HUMAN PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL
BEHAVIER
NAOC-MA-63C5 N64-15753
ACCELERATION STRESS MEASUREMENT ON CARDIO-
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM BY DECREASES IN ARTERIAL
OXYGEN CONCENTRATION
AMRL-TDR-63-ID4 N64-16BO6
EFFECTIVE MEANS OF INCREASING HUMAN ENDURANCE
UNDER CONDITIONS OF ACCELERATION STRESS
FTC-MT-63-2D/I N64-18665
ELECTRCENCEPHALDGRAPHIC CHANGES IN HUMANS DURING
BLACKOUTS INDUCED BY ACCELERATION
NADC-ML-E4O2 N6_-20_50
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTION OF HUMAN BODY DURING
ACCELERATION DIRECTED ALONG SPINE-BREAST AXIS
FTC-TT-63-1095/162 N6_-21941
HUMAN TOLERANCE TO TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION AND
DECELERATION FORCES N64-22075
EFFECT OF TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION ON OXYGEN
TEKSICN IN BRAIN TISSUE
FTD-TT-63-121511£2_4 N64-22665
BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH IN ACCELERATION_ IMPACTI
WEIGHTLESSNESS, VIBRATION_ AND EMERGENCY ESCAPE
AND RESTRAINT SYSTEM - BIBLIOGRAPHY
CARI-63-3D N64-22711
BIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO CONTINUOUS ACCELERATIONS IN
CROER CF MAGNITUDE OF MICRO-G
NASA-CR-511BO N64-22776
EXPERIMENTAL BIOLOGY, IMMUNOLOGY, WEIGHTLESSNESS,
AND ACCELERATION STRESS
FTD-TT-62-1164116284 N64-Z3454
ASTRONAUT BEHAVIOR ABOARD SATELLITE - REACTION TC
WEIGHTLESSNESS, ACCELERATION, AND RADIATION HAZARD
N64-23638
NUCLEIC ACIDS AND CHLOROPHYLL BIOSYNTHESIS AND
ELECTRCMYGGRAMS UNDER ACCELERATION STRESSES
FTC-TT-63-105211£2 N6_-23659
ELECTRCMYOGRAM MEASUREMENT OF BIDELECTRIC CURRENT
AS MEASURE CF HUMAN MUSCLE TDNUS AND EFFECTS OF
WEIGHTLESSNESS AND INCREASED ACCELERATION STRESS
N64-23661
PHYSICLCGICAL RESPONSE OF HUMAN BODY TD
ACCELERATICN N64-23697
HISTOPFYSIDLOGICAL CHANGES IN TISSUES AND INTERNAL
DREAMS OF EXPERIMENTAL ANIMALS UNDER G-FORCES
N64-23764
SUBJECT INOEX
LONG-LASTING TRANSVERSE G-FORCE EFFECT ON CENTRAL
NERVOUS SYSTEM OF ANIMALS N64-23766
REACTIONS OF VASCULAR SYSTEM OF CRANIAL CAVITY
DURING LONGITUDINAL G-LOADS N64-23770
EFFECTS DF HIGH SUSTAINED ACCELERATION ON PILOT
PERFORMANCE AND DYNAMIC RESPONSE
NASA-TN-D-2067 N64-24815
HUMAN EYE REFLEX RESPONSE TO VERTICAL ACCELERATION
AND RELATIONSHIP TO LABYRINTH - ELEVATOR ILLUSION
FPRC-I213 N64-25846
VISUAL ILLUSIONS CUE TO ACCELERATION AND EYE
MOTION
FPRC-1207 N64-25847
PLASMA NONESTERIFIEO FATTY ACIDS IN RATS SUBJECTED
TC GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION
NASA-TT-F-Ig7 N64-26782
THRESHOLD OF ACCELERATION SENSATION IN MAN
JPRS-25929 N6_-26880
FUNCTIONAL CONDITION OF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS OF
WHITE RAT UNDER DAILY ROTATIONAL ACCELERATION
STRESS
NASA-TT-F-gD25 N64-27138
INFLUENCE OF GRAVITATIONAL OVERLOAD ON ARTERIAL
SYSTEM OF NERVES AT EXTREMITIES
JPRS-25275 N64-27501
MEDICINE IN UKRAINIAN S.S.R.v ACCELERATION AND
AEROSPACE MEDICINE_ AND CHEMOTHERAPY
JPRS-26116 N64-28432
EFFECT OF CORIOLIS ACCELERATICN DURING ZERO
GRAVITY FLIGHT ON CERTAIN HEMATOLOGICAL AND
URINARY PARAMETERS IN NORMAL AND LABYRINTHINE
DEFECTIVE SUBJECTS
NASA-CR-S8675 N64-28876
MEDICAL MONITORING OF HEART RATE PATTERNS DURING
CONDITIONS OF SLEEP, QUIET RESTt BREATH-HOLDINGt
HYPOXIA, AND INCREASED G FORCES OF AIRCRAFT FLIGHT
N64-2895Q
OXYGEN TENSION IN LIVING BRAIN TISSUE OF DOG
DURING LONG ACCELERATION
FTD-TT-63-B48/Ig2 N64-29278
ACCELERATION TOLERANCE
ACCELERATION EFFECTS IN ADRENAL GLANDS OF RATS
A64-13TSG
BICELECTRIC ACTIVITY OF CEREBRAL CORTEX IN
RELATION TD HUMAN ACCELERATION TOLERANCE ON BASIS
OF ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAMS A64-25599
BIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS IN MANNED SPACE EXPLORATION
INCLUDING ACCELERATION TOLERANCE_ WEIGHTLESSNESS
EFFECTS, RADIATION, CONFINEMENT AND SUPPORT
SYSTEMS A64-26917
ENDURANCE VARIATIONS IN MICE SUBJECTED TO
ACCELERATIDNt X-RAY AND PROTON IRRADIATION
A64-27273
MANS SHORT TIME TOLERANCE TO SINUSOIDAL
VIBRATIONS AT FREQUENCIES BETWEEN 3 AND 20 CPS IN
THREE ORTHOGONAL AXES A64-27596
MECHANICAL IMPEDANCE MODEL TO DEVELOP
QUANTITATIVE STANDARDS AND DESIGN LIMIT FOR
HUMAN EXPOSURE TO DYNAMIC ACCELERATION
A64-27599
HUMAN BODY RESPONSE TO ACCELERATIDNt VIBRATION ANO
IMPACT IN PRESENCE OF OTHER STIMULI
A64-28345
PARTIAL IMMERSION IN WATER EFFECT ON RESPONSE TO
HEADWARD ACCELERATION &64-80116
ACCELERATION TOLERANCE AND PERFORMANCE AS
RELATED TO SIMULATOR TRAINING OF ASTRONAUT
A64-B0666
A-4
SUBJECTINDEX ACOUSTIC FATIGUE
HUMAN TRACKING PERFORMANCE C TOLERANCE TO
ACCELERATION
NASA-DR-21 N66-16536
PHOTOELECTRIC RECORDING APPARATUS AND MEASUREMENT
OF ACCELERATION TOLERANCE OF HUMAN HEAD
AMRL-TDR-63-106 N66-16B08
ASTRONAUTS ACCELERATION TOLERANCE PERFORMANCE
IN RETURNING TO ERECT POSITION FROM CROUCH
AMRL-TDR-64-56 N64-33530
ACCELERATOR
S LINEAR ACCELERATOR
S SYNCHROTRON
ACCELEROIRETER
ACCELEROMETRIC PRECORDIAL BALLISTOCARDICGRAM IN
HYPERTENSION
NASA-TT-F-19B N66-25056
ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
SA AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENT
SAFETY, HAZARDS £ ACCIDENTS
NASA-DR-S6623 N66-26119
ACCIDENT PREVENTION
ACCIDENT RESEARCH REVIEWED AND CRITICIZED IN AREAS
OF CAUSATION ANO PREVENTION A66-B06S9
ACCIDENT PRONENESS
ACCIDENT PRONENESS AND INDIVIDUAL VARIATION IN
LIABILITY AA¢-BO¢D3
FOHN WEATHER EFFECTS ON ACCIDENT RATES
A64-BO631
ACCLIMATIZATION
SA COLD ACCLIMATIZATION
SA HEAT ACCLIMATIZATION
CF ALTITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION
CF ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
CF HEAT TOLERANCE
CF HUMAN TOLERANCE
ACCLIMATIZATION TO CARBON DIOXIDE AND EFFECT ON
ACID-BASE BALANCEt BLOOD, URINE ELECTROLYTES!
NITROGEN RETENTION, AND BODY WEIGHT
A66-80232
NERVOUS SYSTEM INVOLVEMENT IN ADAPTATION TO
ENVIRONMENTAL STIMULI A64-80616
HEAT REACTIONS OF CAUCASIANS AND BANTU MALES IN
ACCLIMATIZED AND UNACCLIMATIZED STATES DURING
PHYSICAL EXERCISE IN HOT ENVIRONMENT
A64-BO696
HEAT REACTIONS OF ACCLIMATIZED AND UNACCLINATIZED
CAUCASIANS IN TEMPERATE, IN HOT AND DRY_ AND IN
HOT AND HUMID CLIMATES A66-BO697
ENVIRONMENTAL COLD AS RELATED TO METABCLISNt
RESPIRATIONv CIRCULATIONe BLOOD, CENTRAL NERVOUS
SYSTEM, KIDNEY, LIVERe AND ACCLINATIZATIO _ OF MAN
A6_-BOB79
HIGH ALTITUDE PHYSIOLOGY IN RELATION TO
ANAESTHESIA AND INHALATION THERAPY OF MOUNTAIN
INHABITANT A66-BOBgO
VESTIBULAR ACCLIMATIZATION TO REPETITIVE COMPLEX
STIMULATION BY RADIAL ACCELERATION
A66-oog_9
Q
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF HEAT DURING EXERCISE AND
REST IN ACCLIMATIZED AND NONACCLIMATIZED BANTU
A64-81016
PHYSIOLOGICAL CHANGES IN HUMAN ORGANISM DURING
ACCLIMATIZATION OF NEW ARRIVALS TO ARCTIC
A64-81103
PHYSIOLOGICAL CHANGES IN HUMAN UNDERGOING
ACCLIMATIZATION TO SUBARCTIC ATMOSPHERIC
CONDITIONS A66-BIIO6
ACCLIMATIZATION OF MAN TO FAR NORTH AND SOUTH
JPRS-21681 N64-lOSgT
TISSUE MECHANISMS - ADAPTATION OF ANIMALS TO
REDUCED OXYGEN CONTENT IN ENVIRONMENT
JPRS-16105 N64-2148C
ADAPTATION OF ORGANISMS TO CHRONIC OXYGEN
STARVATION - ACCLIMATIZATION OF HUMANS TO ALTITUDE
AND HYPOXIA CHAMBER CONDITIONS N64-31539
ACETIC ACID
PHYSIOLOGY AND BIOCHEMISTRY OF PLANTS - EFFECT GF
INDOLYL ACEIIC ACID AND INDOLYL BUTYRIC ACID ON
ALGAE
FTO-MT-63-49 N66-10672
ACETYLATION
ACETYLATION OF SULFANILAMIDE IN FEMALE MOUSE LIVER
DURING CHRONIC IRRADIATION N64-1350B
ACETYLCHOLINE
ASTHMA TEST BY PNEUMDTACHCGRAPHY AFTER INHALATION
OF ACETYLCHDLINE AND ALEUDRINE A66-80286
LOCAL EFFECT OF ACETYLCHOLINE_ ATROPINE,
IETRAETHYLANMONIUN, AND ISCFLUROPHATE IDFPI ON
VESTIBULAR FUNCTION IN RABBIT A64-BogBI
PRESSOR RESPONSES TO CHANGES IN POSTURE, EXERCISE,
VARIOUS DRUGS AND OTHER ORGANIC SUBSTANCES, AND
HAND AND/OR FOREARM COLD EXPOSURE OF NORMAL AND
HYPERTENSIVE SUBJECTS A66-BIOOZ
ACID
CF ACETIC ACID
CF ACRYLIC ACID
CF AMINO ACID
CF ASCDRBIC ACID
CF ASPARTIC ACID
CF CARBONIC ACID
CF DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID
CF FATTY ACID
CF FOLIC ACID
CF FORMIC ACID
CF NUCLEIC ACID
CF RIBONUCLEIC ACID
ACID STABILITY OF BLOOD ERYTHROCYTES IN HUMAN
BODIES BY IONIZING RADIATION
JPRS-IB93B N66-I1317
ACID-BASE BALANCE
CF PH FACTOR
ACCLIMATIZATION TO CARBON DIOXIDE AND EFFECT ON
ACID-BASE BALANCE_ BLOOD, URINE ELECTROLYTES,
NITROGEN RETENTION, AND BODY WEIGHT
A64-BO232
HUMAN RESPONSE TO CARBON DIOXIDE IN LOW PRESSUREw
OXYGEN RICH ATMOSPHERE A66-B0323
NIGHT ANO DAY WEAPON DELIVERY ACCURACY BY PILOTS
OF HIGH PERFORMANCE AIRCRAFT AS RELATED TO
SYMPATHETIC NERVES, ADRENAL ACTIVITYw MINERAL
METABOLISM, AND ACID-BASE BALANCE
A64-BO823
OXYGEN INHALATION EFFECTS ON COLD RESPONSE
THRESHOLDS AND ON GAS TRANSPORT AND ACID-BASE
BALANCE OF BLOOD
AO-6OQOTT N66-26550
ACOUSTIC ATTENUATION
SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL MEASUREMENT, BY MEANS OF DATA
ON NOISE SOURCE AND SOUND TRANSMISSION PROPERTIES
IN PISTON AND JET AIRCRAFT A64-12381
SOUNDPROOF ROOM PROVIDING MAXIMUM ATTENUATION IN
SPEECH FREQUENCY RANGE A64-O0610
SOUND ATTENUATION IN ATMOSPHERES OF AIR, NITROGENy
OXYGEN, HELIUM AND 50-5C HELIUM-OXYGEN MIXTURES
AT LOW PRESSURES
SAM-TDR-64-43 N64-31051
ACOUSTIC FATIGUE
MODERATE POSTSTIMULATORY FATIGUE EFFECT ON EAR
TUNING, USING BINAURAL PITCH MATCHING DATA
A64-1BCOO
CHANGE IN COCHLEAR MICROPHONIC POTENTIAL IN
MAMMAL CAUSED BY INTENSE ACOUSTIC STIMULATION
A-5
ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE SUBJECT INDEX t
A64-81079
PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTOR OF ACOUSTIC FATIGUE IN
HEARING PURE TONES
CARI-63-19 N64-14410
SPACECRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL ACOUSTIC TEST FACILITY -
LISTENING FATIGUE AND COMFORT
AD-642B27 N66-32376
ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE
ACOUSTIC REFLEX CF MIDDLE EAR UPON STEP
STIMULATION OF WHITE NOISE STUDIED BY VARIATION OF
INPUT IMPEDANCE TO HUMAN SUBJECTS
A66-23BDB
ACOUSTICAL IMPEDANCE PRESENTED TO EARPHONES BY
HUMAN EAR IS CRITICAL DESIGN FACTOR OF ACCURATE
ARTIFICIAL EAR A64-26636
ACOUSTIC SIMULATION
ANNOYANCE PROOUCED BY SIMULATED AIRCRAFT NOISE
VARYING IN INTENSITY, DURATIONt NOISE SPECTRUM,
FREQUENCYt AND NUMBER OF REPETITIONS
A64-80090
ACOUSTICS
SA PSYCHOACOUSTICS
CF NOISE
CF SOUND
HUMAN PERFORMANCE IN SOUND LEVEL IDENTIFICATION
FOR LEVELS WITH AN UNBALANCED PROBABILITY OF
OCCURRENCE
USAF ESD-TDR-62-352 A64-10959
PERCEPTUAL JUOGMENT OF LATERALIZATION OF SOUND
IMAGES PRODUCED BY BINAURAL INTERACTION OF CLICKS
WITH CLICKS OR CLICK PAIRS A64-21335
NOISE ANALYSIS OF MILITARY AIRCRAFT AND SEPARATE
COMPONENTS IN FLIGHT AND CN GROUND
A64-80330
ACOUSTIC SPECIFICATION OF SPEECH
AFCRL-E4-263 N64-26499
UNDERWATER ACOUSTICS, VECTDRCARDIOGRAMSt AND
NORMAL HEART SOUNDS
JPRS-2EIC3 N64-28631
INTERACTION OF EXCITATION £ INHIBITION PROCESSES
IN ACOUSTIC ANALYZER OF DOG IN RESPONSE TO PURE
TONES N64-31464
ACRYLIC ACID
INHIBITION AND ENHANCEMENT OF RADIATION EFFECTS ON
BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS WITH AMIDES OF ACRYLIC AND
PRDPICNIC ACIDS N64-18411
ACTH
S ADRENOCORTICOTROPIN
ACTINOMYCETES
INFLUENCE OF SPACE FLIGHT FACTORS ON HEREDITY
DEVELOPMENT IN ACTINOMYCEIES AND PLANTS
N64-11682
ACTIVATION IBIDL/
CF AROUSAL
CF CATALYTIC ACTIVITY
CF ENZYME ACTIVITY
NDISE EFFECTS ON PERFORMANCE OF INTELLIGENCE ANO
CONCENTRATION TESTS A66-80410
BRAIN EIOPOTENTIALS - ELECTROENCEPHALCGRAPHIC
VARIATIONS IN RESPONSE TO RHYTHMIC PHOTIC
STIMULATION A66-80669
SPONTANEOUS ACTIVITY OF SINGLE VESTIBULAR NEURON
OF CAT DURING SLEEP AND WAKEFULNESS AS
DETERMINED THRCUGH ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM
ACTIVITY
S CATALYTIC ACTIVITY
S SOLAR ACTIVITY
ACTIVITY /BIOL/
SA ENZYME ACTIVITY
A64-8106T
CF PERIODICITY IBIOLI
ACTIVITY RHYTHMS IN GREATER EUROPEAN HORSESHOE
BAT - ADAPTIVE ASPECTS A64-80212
ELECTRIC FIELD EFFECT ON ACTIVITY AND RADIATION
STRESS IN MICE A64-80334
WATER AND FOOD DEPRIVATION AS RELATED TO RANDOM
ACTIVITY IN RAT IN VARIOUS ACTIVITY MEASURING
DEVICES AT DIFFERENT ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURES
A66-80556
CIRCADIAN ACTIVITY AND NOISE COMPARISONS OF TWO
CONFINED GROUPS WITH AND WITHOUT REFERENCE TO
CLOCK TIME A66-BO747
VARIATIONS IN NEURON RHYTHM OF RETICULAR FORMATION
TO TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION STRESS
A64-80896
PERIPHERAL VASOCONSTRICTION INDUCED BY EMOTIONAL
STRESS IN RATS A64-8108T
ACTIVITY CYCLE IBIOLI
S PERIODICITY /BIOL/
ADAPTATION
SA DARK ADAPTION
SA DESERT ADAPTATION
SA LIGHT ADAPTATION
ACCELERATION FORCES CAUSING DISRUPTION OF TIMING
BEHAVIOR IN WHITE RAT A64-13748
OPERATOR ADAPTATION _TO SUDDEN CHANGES IN
CONTROLLED ELEMENT GAIN AND POLARITY BASEO ON
TRACKING ERROR AND RESPONSE TIME
A64-24127
HUMAN OPERATOR ADAPTATION TO DISCRETE AND
CONTINUOUS TIME VARIATIONS IN CONTROL SYSTEM
A64-248_1
BASAL RESISTANCE LEVEL IN RATS UNDER STRESS USED
AS INDEX OF AROUSAL COMPONENT OF MOTIVATION
A64-80005
ACTIVITY RHYTHMS IN GREATER EUROPEAN HORSESHOE
BAT - ADAPTIVE ASPECTS A64-80212
ROTARY ENVIRONMENT RESULTING IN ADAPTATIONAL
BEHAVIOR BY CHICKEN A66-80321
MOTION PERCEPTION - ADAPTATIPN IN PERCEPTION OF
ROTATING PATTERN A64-B0357
MONAURAL ADAPTATION TO SOUND AND EFFECT OF NOISE
EXPCSURE IN CDNTRALATERAL EAR A64-BO372
VESTIBULAR HABITUATION ACHIEVED BY UNIDIRECTIONAL
ROTATION A64-BO384
MIDCLEEAR MUSCLE ACOUSTIC REFLEX RESPONSE
HABITUATED IN CAT A64-80385
ORGAN SYSTEM RESPONSE AND ADAPTATION TO
ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGES - HANDBOOK
A64-80414
CELLULAR ADAPTATION TO UNFAVORABLE ENVIRONMENTAL
FACTORS A64-B0415
EFFECT OF WEATHER AND CLIMATE ON PHYSIOLOGY
OF MAN A64-80620
ADAPTATION OF PRIMITIVE MAN TO COLD STRESS IN
VARIOUS GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATIONS A64-B0425
ADAPTATION OF MAN TO HUMID HEAT IN TROPICS
A64-80428
ADAPTATION OF MAN AND MAMMALS TO ATMOSPHERIC
POLLUTANTS A64-B0429
ADAPTATION IN NAN DURING REPEATED EXPOSURE TO
INDUSTRIAL CHEMICALS OF SIGNIFICANCE IN AEROSPACE
MEDICINE A66-80430
ADAPTATION TO AND PROTECTION OF MAN FROM VARIOUS
NOISE LEVELS A64-80436
A-6
SUBJECT INDEX AOENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE
ADAPTATION TO MOTION -- RELATION TO VESTIBULAR
APPARATUS AND CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
A66-80637
MUSCULAR SYSTEM FUNCTION IN ADAPTATION TO VARIOUS
ENVIRONMENTS OR CIRCUMSTANCES A66-8063B
BOOY kEIGHT_ WATER ANO FOOD INTAKE, AND URINE
ELECTROLYTE CONCENTRATION IN RAT DURING ADAPTATION
TO WATER DEPRIVATION SCHEDULE A66-B0552
RESTRICTED HATER INTAKE AS RELATED TO MATER
BALANCE AND FOOD INTAKE IN RAT A6_-80§55
MOTOR SENSORY FEEDBACK AS RELATED TO SELF-PRDOUCED
MOVEMENT IN ADAPTING TO PRISM-PRODUCED VISUAL
FIELD REARRANGEMENT A66-BOSBI
RECOVERY TIME AFTER EXPOSURE TO GLARE STUDIED AS
FUNCTION DF DURATION, INTENSITY, AND CONTRAST
A66-80601
ADAPTATION TO SPACE FLIGHT CONDITIONS - EFFECTS
ANC COLNTERMEASURES TO NEIGHTLESSNESS AND OTHER
PHYSICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL STRESSES
A66-BO638
BRAIN ELCOC CIRCULATION, ERYTHRCCYTE, HEMOGLOBIN,
AND HEYATCPOIETIC CHANGES IN MHITE RAT ADAPTING
TO HYPCXIA IN ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER
A66-BOTS9
VESTIBULAR AND CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSES TO
NEIGHTLESSNESS AND ADAPTATION TG INCREASED G
FORCES AS RELATED TO PULSE, BLOOD PRESSURE,
RESPERATIONt AND ELECTROCARDIOGRAM
A66-BOB65
PHYSIELOG/CAL RESPONSES TO HIGH ENVIRONMENTAL
TEMPERATURE AND HYPERTHERMIA A66-OOBT8
HUMAN ADAPTION TO LONGTERM EXPOSURE TD OPTICAL
DISTORTION PRODUCED BY HEDGE PRISM
A66-80896
T_C ADAPTATION PROCESSES TO ACTIVE AND PASSIVE
EXPOSURE TO OPTICALLY ROTATED VISUAL FIELD
A66-B0933
MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSION OF OSCILLATORY PROPERTIES
OF HUMAN BODY DUE TC ELASTICITY OF TISSUES
A66-80939
AUEITCRY ADAPTATION FOR PURE TONES CDPPARED AT
THRESHCLG AND SUPRATHRESHCLC LEVELS FCR CLINICAL
TESTING A64-80955
RELATIVE DEPTH JUDGMENT AS FUNCTION OF EYE
MOVEMENT A66-B0976
HIGH ALTITUDE EFFECT ON BASAL METABOLISM AND
RESPIRATION IN MEN CURING PROLONGED STAY AT 5,800
PETER /l_tCOO FEET/ ELEVATION IN HIMALAYAS
A66-80995
BLCCO CELL CHANGE IN ATHLETES CURING EXERCISE AND
SALNA EATH AND RELATION TO ADAPTATION IN SPORTS
A66-81232
AGE FACTOR IN ADAPTATION OF HUMAN TO HYPOXEA
A64-B126T
AGE EFFECT DN ADAPTATION AND PHYSIOLOGICAL
RESPONSE TO ACUTE HYPOXIA IN RAT AND COG
A64-BI251
ROLE CF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM IN ADAPTATION TO
HYPCXIA A66-BI25B
ADAPTATION _NO PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE OF HUMAN
CRCANISN TO HYPOXIA AT HIGH ALTITUDE
A64-B1259
RELATIONSHIP EETNEEN TISSUE REQUIREMENT AND OXYGEN
UPTAKE DURING HYPDXEMIA A66-B1262
DEVELCFMENT OF TOLERANCE TO TOXIC EFFECT OF OXYGEN
EXCESS IN AMBIENT AIR BY HYPOXIC TRAINING IN
PRESSURE CHAMBER A66-81263
ROLE OF THYROID GLANO ANO SENSE ORGANS IN
ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA A66-81272
PHASES OF ADAPTATION PROCESS TO HIGH ALTITUDE
A64-BI273
PHYSIOLOGICAL MECHANISM OF ADAPTATION TO HIGH
ALTITUDE A66-81276
INHIBITOR OF THYROID AND EFFECT ON ADAPTATION TO
HIGH ALTITUDE ]N DOGS A66-812BO
ADAPTATION TO HIGH ALTITUDE ANO EFFECT ON
HEMOOYNAMICS CFHUMAN IN ASCENT TO HIGHER LEVELS
A64-B1283
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE AND ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA
IN MAN AND OTHER CRGANISMS A66-B1286
PHYSIOLOGY OF ADAPTATION IN HUMAN TO HIGH ALTITUOE
A66-B12BT
INTERMA_UAL TRANSFER OF ADAPTATION TO PRISMS IN
HUMAN A66-BI302
ADAPTATION OF HUMANS TO SPACE FLIGHT CONDITIOWSt
AND EFFECTS OF SPACE ENVIRONMENT ON MAN
N66-10166
NONLINEAR ADAPTATION OF HUMAN OPERATOR IN PURSUIT
TRACKING SYSTEM
NASA-CR-53879 N66-199§5
ADAPTATION AND ACCLIMATIZATION OF HUMAN ORGANISM
TO HYPOXIA
JPRS-25796 N66-2BOT6
PSYCHOLOGICAL RESPONSES AND HUMAN AOAPTIBILITY TC
HEAT AND COLD - INSTRUMENTATION
AO-603076 N64-30859
HUMAN ADAPTATION TO ALTITUOE, HEAT_ COLON PHYSICAL
EXERTION, ACCELERATION1 RADIATION, IN SPACE FLIGHT
NASA-TT-F-?ZSB N64-33410
ADAPTIVE CONTROL
GF SELF-ADAPTIVE SYSTEM
EFFECT OF FEEDBACK ON ADAPTIVE CHARACTERISTICS
IN LIFE SCIENCES AND MAN-MACHINE INTERACTIONS
AMRL-TOR-66-39 N64-26886
ADAPTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM
CF SELF-ADAPTIVE SYSTEM
SAMPLE-DATA MODEL FOR HUMAN CONTROLLER IN TIME
INVARIANT CONTROL SYSTEM A66-24833
ADAPTIVE CONTROLLER-E_UIPMENT NODULE - HUMAN
CONTROLLER, SATELLITE CCMPUTERv DISPLAYS AND
CONTROLS FOR AIR TRAFFIC REGULATION
N64-13005
PATHOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGY OF ADAPTIVE CUNTROL AND
PROTECTION MECHANISMS IN ANIMALS
FTC-TT-62-I56B/l_2C6 N66-Z3663
ADDITIVE
S ANTIDXIDANT
ADENINE
FORMATION OF ADENOSINE BY ULTRAVIOLET IRRADIATION
OF ADENINE AND RIBCSE N64-11375
ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PHARMACOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS OF
ADENOSINETRIPHOSPHDRIC ACID AND COCARBOXYLASE IN
TREATMENT OF PILOTS AFFLICTEO NITH FLIGHT FATIGUE
A64-26C99
ADENOSINE TRIPHCSPHATE IN BRAIN OF RAT EXPOSED TO
CHRONIC HYPERCAPNIA A66-BDIOO
ADRENCCCRTICOTROPIN AND ACENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE
EFFECTS ON HEXOKINASE ACTIVITY OF SKELETAL MUSCLES
AND HEART DURING HYPOXIA IN RATS
A64-BOE06
PROLONGED ANOXIC SURVIVAL OF RAT DUE TO ANOXIA
PRE-EXPCSURE AS RELATED TO BRAIN ADENOSINE
TRIPHOSPHATEt LACTATEe AND PYRUVATE CONCENTRATIONS
A-?
ADIPOSE TISSUE SUBJECT INDEX L
A64-BOB16
PHETCSYNTHETIC PROCESSES AND THEIR SCIENTIFIC
IMPORTANCE IN ALGAE AND BACTERIA
A64-BIC36
ADENOSINE TRIPEOSPHATE AND CDCARBOXYLASE TREATMENT
OF JET PILOT WITH FLIGHT FATIGUE
A64-B1069
EFFECT OF EDDY TEMPERATURE IN BRAIN AND MUSCLE ON
ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHORIC ACID AND CREATINE
FHESPHATE CCNTENT N64-12572
SYNTHESIS OF ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE UNDER POSSIBLE
PRIMITIVE EARTH CONCITIONS
NASA-RP-g4 N64-13168
ADIPOSE TISSUE
ACETATE METABCLISM CF WHITE FAT FROM HAMSTERS IN
COLD EXPESURE AND HIBERNATION A64-80C99
DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS IN RAT RELATED TO BODY FAT
A66-BO328
BODY FAT CONTENT Abe OOMPCSITICN, BODY WEIGHTe
METABOLISM OF COLD-EXPDSECv SENISTARVEDt AND
HDRMCNE TREATEC HAMSTER A64-8Og91
BRCWN ANE WHITE ADIPOSE TISSUE METABOLISM IN
CCLD EXPOSED RAT A64-81065
NITROGEN SDLUEILITY IN WATER AND EXTRACTED HUMAN
FAT - GAS CHROMATOGRAPHIC DETERMINATION
SAM-TOM-64-1 N64-IgB22
ADRENAL GLAND
ADRENCCCRTICAL ACTIVITY AT HIGH ALTITUDE UNDER
STRESS CONDITIONS A64-12ggO
ACCELERATICN FORCES CAUSING DISRUPTION OF TIMING
BEHAVICR IN WHITE RAT A64-I3748
ACCELERATICN EFFECTS IN ADRENAL GLANDS DF RATS
A64-13750
PLASMA 17-HYORDXYCDRTICOSTEROID AND ADRENAL
SECRETORY RATES OF ALDDSTERDNE AND CORTISOL
RELATEE TC ted REST A64-25548
TESTS C_ WHITE RATS TO INVESTIGATE RADIATION
PRETECTIVE EFFECT CF HISTAMINE WHILE BODY IS
INFLUENCED EY EIOGEN AMINES A64-275EI
HYPCTHERMIA AND ASCDRBIC ACID CONTENT.AND
DISTRIEUTIC_ IN ADRENAL CORTEX CF THE RAT
OTS 62-I176011. A64-BODGO
COLD EFFECT IN RAT FOLLOWING WHOLE BODY OR ADRENAL
IRBADIATICN A64-80270
LOhG-TERM STRESS AND PREMATURE AGING IN RAT WITH
EFFECT CN BASAL METABOLIC RATEr ADRENAL GLANDt
RRCSTATE GLANCe ANt WHITE BLOOD CELL
A64-80566
WHELE ECCY VIBRATION EFFECTS ON PLASMA AND URINARY
CORTICZSTERCIC LEVELS A64-80636
BRCLCNGEC STARVATION EFFECT ON BLGCD PLASMA
OOKCENIRATICN AND EXCRETION OF ADRENAL HORMONES
A64-80767
INTERCCRRELATICN OF EXERCISE, BODY COMPOSITION,
FOLD RESTRICTICN, SERUM AND LIVER CHOLESTEROL, AND
ADRENAL WEIGHT IN RAT A64-80785
CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM AND ADRENAL CORTICOSTERONE
ELABCRATICN DF STARVED AND UNSTARVED MICE OF
DIFFERENT AGES EXPOSED TO CHANGES IN GRAVITY
AG_~BC815
NICHT ARC DAY WEAPON DELIVERY ACCURACY BY PILOTS
CF HIGH PERFORMANCE AIRCRAFT AS RELATED TO
SYMPATHETIC NERVESt ADRENAL ACTIVITY, MINERAL
MEIABCLISM, AND ACIC-BASE BALANCE
A64-80B23
CCLO RESFCNSE OF T_YROID IN HEAT-ADAPTEO RAT
FOLLOWING BILATERAL LESION DF HABENULAR NUCLEI
A64-80880
SECRETORY RATES OF ALDOSTERONE AND CORTISDL
MEASURED BEFORE, DURING AND AFTER BED REST
A6_-80922
ADRENALECTDMY EFFECT IN RAT ADAPTED TO HYPOXIA ON
RADIAL ACCELERATION TCLERANCE A6_-80932
RESERPINE AND CHLORPROMAZINE - EFFECT ON RATS
SUBJECTED TO EXPERIMENTAL STRESS
AG_-B1132
MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN ANTERIOR LOBE OF
PITUITARY GLAND, THYMUS, _ ADRENAL GLAND UNDER
IRRADIATION AND COOLING
JPRS-20037 N6_-11320
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND CATECHOLAMINE RELEASE FROM
ADRENAL SLICES AND RATE DF RESPIRATION
SAM-TDR-63-SO N6_-12835
LABELLED THYMIDINE AND RACIOAUTOGRAPHY TO ASSESS
ADRENAL CELL FORMATION IN ANIMALS AFTER VARIOUS
TIMES OF CDLD EXPOSURE
AAL-TDR-63-7 N64-13631
FUNCTION DF ADRENAL GLAND AND HEMATDPOIETIC SYSTEM
UNDER TEMPORARY AND PROLONGED HYPDXIA DURING
MOUNTAIN CLIMBING - MEDICAL STUDY
N64-I5202
RCLE DE HYPOPHYSEAL-ADRENAL SYSTEM IN
IMMUNOLOGICAL AND INFECTICN PROCESSES
N64-17168
EFFECT OF ANESTHESIA ON STRESS REACTION OF RAT
PITUITARY AND ADRENAL GLANDS N6_-31344
EFFECT CF STRONG STRESS AND HIGH DCSES OF
ADRENOCDRTICOTROPIN HORMONE ON MORPHOPHYSIOLOGICAL
REORGANIZATION CF RAT ADRENAL GLAND
N6_-31345
WATER INTOXICATION { DIURESIS IN ADRENAL
INSUFFICIENCY AND SIGNIFICANCE OF ADRENAL GLAND IN
DSMCREGULATION
NASA-TT-F-gII5 NG_-33397
ADRENAL METABOLISM
SEASONAL VARIATION CF ACRENAL CORTEXv LEUCOCYTESe
AND REACTION TO ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE
AGe-BOB99
RIBOFLAVIN, VITAMIN E, BIOTIN, FOLIO ACID AND
EFFECT ON ADRENAL CORTEX FUNCTION AT HIGH ALTITUDE
AG_-BI281
ADRENOCORTICOTROPIN
SYMPATHCADRENAL, ADRENOCORTICAL AND METABOLIC
EFFECTS OF SHORT DURATION HYPEROXIA
A64-19136
ADRENOCDRTICOTRDPIN AND ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE
EFFECTS ON HEXOKINASE ACTIVITY OF SKELETAL MUSCLES
AND HEART DURING HYPOXIA IN RAIS
A64-80606
ACTH INJECTION CF RATS IRRACIATED WITH X-RAYS, AND
ORGAN PERMEABILITY CHANGES N64-156BI
PARCTID FLUID AND SERUM RESPONSES TO INTRAMUSCULAR
INJECTION OF ADRENCCCRTICCTROPIN /ACTH/ IN YOUNG
ADULT MALES
SAM-TDR-64-37 N64-29286
RADIATION SICKNESS STUDIES - RADIOPROTECTIVE
PROPERTIES OF ACRENOCORTICOTROPIN /ACTHI, USE OF
DRUGS IN SICKNESS INDUCED BY POLONIUM INJECTIONS,
AND TREATMENT OF SKIN LESIONS
JPRS-26542 N64-29759
PAROTID FLUID CORTICDSTEROIC LEVELS IN ADULT MALES
ONE AND TWO HOURS AFTER RECEIVING GRADED
INTRAMUSCULAR DOSES OF AORENUCORTICCTROPIN
SAM-TDR-64-50 N6_-31053
EFFECT OF STRONG STRESS AND HIGH DOSES OF
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SUBJECT INDEX AEROSPACE MEDICINE
ADRENCCERTICOTROPIN HORMONE ON MCRPHCPHYSIOLOGICAL
REORGANIZATION CF RAT ADRENAL GLAND
N64-31345
ADVECIIC_
S CGNVECTIEN
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
IMAGE DUALITY CATEGORIZATION DF AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
N66-10530
COLOR FILTERING AND DISPLAY TECHNIQUE EFFECTS ON
VISUAL PERCEPTION - SPECTRA ZONAL PHOTOGRAPHY AND
TARGET DETECTION
FR-63-11-28T N66-13B_6
AEREDY_A¥1CS
CF GAS DYNAMICS
AERODYNAMIC OPERATION OF HYPERSONIC YON KARMAN GAS
DYNAMIC TUNNEL FACILITY
AD-635787 N66-19632
AIRFLOW DIRECTION ON WING OF FLYING BIRD OBSERVED
EY VAEE JhC SILK THREAD METHOD - AERODYNAMICS
JPRS-2635T N66-IB_80
AERONAUTICS
CF AVIATION
AERESPACE MEDICINE IN AERONAUTICS RESEARCH
N64-I1EE2
AEROSOL
ERECECLRES AND ECUIPMENT USED TC EXPOSE SMALL
ANIPALS TC AEROSOLS OF FISSION PROOUCTS
LF-11 N66-112C6
COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF BACTERIA COLLECTOR
EFFECTIVENESS USING FLOg ULTRAMICROSCOPE TO
DETERMINE BACTERIAL AEROSOL CONCENTRATION
JPRS-232B3 N66-152Q3
HYGIEEIC CHARACTERISTICS OF INDUSTRIAL RHENIUM
AERCSEL
JFRS-2EC69 N66-27671
AEROSPACE MEDICINE
CF BICSIPULATICN
STATE EF AEROSPACE _EDICAL RESEARCH WITH LIST DF
EIEFECICAL RECUIREPENTS CRITICAL TO FUTURE
PREGRAPS A64-11626
VALUE CF AEROSPACE _EDICAL RESEARCH TO CLINICAL
PECICINE ILLUSTRATEE BY CONSIDERATION CF EFFECTS
CF ACCELERATION, WEIGHTLESSNESS, RADIATION AND
SEKSERIAL DEPRIVATIONS A66-11630
SP_CE FLIGHT PROELEPS OF SUBGRAVITY TACKLED BY
SIPULATIEN PETHOCS AND BY ACTUAL METHCOS WITH
RESULTS CN PSYCHOMOTOR BEHAVIOR OF SUBJECTS AND DN
SPACE-ERIENTATION FUNCTION OF THE LABYRINTH
A66-11635
PHARMACOLOGY RESEARCH AND APPLICATIENS IN
AEROSPACE MEDICINE, NOTING KREBS CYCLE AND
METABOLIC ACTIVITY IN HUMAN BODY
A66-11_39
HIGH _LTITUEE EFFECTS ON MANe COMPARING
ENVIRONMENT ADAPTATION OF TRAINED AND UNTRAINED
SUBJECTS A64-11660
PERCEPTIVE HEARING LOSS IN AIRMEN1 CONSIDERING
CHARACTERISTICS AND EFFECTS DF AERONAUTICAL NOISE
A64-IIT31
OCULAR DEFECTS CIS_UALIFYING AIR FORCE RECRUITS
A66-12142
RAhGE EF FFYSICLCGICAL TOLERANCE EECCUNTERED IN
AIRCRAFT AND SPACE VEHICLES A64-123T9
BECK Ck HUMAN RESPONSE TO ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
ENCCU_TEREC IN SPACE A64-XZgT3
PHYSICAL AND PFYSICLCGICAL FACTORS CF TEMPERATURE
EFFECT EK HUMAN PERFORMANCE A64-12_E1
WEIGHTLESSNESS kITH RESPECT TO GRIENTATIONw
PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORMANCE AND PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTION
A66-12982
HISTOPATHOLOGY OF EXPERIMENTAL DECOMPRESSION
SICKNESS IN THE DOG, NOTING BONE PARROW EMBCLI AND
FAT EMBOLIZATIDN A66-13516
RACIOBICLOGY EXPERIMENTS TO STUDY CCSMIC RADIATION
EFFECT_ UNDER CONDITIONS OF SPACE FLIGHT ON
HEREDITARY STRUCTURE OF DIFFERENT BIOLOGICAL AND
CYTOLOGICAL ORGANISMS A66-13Tg8
PHYSICIAN ROLE IN SPACE MEDICINE
A66-16118
RADIDBICLDGICAL PROBLEM OF EFFECT OF IONIZING
RADIATION UPON A HUMAN CRGANISMv DURING ORBITAL
AND SPACE MISSIONS A66-|5629
SPACE MEDICINE EXPERIENCE IN MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
APPLIED TO APOLLO
AAS PAPER 64-12 A66-I7959
MEDICAL ASPECTS OF MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
A66-18256
SYNTHESIS OF CARBCHYDRATES FROM THE CARBON DIOXIDE
A_D WATER PRESENT IN A CLOSED CIRCUIT RESPIRATORY
SYSTEM TRAVELING THRCUGH SPACE
AIAA PAPER 63-143 A66-18668
AERCMEDICAL ASSISTANCE TO INDUSTRIAL PHYSICIANS IN
PILOT AMD PASSENGER SELECTION FCR BUSINESS FLIGHTS
A66-22820
AEROSPACE MEDICINE FOUNDATION AND PRINCIPLESt
CONSIDERING WEIGHTLESSNESS AND HICH ENERGY
IONIZING RADIATION A66-23136
PERSONALIZED RADIO TELEMETRY SYSTEM FOR
IDENTIFYING MONITORING LEVELS OF CENTRAL NERVOUS
SYSTEM UNDER AEROSPACE STRESS CONDITIONS
A66-Z38D9
REVIEW OF HUMAN TOLERANCE TO FORCED ENVIRONMENTS
CF SPACE FLIGHTy INCLUDING EFFECTS OF PROLONGED
AND TRANSIENT ACCELERATIONS, VIBRATIONS AND NOISE
A66-26396
MEDICAL AND BIOENGINEERING PROBLEMS IN LIFTING
BCCY DESIGN INCLUDING VISIBILITY AND CONTROL
A66-26716
HUMAN ENGINEERING PROELEMS IN LIGHT ATTACK
AIRCRAFT DESIGN INCLUDING PILOT EFFICIENCY,
COMFORT, SAFETYy SURVIVAL AND COMBAT EFFECTIVENESS
A64-26716
EFFECTS OF GRAVITY CN CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEMt
SPECIFICALLY EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION AND VIBRATION
A66-26970
PHYSIOLEGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF
ISOLATION AND CONFINEMENT ON HUMAN RELIABILITY
A66-26977
BOOK ON SPACE BIOLOGY kED AEROSPACE MEDICINE
A66-2556B
SPACE FLIGHT FACTORS IN SPACE BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE
INCLUDING ACCELERATICNw ISCLATICN, TEMPERATURE
FLUCTUATIONS AND PRESSURE GRADIENTS
A64-2556g
ARTIFICIAL HIBERNATION IN SPACE STUCIES_ EXAMINING
METHODS FOR ACHIEVING DEEP HYPOTHERMY STATE IN
DOGS AND RATS A66-25590
INFORMATION THEORY APPLICATIONS TO SPACE MEDICAL
PROBLEMS, UTILIZING ALGORITHMS AND SIMULATION
MODELS A66-25605
HUMAN ELEMENT IN EQUIPMENT FAILURE AND SPACE
FLIGHT STRESS PROBLEMS, EMPHASIZING QUESTION OF
MORAL DISCIPLINE IN WORKMANSHIP
A66-26525
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS Ok MICE AND DOGS OF LANCING
IMPACT EVER LCADSv INCLUDING CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
A66-27276
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AEROSPACEMEDICINE CONT SUBJECT INDEX ¢
PAPERS CN EIOASTRONAUTICS PROBLEMS FROM AMERICAN
ASTRONAUTICAL SOCIETY MEETING IN CLEVELAND IN
DECEMBER 1963 A66-28338
BICLDGICAL AND MEDICAL CONSIDERATIONS OF SPACE
FLIGHT INVESTIGATING PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIDNSt
WORKING AEILITYt HEALTH AND SAFETY OF ASTRONAUT
A66-28659
PSYCHCLCGICAL CONTRIBUTIONS OF AEROSPACE
EHYSICIANS TO PILOT TRAINING A66-28578
DEVICE FOR THE CYCLE-BY-CYCLE MEASUREMENT OF
CARDIAC FREQUENCY A66-BOD23
PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL ENVIRONMENTS OF THE PLANETS
AND SELAR RADIATION ENVIRONMENT CF INTERPLANETARY
SPACE A66-BDO61
EIE_ECICAL TELEMETRY REVIEWED IN CONJUNCTION WITH
STUDIES CF F-lOS PILOTS A64-80096
SPACE RESEARCH CONTRIBUTION TO KNOWLEDGE OF THE
ERIGIN CF LIFE1 CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS, EFFECTS
CF WEIGHTLESSNESS AND RADIATIDNI AND MEASURING
I_STR_MEETS A64-80126
MEDICAL PROBLEMS OF CIVILIAN AIR TRANSPORT
A64-BOISB
EIELICGRAPHY OF AEROSPACE MEDICINE IN JAPAN
A66-8C166
CASE HISTCRIES ILLUSTRATING CAUSES OF AIRCREW
DISORDERS A66-80180
FEAR CF FLYING SYNCRCNE - REAPPRAISAL AND
PREGNCSIS A64-BO1EI
SPACE MEDICINE IN TFE MANNED SPACE FLIGHT PROGRAM
CF NASA A66-80213
CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE AND DISORDER FOUND IN
MILITARY AND CIVILIAN PILOTS INVOLVED IN AIRCRAFT
ACCIDENTS A64-B0223
FLIGHT SURGEON RULE IN MAINTENANCE OF HUMAN
ELEFEN1 IN MAN-MACHINE-ENVIRONMENT CCPPLEX
A64-BO22k
MEDICAL PRCELEMS OF SPACE FLIGHT - TRAINING AND
SELECTICE CF ASTRONAUTS A66-BC22T
BICASTRC_AUTICS AND AEROSPACE MEDICINE PROBLEMS IN
MAENEC SPACE FLIGHT
AGING - SOCIAL, PHYSIOLDGICALt AND PSYCHOLOGICAL
ASPECTS A6_-B0231
AERCVECICAL SELECTION STANDAROS OF NATO NATIONS
FOR AIRCREWS REEVALUATEC A66-BC269
ELECTRCENCEPHALCGRJPEY IN AVIATION MEDICINE
A66-BO2T6
RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS OF RADIATION IN
RELATICK TC SPACE MEOICINE RESEARCH
A64-80277
AIR TRANSPORT CF SICK ANO WOUNDED - MEDICAL
DCNSICERATIENS A66-B0306
EECICAL ASPECIS OF ASTRONAUT TRAINING AND ROLE OF
FLIGHT S_RGECN A66-BO487
HUMAN TOLERANCE TO COMBINED SPACE FLIGHT STRESSES
A66-BCBS5
GYEECCLCCICAL PROELEMS AND STRESS IN AVIATION AND
SPACE NECICINE - REVIEW
MECICAL PRCELEMS CF FLYING PERSCNNEL
INFLIGFT TOXIC REACTIONS RESULTING FROM
FLLCRCCARBCN RESIN PYROLYSIS
HISTORY CF DEVELOPMENT ANO USES OF HUMAN
CEETRIFUGE IN AEROSPACE MEDICINE
A66-BD52[
A66-80596
A64-8063T
A66-BOEEO
RESPIRATORY PHYSICLOGY IN AEROSPACE MEDICINE
A66-BOT1B
_SYCHO$CMATIC BASES FOR EYE DISEASES IN THE
A_IATOR A66-BOT55
ROLE AND QUALIFICATIONS OF FLIGHT SURGEON IN
AEROSPACE MEDICINE A66-BO756
AIRLINE FLIGHT SURGEON DUTIES AS RELATED TO
GROUND AND FLYING PERSONNEL A66-80776
SELECTICN AND TRAINING RECUIREMENTS FOR BIOMEDICAL
AND HUMAN FACTORS RESEARCH IN EARTH ORBITING
STATIONS A66-B0850
EVALUATION OF PRIMARY COURSE OF AERCSPACE MEDICINE
AND ENGLISH LANGUAGE COURSE FOR FOREIGN FLIGHT
SURGEONS A66-B1086
TUBERCULOSIS IN AIR FORCE PERSONNEL AND MEDICO-
LEGAL ASPECTS A66-81160
PRINCIPLES AND METHODS CF USING
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY IN AEROSPACE MEDICINE
A64-81336
EFFECT OF VIBRATION_ ACCELERATIONt WEIGHTLESSNESS
8 BIOLOGICAL RHYTHMS ON MAN IN SPACE
JPRS-18627 N66-10503
ABSTRACTS OF CURRENT MEDICAL RESEARCH
N66-I0621
HISTORY DF AVIATION MEDICINE
JPRS-19125 N66-I1219
AEROSPACE MEDICINE IN AERONAUTICS RESEARCH
N64-11882
FLIGHT MEDICINE - VEGETATIVE-HORMONAL STRESS
RESPONSE IN MAN, HYPOXIA { METABOLISM, FAT
EMBOLISM DURING DECOMPRESSION
DVL-2T3 N66-12751
ABSTRACTS OF CURRENT LITERATURE IN AEROSPACE
MEDICINE N66-12899
AERCSPACE MEDICINE - ESCAPE FROM HIGH SPEED
AIRCRAFT AND SURVIVAL UNDER ENVIRONMENTAL STRESS
AGARDOGRAPH-52 N66-13693
NASA SPACE MECICIEE PRCGRAM_ BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH_
AND LIFE SCIENCES RESEARCH
NASA-TM-X-SI346 N64-]4866
OXYGEN DEFICIENCY INFLUENCE CN HUMAN PERFORMANCE
AND METABOLIC FUNCTIONS - AVIATION MEDICINE
DVL-2O5 N64-I5036
PSYCHOLOGY OF WATER IMMERSION TECHNIQUE FOR
SIMULATING WEIGHTLESSNESS - AVIATION MEDICINE
NADC-MA-6328 N64-15755
EFFECTS CN DECGMPRESSICK SICKNESS CF BREATHING
OXYGEN OR OXYGEN-NITROGEN MIXTURES PRIOR TO RAPID
DECOMPRESSION AND PROLONGED LOW PRESSURE
N66-ISE56
AERDMEDICAL HANDBOOK TD PROVIDE AIRCREWS WITH
UNOERSTANOING OF BIOLCGICAL SCIENCES AFFECTING
FLYING
AGARD-411_ AMEND. N66-19922
AERCSPACE MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY - BIBLIOGRAPHY
N66-20020
MATHEMATICAL VETHCDS APPLIED TO SPACE MEDICINE
N66-23771
THEORY OF RANDD_ FUNCTIONS APPLIE_ TO SPACE
BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE N66-23772
AEROSPACE MEDICINE - WEIGHTLESSNESS ANO ARTIFICIAL
GRAVITY EFFECTS ON PLANTS, ANIMALSt AND HUMAN
PERFORMANCE
FTD-TT-64-I40/l_6 N6_-24012
ANNCTATED BIBLICGRAPHY CN AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND
A-lO
SUBJECT INOEX AGE FACTOR
BICLOGY
NASATSF-TOII N64-2596B
c
RNRCTATEC EIBLIOGRAPHY ON AEROSPACE MEDICINE
N66-263ST
AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND ANIMAL SYSTEMS IN BIONICS
JPRS-25765 N66-2TO59
M_OICAL ASPECTS GF SPACE FLIGHT
EP-lT N66-27C71
RAOIOELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT USED FOR MEDICAL AND
BIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS DURING SPACE FLIGHT
JPRS-26081 N64-28062
MEDICINE IN UKRAINIAN S.S.R., ACCELERATION AND
AEROSPACE MEOICINE, AND CHEMOTHERAPY
JPRS-26116 N6_-2B_32
SPACE BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE - PROBLEMS ENCOUNTEREC
IN SPACEFLIGHT
JPRS-ZE231 NB_-Z8BS9
AEROSPACE MEDICAL RESEARCH APPLIED TO OTHER
P_CICAL FIELDS - PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO
RADIATION, NEIG_TLESSNESSw ACCELERATION, AND
EICINSTRUMENTATION
NASA-RP-3O6 N6_-29339
APFLICAIICH OF ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT TO AEROSPACE
MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY - RAOIUTELEMETRY
JPRS-24682 N66-30236
APPLICATION OF RADIOTELEMETRY TO AEROSPACE
MECICIKE NBq-30235
LECTURES IN AEROSPACE MEOIC|NE - LIFE SUPPORT
SYSTEMSt HUMAN PERFORMANCE, ANO LANDING SIMULATION
F_R MANNED LUNAR LANDING, ORBITING LABORATORYt AND
PARS MISSIONS
AD-449253 N66-30712
P_CICIWE, AEROSPACE, AND MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
N66-30713
SPACE PEDICINE AND MANNED SPACEFLIGHT
N66-30714
kAVAL PEOICAL SUPPORT OF SPACE PROGRAM
N64-30715
AIR FORCE MEDICAL SUPPORT OF SPACE PROGRAM
N66-3OT16
AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND ASTRONAUT EVALUATION
N66-30722
FRCBLEPS IN AEROSPACE MEDICINE - WEIGHTLESSNESS,
RADIATION, METEORITE IMPACT, ARTIFICIAL
ATMCSPEER_, DARKNESS, SILENCEr AND LON TEMPERATURE
FTC-TT-66-203/1 N66-31CT3
ANNOTATED EIBLIOGRAPHY ON AEROSPACE MEDICINE &NO
BIOLOGY
NASA-SP-TQIllO2/ N66-324CT
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND
BIOLOGY
NASA-SP-7011/03/ N66-32741
AEROSPACE TECHNOLOGY
COLLECTION OF PAPERS PRESENTED AT THE PROCEEDINGS
CF THE INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON NAN AND
TECHNOLOGY IN THE NUCLEAR AND SPACE AGE
A66-11_10
AEROSPACE VE_|CLE
WASTE DISPOSAL SYSTEM FOR AEROSPACE VEHICLE
U413-64-056 N66-26883
AERCZIflE
EFFECTS (F ARGININE, L-GLUTAMATE AND PYRIDOXINE ON
TOXICITY CF AEROZINE
SAF-TCR-64-_Q N64-31052
AFTERINAGE
EXIRACCULAR FEEDBACK IN BINOCULAR RIVALRY
A66-807_6
SPATIOTEMPORAL RELATIONS IN AFTEREFFECTS OF
I-FIGURE ON CRITICAL FLICKER FREQUENCY
A64-BO934
VISUAL AFTERIMAGE PROLONGED BY POST-STIMULATION
CONCITICN IN VISUAL FIELD A64--BlOT6
STEREOOEPTH FROM AFTERIMAGES A64-O1213
AGE FACTOR
AGE INFLUENCE ON WORK PERFORMANCE AS SHOWN BY
EXERCISE TESTS ABIr-12qq6
CARDIOVASCULARw RESPIRATORY, AND METABOLIC
RESPONSES TO EXERCISE IN YOUNG AND OLD SUBJECTS
A64-BO044
HEHCOLOBIN AT HIGH ALTITUDE AS RELATED TO AGE
A6_-600_5
ELECTROCARDIOGRAM OF YOUNG AND ADULT RABBIT AND
CHICKEN DURING HYPOTHERMIA AND HYPERTHERNIA
A64-80048
PULMONARY DIFFUSION CAPACITY IN RELATION TO SIZE,
AGE, AND SEX IN AOULT HUMAN A66-BOO51
ALVEOLAR AND ARTERIAL GAS TENSIONS AS RELATED TO
ALTITUDE ANO AGE A64-B0170
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION ASSESSMENT IN MEN VARYING IN
AGE AND PHYSICAL FITNESS A64-80222
AIR TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT - IMPLICATIONS OF AGE AT
ENTRY FOR TRAINING AND Joe PERFORMANCE OF AIR
TRAFFIC CONTROL SPECIALISTS A64-80325
AGE IN RELATION TC OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND WORK
CAPACITY IN ALTITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION
A64-BC518
PRECEDING MUSCULAR ACTIVITY EFFECTS ON CAPACITY OF
UNFATIGUED MUSCLES IN YOUNG AND OLD SUBJECTS
ABSr--BO600
AOAPTATION OF RESPIRATORY SYSTEM DURING ALTITUDE
ACCLIMATIZATION AS RELATED TO AGE AND EXERCISE
A64-80664
TIRE PERCEPTION DURING TWO-MEEK CONFINEMENT AS
AFFFCTFn RY J_P cry v_ a_ _ ,
A64-BOT79
INTERMITTENT FEEDING AND FASTING IN RATS OF
DIFFERENT AGES AS RELATED TO BODY WEIGHT DURING
EXPOSURE TO COLD A64-OOTB3
CIRCULATION TIME AS FUNCTION OF AGE, SEX, AND
HEIGHT AB_-BOTq7
CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM AND ADRENAL CORTICOSTERONE
ELABORATION OF STARVED AND UNSTARVED MICE OF
DIFFERENT AGES EXPOSED TO CHANGES IN GRAVITY
A6_-BO815
SPEECH OISCRIHINATION TEST FOR AGING NAVAL
AVIATORS PRESENTED TOGETHER NITH AIRCRAFT
BACKGROUNO NOISE A64-80856
AGE EFFECT ON SEQUENTIAL DECISIONS AND
CAROIOVASCULAR STATUS AMONG PILOTS
A64-80866
EARLY DIAGNOSIS AND THERAPY IN CARDIOVASCULAR
DISTURBANCES IN MAINTAINING FLYING STATUS OF AGING
AIRCREW A64-BOB65
TIME SPENT AT ALTITUDE, AGE, AND WEIGHT AS RELATEO
TO DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS A66-80950
AGE FACTOR AND FORESIGNAL IN CHOICE REACTION TASK
PERFORMANCE IN YOUNG AND AGED AOULT HUMAN
A64-80972
AGE FACTOR AND REACTION TIME IN PERFORMANCE OF
CARD SORTING TASK BY AGED AND YOUNG ADULT HUMAN
A64-80973
HEART RATE, ARTERIAL LACTATE CONCENTRATION, AND
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AGING
OXYGEN UPTAKE CURING EXERCISE IN OLD AND YOUNG MEN
A64-809E4
AMPLITUCEe FREQUENCY AND DURATION OF NYSTAGMUS IN
RESPONSE TO ANGULAR ACCELERATION RELATED TO
VESTIEULAR REGULATION_ AGE AND STIMULUS INTENSITY
A66-BOgB6
HEART RATE AND OXYGEN CONSUMPTION DF HEALTHY
HUMANS DIFFERING IN AGE AND SEX DURING TRANSITION
FROM REST TO EXERCISE IN RELATION TO EXERCISE
TOLERANCE A64-81CC7
TEMPERATURE AS RELATED TO PH AND CARBON DIOXIDE IN
BLEED CF HUMAN ADULT AND NEWBORN
A64-81012
HEART VCLUME, STROKE VOLUMEw AND CARDIAC OUTPUT
CURING EXERCISE OF OLD MEN COMPARED TO YOUNG MEN
A64-81C3L
SERUM CHELESTERCL AND TOBACCO SMOKING AS RELATED
TC CAPACITY FOR PHYSICAL WORK OF MEN OF
DIFFERENT AGES A64-BIC68
HE¥ODYMAMIC RESPONSES TO EXERCISE IN CLINICALLY
NORMAL MIDDLE-AGED MEN AND IN THOSE WITH ANGINA
PECTDRIS A64-81CT7
HEART RATE IN MEN OF DIFFERENT AGE GROUPS DURING
PHYSICAL EXERCISE A64-BI093
PERCEPTION OF VERTICALITY IN YOUNG, MIDDLE-AGEDt
AND CLC INDIVIDUALS OF SIMILAR NONVERBAL
INTELLIGENCE A64-B1115
ADULT PERCEPTION OF HORIZONTAL BY BOTH SEXES AS
COMPARED TC CHILDREN A64-81136
VITAL CAPACITY, MAXIMUM EXPIRATORY VOLUNEI AND
TIFFENAU INDEX MEASURED IN MALES BETWEEN 15 AND IB
A64-B1163
AGEe INFORMATION TRANSMISSION AND POSITIONAL
RELATIENSHIP BETWEEN SIGNAL AND RESPONSE IN
PERFORMANCE OF MULTIPLE-CHOICE REACTION TIME TASK
A66-81190
TREATMENT OF BENZENE, TOLUENE AND XYLENE POISONING
IN WOMEN AFTER FORTY A64-81266
AGE FACTOR IN ADAPTATION DF HUMAN TO HYPOXIA
A66-B1267
HYPOXIC EFFECT ON NUMBER AND FRAGILITY OF
ERYTHRCCYTES IN YOUNG AND MATURE DOG
A6_-81250
PHYSICAL EXERCISE AND EFFECT CN BLOOD SERUM
PROTEIN FRACTIONS IN ELDERLY PERSONS
A64-B1332
AGING
SA GERONTOLOGY
CF AGE FACTOR
VIBRATORY THRESHOLD AS AFFECTED BY AGING AND
IMPAIRMENT OF PERIPHERAL CIRCULATION
A64-BDDD2
RORSCHACH PERFORMANCE AND INTELLECTUAL FUNCTIONING
IN AGED INDIVIDUALS A66-80128
AGING EFFECT ON PERFORMANCE OF AUDITORY AND VISUAL
VIGILANCE TASKS AT VARYING SPEEDS
PHS-G-OM-05385 A66-80129
AGE EFFECT CN AUDITORY VIGILANCE PERFORMANCE AT
LOW SIGNAL FREQUENCY A66-BO130
AGE AND TENDENCY TO WITHHOLD RESPONSE IN
RECOGNITION OF WORDS PRESENTED TACHISTDSCOPICALLY
A66-80131
REACTION TIME INFLUENCED DIFFERENTIALLY BY WARNING
SIGNAL IN YOUTH AND OLO AGE A64-BOL66
AGING EFFECT ON POSTURE CONTROL
A64-80185
SUBJECT INDEX
THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS OF RELATIVITY ON AGING -
PHYSIOLOGICAL PROCESSES IN SPACE TRAVELERS
A66-BO350
ACCOMMODATION TABLES AND NORMAL VARIATIONS
REEXAMINED IN RELATION TD AGE AND SEX
A64-BO444
SPEECH DISCRIMINATION TEST WITH NOISE BACKGROUND
PROPOSEO FOR SENIOR NAVAL AVIATORS
A64-BO49B
LONG-TERM STRESS AND PREMATURE AGING IN RAT WITH
EFFECT ON BASAL METABOLIC RATE, ADRENAL GLAND_
PROSTATE GLAND, AND WHITE BLOOD CELL
A64-80566
PERMANENT THRESHOLD SHIFT CHANGES PRODUCED IN BOTH
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HYPERVENTILATION-ALKALOSIS AND BICARBONATE
CONCENTRATION EFFECT ON ACID-BASE EQUILIBRIUM FOR
OXYGEN TRANSFER AND CONSUMPTION
N64-15037
ALKANE
HYDROCARBON ANALYSIS FOR DETECTION OF LIFE IN
SPACE - GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY OF ALKANES
NASA-CR-50703 N64-22_61
HYDROCARBON ANALYSIS AS MEANS OF DETECTING LIFE IN
SPACE - ABIOTIC, BIOLOGICAL, SEDIMENTALj AND
METEORITIC ALKANES
NASA-CR-58500 N64-29202
ALLERGY
S CONTACT DERMATITIS
A-16
SUBJECT INDEX AMINE
ALPHA R&CIAT|CN
ALPha PARTICLE ANO PROTON BEAMS IN RADIATION
THERAPY CF PITUITARY GLAND TUMORS AND ADENOMA
N66-15205
ERAIN INJURIES FOLLOWING ALPHA PARTICLE
IRRADIATION OF PITUITARY GLAND N66-152Ob
RACIATICN THERAPY OF BRAIN TUMOR WITH HIGH ENERGY
ALPHA PARTICLE BEAM FROM LARGE SYNEHROCYCLDTRON
N66-22B65
ALTERNATING CURRENT IACI
AUCITERY ST|MULATIDN BY MODULATED ALTERNATING
CURRENT APPLIEO TO SKIN OF TOTALLY OEAF HUMAN
A66-80833
ALTITUde
SA FLIGHT ALTITUDE
SA HIG_ ALTITUDE
SA LOW ALTITUOE
CF ALTITUDE SIMULATION
ALVEOLAR-ARTERIAL OXYGEN GRADIENT IN MAN BREATHIfiG
VARIOUS OXYGEN CONCENTRATIONS AT HIGH ALTITUDE AND
SEA LEVEL A66-BD16B
ALTITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION
CF ALTITUDE SICKNESS
RESPIRATERY RESPONSE TO HYPCXIA AND HYPERCAPNIA
DURING HIG_ ALTITUCE ACCLIMATIZATION
A66-12_EB
CEREBRESFINAL FLUID EFFECTS CN HIGH ALTITUDE
RESPIRATERY ACCLIMATIZATION OF MAN
A66-23261
HEPCGLCBIN AT HIGH ALTITUDE AS RELATED TO AGE
A66-8DC45
RESPIRATORY CONTROL AT ALTITUDE SUGGESTING ACTIVE
TRANSPERT REGULATION OF CEREBROSPINAL FLUID PH
A66-BO116
TOLERANCE TO EXTREME COLO AT ALTITUDE IN A
NEFALESE PILGRIP A66-BO121
ALTITUCE ACCLIMATIZATION IN NATIVES OF THE
PERUVIJN ANCES A66-BO136
RESPIRATION AND ACIO-BASE E_U|LIBRIUM AFTER
ADAPTATION 10 ALTITUDE OF _lnnn AND CE_EOROSO!_L
FLCID A64-B0160
ALVEOLAR AND ARTERIAL GAS TENSIONS AS RELATED TE
RLTITUEE AND AGE A66-BO1TO
ELCCD CHOLESTEROL AND LIPIDS IN NORKERS AT
ALTITUDE A64-OOIE2
PULPCKaRY CIRCULATION IN HIGH ALTITUDE NATIVES
A66-80]B3
£LCCO VELUME AND HEMOGLOBIN CONCENTRATION AT
ALTITUEES ABOVE IB,000 FEET A64-80400
ADAPTATION TO LOk PRESSURE - RESEARCH FACILITIES
ANT TEC_AICUES A66-BO423
PHYSIELCGY CF NATURAL ACCLIMATIZATION OF MAN BORN
ANC LIVIAG IN HIGH ALTITUCE EfiVIRONMENT
A66-BO432
PHYSICLOGICALt PSYCHOLOGICAL. AND NUTRITIONAL
FACTERS IN MOUNTAIN EXPLORATION ABOVE 5.000 METERS
A66-B0633
RELATIENSHIP OF BALLOON DEVELOPMENT AND MANNED
.BALLOEN FLIGHT TO STUDIES OF ATMOSPHERE - EFFECT
CF HIGE ALTITUDE EXPOSURE A66-BO636
ALTITUDE EFFECT CN RESPIRATORY REGULATION AND
CHEMCREEEPTER k64-BO454
CARDIAC OUTPUT CURING MUSCULAR EXERCISE AS A
FUNCTION CF ALTITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION AT 19.000
• EET Ik THE HIMALAYAS A66-BOSlT
AGE IN RELATION TO EXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND NORK
CAPACITY IN ALTITUCE ACCLIMATIZATION
A66-BOSIB
ADAPTATIDN OF RESPIRATDRY SYSTEM DURING ALTITUDE
ACCLIMATIZATION AS RELATED TO AGE AND EXERCISE
A64-BO666
FALLING EFFICIENCY AT SORTING CARDS AND NEIGHT
LOSS DURING ACCLIMATIZATION AT 19.000 FEET IN
HIMALAYAS A64-BO915
HUMAN ENGINEERINGv TOLERANCEs AND PERFORMANCE IN
SIMULATED SPACE FLIGHTS AND HIGH ALTITUDES
N64-15107
BREATH HOLDING METHODS OF STUDYING CARBON DIDXIDEt
OXYGEN TENSIONt AND EFFECTS OF ALTITUDE
ACCLIMATIZATION ON RESPIRATIDN N64-17936
BIOMEDICAL PROBLEMS OF ALTITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION
FOR MAINTENANCE OF PHYSICAL AND MENTAL PERFORMANCE
OF TROOPS AT lO_COO FEET OR ABOVE
AD-62BIO0 N64-19965
ALTITUDE SICKNESS
CF ALTITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION
ALTITUDE SICKNESS EXPRESSED AS CENTRAL NERVOUS
SYSTEM SYMPTOMS IN FEMALE MOUNTAIN CLIMBER
A66-8046T
ALTITUDE SIMULATION
CF ALTITUOE
HEMATCCRIT RATIO AND SURVIVAL OF UNACCLIMATIZED
DOGS AT SIMULATED ALTITUDE A66-BOIO3
INCIDENCE OF PHYSIOLOGICAL SYMPTOMS IN HEALTHY
MEN AFTER EXPOSURE TO RAPIC DECOMPRESSION -
ALTITUDE SIMULATIEN TESTS
RR-3 N64-31BB6
ALTITUDE TEST
REACTIDN OF CIRCULATICNt RESPIRATIONt AND
METABOLIC FUNCTIONS TO CHANGING CLIMATE AT HIGH
ALTITUDE N66-15066
ALTITUDE TOLERANCE
PURE OXYGEN INHALATION. P_TITUDE AND PRESSURE
BREATHINGS EFFECT ON MAXIMUM BREATH HOLDING TIME
A66-23?66
ALVEOLAR AIR
CF E_FiRE_ _|R
ALVEOLAR CARBON DIOXIDE AS INDICATOR OF MECHANISM
OF HYPERPNEA IN RAT EXPOSED TO CDLO
A64-80066
CONTINUOUS MEASUREMENT OF ALVEOLAR AIR COMPOSITION
A64-80056
RELATIVE COMPLIANCES CF NELL AND POORLY VENTILATED
SPACES IN NORMAL HUMAN LUNG A64-B1013
EFFECTS CF COPPRESSIB|LITY OF ALVEOLAR GAS ON
DYNAMICS OF BREATHING CYCLE - RESPIRATORY
PHYSIOLOGY
SAM-TDR-63-T1 N66-26653
AMIDE
SA SULFANILAMIDE
INHIBITION AND ENHANCEMENT OF RADIATION EFFECTS ON
BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS NITH AMIDES OF ACRYLIC AND
PRDP1DNIC ACIDS N66-18611
COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF PROLONGED EFFECTS OF LYSERGIC
ACID DIETHYL AMIDE ON ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM RECORDS
DURING DISCRIMINATIVE PERFORMANCE IN CAT
N64-2262T
HYDROLYSIS OF AMINO ACYL-BETA-NAPHTHYLANIDES BY
PLASMA AMINOPEPTIDASES
NASA-RP-236 N66-26TIO
_MINE
CF CATECHOLAMINE
OF CYSTEAMINE
CF HISTAMINE
CF SCOPOLAMINE
OF TRYPTAMINE
TESTS ON NHITE RATS TO INVESTIGATE RADIATION
PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF HISTAMINE NHILE BODY IS
A-IT
IMINOACID SUBJECT INOEX •
INFLUENCED BY BIOGEN AMINES A66-275Bl
TOXICOLOGY OF VANAOIUM TRIOXIDE OUSTt GERMANIUM
TETRACHLCRICE, AND ALIPHATIC AMINES
JPRS-25II6 N66-23366
TOXICOLOGY OF ALIPHATIC AMINES N64-23370
PHARMACOLOGICAL EFFECTS ON CATS OF TETRAMETHVL-
CYSTAKINE N64-31366
CISTRIEUTICN AND EXCRETION OF BETA-MERCAPTO-
RRCPYLANINE, TAGGED NITH SULFUR-35e FROM BODIES OF
MICE N66-31348
AMINO ACID
CF ADENINE
CF CREATININE
OF CYSTEINE
CE PROTEIN
CF TRYPTCPHAN
ASYMMETRIC SYNTHESIS OF ALPHA-AMINO ACIDS BY
STRECKER SYNTHESIS, INCLUDING PRODUCTION OF
OPTICALLY ACTIVE L-ANALINE A66-13306
FORMAT]DE CF GUANINE DURING THERMAL POLYMERIZATION
CE AMI_C ACIDS A66-162BT
ULTRAVIOLET FLUORESCENCE OF AMINO ACIDS IN FROG
MUSCLES
JPRS-1928T N66-11C6B
CHLCRELLA PYRENOIOCSA PROTEIN ANALYSIS FUR
ESSENTIAL AMINO ACIDS - SPACE BIOLOGY
N66-116_T
TRANSFER CF AMINO ACID STRUCTURE TO RIBOSOMES FROM
CESCXYRIEE_UCLE[C ACID BY RIBONUCLEIC ACID CODING
CF PRCTEI_ N66-12511
ANTIRACIATICN ACTIVITY OF SULFUR AMINO ACID
COPPGU_CS ON ANIMAL TISSUE N66-12797
AMINO ACID CCNPCSITICNS OF PROTEINCIUS
N64-12_66
NEIABCLIC STUDIES OF AMINO ACID IMBALANCE IN RATS
EXPOSED TC COLD TEMPERATURES
AAL-TCR-63-33 N64-13632
NONPRCTEIN AMINO ACIDS £ RELATED COMPOUNDS OF RAT
LIVER MITCCHCNCRIA - CHROMATOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS
NACC-MA-6318 N66-1435t
HISTOC_E¥ICAL DETERMINATION OF OXIDATIVE AND
HYDROLYTIC ENZYMES CN RAT BRAIN TISSUE ANO AMINO
ACID CONSUMPTION IN MONKEYS AFTER HYPOXENIA
N64-146C6
ELECTROCHEMICAL PRODUCTION ACTIVITY OF D-AMINO
.ACID. (XICASE_ UREASE. AND GLUCOSE OXIDASE ENZYME
SYSTEMS
NASA-CR-55766 N66-15ET3
ELECTRON PARANAGNETIC RESONANCE STUDY OF
RAOIOCHEMICAL EFFECTS IN CRYSTALLINE AMINO ACIDS
AND PROTEIN TISSUES N64-169C3
ELECTRC_ FARANAGNETIC RESONANCE OF PARAMAGNET1C
CENTERS IN AMINO ACIDS AND PROTEINS CUE TO GAMMA
RADIATION
JPRS-23983 N64-18138
BIOPHYSICS CF AMINO ACIDS [ PROTEINS
J_RS-26046 N66-ZB51T
CORRELJTIC_ OF AMINO ACIO RADICALS IN PROTEIN
_DLECULES N66-18518
ELECTREN FARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE SPECTRA OF AMINO
ACID _ PRUTEIN UNDER ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT
N66-18519
A_INO ACID COMPOSITION OF PROTEINS
N66-18526
BIOCHEMISTRY OF X-RAY IRRADIATION EFFECT ON BLOOD
PRCTEI_ REACTIONS, DISULFIOE BONDS OF FIBRINOGEN,
AND SYKTHESIS OF AMINO ADIOS
JPRS-26166 N64-1g059
POLYMERIZATION CF AMINO ACIDS TO GIVE PROTEINS AND
FORNEO RICROPARTICLES N64-19151
BIOLOGY IN PLANETARY G SPACE ENVIRONMENTS - AMINO
ACID AND PROTEINOIO STUDIES
NASA-CR-5OBB3 N66-22TT5
AMINO ACIDS IN HUMAN DIET - NUTRITION STUDY
FTO-TT-64-148/l_4 N64-23308
ORIGINS OF AMINO ACIDS AND PROTEINS - MOLECULAR
EVOLUTION N64-277gT
PREPARATION, SEDIMENTATION, ELECTROPHORETIC
PROPERTIES, AMINO ACID COMPOSITION, IMNUNOLCGYt
AND CRYSTALLIZATION OF TRIOSE PHOSPHATE
OEHYOROGENASE N66-32068
AflPHETAMINE
CF AMPHETAMINE SULFATE
CAROIOVASCULAR, RESPIRATURY_ AND METABOLIC EFFECTS
OF ANPHETAMINEe NEPROBAMATE, SODIUM AND POTASSIUM
ASPARTATEt AND ETHYL ALCOHOL AT REST AND DURING
EXERCISE ABk-OO352
RESPIRATORY OUTPUT DURING NORK AS AFFECTED BY
AMPHETAMINE AND NETHAMPHETANINE COMBINATION
A66-BOT21
TIME RELATIONS OF OBJECTIVE AND SUBJECTIVE
REACTIONS TO O-AMPHETAMINE AND PHENOBARBITAL
A66-BO780
AMPHETAMINE! CAFFEINE, ASCORBIC ACIDm AND
RECCROIL AS RELATEO TO OXYGEN CONSUMPTION,
PERFORMANCE TINE_ BLOOD LACTIC ACID, AND HEART
RATE OF TRAINED ATHLETES A6¢-BO8B3
AMPHETAMINE SULFATE
D-AMPHETAMINE SULFATE INFLUENCE ON PHYSICAL
PERFORMANCE A66-OO388
AMPLIFIER
CF LASER
ELECTRONETRIC AMPLIFIER FOR USE NITH HIGH
RESISTANCE GLASS MICROELECTRODES IN MEASURING
IONIC ACTIVITY IN MUSCLE AND NERVE CELLS
N66-31565
AMPLITUDE
MEASURING IMPEDANCE CHANGE IN PEAK-TO-PEAK
AMPLITUOE ACRUSS THORAX £ HEART RATE AS BEAT-TO-
BEAT DIRECT CURRENT VOLTAGE
SAN-TOR-63-69 N66-11773
ANALOG COMPUTER
CF OIGITAL COMPUTER
NYOELECTRIC POTENTIALS USED TO OPERATE SERVD
BOOST SYSTEM THROUGH PREPROGRAMNEO COMPUTER
A66-80553
ANALOG DATA
RATE-ANALOG DATA PROCESSING METHOD FOR MONITORING
REPETITIVE PHYSIOLOGICAL VARIABLES DURING MANNED
SPACE FLIGHT
AMRL-TDR-66-10 N66-32680
ANALOG SIMULATION
ANALOG COMPUTER SIMULATION OF A NEURAL ELEMENT.
USING LOCUS CONCEPT NITH EMPHASIS ON SYNAPTIC
FUNCTIONS A66-1¢g66
THERMOREGULATIO_ AND MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF HUMAN
HEAT TRANSFER SYSTEM FOR ANALOG SIMULATION
A66-BlO3B
ANALOG COMPUTER SIMULATION OF THERNCREGULATCRY
MECHANISMS OF HUMAN BODY
ANRL-TDR-63-116 N66-16966
APPLICATIONS CF AEALCG SIMULATIONS IN BIOMEDICAL
SYSTEMS N66-16691
MEASURED HUMAN TRANSFER FUNCTIONS - MATCHING
ANALOG SIMULATION TO PILOT PERFORMANCE DURING 1
2-AXIS TASKS NITH G NITHUUT COCKPIT MOTION
NASA-TN-D-21TT N64-17157
A-18
SUBJECTINOEX
ANALYSIS
S CHERICAL ANALYSIS
S CUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
• NALYTICAL CHEMISTRY
S GUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
ANAtYZER
ANALYZER FOR DETECTION OF ORGANIC COflPOUNDS IN
ATPCSPHER_ CF NUCLEAR SUBMARINE
NBL-6CE4 NB_-lgACT
ANATORY
SA ORGAN MEIGHT
Cf BRAIN
CJF GLAND
CF HEART
CE INTESTINE
CF JOINT IEIOL/
CF LIVER
CF SPLEEN
C_ STOMACH
ANATDPY, PHYSIOLOGY AND MECHANICS OF HUMAN MOTION
kITH APPLICATIONS TO PHYSICAL EXERCISE
A66-BOSg6
PATHOLOGICAL ANATDMY OF ACUTE RAOIATIDN SICKNESS
IN RAEEITS
AEC-TR-SE3C N64-ZD430
AWATE_ICAL _ P_YSIDLOGICAL DATA OF GASTRO-
INTESTINAL TRACT FOR CALCULATING LEVELS OF
RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION IN FOOD CHAIN
EUR-48g.F N64-X6927
USE CF ANATOMICAL £ PHYSIOLOGICAL EVIDENCE FOR
CEWSTR_CTING THECRIES OF INFORMATION PROCESSING DR
SENSORY DISCRIMINATION - AUDITORY SYSTEM
NB_-ZBE30
ANESTHESIOLOGY
EFFECTIVENESS DF ANTIHISTAMINES IN ANESTHESIOLOGY
J_RS-ZZOSB N66-11432
ANESTHETIC
CF LICCCAINE
EVEKEC RESPONSE FRDN AUDITORY CORTEX IN CAT IN
RELATION TO LOCAL INJURY TO CORTEX, ANESTHESIAt
AND SLEEP A66-81D2T
ANGIGSPER_
GRCNT_ MEASUREMENTS AND P_DTOSYNTHESIS STUDY OF
ANGIOSPERMS
AMRL-TCR-63-131 N66-18773
ANGULAR ACCELERATION
THRESHOLDS FOR PERCEPTION OF LINEARLY INCREASING
ANGULAR ACCELERATIONS MIT_ REGARD TO THEIR
CEPENOENCE ON ACCELERATION GRADIENT FOR AIRCRAFT
CONTROL A_-22019
HAEITUATION TO ROTATION RESULTING IN CHANGES IN
RRIMARY, SECONCARYw AND CALDRIC NYSTAGMUS
A64-80620
THRESHOLDS FOR PERCEPTION DF LINEARLY INCREASING
ANGULAR ACCELERATIONS AS RELATED TO AIRCRAFT
ATTITUDE CONTROL AND SEMICIRCULAR CANALS
A6_-OOBg2
EXCLUSICN OF ANGULAR ACCELERATIONS AS PRINCIPAL
CAUSE (F VISUAL ILLUSIONS DURING PARABOLIC FLIGHT
PANEUVERS
SAP-TCR-63-78 N64-12677
FRECUEKCY RESPONSE DF HUMAN SEMICIRCULAR CANALS TO
ANEULAR ACCELERATION USING NYSTAGNUS TRANSITION
TECHNICUE
NASA-CR-SS624 N66-15540
EFFECT CF REPEATEO PILD ANGULAR ACCELERATIONS IN
TOTAL DARKNESS ON HUMAN VESTIBULAR NYSTAGNUS NHILE
SUBJECTS PERFORM ATTENTION-DEMANDING TASKS
CABI-6_-2? N64-2qEq7
ANGULAR HCNENTUM
MECHANICAL TETHERING SYSTEM USING ANGULAR MONENTUIq
TO RETRIEVE ASTRONAUT SEPARATED FROM SPACE VEHICLE
AIAA PAPER 66-393 A_-21862
ANIMAL STUOY
ANGULAR VELOCITY
S ANGULAR MOMENTUM
ANIMAL STUDY
CF BAT
CF BIRD
CF CAT
CF CHICKEN
CF CHIMPANZEE
CF DOG
CF OOLPHIN
CF FISH
CF FROG
CF GOAT
CF GUINEA PIG
CF HIBERNATION
CF LIZARD
CF KANMAL
CF WOMKEY
CF ORGANISM
CF PIGEON
CF RABBIT
CF RAT •
CF ROOENT
CF ZOOLOGY
DATA FROM ANIMAL EXPERIMENTATION, HUMAN BEHAVIOR
STUOIES AND PERSONAL REPORTS ON EFFECTS OF
ISOLATIORt SENSORY DEPRIVATION AND EXTREME HAZARD
A64-12979
LANCING IMPACT STRESS TOLERANCE OF ANIMALS
IMMERSED IN MATER, NOTING CARDIOVASCULAR AND
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM DISTURBANCES
A66-ZSSD7
THERNOREGULATCRY SYSTEM OF HCNEDTHERNS AND
POIKILOTHERNS IN COLO AND HOT ENVIRONMENTS
A66-80619
EYE, TESTIS, AND CARDIOVASCULAR AND NERVOUS
SYSTEMS OF ANIMALS AS AFFECTED BY MICRDMAVE
RAOIATICN A64-80605
BLOOD VELOCITY TELENETEREO FROM UNRESTRAINED
EXERCISING ANIMALS A66-80916
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE ANO ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA
IN NAN AND OTHER ORGANISNS A66-O1286
HYPOXIA AND EFFECT DN HEMATCPDIESIS IN MAN AND
ANIMAl 6r# m_
HIGH TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS ON HUMAN AND
ANIMAL BLOOD COMPOSITION AND PROPERTIES
JPRS-21405 N66-10002
PROCEDURES AND EQUIPMENT USED TO EXPOSE SMALL
ANIMALS TO AEROSOLS OF FISSION PROOUCTS
LF-I1 N66-11206
ANIMAL BEHAVIOR STUDIES NITH MULTI-ENCLOSURE,
PROGRAMMED ENVIRONMENT, AND TELEMETRY SYSTEMS
N66-11258
COMBINED ACTION OF NEUTRON IRRADIATION AND
ELEVATED TEMPERATURE ON ANIMALS
JPRS-ZO379 N6_-11633
CHOICE OF ANIMAL E LDGISTICS FOR BIOLOGICAL
EXPERIMENTS IN SATELLITE N64-11688
SPACE CABIN FOR HOUSING ANIMALS DURING SPACE
FLIGHT N66-11689
AIR REGENERATION SYSTEM FOR SEALEO CAPSULE
OCCUPIED BY ANIMALS DURING SPACE FLIGHTS
N66-11691
SANITARY DEVICES FOR ANIMALS IN SEALED SPACE CABIN
N66-11693
MORPHOLOGICAL & HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION OF
VESTIBULAR APPARATUS OF ANIMALS IN CHANGING
GRAVITATIONAL FIELD N66-1186Z
COMPUTER MODEL FOR ANIMAL BEHAVIOR STUDY AND
INSTRUCTION FOR RECOGNITION - CYBERNETICS
N66-12S2S
A-19
ANIMAL STUDY CONT SUBJECT INOEX •
STOCHASTIC MACHINE INSTRUCTION AND APPLICATION TO
BEHAVIOR OF LIVING THINGS - CYBERNETICS
N64-12526
PLANT AND ANIMAL AUTOMATIC CONTROL MECHANISMS -
iNTERNAL PROCESS SELF-REGULATION - CYBERNETICS
N64-12529
FAT EMBOLISM IN ANIMALS DURING DECOMPRESSION
N66-L2756
ANTIRACIATION ACTIVITY OF SULFUR AMINO ACID
COMPOUNDS ON ANIMAL TISSUE N64-127gT
CYSTEAMINE ASCCRBATE AS SHIELDING AGENT IN ANIMALS
GIVEN PRIMARY { SECONDARY IRRADIATION
N66-12888
ACOUSTIC PARAMETERS 8 ULTRASONIC VISUALIZATION OF
ORGANS 8 TISSUES OF MAN _ ANIMALS
JPRS-22BAO N64-13350
CENTRIFUGES FOR STUDYING LONG TERM ACCELERATION
STRESS ON MAN AND ANIMALS N64-13665
LABELLED THYMIDINE AND RAOIOAUTOGRAPHY TO ASSESS
ADRENAL CELL FORMATION IN ANIMALS AFTER VARIOUS
TIPES CF COLD EXPOSURE
AAL-TCR-63-7 N64-13631
GAS CONSUMPTION ANC METABOLISM OF COLD-BLOODED
ANIMALS AND MIGRATION _ RADIOACTIVITY OF
MARINE ANIMALS
JPRS-23285 N64-15334
ELECTRONIC SIMULATION OF BIOLOGICAL CLOCK - ANIMAL
STUDY AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
ASD-TDR-63-136 N66-L5592
ANTHRAX VACCINE INJECTION IN ANIMALS TO REDUCE
MORTALITY RATE FROM RADIATION SICKNESS
N64-156BO
THYRDICAL INFLUENCE ON SURVIVAL OF ALTITUDE-
EXPOSED ANIMALS_ PROTECTIVE EFFECTS OF CORTISOL
SAM-TER-63-1C1 N66-15766
WEIGHTLESSNESS EXPERIMENTS WITH VARIOUS ANIMALS
FTC-TT-63-618/I N66-16379
HUMAN ANC ANIMAL TOLERANCE OF HEAT
FTC-TT-63-650/186 N66-16383
ANIMAL POPULATION AND ECOLOGY AT ATOMIC POWER-
PLANTS
TIC-I9562 N64-E6556
FOUR EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES ON RADIATION SICKNESS
THERAPY FOR ANIMALS
JPRS-23678 N66-16696
CELL DAMAGE IN RADIATION REACTION OF ANIMAL
ORGANISM N64-16906
DISRUPTIONS OF NATURAL IMMUNITY IN IRRADIATED
ANIMALS AND METHODS OF REESTABLISHING
N66-1T169
ANIMAL DISCRIMINATION AND RECOGNITION IN NOISE-
FREE ENVIRONMENT N64-1BB36
DATA ON ACCUMULATION COEFFICIENTS OF RADIOACTIVE
ISOTOPES IN MARINE PLANTS AND ANIMALS
JPRS-24227 N66-18969
BIBLIOGRAPHY - RADIATION EFFECT ON ANIMALSt MANI
AND PLANTS
SB-62-60 N66-20517
MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION FOR PHYSIOLOGICAL
RESPONSE OF EXPERIMENTAL ANIMALS IN BALLOON
FLIGHTS
NASA-OR-53652 N64-ZO59B
MEDICAL RADIOLOGY - RADIATION SICKNESSt ANIMAL
STUDY, AND CYBERNETICS
JPRS-24652 N66-20943
SERUM PROPHYLAXIS AND THERAPY OF BACTERIAL
INTOXICATIONS IN IRRADIATED ANIMALS
N66-20946
CAUSE OF DECREASE IN NATURAL RESISTANCE OF
IRRADIATED ANIMALS TO LIVE BRUCELLOSIS VACCINE
JPRS-26896 N66-21282
TISSUE MECHANISMS - ADAPTATION OF ANIMALS TO
REDUCED OXYGEN CONTENT IN ENVIRONMENT
JPRS-16105 N66-21680
EXTRASENSORY PERCEPTION - HUMAN COMMUNICATION WITH
ANIMALS
FTD-TT-62-1876/1 N66-21928
CARBOXYHENOGLOBIN IN DECOMPOSED BODIES OF ANIMALS
AMRL-TOR-63-69 N64-22290
REACTION OF HUMAN AND ANIMAL CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
UNDER CONDITIONS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS
NASA-TT-F-B895 N66-22941
PATHOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGY OF ADAPTIVE CONTROL AND
PROTECTION MECHANISMS IN ANIMALS
FTD-TT-62-154B/IG284 N64-23663
ORGANISM PHYSIOLOGICAL MECHANISMS FOR REGULATION
AND PROTECTION - ANIMAL STUDY N66-23664
LANDING IMPACT STRESS ON ANIMALS IMMERSED IN WATER
N66-23763
LONG-LASTING TRANSVERSE G-FORCE EFFECT ON CENTRAL
NERVOUS SYSTEM OF ANIMALS N64-23766
AEROSPACE MEDICINE - WEIGHTLESSNESS AND ARTIFICIAL
GRAVITY EFFECTS ON PLANTS_ ANIMALS, AND HUMAN
PERFORMANCE
FTO-TT-66-140/l_4 N66-26012
TOXICOLOGY - ACTION OF DRUGS ON ANIMALS
N64-26612
MECHANISM OF SPATIAL PERCEPTION IN BEHAVIOR OF
ANIMALS _ PATHWAYS AND STRUCTURE OF SPATIAL
ANALYSIS N66-25136
REACTION OF NEURONS OF VESTIBULAR NUCLEI TO
STIMULATION OF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS THROUGH
PASSIVE VERTICAL MOTION OF ANIMALS
JPRS-25896 N66-27323
REACTION OF CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM OF MAN AND
ANIMALS UNDER WEIGHTLESSNESS N64-29090
INTERRELATIONSHIPS AMONG CONDITIONED RESPONSES IN
ANIMALS AND HUMANS
FTO-TT-64-ZB2/I_2 N64-30156
ANIMAL METABOLISN AND DETOXIFICATION OF METABOLIC
PRODUCTS DURING RADIATION INJURIES
JPRS-26500 N6_-307_2
PHARMACOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SEVERAL
PREPARATIONS - ANIMAL STUDY
JPRS-26665 N66-31361
ANIMAL STUDY FOR PHARMACOLOGICAL EFFECTS ON BRAIN
STEM FROM ADMINISTRATION OF ARECOLINE HYDROBROMIDE
AND PHENANINE N66-31362
PHYSIOLOGY OF NERVOUS SYSTEMS OF HUMANS & ANIMALS
JPRS-26427 N66-31657
ANIMAL STUDY CF CONDITIONED RESPONSE - LEVER-
PRESSING BEHAVIOR OF RATS IN FIXED RATIO AND
IN EXTINCTION
NADC-ML-6407 N66-31665
NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL ANIMAL STUDIES - BEHAVIOR
MODIFIED BY DRUG INDUCEMENT
AO-601689 N66-32610
DELIVERY APPARATUS OF PURE OXYGEN TO CLOSED
SYSTEM AND CONSUMPTION MEASUREMENT IN CHRONIC
EXPERIMENTS WITH SMALL ANIMALS
FTO-TT-63-1118/1&2_4 N64-32663
PHYSIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS OF ANIMALS - EFFECTS OF
A-20
SUBJECT INDEX ANTIOXIOANT
AGINGt ULTRASONIC MEOICTNEm MOBILITY OF NERVE
PROCESSESt AND WEIGHTLESSNESS IN EATER ON HUMAN
BODY
JPRS-2_?90 N66-33686
ANIMAL STUDIES ON EFFECTS OF ANTISEROTONIN DRUGS
AD-66TB46 N66-33662
DISTRIBUTION OF RADIOACTIVE CALCIUM AND EXCRETION
FROM HEALTHY AND LEAD-POISONED ANIMALS
JPRS-Z688B N64-33654
ANION
CF ELECTROLYTE
PARTICIPATION OF ANIONS IN FUNCTION OF EXCITABLE
TISSUES N66-280kO
ANODE
S ELECTRODE
ANOXlA
CF HYPOXIA
ACCLINATIZATIDN AND OTHER EFFECTS OF ANOXIA VIA
EEGv HIPPOCAMPAL DISCHARGES AND EVOKED POTENTIALS
OF THE VISUAL CORTEX OF RABBITS
A64-16992
PROTECTIVE MECHANISMS FOR ANOKIA ON BONE MARROW
GRAFTS IN WHOLLY IRRADIATED NICE WITH IONIZING
RADIATION A66-26100
ARTERIAL AND VENOUS BLOOD OXYGEN AND CARBON
DIOXIDE TENSIONS DURING BRIEF HYPERVENTILATION
WITH NITROGEN IN NAN A66-BOIZ2
NERVE CELL CHANGES IN HIPPDCANPUS FOLLOWING ANOXIA
IN GUINEA PIGS A66-80218
ANOXIA VARIOUSLY INDUCED AND BRAIN DAMAGE IN
GUINEA PIG A66-80219
ANCXIA INDUCED CHANGES IN NETABOLITE CONTENT OF
RABBIT LUNG A66-80266
ANOXIC GUINEA PIG AND CAT RESPIRATORY ACTIVITY
AND ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM AS AFFECTED BY
DIPHENYLHYCANTOINw TRINETHAOIONE, IOOOACETATE, AND
RESERPINE A66-BOBO0
ANOXIAt HYPERNOXIA, AND DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS
EFFFCT nN lIGHT ANN nAR_ AnApT_ RETinAS
A66-8OBQ3
PROLONGED ANQXIC SURVIVAL OF RAT DUE TO ANOXIA
PRE-EXPOSURE AS RELATED TO BRAIN ADENOSINE
TRIPHOSPHATEw LACTATEt AND PYRUVATE CONCENTRATIONS
A66-BOBI6
GLUCOSE AND CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM IN
ANOXIC-ISCHAEMIC RAT BRAIN A66-BlO4B
GROWTH OF BONE MARROW TRANSPLANT IN TOTALLY
IRRAOIATED MICE AFFECTED BY ANOXIA
A66-811ZI
ELECTROENCEPHALDGRAPHIC RECORDING OF EFFECTS OF
PROFOUND ANOXIA UPON CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
N64-16585
REGIONAL METABOLISM AND CIRCULATION OF CEREBRAL
CORTEX AND EFFECT ON SELECTIVE VULNERABILITY TO
ANOXENIA N66-16587
ANTENNA COUPLER
S ENERGY TRANSFER
ANTHELNINTIC
S ARECOLINE HYDROBRONIOE
ANTHROPOMETRV
SA BODY MEASUREMENT IBIOL/
SA BODY SIZE /BIOLI
SA ORGAN HEIGHT
CF HUNAN ENGINEERING
ANTHRDPOMETRIC EVALUATION OF BODY COMPOSITION
THROUGHOUT LIFE A66-80020
FLIGHT SURGEON USE DF ANTHRCPONETRY IN ASSESSING
POTENTIAL ACCOMMODATION OF PILOT IN NAVAL AIRCRAFT
A66-B1335
ANTIBIOTICS
ANTIBIOTIC THERAPY OF RADIATION SICKNESS IN NICE -
STREPTOMYCIN EFFECTIVENESS, TREATMENT TIMING,
HINDERING FACTORS, AND DETOXICATING MIXTURE
JPRS-22625 N64-13161
ANTIBODY
CF ANTIGEN
CF GAMMA GLOBULIN
BENZENE POISONING IN RABBIT AND CHANGES IN
IMMUNIZATION AND TYPHOID ANTIBODY LEVEL
A64-BO671
IMMUNOLOGICAL REMOVAL OF IODINE-131 LABELED RABBET
ANTIBODY TO RAT FIBRINOGEN IN NORMAL AND
TUMOR-BEARING RATS
UR-636 N66-ID190
SIGNIFICANCE OF PLASMA CELLS IN PRODUCTION OF
ANTIBODIES DURING IONIZING RADIATION
JPRS-IBD20 N64-11023
ISOLATION OF ANTIBODIES FROM AGGLUTINATING ANTI-
PLAGUE _ ANTICHOLERA SERUN, AND PURIFICATION,
USING NEW LUMINESCENT STAIN
JPRS-19936 N66-11220
CONDITIONS OF COMPLETE INHIBITION OF ANTIBODY
PRODUCTION IN MONKEYS AFTER GAMMA IRRADIATION IN
LARGE DOSES
JPRS-Z2121 N66-11276
METHOD FOR DETECTING WEAK ANTIBODIES - INCREASED
SENSITIVITY N66-12TTI
MUTATION-CLONE THEORY OF BURNET ANTIBODY FORNATION
N64-23455
ANTIBODIES TO HUMAN AI HEMOGLOBIN AND THEIR
REACTION WITH CERTAIN OTHER HEMOGLOBINS
N66-25691
GAMMA GLOBULIN AND IONIZING RADIATION EFFECTS ON
ANTIBODY PRODUCTION IN IRRADIATED 8 NONIRRAOIATED
TISSUE
JPRS-26956 N66-32750
ANTICONVULSANT
S _ZPHE_YL HY_TOIff
ANTICYCLONE
S METEOROLOGY
ANTIGEN
CF ANTIBODY
CF GAMMA GLOBULIN
SYNTHESIS OF ANTIGENS CONTAINING KNOWN SUGARS
AD-630601 N66-16098
AUTORAOIOGRAPHIC AND HISTOLOGIC STUDY OF SPLEEN
WHITE PULP GERMINAL CENTERS OF NORMAL AND
ANTIGENICALLY STIMULATED ANIMALS
ORNL-3595 N64-20636
RADIATION SICKNESS - PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF
BACTERIAL ANTIGENS, ACCUMULATION OF IODINE 1311 E
REGENERATION OF SCIATIC NERVE
JPRS-26706 N66-20827
SPLEEN_ LYMPH NOOESI AND LOOSE CONNECTING TISSUE
REACTIONS TO ANTIGENIC STIMULI IN IRRADIATED
ANIMALS N66-30264
ANTIGRAVITY
S GRAVITY
ANTIHISTIMIC
CF OIPHENYL HYOANTOIN
CF METHAPYRILENE
EFFECTIVENESS OF ANTIHISTAMINES IN ANESTHESIOLOGY
JPRS-22058 N66-1163Z
ANTIOXIDANT
RACIOSENSITIVITY OF ORGANISMS TO IONIZING
RADIATION - PROTECTION BY VEGETABLE PIGMENTS IN
PLANT CELLS & ANTIOXIOANTS IN ANIMAL ORGANISMS
JPRS-19363 N64-11069
A-21
ANTISEPTIC SUBJECTINDEX
PROTECTIVE AND THERAPEUTIC ANTIRADIATICN G ANTI-
OXIDATION PROPERTIES OF VARIOUS POLYPHENDL
STRUCTURES - CHEMOTHERAPY
JPRS-2356T N66-16563
ANTISEPTIC
S ETHYLENE OXIDE
ANXIETY
CF TAYLOR MANIFEST ANXIETY SCALE
VALIDATION OF TNO MEASURES OF ANXIETYe AFFECT
ADJECTIVE CHECK LIST AND PALNAR SNEAT INDEX
A66-80069
NEPROBAMATE EFFECTS ON CONTINUOUS ATTENTION
BEHAVIOR IN RELATION TO ANXIETY AND SHOCK
A66-BOlSO
VERTIGO AND ANXIETY OF PSYCHIC ORIGIN IN A PILOT
A66-80280
NEUROTIC ANXIETY AND VESTIBULAR FUNCTION REFLECTED
IN VERTIGO AND NYSTAGNUS UPON REPEATED CALORIC
STIMULATION A66-80301
SEX DIFFERENCES IN SCORES ON TAYLOR MANIFEST
ANXIETY SCALE A66-80936
APOLLO PROJECT
ENGINEERING AND PHYSIOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS
INVOLVED IN SELECTION AND VALIDATIONS OF
ARTIFICIAL GASEOUS ATMOSPHERE FOR GEMINI AND
APOLLO MISSIONS A66-1351T
FUNCTION OF PROJECTS GEMINI AND APOLLO IN MANNED
SPACE FLIGHT A66-B0523
APOLLO PORTABLE LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM
N66-30725
APOLLO SPACECRAFT
MANUAL CONTROL OF APOLLO SPACECRAFT DURING
ATMOSPHERIC ENTRY
NASA-TN-D-266T N66-27966
OOSIMETRIC DATA EVALUATION ON SOLID ANGLE
BREAKDOWN OF SHIELD THICKNESS FOR APOLLO VEHICLE -
RADIATION HAZARD IN SPACE FLIGHT
NASA-OR-S9266 N66-33266
APPARATUS
S LABORATORY APPARATUS
S MEASURING APPARATUS
S PHOTOELECTRIC APPARATUS
APPROACH AND LANDING
LABORATORY STUDIES OF ABILITY OF OBSERVERS TO
PERFORM THREE VISUAL TASKS REQUIRED OF PILOTS IN
APPROACH AND LANDING
HSR-RR-63/T-NK-X N66-10666
ABILITY OF HUMAN SUBJECTS TO PERFORM VISUAL TASKS
REQUIRED IN APPROACH AND LANDING
N66-10665
APTITUDE
GF PERSONALITY
CF PERSONNEL SELECTION
APTITUUE TEST MEASURES FOR SELECTION OF TONER AIR
TRAFFIC CONTROL TRAINEES A66-81336
ARCTIC
PHYSIOLOGICAL CHANGES IN HUMAN ORGANISM OURING
ACCLIMATIZATION OF MEN ARRIVALS TO ARCTIC
A66-81103
PHYSIOLOGICAL CHANGES ACCOMPANYING STARVATION IN
ARCTIC AND SUBARCTIC ENVIRONMENTS
AAL-TOR-63-16 N66-309T5
ARECOLINE HYDROBRONIOE
ANIMAL STUDY FOR PHARMACOLOGICAL EFFECTS ON BRAIN
STEM FROg ADMINISTRATION OF ARECOLINE HYDROBROMIDE
AND PHENANINE N66-31362
ARGON
OECONPRESSION OF MICE AND SURVIVAL IN ATMOSPHERES
CONTAINING HELIUM OR ARGON IN PLACE OF NITROGEN
A66-80699
ARGON METASTABLE ATOMS IN IONIZATION OF ORGANIC
MOLECULES N66-13139
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ARGON, HELIUM, AND RARE
GASES ON CELLULAR SYSTEMS
A0-600661 N66-Z5925
AROMATIC COMPOUND
S PHENOL
AROUSAL
CF ACTIVATION /BIDLI
HEAT EFFECT AND AROUSAL EFFECT ON SNEATING AND
ELECTRODERMAL RESPONSE OF HAND AND CHEST
A66-lZ937
BASAL RESISTANCE LEVEL IN RATS UNDER STRESS USED
AS INOEX OF AROUSAL COMPONENT OF MOTIVATION
A66-80005
REACTION TIME AND SERIAL RESPONSE EFFICIENCY ON
AROUSAL FROM SLEEP A66-BOST2
HYPNOTIC CONTROL OF COMPENSATORY TRACKING WITH
NORMAL ANO REVERSE COMPATIBILITY UNDER DIFFERENT
STATES OF AROUSAL A66-80TI3
NONSPECIFIC ACOUSTIC RESPONSES IN RABBIT IN
RELATION TO VIGILANCE, MOVENENTI SLEEP, AND
AROUSAL A66-81028
AROUSAL EFFECT ON FIELD DEPENDENCE ASSESSED BY
ROD AND FRAME TEST UNDER QUIET ANO NOISE
CONDITIONS A66-BI162
HALLUCINATION, AROUSAL, AND RAPID EYE MOVEMENTS
DURING SENSORY DEPRIVATION A66-81212
ARTIFICIAL EAR
ACOUSTICAL IMPEDANCE PRESENTED TO EARPHONES BY
HUMAN EAR IS CRITICAL DESIGN FACTOR DF ACCURATE
ARTIFICIAL EAR A66-26636
ARTIFICIAL GRAVITY
MINIMUM ARTIFICIAL GRAVITATIONAL FORCE NEEDED FOR
NORMAL POSTURE AND MOTOR ACTIVITY, USING ALBINO
RATS AND MICE A66-25586
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
CF GAME THEORY
CF NEURAL NET
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE GENERATED BY NATURAL
EVOLUTION PROCESS A66-26826
ARTIFICIAL RADIATION BELT
S VAN ALLEN BELT
ARTIFICIAL SATELLITE
S SATELLITE
ASCORBIC ACIO
VITAMIN C ADMINISTRATION AND THE MECHANICAL
EFFICIENCY OF HUMAN SUBJECTS DURING PHYSICAL
EXERCISE A66-80268
HEMATOLOGICAL AND VITAMIN C DISTURBANCES IN NEN
AND NONEN DURING BENZENE POISONING AS AFFECTED BY
FOLIO ACID AND CYSTEINE A66-80750
AMPHETANINEt CAFFEINE, ASCORBIC ACIDI AND
RECOROIL AS RELATEO TO OXYGEN CONSUMPTIONt
PERFORMANCE TIME, BLOOD LACTIC ACID, AND HEART
RATE OF TRAINED ATHLETES A66-80883
EFFECT OF ASCORBIC ACID ON FUNCTION OF STRESSED
SUPRARENAL GLANOS OF RATS IN HIGH TEMPERATURE
ENVIRONMENT
JPRS-20011 N64-11319
ASCORBIC ACID PROPHYLAXIS AND TREATMENT FOR
ILLNESS, TRAUMA, EXPOSURE TO COLD NEATHER, AND
EXTREME PHYSICAL EXERCISE
AD-629526 N64-25323
ASCORBIC ACID METABOLISM
HYPOTHERMIA AND ASCORBIC ACID CONTENT AND
DISTRIBUTION IN ADRENAL CORTEX OF THE RAT
OTS 62-11760/1. A66-80060
A-22
SUBJECTINDEX ASTRQMAUTPERFORMANCE
ASIA
S JAPAN
ASPARTIC ACID
CARDIOVASCULAR, RESPIRATORY, AND METABOLIC EFFECTS
OF AMPHETAMINE, NEPRCBAMATE, SODIUM AND POTASSIUM
ASPARTATEt AND ETHYL ALCOHOL AT REST AND DURING
EXERCISE A66-80352
PHYSICAL METABOLIC FATIGUE DUE TO SPARTASE -
ASPARTIC ACID SALTS OF POTASSIUM AND MAGNESIUM
CARI-63-12 N66-14409
ASPHALT
ROLE OF BACTERIA IN CONVERSION OF PETROLEUM CARBON
AND ASPHALT COMPONENTS UNDER ANAEROBIC CONDITIONS
FTD-TT-62-166911G2&4 N66-163q6
ASPHYXIA
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM CHANGES OF RHESUS MONKEYS
DUE TO ASPHYXIA DURING BIRTH N6_-16600
ASTHMA
ASTHMA TEST BY PNEUMDTACHOGRAPHY AFTER INHALATION
OF ACETYLCHOLINE AND ALEUDRIflE A66-80286
INDUCED SLEEP FOR CURE OF CHRONIC INSOMNIA,
BRONCHIAL ASTHMA, ULCERS, AND HYPERTENSION
JPRS-18021 N66-11621
PERFUSION OF LL_GS OF HUMAN MITH ASTHMA
NBW-17945
ASTRIONICS
S ASTRONAUTICS
ASTROBIOLOGY
S BIOASTRONAUTICS
S EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE
REQUIREMENTS FOR BIOLOGICAL EVOLUTION IN THE
UNIVERSEt ON THE BASIS OF NATURE AND EVOLUTION OF
STARS A66-10216
EXISTENCE DF LIFE ON PLANETS IN A BINARY SYSTEM,
NITH REGARD TO HABITABLE ZONES, STABILITY OF
PLANETARY ORBIT AND CONDITIONS FOR LIFE SUPPORT
A66-10218
PHYSICO-CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF LIFEt THE EVOLUTION
OF LIFE, AND EVIOENCE OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE
BASIC CONDITIONS FOR THE EXISTENCE OF LIFE IN THE
UNIVERSE, AND ITS PROBABLE OCCURRENCE
A66-11615
ASTRCBOTANY STUDIES SUGGESTING PRESENCE OF PLANTS
ON MARS A66-BOS28
HISTORY, NATURE, AND THEORY OF ASTROBIOLOGY
JPRS-17726 N66-10663
ASTRONAUT
CF ORBITAL NORKER
CF PILOT
PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PHYSICAL CRITERIA RECOMMENDED
FOR SELECTION OF ASTRONAUTS A64-11627
HUMAN TOLERANCE TO CONFINEMENT AS RELATED TO
PERSONALITY TRAITS INVESTIGATED IN SELECTION OF
ASTRONAUTS A66-IL636
HIGH ALTITUDE EFFECTS ON ASTRONAUTS, COVERING
PSYCHOPHYSICAL FACTORS, FATIGUE STRESS AND TASK
COMMITMENT STRESS A66-12978
FOOD FOR ASTRONAUTS DURING SPACE FLIGHTS, NOTING
PROBLEMS AND PECULIAR ASPECTS OF EATING AND
DRINKING IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT A66-13669
MECHANICAL TETHERING SYSTEM USING ANGULAR MOMENTUM
TO RETRIEVE ASTRONAUT SEPARATED FROM SPACE VEHICLE
AIAA PAPER 66-393 A66-21862
VISUAL PROBLEMS OF SPACE FLIGHT AND EXPERIENCE OF
RUSSIAN AND AMERICAN ASTRONAUTS
A66-BO278
VISUAL PROBLEMS FACING ASTRONAUTS IN ORBITAL
FLIGHT A66-80662
PSYCHULUGZCAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF SPACE
FLIGHT ON ASTRONAUTS
JPRS-20171 N66-11135
IDENTIFICATION OF CELL MALL SUBSTANCES IN ALGAE G
FUNGI - SPACE FOOD FOR ASIRONAUTS
AMRL-TDR-63-72 N66-11661
MACHINE RECORD CARDS FOR RECORDING MEDICAL
HISTORY - DEVELOPMENT G USE IN ASTRONAUT SELECTION
N66-13666
ASTRONAUTS FOR MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
NASA-EP-II N66-1_655
RADIATION DOSE DISTRIBUTION IN MODEL ASTRONAUT
AMRL-TDR-66-Q N66-18629
PHYSIOLOGICAL £ PSYCHOLOGICAL DISORIENTATION OF
ASTRONAUT DURING SPACE TRAVEL
NADC-MA-6321 N66-20329
ELEGTROENCEPHALDGRAPHY FOR USE IN AIRCREM AND
ASTRONAUT SELECTION
REPTo-12-63 N66-203BO
TOLERANCE TO VEHICLE ROTATION OF ASTRONAUTS USING
TURNING AND NODDING NOTION OF HEAD NHILE
PERFORMING SIMPLE TASKS
AIAA PAPER-66-218 N66-23608
ELASTIC AIRBAG RESTRAINT SYSTEMS FOR VIBRATION AND
IMPACT PROTECTION OF ASTRONAUTS OR AIRCRAFT
PASSENGERS
AIAA PAPER-66-220 N66-26972
SPACE FLIGHT OF TMO U.S.S.R. ASTRONAUTS
JPRS-25272 N66-25"163
SPACE FLIGHT CONDITIONS, ENVIRONMENT, AND
ASSIGNMENTS OF ASTRONAUTS N66-25165
TELEMETRIC BIQNETRY OF ASTRONAUTS DURING SPACE
FLIGHT N66-25166
PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES OF TMO
UoS.S.R. ASTRONAUTS DURING ORBITAL SPACE FLIGHT
N66-25167
POSTFLIGHT MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS OF U.S.S.R.
ASTRONAUTS N66-2516B
PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS ON RELIABILITY OF ASTRONAUT
UNDER FLIGHT CONDITIONS
FTO-TT-63-T6111&2 N66-292TT
AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND ASTRONAUT EVALUATION
N66-3OT22
INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP FACTORS IN ASTRONAUT
SELECTION
FTD-TT-66-260/1 N66-31674
CALCIUM ENRICHED LIQUID DIET FOR ASTRONAUT IN
SPACE
NASA-CR-59003 N64-330_6
ASTRONAUT PERFORMANCE
GROUND COMMUNICATORS INFLUENCE ON SPEECH DURATIONS
OF ASTRONAUTS A66-13564
EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION ENVIRONMENT ON ASTRONAUT
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PERFORMANCE CAPABILITIES
A66-23213
SPACECRAFT CABIN ARRANGEMENT EFFECTS ON ASTRONAUTS
PSYCHIC AND PHYSICAL TONU5 A66-2SST9
U.S. AND UoSoS.R. OATA ON PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF
SPACE FLIGHT ON ASTRONAUT PERFORMANCE
A66-26380
ASTRONAUT ROLE IN SPACECRAFT ORBITAL RENDEZVOUS
A66-27814
OPTIMUM ASTRONAUT SELECTION NITH REGARO TO IN
FLIGHT TESTING AND ACTUAL MISSION PERFORMANCE
A-23
ASTRONAUTTRAINING SUBJECTINDEX
RECUIREHENTS A64-28344
CIRCADIANRHYTHMSASRELATEDOHUMANENGINEERING
AND ASTRONAUT SELECTION AND PERFORMANCE DURING
SPACE FLIGHT A64-80667
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS OF COSMONAUTS DURING THE
ACTION OF GRAVITY LOADS AND WEIGHTLESSNESS
JPRS-23917 N64-17738
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECTS ON PERFORMANCE
CAPABILITIES OF ASTRONAUTS - ANNOTATED
BIELICGRAPHY
SRE-63-13 N64-23365
ASTRONAUTS ACCELERATION TOLERANCE PERFORMANCE
IN RETURNING TO ERECT POSITION FROM CROUCH
ANRL-TDR-66-56 N64-33530
ASTRONAUT TRAINING
SPACECRAFT PILOT SELECTION AND TRAINING FOR
MERCURVt GEMINIv X-15 AND X-20 PROGRAMSv NOTING
ASTRONAUT TRAINING AND AEROSPACE RESEARCH PILOT
SCHOOL A64-11340
PART TASK TRAINER /PTT/_ SPACE FLIGHT SIMULATOR
FOR ASTRONAUT TRAINING
SAE PAPER 866H A64-20850
ASTRONAUT TRAINING REQUIRING MEDICAL KNOWLEDGE AND
PHYSICAL FITNESS DEVELOPED BY SCUBA DIVING AND
CENTRIFUGE CONDITIONING A64-24603
SPACE FLIGHT AND TRAINING EFFECTS ON METABOLIC
WASTE CONTENT OF ASTRONAUTS BLOOD AND URINE
A64-255E1
SCIENTIFICALLY TRAINED ASTRONAUTS IMPORTANT FOR
LUNAR AND PLANETARY EXPLORATION
A64-28343
MEDICAL PROELEMS OF SPACE FLIGHT - TRAINING AND
SELECTION OF ASTRONAUTS A66-B0227
ROLE CF FLIGHT SURGEON IN SELECTION_ TRAININGt AND
CARE CF ASTRONAUTS A64-BO392
MEDICAL ASPECTS OF ASTRONAUT TRAINING AND ROLE OF
FLIGHT SURGEON A64-80487
RESPONSE TO WEIGHTLESSNESS AS RELATED TC ASTRONAUT
TRAINING AND SELECTION A64-80525
ISOLATION AND DISORIENTATION DURING SPACE FLIGHT
AS RELATED TO SELECTIONI TRAININGv AND HUMAN
ENGINEERING A64-BO64T
THERMAL ENVIRONMENT AND PHYSIOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS
AS RELATED TO NEED FOR HEAT ACCLIMATIZATION IN
ASTRONAUT TRAINING A64-80663
ACCELERATION TOLERANCE AND PERFORMANCE AS
RELATED TO SIMULATOR TRAINING OF ASTRONAUT
A64-80666
CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS AS RELATED TO HUMAN ENGINEERING
AND ASTRONAUT SELECTION AND PERFORMANCE DURING
SPACE FLIGHT A64-B0667
SPATIAL ORIENTATION DURING SPACE TRAVEL AND USE CF
HALLUCINOGENS TO TRAIN ASTRONAUTS TO PERFORM UNDER
CONDITIONS OF DISORIENTATION A64-81325
EFFECTS CF SPACE ENVIRONMENT CONDITIONS ON
NAN - SELECTION 8 TRAINING OF ASTRONAUTSt AND
NUTRITION PROBLEMS
JPRS-21586 N64-10197
SOVIET SPACE FLIGHT TRAINING OF ASTRONAUTS
JPRS-21B29 N64-10208
ASTRCNAUIS ROLE IN SPACE PROGRAM - TRAINING
EQUIPMENT AND SPACECRAFT MANEUVERS
JPRS-2C100 N66-11133
SPACECREW SELECTION AND TRAINING - LITERATURE
SURVEY
SID-63-TO7 N66-14423
SPACE BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE - ASTRONAUT TRAINING
N66-21869
COSMONAUT TRAINING
FTD-TT-64-66 N66-23098
ASTRONAUT TRAINING FOR SPACE FLIGHT
N64-25164
TRAINING OF SOVIET ASTRONAUTS - SIMULATED FLIGHT
ENVIRONMENT
JPRS-26762 N6_-31440
ASTRONAUTICS
SA BIOASTRONAUTICS
COLLECTION OF PAPERS PRESENTED AT THE PROCEEDINGS
OF THE INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON MAN AND
TECHNOLOGY IN THE NUCLEAR AND SPACE AGE
A66-11410
ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORY
PHOTOGRAPHIC AND VISUAL OBSERVATIONS MADE AT
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY OBSERVATORY
N66-16327
ATMOSPHERE
SA EARTH ATMOSPHERE
SA GAS
SA PLANETARY ATMOSPHERE
SA SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERE
CF AIR
OF STRATOSPHERE
CF TROPOSPHERE
CF UPPER ATMOSPHERE
INSENSIBLE PERSPIRATION AND BODY WEIGHT AS RELATED
TO VARIOUS ATMOSPHERIC HUMIDITY LEVELS
A64-807T1
FIRE HAZARD IN LOW PRESSURE OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE
REPT.-4 N64-22705
ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION
MOVEMENTS AND DISPERSION OF RESPIRED AIR OF
IMMOBILE ASTRONAUT DURING WEIGHTLESS FLIGHT
A64-80826
ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION
VALIDITY [ HAZARDS OF EXTRAPOLATING THRESHOLD
LIMIT VALUES OF INDUSTRIAL ATMOSPHERES TO
CONTINUOUS EXPOSURE - SPACE CAPSULE CONDITIONS
N64-24616
SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERES - PHYSICAL AND
PHYSIOLOGICAL VARIABLES N66-30345
ATMOSPHERIC ENTRY
MANUAL CONTROL OF APOLLO SPACECRAFT DURING
ATMOSPHERIC ENTRY
NASA-TN-D-2467 N66-27966
ATMOSPHERIC IONIZATION
PHYSICAL AND BIOLOGICAL ACTIONS OF SMALL AIR IONS
INCLUDING DEVICES FOR MEASURING CONCENTRATION AND
MOBILITY A64-24167
HYGIENE 6 SANITATION - EFFECT OF LOW CONCENTRATION
OF FLUORINEI SANITARY INDICES FOR WATER RESERVOIRt
AND AIR IONIZATION
JPRS-19067 N64-11064
ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTION
SEALED ENVIRONMENTS IN RELATION TO HEALTH AND
DISEASE A64-80265
ADAPTATION OF MAN AND MAMMALS TO ATMOSPHERIC
POLLUTANTS A64-80429
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE EFFECT ON MAXIMUM PRESSURE-
VOLUME RELATIONSHIP OF HUMAN RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
A64-22059
TRACHEA OCCLUSION IN RATS BREATHING OXYGEN AND
EFFECT OF BAROMETRIC PRESSURE ON LUNG MORPHOLOGY
N64-17954
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INSPIRED OXYGEN CONCENTRATION
AND AIRCRAFT CABIN ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE IN HIGH
ALTITUDE FLIGHT
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SUEJECT INDEX
FPRD-1214 N64-25868
NEURCLEGIC ASPECTS OF HIGH BAROMETRIC PRESSURE
PHENOMENA AND EFFECT OF ATMOSPHERIC CONTAMINANTS
UPON NERVOUS SYSTEM ACTIVITY
AD-60C259 N64-ZT693
PATHCPEYSICLOGY OF PULMONIC TOXICITY IN RATS
BREATHING PURE OXYGEN AT REDUCED ATMOSPHERIC
PRESSURE
NACC-_L-6603 N66-2Tg53
PHYSICLOGICAL REQUIRENENTS FOR PROTECTION AGAINST
AT¥CSPHERIC PRESSURE CHANGES
FPRC/EE_C-201 N66-2B698
ATMOSPHERIC RADIATION
ATFCSPHERIC GAMMA RADIATION [ CHLORINE FOR MATER
PURIFICATION ANO SANITATION
JPRS-2Ig75 N66-103E6
ATMOSPHERIC REFRACTION
S LIGET TRANSMISSION
ATMOSPHERIC SCATTERING
S LIGHT SCATTERING
ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE
FLIGHT SIMULATION AND EFFECTS OF SEVERE AIR
TURBULENCE CN JET AIRLINE PILOTS
_ACC-_L-6411 N64-31E66
ATC/_
S ION
ATC_ C BEPB
S MANHATTAN PRCJECT
ATDRIC ENERGY
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON ATOMIC RADIATION EFFECTS
T]D-39C9 /SUPPL. 21 N66-33138
ATE_IZATICN
S AEROSOL
ATROPINE
ATRCFINE AND SCOPOLAMINE EFFECTS ON BLOOD
CIRCULATION AND EEART FUNCTION IN MAN
A64-BC319
LOCAL EFFECT CF ACETYLCPOLINE, ATROPINE,
Tr._. ...................
'L'_C'n'L_L_IUmt ANO I_U_LUR_PHATE /DFP/ ON
VESTIEULAR FUNCTION IN RABBIT A64-BO_E1
ATRDPINEe DATECHDLAMINEv AND EXPERIMENTAL DRUGS AS
RELATED TC REFLEX VASDDILATATION PRODUCED BY
RACIANT BEATING CF TRUNK A64-B0998
EFFECTS CF ATROPINE DN REFLEXES OF SCHIZOPHRENIA
PATIERTS N66-31660
ATTENTION
_EPROBAMATE EFFECTS ON CONTINUOUS ATTENTION
£EHAVIDR IN RELATION TO ANXIETY ANO SHOCK
A66-80150
ATTENUATICN
S ACOUSTIC ATTENUATION
ATTITUDE
S PITCH ATTITUDE
• TTITUDE CONTROL
CF HORIZON SENSING
THRESECLCS FOR PERCEPTION OF LINEARLY INCREASING
ANGULAR ACCELERATIONS AS RELATED TO AIRCRAFT
ATTITUDE CONTROL AND SEMICIRCULAR CANALS
A66-BOE92
EFFECTS CF NOOIFIED TASK FEEDBACK DURING TRAINING
CN PERFORMANCE OF SIMULATED ATTITUDE CONTROL TASK
AFTER THIRTY OAYS
A_RL-TCR-63-125 N66-16Ell
NUDIO E_UIP_ENT
SPACECRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL ACOUSTIC TEST FACILITY -
LISTENING FATIGUE AND COMFORT
AD-642E27 N66-32376
AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION
COMFORT PROBLEMS RELATED TO SPACECRAFT
CCMMUNICATICNS EQUIPMENT
AD-442828 N66-323TT
AUDICFREQUENCY
CF SOUND NAVE
SOUNDPRCOF ROOM PROVIDING MAXIMUM ATTENUATION IN
SPEECH FREQUENCY RANGE A64-80610
AUDIOLOGY
CF DEAFNESS
CF HEARING
PERCEPTIVE HEARING LOSS IN AIRMENI CONSIDERING
CHARACTERISTICS AND EFFECTS OF AERONAUTICAL NOISE
A66-1IT31
CHANGE IN FLUTTER RATES AND lOUDNESS OF NOISE
BURSTS IN TERNS OF NEURCPHYSIOLOGICAL EVIDENCE AND
AUDITORY THEORY A66-13301
FATIGUING TONE EFFECT INVESTIGATED AS FUNCTION OF
LEVEL OF MENTAL ACTIVITY A66-13302
INTERPRETATION OF CONTINUOUS MESSAGE SNITCHED
ALTERNATELY TC LEFT AND RIGHT EARS_ EXAMINING
DISTORTION OF TEMPORAL PATTERN A66-21332
PERCEPTUAL JUDGMENT OF LATERALXZATIDN OF SOUND
IMAGES PRODUCED BY BINAURAL INTERACTION OF CLICKS
KITH CLICKS OR CLICK PAIRS A66-21335
NOISE MASKED HEARING THRESHOLD FOR PULSES OF 800
CPS OVER MIDE RANGE DF PULSE DURATIONS AND
BANDMIDTHS OF MASKING NCISE A66-21336
DIAGNOSTIC USE CF HEARING TESTS
A66-80006
HEARING LOSS DETERMINED BY MODIFIED DOERFLER-
STEMART TEST A66-BO062
NOISE INDUCED DEAFNESS IN CAT A64-BO3OB
AUDITORY RESPONSE TO REPEATED EXPOSURE TO HIGH
INTENSITY SOUND A66-BO66B
AUDITORY ADAPTATION FOR PURE TONES COMPARED AT
THRESHDLO AND SUPRATHRESHGLD LEVELS FOR CLINICAL
TESTING A64-BO955
MEDICAL RESEARCH IN AIJnIcI_Y - _U_CT!ON OF
AUDITORY ANALYZER AND INSTRUMENTS FOR EAR SURGERY
JPRS-26519 N66-20229
AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION
MODERATE PDSTSTIMULATDRY FATIGUE EFFECT ON EAR
TUNINGt USING BINAURAL PITCH MATCHING DATA
A66-1BOOO
EFFECTS OF FREQUENCIESt INTENSITIES AND DURATIONS
OF AUDITORY SIGNAL AND INTERFERENCE ON JUDGMENT OF
SIGNAL SOURCE LOCATION A66-19516
INTERCRANIAL PERCEPTION OF LATERAL POSITION OF
BINAURAL TONE SOUND IMAGES IN PRESENCE OF
INTERAURAL TIME DELAY AND AMPLITUDE DIFFERENCE
A66-1951T
HUMAN SENSORY DISCRI_INABILITY MEASURED ON BASIS
OF UNBIASED WORD INTELLIGIBILITY TESTS, NOTING
HIGHER VALUES FOR EXPECTED NORDS THAN FOR
UNEXPECTED NORDS A66-19519
SPEECH DISCRIMINATION TEST TO DETERMINE SENIOR
AVIATORS QUALIFICATION TO PERFORM IN BACKGROUND OF
HIGH INTENSITY NOISE FOUND IN AN AIRCRAFT COCKPIT
A64-20692
AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION OF IMPULSE AND CONTINUOUS
NOISE A66-80021
EVOKED CORTICAL POTENTIALS DURING PERFORMANCE OF
TASK REQUIRING DECISION IN DISCRIMINATING FILTERED
SOUNDS A66-8062]
USE OF ANATOMICAL G PHYSIOLOGICAL EVIDENCE FOR
CONSTRUCTING THEORIES CF INFORMATION PROCESSING OR
SENSORY DISCRIMINATION - AUDITORY SYSTEM
N64-18830
A-25
AUDgTCRY PERCEPTION SUBJECT INDEX
TUNING BETNEEN CENTRAL SENSORY PATHNAYS AND SENSE
ORGANS -AUOITGRY DISCRIMINATION
N64-18831
AUOITCRY PERCEPTION
SIMULTANEOUS SOUND TRANSMISSION THROUGH AIR AND
BONE FOR REOUCING AMPLIFICATION REQUIREMENTS AND
NOISE LEVELS 1N SPACE COMMUNICATIONS
A64-163E8
NOISE EURST EFFECT ON PERFORMING TASK OF SEARCHING
VISUAL DISPLAY IN NHICH RANDOM NUMBERS MERE
PRESENTED AT RATE CF FIVE PER SECOND
A66-16710
INTEGRATION OF ENERGY BY EAR THRESHOLD TESTEDt
USING TONE PIPS AS STIMULI A66-179q9
TEMPORAL SUMMATION PROCEDURE USED TO DETERMINE
BACKNARC MASKING AS FUNCTION OF TIME INTERVAL
BETWEEN SIGNAL AND NOISE ONSET A66-1951B
DISTANCE PERCEPTION OF TND AUDITORY SIGNALS, ONE
BMITTEC FROM EEACPHONE AND OTHER FROM NEARBY
LOUDSPEAKER A66-25826
GUIET THRESHDLO OF _UMAN AUDIBILITY OETERMINED AT
FRECUENCIES OF 125 TO lOrD00 CPS AS FUNCTION OF
TENE STIMULUS DURATION A66-26635
HUMAN PERFORMANCE IN VIGILANCE TESTS, STUDYING
AUCITCRY CETECTIONt VISUAL DETECTION AND
CCPBINATICN OF BOTH A66-26E69
N_ISE EFFECT DN OETECTION OF VISUAL SIGNALS
A66-80169
£ETECTION CF RANDOM AUDITORY AND VISUAL SIGNALS
UNDER DIFFERENT SCHEDULES A66-BO201
PERCEPTUAL SPEED RELATEC TO BEHAVIORAL PROFICIENCY
IN DIFFERENT MCOALITIES A66-OO289
INTERSEESORY AND INTRASENSORY EFFECT IN SIMPLE
REACTICN TIME AGB-BO2qO
REVIEN OF VIGILANCE STUDIES A66-8037T
NEURCPSYCHELDGICAL EFFECTS OF EARLY SENSORY
RESTRICTION ON COG A66-80693
SEX DIFFERENCES IN REACTIONS TO DELAYED AUDITORY
EEEDBACK A66-BOT06
PERCEPTION BIBLIOGRAPHY MITE REFERENCES TO VISUALt
AUCITCRYI TIME, GUSTATORY, AND TACTILE PERCEPTION
A66-BC710
ROLE OF FEEOEACK IN PERCEPTION OF TONES MITH ANO
MITHCUT BACKGROUND GAUSS[AN NOISE
A66-8OEST
PERCEPIUAL ISOLATION - ANALYSIS OF VARIABLES
INSTRUMENTAL IN REPORTED VISUAL ANO AUDITORY
SENSATIONS A64-BOBg7
LOUDNESS FUNCTION OF 1000 CPS TONE IN PRESENCE OF
MASKING NOISE A66-81166
AUDITORY-VISUAL DIFFERENCES IN TIME JUDGMENT
,MAINTAINED NITH MHITE LIGHT AND NHITE SCUND
STIMULI A66-81217
EAR AS FREGUENCY ANALYZER A66-81235
AUOITCRY AUTOKINETIO EFFECT S_ONN INDEPENDENT OF
TONE FRECUENCY AND INTENSITY A64-BI3C6
BINAURAL BEAT PERCEPTION STUDY USING RELATIVE
RRCCBCURES
OARI-63-17 N66-16611
AUDITORY PAIN THRESHOLDS FOR INTERMITTENT MHITE
NOISE
AD-236S42 N66-15BE9
CUEING AS TRAINING METHO0 FOR SIMPLE AUDITORY
DETECTION TASKS
NAVTRACEVCEN.3143°I N66-22518
EFFECT OF SIMULTANEOUS AUDITORY STIMULATION ON
PERCEPTION OF VISUAL SIGNALS
FPRC-IZOg/B/ N66-2976_
AUOITORY SENSATION AREA
ELECTROSTATIC EXCITATION OF VIBRATIONS IN
TISSUES USED IN PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGTCAL STUDY OF
AUDITORY OR VIBROTACTILE SYSTEMS
A64-25565
AUDITORY CORTEX RESPONSE OF UNANESTHETIZEO CATS TO
ACOUSTIC STIMULI A66-27135
MEASUREMENT OF INTENSITY OF SHORT SOUND SIGNAL AT
PRIMARY NEURON LEVEL OF AUOITDRY SYSTEM
JPRS-1BBS9 N66-11416
FACTORS AFFECTING VISUAL G AUDITORY SYSTEMS IN NAN
JPRS-22735 N66-13582
CLIMATIC EFFECT ON EXCITABILITY OF VISUAL G
AUDITORY ORGANS IN MAN N66-13586
AUDITORY PAIN THRESHOLDS FOR INTERMITTENT NHITE
NOISE
A0-236962 N64-15889
AUDITORY SIGNAL
CF PSYCHOACOUSTIOS
QUANTITATIVE BLACK BOX MODEL FOR INTERPRETING DATA
ON BINAURAL MASKING LEVEL DIFFERENCE AT HIGH
FREQUENCIES A66-16091
BANDPASS FILTERING EFFECTS ON LOUDNESS OF GATED
AUDITORY SIGNALS RELATIVE TO UNFILTERED SIGNALS,
RELATING DETECTABILITY SCALE AND LOUDNESS-MATCHING
DATA A66-19520
AGE EFFECT ON AUDITORY VIGILANCE PERFORMANCE AT
LON SIGNAL FREQUENCY A66-B0130
REACTION TIME INFLUENCED DIFFERENTIALLY BY NARNING
SIGNAL IN YOUTH AND OLD AGE A66-B0166
JUDGMENT OF VISUAL AND AUDITORY SIGNAL DURATION
A64-BOE69
EYE FIXATION CONTROL BY AUDITORY FEEDBACK
A66-80905
AUDIBILITY OF BINAURAL BEATS AS FUNCTION OF
FREQUENCY, LOUONESSt AND THRESHOLD LEVELS
A66-80978
VISUAL AND AUDITORY VIGILANCE DURING EXPOSURE TO
HOT AND HUMID CONDITIONS A66-81191
AUDITORY SIGNAL FOR FEEDBACK IN SIMPLE REMOTE
CONTROL HANDLING TASKS
AMRL-TOR-66-66 N66-27633
AUDITORY STIMULUS
THRESHOLD SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIOS FOR FILTERED
THERMAL NOISE SIGNAL PRESENTED IN THERMAL NOISE
MASKER A66-16090
ACOUSTIC REFLEX OF MIDDLE EAR UPON STEP
STIMULATION OF NHITE NOISE STUDIED BY VARIATION OF
INPUT IMPEOANCE TO HUMAN SUBJECTS
A66-23BOB
ACOUSTICAL IMPEDANCE PRESENTED TO EARPHONES By
HUMAN EAR IS CRITICAL DESIGN FACTOR OF ACCURATE
ARTIFICIAL EAR A66-26636
MODEL FOR INTERPRETING DATA, DESCRIBING BINAURAL
NASKEO THRESHOLD DEPENDENCE ON PROPORTION DF NOISE
IN MASKING SIGNALS A66-2749T
IMPROVEMENT OF PERIPHERAL VISUAL ACUITY "IN BOTH
EYES FOLLONING AUDITORY STIMULATION
A66-B0189
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC RESPONSE TO TACTILE AND
AUDITORY STIMULATION IN MAN A66-80236
SLEEP RESPONSES TO AUDITORY STIMULI AS FUNCTION OF
SLEEP DEPRIVATION AND EEG STAGE OF SLEEP
A64-BO316
A-26
SUBJECTINDEX AUTOMATIC PATTERN RECOGNITION
TIME DISCRIMINATION - AUDITORY AND VISUAL TIME
JUDGMENT A64-80358
SPATIAL ORIENTATION IN MAN VIA VISUALt
KINESTHETIC, LABYRINTHINEt AND CUTANEOUS
SEkSATICKS ABA-OO445
SENSORY FEEDBACK ANALYSIS OF STEREDTELEVISION
PURSUIT TRACKING INCLUDING AODITIQN OF AUDITORY
DUES ABA-BD_C4
_.HANGES IN URINARY EXCRETION OF IT-KETQSTEROIDS
AND ELECTROLYTE LEVEL IN BLOOD INOUCED BY
INTERP-ITTENT AUDITORY STIMULATION
A64-OOT22
_EART RATE RESPONSE OF RAT TO AUOITORY STIMULI OF
VARYING DURATION AB_-BOell
AUDITORY STIMULATION BY MODULATED ALTERNATING
CUPRENT APPLIED TO SKIN OF TOTALLY DEAF HLqqAN
AB_-BOe33
SPINAL ROTOR RESPONSE TO ACOUSTIC STIMULATION IN
_IGHTLY STRYCHNINIZED CAT ABe-BOg62
KUPAN CC_DITIONEO REFLEX POTENTIAL EVOKED BY
OBMBINED STIMULI OF SOUND AND LIGHT MONITORED BY
ELECTRCEkCEPHALCGRAPH A64-81082
PRIMARY CEBEDRAL CORTEX POTENTIALS EVOKED BY
ACOUSTIC STIMULUS AT VARIOUS ALTITUDL_S AND DURING
HYPEXIA IN CAT ABdb-82083
SELECTIVE MECHANISM OF ORIENTATION REFLEX IN
RESPONSE TO COMBINED STIMULUS A6_-82C94.
TEMPORARY THRESHOLD SHIFT AS FUNCTION DF FREQUENCY
OF TEST TONE 164-81178
AUDITORY PAIN THRESHOLDS FOR INTERMITTENT NHITE
NEISE
AD-236942 N66-1SB89
BINAURAL INTERACTION IN ACCESSORY SUPERIOR OLIVARY
k_CLEUS CF CAT - ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL STUOY OF
SINGLE NEURONS
MIT-TR-BI6 N64-18C62
RESPONSES CF SINGLE UNITS IN AUDITORY CORTEX TO
AUCITCRY STIMULI IN CATS N_-??Q_n
SPINAL MOTOR KESPDNSES TO AUOITCRY STIMULI
NASA-CR-SBS_8 N66-28833
RESPONSES FROM AUDITORY CORTEX IN CATS
NB_-Z9_9_
CUMULATIVE EFFECTS OF REPEATED EXPOSURE TO HIGH
INTENSITY TONES UPON RECOVERY OF AUDITORY
SEkSITIVITY
AD-ATDBSe N64-32375
MUDITCRY TASK
AGING EFFECT ON PERFORMANCE OF AUDITORY AND VISUAL
VIGILANCE TASKS AT VARYING SPEEDS
PHS-G-EI_'OSTB5 A64-8OlTg
MAINTENANCE OF VIGILANCE IN AN AUDITORY
NDKII"CRING TASK A66-802©3
VIGILANCE PERFORMANCE IN COMPLEX TASK SITUATIONS
AND NITH PARTIALLY REDUNDANT CUTANEOUS INFORMATION
INPUT A66-80618
ALERTED EFFECTIVE T_RESHOLD IN AUDITORY
VIGILANCE TASK A6_-60662
EEFECTS OF COMPETITION BETNEEN PERIPHERY AND
CEKTER OF ATTENTION IN AUOITORY AND VISUAL TASKS
A6_-81042
AUTOCCRKELATION
AUTCCCRRELATIOfl AND CROSSCDRRELATICN ANALYSIS OF
MARKEC RHYTHM IN HUMAN EEG DURING MUSCULAR
ACTIVITY A64-8131_
AUTa(INESIS
AUTOKIMETIC EFFECT INDUCED BY UNBALANCED FATIGUE
OF OCULAR AND NECK MUSCLES A64-OOOT2
AUTOKINETIC ILLUSION - FREQUENCY AND DIRECTION OF
MOVEMENT OF LIGHT STIMULUS RELATED TO SUGGESTIDNt
EYE MOVEMENTt AND RELATIVE SENSORY DEPRIVATION
A64-BOST6
SUGGESTION - INFLUENCE CF INSTRUCTION ON
PERCEPTION OF AUTOKINETIC EFFECT
AG_-BOBLT
OCULDNUSCULAR THEORY OF AUTOKINESIS
A66-80622
AUDITORY AUTOKINETIC EFFECT SHONN INOEPENOENT OF
TONE FREQUENCY ANO INTENSITY A64-B1306
ROTARY AUTOKINESIS AND DISPLACEMENT OF THE VISUAL
HORIZONTAL ASSOCIATED NITH HEAD AND BODY POSITION
N66-11396
FRECUENCY AND DIRECTION CF MOVEMENT IN AUTOKINETIC
ILLUSION
TR-IO N64"-26278
AUTOMATIC CONTROL
CF CYBERNETICS
AUTOMATIC CONTROL OF ALGAE CULTIVATION REGIME IN
BIOLOGICAL AIR REGENERATION SYSTEM
A66-25613
AUTOMATIC COMMAND CONTROL SYSTEM USING PHONETIC
VOICE PATTERN RECOGNITION A6ar-26640
CYBERNETICS ROLE IN SPACE FLIGHT INCLUDING CONTROL
CIRCUITS FOR GUIDANCE AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
AUTOMATION AND DEVELOPMENT A64-TB379
ANALYSIS OF NERVE ACTIVITY IN INTACT NERVE BY
CROSS-CORRELATION AND USE IN AUTOMATIC CONTROL
SYSTEM A64-O1039
CYBERNETIC FEATURES OF HUMAN OPERATORS IN
AUTOMATIC CONTROL SYSTEMS
JPRS-IT544 N64-10695
CELLULAR AUTOMATIC CONTROL OF ENZYMATIC TRANSFER
OF NUCLEOSIDE SUBSTANCES N66-12510
AUTOMATIC CONTROL APPARATUS IN CYBERNETICS
UBq--lZ51_
PLANT AND ANIMAL AUTOMATIC CONTROL MECHANISMS -
INTERNAL PROCESS SELF-REGULATION - CYBERNETICS
N64-12529
CYBERNETICS G AUTOMATIC CONTROL SYSTEMS
JPRS-18127 N66-16613
FUNCTION OF FINGERS AND AUTOMATIC CONTROL DF
ARTIFICIAL FINGERS FOR ENGINEERING
N64-15557
AUTOMATIC CONTROL OF ALGAL CULTIVATION CONDITIONS
N66-23TT9
AUTOMATIC CONTROL SYSTEMS NITH VARIABLE STRUCTURE
HAVING DISCONTINUOUS SNITCHING FUNCTION
N6_-26706
INTERVENING LEVELS CF CONTROL BETNEEN FULL MANUAL
AND FULL AUTOMATIC - EFFECT UPON PILOT PERFORMANCE
AO-_41gS3 N6_-3019g
AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM
HUMAN ENGINEERING IN AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING FOR
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
JPRS-lglGO N66-IOB|6
MANUAL METHOD OF ANALYSIS OF BIOMEDICAL OATA FOR
FEASIBILITY STUDY OF CONVERSION TO AUTOMATIC DATA
PROCESSING SYSTEM
TM-121O/OOO/O1 N66-19919
AUTOMATIC PATTERN RECOGNITION
ELECTRIC RECORDING PROCEDURE FOR EXAMINING
ARTICULATION MOTIONS IN SPEECH IN ESTABLISHMENT OF
AUTOMATIC SPEECH RECOGNITION SYSTEM
A64-256Ql
A-27
AUTOMATION SUBJECTINDEX
AUTOMATICPATTERNRECOGNITIONOF PHYSIOLOGICAL
PHENOMENA BY COMPUTERS A66-80533
PHYSIOLOGICAL STUOIES OF SPEECH PROCESS FOR
CONSTRUCTING AUTOMATIC SPEECH RECOGNITION SYSTEMS
N66-2376T
AUTOMATION
CONTRIBUTIONS OF AUTOMATION TO PHOTO
INTERPRETER FUNCTIONS - OPTICAL PROCESSING AND
TEXTURAL ANALYSIS N66-[O52T
CYBERNETICS IN EDUCATION AND AUTOMATION
JPRS-IBB32 N66-11058
CYBERNETICS ANO AUTOMATION IN TERMS OF PRODUCTION
PRCCESSES N66-11C60
CONSTRUCTION _ OPTIMAL CONTROL OF AUTOMATIC
MACHINES - CYBERNETICS
JPRS-22188 N66-11616
AUTOMATION IN INDUSTRY AND INSTRUMENTATION FOR
REMOTE CONTROL NAVIGATION OF SHIPS - CYBERNETICS
JPRS-22365 N66-1191T
CYBERNETICS AND AUTCMATION- HIGHER NERVOUS
ACTIVITY OF MIND AS MODEL FOR COMPLEX MACHINES
FTC-TT-63-765/1 N66-12621
CYBERNETICS - AUTOMATION, LOGICAL MACHINES,
CO_TROL, IMPROEABILITYe FEEDBACKe ALGEBRAt AND
COMPUTERS
JPRS-23554 N66-17262
ADVANTAGES ANt DISADVANTAGES OF AUTOMATION IN
STUDYING ACTIVITY OF HIGHER NERVOUS SYSTEMS
JPRS-2586] N64-2TC66
AUTOMATON
SA FINITE-STATE MACHINE
MECHANIZATION OF MENTAL PROCESSES ANO DESIGN OF
TALKING AUTOMATON - CYBERNETICS
RACC-TDR-63-52B N66-15726
MATRIX ANALYSIS OF TRANSFER STATE OF
NONSYNCHRONOUS FINITE AUTOMATONS
N64-246gO
SELF ADJUSTING SYSTEM WITH PATTERN
N66-26TCO
CYBERNETICS - AUTOHATONSt COMPUTERSt AUTOMATIC
CONTROL
JPRS-26201 N64-2B050
AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENT
MOTOR VEHICLE ACCICENTS OF FLYING ANO NCNFLYING
AIR FORCE PERSONNEL AS RELATED TO SELECTION AND
TRAINING A66-80686
AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM
SA SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM
CF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
HIGHER NERVOUS ACTIVITY AND AUTONOMIC NERVOUS
SYSTEM FUNCTION DURING RELATIVE SENSORY
DEPRIVATION A64-B0235
POSTROTATORY NYSTAGNUS AS TEST OF VESTIBULAR
FUNCTICN- ITS RELATION TO AUTONOMIC NERVOUS
SYSTEM STABILITY A66-80256
COMPARISON OF AUTONOMIC AND SCMAIIC MOTOR OUTFLCW
TO VESTIBULAR STIMULATION - MOTION SICKNESS STUDY
NASA-RP-21S N66-2337T
AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM REACTIONS FROM
STIMULATION OF VESTIBULAR ANALYZER
N64-23762
AUTORADIOGRAPHY
MITOTIC CYCLE OF BONE MARROW CELLS IN MICE BY
AUTORADICGRAPHY
JPRS-21629 N64-10069
AUTORADIOGRAPHIC AND HISTOLOGIC STUDY CF SPLEEN
WHITE PULP GERMINAL CENTERS OF NORMAL AND
ANTIGENICALLY STIMULATED ANIMALS
ORNL-3595 N64-20636
AUTORADIOGRAPHIC STUDY OF INCORPORATION OF
TRITIATED THYMIDINE INTO DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID
MOLECULE
LFEN-NI.II /ALPHA/ N66-29885
AUXILIARY POWER SOURCE
S SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER /SNAP/ PROGRAM
AVIATION
SA CIVIL AVIATION
SA COMMERCIAL AVIATION
CF AERONAUTICS
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS IN AVIATION PERSONNEL -
PHYSIOLOGICAL SYNCOPE
REPT.-16 N64-335TO
AVIATION FUEL
FUNGUS GROWTHS IN AVIATION FUEL SYSTEMS
REPT.-252 N66-18168
AVIOIN
AVIOIN CONTENT OF EGG WHITES FOR VARIOUS SPECIES
OF BIRDS N66-I5B02
B
BACILLUS
SPACECRAFT SURFACE STERILIZATION OF BACILLUS BY
SELF-STERILIZING FORMALDEHYDE PAINT - INTERNAL
STERILIZATION BY ETHLENE OXIDE A66-B0463
IMMUNITY AND BODY WEIGHT IN MICE INJECTED WITH
TUBERCLE BACILLI EXPOSED TO DIRECT AND LEAD
SHIELDED COSMIC RADIATION A66-BO615
COSMIC RADIATION EFFECT ON TUBERCLE BACILLI
INOCULATED MALE AND FEMALE MICE AT HIGH ALTITUDE
AND AT SEA LEVEL A64-B0616
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS BY RADIOACTIVE PHOSPHORUS-32
OF TRICALCIUN PHOSPHATE SOLUBILIZEO BY BACILLI
N66-13676
BIOCHEMISTRY - GENETIC MARKING OF PROPHAGES IN
BACILLUS SUBTILIS N64-23278
SPECIFICITY OF COMPLEMENTARY RIBONUCLEIC ACID
FORMED BY BACILLUS SUBTILIS INFECTED WITH
BACTERIOPHAGE SP8 N66-25880
BACILLUS SUBTILIS OEOXYBIBONUCLEIC ACID IN
BACTERIOPHAGE LEAD SULFIDE TRANSDUCTION
N66-28111
SURVIVAL OF BACILLUS SUBTILIS IN SIMULATED MARTIAN
ENVIRONMENT N64-29559
BACK INJURY
BACK INJURIES IN PILOTS AFTER CATAPULT EJECTION
A64-12993
EJECTION ESCAPE SYSTEMS AND VERTEBRAL INJURIES
A66-20698
WHIPLASH INJURY - MECHANICS_ SITE OF INJURY_
DIAGNDSISt AND TREATMENT A66-B0557
BACKGROUND NOISE
CONTRAST THRESHOLDS MEASURED UNDER CONDITIONS OF
LUMINANCE NOISE IN BOTH BACKGROUND AND TARGET AREA
A66-ZO34T
ROLE OF FEEDBACK IN PERCEPTION OF TONES WITH AND
WITHOUT BACKGROUND GAUSSIAN NOISE
A66-8085T
BACTERIA
CF ACTINOMYCETES
CF BACILLUS
CF CLOSTRIOIUM
CF HYDROGENONONAS
CF NITROBACTER
OF SALMONELLA
CF SPORE
CF VIRUS
AIR PURIFICATION IN CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM BY
BACTERIA WHICH UTILIZES MOLECULAR HYDROGEN FROM
ELECTROLYSIS OF WATER IN REDUCING CARBON DIOXIDE
CONTENT A66-18560
A-28
SUBJECT INDEX
MICROBIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF IRON AND STONE
METEORITES, NOTING ABILITY OF BACTERIA TO
PENETRATE INTO CENTRAL REGIONS A66-18628
HIGH ALTITUDE EFFECTS ON GRONTH AND EXISTENCE OF
BACTERIA, NOTING SOLAR RADIATION EFFECT
A66-23255
BACTERIAL AND GREE_ PLANT PHOTOSYNTHESIS REVIEMING
HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT A66-2531B
BACTERIAL, AND HISTOLOGICAL CHANGES OF RESPIRATORY
MUCOUS MEMBRANE OF RAT AFTER EXPOSURE TO COLD
A66-80956
PHOTOSYNTHETIC PROCESSES AND THEIR SCIENTIFIC
IMPORTANCE IN ALGAE AND BACTERIA
A66-81036
DIURNAL FREEZE-THANING AND SURVIVAL OF SELECTED
BACTERIA N66-10989
SULFATE REDUCTION BY BACTERIA
UCRL-1C966 N64-11987
GERMINATION AND GRONTH OF BACTERIAL SPORES IN
SIMULATED MARTIAN ENVIRONMENT
SAP-TOR-63-75 N66-12360
PIGMENTS IN PURPLE AND GREEN PHOTOSYNTHESIZING
BACTERIA - LUMINESCENT SPECTRA
FTC-TT-63-E6T/XE2 N66-1262B
EARLY ONSET OF THIANINELESS DEATH IN BACTERIAL
STRAINS AFTER EXPOSURE TO ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT
PN-611T N66-13206
TRYPTOPHAN PYRROLASE ACTIVITY EFFECT IN BACTERIAL
ENDOTOXIN POISONING IN MICE
AAL-TDR-63-13 N66-13662
TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF BACTERIOVIRIDIN
LUMINESCENT INTENSITY IN PHOTOSYNTHETIC BACTERIA
JPRS-23056 N64-14529
COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF BACTERIA COLLECTOR
EFFECTIVENESS USING FLON ULTRAMICROSCOPE TO
DETERMINE BACTERIAL AEROSOL CONCENTRATION
JPRS-232B3 N66-15293
ISOLATION OF FECAL BACTERIA ANn rTTaBL!SH_EH T OF
TYPE CULTURES OF ANAEROBIC ORGANISMS
NASA-OR-5§561 N66-15550
ECOLOGIC RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN BACTERIA AND ALGAE
IN PHOTOSYNTHETIC GAS EXCHANGERS
NASA-CR-55623 N66-16325
ROLE OF BACTERIA IN CONVERSION CF PETROLEUM CARBON
AND ASPHALT COMPONENTS UNDER ANAEROBIC CONDITIONS
FTC-TT-62-1_6911£2&6 N66-16396
BACTERIAL SURVIVAL IN SIMULATED EXTRATERRESTRIAL
ENVIRONMENT
NASA-CR-53106 N66-16765
SIMULATION NITH CARBON PARTICLES OF BACTERIAL
INVASION OF HUMAN GINGIVAL TISSUES - PHYSIOLOGY
SAM-TOR-66-6 N66-17963
GENETIC TRANSFER ANO MACRDMOLECULE FINDINGS FOR
TAXONOMY OF BACTERIA N66-1B056
PURPLE SULFUR, PURPLE NONSULFUR, AND GREEN SULFUR
PHOTOSYNTHESIZING BACTERIA
JPRS-24319 N66-18975
CHEMISTRY OF LEACHING COPPER SULFIDE MINERALS NITH
AUTOTROPIC BACTERIA - MINERALOGY
BN-RI-6623 N66-18QBT
BACTERIAL CELL DIVISION ]_ RELATION TO CXIOATION-
REDUCTION POTENTIAL CHANGE FOR EXTRATERRESTRIAL
LIFE DETECTION
NASA-CR-53T36 N66-195TT
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BIOCHEMISTRY OF X-RAY IRRADIATION EFFECT ON BLOOD
PRDTEIN REACTIONSe DISULFIDE BONDS OF FIBRINOGENt
AND SYNTHESIS OF AMINO ACIDS
JPRS-26166 N64-19059
ANALYSIS OF DATA FROM BIOCHEMICAL AND
PHYSIOLOGICAL TRACER EXPERIMENTS - LINEAR SYSTEM
N64-19152
RADIOISCTOPIC BIOCHEMICAL PROBE FOR DETECTING
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE
NASA-CR-5531B N64-22756
IMPROVEMENT OF BIOCHEMICAL INSTRUMENTATION
NASA-CR-51095 N64-22TT6
BIOCHEMISTRY - GENETIC MARKING OF PROPHAGES IN
BACILLUS SUBTILIS N66-23278
STUDIES IN BIOCHEMISTRYt NUCLEAR MEDICINEt
RADIOBIDLOGYt BIOPHYSICS. AND ENVIRONMENTAL
RADIATION
UCLA-12-S29 N64-27343
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL STUDY OF IONIZING
RADIATION EFFECTS ON HUMAN METABOLISM AND
BIOLOGICAL MUTATION
UCRL-113BT N64-2TT99
;_VESTiGATiON OF FUNUAR_NiAL NATURE UP BIOCHEMICAL
SYSTEMS IN TERRESTRIAL ORGANISMS
NASA-CR-SB56T N64-28894
HUMAN BIOCHEMICAL GENETICS
JPRS-26577 N64-3Z163
HEMATOLOGICAL, BIGCHEMICALw AND MORPHOLOGICAL
CHANGES IN DOGS DURING RECOVERY PERIOD FROM
RADIATION SICKNESS N64-3ZTBO
PHYSIOCHEMICAL PROCESSES IN BIOCHEMISTRY AND
APPLICATIONS IN INDUSTRY
JPRS-2TG63 N66-33344
BIOCHEMISTRY CF CONVULSIONS OF ECLAMPSIA AND
EXPERIMENTAL DUPLICATION OF ECLAMPTIC INTOXICATION
NASA-IT-F-9121 N64-33400
BIOCDNTROL SYSTEM
CF MUSCULAR SYSTEM
CF RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
CONTROL SYSTEM CF EYE IN TARGET TRACKING
INVESTIGATED BY SYSTEMS ANALYSIS. SHONING RETINAL
IMAGE MOTION SERVING AS FEEDBACK
A66-2576T
ANALYSIS OF NERVE ACTIVITY IN INTACT NERVE BY
CRDSS-CORRELAIIDN AND USE IN AUTOMATIC CONTROl
SYSTEM A66-BIO39
BIDCCURIER PROJECT
S LIFE SCIENCE
BIODVNAMICS
DYNAMIC PROBLEMS OF HUMAN BODY IN SPACE
ENVIRONMENT EXAMINING EFFECTS OF NOISE_ VIBRATION
AND IMPACT ON PILOT EFFICIENCY A66-27026
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8ICELECTRIC CURRENT SUBJECT INDEX +
DYNAMIC FACTORS AND AIRCRAFT DESIGN IN VERTEBRAL
FRACTURES OCCURRING CURING FORCED OR FAULTY
LANDINGS IN FRANCE A64-BC2E5
HISTORY CF EIOCYNAMICS
ARL-TDP-63-IO N64-25331
BICELECTRIC CURRENT
BICELECTRICITY AS POWER FOR IMPLANTED ELECTRONIC
DEVICES IN RAT A64-BD53T
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECT ON LIVER PROTEIN E
BIOELECTRIC CURRENT IN MUSCLES
J_RS-18T60 N64-11366
BICELECTRIC CURRENT POTENTIALS AND OXYGEN PRESSURE
IN BRAIN TISSUES DURING HYPOXIA DF SPACE FLIGHT
N64-117C8
ELECTRENIC COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF BIQELECTRIC
CURRENT IN BRAIN - CYBERNETICS N66-1251T
BICELECTRIC ACTIVITY OF VISUAL AND PARIETAL
REGIONS CF CEREBRAL CORTEX STUDY BY XTRAY
FTC-TT-63-231 N66-22646
ELECTRCMYOGRAH MEASUREMENT OF BIOELECTRIC CURRENT
AS MEASURE CF HUMAN MUSCLE TONUS AND EFFECTS DF
WEIGHTLESSNESS AND INCREASED ACCELERATION STRESS
N66-23661
BIOEL'ECTRIC ACTIVITY OF CEREBRAL CENTERS UNDER
INFLUEECE CF G-FORCES N66-23765
BIOELECTRIC RECORDING OF NERVOUS SYSTEM RESPONSES
FTC-TT-63-119kI1G2£6 N66-25655
SlDELECTRICITY
BICELECTRIC ACTIVITY OF CEREBRAL CORTEX IN
RELATIEN TO HUMAN ACCELERATION TOLERANCE ON BASIS
GE ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAMS A64-ZSBS9
BICELECTRICITY AS POWER FOR IMPLANTED ELECTRONIC
DEVICES IN RAT A64-BO537
ELECTROMECHANIOAL METHOD FOR CONTINUOUS
REGISTRATICN OF ACTION POTENTIALS AND FREQUENCY
SUITAELE FOR SYNCHRONOUS RECORDING WITH OTHER
BIOLOGICAL VARIABLES A66-80676
NEUROPHYSIOLCOY - MICROELECTROCE TAPPING FOR
BICEL_CTPIC NEASUREMENTS OF HUMAN MOTOR NEURONS
N66-30260
81DGENESIS
QE ABIOGENESIS
SPACE RESEARCH CONTRIBUTION TO KNOkLEOGE OF THE
ORIGIN OF LIFE, CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS, EFFECTS
CF WEIGHTLESSNESS AND RADIATION, AND MEASURING
INSTRUVE_TS A66-80126
PORPHYRINS FCUNC IN THE ORGUEIL METEORITE AND
THEIR RELATION TO THE ORIGIN OF LIFE
A64-80368
ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION OF LIVING CELLS FROM PRIMEVAL
NDELIVING MATTER IN RELATION TO INFORMATION
ANO ENERGY TRANSFER A66-8036B
BICGENIC AND ABIOGENIC EVIDENCE OF ORIGIN OF OIL
AND LIFE A66-80371
SPACE RAOIATION ROLE IN SYNTHESIS OF ORGANIC
COMPOUNDS LEADING TO CREATION DF LIFE
A66-BO468
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE AS RELATED TO URIGIN OF
TERRESTRIAL LIFE A66-80530
GENETIC RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN ABIOTIC AND BIOGENIC
ORGANIC MATTER IN METEORITES AND SEDIMENTS
A64-BD592
FUTURE PLAMS FOR SPACE PROBES IN RELATION TO
COSMDLCGYt EIOGENESIS ANO EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE
A66-BOTgO
• RIGIN OF LIFE IN SPACE CDMPAREO TO THAT ON EARTH
A66-BOgIT
EVIDENCE OF CHEMICAL NATURE OF ORIGIN OF LIFE ON
EARTH AND IN SPACE A64-80962
ENVIRONMENTAL BIOPHYSICSt ORIGIN OF LIFE AND
EXTRATERRESTRIAL MICROBIAL LIFE
A64-8108C
PARAMAGNETIC ELECTRON RESONANCE IN COLD BOKKEVELD
METEORITE AS INDICATION OF BIOGENIC ORIGIN
A66-81119
ORIGIN OF LIFE ON EARTH BY INTERACTION OF PROTEIN
AND NUCLEIC ACID MACRCMOLECULES
A64-Bl126
POSSIBLE ROLE OF CRYSTALS IN ORIGIN OF LIFE -
BIOGENESIS
UR-656 N66-32OT6
BIDINSTRUMENTATIDN
SPACE RESEARCH CONTRIBUTION TO KNOWLEDGE OF THE
ORIGIN OF LIPEt CLDSEO ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS, EFFECTS
OF WEIGHTLESSNESS AND RADIATION_ ANO MEASURING
INSTRUMENTS A66-BO126
MAN-MACHINE SYSTEM AND BIOINSTRUMENTATIDN
APPLICABLE TO MANNED SPACE FLIGHT RESEARCH - A
REVIEW A66-BGBB5
BIOINSTRUMENTATIDN WITH BARANY CHAIR FOR
RECORDING ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM OURING ROTATION
ABk-BOTS6
UTILIZATION OF GASTROINTESTINAL RADIOCAPSULE IN
STUDY OF ACIDITY OF DUODENAL CONTENI
A66-B1021
INSTRUMENTATION TO MEASURE NYSTAGMUS PRODUCED BY
ANGULAR ACCELERATION"
NASA-CR-5561T N66-15352
BIOINSTRUNENTATION CONTROL CENTER FOR VESTIBULAR
RESEARCH PROGRAMS ON THE HUMAN DISORIENTATION
DEVICE
NASA-DR-55615 N66-15353
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BIOSENSCRS
NASA-CR-5636T N64-26116
BIOELECTRIC RECORDING OF NERVOUS SYSTEM RESPONSES
FTO-TT-63-1194/lg2_6 N66-25655
BIOLOGICAL MECHANISMS APPLIED TO INSTRUMENT
DESIGN AND ENGINEERING - BIOINSTRUMENTATION
NASA-CR-76 N66-26609
INSTRUMENTATION FOR SIMULTANEOUS RECORDING OF
BLOOD PRESSURE CURVED PHONOCAROIOGRAMt AND
ELECTROCARDIOGRAM
JPRS-2589T N64-27125
AEROSPACE MEDICAL RESEARCH APPLIED TD OTHER
MEDICAL FIELDS - PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO
RACIATICNe NEIGHTLESSNESSe ACCELERATIDNe AND
BIOINSTRUMENTATION
NASA-RP-3O6 N64-29339
BIOLOGICAL MECHANISMS APPLIED TO INSTRUMENT
DESIGN - MECHANORECEPTORSt PHOTORECEPTORS,
CHEMORECEPTIONv _ THERMDRECEPTION
NASA-OR-58560 N66-2gS66
PHYSIOLOGICAL STUDIES - COMPUTER PROCESSING OF
OATA_ BIDINSTRUMENTATIONt EFFECTS OF HYPDXIA,
AND ELECTRDPHYSIOLOGY
JPRS-26446 N64-31536
BIOLOGICAL CELL
SA CYTOGENESIS
CF CHROMOSOME
AUTOMATICALLY CONTROLLED CULTIVATION OF ONE CELL
ORGANISMS IN CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTENSt EXAMINING
TRANSITION PROCESSES DURING GROWTH OF CULTURES
A66-25615
STREPTOMYCINS PROTECTIVE EFFECT ON CHROMOSOME S IN
SEXUAL CELLS OF WHITE MICE SUBJECTED TO RADIATION
A66-28616
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SUBJECT INDEX BIOLOGICAL EFFECT
RECOVERY OF REPRODUCTION CAPACITY OF X RAY
IRRADIATED YEAST CELLS
JPRS-21619 N64-10118
BIOLOGICAL CELL SUESTANCE CHANGES FROM INJURY AND
EXCITATIEN - STAINAEILITY
JpRSoZ18S4 N66-1C517
fUNCTIONAL SIGNIFICANCE OF SULFHYORYL GROUPS IN
CELL FENERANE
UR-633 N64-10666
IDENTIFICATION OF CELL HALL SUBSTANCES IN ALGAE &
FUNGI - SPACE FOOD FOR ASTRONAUTS
/UHRL-TCR-63-T2 N64-L1461
ACTION MECHANISM OF MEDICINAL SUBSTANCES OR HUMAN
CELLS AHO TISSUES AND TREATMENT OF ENSUING ILLNESS
JPRS-22292 NBk-llTE1
CELLULAR AUTOMATIC CONTROL OF ENZYMATIC TRANSFER
OF NUCLECSICE SUBSIANCES N6_-12510
OICCHEFICAL SELF-REGULATION MECHANISMS CF CELL -
CYBERNETICS N66-IZS2B
RAEIATICk EFFECT ON SPERM MUTATION, YEAST CELL
RESTORATICNt & LIVER REGENERATIDNI ANO SHIELDING
ACTION CF CYSTANINE
JRRS-22083 N64-12793
CYTOLECICAL EXAMINATION OF RADIOSENSITIVITY OF
CONE RARRON & LYMPH NODE CELLS IN DIFFERENT
SPECIES CF IRRADIATED MAMMALS
JPRS-22TT8 N66-L3230
CELL REACTIONS UNDER EXTREME ENVIRONMENTAL
CONDITIONS
JPRS-22613 N64-1369Z
KINETIC THEORY OF ION TRANSPORT ACROSS BIOLOGICAL
CELL SURFACES
NACC-RA-6325 N64-15C51
CHEHICAL COMPOSITION AND OIGESTIBILITY OF ALGAL
CELL NALLS
IITRI-L6002-6 N64-15S86
FACTORS AFFECTING CELLULAR OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AT
LON OXYGEN TENSIONS
EFFECT OF NEIG_TLESSNESS ON SINGLE CELLS
NASA-CR-55656 N64-16326
CELL DAMAGE IN RADIATION REACTION OF ANIMAL
ORGANISM N64-169C6
EXYGEN EFFECTS OH SURVIVAL AND RESTORATION RATES
IN YEAST CELLS CUE TO IONIZING RADIATION - RADIO-
_ICLCGY
JPRS-2_945 N64-18ZO6
GLIAL _N£ OTHER NGNNEURONAL CELL CONTROL OF NEURON
ACTIVITY - RETINA N64-1883Z
LUMINESCENCE CAUSED BY PROTEIN CQRPORENT OF RAT
LIVER CELLS UNDER ULTRAVIOLET RAY EXCITATION
JRRS-Z46CS N64-2OZ32
MJCLEAR PEMERANE STRUCTURE DF NERVE CELL
JPRS-24607 N64-20233
RENENAL E LOSS OF INTESTINAL EPITHELIUM CELLS IN
TURTLES STUCIEC BY LABELLED TRITIATEO THYMIDINE &
MITOTIC INHIBITING TECHNIQUE NITH COLCHICINE
N64-ZZCT7
BEEAVICR EF BIOLOGICAL CELLS _ SYSTEMS UNDER
CONOITICkS CF NEIGHTLESSNESS
NASA-CR-5648Z N64-22420
FREE STREAM FRACTICNATION OF CELLS IN RAT BONE
NARRON N64-2285T
RELATIONSHIP BETHEEN PHYSIOLOGICAL STATE AND
J_ECIUM DURATION OF FLUORESCENCE OF
BACTERICCHLCROPHYLL IN CELLS N64-Z3434
CULTIVATION OF UNICELLULAR ORGANISMS FOR USE IN
CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM N64-23781
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ARGON_ HELIUNt AND RARE
GASES ON CELLULAR SYSTEMS
AO-600641 N6_-25725
DOSE-DEPENDENT DEPRESSION OF DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACIO
STUDY BY X-RAY IRRADIATION ANO BRORURACIL
DEOXYRIBOSIDE IN MAP_ALIAN CELLS
NASA gP-245 N66-273SZ
CELL REGULATION PROBLEMS - LECTURES IN MOLECULAR
BIOLOGY
JPRS-26SSB N64-30TTT
ELECTROMETRIC ARPLIFIER FOR USE NITH HIGH
RESISTANCE GLASS NICROELECTROOES IN MEASURING
IONIC ACTIVITY IN MUSCLE AND NERVE CELLS
N64-31545
RECIRCULATION AND LIFESPAN OF SMALL LYMPHOCYTES IN
RAT
AAL-TDR-63-1T N66-31829
EFFECTS OF SOUND NAVES AND NUCLEIC ELEMENTS ON
CELLS
JPRS-26712 N64-TZ954
RELATION 6ETMEEN NUCLEAR ELEMENTS AND CYTOPLASM -
BIOLOGICAL CELL N64-32956
EFFECTS OF IONIZING RADIATION ON CENTRAL NERVOUS
SYSTEM IN VIVO AND AT CELLULAR LEVEL
NASA-CR-SBDT6 N64-33095
GRAVITY AND RADIATION EFFECTS ON CELL GRONTH AND
ULTRASTRUCTURE N64-33453
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT
CF PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPOGSE
VIBRATORY FORCE EFFECT UPON BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMSv
PARTICULARLY HUMAN ORGANISN A64-12983
LDN LEVEL RADIATION EFFECTS ON INTEGRATED HUMAN
BEHAVIOR AND ORGAN SYSTEMS A66-12986
RADIOBIOLOGY EXPERIMENTS TO STUDY COSMIC RADIATION
EFFECTj UNDER CONDITIONS OF SPACE FLIGHT ON
HEREDITARY STRUCTURE OF DIFFERENT BIOLOGICAL AND
CYTOLOGICAL ORGANISMS A64-13798
COLD AND ARIDITY AS CONSTRAINTS ON SURVIVAL OF
TERRESTRIAL MICROCRGANISMS IN SIMULATED MARTIAN
ENVIRONMENT A64-14661
VDSTOK V AND VI BIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS CONCERNING
COSMIC RADIATION EFFECTS ON GENETIC
CHARACTERISTICS OF PLANT SEEDSt CELLS AND FRUIT
FLIES A66-18630
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF NEIGHTLESSNESS ANC
ACCELERATION EXPERIENCED IN SPACE FLIGHT
A66-18743
ALCOHOL IN PILOTS INVOLVED IN FATAL GENERAL
AVIATION ACCIDENTS A66-19138
STATIC MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON BIOLOGICAL
ENTITIES A64-19140
IN FLIGHT HYDROCARBON JET FUEL INTOXICATION ON
PILOT A64-1glq3
BODILY EFFECTS OF VERTICAL VIBRATION AT 400 CPM
AND S MM AMPLITUDE UPON HATER METABOLISM OF
HEALTHY MALE SUBJECT A64-191TO
ELECTROCARDIOGRAMS AND PLETHYSMOGRAPHS USED TO
STUDY BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF CORIOLIS ACCELERATION
A66-1glTI
HIGHEST SURVIVAL TIRE OF MICE LIVING IN PURE
OXYGEN ENVIRONMENT IS 13 DAYS A66-19174
FATIGUE OF AIR CREH AND OTHER PHYSIOLOGICAL SIDE
EFFECTS OF JET FLYING A64-19489
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF LASER RADIATION ON ANIMAL
A-35
8ILN.OGICALEFFECTCON SUBJECT INDEX
TISSUES A64-20638
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF X-RAY IRRADIATION AND
INCREASEO GRAVITY ON ULTRASTRUCTURAL ALTERATION
AND GROWTH CURVE IN PHAGE-FREE ESCHERICHIA COLI B
CELLS A66-22EI3
THERMAL AND NCNTHERMAL HAZARDS TO MICROWAVE
PERSONNEL INCLUDING THOSE IN TECHNOLOGY
A66-22E16
PHYSICAL AND BIOLOGICAL ACTIONS OF SMALL AIR IONS
INCLUOING DEVICES FOR MEASURING CONCENTRATION AND
_OEILITY A66-2616T
BIELCGICAL EFFECTS DF HOMOGENEOUS AND
INHOMCGENECUS MAGNETIC FIELDS IN RELATION TO
SPACE TRAVEL A64-26398
MICROWAVE EXPOSURE OF DOGS CAUSES LEUCOCYTE
CHANGES RELATED TO FREQUENCY, FIELD INTENSITY
AND EXPOSURE DURATION A66-25563
BECK CK SPACE BIOLCGY AND AEROSPACE MEOICINE
A66-25568
SPACE FLIGHT FACTORS IN SPACE BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE
INCLUDING ACCELERATION, ISOLATION_ TEMPERATURE
FLUCTUATIONS AND PRESSURE GRADIENTS
A66-Z5569
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF PHYSICAl CONDITIONS IN SPACE
FLIGHT INCLUDING RADIATION! VACUUM, TEMPERATURE,
NOISE, VIBRATION, ACCELERATION_ WEIGHTLESSNESS,
FOOD AND ARTIFICIAL ATMOSPHERE A66-ZSSTO
BIOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF SPACE
FLIGHT USING GEOPHYSICAL ROCKET AND MANNED
SATELLITE OBSERVATIONS A66-2SST1
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF COSMIC RADIATION IN SPACE
ANO PHYSICAL AND PHARMACEUTICO-CHEMICAL PROTECTION
METHODS A66-2SSTB
GENETIC EFFECTS OF SPACE RADIATION ON LYSOGENIC
BACTERIA, USING MICROBIOLOGY AND CYTOLOGY
A66-ZSSES
PHYSICAL CONSTANTS OF VERMICULITE, PENOSHAMOTE,
CERAMS1TE AND PERLITE SUBSTRATES FOR CLOSED
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS A66-2558T
MICE IRRAOIATION TESTS FOR EFFECTIVENESS OF
PHARMACO-CHEMICAL PROTECTION AGAINST GAMMA AND 660
AND 12C MEV ENERGY PROTONS A66-26E12
OCCURRENCE CF CROSSING OVER IN CHROMOSOMES OF MALE
DROSOPHILA FLIES CAUSED BY VIBRATION, ACCELERATICN
AND GAMMA RADIATION A66-26E13
EICLCGICAL EFFECT OF HIGH FREQUENCY ELECTRO-
MAGNETIC FIELD A66-80016
BIDS I RECEVERY VEHICLE DESIGN AND EXPERIMENTAL
MISSICE A6_-80275
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF MAGNETIC FIELDS IN THEIR
RELATION TO SPACE TRAVEL - A REVIEW
A66-80482
SUECELLULAR CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL CHANGES IN
BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS INDUCED BY IONIZING RADIATION
A64-BOB25
EFFECTS CF MICROWAVE EXPOSURE ON HEMATCPOIETIC
SYSTEM I_ COG A66-80830
EFFECT OF MAGNETIC FIELDS ON GROWTH OF CHLORELLA
PYRENCIDCSA A66-BOE66
ELECTRCCERM_L SKIN RESPONSE TO FATIGUE IN AIRLINE
OISPATCHER A66-BOB73
COSMIC RADIATION EFFECT ON LIVING ORGANISMS AND
PROBLEMS CF PROTECTION A64-80911
REVIEW OF COSMIC RAY EFFECTS ON BIOLOGICAL
MATERIAL ON EARTH, IN AIR, AND IN SATELLITE
A64-8Dg12
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT ON THE ORGANISM FROM SOLAR
RADIATION A6k-80931
HISTOLOGICAL, THERMAL AND BIOCHEMICAL EFFECTS OF
ULTRASOUND ON LABYRINTH AND TEMPORAL BONE
A66-BOgT9
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS, AND
ASSOCIATED PHENOMENA ON CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM IN
HUMAN AND ON PLANT PROCESSES A66-81195
CHEMICAL G BIOLOGICAL ACTION OF ULTRASONIC WAVES
JPRS-21-590 N66-1019B
COMPARATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF FAST NEUTRONS AND
X-RAYS UPON MOUSE REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM
JPRS-21521 N64-10326
EFFECT OF VIBRATION, ACCELERATION, WEIGHTLESSNESS
[ BIOLOGICAL RHYTHMS ON MAN IN SPACE
JPRS-18627 N66-10503
MANHATTAN PROJECT WORK ON BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF
EXTERNAL RADIATION N66-10936
BICLOGICAL EFFECT OF COSMIC AND SOLAR RADIATIONS
ON HUMAN BODY AT HIGH ALTITUDES
N66-11700
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF MICROWAVES ON ORGANISMS
JPRS-ZZ580 N66-I235T
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF IONIZING RADIATION ON RATS
JPRS-IQ163 N64-|2432
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF LOW DOSES OF RADIOACTIVE
ISOTOPES - SODIUM-26 AND PHOSPHORUS-32 IN RATS,
RABBITS, AND COGS N64-12433
MECHANISM OF BIOLOGICAL ACTION OF PULSED MAGNETIC
FIELD N64-12499
BIOLOGICALLY RESISTANT PIGMENT FROM AEROBIC WASTE
DIGESTERS
SAM-TDR-63-57 N64-13852
TOTAL BODY X-IRRADIATION OF BIRDS OF DIFFERENT
SPECIES
JPRS-2316g N66-15153
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF MAGNETIC FIELD ON DROSOPHILA
NASA-OR-55625 N64-15366
PRIMARY AND INITIAL PROCESSES OF BIOLOGICAL EFFECT
CF RADIATION
JPRS-23626 N66-16gO2
BIOCHEMISTRY - BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF VARIOUS
CHEMICALS
JPRS-26050 N66-18610
RADIATION AND RADIOISOTOPES EFFECTS ON BIOLOGICAL
SYSTEMS - ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
TID-3OgB, BK. 1 N66-19035
BIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TC CONTINUOUS ACCELERATIONS IN
ORDER OF MAGNITUDE OF NICRO-G
NASA-CR-511BO N64-22776
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF COSMIC RADIATICN AND
RADIATION PROTECTION MEASURES Nb4-23766
RELATION BETWEEN CHEMICAL STRUCTURE OF SUBSTANCE
AND BIOLOGICAL EFFECT
FTD-TT-66-SBIII66 N64-26736
INFLUENCE OF STRONG MAGNETIC FIELDS ON BIOLOGICAL
PROCESSES IN MONKEYS
NASA-CR-56BB6 N66-2TBgO
ELECTRICAL PARAMETERS OF BIOLOGICAL TISSUES IN
MICROWAVE RANGE
JPRS-26191 N66-2BO92
NONTHERMAL EFFECT OF ALTERNATING ELECTRICAL
FIELDS ON BIOLOGICAL STRUCTURES
A0-600263 N66-28812
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
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• SUBJECT INDEX BIOLOGY IGEWI
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FRETECTICN AGAINST BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
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BIOLOGICAL EFFECT CF HIGH BLAST-FREE PRESSURE ON
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BIELOGICAL EFFECTS OF HIG_ ENERGY PROTON
IRRAOIATION OF HUMANS AND DTI-:ER ANIMALS
NASA-CR-S8B7 N64-33195
BIOLOGICAL MODEL
CYBERNETICS, HOMEOSTASIS, AND MODEL OF DISEASE AS
RELATEO TO COMPUTER DIAGNOSIS A66-80733
THERMCREGULATION ANO MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF HUMAN
HEAT TRANSFER SYSTEM FOR ANALOG SIMULATION
A64-81C38
BIOLOGICAL RHYTHM
SA ACTIVITY IBIQL/
SA DIURNAL RHYTFIM
CF PERIODICITY IBIOLI
BIOLOGICAL RHYTHMS DEFINED TO DETERMINE ALTERATION
DUE TO EXTRATERRESTRIAL SPACE ENVIRONMENT
A64-24399
PHYSIOLOGIC RHYTHM PERTINENCE TO HUMAN ENGINEERING
FOR LIFE IN AEROSPACE NITH RESPECT TO ASTRONAUT
SELECTION AND PERFORMANCE A66-26621
PERSISTENCE OF GEOPHYSICALLY DEPENOENT BIOLOGICAL
RHYTHMS IN CONTROLLED SPACE FLIGHT ENVIRONMENT
A64-28341
ISOLATION AND SENSORY DEPRIVATION PHENOMENA
RELATED TO NEURDPHYSIOLOGICAL DATA AND DISRUPTION
CF BIOLOGICAL RHYTHMS A66-80166
ACTIVITY RHYTHMS IN GREATER EUROPEAN HORSESHOE
BAT - ADAPTIVE ASPECTS A66-OD212
PHYSIOLOGICAL RHYTHMS AND BIDASTRONAUTICS - A
REVIEM A66-BOB83
SLEEP CYCLES IN RDOENTS REGULATED EY METABOLIC
FACTORS IN LONER BRAIN STEM A66-BOSD9
SEASONAL VARIATION OF ADRENAL CORTEX, LEUCOCYTES,
AnD _EACTi_ TO ENvirONmENTaL TE_E_ATb_E
A66-BO899
EFFECT OF VIBRATION, ACCELERATION, NEIGHTLESSNESS
BIOLOGICAL RHYTHMS ON MAN IN SPACE
JPRS-IE627 N66-10503
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT FOR RHYTHMIC STIMULATION DF
EEART N66-30392
BIOLOGY IGEN/
CF ANATOMY
CF BOTANY
CF GENETICS
CF HYOROEIOLOGY
CF MICROBIOLOGY
CF PHYSIOLOGY
CF PRCTOBIOLOGY
CF RADIOBIOLOGY
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ELECTRCMECHANIC_L METHOD FOR CONTINUOUS
REGISTRATION OF ACTION POTENTIALS AND FREQUENCY
SUITABLE FOR SYNCHRONOUS RECORDING MITH OTHER
BIOLOGICAL VARIABLES A66-80676
SECOND SYMPOSIUM ON OPERATION AND USE OF
BICTELEMETRY IN SYEROLOVSK, USSR
k66-B1331
PAPERS ON EXPERIMENTS IN BIOCHEMISTRY, BIOLOGY,
AND ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
UCRL-IC?36 N66-10156
LITERATURE REVIEN OF TELEVISION MICROSCOPY IN
BIOLOGY ANO MEDICINE
JPRS-18229 N66-lOSD1
TELEMETRY PROBLEMS IN MEDICAL AND BIOLOGICAL
RESEARCH
JPRS-17672 N66-10629
BIOMETRICS _ THE BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
JPRS-IB392 N66-11063
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JPRS-lqST1 W66-11859
SYSTEMIC ORGANIZATION IN THEORETICAL BIOLOGY
JPRS-22228 N66-11869
APPLICATION OF CYBERNETICS TO BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE
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MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF BIOLOGICAL DATA -
CYBERNETICS fl66-12516
BIOLOGICAL ANALYZER SYSTEMS STUDY - CYBERNETICS
N66-12520
ABSTRACTS OF ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION-SPONSORED
BIOLOGICAL AND MEDICAL RESEARCH
TID-6201 N66-12811
BIOLOGICAL REGENERATION SYSTEM AS COMPONENT OF
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR LUNAR BASE
N66-13T14
RELATION DF CYBERNETICS TO BIOLOGY, MEDICINEt
ECONOMICS, AND ENGINEERING
JPRS-22931 N66-16162
RELATIONSHIPS BETNEEN BIOLOGY £ CYBERNETICS
JPRS-22963 N66-16163
PROSPECTS FOR USE OF LASERS IN BIOLOGY [ MEDICINE
JPRS-22996 N66-16169
ELECTRONIC SIMULATION OF BIOLOGICAL CLOCK - ANIMAL
STUDY AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
ASD-TDR-63-136 N66-15592
BIOLOGY AND STRATIGRAPHY OF BOTTOM SEDIMENTS IN
EQUATORIAL PACIFIC
JPRS-23603 N66-1573D
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BIOREGENERATING SYSTEMS FOR
EXTRATERRESTRIAL HABITATION
AMRL-TDR-63-121 N66-16095
CYBERNETICS IN BIOLOGY, MEDICINE, AND SPACE FLIGHT
JPRS-23769 N66-17266
BIOLOGY - DISCUSSION ON CELL-CELL INTERACTIONS,
MEMBRANE STRUCTURE, ENZYMATIC REACTIONS, ANO
PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY OF INTERFACES
NASA-CR-53290 N66-1T601
INFORMATION PROCESSING EY BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS AND
MACHINES - BIONICS
ASD-TDR-63-966 N66-1BB26
MULTILEVEL APPROACH TO SIMULATION OF BIOLOGIC
SYSTEMS - HEURISTIC THEOREM PROVING
N66-18838
BIOLOGY OF AGING USING IONIZING RADIATION STUDIES
BNL-8561T-3601 N66-21591
BICELECTRONICS - HALL EFFECT AND ELECTROMAGNETIC
EFFECTS ON NERVOUS SYSTEM
REPT.-63-2T N64-2168D
MEDICAL AND BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH IN USSR
JPRS-2663B N66-21851
BIOLOGICAL CONTAMINATION BY RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
FTD-TT-63-666/1 N64-22069
BIONICS - BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BIOLOGICAL RECEPTORS ANO
REGULATORS AND APPLICATION TO ENGINEERING DESIGN
5RB-63-2 N66-22372
EVOLUTION DF INORGANIC, ORGANIC, AND BIOLOGICAL
MATERIALS AND ORIGIN OF LIFE
NASA-TM-X-5_OOB N66-ZZT56
MEDICAL AND BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH
A-3T
BIQLUNINESCENCE SUBJECTINDEX
UCRL-II1B4 N66-ZZ851
BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE
FTO-TT-63-1013/l_2 N66-23694
BIOLOGICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF PHYSICAL CONDITIONS
DE SPACE FLIGHT N66-23736
BIOLOGICAL ANB PHYSIOLOGICAL STUDIES IN ROCKET AND
SATELLITE FLIGHTS N66-2373T
BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH IN SPACE FLIGHT
N64-23746
LONG-RANGE TECHNOLOGICAL FORECASTING IN BIOLOGICAL
AND MEDICAL SCIENCES
A0-436723 N66-26OTO
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND
BIOLOGY
NASA-SP-TOll N64-25948
BIOLOGICAL, PHYSIOLOGICALt AND PSYCHOLOGICAL
STUDIES OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM -CONOITTONED
REFLEX
JPRS-26060 N66-28666
SUMMARY OF PAPERS PRESENTED AT CONFERENCE ON
BIOLOGICAL AND MEDICAL RESEARCH RELATED TO
CHEMISIRY
JPRS-26865 N66-32166
COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN MEDICINE AND BIOLOGICAL
SCIENCES - BIBLIOGRAPHY
SP-lO25/OO1/OC N66-32326
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND
BIOLOGY
NASA-SP-TClII021 N66-32607
ABSTRACTS ON INVERTEBRATE ANO VERTEBRATE BEHAVIOR!
PHYSTOLOGYv ENDOCRINOLOGY, GENETICSt EMBRYOLOGY1
EVOLUTIONt AND CELL BIOLOGY
NASA-CR-5930T N66-33513
BLOOD PDLAROGRAPHY FOR USE IN BIOLOGICAL AND
MEDICAL STUDIES
JPRS-2723T N66-33675
BICLUMINESCENCE
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN BIOCHEMILUMINESCENCE AND HEAT
RESISTANCE OF PLANTS
JPRS-23735 N66-16_50
B[DNECHANICS
BIOMECHANICS OF HUMAN SPINAL COLUMN AT LOM
FREQUENCY VIBRATIONS A66-8OO2T
BIOMEDICINE
EFFECTS ON WORD INTELLIGIBILITY MHEN EXPOSED TO
LDN FREQUENCY SINUSOIDAL VIBRATIONS NITHIN THE
RANGE OF 6 CPS TO 20 CPS FOR SEMI-SUPINE TALKERS
A66-10253
BIOMEDICAL EVALUATION OF BURN SHOCK AGAINST
BACKGROUND OF RADIATION EFFECT N66-10009
BIOMEDICAL REQUIREMENTS [ DESIGN CRITERIA FOR NAN-
MACHINE SYSTEM CONFIGURATION FOR USE IN PROPOSED
AEROSPACE ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER
AEDC-TDR-63-256 N66-12226
NASA SPACE MEDICINE PROGRAM, BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH,
AND LIFE SCIENCES RESEARCH
NASA-TH-X-51366 N66-16866
BECNEOICAL RESEARCH ON MOLECULAR AND CELLULAR
RAOIOBIOLOGY IN NAHNALS
LAMS-3036 N66-E6573
APPLICATIONS OF ANALOG SIMULATIONS IN BIOMEDICAL
SYSTEMS N66-16691
RESPIRATORY PHYSIOLOGY AND PULMONARY CIRCULATION
ANRL-TOR-63-IO3/14 N66-17926
ABDOMINAL 8 THORACIC PRESSURES AT DIFFERENT LUNG
VOLUMES N64-XT92T
A-38
MANUAL METHOD OF ANALYSIS OF BIOMEDICAL DATA FOR
FEASIBILITY STUDY OF CONVERSION TO AUTOMATIC DATA
PROCESSING SYSTEM
TN-1210/OOO/O1 N66-19919
BIOMEDICAL PROBLEMS DF ALTITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION
FOR MAINTENANCE OF PHYSICAL AND MENTAL PERFORMANCE
OF TROOPS AT 101000 FEET OR ABOVE
AD-62BIOO N66-19965
BIDflETRICS
S REGRESSION ANALYSIS
BIONICS
CF CYBERNETICS
BIONICS - ENGINEERING CYBERNETICS USING KNONLEOGE
OF BIOLOGICAL PROCESSES FOR SOLVING ENGINEERING
TASKS
JPRS-17500 N64-10690
BIONICS - PROBLEMS_ ACHIEVEMENTSI OUTLOOK
FTD-TT-63-SST/1G4 N64-1286§
PHYSIOLOGY! BIDPHYSICSt _ BIONICS
JPRS-23022 N66-16523
INFORMATION PROCESSING BY BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS AND
MACHINES - BIONICS
ASD-TDR-63-966 N64-18826
MATHEMATICS OF BIONICSI COMPUTER HARDNARE IN
MEDICAL ELECTRONICSt AND IN BIOENGINEERING
N66-I862T
INFORMATION THEORY - LOGIC OF MECHANISM AND
THEORY OF SIMPLIFICATION - BIONICS
N64-18828
MOLECULAR BIONICS N66-18837
BIONICS - ITS METHODS AND RESULTS
JPRS-26971 N66-21289
BIONICS - BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BIOLOGICAL RECEPTORS AND
REGULATORS AND APPLICATION TO ENGINEERING DESIGN
SRB-63-2 N66-22372
BIONICS - SELF-ADAPTIVE SYSTEMSt COMMUNICATION,
AND CONTROL IN ANIMALS 8 ELECTRONIC MACHINES
JPRS-25696 N66-2625T
BIOLOGICAL MECHANISMS APPLIED TO INSTRUNENT
DESIGN AND ENGINEERING - BIOINSTRUHENTATION
NASA-OR-76 N64-26609
AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND ANIMAL SYSTEMS IN BIONICS
JPRS-25765 N66-27059
PHYSICAL ANALOGS CF BIOLOGICAL LANS AND SYSTEMS
A0-606369 N66-32865
BIOPHYSICS
CF RAOEDBIOLOGY
OXYGEN DISSOCIATION CURVES OF HEMOGLOBIN IN BLOOD
SUBJECTED TO MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS
A66-8012T
EUSTACHIAN TUBE - VALVE AND LOCKING MECHANISM
A66-80306
TRANSPORT PROCESSES IN ORGANISM - EQUATIONS AND
ELEOTRDHYDRAULIC ANALOGS APPLIED TO GAS EXCHANGE
OF NITROGEN A66-80562
RESEARCH IN RADIOBIOLDGYI GENETICSt RADIATION
MEDICINE, AND BIOPHYSICS
JPRS-21868 N64-10328
BIOPHYSICS! CHEMISTRY [ CYTOLOGY FOR DETERMINATION
OF LIFE PHENOMENA
JPRS-21966 N64-10329
BIOPHYSICS - DEFINITION E METHODS OF INVESTIGATION
JPRS-22830 N66-13353
PHYSIDLOGYI BIOPHYSICSI 8 BIONICS
JPRS-23022 N66-16523
COMMUNICATION BIOPHYSICS - HEARING
SUBJECTINOEX |LOOO
N64-17886
BIOPHYSICSOF AMINO ACIDS g PROTEINS
JPRS-ZAO_6 N66-18517
BIOPHYSICS OF PGLYMERS_ NUCLEIC ACIDSt AND BRAIN
NEURONS
JPRS-24261 N66-1943T
DYNAMIC PHENOMENA IN NICROSPHERES FROM THERMAL
PROTEINOIO N6_-19825
ULTRASONIC NAVES AND MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS
JPRS-Z5651 N64-26086
BIOPHYSICS RESEARCH IN USSR
JPRS-25652 N6_-28036
BIOPHYSICS - THERMODYNAMICS OF PHGTDSYNTHESISw
AND TRANSITION PROBABILITIES IN MOLECULES N|TH
CONJUGATE SYSTEM OF PI-ELECTRONS
JPRS-ZS733 N_-28309
BIOREGENERATION
CAPILLARY-MANOMETRIC AND PDLARDGRAPHIC METHODS FOR
MEASURING PHOTOSYNTHESIS INTENSITY OF CHLORELLA
A6_-25610
AUTOMATIC CONTROL OF ALGAE CULTIVATION REGIME IN
BIOLOGICAL AIR REGENERATION SYSTEM
A66-25613
SELF-SUSTAINED LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM DEVELOPED ON
BASIS OF SYMBIOSES EXISTING BETMEEN ANIMALS AND
PLANTS _qO BETHEEN AUTOTRDPHIC AND HETEROTROPHIC
PLANTS AB_-2TO2B
BIOREGENERATING SYSTEMS - USE OF HYDROGEN-
OXIDIZING BACTERIAt CLOSTRIDIUN AND HYDROGENQIqONAS
IN REGENERATION OF EXPIRED AIR ABt,-80468
MASS GRDNTH OF PLANKTON ALGAE DURING PURIFICATION
PROCESS IN BIOLOGICAL PONDS A64-OI29Z
B|OSATELLITE
PHYSIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PIG-TAILED
MONKEY, MACACA NEMESTRINA, USEFUL FOR LIFE SUPPORT
SYSTEM DESIGN FOR ZERO GRAVITY STUDY BY NASA
EICSATELLITE PROGRAM A66-80261
MAINTENANCE OF LIFE CDNDITION_. AND NFUTCAt g
BIOLOGICAL RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS ABOARD SECOND
SOVIET SATELLITE N66-11687
CHOICE OF ANIMAL & LOGISTICS FOR BIOLOGICAL
EXPERIMENTS IN SATELLITE N66-11688
BICSATELLITE PROJECT - MUTATION BY RADIATION AND
BIOPHYSICAL STUDIES
NASA-CR-SOO46 N64-2275T
BIOSENSDR
S BIOINSTRUMENTATION
OlQSIMULATION
CF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
INFORMATION THEORY APPLICATIONS TO SPACE MEDICAL
PROBLEMS, UTILIZING ALGORITHMS AND SIMULATION
MODELS A66-25605
ANIMAL AND HUMAN PHYSIOLOGICAL PROCESSES
REPRESENTED BY RANDEM FUNCTIONS
A66-25606
MULTILEVEL APPROACH TO SIMULATION OF BIOLOGIC
SYSTEMS - HEURISTIC THEOREM PROVING
N66-18838
BIOTECHNOLOGY
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON HUMAN SCIENCES IN
INDUSTRY - ERGONOMICS N64-ZBI06
BIOTIN
FORMS CF SOIL BIOTIN N66015803
BIRD
MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON BODY MOVEMENTS IN BIRD
A64-OOB72
DEGREE DF ABSORPTION OF IONIZED AIR IN UPPER
RESPIRATORY TRACT OF MAMMAL AND BIRD
A64-BO895
STIMULUS CONTROL FOR BIRO ORIENTATION AND
NAVIGATION A66-B11TS
NEUROHUMORAL CHANGES IN BLOOD OF DOG AND DOMESTIC
FONL AT HIGH ALTITUDE A64-BXZTg
HIBERNATION IN MAMMALS AND BIRDS
AAL-TDR-63-3 fl61c.-13661
TOTAL BODY X-IRRADIATION OF BIRDS OF DIFFERENT
SPECIES
JPRS-23169 N66"-15153
AVICIN CONTENT OF EGG NHITES FOR VARIOUS SPECIES
OF BIRDS N66-1SBO2
AIRFLOH DIRECTION ON MIND OF FLYING BIRD OBSERVED
BY VANE AND SILK THREAD METHOD - AERODYNAMICS
JPRS-2435T N64-18980
HEARTBEAT MEASUREMENT OF BIRO EMBRYOS MITH
MICROMETEORITE TRANSDUCER AS BALLISTOCARDIDGRAPH
flASA-SP-5O07 N64-19015
BLACKOUT
INFLIGHT VERTIGO AND LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS IN
PRIVATE PILOT LEADING TO AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT - CASE
HISTORY A66-80508
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS ASSOCIATED MITH POISONS,
INCLUDING CARBON MONOXIDE, AND VARIOUS DRUGS
A6_-80716
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ROTATIONAL ACCELERATION
IN RELATION TO MOTION SICKNESS, SPATIAL
OISORIENTATION, g BLACKOUT fl64-13454
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC CHANGES IN HUMANS DURING
BLACKOUTS INDUCED BY ACCELERATION
NAOC-ML-6_02 N66-20450
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS IN AVIATION PERSONNEL -
PHYSIOLOGICAL SYNCOPE
REPT.-16 N66-33570
BLINDNESS
CF Vl_lnM
NERVOUS RESPONSE OF BLIND RAT TO STIMULATION BY
IONIZING RADIATION
USNRDL-TR-670 N64-31175
BLOOD
CF BODY FLUID
CF HEART
CF HEMATOLOGY
CF HEMOOYNAMIC RESPONSE
CF HEMOLYSIS
SPACE FLIGHT AND TRAINING EFFECTS ON METABOLIC
HASTE CONTENT OF ASTRONAUTS BLOOD AND URINE
A64-25581
BLOOD-ALCOHOL CONCENTRATION IN SIMULATED DAY AND
NIGHT DRIVING AND ITS EFFECT ON VISION
A64-8DD09
ARTERIAL AND VENOUS BLOOD OXYGEN AND CARBON
DIOXIDE TENSIONS DURING BRIEF HYPERVENTILATIUN
HITH NITROGEN IN MAN A66-80122
RESPIRATION AND ACID-BASE EQUILIBRIUM AFTER
ADAPTATION TO ALTITUDE OF BLOOD AND CEREBROSPINAL
FLUID A66-80160
BLOOD CHOLESTEROL AND LIPIDS IN HORKERS AT
ALTITUDE A66-80182
OXYGEN DIFFUSION CAPACITY OF HUMAN LUNG AND
ANALYSIS OF BLOOD GASES A66-BO24T
OXYGEN UPTAKE AND BLOOD LACTATE RELATIONSHIP IN
SUBJECTS OF DIFFERENT SONATOTYPE DURING EXERCISE
A66-80249
ARTERIAL BLOOD CHANGES IN LACTIC ACID CONTENT IN
UNANESTHETIZEO DOGS AT 21,000 FEET
A--39
BLOOD CQNT SUBJECT INDEX
A66-80519
COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF BLOOD BY CHEMICAL
ANALYSIS AND BY DIGITAL COMPUTER
A66-BD563
ULTRASOUND EFFECTS ON NERVOUS SYSTEM_ THYROIOt
BLCOGt AND TISSUE RESPIRATION IN RAT AND RABBIT
A66-BD560
NONESTERIFIED FATTY ACIDS IN VENOUS BLOOD AS
RELATED TO VARIOUS LEVELS OF EXERCISE PLUS
HYPOXIAw HYPERCAPNIAt HYPGCAPNIAt ALKALOSISt AND
PURE OXYGEN BREATHING A64-80633
ENVIRONMENTAL COLD AS RELATED TO NETABOLISNt
RESPIRATIONv CIRCULATIONw BLOOD, CENTRAL NERVOUS
SYSTEMt KICNEYt LIVERy AND ACCLIMATIZATION OF MAN
A64-BDB79
AMPHETAMINEt CAFFEINE, ASCORBIC ACID! AND
RECORCIL AS RELATED TO OXYGEN CONSUMPTION,
PERFORMANCE TIME, BLOOD LACTIC ACID_ AND HEART
RATE OF TRAINED ATHLETES A66-BOB83
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN FOOD DEPRIVATION DURATION,
BLOOD SUGAR LEVEL_ AND MEAL OOMPOSITION AND TASTE
SENSITIVITY A66-80966
LYMPH FLOW ANO BLOOD VOLUME CHANGES IN
EXERCISING SKELETAL MUSCLE OF CAT
A64-80958
CYANOSIS_ HEMATOLOGIC CHANGEr EYE AND NOSE
IRRITATION OF RAT AND DOG DUE TO VARYING
CONCENTRATION AND EXPOSURE OF TETRAFLUOROHYDRAZINE
A64-80970
TIME COURSE OF BLOOD GAS CHANGES PROVOKED BY LIGHT
AND MODERATE EXERCISE IN MAN A64-BOg82
HEART RATEr ARTERIAL LACTATE CONCENTRATIONr AND
OXYGEN UPTAKE DURING EXERCISE IN OLD AND YOUNG MEN
A66-80986
CORTICAL EXCITABILITY CHANGES IN CAT DURING
POSITIVE ACCELERATION AND BLOOD VOLUME
REDUCTION A64-BO988
OARDIAC OUTPUT AND OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AS RELATEC
TO LACTATE AND PYRUVATE IN ARTERIAL BLOOD DURING
EXERCISE IN NORMAL AND HEART DISEASED SUBJECT
A64-8D990
TEMPERATURE AS RELATED TO PH AND CARBON DIOXIDE IN
BLOOD OF HUMAN ADULT AND NEWBORN
A64-81C12
NEUROHUNORAL CHANGES IN BLOOD OF DOG AND DOMESTIC
FOWL AT HIGH ALTITUDE A64-81279
BLCOOt TISSUE, ENZYREt AND ISOENZYME CHANGES OF
RAT EXERCISING AT GROUND LEVEL AND AT 28,000 FEET
A66-81321
PRCPAGATION OF ULTRASONIC WAVES IN BLOOD OF DOGS -
DYNAMICS OF ACUTE RADIATION SICKNESS
JPRS-21775 N64-10206
EFFECT OF SOLAR RADIATION ON HUMAN BLOOD AND
CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
JPRS-21864 N64-10327
EFFECTS OF MILD HYPDXIA ON HEMOGLOBIN FRACTION
CHANGES IN BLOOD OF PILOTS
REPT.-63-2 N64-LO433
BLOOD GLYCOGEN METABOLISM IN MAMMALS AFTER
IONIZING RADIATION
JPRS-18479 N64-10769
INFLUENCE OF SOLAR ACTIVITY ON THE CIRCULATORY 8
HEMATOPOIETIC SYSTEMS AND BLOOD COMPOSITION OF NAN
JPRS-IB960 N64-11121
MECHANICAL PROPERTY CHANGES OF PLASTIC TUBULE
SUBSTITUTED FOR BLOOD VESSEL IN CARDIOVASCULAR
SYSTEM DF DOGS
JPRS-18666 N64-11316
EFFECT OF PROLONGED 8 REPEATED IONIZING RADIATION
ON HEMATOLOGIC ORGANS AND BLOOD
N64-l16Oq
BIOCHEMICAL INVESTIGATION OF BLOOD 8 URINE OF DOGS
AFTER SPACE FLIGHT N66-I1673
BIOCHEMICAL INVESTIGATION OF BLOOD OF DOGS AFTER
SPACE FLIGHT N64-11674
INFLUENCE OF SPACE FLIGHT FACTORS CN SEROTONIN
LEVEL IN BLOOD OF ANIMALS N66-11685
INTERMEDIARY METABOLISM - INFLUENCE OF CHRONIC
HYPCXIA ON TRANSAMINASE ACTIVITY IN BLOOD
N64-12756
BURN TREATNENT_ BLOOD STRUCTURE, AND RADIATION
SICKNESS STUDIES
JPRS-221BO N66-12766
PROTEIN CONTENT OF BLOOD SERUM DURING ACUTE
RADIATION SICKNESS N66-I2TT8
FLUORESCENT MICROSCOPIC INVESTIGATION OF FORMED
ELEMENTS IN BLOOD AND BONE NARROW DURING RADIATION
SICKNESS N64-12782
EFFECT OF EXPOSURE TO LOW TEMPERATURE ON BLOOD
CLEARANCE OF CARBON 8 BACTERIA IN MICE
AAL-TDR-63-1 N64-13629
CHANGES OF MORPHOLOGICAL 8 FUNCTIONAL PROPERTIES
OF BLOOD 8 HEMODYNAMICS DURING USE OF
EXTRACORPORAL CIRCULATION SYSTEMS
JPRS-22914 N64-16133
PASSAGE OF TRYPAN BLUEr PRONTOSILt AND RADIOACTIVE
CHROMIUM IN CITRATE BUFFER SOLUTION THROUGH BLOOD-
BRAIN BARRIER IN HYPOXIA AND HYPOCAPNIA
N64-14589
CHANGE IN METABOLIC PATTERN OF BRAIN DUE TO OXYGEN
TENSION REDUCTION IN BLOOD - HYPOXIA
N64-14603
ERYTHROCYTE COUNT FOR QUANTITATIVE EVALUATICN OF
HUMAN BLOOD CHANGES DURING PHYSICAL WORK AND
OXYGEN DEFICIENCY N64-15044
CORRELATION OF DISSOLVED NITROGEN IN WHOLE BLOOD
WITH SELECTED WHOLE BLOOD CONSTITUENTS
SAN-TDR-63-92 N64-15763
DETERMINATION OF TEMPERATURE OF PULMONARY
CAPILLARY BLOOD N64-17932
CARBON DIOXIDE CONTENT OF VENOUS 8 ARTERIAL BLOOD
AND CARDIAC OUTPUT N66-17933
DETERMINATION OF BLOOD NITROGEN CONTENT BY GAS
CHROMATOGRAPHY N64-17937
OXYGEN DISSOCIATION CURVE DETERMINATION -
POLAROGRAPHIC MEASUREMENTS OF OXYGEN TENSION
N64-17938
TOPOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF PERFUSION AND
VENTILATION OF BLOOD IN LUNGS N64-17942
DYNAMICS OF CHANGES IN CARBON DIOXIDE IN BODY AND
BLOOD N64-17950
BIOCHEMISTRY OF X-RAY IRRADIATION EFFECT ON BLOOD
PROTEIN REACTIONSt DISULFIDE BONDS OF FIBRINOGENr
AND SYNTHESIS OF AMINO ACIDS
JPRS-24166 N64-1905Q
SPACE ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS ON STORED HUMAN BLOOD
IN EARTH ORBIT
SSD-TDR-64-1 N64-19186
HIGH ENERGY NEUTRCN AND PROTON RADIATION EFFECTS
ON LIFESPAN_ PERIPHERAL ELOODr AND RATE OF
APPEARANCE OF TUNCRS IN RATS
FTD-TT-63-1049/1G2E4 N66-19220
BLOOD SERUM ENZYME ACTIVATION AND SPECTRUM
ANALYSIS OF OATECHOLANINES
A-60
SUBJECTINDEX
JPRS-2483B N66-26561
ACTIVITYOF BLOOD SERUM ENZYME DUE TO HYPOXIAt
ASPHYXIAI AND BURN SHOCK STIMULI
N64-26562
GRCNTH-RELATED CHANGES IN ZINC CONTENT OF HUMAN
BLOOD
JPRS-2S364 N64-25196
OXYGEN INHALATION EFFECTS ON COLD RESPONSE
THRESHOLDS AND ON GAS TRANSPORT AND ACID-BASE
BALANCE OF ELOOD
AO-6ODC7T N66-26550
VISUAL ADAPTATION IN EYE OF _AN - ANTIBIOTIC
EFFECT ON BLOOD CONTENT AND ORGANS OF IRRADIATED
RATS - ELECTRIC RESISTANCE IN SECTION OF
PULMONARY TISSUE IN NAN
JPRS-25464 N66-28425
PDLARCGRAPHIC DETERMINATION OF OXYGEN CONTENT AND
CAPACITY IN SINGLE BLOOD SAMPLE
SAP-TOR-66-39 N66-2928T
CHANGES IN FRACTIONAL COMPOSITION [ COLLOIDAL
STABILITY OF SERUM PROTEINS IN RABBIT BLOOD DURING
RADIATION SICKNESS N66-30243
EFFECTS OF LOW FREQUENCY MECHANICAL VIBRATIONS Ufl
BLOOD CHANGES IN WHITE RATS
FTC-TT-64-242/1 N66-30T03
EFFECT OF HIGH FREQUENCY ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
ON BLOOD HISTANENE CONTENT AND CHOLINESTERASE
ACTIVITY IN HUMAN BODY N66-31560
BLEDD THINNING ANU SODIUM CHLORIDE LOSS NITH
INCREASED WATER INTAKE
NASA-TT-F-9116 N66-3339B
BLOOD FCLAROGRAPHY FOR USE IN BIOLOGICAL AND
MEDICAL STUDIES
JPRS-27237 N66-33675
BLOOD CIRCULATION
SA BRAIN CIRCULATION
SA CORONARY CIRCULATION
SA OCULAR CIRCULATION
CF CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
CF CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
UHIHCSTATIC TOLERANCE LOSS IN REDUCED GRAVITY
ENVIRCNNENT, DESERVING CHANGES IN BLOOD VOLUME
CIRCULATION AND NEURDADRENERGIC SYMPATHETIC
NERVOUS SYSTEM A64-24971
SENSITIVITY AND REACTION CAPABILITY OF
CRANIOCEREERAL CAVITY VASCULAR SYSTEN TO
LONGITUDINAL GRAVITATIONAL LOADS DURING CHANGE OF
BODY POSITION Ab6-25606
CIRCULATORY AND RESPIRATORY EFFECTS CF DIFFERENT
OXYGEN CONCENTRATIONS A66-80036
EARLY RESPIRATORY AND CIRCULATORY RESPONSE OF
ANESTHETIZED DOG TO HYPOTHERNIA
A66-80069
BLOOD CIRCULATION CHANGES IN LUNGS DURING EXERCISE
A66-BDCB2
EFFECT CF HYPOTHERNIA ON CIRCULATORY REFLEXES IN
THE HUMAN A64-8CDB4
HYPOXIC EFFECTS CN HEART AND CIRCULATION
A66-BD101
CIRCULATORY AND RESPIRATORY CHANGES IN DOG DURING
HYPERTHERNIA OF HEAD OR NEOLE BODY
A66-80195
ATROPINE AND SCOPOLAMINE EFFECTS ON BLOOD
CIRCULATION AND HEART FUNCTION IN NAN
A66-BO319
REGULAT|CN OF RESPIRATION AND CIRCULATION THROUGH
OXYGEN TENSION IN NIXED VENOUS BLOOD
A66-BD355
BLOOO COAGULATION
SKIN AND RECTAL TEMPERATURES AS RELATED TO
CIRCULATORY DISTURBANCES A66-BOBD5
TRANSPORT PROCESSES IN ORGANISM - EQUATIONS AND
ELECTROHYDRAULIC ANALOGS APPLIED TO GAS EXCHANGE
OF NITROGEN A66-B0562
HYPERCAPNIA AND RETINAL VESSEL SIZE AT CONSTANT
INTRACRANIAL PRESSURE IN DOG A66-B0611
ENOTIONAL STRESS EFFECT ON BLOOD CIRCULATION OF
EXTREMITIES IN NAN AND ITS SUPPRESSION BY DRUGS
NITH CENTRAL NERVOUS ACTION A66-BD653
BLOOD VELOCITY TELEMETERED FROM UNRESTRAINED
EXERCISING ANIMALS A66-80916
NOISE STRESS AS CAUSE OF DECREASED ARTERIAL
PRESSURE IN RETINA AND LINK TO VASONOTUR REACTION
IN MAN A66-B0952
NERVOUS FACTORS CONTROLLING RESPIRATION AND
CIRCULATION DURING EXERCISE EMPLOYING BLOCKING OF
BLOOD FLON A66-BO?ST
PARTIAL STATE OF NEIGHTLESSNESS, INDUCED IN
RABBIT BY INMERSXON IN SODIUM CHLORIDE SOLUTION
AND EFFECT ON BLOOD CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
A66-BO?61
CIRCULATORY RESPONSE TO PROLONGEO STRENUOUS LEG
EXERCISE A66-80996
MUSCULAR INACTIVITY AND EFFECT ON DIURNAL RHYTHM
DF BODY FUNCTION A64-81056
LOCAL REGULATION OF BLOOD FLDN IN SKELETAL MUSCLE
OF DOG A66-81133
CHLCRPRONAZINE EFFECT DN PERIPHERAL CIRCULATION
AND OXYGEN CONSUNPTION IN MUSCLE OF EXT_ENITIES IN
MAN AND DOG A64-81209
AUTCREGULATION DF BLOOD CIRCULATION IN SKELETAL
MUSCLE OF DOG A66-81236
EVIDENCE FOR TISSUE OXYGEN DEMAND AS MAJOR FACTOR
IN AUTOREGULAT|ON IN DOG A64-BX23B
OXYGEN-COMBINING PROPERTIES OF CIRCULATING-BLOOD
_PUCGL_BIN IN _C_!_ DU_I_ P_OL_GEG HVPB_i& iN
RAT k66-BIETO
HIGH ALTITUDE EFFECT ON EOSINOPHIL COUNT OF
PERIPHERAL BLCOC AND HYPOPHYSIS-ADRENAL SYSTEM
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BIDELECTRIC CURRENT POTENTIALS AND OXYGEN PRESSURE
IN BRAIN TISSUES CURING HYPOX|A OF SPACE FLIGHT
N64-11708
ELECTRONIC COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF BIOELECTRIC
CURRENT IN BRAIN - CYBERNETICS N66-12517
ANALYSIS OF INFORFATICN PROCESSING MECHANISM IN
BRAIN - CYBERNETICS N66-12519
EFFECT OF BODY TEMPERATURE IN BRAIN AND MUSCLE ON
ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHORIC ACID AND CREATINE
PHOSPHATE CONTENT N66-12572
IMIPRAMINE INHIBITION OF MONOANINE OXIDASE OF CAT
BRAIN N64-12573
SECOND ANNUAL REPORT OF BRAIN RESEARCH INSTITUTE
A'-'b5
BRAINCIRCULATION SUBJECTINDEX
INCLUDINGBIBLIOGRAPHY OF PUBLICATIONS
N66-12967
SELECTIVE VULNERABILITY OF BRAIN IN HVPCXENZA
N66-145BO
OXYGEN TEfiSION DETERMINATION - OXYGEN DIFFUSION IN
GREY MATTER OF BRAIN AT CAPILLARY LEVEL
N66-16583
PASSAGE EF TRYPAN BLUEt PRQNTOSILt AND RADIOACTIVE
CHROMIUM IN CITRATE BUFFER SOLUTION THROUGH BLOCC-
BRAIN EARRIER IN HYPDXIA AND HYPOCAPNIA
NBk-lkSB?
SELECTIVE VULNERABILITY OF HIPPCCAfiPUS AREA -
MORPHOLEGICAL CHANGES N66-165_6
HYPCXIC AfiD ISCHEMIC FACTORS OF BRAIN DAMAGE -
SYFMETRIC LESIONS fi66-16599
CHANGE Ifi METABOLIC PATTERN OF BRAIN DUE TO OXYGEN
TENSIEN RECUCTIOfi IN BLOOD - HYPOXIA
N64-16603
GLUCOSE UTILIZATION OF BRAIN CORRELATED NITH
INSUFFICIENT OXYGEN CONSUMPTION IN LIVER - HYPOXIA
N66-16606
HISTOCHEfilCAL CETERM|NATION OF OXIDATIVE AND
HYDROLYTIC ENZYMES ON RAT BRAIN TISSUE AND AMINO
ACID CENSUMPT|ON IN MONKEYS AFTER HYPOXENIA
N66-16606
POSITRON SCINTILLATION CAMERA FOR DETECTING REAL
AND SIMULATED BRAIN TUMORS N66-15215
CORTICAL-SUECORTICAL RELATIONSHIPS OF CHIMPANZEE
DURING DIFFERENT PHASES QF SLEEP - EEG COMPUTER
ANALYSIS
NASA-CR-55689 N66-16326
EFFECTS OF RADIATION ON OXYGEN BALANCE IN BRAIN
tISSUES N66-16907
PERFORPANCE OF RAT PROVIDED NITH CONTINUOUS
OPPORTUNITY TO OBTAIN REINFORCING BRAIN
STIMULATION N66-17698
PHYSICECHEfiICAL PROPERTIES OF CEREBRAL PROTEINS
DURING EXCITATION OF NERVOUS ACTIVITY BY CAMPHOR
JPRS-24119 N66-18CB5
CHEMISTRY OF BRAIN FUNCTION
JPRS-24151 N66-18115
LIMIT EF GENETIC CONTROL OF BRAIN STRUCTURE
N64-18834
BIOPHYSICS OF POLYfiERS_ NUCLEIC ACIOS_ AND BRAIN
NEURONS
JPRS-24261 N66-19637
MATHEMATICAL NETHOC FOR INVESTIGATING IfiPULSE
ACTIVITY OF CENTRAL NEURONS OF BRAIN
N64-19660
STRUCTURE ANO FUNCTIONS OF COMPONENTS OF BRAIN -
fiEUROfiS, VASCULAR CAPILLARY NETWORK, NEUROGLIA, E
GEREBROSFINAL FLUID
IPST-990 N66-22ZO3
EFFECT OF TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION ON OXYGEN
TENSION IN BRAIN TISSUE
FTC-TT-63-1215/I_2_6 N66-22665
RADIATION THERAPY OF BRAIN TUMOR NITH HIGH ENERGY
ALPHA PARTICLE BEAM FROM LARGE SYNCHROCYCLOTRON
N66-22865
MECHANISM CF SPATIAL PERCEPTION AND SYNERGETIC
ACTIVITY OF CEREBRAL HEMISPHERES
N66-25133
MECHANISM OF SPATIAL PERCEPTION IN BEHAVIOR OF
ANIMALS G FATHNAYS AND STRUCTURE OF SPATIAL
ANALYSIS N66-25134
IMPORTANCE OF SYNERGETIC ACTIVITY IN CEREBRAL
HEMISPHERES TO SPATIAL PERCEPTION
N66-25135
BRAIN SEROTONIN AND BEHAVIOR IN SELECTED STRAINS
OF RATS
UCRL-11179 N66-25206
BLOOD CIRCULATION IN BRAIN
0TS-63-11171 N66-26351
RHYTHM VARIATIONS OF NEURONS OF RETICULAR
FORMATION DURING LATERAL OVERLOADS
NASA-TT-F-230 N66-26T86
VARIOUS STUDIES OF BRAIN REACTIONS IN MONKEYS
NASA-CR-58038 N66-27284
EFFECTS OF X-RAY IRRADIATION ON ENZYME ACTIVITY
IN BRAIN AND RUSCLE TISSUE OF RATS
JPRS-25630 N66-27319
POLAROGRAPHIC METHOD OF DETERMINATION OF OXYGEN
TENSION IN BRAIN TISSUES DURING HIGH ALTITUDE
FLIGHT N64-27636
OXYGEN TENSION IN LIVING BRAIN TISSUE OF DOG
DURING LONG ACCELERATION
FTD-TT-63-868/l_2 N66-292TB
CHANGES IN CEREBRAL METABOLIC PARAMETERS OF DOGS
DURING PROGRESSIVE HYPOTHERNIA
SAN-TDR-66-66 N64-29288
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC AND NEUROPHYSIOLDGICAL
STUDIES OF BRAIN FUNCTION AND BEHAVIOR
AFOSR-66-II95 N66-30665
INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES AS FACTORS IN RESPONSES OF
HUMAN BRAIN POTENTIALS TO RHYTHMIC LIGHT
STIMULATION N66-31658
ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY OF CORTEX AND DEEP BRAIN
STRUCTURES OF MACAQUE MONKEY DURING SLEEP US[fiG
BIPOLAR SURFACE 6 INPLANTEO ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPH
ELECTRODES
NASA-CR-59001 N66-33061
MULTIPLE ELECTRODE IMPLANTATION INTO SUBCORTICAL
STRUCTURES OF HUMAN BRAIN
FTD-TT-63-1119/IG2&6 N66-33gTO
BRAIN CIRCULATION
RECORDING METHOD FOR MONITORING BRAIN AND EYE
CIRCULATION A66-12962
CRANIAL BLOOD FLOW MEASURING TECHNIQUE USING
ISOTOPE BOLUS PROPELLED TOWARD HEART FROM
VENIPUNCTURE A66-80258
INHALATION OF 95 PERCENT OXYGEN AND 5 PERCENT
CARBON DIOXIDE - EFFECT ON CEREBRAL BLOOD FLOW
A64-BO56T
ATRIAL FIBRILLATION IN FLYING PERSONNEL
A66-80659
BRAIN BLOOD CIRCULATION, ERYTHROCYTE, HEMOGLOBIN,
AND HEMATOPOIETIC CHANGES IN WHITE RAT ADAPTING
TO HYPOXIA IN ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER
A66-BOT59
CRITICAL BLOOD PRESSURE IN CEREBRAL CIRCULATION
N66-16581
REGIONAL BLOOD CIRCULATION OF BRAIN UNDER VARIOUS
PHYSIOLOGICAL CONDITIONS N66-16582
BRAIN CIRCULATION, OXYGEN SUPPLYt AND ANOXIC
SURVIVAL N66-16§B6
REGIONAL METABOLISM AND CIRCULATION OF CEREBRAL
CORTEX AND EFFECT ON SELECTIVE VULNERABILITY TO
ANOXENIA N66-1658T
REACTIONS OF VASCULAR SYSTEM OF CRANIAL CAVITY
DURING LONGITUDINAL G-LOADS N66-23TTO
BLOOD CIRCULATION IN BRAIN
OTS-63-11171 N66-26351
A-46
SUBJECT INDEX CALCIUM
CONTINUOUS REGISTRATION OF LOCAL CEREBRAL BLOOD
FLCM USING THERMISTOR
FTC-TT-63-IITSII_2L_ N66-2TeBO
BRAIN INJURY
HYPERCXIA EFFECT ON PROTEOLYSIS OF BRAIN OF MHITE
RATS FCLLDNING OXYGEN EXPOSURE OF 6 AND 3.5
ATMOSPHERES FOR VARYING TIME AB_-27739
NERVE CELL CHANGES IN HIPPQCAMPUS FULLOMING ANUXIA
IN GUINEA PIGS A64-80218
ANCXIA VARIOUSLY INDUCED AND BRAIN DAMAGE IN
GUINEA PIG ABe-B0219
TETRACHLORETHYLENE INGESTION PRODUCING ACUTE BRAIN
SYNOROME A64-ROB93
BRAIN INJURIES FOLLOMING ALPHA PARTICLE
IRRADIATION OF PITUITARY GLAND N66-XS206
BRAIN STEM
NYPOTMERRIC EFFECT ON CORTEX AND BRAIN STEM IN
RELAXANT CAT UNDER ACTION OF BARBITUATES AND
I_USCLE A6_-80365
VISUAL-OCULGMOTQR TRACKING IN NAN - CHARACTERISTIC
ELECTROCORTICAL ACTIVITY A66-BO_cJ_
SLEEP CYCLES IN RODENTS REGULATED BY METABOLIC
FACTORS IN LONER BRAIN STEM A6_-80509
LIGHT EXCLUSION AND ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY IN CORTEX
AND RETICULAR FORMATION OF RABBIT BRAIN
A6_-60651
ANIMAL STUDY FOR PHARMACOLOGICAL EFFECTS ON BRAIN
STEM FROM ADMINISTRATION OF ARECOLINE HYDROBROfllOE
AND PHENAMINE \ N66-31362
BREATHING ........
S RESPIRATIC, W
BREATHING I_OE
GAS EXCHANGE OF CARBON DIOXIDE AND OXYGEN IN
ALVEOLAR REGION DURING DIVING 8 ADVERSE BREATHING
MODES N66-17939
• BREMSSTRAHLUNG
S X-RAY
G_ZGi_TkE$$
CF LUMINESCENCE
EFFECTS OF TRANSIENT NEIGHTLESSN_SS ON BRIGHTNESS
DISCRIMINATION - VISUAL PERCEPTI4_N
CAL-VH-RI37-E M66-IBq37
BROMIDE
CF ARECOLINE MYORUBRONIDE
RADIATI(]N PROTECTION FOR MONKEY NITH L-CYSTEINE
AND AMINOETHYLISOTHIURONIUM OIBRQNIDE
SAM-TCR-64-_O N66-32C31
BRONCHIAL TUBE
BRONCHIAL MUSCLE FUNCTION A64-80956
BURN INJURY
P/LOCARPINE NIOSIS AS CHORIQRETINAL BURN
PROTECTION FROM HIGH INTENSITY LIGHT TO STUDY
VISUAL ACUITY A66-22056
ANALYSIS OF AIR EVACUATION FACTORS IN 364 BURN
CASES IN FRANCE A66-BO286
SKIN TEflPERATUREt FAIN SENSITIVITY ANO BURN INJURY
FROM SIMULATED NUCLEAR FLASH ON AIRCREN MEMBERS
A66-BO32T
VARIOUS ASPECTS OF BURN INJURIES
JPRS-21680 NOai-10006
CYBERNETIC METHOO FOR PROGNOSIS OF BURN INJURY BY
ALGORITHM OPERATION N64-10OOT
REMOVAL OF LARGE AREA OF SKIN DUE TO THERMAL
RAOIATION INJURY N64-10008
6IONEOICAL EVALUATION OF BURN SHOCK AGAINST
BACKGRDUNO OF RAOIATION EFFECT N66-10009
THIAMINE AND RIBOFLAVIN CONTENT OF TISSUES IN
BURN SHOCK N66-10CIO
TRAINING FOR OXYGEN DEFICIENCY IN NHITE RATS
IMMEDIATELY AFTER SEVERE BURN INJURY
JPRS-21999 N66-10391
BIOCHEMICAL CHANGES RESULTING FROM IRRAOIATIONt
HIGH TEMPERATURE, BURNS, E POLIOMYELITIS - MINERAL
[ PROTEIN METABOLISNt& IMMUNOLOGICAL DATA
JPRS-20298 N66-11224
BURN TREATMENT, BLO00 STRUCTURE, AND RADIATION
SICKNESS STUDIES
JPRS-221BO N64-1276_
TREATMENT OF SEVERE BURN SHOCK BY INTRA-ARTERIAL
INFUSION OF BLOOD SUBSTITUTE AT LON PRESSURE
"_ N66-12766
PROPEROIN CONTENT IN BLOOD SERUM OF PATIENTS NITH
SEVERE BURNS NBq-12767
METHOD OF INFLICTING BURNS ON RESPIRATORY TRACT
N66-1ZTTO
HEALTH PROGRAM FOR PROVIDING BURN THERAPY TO
VICTIMS OF NAIICNAL ATOMIC DISASTER - TRAINING OF
ALLIED HEALTH PERSONNEL
AC-626228 N66-14324
SURGICAL TREATMENT OF BURN INJURIES
JPRS-23933 N66-18398
PATHOGENET_C MECHANISMS IN DEVELOPMENT OF BURN
SICKNESS "
JPRS-2433B N64-18976
UREA USEO FOR TREATMENT OF IMPAIRED EXCRETORY
FUNCTION OF KIDNEYS IN BURN INJURY
JPRS-2r_ --- N66-2732_
INFECTION PREVENTION OF MOUNDS AND BURNS IN MASS
CASUALTY SITUATIONS NB_-3OTS4
BURNER
ABSORPTION BEOw CATALYTIC BURNER, AND FILTERING
SYSTEM FOR TRACE CONTAMINANT REMOVAL
N6_-24626
BURNING FOR DESTRUCTION OF ACTIVITY NASTE OF
ORGANISMS N66-23780
BUTYRIC ACID
PHYSIOLOGY AND BIOCHEMISTRY OF PLANTS - EFFECT OF
INCOLYL ACETIC ACID AND INDOLYL BUTYRIC ACID ON
ALGAE
FTD-MT-63-69 N64-18672
C
CABIN ATMOSPHERE
HUMIDITY IN THE CABIN OF A DOUGLAS DC-B AIRLINER
DURING CORNERICAL FLIGHT A64-80025
SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERES - HIGM OXYGEN TENSION IN
ANIMALS AND HUMANS, OXYGEN TOXICITY, AND DRUG
THERAPY
NASA-SP-BT N64-31219
CAFFEINE
PHYSICAL MORK CAPACITY AND CRTHOSTATIC TOLERANCE
AS AFFECTED BY TRANQUILIZING, ANALEPTIC: AND
VASOO|LATING DRUGS A66-B0628
AMPHETAMINE, CAFFEINE_ ASCORBIC ACID_ AND
RECOROIL AS RELATED TO OXYGEN CONSUMPTION,
PERFORMANCE TIME, BLOOD LACTIC ACIDI AND HEART
RATE OF TRAINED ATHLETES A66-80883
CALCIUM
DISTURBANCES IN HUMAN CALCIUM METABOLISM DUE TO
NEIGHTLESSNESS ANO IMMOBILIZATION
ABk-2kg72
PHOTOSYNTHESIS AND FLUORESCENCE OF CULTURES OF
CHLORELLA VULGARIS EXPOSEO TO INCREASING
CONCENTRATIONS OF CALCIUM CHLORIOE ANO SUCROSE
A-_7
CALCIUM P_OSPHATE SUBJECT INDEX
A66-BOBOG
ALGAE FOR HUMAN NUTRITION AND CALCIUM G PHOSPHORUS
USED TD REDUCE STRONTIUM-90 CONTENT OF RAT
SKELETON
JPRS-22295 N66-Z2662
CALCIUM AND PHOSPHORUS DIETARY SUPPLEMENT AS
MEANS CF REDUCING STRONTIUM-90 ACCUMULATION IN
SKELETAL BONES OF RATS N66-12666
BEO REST STUDY OF RADIOGRAPHIC BONE DENSITY AND
URINE ANALYSIS FOR CALCIUM AND PHOSPHORUS
NASA-CR-55313 N66-16898
WHOLE-BODY SCINTILLATION COUNTER IN STUDY OF
CALCIUM 67 TURNOVER N66-Z5216
CALCIUV ENRICHED LIQUID DIET FOR ASTRONAUT IN
SPACE
NASA-CR-59OC3 N66-33D66
DISTRIBUTION OF RADIOACTIVE CALCIUM AND EXCRETION
FROM HEALTHY AND LEAD-POISONED ANIMALS
JPRS-268BB N66-33856
CALCIUM PHOSPHATE
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS BY RADIOACTIVE PHOSPHORUS-32
OF TRICALCIUM PHOSPHATE SOLUBILIZED BY BACILLI
N66-13676
CALIBRATION
S STANDARDIZATION
CALORIC REQUIREMENT
CALORIC REQUIREMENTS OF MAN UNDER SPACE FLIGHT
CONDITIONS A66-80039
CALORIC STIMULUS
DTDLITH INFLUENCE CN NYSTAGMUS EVOKED BY CALORIC
STIMULATION A66-80262
THRESHOLD DF CALORIC NYSTAGNUS DURING CONSTANT
RADIAL ACCELERATION IN PIGEON A66-BIO26
CALORIMETRY
CF TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT
ANIMAL AND HUMAN CALORIMETRY, HUNAN RESPONSES TO
COLD SKIN AND TD HIGH CORTICAL TEMPERATUREt HUMAN
THERMDREGULATOR
ASAE PAPER 62-422 N66-13169
CAMERA
SCINTILLATION CAHERA WITH LARGE SODIUM IODIDE
CRYSTAL FOR OBSERVING POSITRONS AND GAMMA
RADIATION EMITTED BY ISOTOPES N66-2285B
CAMPHOR
PHYSICDCHENICAL PROPERTIES OF CEREBRAL PROTEINS
DURING EXCITATION OF NERVOUS ACTIVITY BY CAMPHOR
JPRS-24II9 N66-18OB5
CAPACITANCE
S ELECTRIC PROPERTY
CAPE KENNEDY
OCCUPATIONAL NEOICINE AT CAPE KENNEDY
A64-80390
CAPILLARY CIRCULATION
OXYGEN TENSION DETERMINATION - OXYGEN DIFFUSION IN
GREY MATTER OF BRAIN AT CAPILLARY LEVEL
N66-16583
DETERMINATION DE TEMPERATURE OF PULMONARY
CAPILLARY BLOOD N66-17932
CAPSULE
S ESCAPE CAPSULE
S MERCURY CAPSULE
S SPACE CAPSULE
CARAVELLE AIRCRAFT
S SUD-AVIATIDN SE-210 AIRCRAFT
CARBOHYDRATE
CF GLUCOSE
CF GLYCOGEN
CF NUCLEOSIDE
CF POLYSACCHARIDE
CARBOHYDRATE SYNTHESIS IN SPACECRAFT CABIN BY
FORMALDEHYDE POLYMERIZATION REACTION
A66-2560B
DIET COMPOSITION AND CALORIC INTAKE EFFECTS ON
BOOY WEIGHT OF COLD ACCLIMATED RATS
A6_-BOOB9
PHOTOSYNTHESIS AND FLUORESCENCE OF CULTURES OF
CHLORELLA VULGARIS EXPOSED TD INCREASING
CONCENTRATIONS OF CALCIUM CHLORIDE AND SUCROSE
A64-80BOB
SUPPLEMENTARY FEEDING OF CARBOHYDRATE AND EFFECT
ON PLASMA FREE FATTY ACIDS DURING PHYSICAL
EXERCISE A66-80866
REGENERATION CF CARBOHYDRATES IN CLOSED CIRCUIT
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
NASA-CR-52972 N64-11801
CARBOHYDRATES, PROTEINS, AND LIPID CHEMISTRY DF
BLUE-GREEN ALGAE
FTD-TT-63-193/1 N66-23296
PHYSICOCHEMICAL SYNTHESIS OF CARBOHYDRATES IN
SPACESHIP CABIN N64-23776
CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM
BRAIN GLYCOGEN CONCENTRATION CHANGES IN RATS
DURING HIGH ALTITUDE EXPOSURE A66-I3756
PHYSICAL STRESS EFFECTS ON MUSCLE AND LIVER
GLYCOGEN CONTENT IN NICE A66-BOD15
HYPDXIA-INDUCED CHANGES IN ACTIVITY OF
TRANSAMINASES IN ORGANS AND BLOOD OF RABBITS -
CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM A64-80609
BLOOD SUGAR, PYRUVIC AND LACTIC ACID, AND
CREATININE CONTENT OF URINE OF WORKERS EXPOSED TO
CENTIMETER NAVES FOR 26 HOURS A66-BOT15
SUGAR AND GLYCOGEN BLOOD LEVELS OF RABBIT AND
DOG EXPOSED TO PROLONGED VIBRATION
A66-BOT25
EXERCISE IN NORMAL AND DIABETIC SUBJECTS AS
RELATED TO GLUCOSE UTILIZATION A66-B0732
CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM AND ADRENAL CORTICOSTERONE
ELABORATION OF STARVED AND UNSTARVED MICE OF
DIFFERENT AGES EXPOSED TO CHANGES IN GRAVITY
A66-80815
PHOTOSYNTHETIC PROCESSES AND THEIR SCIENTIFIC
IMPORTANCE IN ALGAE AND BACTERIA
k66-BlO36
GLUCOSE ANO CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM IN
ANOXIC-ISCHAEMIC RAT BRAIN A66-8ID6B
BROWN AND WHITE ADIPOSE TISSUE METABOLISM IN
COLD EXPOSED RAT A64-81065
26-HOUR PERIODICITY OF MITOTIC DIVISION OF CELLS
AND GLYCOGEN CONTENT IN LIVER OF RAT
A66-81307
FREE FATTY ACIDS AND BLOOD SUGAR IN ATHLETES AFTER
GRADED PHYSICAL STRESS A64-B132T
CARBON
ROLE OF BACTERIA IN CONVERSION DE PETROLEUM CARBON
AND ASPHALT COMPONENTS UNDER ANAEROBIC CONDITIONS
FTD-TT-62-1469/162G6 N64-16396
SIMULATION WITH CARBON PARTICLES DF BACTERIAL
INVASION OF HUMAN GINGIVAL TISSUES - PHYSIOLOGY
SAM-TDR-66-6 N64-17963
CARBON COMPOUND
S BICARBONATE
S CARBON DIOXIDE
S CARBON DISULFIDE
S CARBON MONOXIDE
S HYDROCARBON
A-48
SUBJECT ]NOEX CARBON OIOXIOE TENSION
CARBON OIOXIOE
ARTERIAL AND END-EXPIRATORY CARBON DIOXIOE
PRESSUREt RESPIRATORY VOLUME, AND PHYSIOLOGICAL
DEAD SPACE kITH CHANGES IN BODY POSITION
A66-80016
CARBON DlOXIOE INHALATION AND SNEATING DURING
EXPOSURE TO DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES IN
ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER A6_-BOIT1
ACCLIMATIZATION TO CARBON DIOXIDE AND EFFECT ON
ACID-BASE BALANCE, BLOOD, URINE ELECTRCLYTESt
NITROGEN RETENTION, AND BODY HEIGHT
A66-80232
HURAN RESPONSE TO CARBON DIOXIDE IN LOg PRESSURE,
CXYGEN RICH ATMOSPHERE A66-80323
DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS IN RAT RELATED TO BODY FAT
A66-80328
PARTIAL PRESSURE CHANGES OF OXYGEN AND CARBON
OICXIOE IN ALTITUDE ASCENTS - EFFECTS ON MAN
A66-80431
OUANTITATIVE INTERACTIONS OF INCREASED OXYGEN AND
CARBON DIOXIDE TENSIONS UPON RESPIRATION IN NAN
A66-BO453
BLOOD, CARBON DIOXIDE, ANO REGULATION OF
RESPIRATION CURING EXERCISE A66-80655
RELATIONSHIP BETNEEN RESPIRATORY NORK AND ARTERIAL
CARBON DIOXIDE TENSION A66-80656
INHALATION OF 95 PERCENT OXYGEN AND 5 PERCENT
CARBON DIOXIDE - EFFECT ON CEREBRAL BLOOD FLOg
A66-BO56T
CARBON DIOXIDE CONCENTRATION AS RELATED TO
PHOTOSYNTHESIS IN MASS CULTURE OF ALGAE
AB_-BC6CB
CARBON DIOXIDE EFFECT ON PULMONARY VASCULAR
RESISTANCE A66-80TC1
REPRODUCIBILITY OF TRANSIENT RESPONSE TO CARBON
OIDXIOE INHALATION IN MAN A66-B0766
RETINAL VASCULAR RESPONSE TO BREATHING INCREASED
CARBON DIOXIDE AND OXYGEN CONCENTRATIONS
A66-B0961
TEMPERATURE AS RELATED TO PH AND CARBON DIOXIDE IN
BLOOD CF HUMAN ADULT AND NEHBORN
A66-BICI2
CARBON DIOXIDE MEASURING SYSTEMS FOR MANNED
SPACECRAFT A64-811C9
CARBON DIOXIDE VENTILATORY STIMULUS AND RELATION
TO NEUROGENIC VENTILATORY STIMULUS OF MUSCULAR
EXERCISE A66-81219
PLASMA CHANGES CUE TO CHANGES IN CONCENTRATION OF
CHLORIDE AND CARBON DIOXIDE BY THERMAL DEHYDRATION
N66-LOTB3
RATIO CF PURIFYING CIRCULATION FLOg TO BREATHING
FLCN FOR MAINTAINING ACCEPTABLE CARBON DIOXIDE
CONCENTRATION IN SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERE
RAE-TM-NE-gT3 N66-1333T
EFFECT OF CARBON C]OXIOE AND ION SHIFTS ON CENTRAL
NERVOUS SYSTEM N66-16591
CARBON OIOXlOE CONTENT OF VENOUS & ARTERIAL BLOOC
AND CARDIAC OUTPUT N66-17933
GAS EXCHANGE OF CARBON DIOXIDE AND OXYGEN IN
ALVEOLAR REGION CURING DIVING E ADVERSE BREATHING
NODES N66-17935
BREATH HOLDING METHODS OF STUDYING CARBCN DIOXIDE,
OXYGEN TENSION, AND EFFECTS OF ALTITUDE
ACCLIMATIZATION ON RESPIRATION N66-1TQ36
MEASUREMENT OF OXYGEN. CARBON DIOXIDE, [ NITROGEN
GAS PRESSURES IN ALVEOLUS ANO ARTERY REGIONS
N66-17960
OXYGEN 8 CARBON DIOXIDE TENSIONS IN DOG PULMONARY
VEIN N66-17963
DYNAMICS OF CHANGES IN CARBON OIOXlOE IN BODY AND
BLOOD N6A-17950
CARBON OIOXIOE CHEMICAL REDUCTION UNIT FOR
CONTINUOUS ZERO GRAVITY OPERATION
NASA-OR-56060 N66-206T9
EFFECTS OF HIGH CONCENTRATION OF CARBON DIOXIDE
AND OF LIOUIO OIET ON URINE EXCRETION OF STEROIDS
Ago CATECHOLAMINES
SAM-TOR-63-63 N66-21096
FUNCTIONAL CHANGES IN ORGANISM AS RESULT OF
BREATHING HIGH OXYGEN-LOg CARBON DIOXIDE GAS
MIXTURE AT REST AND CURING EXERCISE
N66-221TO
EFFECT OF LIGHT INTENSITY ON USE OF CARBON DIOXIDE
AND ORGANIC COMPOUNDS DURING PHOTOSYNTHESIS OF
CHLDROPSEUDOMCNAS ETHYLICUM N66-Z3633
CARBON DIOXIDE REMOVAL, CONVERSION, AND OXYGEN
REGENERATION N66-2_62T
CARBON DIOXIDE REOUCTION SYSTEM
AMRL-TGR-66-62 N66-26906
HYDROGEN-OXIDIZING BACTERIA FOR USE kITH
ELECTROLYSIS IN CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS FOR
REGENERATION CF FCOD ANO OXYGEN FROM HATER AND
CARBON DIOXIDE
AMRL-TOR-66-35 N66-ZT632
OXYGEN SUPPLY AND CARBON DIOXIDE CONTROL IN CLOSED
FALLOUT SHELTER
MRC-124_-2530 N66-28161
CARBOXYLATION MECHANISMS IN PHOTOSYNTHESIS -
PRODUCTION OF GLYCOLLATE FROg LABELLED GLUCOSE AS
FUNCTION OF CARBON DIOXIDE PARTIAL PRESSURE
ASR-3 N66-30570
CARBON DIOXIDE REDUCTION, ATMOSPHERIC REGENERATION
SYSTEMS, AND HATER RECOVERY FOR LONG MISSION
MANNED SPACE VEHICLE
_S_-T_-_ _ N66-31979
CONDITIONED RESPIRATORY REFLEX AND RESPONSE TO
CARBON DIOXIDE UNDER INFLUENCE OF CHLORPROMAZINE
FTO-TT-64-6911£2&6 N66-33102
MATER TOXICITY STUDIES - ERYTHROCYTE AND
HEMOGLOBIN RESISTANCE. AND CARBON DIOXIDE CONTENT
OF BLOOD PLASMA
NASA-TT-F-9125 N66-33601
EFFECT OF CULTURE MEDIUM PH ON DEVELOPMENT OF
CHLORELLA AND METABOLISM OF CARBON 14 ABSORBED IN
CARBON DIOXIDE BY CHLORELLA N66-33695
CARBON OIOXIDE ACCLIMATIZATION
RESPIRATORY ACCLIMATIZATION TO CARBON DIOXIOE
A66-BOI09
CARBON DIOXIDE REMOVAL
CARBON DIOXIDE MANAGEMENT IN SPACECRAFT
ATMOSPHERES USING MOLECULAR SIEVES AND REDUCED
TEMPERATURE A66-B0536
SUPEROXIDES FOR OXYGEN PRODUCTION ANO CARBON
DICXIOE REROVAL IN CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEflS
A66-BO831
DEPRESSION OF OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND CARBON
DIOXIDE REMOVAL IN PRESSURE BREATHING UTILIZING
MASK A66-B1265
LABORATORY DEVICE FOR CLOSED AIR LOOP ANALYSIS OF
CARBON DIOXIDE REMOVAL AGENTS
FOL-TOR-66-6T, PT. I N66-3192T
CARBON DIOXIDE TENSION
ARTERIAL AND VENOUS BLOOD OXYGEN AND CARBON
DIOXIDE TENSIONS DURING BRIEF HYPERVENTILATION
A-69
CARBON DISULFIDE
NITH NITROGEN IN NAN A66-80122
ALVEOLAR AND ARTERIAL GAS TENSIONS AS RELATED TO
ALTITUDE AND AGE A66-BO1TO
HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN AND CARBON DIOXIDE TENSION AS
RELATED TO RETINAL BLOOD VESSELS AND INTRAOCULAR
PRESSURE A66-80908
PULMONARY AND SYSTEMIC HEMODYNAMICS OF PASSIVELY
HYPERVENTILATED DOG AS RELATED TO PH AND CARBON
DIOXIDE TENSION A66-B1C09
VENTILATDRY RESPONSE TO EXCESS CARBON DIOXIDE ANO
HYPOXIA AND RELATION TO ORUG EFFECT
A66-81229
CARBON DISULFIDE
BEHAVIOR AND BODY HEIGHT OF RAT INHALING
TRICHLCROETHYLENE AND CARBON DISULFIDE VAPORS
A64-8124Z
CARBON NONDXIOE
TEST METED0 FOR STUDYING PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF
FLUCTUATING CARBON MONOXIDE EXPOSURES FROM
._ MUltIPLE SOURCES A66-80075
TOXICOLOGICAL METHCOS FOR OETECTION OF POISONOUS
COMPOUNDS OF INTEREST IN AEROSPACE MEDICINE
A64-80369
ELECTRCENCEPHALOGRAPHIC PATTERNS IN CASES OF
, CHRONIC EXPOSURE TO CARBON MONOXIDE CORRELATED
NITH NEURASTHENIC SYMPTOMS A66-80492
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS ASSOCIATED NITH P_ISONSt
INCLUCING CARBON MONCXIOEt AND VARIOUS DRUGS
A66-80716
CHRONIC EXPOSURE TO INDUSTRIAL TOXINSt SUCH AS
CARBON MONOXIOE AND GASOLINE AS RELATEO TO
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM IN MAN A66-8OT69
PERCENTAGE CARBON MONOXIDE ABSORPTION AND RELATION
TO PULMONARY OIFFUSING CAPACITY
A66-809C0
VULNERABILITY OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM TO CARBON
NONOXIDE, CYANIOEt ANO OTHER POISONING
N66-14595
CARBON MONOXIDE CONTAMINANT IN NUCLEAR SUBMARINE
ATMOSPHERE N66-26619
CARBON MDNOXIOE POISONING
CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING EFFECTS ON CENTRAL
NERVOUS SYSTEM AS RELATED TO CARBOXYHEMCGLOBIN
LEVELS A64-I298T
PROLONGED CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING IN RABBITt RAT
AND GUINEA PIG A66-81155
CARBON TETRACHLDRIOE
S CARBON TETRACHLORIOE POISONING
CARBON TETRACHLORIOE POISONING
CARBON TETRACHLORIOE TOXIC EFFECTS ON LIVER
STRUCTURE AND ENZYME ACTIVITY A66-BOOT6
CARBON TETRACHLORIDE POISONING AS RELATED TO
TRANSPORT AND METABOLISM OF TRIGLYCERIDES AND
FATTY ACIDS IN RAT LIVER A66-B0730
CARBON 14
RADIOACTIVE CARBON-16 FOR AQUATIC ECOLOGY STUDY -
HYDROBIOLOGY
JPRS-2OBIk N66-10573
EFFECT OF CULTURE MEDIUM PH ON DEVELOPMENT OF
CHLORELLA AND METABOLISM OF CARBON 16 ABSORBED IN
CARBON DIOXIDE BY CHLORELLA N66-33695
C_RBONACEOUS METEORITE
METEORITIC INVESTIGATIONS FOR DETECTING
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFEw PARTICULARLY EXAMINATION OF
CARBONACEOUS CHONORITES A66-10876
CARBONACEOUS RATERIAL IN TERRESTRIAL SAMPLES AND
ORGUEIL METEORITE FOR EVIDENCE OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL
SUBJECT INDEX
LIFE A66-16TBI
ORIGIN OF CARBONACEOUS CHDNORITES AND
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE A66-80650
ORGANIC NICROSTRUCTURES IN CARBONACEOUS METEORITES
SUGGESTING BIOGENIC ORIGIN A66-B0652
GENETIC RELATIONSHIPS BETNEEN ABIOTIC AND BIOGENIC
ORGANIC MATTER IN METEORITES AND SEDIMENTS
A66-BOS92
PARAMAGNETIC ELECTRON RESONANCE IN COLD BOKXEVELD
METEORITE AS INDICATION OF BIOGENIC ORIGIN
A64-81119
SIMILARITY OF ORGANIC COMPOUNDS IN CARBONACEOUS
METEORITES TO THOSE IN MARINE SEDIMENTS -
EVOLUTION OF LIFE N66-19586
CARBONATE
S BICARBONATE
CARBONIC ACID
PH VALUES, BICARBONATE CONTENTS AND CARBONIC ACID
PRESSURE OF HUMAN BLOOD IN SHORT TERM OXYGEN
DEFICIENCY
DVL-225 N64-32326
CARBONIC ANHYDRASE
MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON ACTIVATION OF
CARBOXYDISMUTASE, CATALYTIC ENZYME IN
PHOTOSYNTHESIS A66-183TT
CARBON|ZATZDN
S DECOMPOSITION
CARBOXYHENOGLOBIN
CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING EFFECTS ON CENTRAL
NERVOUS SYSTEM AS RELATED TO CARBOXYHEMOGLOBIN
LEVELS A66-I298T
CARBOXYHEMOGLOBIN IN DECOMPOSED BODIES OF ANIMALS
AMRL-TDR-63-69 N66-22290
CARBOXYHEMOGLOBIN TEST
TEST METHOD FOR STUDYING PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF
FLUCTUATING CARBON MONOXIDE EXPOSURES FROM
MULTIPLE SOURCES A66-BOOT5
CAROIAC FREQUENCY METER
DEVICE FOR THE CYCLE-BY-CYCLE MEASUREMENT OF
CARDIAC FREQUENCY A66-80023
CARDIOGRAM
S ELECTROCARDIOGRAM
CARDIOGRAPHY
SA BALLISTOCARDIOGRAPHY
SA PHONOCARDIOGRAPHY
ATTACHMENT TO ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH FOR PULSE
RECORDING IN HUMAN A66-B1309
INSTRUMENT FOR VECTORCARDIOGRAPHIC AND SCALAR
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC MEASUREMENTS
AD-612816 N66-I656T
ANALYSIS OF CARDIAC ACTIVITY BY CENTER OF GRAVITY
VARIATIONS IN HUMAN THORAX - DYNAMOCAROIOGRAPH
NASA-TT-F-205 N66-25206
UNOERNATER ACOUSTICS, VECTORCARDIOGRAMS, AND
NORMAL HEART SOUNDS
JPRS-26103 N66-28431
TENSION ANO EXPULSION TIMES FOR CARDIAC SYSTOLE
AS FUNCTION OF FREQUENCY IN NORMAL CARDIOVASCULAR
SYSTEM OF MAN
NASA-TT-F-B56T N64-3155T
CARDIORESPIRATORY SYSTEM
CF HEART
CF LUNG
CARDIORESPIRATORY RESPONSES OF ANESTHETIZED DOGS
TO COMPRESSION THERAPY FOLLONING EXPERIMENTAL
DECOMPRESSION SICKNESSt BOTH CAISSON AND ALTITUDE
TYPES A66-19135
CAROIORESPIRATORY RESPONSES OF ANESTHETIZED DOGS
A-50
SUBJECTINDEX CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
TO COMPRESSION THERAPY FOLLONING EXPERIMENTAL
DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS
SAH-TCR-63-94 N6_-15744
ACCELERATION STRESS MEASUREMENT ON CAROIO-
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM BY DECREASES IN ARTERIAL
OXYGEN CONCENTRATION
AMRL-TCR-63-104 N66-X6BC6
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
CF BLOOD CIRCULATION
CF HEART
CF VEIN
URINARY OUTPUT OF ADRENALINE AND NORADRENALINEt
PULSE RATE AND BLOOD PRESSURE OF SUBJECTS AFTER
HATER IMMERSION STUOIEDt TO DETERMINE THE
SYHPATHOACRENAL RESPONSE AND ORTHQSTATIC TOLERANCE
A66-10252
EFFECTS CF CAROIOVASCULARe THERMAL, VISUAL AND
RESPIRATORY STRESSES INDUCED BY UNUSUAL
ENVIRONMENT A66-X2976
CARDIOVASCULAR EXAMINATION IN SELECTION OF AIRCREN
A64-13752
REACTION OF CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM DF MEN AND
ANIMALS UNOER CONDITIONS OF HEIGHTLESSNESS ONBOARD
U.S. AND U.S.S.R. SPACECRAFT A66-18576
ORTHOSTATIC INTOLERANCE, HITH ASSESSMENT OF
CIRCULATORY PROBLEM OF HEIGHTLESSNESS IN PROLONGEO
SPACE FLIGHT A6_-19130
CARDIOVASCULAR OECONDITIONING FROM SPACE CABIN
SIMULATOR CONFINEMENT A66-19131
NEGATIVE ACCELERATION IN RELATION TO ARTERIAL
OXYGEN SATURATION, SUBENOOCARDIAL HEMORRHAGE ANO
VENOUS PRESSURE IN THE FOREHEAD
A66-20696
PHYSICAL INACTIVITY EFFECT, DISREGARDING
HEIGHTLESSNESS, ON CARDIOVASCULAR DECONOITIONING
DURING ORTHOSTATIC TESTING AG_-220&O
CRTHOSTATIC TOLERANCE LOSS IN REDUCEO GRAVITY
ENVIRONMENT, DESERVING CHANGES IN BLOOD VOLUME
CIRCULATION AND NEUROADRENERGIC SYMPATHETIC
NERVOUS SYSTEM A66-Z69TX
BICCYBERNETICS CONCEPT FUSING METHODS OF FEEDBACK
ENGINEERING NITH METHODS OF BIOLOGIST
INVESTIGATING CARDIOVASCULAR MODELS ANO CALCIUM
DYNAMICS A66-25317
DYNAMIC MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF HUMAN HEAT TRANSFER
SYSTEM USING ANALOG COMPUTER TO SIMULATE
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE A66-25320
LANDING IMPACT STRESS TOLERANCE OF ANIMALS
IMHERSED IN HATER, NOTING CAROIOVASCULAR AND
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM DISTURBANCES
A66-25597
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS ON MICE ANO DOGS OF LANDING
IMPACT OVER LOADS, INCLUDING CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
A66-27276
THC MEEK BED REST EFFECT UPON CARDIOVASCULAR
REFLEXES, ORTHDSTATIC TOLERANCE AND SYNCOPAL
REACTIONS IN MAN A66-2759T
RRCLONGEC NEIGHTLESSNESS AND DISUSE EFFECTS ON
CARDIOVASCULAR CECCNDITIONING AND BODY FLUID
DISTRIEUTIDN A66-28360
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM OF PILOTS TESTED TO
DETERMINE ADAPTATION AT GROUND AND LON PRESSURE
MITH ANO MITHOUT PRESSURE SUIT A66-28657
HEART RATE RESPONSE TO VALSALVA MANEUVER AS TEST
DE CIRCULATORY INTEGRITY A66-BOOD8
CAROIOVASCULAR, RESPIRATORY, AND METABOLIC
RESPONSES TO EXERCISE IN YOUNG AND OLD SUBJECTS
A66-BOD66
CARDIOVASCULAR. RESPIRATORY, ANO METABOLIC FITNESS
TESTED BY EXERCISE A66-BOOBX
HYPOXIC EFFECTS ON HEART ANO CIRCULATION
A64-80101
ACCELERATION EFFECT ON PSYCHDMOTQR PERFORMANCE.
EFFECTS OF SUBGRAVITY AND NEIGHTLESSNESS ON THE
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM, ANO TECHNIQUES FOR THE
STUDY OF ACCELERATION AND NEIGHTLESSNESS
A66-B0125
CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSE IN MAN TO HIGH AMBIENT
TEHPERATURE AND HUMIDITY A66-BDI35
CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSE TO PASSIVE TILTING AT
NORMAL AND ELEVATED TEMPERATURE NITH OR NITHOUT AN
ANTI-G SUIT A66-80142
HYPCTHERMIA AND THE CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM AND
ELECTROCAROIOGRAN OF CATS A66-80159
CARDIOVASCULAR PHYSIOLOGY UNDER HYPDTHERMIA
A66-80162
COMPUTER SIMULATION OF CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
HYORODYNAMICS A64-80209
EDEMA AT HIGH ALTITUDE IN RELATION TO
CAROIOVASCULAR PHYSIOLOGY A66-BO2T6
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM IN CHILDREN FROM HIGH
ALTITUDE A66-80311
CAROIOVASCULAR, RESPIRATORY, ANO METABOLIC EFFECTS
OF AMPHETAMINEt MEPROBAMATE, SOOIUM AND POTASSIUM
ASPARTATE, AND ETHYL ALCOHOL AT REST AND OURING
EXERCISE A66-80352
CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSE TO ACUTE HYPOCAPNIA DUE TO
OVERBREATHING A66-OO40T
CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSES TO HEAT. COLD. DIVING,
HYPOOYNAMIC STATES, EXERCISE, AND HIGH ALTITUDE
A66-80418
TELEMETRIC RECORDING OF RESPIRATORY AND PULSE RATE
DURING EXERCISE - EVALUATION OF FATIGUE AND
CAROIOVASCULAR SYSTEM A66-80475
NEGATIVE ACCELERATION IN RELATION TO ARTERIAL
OXYGEN SATURATICNt SUBENOQCARDIAL HEMORRHAGE. ANO
VENOUS PRESSURE IN THE FOREHEAD
A66-BDSOO
MASTER EXERCISE TOLERANCE TEST IN DIAGNOSIS AND
PROGNOSIS OF REDUCED CORONARY CIRCULATION
A64-BD520
_AROIOVASCULAR PHYSIOLOGY IN PIG-TAILED MACAQUE,
MACAOA NENESTRINA, DURING SPACE FLIGHT
A64-80566
NOISE EFFECT ON CONDITIONED REFLEXES, BRAIN
FUNCTION. AND CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM IN DOG AND
RABBIT A64-BO55g
NEIGHTLESSNESS AND ITS EFFECT ON METABOLISM,
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM, MUSCLE, BONE, OTOLITH, ANO
SEMICIRCULAR CANAL A66-BQ665
EYE, TESTIS, AND CARDIOVASCULAR AND NERVOUS
SYSTEMS OF ANIMALS AS AFFECTED BY MICRONAVE
RADIATION A64-BO665
AGE EFFECT ON SEQUENTIAL DECISIONS AND
CARDIOVASCULAR STATUS AMONG PILOTS
A64-80864
EARLY DIAGNOSIS AND THERAPY IN CARDIOVASCULAR
DISTURBANCES IN MAINTAINING FLYING STATUS OF AGING
AIRCREN A66-80865
CARDIOVASCULAR HEALTH AND AGING IN RELATION TO
PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORMANCE IN HUMAN
A66-BOg71
MAXIMAL OXYGEN INTAKE PREDICTION STUDIED NITH
RESPECT TO CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM IN TRAINED AND
UNTRAINED INDIVIDUALS DURING EXERCISE
A-51
CARTOGRAPHY SUBJECT INDEX
A66-BIC17
STRENUOUS EXERCISE AND WORKING CONOITIONS AND
EFFECT CN ELOOE PLASMA AND RED CELL VOLUME
A64-81C18
HEART VOLUME, STROKE VOLUPE, AND CARDIAC OUTPUT
DURING EXERCISE OF OLD MEN COMPARED TO YOUNG MEN
A64-BIC31
CIRCULATORY RESPONSE TO HYPOXIA IN
UNANESTHETIZEC DOG WITH AND WITHOUT
CARDIAC CENERVATIDN A66-81C61
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS EF WEIGHTLESSNESSt AND
ASSOCIATED PHENOMENA ON CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEH IN
HUMAN AND ON PLANT PROCESSES A66-81195
FACTOR ANALYSIS OF CARDIOVASCULAR TEST VARIABLES
A64-81226
CARDIOVASCULAR AND RESPIRATORY FUNCTION TESTING
UNDER HYPCXIA - METHOD DEVELOPED FOR FLIGHT
FITNESS EXAMINATION A64-81233
FLUID EXCHANGE ACROSS CAPILLARY MEMBRANES IN
SKELETAL MUSCLEt SKIN, AND INTESTINE OF CAT AS
AFFECTED BY CARDIOVASCULAR REFLEX
A64-81244
CARDIAC FUNCTION DURING INDUCED HYPOXIA IN DOG AT
SIMULATED HIGH ALTITUDE A66-81249
VIBRATION STIMULUS TEST OF NEURCNUSCULARt CENTRAL
NERVOUS AND CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEMS
N64-10782
MECHANICAL PROPERTY CHANGES OF PLASTIC TUBULE
SUBSTITUTED FOR BLCDD VESSEL IN CARDIOVASCULAR
SYSTEM CF COGS
JPRS-16644 N64-11316
IMPLANTING ELECTRIC STIMULATOR UNDER SKIN THROUGH
INTERSPACE FOR CARCIGVASCULAR SYSTEM STUDY
JPRS-21909 N64-11356
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECT ON CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
JPRS-1TAS9 N66-116C7
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE OF CARDICVASCULAR SYSTEM TO
VIBRATION STRESS OF SPACE FLIGHT
N64-11698
PHYSICLOGY OF DOG RESPIRATORY AND CARDIOVASCULAR
SYSTEMS DURING STRESS OF ACCELERATION
N6k-11699
SEISNCCARDIOGRAN CONSTRUCTION FOR CARDIOVASCULAR
STUDY OF DOGS HEART ACTIVITIES DURING SPACE FLIGHT
N64-11TC6
RESPONSE DF ANINAL CARDIOVASCULAR ANO RESPIRATORY
SYSTEMS TO HIGH ALTITUDE FLIGHT
N64-I1E53
X-RADIATICN EFFECTS ON LIFESPANt & CARDIOVASCULAR
AND REPRODUCTIVE SYSTENS OF DOG
UCC-IC7 N64-12111
CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSE IN NAN DURING FORWARD
ACCELERATIEN N64-13463
TCXICCLCGY - EFFECTS OF ENORIN INSECTICIDE ON ODD
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEH
CARI-63-16 N64-16541
INTUBATICN OF AENORMAL AORTA CF GROUND SQUIRREL
TECH. NOTE-63-2 N64-19557
SYNTHETIC ELECIROCARDIOLOGY - STUDY OF CARDIAC
FUNCTICNS
JPRS-25015 N64-21482
CARDIOVASCULAR EFFECTS OF REFEEDING STRESS
FOLLOWING STARVATION
TN-62-6 N64-21553
IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENT OF CARDIAC OUTPUT - THORACIC
CAGE IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENTS
SAM-TDR-66-I5 N64-2159T
SIMULTANEOUS STUDY OF EYE BLINKING REFLEXES AND
FUNCTIONAL STATE OF CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM IN
HUMANS
JPRS-2696T N64-21783
PRECORDIAL VIBRATION IN CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM -
TRANSFER OF HEART CONTRACTILE ENERGY THROUGH
LUNG-THORAX SYSTEM N66-22412
REACTION OF HUMAN AND ANIMAL CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
UNDER CONDITIONS DF WEIGHTLESSNESS
NASA-TT-F-B895 N64-22941
AURICULAR ELECTROMYOGRAN - DIAGNOSTIC METHOD FOR
HEMCDYNAMIC DISORDERS AND CARDIAC DISEASES
FTD-TT-66-2TI/l_283G4 N64-26092
REACTION OF CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM OF MAN AND
ANIMALS UNDER WEIGHTLESSNESS N64-29090
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT FOR CARDIOVASCULAR DIAGNOSIS
N66-30239
TENSION AND EXPULSION TINES FOR CARDIAC SYSTOLE
AS FUNCTION OF FREQUENCY IN NORMAL CARDIOVASCULAR
SYSTEM OF MAN
NASA-TT-F-B567 N66-3155T
DYNAMICS OF PHYSICAL ANC CHEMICAL SYSTEMS IN
MAMMALS - THERMOREGULATION_ CARDIOVASCULAR
SYSTENS_ HORMCNESt AND BEHAVIOR
NASA-CR-I29 N66-32833
CARTOGRAPHY
S MAPPING
CASE HISTORY
CASE HISTORIES ILLUSTRATING CAUSES OF AIRCREW
DISORDERS A64-80180
DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS AT 18,500 FEET - CASE
HISTORY OF PILOT A64-80662
INFLIGHT VERTIGC AND LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS IN
PRIVATE PILOT LEADING TO AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT - CASE
HISTORY A66-80508
NITRDPRCPANE POISCNING. ANIMAL EXPERIMENTS AND
HUMAN CASE REPORTS A64-81152
CASE HISTORY AND TREATMENT OF OXYGEN POISONING
WITHOUT HYPDVENTILATIDN AFTER CONTINUOUS OXYGEN
THERAPY A64-811B1
MEDICAL CASE HISTORIES ON EXISTENCE IN ANTARCTIC
REGION
FTD-TT-64-291/I N64-32236
CAT
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PATHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF
VIERATIDN ON TOTALLY IMMERSED CATS
A64-80119
HYPOTHERMIA AND THE CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM AND
ELECTROCARDIOGRAM OF CATS A64-80159
RESPONSE OF OTOLITH ORGANS TO BODY TILT IN CAT
A64-80217
VESTIBULAR INFLUENCE ON MUSCLE TONUS VIA GAMMA
EFFERENT MOTOR SYSTEM IN CAT A6k-80240
NOISE INDUCED DEAFNESS IN CAT A64-80308
REFLEX CONTROL OF ABDOMINAL MUSCLES DURING
POSITIVE PRESSURE BREATHING A66-B0310
HYPOTHERMIC EFFECT ON CORTEX AND BRAIN STEM IN
RELAXANT CAT UNDER ACTION OF BARBITUATES AND
MUSCLE A66-80365
NIDCLEEAR MUSCLE ACOUSTIC REFLEX RESPONSE
HABITUATED IN CAT A64-80385
EYE MOVEMENTS AND MUSCLE ACTIVITY RESULTING FROM
ELECTRICAL STIMULATION OF SEMICIRCULAR NERVES IN
CAT A64-80461
A-52
SUBJECT INDEX
HABITURTION TO ROTATION RESULTING IN CHANGES IN
PRIMARY, SECONDARY, AND CALORIC NYSTAGMOS
A66-80620
VESTIBULAR NEURON ACTIVITY IN CATS DURING NATURAL
SLEEP AND WAKEFULNESS AT RELATED TO
ELECTRCNENCEPHALDGRAPHIC ELECTROMYCGRAPHICt AND
ELECTRCNYSTAGMDGRAPHIC RECORDINGS
A66-BO681
AUDITORY INPUT DURING SLEEP AND MAKEFULNESS
RELATEO TO FUNCTION DE MIDDLE EAR MUSCLES IN CAT
A66-80726
ANCXIC GCINEA PIG AND CAT RESPIRATORY ACTIVITY
AND ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM AS AFFECTED BY
OIPHENYLHYBANTDINe TRIMETHAOIONEt IDDOACETATEt AND
RESERPINE R66-8DBCO
VESTIBULAR STIMULUS EFFECTS ON ELECTROCDRTICOGRAM
IN CAT A66-8OBTO
POLARIZATION EFFECTS OF LABYRINTH AND BRAIN ON
STIMULI CONDUCTION IN VISUAL SYSTEM IN CAT
A66-BOBTI
VARIATIONS IN NEURON RHYTHM DF RETICULAR FORMATION
TO TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION STRESS
A66-BDB96
BLOOD PRESSURE, PHt AND NICTITATING MEMBRANE
RESPONSES TO ABRENALINE AND NDRADRENALINE OF CATS
CURING HYPOXIA, HYPERVENTILATIONt AND HYPEROXIA
A66-BDg26
LYMPH FLEW AND BLOCO VOLUME CHANGES IN
EXERCISING SKELETAL MUSCLE OF CAT
R66-BO_SB
SPINAL MOTOR RESPONSE TO ACOUSTIC STIMULATION IN
LIGHTLY STRYCHNINIZED CAT A66-8C962
FLON AND PROTEIN CONTENT OF LYMPH IN RESTING ANO
EXERCISING SKELETAL MUSCLE OF CAT
A64-BOSB5
CORTICAL EXCITABILITY CHANGES IN CAT DURING
POSITIVE ACCELERATION AND BLOOD VOLUME
REOUCTICN A66-8O_E8
EVEKED RESPONSE FROM AUDITORY CORTEX IN CAT IN
RELATI/N TO LOCAL INJURY TO CDRTEXt ANESTHESIA,
AND SLEEP A66-81C27
ELECTRC_YEGRAPHIC STUDY OF SPINAL REFLEXES
INDUCED EY ELECTRICAL STIMULATION OF MUSCLE
AFFERENTS CURING SLEEP AND kAKEFULNESS IN CAT
A66-81066
SPONTANEOUS ACTIVITY OF SINGLE VESTIBULAR NEURON
OF CAT CURING SLEEP AND HAKEFULNESS AS
DETERMINED THROUGH ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM
A64-81067
RRINARY CEREBRAL CORTEX POTENTIALS EVOKED BY
ACOUSTIC STIMULUS AT VARIOUS ALTITUDES ANO DURING
HYPCXIA IN CAT A66-81OB3
CUMULATIVE EFFECTS OF HYPDXIA ON ELECTRICAL
PHENOMENA OF COCHLEA IN CAT A66-81236
BLOOD PRESSURE EFFECT ON CHEMORECEPTOR OISCHARGE
TO HYPCXIA AND EOOIFICATIDN BY _fflPATHETIC-AORENAL
SYSTE_ IN CAT A66-812A5
MECHANISM OF INTERACTION OF RESPIRATORY CENTERS
UNDER VARIOUS TYPES OF HYPOXIA IN RABBIT AND CAT
A66-81260
I_NIZING RAOIATION EFFECT ON VISUAL PATHNAY _ EYE
CF CAT
UCRL-110C5 N66-LIC_T
NYSTAGNUS RESPONSES OF CATS TO ROTATION AND
DIRECTIONAL STIMULI AFTER CALORIC HABITUATION OF
ONE EAR - VESTIBULAR EFFECT
CARI-63-16 N66-11969
INIPRAMINE INHIBITION OF MDNOANINE OXIDASE OF CAT
CATECHDLANINE
BRAIN N66-125T3
PRIMARY, SECONDARY, AND CALORIC NYSTAGMUS OF CATS
FOLLONING HABITUATION TO ROTATION
CAR1-63-13 N66-16566
STUDY OF VESTIBULAR SUPPRESSION PHENOMENA IN CATS
AMRL-TDR-63-119 N66-16810
COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF PROLONGED EFFECTS OF LYSERGIC
ACID DIETHYL AMIDE ON ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM RECORDS
OORING DISCRIMINATIVE PERFORMANCE IN CAT
N66-22427
NORMAL VARIATIONS OF VECTDRCARDIOGRAN COMPONENTS
IN OOGt CAT, AND RABBIT
JPRS-25599 N64-ZT31B
RESPONSES FROM AUDITORY CORTEX IN CATS
N66-29594
PHARMACCLDGICAL EFFECTS ON CATS OF TETRAMETHYL-
CYSTAMINE N66-31366
VARIABILITY OF PRIMARY EVOKED POTENTIALS RECORDED
UNiPDLARLY FROM CORTICAL SURFACE OF CAT IN STATE
OF NARCOSIS - ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY
N66-31561
SPONTANEOUS MOTOR ACTIVITY IN CATS AND ACTIVITY
ALTERATION AFTER BILATERAL DESTRUCTION OF CAUDAL
NUCLEI N66-31563
EFFECT OF ELECTRIC STIMULATION ON SPINOCERVICAL
TRACT OF CAT N64-33266
ELECTROPHYSIOLDGICAL STUDY OF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS
MECHANISMS AND INTERCONNECTIDNS BETMEEN CANALS AND
NUCLEI IN MEDULLA OBLCNGATA OF CATS
NASA-TT-F-916T N66-33608
CATALYST
S ENZYME
CATALYTIC ACTIVITY
MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON ACTIVATION OF
CARBOXYDISNUTASE, CATALYTIC ENZYME IN
PHOTOSYNTHESIS A66-ZB3TT
MOLECULAR EVOLUTION IN PROTOBIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS -
CATALYSTS AND CATALYTIC ACTIVITY IN INTERMEDIATE
SYSTEMS FORMED DURING SYNTHESIS OF LON MOLECULAR
NEIGHT ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
BL-86 N6_-22781
CHANGES IN CATALASE ACTIVITY OF EGG HOPDGENATES
DURING ENBRYONATION N66-3ZZ25
CATECHOLAMINE
STEROID AND CATECHOLAMINE EXCRETION OF PILOTS
IN SPACE CABIN SIMULATOR A66-1293B
PLASMA CATECHDLANINE AND HISTAMINE CONTENTS IN DOG
DURING SURFACE HEATING A66-BOB76
CHLDRPRONAZINE EFFECT ON CATECHOLAHINE EXCRETION
OF NORMAL AND COLD ACCLIMATED RAT
A64-80983
ATROPINE[ CATECHOLAMINE_ AND EXPERIMENTAL DRUGS AS
RELATED TO REFLEX VASODILATATION PRODUCED BY
RADIANT HEATING OF TRUNK A66-BO99B
PHYSICAL EXERCISE AND EFFECT ON ALIMENTARY
HYPERLIPAENIA AND RELATION TO CATECHOLAMINE
A66-B1225
PREOPTIC TEMPERATURE RELATIONSHIPS TO FUNCTION OF
SYHPATHICOADRENCNEOULLARY SYSTEM AND ADRENAL
CORTEX IN GOAT A66-BI226
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND CATECHOLANINE RELEASE FROM
ADRENAL SLICES AND RATE OF RESPIRATION
SAM-TOR-63-50 N66-12835
EFFECT OF X-RAY IRRADIATION DURING HIBERNATION ON
TISSUE CATECHOLAMINE CONTENTS N6_-12963
URINARY CATECHOLAMINE OUTPUT CHANGES ASSOCIATED
A-S3
CATECHGLE SUBJECTINDEX
kITH MOTION SICKNESS DUE TO TURBULENT FLIGHT
SAF-TCR-63-g N66-13931
EFFECTS OF _IGH CONCENTRATION OF CARBON DIOXIDE
ANC OF LIGUID DIET CN URINE EXCRETION OF STEROIDS
AND CATECHCLARINES
SAM-TOR-63-63 N66-21096
CATECHOLAMINES IN VARIOUS ORGANS OF DOGS UNDER
CONDITIONS OF DEEP HYPOTHERNIA
FTC-TT-63-109611E2 N66-22162
BLOOD SERUM ENZYME ACTIVATION AND SPECTRUM
ANALYSIS OF CATECHDLAMINES
JPRS-2483B N66-26561
PHOTOELECTRONIC UNIT FOR BIOMEDICAL STUDY OF
SPECTRAL CISPERSION OF CATECHOLAMINES
N64-24563
CATECHOLE
SA CATECHOLARtNE
ULTRAVIOLET ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF STEROID AND
CATECHCLE DERIVATIVES
ARL-TCR-63-29 N66-16971
CATION
S ANION
CAVITY
PLETHYSMCGRAPHY OF HUMAN VASCULAR SYSTEM RESPONSE
TO COLD STIMULUS IN NOSE CAVITY
N64-31106
CORTISONE ORAL GLUCOSE TESTS OF RELATIONSHIP OF
TOOTH CAVITY INCIDENCE AND GLUCOSE LEVEL IN YOUNG
ADULT MALE HUMANS
SA_-TCR-66-ST N66-32_E1
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S BIOLOGICAL CELL
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CELL DIVISION
CF NITESIS
_ELLULAR REARRANGEMENT OF TRADESCANTIA PALUDOSA
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A66-23669
ANC IV ,_..
X-RAY IRRADIATION SENSITIVITY OF TESTES GERM CELLS
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DIURNAL RHYTHM IN PHOTOSYNTHETIC CAPACITY AND CELL
DIVISION OF ALGA PHAEOOACTYLUN TRICORNUTUM
A66-81118
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF SUPPRESSING MECHANISM OF
CELL CIVISICN UNDER INFLUENCE OF IONIZING
RACIATIC_ N66-16906
BIOCHEMICAL MECHANISMS OF RAOIATIDN-INCUCED
DISTURBANCE OF CELL DIVISION N64-16gO5
CELLULOSE
MISCELLANEOUS NASTE EFFECT ON MESOPHILIC ACTIVATED
SLUDGE CELLULOSE - METABOLIC HASTE
SA_-TDR-66-25 N66-276g6
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
l, CF /_ITONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM
; CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING EFFECTS ON CENTRAL
NERVOUS SYSTEM AS RELATED TO CARBOXYHENOGLOBIN
LEVELS A66-12987
TOXIC ACTION OF ORGANOPHOSPHATE PESTICIDES ON
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM A66-19162
PERSONALIZED RADIO TELEMETRY SYSTEM FOR
IDENTIFYING MONITORING LEVELS OF CENTRAL NERVOUS
SYSTEM UNDER AEROSPACE STRESS CONDITIONS
A66-23809
EFFECTS CF GRAVITY ON CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTENt
SPECIFICALLY EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION AND VIBRATION
A66-269?0
HYPOTHERMIA EFFECT ON THE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
AND PERIPHERAL NERVES IN THE RAT
A66-80066
HEAD MOVEMENTS OF VESTIBULAR ORIGIN REGULATED BY
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM IN RABBIT
A66-80239
VESTIBULAR CORIOLIS EFFECT DURING ADDITIONAL
LINEAR ACCELERATION A66-B0250
NEUROLOGICAL EFFECTS OF IRRADIATION OF HEAD IN DOG
A66-80332
VISUAL PERCEPTION STUDIES ANALYZED FOR
GENERALIZATION TONARO THEORY OF HUMAN PERCEPTION
A66-EO3T9
BODY TREMOR RELATED TO DIFFERENTIAL STIMULATION OF
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM A66-B0389
ULTRASONIC EFFECT ON CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
FUNCTION REFLECTED IN CHANGED SEROTININ METABOLISM
IN RABBITS A66-BO39B
ADAPTATION TO MOTION - RELATION TO VESTIBULAR
APPARATUS AND CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
A66-BOk3T
_
ALTITUDE SICKNESS EXPRESSED AS CENTRAL NERVOUS
SYSTEM SYMPTOMS IN FEMALE MOUNTAIN CLIMBER
A66-BO66T
SUBLIMINAL PERCEPTION - LEARNED RESPONSES TO
TARGETS AT SUBCEPTUAL LEVELS AND CENTRAL NERVOUS
SYSTEM RESPONSE CAPACITY A64-BOSTI
EMOTIONAL STRESS EFFECT ON BLOOD CIRCULATION OF
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NITH CENTRAL NERVOUS ACTION A66-80653
EYEt TESTISt AND CARDIOVASCULAR AND NERVOUS
SYSTEMS OF ANIMALS AS AFFECTED BY MICRONAVE
RADIATION A66-80685
ENVIRONMENTAL COLD AS RELATED TO METABOLISMt
RESPIRATIONt CIRCULATION_ BLOODt CENTRAL NERVOUS
SYSTEN_ KIDNEYt LIVERt AND ACCLIMATIZATION OF MAN
A66-BOBT9
SPINAL MOTOR RESPONSE TD ACOUSTIC STIMULATION IN
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LIGHT AS REGULATOR OF NEUROENDOCRINE FUNCTION
A66-BIOqO
TOXIC EFFECT OF TETRAETHYL LEAD ON VISUAL
APPARATUS IN INDIVIDUALS A66-81101
SLEEP-NAKEFULNESS RHYTHM RELATED TO NDREPINEPHRINE
AND SEROTONIN CONTENT IN CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM OF
HAMSTER A66-BI186
HVPCXIC EFFECT ON POTENTIALS OF CEREBRAL CORTEX
AND SUBCORTICAL AREAS OF BRAIN IN RABBIT
A66-81253
ROLE OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM IN AOAPTATIDN TO
HYPOXIA A64-81258
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC RECORDING OF EFFECTS OF
FROFOUNO ANOXIA UPON CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
N64-145B§
EFFECT OF CARBON DIOXIDE AND ION SHIFTS ON CENTRAL
NERVOUS SYSTEM N64-14591
NATER& ION SHIFTS IN CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM OF
FROG - MORPHOLOGY N64-14593
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM TISSUE AND CELLULAR
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VULNERABILITY OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM TO CARBON
MONOXIDEt CYANIDE, AND OTHER POISONING
N64-14595
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM CHANGES OF RHESUS MONKEYS
DUE TO ASPHYXIA DURING BIRTH N64-14600
LIPID PEROXIDES ROLE IN HYPEROXIA EFFECT ON RAT
A-S6
SUBJECT INDEX CEREBRAL CORTEX
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM N64-IWBC7
DRUGS FOR OISEASES OF CENTRAL NERVOUS sYSTEM
JPRS-23254 N66-15382
DERIVATIVES OF CIPHENYLHETHANE, PROPANOLt
UNSATURATEO TERTIARY ALCO_QLSt OIPHENAZIN, AND
NOSTYN FOR TREATMENT OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
N66-15383
TUNING BETNEEN CENTRAL SENSORY PATHNAYS AND SENSE
ORGANS - AUDITORY CISCRIMINATION
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STIMULUS TO CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
Nt_-lB833
MATHEMATICAL METHOD FOR INVESTIGATING IMPULSE
ACTIVITY OF CENTRAL NEURONS OF BRAIN
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LONG-LASTING TRANSVERSE G-FORCE EFFECT ON CENTRAL
NERVOUS SYSTEM OF ANIMALS N_-23766
BIOLOGICAL, PHYSIOLOGICAL, AND PSYCHOLOGICAL
STUDIES CF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM - CONDITIONED
REFLEX
JPRS-26060 N_-28466
SENSITIVITY OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM OF RABBIT TO
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FIELD N66-32182
EFFECTS _F IONIZING RADIATION ON CENTRAL NERVOUS
SYSTEM IN VIVC AND AT CELLULAR LEVEL
NASA-CR-58974 N66-33095
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DEPRESSANT
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£F MEPROBARATE
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PCLYGRAPH|C INVESTIGATION OF EMOTIONAL INFLUENCE
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EFFECTIVE DRUG IN NAN A66-BDB56
COMPARATIVE EFFECT OF CHLORMEZANONE, SINGLY AND IN
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CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTER STIMULANT
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MODERATE HYPOXIC EFFECT ON THRESHOLD OF MOTOR
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CENTRIFUGAL FORCE
INCREASED AND DECREASED GRAVITY EFFECTS ON RATS
SUBJECTED TO PRQLQNGEO CENTRIFUGATION
A6_-26163
ROTARY ENVIRONMENT RESULTING IN ADAPTATIONAL
BEHAVIOR BY CHICKEN A6_-80321
CENTRIFUGE
SA I_UNAN CENTRIFUGE
SA PILOTED CENTRIFUGE
ACCELERATION EFFECT ON PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORMANCEt
EFFECTS OF SUBGRAVITY AND MEIGHTLESSNESS ON THE
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM, AND TECHNIQUES FOR THE
STUDY OF ACCELERATION AND MEIGHTLESSNESS
A66-8012S
PILOT BIOMEDICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL INSTRUMENTATION
FOR MONITORING PERFORMANCE DURING CENTRIFUGE
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NACC-RA-63C8 N64-12256
CENTRIFUGE AS FLIGHT SIMULATOR - RESTRAINT SYSTEMS
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ACCELERATION TOLERANCES ON CENTRIFUGE - ABILITY OF
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CENTRIFUGES FOR STUDYING LONG TERM ACCELERATION
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HATERS CUVETTE _O_[TORING OF HUMAN ARTERIAL OXYGEN
CONSUMPTION DURING TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION
NAOC-RA-6323 N64-13831
HUMAN TOLERANCE ANO PILOT PERFORHANCE DURING LONG
ACCELERATIONS IN CENTRIFUGE N64-15106
HARMONIC ANALYSIS OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE OF TRACKING
IN T-33 AIRCRAFT, IN CENTRIFUGE SIMULATION, AND 1N
STATIONARY SIRULATION
NAOC-AC-6606 N66-28696
CENTRTPEIAL FORCE
COMPARISON OF SYMPTONATCLDGY IN HEALTHY PERSONS
AND SUBJECTS MITH LOSS OF LABYRINTHINE FUNCTION
MHEN EXPOSED TO UNUSUAL CENTRIPETAL FORCES
NASA-CR-SS621 N66-1536T
LOSS OF LABYRINTHINE FUNCTION NHEN EXPOSED TO
CENTRIPETAL FORCE - MOTION SICKNESS
N66-Z2432
CEREBRAL CORTEX
ACCLIMATIZATION AND OTHER EFFECTS OF ANOXIA VIA
EEG, HIPPOCAMPAL DISCHARGES AND EVOKED POTENTIALS
OF THE VISUAL CCRTEX OF RABBITS
A64-16992
BICELECTRIC ACTIVITY OF CEREBRAL CORTEX IN
RELATION TO HUMAN ACCELERATION TOLERANCE ON BASIS
OF ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAMS A6_-25599
STIMULATION AND INHIBITION OF RODENT CEREBRAL
CORTEX AND SUBCORTEX DUE TO PROLONGED TRANSVERSE
ACCELERATIONS A64-256OD
AUDITORY CORTEX RESPONSE OF UNANESTHETIZED CATS TO
ACOUSTIC STIMULI A66-27135
CORTICAL POTENTIALS EVOKED BY PHOTIC STIMULATION
AT VARIOUS LEVELS OF RETINAL ADAPTATION IN RAN
A64-BOOO3
ELEOTROMYOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OF SIMPLE VOLUNTARY
MOVEMENT AND SPREAD OF EXCITATION TO CONTRALATERAL
;_CT;VE E_T_E_iiT A64-BOO4T
EXERCISE AND SPACE THRESHOLD OF THE TACTILE
DIFFERENTIDN A66-80192
HANOEONESS AND DIFFERENTIAL PERCEPTION OF VERBAL
STIMULI IN LEFT AND RIGHT VISUAL FIELDS
A66-BOZ02
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC RESPONSE TO TACTILE AND
AUDITORY STIMULATION IN MAN AB_-BO236
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC CHANGES IN VARIOUS AREAS
OF CEREBRAL CORTEX DURING PHYSICAL NORK BY MAN
A64-8023T
HYPOXIA EFFECT ON EVOKED POTENTIALt SLON NEGATIVE
POTENTIAL_ AND STEADY POTENTIAL IN RABBIT CORTEX
A66-80314
HYPOTHERMEC EFFECT ON CORTEX AND BRAIN STEM IN
RELAXANT CAT UNDER ACTION OF BARBITUATES AND
MUSCLE A66-80365
MDRPHOLOGIC CHANGES IN CEREBRAL NERVE CELLS
EVOKED BY LOUD NOISE IN GUINEA PIGS
A66-BO36T
LIGHT EXCLUSION AND ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY IN CORTEX
AND RETICULAR FORMATION OF RABBIT BRAIN
A64-80651
TACTUAL ACUITY CHANGES AND INTERLIMB TRANSFER
FOLLONING OCCLUSION OF CIRCUMSCRIBED AREA OF SKIN
A64-8OTg6
DISTURBANCES PRDDUCEDiBY TENPORARYt LOCALIZED
CEREBRAL ISCHEM[& SIMILAR TO THOSE CAUSED BY
ACCELERATION AND DECELERATION A64-8085g
A-55
CEREBROSPINAL FLUID SUBJECT INDEX
EPILEPTIC CHARACTER OF ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM AFTER
MEWTAL FATIGUE - DISTURBANCE IN CORTICAL AND
SUECORTICAL REGION IN RAILROAD PERSONNEL
A66-8093T
CORTICAL EXCITABILITY CHANGES IN CAT DURING
POSITIVE ACCELERATION AND BLOOD VOLUME
REDUCTIOE A64-BOgB8
EVCKEO RESPONSE FROM AUDITORY CORTEX IN OAT IN
RELATICE TC LOCAL INJURY TO CORTEX_ ANESTHESIAw
AND SLEEP A64-B102T
RECIPRCCAL EFFECT OF VESTIBULAR AND OCULGMOTDR
SYSTEM STIMULUS ON OPTICAL BRAIN CENTER
A64-81053
RRIMARY CEREBRAL CORTEX POTENTIALS EVOKED BY
ACEUSTIC STIMULUS AT VARIOUS ALTITUDES AND DURING
HYPOXIA IN CAT A64-81DB3
CENTRAL MECHANISM RELATED TO DIVERSE BRIGHTNESS
PHENOMENA A64-B1134
_ODERATE HYPOXIC EFFECT ON THRESHOLD OF MOTOR
CENTER ACTIVITY OF CEREBRAL CORTEX AND SENSITIVITY
TO STIMULANT DRUG A66-81252
OXYGENATING ENZYMES IN BRAIN CORTEX AND NEDULA IN
RATS ADAPTED TO HYPOXIA A64-81293
CORTICAL REGULATION OF MATER £ SALT METABOLIC
BALANCE
JPRS-22523 N64-12392
REGIONAL METABOLISM AND CIRCULATION OF CEREBRAL
CORTEX AND EFFECT ON SELECTIVE VULNERABILITY TO
ANCXENIA N64-1458T
EXTRACELLULAR ION MOTION IN CEREBRAL CORTEX
N64-14590
ELECTRON MICROSCOPIC STUDY OF EARLY CHANGES IN
NEURONS DUE TO HYPOXIDOSIS AND ULTRASTRUCTURAL
ASPECTS OF NEURONAL NECROSIS IN CEREBRAL CORTEX
N64-16592
LAEINAR LESIONS IN CEREBELLAR CORTEX AND HYPOXEMIA
EFFECT ON CEREBRAL NUCLEI N64-146C1
PHCSPHCPROTEIN METABOLISM IN CEREBRAL CORTEX
FU_CTIENING
AD-630176 N64-15_55
BICELECTRIC ACTIVITY OF VISUAL AND PARIETAL
REGIONS CF CEREBRAL CORTEX STUDY BY X-RAY
FTC-TT-63-231 N64-22666
RESPONSES FROM AUDITORY CORTEX IN CATS
N64-29594
PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS - SENSORIMOTOR PERFORMANCE
IN AUTOMATIC CONTROLe VISUAL SIGNALING PARAMETRIC
INFLUENCE DN MOTOR REACTIONt ALGORITHMIC APPROACH
TO LEARNINGv AND EYE MOVEMENT CONTROL
JPRS-26014 N64-30321
PRE-NCTDR BRAIN SECTIONS IN EYE MOVEMENT CONTROL
N64-30325
MORPHOLOGICAL CONNECTIONS AND RESPONSES OF VISUAL
ANALYZER IN CEREBRAL CORTEX OF DOG
N66-31462
CER_BROSPINAL FLUID
CEREBRCSPINAL FLUIC EFFECTS ON HIGH ALTITUDE
RESPIRATCRY ACCLIMATIZATION OF MAN
A64-23261
CEREBRCSPINAL FLUID AND PLASMA BICARBONATE AND
ELECTRCLYTES IN DOG IN ACUTE AND PROLONGED
HYPERCAPNIA A64-BOC85
RESPIRATORY CONTROL AT ALTITUDE SUGGESTING ACTIVE
TRANSPORT REGULATION OF OEREBROSPINAL FLUID PH
A64-8C114
RESPIRATION AND ACID-BASE E_UILIBRIUM AFTER
ADAPTATION TO ALTITUDE OF BLOOD AND CEREBRCSPINAL
FLUID A66-80160
STRUCTURE AND FUNCTIONS OF COMPONENTS OF BRAIN -
NEURDNSt VASCULAR CAPILLARY NETMORK_ NEUROGLIA. &
CEREBROSPINAL FLUID
IPST-990 N66-22203
CERENKOV RADIATION
S GAMMA RADIATION
CERIUM 146
GAMMA RADIOACTIVITY OF RATS AND WATER PHANTOMS BY
COBALT-60 AND CERIUM-14¢ N64-12635
CESIUM
EFFECTS OF CESIUM CONCENTRATION IN FEED SOLUTION
AND IN SOIL ON ACCUMULATION IN PEA PLANTS 8 WHEAT
JPRS-22656 N66-13006
CESIUM 137
SELF-PURIFICATION OF CESIUM 137 FROM WATER AND
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF ALGAE
JPRS-26056 N66-29032
SELF-PURIFICATION OF CESIUM 137 FROM MATER IN
WEAKLY RUNNING RESERVOIRS N64-29033
CHAMBER
SA ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER
SOUNDPROOF ROOM PROVIDING MAXIMUM ATTENUATION IN
SPEECH FREQUENCY RANGE A64-B0610
CHARGED PARTICLE
CF ELECTRON
CF ION
CF POSITRON
CF PROTON
ENERGETIC PARTICLES IN COSMIC AND GEONAGNETICALLY
TRAPPED RADIATION AS HAZARDS TO MANNED SPACE
TRAVEL A66-11457
CHART
S GRAPH
CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT
HUMAN ENGINEERING IN MONITORING AND CHECKOUT
E_UIPMENT
WDL-TR-1968 N66-13972
CHELATE COMPOUND
REMOVING RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES FROM ORGANISMS BY
CHEMICAL MEANS - CHELATE AND OTHER COMPLEXES
JPRS-18775 N64-10656
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF BLOOD BY CHEMICAL
ANALYSIS AND BY DIGITAL COMPUTER
A66-80563
ORGANIC COMPOUND ANALYSIS - LIFE DETECTION METHOD
FOR SPACE
NASA-CR-SZ217 N66-20682
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS AND COMPOSITION OF MITOCHRONE
AND CYTOCHROME OXIOASE FROM RAT LIVER NITOCHONDRIA
NADC-MA-6319 N66-12255
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION AND DIGESTIBILITY OF ALGAL
CELL WALLS
IITRI-L6002-4 N66-15586
RELATION BETWEEN CHEMICAL STRUCTURE OF SUBSTANCE
AND BIOLOGICAL EFFECT
FTD-TT-66-SB1/186 N64-26736
SELF-PURIFICATION OF CESIUM 137 FROM WATER AND
CHEHICAL COMPOSITION OF ALGAE
JPRS-26056 N66-29032
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF VARIOUS ALGAE SPECIES
N64-29034
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF UREA-EXTRACTABLE
COMPONENTS OF PLAGUE VIRUS EV
JPRS-2685B N64-32165
CHEMICAL COMPOUND
BIOCHEMICAL COMPOUND TO RAISE THERMAL RESISTANCE
A-56
SUBJECT INDEX
OF ORGANISMS N66-ZZ729
CHERICAL EFFECT
CHEMICAL i BIOLOGICAL ACTION OF ULTRASONIC NAVES
JPRS-Zl-590 N6_-10198
ACTION MECHANISM OF MEDICINAL SUBSTANCES ON HUMAN
CELLS AND TISSUES AND TREATMENT OF ENSUING ILLNESS
JPRS-22292 N66-11TBI
RAOIATION AND CHEMICAL GENETIC EFFECTS
JPRS-Z2561 N66-1ZT01
CHEMICAL STERILIZATION N66-16372
TOXIC CHEMICALS AND LABOR CONDITIONS IN CHEMICAL
INDUSTRY
JPRS-230*5 N66-16526
CHEMICAL METHODS TO PROTECT BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS
AGAINST IONIZING RADIATION N66-ZQOT6
MECHANISMS OF CHEMICAL PROTECTION AGAINST
RACIATION IN LIVING ORGANISMS - RAOIOBIOLDGY
JPRS-26862 N66-31313
CHEMICAL KINETICS
KINETIC REGULARITIES OF PRIMARY REACTIONS AND
CHEMICAL PROTECTION IN RAOIATION DAMAGE
N66-16908
CHENICAL PROPERTY
NUCLEIC ACIDS - RIBONUCLEIC AND OESOXYRIBONUCLEIC
ACIDS - PHYSICAL & CHEMICAL PROPERTIES AND ROLE
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PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF SINGLE-STRAND
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S ION EXCHANGE
S OXIDATION
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CHEMICAL STERILIZATION
ItLHNI_UES AND EFFECTIVENESS OF CHEMICAL
STERILIZATION IN SPACE RESEARCH
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ALTITUDE EFFECT ON RESPIRATORY REGULATION AND
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HYPOXIC EFFECT ON ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM ANO ON
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A66-80752
BLOOD PRESSURE EFFECT ON CHEMORECEPTOR DISCHARGE
TO HYPOXIA AND MODIFICATION BY SYMPATHETIC-ADRENAL
SYSTEM IN CAT A66-B1245
CHEMOTHERAPY
DEVELOPMENT OF BIOCHEMICAL SUBSTANCES BY
MICROBIOLOGICAL TRANSFORMATION FOR CHEMOTHERAPY
JPRS-20061 N66-11132
CANCER CHEMOTHERAPY - BIBLIOGRAPHY
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STRUCTURES - CHEMOTHERAPY
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INFLUENCE OF RADIATION EXPOSURE ON LIFESPAN
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MEDICINE IN UKRAINIAN S.S.R., ACCELERATION AND
AEROSPACE MEDICINE, AND CHEMOTHERAPY
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CHEMOTHERAPY FOR RADIATION SICKNESS
JPRS-2T2ZO N66-33STB
RAOIATIDN PROTECTION - CHEMOTHERAPY 6 RADIOBIDLOGY
AEC-TR-6258 N66-33582
CHICKEN
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CHICKEN DURING HYPOTHERMIA AND HYPERTHERMIA
A66-8OOBB
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BEHAVIOR BY CHICKEN A66-BO321
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A66-B0852
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AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS
FTD-TT-62-1565/1 fl66-15590
CHARACTERISTICS OF ARTIFICIAL SUBSTRATES FOR USE
IN CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS N66-23753
CULTIVATION OF UNICELLULAR ORGANISMS FOR USE IN
CLCSEO ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM N64-23781
PHARMACOLOGY _ TOXICOLOGY OF DRUGS IN CLOSED
ECELOGICAL SYSTEMS N66-26617
MEDICAL PROBLEMS OF CREN HEALTH IN CLOSED
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM N6_-2_629
HYDROGEN-OXIDIZING BACTERIA FOR USE WITH
ELECTRCLYSIS IN CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS FOR
REGENERATION OF FOOD ANO OXYGEN FROM WATER AND
CARBON OIOXIOE
AMRL-TCR-66-35 N6_-27432
GROWTH CHARACTERISTICS OF AUTOTROPHIC BACTERIA FOR
BALANCE IN CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM CONTAINING MAN
NASA-CR-S8129 N66-ZTBIT
ORGANIZATION OF CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS FOR
PRCLONGED MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
NASA-IT-F-Q131 N66-29730
CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS FOR WATER RECOVERY
WASTE UTILIZATION DURING MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
RB3S08_ N66-33604
CLOSED LOOP SYSTEM
LABORATORY DEVICE FOR CLOSED AIR LOOP ANALYSIS OF
CARBON DIOXIDE REMOVAL AGENTS
FOL-TDR-66-67t FT. I N66-3192T
CLOSTREOIUN
BICREGENERATING SYSTEMS - USE OF HYOROGEN-
OXIOIZING BACTERIA, CLOSTRIDIUN AND HYDRDGENOMONAS
IN REGENERATION OF EXPIRED AIR A66-BO66B
CLOTHING
SA FLIGHT CLOTHING
CF HELMET
ACCUMULATION DF STATIC ELECTRICITY ON ARCTIC
CLOTHING WITH DECREASE IN TEMPERATURE AND HAZARO
OF EXPLOSIVE GAS-AIR MIXTURES IGNITING BY
ELECTROSTATIC DISCHARGE A66-13523
OXYGEN ENRICHMENT OF SPACE CAPSULE ATMOSPHERE AND
EFFECT ON BURNING RATE OF FABRICS
A66-B0928
COBALT 60
SUMMARY OF HEALTH PHYSICS RESEARCH REACTOR WORK E
COBALT 60 SOURCE OPERATION IN BREN PROJECT
CEX-6203 N66-10606
GAMMA RAOIOACTIVlT¥ OF RATS AND WATER PHANTOMS BY
COBALT-60 AND CERIUM-166 N66-12635
COBALT-BO BULK GRAIN IRRADIATION FACILITY
BNL-BIOIT-3121 N66-19091
COCHLEA
CHANGE IN COCHLEAR MICROPHONIC POTENTIAL IN
MAMMAL CAUSED BY INTENSE ACOUSTIC STIMULATION
A66-81079
CUMULATIVE EFFECTS OF HYPOXIA ON ELECTRICAL
PHENOMENA OF COCHLEA IN CAT A66-81236
COCKPIT
S AIRCRAFT CABIN
S COCKPIT SIMULATOR
COCKPIT SIMULATOR
MEASURED HUMAN TRANSFER FUNCTIONS - MATCHING
ANALOG SIMULATION TO PILOT PERFORMANCE DURING 1 £
SUBJECT INOEX
2-AXIS TASKS NITH & WITHOUT COCKPIT MOTION
NASA-TN-D-2177 N64-1715T
COOE
SA BINARY CODE
GROUP CODE THEORY AND APPLICATION OF HADAMARD
MATRIX TO CODING PROBLEM - CYBERNETICS
FTO-TT-63-566/Z_2&6 N64-1238_
COOING
CF PROGRAMMING
COLOR CODING AND VISUAL SEPARABILITY IN
INFORMATION DISPLAYS A66-14012
CUTANEOUS CODE TRANSFER TO DIFFERENT LOCI
A66-BOSB6
COLOR VERSUS SHAPE CODING IN INFORMATION OISPLAYS
A66-80603
CODING STRATEGY EFFECT ON PERCEPTUAL MEMORY
A6_-BlI99
COOING SYSTEM
ELECTROCUTANEOUS COMMUNICATION BASED ON LOCUS
DIMENSION A66-80309
CODING SYSTEM FOR COLOR INFORMATION TRANSMISSION
IN RETINA - CYBERNETICS N66-12521
COGNITION
CF DECISION
CF RECOGNITION
SENSORY DEPRIVATION AND SOCIAL ISOLATION - EFFECTS
ON PERFORMANCE OF UNSTRUCTURED COGNITIVE TASK
A66-8026T
SENSORY AND PERCEPTUAL DEPRIVATION - ANALYSIS OF
EFFECTS ON HUMAN AND ANIMAL BEHAVIOR
A64-BO3BZ
CHOICE REACTION TIME AS FUNCTION OF COGNITIVE
ASPECTS OF TASK A66-BO573
METHODOLOGICAL ARTIFACT CUE TO DIRECTIONS
IMPLICATED IN PROOUCTION OF SENSORY DEPRIVATION
EFFECTS A64-BO676
COGNITIVE STRUCTURING, FIELD DEPENDENCE-
INDEPENDENCE_ ANO PSYCHOPHYSIOLDGICAL RESPONSE TO
PERCEPTUAL ISOLATION A66-80TZ7
SENSORY AND SLEEP DEPRIVATION - ROLE OF
NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL CORRELATES IN PRODUCTION OF
PSYCHOLOGICAL DISTURBANCES A64-80761
REDUCTION OF RETROACTIVE EFFECT OF INTERPOLATED
MAZE TRAINING IN HYPOTHERMIC MICE
A64-BlOIS
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF COGNITIVE DISSONANCE UNDER
STRESS AND DEPRIVATION A66-81176
COLD ACCLIMATIZATION
COLD STRESS EFFECT ON CEREBRAL FUNCTIONS AND THE
RELATIONSHIP OF CEREBRAL FUNCTIONS TO METABOLIC
REACTIONS A66-14991
OIET COMPOSITION AND CALORIC INTAKE EFFECTS ON
BODY HEIGHT OF COLD ACCLIMATED RATS
A66-BODB9
ACCLIMATIZATION OF MAN TO POLAR REGIONS
A66-80_26
MEAN HYPOTHALAM[C, THALAMIC, AND RECTAL
TEMPERATURES OF NORMAL AND COLD ACCLIMATED RAT
EXPOSED TO LOW ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE
A66-80975
CHLORPROMAZINE EFFECT ON CATECHOLAMINE EXCRETION
OF NORMAL AND COLD ACCLIMATED RAT
A66-80983
NORADRENALINE FUNCTION IN COLD ACCLIMATIZATION OF
RAT A66-BI066
OXYGEN INHALATION EFFECTS ON COLD RESPONSE
THRESHOLDS AND ON GAS TRANSPORT ANO ACID-BASE
Ao62
SUBJECTINDEX COMPENSATORYTRACKING
BALANCECF BLOOD
AD-6OCCT7 N64-26550
SEARCH FOR HEMATOLOGICAL PARAMETER INDICATING
EFFECT OF COLD ACCLIMATIZATION ON FORMED ELEMENTS
IN MOUSE PERIPHERAL BLOOD
AAL-TCR-63-3 N66-31934
COLD TOLERANCE IBIOLI
CF ACCLIMATIZATION
OXYGEN INHALATION EFFECT ON COLD THRESHOLD IN
RELATION TO COLD TOLERANCE A66-801OT
TOLERANCE TO EXTREME COLO AT ALTITUDE IN A
NEPALESE PILGRIM A,64-80121
COLD STRESS - INTENSITY AND DISTRIBUTION OF REFLEX
MUSCULAR ACTIVITY IN NAN A64-80343
COLD EXPOSURE EFFECT ON ACTION OF MORPHINE IN RATS
AND MICE
AAL-TCR-62-SD N64-23109
MEDICAL CASE HISTORIES ON EXISTENCE IN ANTARCTIC
REGION
FTD-TT-64-29111 N64-32236
HUMAN REACTIONS TO COLD ENVIRONMENT
AD-646482 N66-33366
COLD NEATHER
ASCORBIC ACID PROPHYLAXIS AND TREATMENT FOR
ILLNESSt TRAUNAf EXPOSURE TO COLD NEATHERw AND
EXTREME PHYSICAL EXERCISE
A0-429526 N64-25323
COLLECTOR
COLLECTING MICROORGANISMS IN UPPER ATMOSPHERE
AD-628703 N66-19877
COLLOID
S ELECTROPHORESIS
S SOLID SUSPENSION
COLOR PERCEPTION
COLOR AND PATTERN PERCEPTION TESTS USING ESHIHARA
CHARTS AS TARGETS FOR STABILIZED RETINAL IMAGE
A64-2582S
HUMAN COLOR DISCRIMINATION IN PURPLE REGION
A_,_-ITT53
SPECTRAL RADIATION HUE IN TERMS OF NAVELENGTH FOR
THREE RETINAL ECCENTRICITIES_ USING COLOR NAMING
METHOD A64-IB41T
COLOR VERSUS SHAPE COOING IN INFORMATION DISPLAYS
A64-BO603
COMPARATIVE BALLISTOCARDIOGRAPHIC INVESTIGATIONS
OF REACTION TO COLORED LIGHT STIMULI IN NAN
A64-elO91
READING ANO COLOR DISCRIMINATION THROUGH
FIKGERTIPS A64-81126
COLOR VISION THEORY NBab-IB829
COLOR DISCRIMINATION MITHOUT CHROMATIC VISION
GTSR-3 N64-22241
COLOR DISCRIMINATION NITHOUT CHROMATIC VISION
USING PRISM GLASS
REPT.-2 N64-28581
COLtJNBIUM
S NIOBIUM
COI_STION •
SA HYDROCARBON COMBUSTION
COMBUSTIBILITY OF LlPt HAIRt & FACE PREPARATIONS
UNDER CONDITIONS OF INCREASED TEMPERATURE, HIGH
OXYGEN CONTENT, AND IN PRESENCE OF STATIC SPARK
CARI-63-IT N64-23618
CONBUSTION PRODUCT
COMBUSTION OF _UMAN HASTE AND PRODUCT RECOVERY BY
CHLORELLA
TN-62-16 N64-21S5_
COMMAND CONTROL
EXPERIMENT FOR COLLECTING EMPIRICAL DATA ON HUMAN
PERFORMANCE IN COMMAND AND CONTROL SYSTEMS
A64-22513
DECISION-MAKING SUBFUNCTIONS FOR SIMULATED COMMAND
AND CONTROL SYSTEMS A64-26864
AUTOMATIC COMMAND CONTROL SYSTEM USING PHONETIC
VOICE PATTERN RECOGNITION A66-26660
CONNERCIAL AIRCRAFT
EXIT REQUIREMENTS FOR EMERGENCY EVACUATION OF
COMMERCIAL AIRLINERS A64-22002
RADIOACTIVITY MEASUREMENTS DF AIR FRANCE AIRLINERS
A64-80030
COMMERCIAL AVIATION
AEROREDICAL ASSISTANCE TO INDUSTRIAL PHYSICIANS IN
PILOT AND PASSENGER SELECTION FOR BUSINESS FLIGHTS
A66-22820
AIRLINE FLIGHT SURGEON DUTIES AS RELATED TO
GROUND AND FLYING PERSONNEL A64-BOT76
COMMUNICATION
SA INTERSTELLAR COMMUNICATION
SA SPACE COMMUNICATION
SA TELECOMMUNICATION
COMMUNICATION BIOPHYSICS - HEARING
N64-X7684
EXTRASENSORY PERCEPTION - HUMAN COMMUNICATION NITN
ANIMALS
FTD-TT-62-187611 N64-2192B
COMMUNICATION BETNEEN MAN AND OTHER SPECIES -
DOLPHIN STUDIES
NASA-CR-S6S30 N64-22TDI
BIOLOGICAL CONIqUNICATIONS RESEARCH - COMMUNICATION
BETNEEN DOLPHINS
NASA-OR-53228 N66-23391
CONNUNICATIOM SYSTEM
TACTILE COMMUNICATION AND CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR MAN-
MACHINE COMPATIBILITY IN HIGH SPEED AIRCRAFT
AIAA PAPER 6_,-621 A66-2OTB3
ItL_ONFERENCING STUDIEO AS MEANS OF GROUP
COMMUNICATION A64-24836
CUTANEOUS COMMUNICATION SYSTEM FOR TRANSMITTING
LINGUISTIC INFORMATION A64-80019
CUTANEOUS COOE TRANSFER TO DIFFERENT LOCI
A66-80S84
UTILIZATION OF COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS AND TELEMETRY
IN HOSPITALS
JPRS-17534 N64-11004
COMMUNICATION THEORY
CF INFORMATION THEORY
ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS OF SPEECH, AND USE OF
PROCEDURES FOR STUDYING HUMAN SPEECH PROCESSES
N66-17882
COMMUNICATIONS DEVICE
PSYCHOPHYSICAL EXPERIMENTS ON TACTILE STIMULATION
BY SMALL AIR JETS TO OETERMINE PARAMETERS FOR
DESIGN OF TACTILE CONNUflICATION DEVICE
ASO-TOR-63-T32 N64-16689
COMPASS
S SOLAR COMPASS
COMPENSATORY TRACKING
HUMAN TRACKING PERFORMANCE UNDER TRANSVERSE
ACCELERATION A64--14013
NONLINEAR CHARACTERISTICS OF CLOSEO LOOP MANUAL
CONTROL SYSTEM NITH COMPENSATORY TRACKING
A66-2_130
HYPNOTIC CONTROL OF COMPENSATORY TRACKING NITH
NORMAL ANO REVERSE COMPATIBILITY UNDER DIFFERENT
STATES OF AROUSAL A64-ROT13
A-63
COMPOSITION SUBJECTINDEX
COMPOSITION
S ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION
COMPOUND
S CHEMICAL COMPOUND
COMPRESSED AIR
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON COMPRESSED AIR SYSTEMS
KAPL-M-TL-I N66-21846
COMPRESSIBILITY
EFFECTS OF COMPRESSIBILITY OF ALVEOLAR GAS ON
DYNAMICS OF BREATHING CYCLE - RESPIRATORY
PHYSIOLOGY
SAM-TCR-63-71 N66-26653
COMPRESSION
CF DECOMPRESSION
WEIGHTLESSNESS IN SPACE - MANEUVERABILITY, ELASTIC
COMPRESSION OF OBJECTS, AND BEHAVIOR OF LIQUIDS
FTD-TT-63-3DO/l_6 N66-19213
COMPUTER
CF ANALOG COMPUTER
CF CONTROL SIMULATOR
CF DATA PROCESSING
CF DATA TRANSMISSION
CF DIGITAL COMPUTER
_F FINITE-STATE MACHINE
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON COMPUTERS IN LIFE SCIENCES
A66-80210
COMPUTATIONAL PRINCIPLES OF LIVING ORGANISMS AND
RELATIEN TO ELECTRONIC HARDWARE
k64-BO489
AUTOMATIC PATTERN RECOGNITION OF PHYSIOLOGICAL
PHENOMENA BY COMPUTERS A66-80533
CYEERNETICSt HDMEDSTASISt AND MODEL DF DISEASE AS
RELATED TO COMPUTER DIAGNOSIS A66-80733
COEPUTER AND RELATION TO EUMAN PERCEPTION
A66-81166
GENERAL PURPOSE CDMPUTERt SPECIAL BIOLOGICAL TYPE
SYSTEM_ SELF-ORGANIZATION, AND CONTROL SYSTEM
SIZES AND SCOPES N64-11535
ROLE OF CYBERNETICS IN MEDICINE - COMPUTERS FOR
DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASES AND ANALYSIS OF PATIENT
CONDITION N64-16336
CONTROL SYSTEMSI COCING_ PROGRAMMING, AND
COMPUTERS IN CYBERNETICS
JPRS-23TOO N64-16B60
COMPUTERS IN LIFE SCIENCES - BIBLIOGRAPHY
N66-17691
INFORMATION PROCESSING BY BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS AND
MACHINES - BIONICS
ASD-TDR-63-946 N66-18826
MATHEMATICS OF BIONICSt COMPUTER HARDWARE IN
MEDICAL ELECTRONICS_ AND IN BIOENGINEERING
N66-1882T
CYBERNETICS AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTERS
JPRS-25T16 N66-Z705T
COMPUTER DESIGN
COMPUTER MODEL FOR ANIMAL BEHAVIOR STUDY AND
INSTRUCTION FOR RECOGNITION - CYBERNETICS
N66-12525
ADAPTIVE CONTROLLER-EQUIPMENT MODULE - HUMAN
CDNTROLLERe SATELLITE COMPUTERt DISPLAYS AND
CONTROLS FOR AIR TRAFFIC REGULATION
N66-13C05
COMPUTER METHOD
COMPUTER TO MAN INFORMATION TRANSFER COMPARING
TECHNOLOGY WITH INTUITION A66-22531
COMPUTATIONAL PRINCIPLES IN LIVING ORGANISMS,
COVERING PARALLEL NETWORKS WITH UNALTERABLE
INTERNAL STRUCTURE AND DYNAMICALLY ADAPTIVE
SYSTEMS A66-24405
CORTICAL-SUBCDRTICAL RELATIONSHIPS OF CHIMPANZEE
DURING DIFFERENT PHASES OF SLEEP - EEG COMPUTER
ANALYSIS
NASA-DR-55689 N66-16326
COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF GAS-LIQUID CHROMATOGRAMS
N66-22861
AUTOMATIC COMPUTER METHODS FOR DETERMINING
PARAMETERS OF HUMAN PILOT PERFORMANCE DESCRIBED BY
LINEAR TIME-INVARIANT MODEL
NASA-CR-56373 N66-27385
INPUT DEVICE FOR CONVERSION OF PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA
RECORDED ON MAGNETIC TAPE INTO BINARY CODE FOR
COMPUTER PROCESSING N64-31537
COMPUTER ALGORITHM FOR ANALYZING IMPULSE ACTIVITY
OF CENTRAL NEURONS N64-31538
COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN MEDICINE AND BIOLOGICAL
SCIENCES - BIBLIOGRAPHY
SP-10251001/00 N66-32326
COMPUTER PROGRAM
CF CODE
CF DATA PROCESSING
STRUCTURE AND USES OF SIMPLE AND SEQUENTIALLY
FUNCTIONING PERCEPTRONS - COMPUTER PROGRAM
N66-11536
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
FUTURE HUMAN PERFORMANCE IN COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
AMRL-TDR-63-T8 N66-I1177
COMPUTER SIMULATION
SA ANALOG SIMULATION
SA DIGITAL SIMULATION
DIGITAL COMPUTER SIMULATION OF NAN-MACHINE
SYSTEMS, SIMULATING HUMAN OPERATOR STRESS, URGENCY
CONDITIONS AND POINT OF BREAKDOWN
A66-12976
HUMAN OPERATOR PERFORMANCE IN COMPLEX NAN-MACHINE
SYSTEM SIMULATED_ USING BOOLEAN ALGEBRA AND
DIGITAL COMPUTER A66-26822
COMPUTER SIMULATION OF ELECTRONIC NETWORK
EMULATING PHENOMENON OF CONDITIONED REFLEX
A66-26823
DECISION-MAKING SUBFUNCTIONS FOR SIMULATED COMMAND
AND CONTROL SYSTEMS A66-26866
DYNAMIC MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF HUMAN HEAT TRANSFER
SYSTEM USING ANALOG COMPUTER TO SIMULATE
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE A66-25320
COMPUTER SIMULATION OF CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
HYDRODYNAMICS A66-B0209
ELECTRONIC COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF BIOELECTRIC
CURRENT IN BRAIN - CYBERNETICS N64-125IT
ANALOG MODEL FOR CONSTRUCTABILITY OF INDUCTIVE
LOGIC - COMPUTER SIMULATION N66-I8839
COMPUTER SIMULATION OF HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY FOR
DIAGNOSIS OF HEART MALFUNCTION N66-23698
CONCENTRATION
S ION CONCENTRATION
CONCENTRATOR
S COLLECTOR
CONDITIONED RESPONSE
CF LEARNING
CF REFLEX
FREQUENCY, AMPLITUDEw LATENCY AND MAGNITUDE
MEASUREMENTS DF CONDITIONED EYELID REFLEX
A66-19521
COMPUTER SIMULATION OF ELECTRONIC NETWORK
EMULATING PHENOMENON OF CONDITIONED REFLEX
A66-24823
CONDITIONED HEART RESPONSE IN HUMAN IN RELATION TO
CONTROLLED AND UNCONTROLLED RESPIRATION
A-66
SUBJECT INDEX CONNECTIVE TISSUE
A64-B1061
HUMAN CONDITIONED REFLEX POTENTIAL EVOKED BY
COMBINED STIMULI OF SOUND AND LIGHT MONITORED BY
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPH A66-81082
THALAMUS CONTROL DF VOLUNTARY MOVEMENT IN RAT
A66-81179
ADAPTATION OF GALVANIC SKIN RESPONSE UNDER
REPEATED PRESENTATION OF VISUAL STIMULUS
A66-81201
I_fPOXIA AND HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE EFFECTS ON
CONDITIONED REFLEXES IN FISH 464-81288
EFFECT OF CONSTANT MAGNETIC FIELO ON CONDITIONED
REFLEXES IN SEA FISH
NASA-TT-F-189 N66-11566
CONOITIONEO RESPONCE OF NHITE RATS OBSERVED AFTER
SPACE FLIGHT N66-11676
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE OF NERVOUS SYSTEM
COPPONENTS
IPST-gB5 N66-11966
CONOITICNED REFLEX TO MAGNETISM IN FISH
NASA-TT-F-190 N66-12_62
EFFECTS CF MASSIVE ODSES OF IONIZING RADIATION
UPCN CONDITIONED AVOIDANCE BEHAVIOR OF PRIMATES
OASA-NNER-03.008 N66-15993
HIGH NERVOUS ACTIVITY AND CONDITIONED REFLEXES
JPRS-23B33 N66-17351
SIMULTANEOUS STUDY OF EYE BLINKING REFLEXES AND
FUNCTIONAL STATE OF CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM IN
HUPANS
JPRS-26967 N66-21783
SENSORY STIMULATION _ CONDITIONED RESPONSE
N66-22618
CONDITIONED REFLEX BASIS OF VISUAL SPATIAL
RERCEPTION N66-25139
ROLE OF MOTOR AND VISUAL ANALYZERS IN FORMATION OF
CONOITIONED REFLEX RESPONSES TO SPATIAL POSITIONS
CF OBJECTS N_-251_
PATTERN ANALYSIS OF CONDITIONED RESPONSE AND
THOUGHT PROCESSES OF HUMAN BRAIN
FTD-TT-66-1BB/186 N66-25951
BIOLOGICAL, PHYSIOLOGICAL, AND PSYCHOLOGICAL
STUDIES OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM - CONDITIONED
REFLEX
JPRS-2606D N64-28666
INTERRELATIONSHIPS AMONG CONDITIONED RESPONSES IN
ANIMALS AND HUMANS
FTC-TT-66-ZBZ/1_Z N66-30156
ANIMAL STUDY OF CONDITIONED RESPONSE - LEVER-
PRESSING BEHAVIOR OF RATS IN FIXED RATIO AND
IN EXTINCTION
NACC-ML-6_07 N6_-31665
CONDITIONED RESPIRATORY REFLEX AND RESPONSE TO
CARBON DIOXIDE UNDER INFLUENCE CF CHLORPROMAZINE
FTC-TT-64-69/EE2&6 N66-33102
PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING OF ANIMALS - FIXED EFFORT
RESPONSE REINFORCEMENT AND EXTINCTION RESPONSE
AD-6OT3Z5 N66-335D7
CONDUCTION
CONDUCTION BLOCKAGE OF ISOLATED SCIATIC NERVE OF
FROG BY HIGH ENERGY IRRADIATION
N66-29725
PATHS FOR PRIMARY SPECIFIC INFORMATION CONOUCTIDN
IN VISUAL ANALYZER SYSTEM OF DOG
N66-31663
CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
S THERNCCONDUCTIVITY
CONDUCTIVITY
THERMAL AND ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITIES OF
BIOLOGICAL FLUIDS AND TISSUES
GLR-Z6 N66-25892
CONFERENCE
SYMPOSIUM ON PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF HIGH
ALTITUDE AT INTERLAKEN, SNITZERLAND IN SEPTEMBER
1962 A66-23253
PROCEEDINGS OF FIFTH NATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON HUMAN
FACTORS IN ELECTRONICS OF IEEE AT SAN DIEGO,
CALIFORNIA IN NAY 1966 A66-ZkBI9
PAPERS ON BIOASTRDNAUTICS PROBLEMS FROM AMERICAN
ASTRONAUTICAL SOCIETY MEETING IN CLEVELAND IN
DECEMBER 1963 A66-ZB338
SYMPOSIUM ON TOXICITY IN NUCLEAR SUBMARINES AND
MANNED SPACECRAFT
AD-660962 N66-26606
SUMMARY OF PAPERS PRESENTED AT CONFERENCE ON
BIOLOGICAL AND MEDICAL RESEARCH RELATED TO
CHEMISTRY
JPRS-Z6865 N64-32166
ZOOLOGY CONFERENCE - INVERTEBRATES, MARINE LIFE,
PARASITES, VERTEBRATESt PALEONTOLOGY, ZOOGEOGRAPHY
AND ECOLOGY
NASA-CB-59306 N66-33512
ZOOLOGY CONFERENCE - ENDOCRINE SYSTEMS, ADAPTATION
OF MANHALSt CHEMDRECEPTION, NUCLEO-CYTOPLASMIC
RELATIONS_ FUNCTIONAL MORPHOLOGY, AND EVOLUTION
NASA-DR-59305 N66-33516
ZOOLOGY CONFERENCE - NORTH AMERICAN FAUNAt INSECT
ENDOCRINOLOGY, MAMMALIAN EVOLUTION, MIMICRY, BLOOD
PROTOZOAt CHROMOSOME STRUCTUREe AND ECOLOGY
NASA-OR-S9306 N66-33515
CONGRESS OF ZOOLOGY SYMPOSIUM ON NATURE, NAN, AND
PESTICIDES
NASA-DR-S9303 N6_,-33687
CONFINEMENT
PHYSICAL INACTIVITY EFFECT, DISREGARDING
NEIGHTLESSNESSt ON CARDIOVASCULAR DECONDITIONING
DURING ORTHOSTATIC TESTING A66-22060
GRONTH, HAZE LEARNING, AND ORGAN NEIGHT OF RAT AS
AFFECTED BY CONFINEMENT AND EXERCISE
A66-BOO6T
CIRCADIAN ACTIVITY AND NOISE COMPARISONS OF TND
CONFINED GROUPS NITH AND WITHOUT REFERENCE TO
CLOCK TIME A66-8076T
TIME PERCEPTION DURING THO-NEEK CONFINEMENT AS
AFFECTED BY AGE, SEXy lG_ AND TIME OF DAY
A66-BOTT9
LEADERSHIP AS RELATED TO PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL
ACTIVATION OF GROUP MEMBERS DURING CONFINEMENT
A66-B1205
HUMAN GROUP PERFORMANCE DURING CONFINENENT
ER-6024 N66-15767
CONGENITAL ANOMALY
PATHOLOGICAL PHYSIOLOGY AND EXPERIMENTAL THERAPY -
RADIATION SICKNESS, CONGENITAL DISEASE, AND
HETERDHEHOTRANSFUSION REACTIONS
JPRS-IT819 N66-10723
CONNECTIVE TISSUE
COLD AND RESTRICTION STRESS EFFECT ON ACID
NUCDPDLYSACCHARIDE CONTENT OF DERMAL CONNECTIVE
TISSUE AND ENDOCRINE GLANDS IN RAT
A66-80516
SPLEEN, LYMPH NODES, AND LOOSE CONNECTING TISSUE
REACTIONS TO ANTIGENIC STIMULI IN IRRADIATED
ANIMALS N66-30266
RADIATION EFFECTS - RELATION OF ARTERIAL PRESSURE
AND REGULATING MECHANISMS AND LIPOLYTIC ENZYME
INDUCTION BY CONNECTIVE TISSUE CELLS
A-6S
CONSTRUCTION
FTD-TT-64-329/1EZS4 N64-32546
CONSTRUCTION
S SPACECRAFT CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL
CONT&CT OERNATITIS
CONTACT CERNATITIS OF HANDS OF PILOT DUE TO
WEARING UNLINED FLIGHT GLOVESe NO. B3A
A64-8OOgB
CUNTACT LENS
SIKGLE AND DOUBLE MIRROR SYSTEMS USED IN CONTACT
LENS TECHNIQUES FOR MEASURING THREE ORTHOGONAL
COMPONENTS OF OCULAR ROTATION A6_-23796
CORNEAL CONTACT LENSES FOR FLYING PERSONNEL IN
MILITARY AVIATION - CLINICAL EVALUATION
A64~80401
CONTAINER
S TANK
CONTAINMENT
S CONFINEMENT
CONTAMINANT
SA TRACE CONTAMINANT
ORGANIC CONTAMINANTS - ATMOSPHERE ABOARD SUBMARINE
NRL-BC74 N66-Z9393
TOXICITY OF CONTAMINANTS IN NUCLEAR SUBMARINES
N64-Z4609
EFFECTS OF ATMOSPHERIC CONTAMINANTS ON SUBMARINE
ANO SPACECRAFT EQUIPMENT N66-Z6613
INHALATION HAZARDS OF EXPOSURE TO ATMOSPHERIC
CONTAMINANTS N64-Z6615
CARBON MONOXIDE CONTAMINANT IN NUCLEAR SUBMARINE
ATMOSPHERE N66-26619
RARTICLE SIZE CONSIOERATIONS OF AIRBORNE
CONTAMINANTS N66-2662B
NEUROLOGIC ASPECTS OF HIGH BAROMETRIC PRESSURE
PHENOMENA AND EFFECT OF ATMOSPHERIC CONTAMINANTS
UPON NERVOUS SYSTEM ACTIVITY
A0-600259 N66-27693
CONTAMINATION
SA SPACECRAFT CONTAMINATION
CF OECONTAM]NATION
CF GNUTOBIOTICS
OIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT OF CONTAMINATION BY
RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
JPRS-2261D N64-13320
HYGIENIC PROBLEMS IN RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION OF
OUTER SPACE
JPRS-23284 N64-15397
RADIATION PROTECTION AND CONTAMINATION CONTROL FOR
EXPERIMENTAL GAS-COOLED REACTOR
EGCR-6 N66-21837
BIOLOGICAL CONTAMINATION BY RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
FTD-TT-63-664/1 N66-22069
ATMOSPHERIC CONTAMINATION IN NUCLEAR SUBMARINES
N64-26607
CONTAMINATION ANALYSIS OF NUCLEAR SUBMARINE AND
MERCURY SPACECRAFT ATMOSPHERES N66-26608
CONTINUOUS FLON SYSTEM
DROPLET SECINENTATION IN CONTINUOUS FLONING SYSTEM
TO CONTROL ENZYME-SUBSTRATE REACTION BY DIFFUSION
AND GRAVITY N6_-lSZlI
CONTINUOUS NOISE
CF IMPULSE NOISE
AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION OF IMPULSE AND CONTINUOUS
NOISE A66-80021
CONTINUOUS THEORY
CONTINUOUS AND QUANTAL THEORIES OF SENSORY
OISCR|NINATION A64-12939
SUBJECT INDEX
CONTINUUM MECHANICS
S DYNAMICS
CONTRACTION
SA CONVULSION
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CARI-63-ZO N66-17235
EFFECTS OF TRANSIENT MEIGHTLESSNESS ON BINOCULAR
DEPTH PERCEPTION
AMRL-TCR-63-136 N66-17509
ADJACENCY PRINCIPLE APPLIED TO PERCEPTION OF
RELATIVE DEPTH FROM SIZE CUES
CARI-63-Z8 N66-23619
PHYSIOLOGICAL MECHANISMS INVOLVED IN VISUAL
PERCEPTION OF DISTANCE TO MOVINC nRJFCT_
N64-25160
INCIVICUAL PECULIARITIES IN DEPTH PERCEPTION MITH
OBJECT MOVING A_AY AND TOMARD SUBJECT
N64-25161
KINESTEETIC SPATIAL DISCRIMINATION IN SPORTS
N64-25156
OERMATOLDGY
SA CONTACT DERMATITIS
DERMATOLOGICAL STUOIES AND CUTANEOUS TOXICITY
OF CHEPICAL COMPOUNDS
AMRL-TDR-EG-13 N66-18932
TRACE ELEMENTS IN RADIATION DERNATITES
JPRS-2SS02 N66-25198
OERMATCLOGICAL EFFECTS OF AIRCRAFT FUEL AND
THERAPY
JPRS-1E055 N66-Z8631
DESERT ADAPTATION
ADAPTICN TO DESERT CONDITIONS - A PSYCHIATRIC
SURVEY AMONG U.S. ARMY PERSONNEL IN THE LIBYAN
SAHARA RELATING FINDINGS TO SENSORY DEPRIVATION
A66-80C18
THERMCREGULATORY RESPONSES OF MAN TO HOT DESERT
COKDITIONS A66-8062T
DESIGN
S COMPUTER DESIGN
S EXPERIMENT DESIGN
DETECTION
SA SIGNAL DETECTION
CF TARGET DISCRIMINATION
METHOD FOR DETECTING NEAK ANTTBOOIES - INCREASED
SENSITIVITY N66-12771
EFFECT OF REFERENCE DISPLAY ON HUMAN DETECTION
PERFORMANCE IN VISUAL VIGILANCE TASK
---_n__ N66-ZOGOg
DETECTING PROTEINS IN TRACE AMOUNTS BY J-BAKO
ANALYSIS
NASA-CR-56520 N66-22780
EFFECTIVENESS OF USING ENZYMES AS INDICATORS FOR
TOXIC SUBSTANCE DETECTION
JPRS-ZS?86 N66-ZT668
DETECTOR
SA LIFE DETECTOR
SA SOUND DETECTOR
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF LITERATURE OF DETECTION
INSTRUMENTS USED TO MONITOR TOXIC GAS
CONCENTRATION IN ATMOSPHERE
$1D-63-755 N66-10137
DETECTION INSTRUMENTS FOR TOXIC GASESt VAPORSt AND
DUSTS
JPRS-ZITT1 N66-10ZOS
DEUTERIUM
S HYDROGEN
DEUTERIUM OXIDE
EFFECT OF DEUTERIUM OXIDE ON PROPERTIES OF
DESCXYRIBONUCLEI£ ACTfl ANN PRnTFTN_
N66-18612
DEVICE
S CONTROL DEVICE
S ERROR CORRECTING DEVICE
S FEEDING DEVICE
S SAFETY DEVICE
S SAMPLING DEVICE
DIAGNOSIS
CF FUNCTION TEST
TETRAETHYLLEAD INTOXICATION DIAGNOSIS
A66-80196
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC CHANGES DURING NORK AND
PROLONGED EFFORT A66-B0228
PATHOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF MHIPLASH
INJURY A64-80233
MHIPLASH INJURY - MECHANICSt SITE OF INJURYv
DIAGNOSISt AND TREATMENT A66-80557
DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT OF CORNEAL ENDOTHELIAL
A-T5
DIAGRAM SUBJECTINDEX
DYSTRCPHY IN FLYING PERSONNEL A66-B0693
CYBERNETICS, HONEOSTASIS_ AND MODEL OF DISEASE AS
RELATED TC COMPUTER DIAGNOSIS A66-BOT33
EARLY CIAGNESIS AND THERAPY IN CARDIOVASCULAR
DISTURBANCES IN MAINTAINING FLYING STATUS OF AGING
AIRCREW A66-80865
PENTABCRANE INTOXICATION DIAGNOSED WITH
ELECTRCENCEPHALDGRAN AND OTHER MEANS AND TREATMENT
TECHNIQUE A66-81C66
POLYGRAPHIC METHOD FOR MONITORING PHYSIOLOGICAL
RESPONSE IN AUTOMATIC DIAGNOSIS OF HYPOXIA
A66-81285
POSSIELE DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUE FOR DETERMINING
BODY REACTION TO SHALL DOSES OF IONIZING RADIATION
BY OBSERVING PHOSPHINE THRESHOLD OF RETINA
N66-I56Tg
ANALYTICAL METHODS OF ELECTROENCEPHALDGRAPHY FOR
MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS
JPRS-23590 N66-16668
RADIATION MEDICINE - RADIATIUN EFFECTSy LIPID
METABCLISMt IMMUNOLGGYt AND DIAGNOSIS
ORINS-43 N64-16945
MEDICAL ELECTRONIC APPARATUS TO AID IN RECORDING
DIAGNOSIS N64-23464
COMPUTER SIMULATION OF HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY FOR
DIAGNOSIS DF HEART MALFUNCTION N64-23698
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT FOR CARDIOVASCULAR DIAGNOSIS
N66-30239
EVALUATION OF AUTOMATED HYPOTHESIS AIDS IN
MULTIMAN-MACHINE SYSTEMS TO ASSESS CR DIAGNOSE
THREATS - EAYES THEOREM
AMRL-TCR-64-51 N66-339C7
DIAGRAM
S GRAPH
DIAPHRAGM
RIB CAGE AND DIAPHRAGM CONTRIBUTIONS TD
VENTILATION IN MAN A66-80765
RESPIRATORY PHYSIOLOGY OF ABDCMINAL MUSCLE AND
OIAPHRAGM IN PRESSURE BREATHING
N64-17929
EFFECT OF NEUROMUSCULAR BLOCKING AGENT DN
DIAPHRAGM TISSUE CF RAT
AD-439676 N64-30538
DIET
SA SPACE FLIGHT FEEDING
CF NUTRITIONAL REQUIREMENTS
CF STARVATION
DIET CCMPOSITION AND CALORIC INTAKE EFFECTS ON
BODY WEIGHT DF COLD ACCLIMATED RATS
A64-BOCB9
SPACE FEEDING PROBLEMS SURVEYED
A66-80199
FECAL FLORA IN MAN UNDER NORMAL CDNDITICNS AND IN
SPACE FLIGHT SIMULATION WITH SPECIAL DIET
A64-80822
NUTRITIONAL ACCEPTABILITY OF FREEZE-DEHYDRATED
DIET PER SPACE FLIGHT MISSION A66-80863
SUPPLEMENIARY FEEDING OF CARBOHYDRATE AND EFFECT
CN PLASMA FREE FATTY ACIDS DURING PHYSICAL
EXERCISE A64-BOEB4
CALCIUM AND PHOSPHORUS DIETARY SUPPLEMENT AS
MEANS CF REDUCING STRONTIUM-gO ACCUMULATION IN
SKELETAL BONES OF RATS N64-12666
EFFECTS CF HIGH CONCENTRATION OF CARBON DIOXIDE
AND OF LIQUID DIET ON URINE EXCRETION OF STEROIDS
AND CATECHOLAMINES
SAM-TDR-63-63 N64-21094
AMINO ACIDS IN HUMAN DIET - NUTRITION STUDY
FTD-TT-66-1681166 N64-23308
CALCIUM ENRICHED LIQUID DIET FOR ASTRONAUT IN
SPACE
NASA-CR-SgO03 N64-33064
DIFFRACTION
S LIGHT TRANSMISSION
DIFFRACTOMETER
S PARTICLE SIZE
DIFFUSION
SA OSMOSIS
SA PERFUSION
OXYGEN TENSION DETERMINATION - OXYGEN DIFFUSION IN
GREY MATTER OF BRAIN AT CAPILLARY LEVEL
N64-16583
DROPLET SEDIMENTATION IN CONTINUOUS FLOWING SYSTEM
TO CONTROL ENZYME-SUBSTRATE REACTION BY DIFFUSION
AND GRAVITY N64-15211
DISTRIBUTION DF LUNG DIFFUSING CAPACITY IN
ANESTHETIZED DOG - BLOOD FLOW N66-1T946
EXTRACTION OF OXYGEN FROM SEA WATER BY OIFFUSION
THROUGH THIN PLASTIC MEMBRANES
AD-437359 N64-24BDT
DETERMINATION OF KINETICS OF DIFFUSION AND OSMOSIS
USING RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES N64-30395
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
CF INTESTINE
CF STOMACH
RADIO TELEMETRY STUDY OF PH OF DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
NASA-TT-F-9026 N64-2736T
RADIOTELEMETRY STUDY OF DIGESTIVE FUNCTIONS
Nb4-30237
PHYSIOLOGICAL STUDIES - BIOLOGICAL CYBERNETICS,
FLOATING RECORDING DEVICE FOR DIGESTIVE SYSTEM,
AND NYSTAGMUS RECORDING INSTRUMENTATION
FTD-TT-64-386/Ig2 N64-31074
DIGITAL COMPUTER
CF ANALOG COMPUTER
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE GENERATED BY NATURAL
EVOLUTION PROCESS A64-24824
COMPARATIVE EVALUATION DF BLOOD BY CHEMICAL
ANALYSIS AND BY DIGITAL COMPUTER
A66-BOb43
APPLICATION OF COMPACTNESS HYPOTHESIS TO VISUAL
IMAGE RECOGNITION BY GENERAL-PURPOSE DIGITAL
COMPUTER
JPRS-18126 N64-IBT42
GENERAL PURPOSE DIGITAL COMPUTERS IN CYBERNETICS -
SIMULATION OF BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMSt SELF-ORGANIZING
AND TEACHING, AND VISUAL IMAGE PERCEPTION
N66-I1533
MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND DIGIIAL COMPUTER STUDY OF
ABNCRMAL PHYSIOLOGICAL PHENOMENA IN
BALLISTGCAROIDGRAM
REPT.-11 N66-30693
DIGITAL SIMULATION
DIGITAL COMPUTER SIMULATION OF MAN-MACHINE
SYSTEMS, SIMULATING HUMAN OPERAIOR STRESS, URGENCY
CONDITIONS AND POINT OF BREAKDOWN
A64-129T6
DIMETHYL HYORAZINE
PROTECTIVE EFFICACY OF VITAMIN B 6 CONGENERS,
PYRIOOXINE AND PYRIDDXAMINE_ IN THE THERAPY OF
ACUTE I,I-OIMETHYLHYDRAZINE IUDMH/ INTOXICATION
A66-I0250
ROCKET FUEL EFFECT ON CCMPLEX AVOIDANCE BEHAVIOR
IN JAVA MONKEY A66-80335
BIOCHEMICAL AND PHARMACOLOGICAL STUDIES OF
DIMETHYLHYORAZINE
j
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ANRL-TCR-63-12T N64-16586
PATHOLOGY AND TOXICOLOGY OF REPEATED DOSES OF
HYDRAZINE AND CIMETHYLHYDRAZINE IN MONKEYS AND
RATS
ANRL-T_R-64-qB N64-29938
DIOXIDE
S NITROGEN OIOXIOE
DIPHENYL HYCANTOIN
ANCXIC GUINEA PIG AND CAT RESPIRATORY ACTIVITY
AND ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM AS AFFECTED BY
DIPHENYLHYDANTOINt TRIMETHADIONEt IQDOACETATEt AND
RESERPINE A66-80BOO
DIRECT CURRENT IDC/
CF ALTERNATING CURRENT /AC/
DIRECT-CURRENT EFFECT ON ULTRABOUNDARY
INHIBITION IN DOGS N66-12725
DISCHARGE
S GAS DISCHARGE
DISCRIMINATION
SA TIME DISCRIMINATION
NOISE EFFECTS ON DISCRIMINATION REACTION TIME
A66-80010
BISECTION OF DESIGNATED VISUAL SPACE AS FUNCTION
OF LUMINANCE AREA AND SEPARATION OF FIDUCIAL LINES
A64-B1300
FACTORS AFFECTING PHOTOGRAPHIC CHANGE
CISCRIMINATION N66-10533
ANIMAL DISCRIMINATION AND RECOGNITION IN NOISE-
FREE ENVIRONMENT Nb4-1BB36
COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF PROLONGED EFFECTS OF LYSERGIC
AC[O OIETHYL ANION ON ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAR RECOROS
DURING DISCRIMINATIVE PERFORMANCE IN CAT
N66-2262T
PREDICTING DIFFICULTY ENCOUNTERED IN LOCATING
TARGETS USING AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
AMRL-TCR-66-19 N66-22566
DISEASE
CF AIRBORNE INFECTION
CF ASTHMA
CF EPILEPSY
CF |NSCMNIA
CF LEUKEMIA
CF NEURASTHENIA
CF PARASITIC DISEASE
CF PATIENT
CF PNEUMCTHCRAX
CF POLIOMYELITIS
CF SCHIZOPHRENIA
CF SMALLPOX
INTERVERTEBRAL DISK DISEASE IN FLYING PERSONNEL
A66-1399_
CYBERNETICS, HOMEOSTASIS, AND NOOEL OF DISEASE AS
RELATED TO COMPUTER OIAGNCSIS A66-BO733
EARLY DIAGNOSIS AND THERAPY IN CARDIOVASCULAR
DISTURBANCES IN MAINTAINING FLYING STATUS OF AGING
AIRCREW A64-80865
PROBLEMS OF PATHOGENESISv DISEASE PREVENTION, £
THERAPY OF RADIATION INJURY N66-12806
RESISTJNCE OF NICE TO RESPIRATORY INFECTION AFTER
EXPOSURE TO ALTITUDE OF 35t000 FEET - SPACE CABIN
ENVIRONMENT
SAM-TCR-66-9 N66-22506
MICROWAVE TREATMENT DF DISEASES
JPRS-26038 N66-27670
INTEROEPENDENCE OF FACTORS LEADING TO CORONARY
DISEASE
REPT.-Q N66-29995
VITAMIN AND HORMONE EFFECTS ON HEMORRHAGIC DISEASE
IN RATS CAUSEO BY IRRADIATED FOOD
PR-16 N66-33993
DIURESIS
DISPLAY SYSTEM
CF IMAGE
EFFECT OF ADDING BODY MOTION CUES, PROVIDED BY
VEHICULAR MUTIONv UPON THE INTERPRETATION OF
OUTSIDE-IN AND INSIDE-OUT VISUAL DISPLAY
A66-10260
INPUT FACTORS AFFECTING ACCURACY NITH MHICH
OPERATOR CAN IDENTIFY LETTERS FROM BRIEFLY
EXPOSEDe RANDOMLY SAMPLED AND POSITIONED ALPHABET
DISPLAYS A66-21610
INTEGRATED GUIDE FOR DESIGNERS OF DISPLAYS FOR
COMPLEX SYSTEMS A66-22080
PERIPHERAL VISUAL DISPLAY SYSTEM FOR RANGE
PERCEPTION AUGMENTATION IN SIX DEGREE OF FREEDOM
MANUALLY CONTROLLED VEHICLES A66-23300
RANDOM SANPL|NG BEHAVIOR OF HUMAN MONITORS AND
CONTROLLERS OF MULTIPLE INSTRUMENT DISPLAY SYSTENS
A6_-2_126
OPERATOR DECISION PERFORMANCE COMPARED FOR
PROBABILISTIC AND NONPROBABILISTIC DISPLAYS OF
OBJECT LOCATION A66-26128
MAN-MACHINE TRACKING CONTROL SYSTEM OPTiMIZATIONw
USING PREDICTED INPUT DISPLAY SYSTEM NITH FAST
TIME OUTPUT SOLUTION A66-ZBI29
AIRCRAFT ENGINE INSTRUMENT DISPLAY TYPES IN
DISCUSSING EASE OF READING, ACCURACY, COMPLEXITY
AND SPACE A66-26310
NAN-MACHINE INTERACTION MODELS USED TO SHORTEN
PRELIMINARY SYSTEM OESIGN A66-26665
CONTROL-DISPLAY-HUMAN OPERATOR INTERACTION AND
PERFORMANCE ON COMPLEX PERCEPTUAL MOTOR TASK
A66-25202
VISUAL DISPLAY NODE EFFECTS ON OVERALL MEAN
PERFORMANCE FOR VIGILANCE TASKS
&6_-26850
FACILITATIVE INTERACTION BETNEEN TWO SEPARATE
CONTROL ELEMENTS MANIPULATED SIMULTANEOUSLYw
CALLED RESPONSE-RESPONSE COMPATIBILITYt APPLIED TO
TWO-HAND CRANKING TASK A66-26851
DISPLAY UPDATE RATE EFFECTS ON IMMEDIATE MEMORY OF
H_MAN MONITOR IN CONTROL SYSTEM
A66-26853
HEAD-UP DISPLAY SYSTEM FOR LOM FLYING OVER HILLS
AND POOR _EATHER APPROACHES AbB-285BB
BIOLOGICAL MECHANISMS APPLIED TO INSTRUMENT
DESIGN AND ENGINEERING - BIOINSTRUMENTATION
NASA-DR-T6 N6_-26609
POSITIVE VISUAL AFTER-IMAGE DF DISPLAY MATERIAL
FOR RECALL INFORMATION
NAVTRADEVCEN-1303-3 N66-26953
INFORMATION ASSIMILATION FROM ALPHA-NUMERIC
DISPLAYS - HUMAN PERCEPTION
AO-601973 N66-30666
HUMAN BEHAVIOR - PSYCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH ON DISPLAY
VARIABLES
RADC-TDR-66-266 N66-31695
DISSOCIATION
OF ELECTROLYSIS
OXYGEN DISSOCIATION CURVE DETERMINATION -
POLAROGRAPHIC MEASUREMENTS OF OXYGEN TENSION
N66-1793B
DISTANCE PERCEPTION
S DEPTH PERCEPTION
S PERSPECTIVE
DISTRIBUTION
S PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION
DIURESIS
WATER INTOXICATION _ DIURESIS IN AORENAL
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DIURNALRHYTHM
INSUFFICIENCYAND SIGNIFICANCE OF ADRENAL GLAND IN
OSMOREGULATION
NASAITT-F-9115 N66-33397
DIURNAL RHYTHM
AFTEREFFECT OF SLEEP DEPRIVATION ON VIGILANCE AND
CHOICE SERIAL REACTION RELATED TO DISTURBED
DIURNAL RHYTHM 666-12966
DIURNAL RHYTHM OF URINARY ELECTROLYTE EXCRETION AS
RELATED TO PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AND DIETARY INTAKE
666-80186
SEASONAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL CLINATE VARIATIONS -
PHYSICLOEICAL AND STRUCTURAL MODIFICATIONS
IN BIRO AND MAMMAL 666-80421
CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS AS RELATED TO HUMAN ENGINEERING
AND ASTRONAUT SELECTION AND PERFDRNANCE DURING
SPACE FLIGHT A66-BO66T
DIURNAL RHYTHM OF SENSITIVITY TO X-RAY IRRADIATION
IN TWO STRAINS OF MICE A66-80726
DIURNAL MITOTIC RHYTHM IN TISSUE CULTURES OF
MONKEY KIDNEY A66-80881
PHYSICLEGY CF DIURNAL RHYTHMS A64-80943
MUSCULAR INACTIVITY ANO EFFECT ON DIURNAL RHYTHM
OF BODY FUNCTION A66-81C56
DIURNAL RHYTHM IN PHOTOSYNTHETIC CAPACITY AND CELL
CIVISIEN OF ALGA PHAEOOACTYLUM TRICORNUTUM
A66-8IIIB
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECT ON 2k-HOUR RHYTHM OF
MITOSIS IN CORNEAL EPITHELIUN OF NGUSE
664-813C8
DIURNAL VARIATION
DIURNAL VARIATION IN BODY TEMPERATURE DURING RAPID
AIR TRANSPORTATION ACROSS LONGITUDES
A66-806C6
DIURNAL TEMPERATURE VARIATION OF CYNOMCLGUS
NONKEYt MACACA IRUSv IN RESPONSE TO CHANGES IN
ROUTINE LIGHTING A66-BD591
NIGHT AND DAY NEAPCN DELIVERY ACCURACY BY PILOTS
OF HIGH PERFORMANCE AIRCRAFT AS RELATED TO
SYMPATHETIC NERVESv ADRENAL ACTIVITY1 MINERAL
METABCLISMe AND ACID-BASE BALANCE
A66-BD823
DIURNAL VARIATION IN PLASMA VOLUME AND HEMOGLOBIN
CONCENTRATION OF NORMAL AND HYPERTENSIVE SUBJECTS
TREATED WITH GUANETHIOINE OR OTHER DRUGS
A66-81095
DIURNAL VARIATIONS OF GASTRIC SECRETION IN
MONKEY 666-81312
DNA
S DEGXYRIBDNUCLEIC ACID
DOCKING
PILOT CONTROL OF ORBITAL DOCKING OF ATTITUDE-
STABILIZED VEHICLE BY VISUAL-CUE GUIDANCE - FIXED-
BASE SIMULATOR
NASA-TN-D-2C36 N66-12715
DOERFLER°STENART TEST
HEARING LOSS DETERMINED BY MODIFIED OCERFLER-
STEWART TEST A66-80C62
DOG
STRESS REACTION EVOKED BY FORMALIN INJECTION -
MANIFESTATION IN HIGHER NERVOUS ACTIVIT_ DF DOGS
A66-80061
REMEVAL AND COLLECTION OF EXCRETA FROM DOGS IN
PROLONGED EXPERIMENTS A66-80062
BRAIN OXYGEN TENSION IN DOGS DURING PQSITIVEt
NEGATIVEt AND TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION
A66-BOO63
EARLY RESPIRATORY AND CIRCULATORY RESPONSE OF
SUBJECT INDEX
ANESTHETIZED DOG TO HYPOTHERMIA
A66-80069
VENTILATORY RESPONSE TO HYPERCAPNIA DURING HYPOXIA
AND HYPEROXIA IN NORMAL AND CHEMDDENERVATED DOGS
A66-BOOS2
HYPERVENTILATION IN INTACT AND CHEMDDENERAVATED
DOGS IN RESPONSE TO HYPERCAPNIA
A66-80053
CEREBROSPINAL FLUID AND PLASMA BICARBONATE AND
ELECTROLYTES IN DOG IN ACUTE ANO PROLONGED
HYPERCAPNIA A66-8OOB5
DEXTRAN INFLUENCE ON ELECTROCARDIOGRAM OF
HYPOTHERMIC DOGS A66-BOOB6
HEMATDCRIT RATIO AND SURVIVAL OF UNACCLIMATIZED
DOGS AT SIMULATED ALTITUDE A66-80103
PRESSURE BREATHING PATTERN VARIATION AND ALVEOLAR
ARTERIAL GRADIENTS IN DOGS A66-BOI06
TEMPERATURE REGULATION AND HYPGTHALAMIC AND SKIN
TEMPERATURES IN DOG AND RHESUS MONKEY
A66-BOlI3
HEMATOCRIT CHANGES IN COG UNDER HYPERBARIC OXYGEN
666-B0156
CIRCULATORY AND RESPIRATORY CHANGES IN DOG DURING
HYPERTHERMIA OF HEAD OR WHOLE BODY
A66-80195
PENTABORANE TOXICITY IN MICE_ RATSw AND DOGS
DURING SHORT EXPOSURE INHALATION
A66-80206
COMPUTATION OF BLOOD FLEW VELOCITY FROM PRESSURE
PULSE CC_PARED WITH MEASUREMENT BY ULTRASONIC
FLGWME_LR 666-80259
NEUROLOGICAL EFFECTS OF IRRADIATION OF HEAD IN OOG
664-80332
BRAIN OXYGEN TENSION IN DOG DURING PDSITIVEv
NEGATIVE, AND TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION
666-B0359
CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSE TO ACUTE HYPOCAPNIA DUE TO
OVERBREATHING A66-B0607
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS IN SPACE
FLIGHT DN ANIMALS AND MEN - A REVIEW
A66-BOGB8
NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF EARLY SENSORY
RESTRICTION ON DOG A66-BO693
ARTERIAL BLOOD CHANGES IN LACTIC ACID CONTENT IN
UNANESTHETIZED DOGS AT 21tODD FEET
A66-BOSI9
NOISE EFFECT DN CONDITIONED REFLEXES, BRAIN
FUNCTIONe AND CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM IN DOG AND
RABBIT A66-B0559
HYPCTHERMIC EFFECT ON GLYCOLYSIS AND OXYGEN
CONSUMPTION IN DOG KIDNEY A64-BO569
HYPERCAPNIA AND RETINAL VESSEL SIZE AT CONSTANT
INTRACRANIAL PRESSURE IN DOG A64-B0611
SUGAR AND GLYCOGEN BLOOD LEVELS OF RABBIT AND
DOG EXPOSED TD PROLONGED VIBRATION
A66-B0725
LUNG MECHANICS AND VENOUS ADMIXTURE AS AFFECTED BY
NEGATIVE PRESSURE BREATHING OF 100 PER CENT OXYGEN
IN DOG A66-BOT38
RESPIRATORY CENTER REFLEX EXCITABILITY CHANGES IN
DOG INHALING OXYGEN A66-B0753
CHANGES IN RED BLOOD CELLS, PLASMA VOLUME, BLOOD
PRESSURE, AND ORGANS DURING DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS
IN DOG A66-BOT62
j -
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OXYGENATION OF BRAIN TISSUE IN DOG DURING
BREATHING OF VARIOUS CONCENTRATIONS OF CARBON
DIOXIDE AND OXYGEN A66-80793
FORNARD ACCELERATION EFFECT ON BLOOD OXYGEN IN
ANESTHETIZED DOG BREATHING ROOM AIR AND BREATHING
99.6 PER CENT OXYGEN A66-80817
CORONARY FLOg RESPONSE TO HYPCCAPNIA OF DOG
INDUCED BY HYPERVENT|LATEON A64-BOB29
EFFECTS OF MICRONAVE EXPOSURE ON HENATOPOIETIC
SYSTEM IN DOG A64-BOB30
PLASMA CATECHOLA_INE AgO HISTAMINE CONTENTS IN DOG
CURING SURFACE HEATING A64-80874
CONCENTRATION OF CARBON DIOXIDE, HYPERCAPNIA AND
EFFECT ON CORONARY CIRCULATION IN DOG
A_-BOB92
CYANOSIS, HEMATOLOGIC CHANGE, EYE AN{) NOSE
IRRITATIEN OF RAT AND COG CUE TO VARYING
CONCENTRATION ANO EXPOSURE OF TETRAFLUOROHYORAZINE
A64-80970
VEETILATCRY RESPONSE OF DOG TC INTERNITTENT
INSPIRED CARBON OIOXIOE A64-80_3
PULPONARY AND SYSTEMIC HENCDYNAMICS OF PASSIVELY
HYPERVENTILATED DOG AS RELATED TO PH AND CARBON
DIOXIDE TENSION A66-81C09
CIRCULATORY RESPONSE TO HYPOXIA IN
UNANESTHETIZEC COG NITH AND NITHOUT
CARDIAC DENERVATION A66-BIC61
CAROTID SINUS DEPRESSOR REFLEXES OF DOG DURING
HYPOTHERMIA A64-B1062
RADIATION PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF PYRIDOXAL-5-
PHOSPHATE IN RAT AND BOG A66-81092
SELECTIVE MECHANISR OF ORIENTATION REFLEX IN
RESPONSE TO CONBENEO STIMULUS A66-81096
VESTIBULAR MECHANIS_, MOTION SICKNESS, AND DRUG
THERAPY OF DOG AND HUMAN SUBJECTS NITH
PHENOTHIAZINE, THIETHYLPERAZINE
A6k-8109B
DIRECT AND REFLEX EFFECTS OF HYPCXIA, HYPOTENSION,
AND HYPOTHERN]A ON HEART OF DOG
A64-BII02
LOCAL REGULATION OF BLOOD FLON IN SKELETAL MUSCLE
OF DOG A64-81133
PATHDGENESIS OF HIGH-ALTITUDE EMPHYSEMA N[TH AND
NITHOUT PRESSURE BREATHING A66-BI158
CHLORPRO_AZINE EFFECT ON PERIPHERAL CIRCULATION
AND OXYGEN CONSUMPTION IN MUSCLE OF EXTREMITIES IN
MAN AND cog A66-BI209
ADRENALIN EFFECT ON RELATIONSHIP BETNEEN OXYGEN
NEED AND SUPPLY IN HEART IN DOG
A66-81210
AUTOREGULATION OF BLOOD CIRCULATION IN SKELETAL
RUSCLE OF COG A66-81236
BLCOO FLOg RATE, VENOUS PRESSUREt ANO OXYGEN
EFFECT ON ELOOO FLOg RESISTANCE IN DOG FORELIMB
A66-81237
EVIDENCE FOR TISSUE OXYGEN DEMAND AS MAJOR FACTOR
IN AUTDREGULATION IN OOG A66-81238
CARDIAC FUNCTION DURING INDUCED HYPOXIA IN DOG AT
SIMULATED HIGH ALTITUDE A66-81269
HYPOXIC EFFECT ON NUMBER AND FRAGILITY OF
ERYTHROCYTES IN YOUNG ANO MATURE DOG
A66-81250
AGE EFFECT ON ADAPTATION AND PHYSIOLOGICAL
RESPONSE TO ACUTE HYPOXTA IN RAT AND DOG
A66-BIZ§l
DOG
POLAROGRAPHIC METHOD FOR STUDY OF OXYGEN
SATURATION OF BRAIN TISSUE IN DOG
A64-B1256
OXYGEN SATURATION IN BRAIN TISSUE IN COG INHALING
VAR|OUS GASEOUS MIXTURES A66-B1255
OXYGEN SATURATION AND TEMPERATURE OF BRAIN TISSUES
UNDER CONDITIONS OF PHYSIOLOGICAL STRESS
DETERMINED BY PDLAROGRAPHIC NETHOO IN DOG
A64--81256
ROLE OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM IN ADAPTATION TO
HYPOXIA A66-B1258
DEPRESSION OF OXYGEN CONSURPTTON AND CARBON
DIOXIDE REMOVAL IN PRESSURE BREATHING UTILIZING
MASK A66-B1265
HIGH ALTITUDE EFFECT ON SALIVARY SECRETION AND
KIDNEY FUNCTION IN DOG A64-B12TT
KIDNEY FUNCTION AT HIGH ALTITUDE IN DOG
A66-BIZTB
NEUROHUMORAL CHANGES IN BLOOD OF DOG AND DOMESTIC
FONL AT HIGH ALTITUDE A64-812T9
INHIBITOR OF THYROID AND EFFECT ON ADAPTATION TO
HIGH ALTITUDE IN DOGS A66-81ZBO
PROPAGATION OF ULTRASONIC gAVES IN BLOOD OF DOGS -
DYNAMICS OF ACUTE RADIATION SICKNESS
JPRS-21TT5 N66-10206
SOME OISTRIBUTION CHARACTERISTICS OF STRONTIUM 90
IN SKELETONS OF DOGS AFTER SINGLE AND LONG-TERM
DOSES
JPRS-21997 N66-10389
PROTON AND GAMMA IRRADIATION EFFECT ON FUNCTION OF
VESTIBULAR ANALYZER IN COGS
JPRS-22120 N66-11273
PREVENTION AND TREATMENT OF ACUTE RAOIATION
SICKNESS IN DOGS glTH SOOIUH GALLATE
JPRS-19269 N64-11349
MOBILITY RESPONSES IN ANTENATALLY IRRADIATED DOGS
AT VARIOUS AGES - SENSORY STIMULATION
N66-11524
BIOCHEM[CAL INVESTIGATION OF BLOOD 6 URINE OF DOGS
AFTER SPACE FLIGHT N64-116T3
BIOCHEMICAL INVESTIGATION OF BLOOD OF DOGS AFTER
SPACE FLIGHT N66-11676
BLOOD CIRCULATION iN EARS OF DOGS AFTER SPACE
FLIGHT N66-11675
METHODS FOR RECORDING PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA IN DOG
LAYKA DURING SOVIET SPACE FLIGHT
N66-11690
SELECTION 6 PREPARATION OF DOGS FOR SPACE FLIGHT
EXPERIMENTATION N66-11692
HARNESS FOR AFFIXING SENSORS TO DOGS FOR
REGISTRATION OF PHYSIOLOGICAL PHENONENA DURING
SPACE FLIGHT N66-11694
PROVIDING FOOD AND MATER FOR DOGS DURING SPACE
FLIGHT N66-11695
BIOLOGICAL 8 PHYSIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS CARRIED
OUT ON DOGS IN PRESSURIZED SPACE CABIN DURING
SPACE FLIGHT N64-11696
PHYSIOLOGY OF DOG RESPIRATORY AND CARDIOVASCULAR
SYSTERS DURING STRESS OF ACCELERATIGN
N66-11699
EFFECT OF ACCELERATION STRESS 8 NEIGHTLESSNESS ON
PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS OF DOGS IN BALLISTIC
ROCKET FLIGHTS N66-1186D
X-RADIATION EFFECTS ON LIFESPANt E CARDIOVASCULAR
AND REPRODUCTIVE SYSTERS OF DOG
A-7g
DOLPHIN SUBJECT INDEX = _
UCC-1C7 N64-12111
BONE MARROW TRANSPLANTATION EFFECT ON DOGS WITH
ACUTE RADIATION SICKNESS
JPRS-2259I N64-12149
REDUCED SET POINT TEMPERATURE IN EXERCISING DOG
AMRL-TCR-63-93 N64-12219
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT CF LOW DOSES OF RADIOACTIVE
ISCTOPES - SOOIUM-24 AND PHOSPHORUS-32 IN RATS,
RABBITSt AND COGS N64-12433
DIRECT-CURRENT EFFECT ON ULTRABCUNDARY
INHIBITION IN COGS N64-12725
PROTEIN METABOLISM IN DOGS GIVEN TREATMENT FOR
ACUTE RADIATION SICKNESS N64-12780
INOCULATION OF DOG LIVER WITH VIRUS FOR
SUSCEPTIBILITY TEST
LF-lO N64-13344
REPEATED POSITIVE ACCELERATION OF LOW INTENSITY 8
LONG DURATION - ANATOMICAL STUDY OF DOG KIDNEY
N64-13462
RECTAL TEMPERATURE OF WORKING SLED DOGS IN LOW
TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENT
AAL-TDR-63-40 N64-13633
EFFECTS OF EXTERNALLY APPLIED PHYSICAL VIBRATION
ON TISSUES OF COG EYE
AHRL-TCR-63-120 N64-16696
CARDIORESPIRATORY RESPONSES OF ANESTHETIZED DOGS
TO COMPRESSION THERAPY FOLLOWING EXPERIMENTAL
DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS
SAM-TDR-63-96 N64-15744
TOXICOLOGY - EFFECTS OF ENDRIN INSECTICIDE ON DOG
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
CARI-63-16 N64-16541
TECHNICUES FOR MEASURING INTRAPLEURAL AND
PERICARDIAL PRESSURES IN DOGS
AMRL-TCR-63-IO7 N64-I6BCg
OXYGEN _ CARBON OICXIDE TENSIONS IN DOG PULMONARY
VEIN N64-17943
DISTRIBUTION OF LUNG DIFFUSING CAPACITY IN
ANESTHETIZED DOG - BLOOD FLOW N64-17966
CHANGES IN ARTERIAL LACTIC ACID OF DOGS AT HIGH
ALTITUCE
SAM-TCR-66-2 N64-18886
ADDITION OF MODES CF RADIATION INJURY IN PRODUCING
LETHALITY IN DOGS, MICE, AND RATS
UR-656 N64-20696
MEASUREMENT OF ISOMETRIC CONTRACTION AND EJECTION
TIME BY VIEROCAROIDGRAM OF ANESTHETIZED DOG
N64-21346
CATECHOLAMINES IN VARIOUS ORGANS OF DOGS UNDER
CONDITIONS OF DEEP HYPDTHERNIA
FTD-TT-63-1C964I_2 N64-22142
EFFECTS OF INSECTICIDE ENDRIN ON RENAL FUNCTION
HEMODYNAMICS IN DOGS
CARI-63-26 N64-23700
X-RAY IRRADIATION EFFECTS ON WORK CAPACITY AND
LIFESPAN OF DOGS
UCD-472-109 N64-25111
EFFECT OF STRONTIUM 90 AND RADIUM 226 ON BEAGLE
UCC-472-110 N64-26043
CHANGES OF HENATDPQIETIC TISSUE IN DOG WITH ACUTE
RADIATION SICKNESS AFTER BONE MARROW TRANSPLANT
JPRS-25251 N64-26055
NORHAL VARIATIONS OF VECTURCARDIOGRAM CCMPONENTS
IN DOG, CAT, AND RABBIT
JPRS-25599 N64-2731B
OXYGEN TENSION IN LIVING BRAIN TISSUE OF DOG
DURING LONG ACCELERATION
FTD-TT-63-B4B/182 N64-29278
CHANGES IN CEREBRAL METABOLIC PARAMETERS OF DOGS
DURING PROGRESSIVE HYPOTHERMIA
SAN-TDR-64-44 N64-2928B
CATHETER-TIP FLOW METER FOR MEASUREMENT OF
CORONARY ARTERIAL BLOOD FLOW IN DOGS
SAM-TDR-66-33 N64-2ggBg
MORPHOLOGICAL CONNECTIONS AND RESPCNSES OF VISUAL
ANALYZER IN CEREBRAL CORTEX OF DOG
N64-31462
PATHS FOR PRIMARY SPECIFIC INFORMATION CONDUCTION
IN VISUAL ANALYZER SYSTEM OF DOG
N64-31463
INTERACTION OF EXCITATICN 8 INHIBITION PROCESSES
IN ACOUSTIC ANALYZER OF COG IN RESPONSE TO PURE
TONES N64-31464
ENDOCRINE AND METABOLIC RESPONSE OF RESTRAINED
DOGS TO WHOLE-BODY VIBRATION
ANRL-TDR-64-54 N64-31943
HEMATOLOGICAL_ BIOCHEMICAL, AND MORPHOLOGICAL
CHANGES IN DOGS DURING RECOVERY PERIOD FROM
RADIATION SICKNESS N64-327BO
DOLPHIN
COMMUNICATION BETWEEN NAN AND OTHER SPECIES -
DOLPHIN STUDIES
NASA-CR-56530 N64-22791
BIOLOGICAL COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH ° COMMUNICATION
BETWEEN DOLPHINS
NASA-CR-53228 N66-23391
DOSAGE
SA RADIATION DOSE
EFFECTS OF MOLECULAR WEIGHT AND DOSAGE ON
COAGULATION INHIBITION BY HIGH-WEIGHT POLYMERS IN
RABBITS N66-31363
DOSIMETER
RADIATIUN HAZARD IN X-RAY CLINICS1 CAPACITOR
DOSIMETER FOR X-RAY AND GAMMA RADIATION, AND
ELECTRDKYNOGRAPHS
JPRS-17533 N6_-IO561
GLASS MICRDDOSIMETER ROD MEASUREMENT OF RADIATION
DOSE WITHIN TISSUE
UR-651 N64-31059
DOSIMETRY
COSMIC RADIATION HAZARD FOR MANNED SPACE FLIGHT -
PHARMACOLOGICAL PROTECTION, PHYSICAL { BIOLOGICAL
DOSIMETRY N64-IDSI4
RADIATION DOSE DISTRIBUTION IN MODEL ASTRONAUT
ANRL-TDR-64-9 N64-186Zg
ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES FOR NEUTRON FOIL AND GAMMA
DOSINETRY
AFSWC-TDR-62-10T N64-21523
PROBLEMS OF RADIATION DUSIMETRY IN X-RAY
DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT N64-Z2732
DOSINETRY FOR RADIATION DAMAGE STUDIES
ANL-6826 N64-25205
FAST NEUTRON SPECTRUM AND DOSINETRY OF REACTOR
MEDICAL THERAPY FACILITY BEAM
MITNE-AT N64-25472
RADIATION DOSIMETRY ABOARD MERCURY /HA-8/
SPACECRAFT
NASA-TN-D-1862 N64-28320
DOSIMETRIC DATA EVALUATION ON SOLID ANGLE
BREAKDOWN OF SHIELD THICKNESS FOR APOLLO VEHICLE -
RADIATION HAZARD IN SPACE FLIGHT
NASA-CR-59266 N66-33286
A-8O
SUOJECT INDEX
DOUGLAS DO-8 AIRCRAFT
HUPIDITY IN THE CABIN OF A DOUGLAS DO-8 AIRLINER
DURING CEMMERICAL FLIGHT A66-BOD25
DRAG MEASUREMENT
gIKO PEASUREMEMTS OF BLAST FORCES OH BODY DURING
RRESSURE LOSS - EFFECT OF CLOTHING ON DRAG FORCES
ANO BCCY MEASUREMENTS DURING MIND TUNNEL TESTS
AC-6022DT N66-32C66
DRIVE
INCREASED HEART RATE AFFECTING PSYCHOMOTOR
PERFORMANCE A66-8C13B
PERFORMANCE OECREMENT IN VEHICLE DRIVING SKILL
REPTo-59T N66-16OB9
DRUG
CF ANESTHETIC
CF ANTIBIOTICS
CF ANFIHISTIMIC
CF BARBITURATE
CF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DEPRESSANT
CF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM STIMULANT
CF DOSAGE
CF PHARMACOLOGY
CF TRANQUILIZER
TRANGUILIZINGt ANALEPTIC AND VASODILATIHG DRUGS
EFFECT DN PHYSICAL MCRK CAPACITY AND DRTHCSTATIC
TOLERANCE A66-22DST
CHEMICAL PROTECTION OF THE BODY AGAINST IONIZING
RADIATION A66-80166
LOSS CF CONSCIOUSNESS ASSOCIATED WITH POISONS,
INCLUDING CARBON MONOXEDEt AND VARIOUS DRUGS
A66-BOT16
PROPOSED UNIVERSAL SYMBOL TO WARN AVIATION
PERSONNEL OF ADVERSE DRUG EFFECTS
A64-BOB63
ELECTRCNYSTAGMOGRAPH RECORDING OF RESPONSE TO
VARIED LIGHT AND SOUND, MENTAL PROBLEMSt ACTIVITYe
AND CHEMICAL FACTORS RELATED TO TRAVEL SICKNESS
A66-BOQ80
ATROPINE, CATECHOLAMINE, AND EXPERIMENTAL DRUGS AS
RELATED TC REFLEX VASDDTLATATION PRODUCED BY
RADIANT _EATING OF TRUNK A66-BDQD8
VEKTIL_TORY RESPONSE TO EXCESS CARBON DIOXIDE AND
HYPCXEA AND RELATION TO DRUG EFFECT
A66-81229
EFFECTS CF IRRADIATION AND ANTIRADIATICN DRUGS ON
_ETABCLISK
JPRS-216T2 N66-10596
PSYCHCPHARMACOLOG|CAL COMPOUNDS - CLASSIFICATION1
SYNONYPS, OFFICIAL NAMES, CHEMICAL STRUCTURE, USE,
DOSAGE, AND NOTES ON EFFECT
JPRS-22042 N66-11269
ANTIHYFERTENSIVE DRUG SYNTHESIS
JPRS-22526 N66-121_6
RELATIVISTIC EFFECT, USE, AND RESPIRATORY
PflTSICLOGY OF MUSCLE RELAXANTS
JPRS-22995 N66-16CT6
AMTIEMETICS, TRANQUILIZERS, SEDATIVES, AND
ANALEPTICS INFLUENCE ON PILOT PERFORMANCE
N66-15C4L
DRUGS FOR DISEASES OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
JPRS-23256 N66-15382
DERIVAITVES OF DIPHENYLMETHANEt FRDPANDLe
UNSATURATED TERTIARY ALCOHOLS, DIPHENAZIN, AND
NDSTYN FOR TREATNENT OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
N66-15383
ELECTRONARCOSES OF LOWER VERTEBRATES AND
COMBINATION NITH DRUG NARCOSIS IN MAMMALS
FTD-TT-63-9311182 N66-2406_
TOXICOLDGY- ACTION OF DRUGS ON ANIMALS
N66-26612
OYSBARISM
PHARMACOLOGY E TOXlCCLCGY OF DRUGS IN CLOSED
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS N66-26617
DRUG EFFECT ON RAT LEVER-PRESSING RESPONSE
NASA-RP-262 N66-25975
EFFECTS OF TRANGUILIZINGv ANALEPTIC, AND
VASDDILATING DRUGS ON PHYSICAL NORK CAPACITY AND
DRTHOSTATIC TELERANCE
CARI-63-36 N66-26865
ANIMAL STUDIES ON EFFECTS OF ANTISERDTONIN DRUGS
AD-667866 N66-33662
DRUG DEVELOPMENT AND PSYOHOPHYSIOLDG|C ASPECTS OF
VISUAL PERCEPTION
AD-46T092 N6_-33690
DRY HEAT
REVIEN OF BIOLOGICAL AND PHYSICAL FACTORS IN DRY
HEAT STERILIZATION A66-26979
DRY HEAT STERILIZATION DF SPACE PROBES -
BICLDGICALI CHEMICAL_ AND PHYSICAL FACTORS
INFLUENCING EFFECTIVENESS
NASA-CR-SB285 NEk-28766
DUAL CONTROL PROBLEM
S LINEAR PROGRAMMING
DUFFING EQUATION
S PROBABILITY
DUNALIELLA
OPTIMIZATION OF ILLUMINATION AND TEMPERATURE
EFFECT ON CHLOROPHYLL CONCENTRATION OF DUNALIELLA
SALIMA CELLS N64-2365T
DUST
DETECTION iNSTRUMENTS FOR TOXIC GASES, VAPORS! AND
DUSTS
JPRS-21771 N66-102C5
DYE
INDOCYANINE GREEN EXTRACTION AND ESTIMATED HEPATIC
BLOOD FLOg DURING EXERCISE IN UPRIGHT NAN
A66-80EBQ
SPIRALIZATION OF TRANSPORT RIBONUCLEIC ACID
MEASURED BY DURATION OF FLUORESCENCE OF ACRIOINF
ORANGE DYE
JPRS-22521 N66-1206T
WATER INTOXICATION DUE TO GASTRIC LAVAGE IN CASES
OF SUSPECTED ANILINE POISONING
NASA-TT-F-9056 N66-31665
DYNA-SOAR SPACE GLIDER
S X-2O AIRCRAFT
DYNAMIC RESPONSE
EFFECTS OF HIGH SUSTAINED ACCELERATION ON PILOT
PERFORMANCE AND DYNAMIC RESPONSE
NASA-TN-D-206T N66-26815
DYNAMIC STABILITY
HYPERVELDC|TY WIND TUNNEL TESTS FOR DYNAMIC
STABILITY OF CONE WITH NITROGEN GAS INJECTION INTO
FLDN FIELD AT NOSE
REPT.-2-S97_OI3R-BT9 N64-15363
OYNAMICS
SA AERODYNAMICS
SA BIDDYNAMICS
SA GAS DYNAMICS
SA HYDRODYNAMICS
SA THERMODYNAMICS
CF KINETICS
DYNAMICS OF CHANGES IN CARBON DIOXIDE IN BODY AND
BLOOD N66-17950
DYNAMIC PHENOMENA IN MICROSPHERES FROM THERMAL
PROTEINOID N66-LgB25
DYSBARISM
ETIOLOGY OF OYSBARISM - DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS
AD-601600 N66-32400
A-81
EAR SUBJECT INDEX ,-
E
EAR
SA COCHLEA
ACEUSTIC REFLEX OF MIDDLE EAR UPON STEP
STIMULATION OF NHITE NOISE STUDIED BY VARIATION CF
INPUT IMPEDANCE TO HUMAN SUBJECTS
A64-238D8
ACOUSTICAL IMPEDANCE PRESENTED TO EARPHONES BY
HUMAN EAR IS CRITICAL OESIGN FACTOR OF ACCURATE
ARTIFICIAL EAR A66-26636
ORIGIN UF SINUSITIS AND OTITIS AND MECHANISM OF
BARCTRAUMA IN AVIATORS AND TRAVELERS
A66-80264
MONAURAL ADAPTATION TO SOUND AND EFFECT OF NOISE
EXPOSURE IN CONTRALATERAL EAR A6@-803T2
INCREASED OXYGEN PARTIAL PRESSURE IN ABSENCE OR
PRESENCE OF NITROGEN AS RELATED TO EARe NOSEt DARK
ADAPTATICNI AND KIDNEY FUNCTION IN SPACE CABIN
SIYULATCR A64-80627
EAR AS FRECUENCY ANALYZER A66-BI235
BLOOD CIRCULATION IN EARS OF DOGS AFTER SPACE
FLIGHT N66-l1675
HISTCLCGICAL STUDIES ON INNER EARS OF SQUIRREL
MONKEYS
NASA-CR-55517 N64-1632B
STUDY EF VESTIBULAR SUPPRESSION PHENOMENA IN CATS
ANRL-TCR-63-119 N66-16EIO
HISTCCHEMICAL AND ELECTRON NICRCSCOPIC STUDIES OF
GRAVITY RECEPTOR CELLS OF UTRICLE OF GUINEA PIGS
SUEJECTEC TD RACIAL ACCELERATION
JPRS-2383T N64-lBCE4
HISTOLEGICAL STUDY OF CHIMPANZEE MIDDLE AND INNER
EAR
ARL-TCR-66-1 N66-L8650
MEDICAL RESEARCH IN AUDIOLOGY - FUNCTION OF
AUDITORY ANALYZER AND INSTRUNENTS FOR EAR SURGERY
JPRS-2_519 N66-20229
NEURAL NECHANISNS FOR RESPONSE OF MIDDLE EAR
MUSCLES
REFT.-1128 N66-25125
ROLE DF PINNA IN HUMAN LOCALIZATION
AD-600151 N66-30491
IDENTIFICATION OF RUDIMENTARY SENSORY ORGAN AT
JUNCTION OF INFERIOR UTRICULAR SINUS AND
SEMICIRCULAR CANAL IN MAN AND OTHER MAMMALS -
PHYSIOLOGY
NASA-CR-59376 N66-33?D6
EAR PRESSURE TEST
MIDDLE EAR PRESSURE DETERMINED BY MASTOID PUNCTURE
TECHNIGUE A64-80307
EARTH
HYDROCARBONS OF TERRESTRIAL SAMPLES AND ORGUEIL
METEORITE ANALYZED, SHOWING THAT ALKANES ARE BEST
INDICATORS OF FORMER LIFE ON EARTH
A64-18666
CHEMICAL ORIGINS OF LIFE ON EARTH AND OTHER
PLANETS A66-B0529
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE AS RELATED TD ORIGIN OF
TERRESTRIAL LIFE A66-80530
ORIGIN OF LIFE IN SPACE COMPARED TO THAT ON EARTH
A66-8091T
SYNTHESIS OF ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE UNDER POSSIBLE
PRIMITIVE EARTH CONDITIONS
NASA-RP-_6 N66-13168
EARTH ATMOSPHERE
EVIDENCE OF CHEMICAL NATURE OF ORIGIN OF LIFE ON
EARTH AND IN SPACE A66-8C962
EARTH ORBIT
SPACE ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS ON STORED HUMAN BLOOD
IN EARTH ORBIT
SSD-TDR-66-1 N66-19186
BIOMEDICAL AND HUMAN FACTORS FOR MANNED EARTH
ORBITING STATION
NASA-CR-56021 N66-25950
ECHO SUPPRESSION
S VOICE COMMUNICATION
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM
SA CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM
SELF-MAINTAINING PHOTOELECTRIC CELL OF BLUE-GREEN
ALGAL NAT AND BACTERIA AS LAYERED ECOSYSTEM IS
EXAMINED FOR ELECTRICAL AND ORGANIC POTENTIAL
ENERGY A6_-16152
SUBRADIATTON EFFECTS ON BIOLOGICAL OBJECTS
CONCERNING NATURAL RADIATION ENVIRONMENT
A66-20691
ECOLOGY
RADIOACTIVE CARBON-16 FOR AQUATIC ECOLOGY STUDY -
HYDROBIDLOGY
JPRS-20616 N6_-10593
ECOLOGIC RELATIONSHIPS EETNEEN BACTERIA AND ALGAE
IN PHOTOSYNTHETIC GAS EXCHANGERS
NASA-CR-55623 N6_-16325
ANIMAL POPULATION AND ECOLOGY AT ATOMIC PONER-
PLANTS
TID-19562 N66-16556
GEOCHEMICAl ECOLOGY OF INTERRELATIONSHIPS OF
LIVING ORGANISMS NITH ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
JPRS-269TB N66-21681
ECONOMICS
TECHNOLOGICAL, PHYSICAL, METEOROLOGICAL,
BIOLOGICAL AND ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF SPACE
EXPLORATION A66-80T86
RELATION OF CYBERNETICS TO BIOLOGY, NEDICINE,
ECONOMICS, AND ENGINEERING
JPRS-22931 N6_-16162
ETHICS, ECONOMICS, AND ATTITUDES AS FACTORS IN
AIRCRAFT FLIGHT SAFETY N66-22062
EDENA
NATER AND MINERAL METABOLIC NASTE IN INSULIN EDEMA
NASA-TT-F-9112 N66-33395
EDUCATION
CYBERNETICS IN EDUCATION AND AUTOMATION
JPRS-18832 N66-11058
CYBERNETICS IN RELATION TO IMPROVED EDUCATION AND
TRAINING N66-21059
MATHEMATICAL AND CYBERNETIC METHODS APPLIED TO
PEDAGOGY N6_-15167
EEG
S ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM
EFFECT
S BIOLOGICAL EFFECT
S CHEMICAL EFFECT
S GRAVITATIONAL EFFECT
S HALL EFFECT
S HEAT EFFECT
LONG PERIOD EFFECT
PELTIER EFFECT
TEMPERATURE EFFECT
VESTIBULAR EFFECT
VIBRATION EFFECT
S
S
S
S
S
EGG
S EMBRYO
EINSTEIN EQUATION
S RELATIVITY THEORY
A-82
SUBJECT INDEX
EJECTIOll
CF BAILOUT
B-58 ESCAPE CAPSULE FLIGHT TEST OF EIGHT EJECTIONS
AT SUBSONIc AND SUPERSONIC SPEEDS TO ESTIMATE
HUMAN RESPONSE TO ACCELERATION A64-13510
RAPID ACCELERATION EFFECT ON SYNPATHICOTONIC
CHARACTER OF ELECTROCAROICGRAM IN PILOTS
EJECTEC FROM CATAPULTS A66-80929
EJECTION INJURY
INJURIES SUSTAINED CURING HIGH SPEED EJECTION FROM
AIRCRAFT A64-13749
EJECTION ESCAPE SYSTEMS ANO VERTEBRAL INJURIES
AB_k-20698
SURFACE NINO VELOCITIES CORRELATED NITH PARACHUTE
LANDING iNJURIES A66-276C2
EJECTIEN SEAT INJURIES IN ROYAL CANADIAN AiR FORCE
AS RELATED TO EQUIPMENT AND TRAINING
A64-8_175
VERTEBRAL FRACTURES AS RELATED TO EJECTION SEAT
DESIGN, POSTURED AND EJECTION FORCES
A64-8050_I
EJECTION SEAT ACCELERATIONS AND INJURIES OF
VERTEBRAL COLUMN A64-80504
INJURIES SUSTAINED DURING SURVIVABLE SONIC
EJECTION NITH FRENCH E. 96 AND E. 97 SEATS
A64-80669
MEDICAL ASPECTS OF EJECTIONS FROM MIRAGE 111
AIRCRAFT A64-80768
EJECTION SEAT
ROCKET ASSISTED EJECTION ADVANTAGE OVER BALLISTIC
EJECTIONt CONSTCERING SYSTEM NALFUNCTICNt PILOT
INJURIES, ACCIOENT CAUSES ANO ALTITUDE
A66-ZS552
SEAT ESCAPE SYSTEMS FOR JET AIRCRAFT USING SOLID
FUEL ROCKET MOTOR IN COMBINATION MITH STANDARD
CATAPULT A66-8OB38
L-SHAPE TRAJECTORY IN EMERGENCY ESCAPE SYSTEM IN
ARMY HELICOPTERS A66-80860
i_NOVLRLNI U_ RU_Kkl EJECTION SYSTEM LIFE-SAVING
CAPABILITY THROUGH SYSTEM REFINEMENT AND AIRCREN
TRAINING A66-BO966
EJECTION TRAINING
EJECTION SEAT INJURIES IN ROYAL CANADIAN AIR FORCE
AS RELATED TO EQUIPMENT ANO TRAINING
A66-801TS
IMPROVEMENT OF ROCKET EJECTION SYSTEM LIFE-SAVING
CAPABILITY THROUGH SYSTEM REFINEMENT ANO AIRCREN
TRAINING A66-80966
ELASTICITY
MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSION OF OSCILLATORY PROPERTIES
OF HUMAN BODY CUE TO ELASTICITY OF TISSUES
A66-80939
ELECTRIC CONDUCTIVITY
CF RESISTANCE
THERMAL AND ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITIES OF
BIOLOGICAL FLUIDS AND TISSUES
GLR-24 N64-25892
ELECTRIC CURRENT
CF ALTERNATING CURRENT /AO/
CF DIRECT CURRENT /OC/
MORKING CONOITION EVALUATION [ HEALTH STATUS OF
PERSONNEL DEALING NITH ULTRAHIGH FRECUENCY
ELECTRIC CURRENTS N66-11858
RELAXATION OF MAMMALIAN SMOOTH MUSCLE BY ELECTRIC
CURRENT STIMULATION
FR-2 N66-19CB6
ELECTRIC OISCHARGE
S LIGHTING
ELECTROCAROIQGRAN
ELECTRIC ENERGY
ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE PROCUCTiON BY MICROORGANISMS
IN A CLOSED ECOLOGY FOR MANNEO SPACE FLIGHT
A66-13519
ELECTRIC FIELD
ELECTRIC FIELD EFFECT DN ACTIVITY AND RADIATION
STRESS IN MICE A66-80336
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC FUNCTIONS IN CLINICAL
MEDICINE OF HUMAN BODY ELECTRIC FIELDS
JPRS-19030 N66-11123
NONTHERNAL EFFECT OF ALTERNATING ELECTRICAL
FIELDS ON BIOLOGICAL STRUCTURES
AO-600263 N64-2BB12
ELECTRIC IRPEOANCE
ELECTRICAL IMPEDANCE PLETHYSNOGRAPH, EMPHASIZING
ITS APPLICATIONS TO NEAPON SYSTEM EVALUATION AND
TO SPACE FLIGHT A66-10256
MEASUREMENT OF PHYSIOLOGICAL EVENTS BY IMPEDANCE
CHANGE A66-B0561
ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGIC CHARACTERISTICS AND
INTERPRETATION OF SKIN POTENTIALS
SAM-TOR-63-95 N66-15570
VARIABILITY OF PRIMARY EVOKED POTENTIALS RECQROED
UNIPOLARLY FROM CORTICAL SURFACE OF CAT IN STATE
OF NARCOSIS - ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY
N66-31561
ORiGiN OF POSITIVE COMPONENT OF EVOKEO POTENTIAL
OF TECTUM UPTICUM OF TOAO - ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY
N64-31542
ELECTRIC PROPERTY
CF CONDUCTIVITY
CF IMPEDANCE
CF RESISTANCE
ELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF TISSUES N66-17539
ELECTRICAL PARAMETERS OF BIOLOGICAL TISSUES IN
MICRUNAVE RANGE
JPRS-26171 N64-28092
ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF NERVE AND MUSCLE FIBERS
BY MEANS OF SURFACE EXTRACELLHLAR FIFCTRnnFT
N66-31566
ELECTRIC RESISTANCE
ELECTROSLEEP INFLUENCE ON THERNOREGULATIDN REFLEX
AND ELECTRIC RESISTANCE OF SKIN IN PATIENTS NITH
PRURITIC OERMATOSIS
RSIC-105 N66-13812
VISUAL ADAPTATION IN EYE OF MAN - ANTIBIOTIC
EFFECT ON BLOOD CONTENT AND ORGANS OF IRRADIATED
RATS - ELECTRIC RESISTANCE IN SECTION OF
PULMONARY TISSUE IN MAN
JPRS-25464 N64-28625
ELECTRIC STIMULUS
ELECTRONYOGRAPHIC STUDY OF SPINAL REFLEXES
]NOUCEO BY ELECTRICAL STIMULATION OF MUSCLE
AFFERENTS DURING SLEEP AND NAKEFULNESS IN CAT
A66-BlO66
IMPLANTING ELECTRIC STIMULATOR UNDER SKIN THROUGH
INTERSPACE FOR CAROIOVASCULAR SYSTEM STUDY
JPRS-21909 N66-11356
EFFECT OF ELECTRIC STIMULATION ON SPINOCERVICAL
TRACT OF CAT N66-33264
ELECTRICITY
S STATIC ELECTRICITY
ELECTROCAROIOGRAN
STRONG MAGNETIC FIELDS EFFECT ON ELECTRO-
CARDIOGRAMS OF SQUIRREL MONKEYS /SAIMIRI
SCIUREUS/, NOTING HEART RATE A66-27598
ELECTROCARDIOGRAM IN SINUS TACHYCARDIA AND
AURICULAR HYPERTROPHY A66-80024
A-83
ELECTROCHEMISTRY SUBJECT INDEX •-
DEXTRAN INFLUENCE ON ELECTROCARDIOGRAM OF
HYPOTHERRIC DOGS A66-80086
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ELECTRONYSTAGMOGRAPHY AS VALUABLE AID IN STUDY ON
VESTIBULAR APPARATUS FUNCTION AND TREATMENT OF
VERTIGO IN RABBIT A66-81123
ELECTROPHORESIS
ELECTROPHORETIC BEHAVIOR OF FIXED RAT RED BLOOD
A-OT
ELECTRDPHYSIOLDGY SUBJECT INDEX
i"
GELLS
UCRL-1C898 N64-22E55
ELECTRCPHORESIS CONCENTRATION OF SEPARATED SERUM
RRETEIN FRACTIONS N64-22856
ELECTRCPEORESIS PREPARATION AND TEST OF
CHLORCPLAST FRAETICNS FOR HILL REACTION ACTIVITY
NASA-CR-58340 N64-28935
RREPARATION_ SEDINENFATIONe ELECTRDPHORETIC
PROPERTIES, AMINO ACID COMPOSITIONt IMMUNCLOGY_
ANO CRYSTALLIZATION OF TRIOSE PHOSPHATE
DEHYDROGENASE N64-32048
ELECTRDPHYSIOLOGY
BINAURAL INTERACTION IN ACCESSORY SUPERIOR OLIVARY
NUCLEUS OF CAT - ELECTROPHYSIDLOGICAL STUDY OF
SINGLE NEURONS
MIT-TR-616 N64-18062
ELECTROPHYSIOLDGICAL EFFECT OF SHORT-TERM SENSORY
OEPRIVATION
TR-g N64-26053
PHYSIOLOGICAL STUDIES - COMPUTER PROCESSING OF
DATAt EICINSTRUMENTATIONt EFFECTS OF HYPDXIAt
AND ELECTROPHYSIOLCGY
JPRS-26444 N64-31536
VARIABILITY OF PRIMARY EVOKED POTENTIALS RECORDED
UNIPOLARLY FROM CORTICAL SURFACE OF CAT IN STATE
GF NARCOSIS - ELECIROPHYSIOLOGY
N64-31541
ORIGIN OF POSITIVE COMPONENT OF EVOKED POTENTIAL
OF TEETUM OPTICUM OF TOAD - ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY
N64-31542
ELECTROOE ATTACHMENT TECHNIQUES FOR EXPERIMENTS IN
ELECTRCPHYSIOLOGY CF NERVOUS SYSTEM
N64-31546
ELECTROP_YSIOLUGICAL STUDY OF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS
MECHANISMS AND INTERCONNECTIONS BETWEEN CANALS AND
NUCLEI IN MEDULLA OBLONGATA OF CATS
NASA-TT-F-gI47 N64-336C8
ELECTROPLETHYSMOGRAPHY
RECORDING ELECTROPLETHYSMOGRAMS OF PARTS AND
ERGANS OF HUMAN BODY
NASA-IT-F-203 N64-20194
ELECTRDRETINGGRAM
PHYSIOLOGICAL EXPLANATION OF WATERFALL PHENOMENON
AND FICURAL AFTEREFFECTS A66-80194
ELECTRCRETINOGRAPHIC RESPONSE OF RABBIT TO
INTRACCULAR PRESSURE ISCHEMIA UNDER DIFFERENT
CONDITIONS DF L'GHT STIMULUS INTENSITY
A64-B0374
ELECTRCRETINOGRAPHY - USEFULNESS IN SELECTION OF
FLYING PERSONNEL A64-808C2
ELECTRCRETINDGRAM AND ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM OF
VISUAL CORTEX IN MAMMAL DURING HYPCTHERMIA
A64-811ET
HUMAN ELECTRORETINCGRAPHY AND VISUAL PERFORMANCE
APR-2 N64-32379
ELECTROSTATIC FIELD
ELECTROSTATIC FIELD AND NEGATIVE ION EFFECTS ON
HUMAN PERFORMANCE A64-13999
ELECTRESTATIC EXCITATION OF VIBRATIONS IN
TISSUES USED IN PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL STUDY OF
AUDITORY OR VIEROTACTILE SYSTEMS
A64-25565
HEARING PHENOMENA WITH EXPOSURE TO ALTERNATING
ELECTROSTATIC FIELD A64-BO919
ELECTROSTATICS
S STATIC ELECTRICITY
ELEMENT
S DECISION ELEMENT
S TRACE ELEMENT
ELEMENT ABUNDANCE
X-RAY SPECTROGRAPHY OF LEVELS OF CHEMICAL ELEMENTS
IN BLOOD SERUM
UCRL-10873 N64-15242
ELEMENTARY PARTICLE
S CHARGED PARTICLE
S ELECTRON
S FAS1 NEUTRON
S NEUTRON
S POSITRON
S PROTON
ELEVATOR ILLUSION
ELEVATOR ILLUSION OBSERVED IN FLIGHT DURING
SUBGRAVITY PRECEDED BY NEGATIVE ACCELERATION
A66-BO174
HUMAN EYE REFLEX RESPONSE TO VERTICAL ACCELERATION
AND RELATIONSHIP TO LABYRINTH - ELEVATOR ILLUSION
FPRC-1213 N64-25846
ELEVATOR ILLUSION - APPARENT MOTION OF VISUAL
TARGET DURING VERTICAL ACCELERATION
NASA-CR-59LBO N64-33159
EMBRYO
STRONTIUM 90 TOXICITY IN RAT EMBRYO
UR-639 N64-18348
HEARTBEAT MEASUREMENT OF BIRD EMBRYOS WITH
NICROMETEORITE TRANSDUCER AS BALLISTOCARDIOGRAPH
NASA-SP-SO07 N64-19015
CHANGES IN CATALASE ACTIVITY OF EGG HOMOGENATES
DURING ENBRYONATION N66-32225
EMBRYOLOGY
ABSTRACTS ON INVERTEBRATE AND VERTEBRATE BEHAVICR_
PHYSIOLOGY, ENDOCRINOLOGYt GENETICS, EMBRYOLOGY_
EVOLUTICN_ AND CELL BIOLOGY
NASA-CR-S9307 N64-33513
EMERGENCY BREATHING TECHNIQUE
S PRESSURE BREATHING
EMERGENCY LIFE SUSTAINING SYSTEM
EMERGENCY LIFE SUSTAINING SYSTEM FOR SPACECRAFT
A64-13997
LIFE SUPPORT MANAGEMENT WITHIN SPACECRAFT DURING
EMERGENCY THAT MAY REQUIRE RESCUE
A64-27823
EMISSION
S RADIATION
EMOTIONAL FACTOR
HUMAN EMOTIONAL REACTION TO ABSTRACT VISUAl FORMS
A64-22062
LAEYRINTHINE AND EMOTIONAL FACTORS IN THE RESPONSE
OF HEART AND RESPIRATORY RATES OF RATS TO
ACCELERATION A64-80031
STRESS-RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PHYSIOLOGICAL AND
PSYCHOLOGICAL RESPONSES A64-80361
EMOTIONAL STRESSES AND FUNCTIONAL PROCESSES IN
ORGANISM A64-B0640
EMOTIONAL STRESS EFFECT ON BLOOD PRESSURE AND
PULSE RATE IN MAN A64-80641
CATECHOLAMINE EXCRETION PATTERNS DURING VARIOUS
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PATHOPHYSIOLOGICAL CONDITIONS
A66-80652
EMOTIONAL STRESS EFFECT ON BLOOD CIRCULATION OF
EXTREMITIES IN MAN AND ITS SUPPRESSION BY DRUGS
WITH CENTRAL NERVCUS ACTION A64-80653
POLYGRAPHIC INVESTIGATION OF EMOTIONAL INFLUENCE
ON PHYSIOLOGICAL INDICES AND AFTER CENTRALLY
EFFECTIVE DRUG IN MAN A64-80654
CATECHOLAMINE EXCRETION AND PERFORMANCE DURING
A-88
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STRESS A66-80763
PSYCHOLOGICALLY PRODUCEO HYPERVENTILATION
IN AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS AND METHODS CF PREVENTION
AB_,-8OBI8
PERIPHERAL VASOCONSTRICTION INDUCED BY EMOTIONAL
STRESS IN RATS AbB-BlOE7
SET AND SHOCK-STRESS EFFECT UPON ILLUSION
PERCEPTION IN HUMAN A64-81183
MANIFEST ANXIETY RELATED TO PHENOMENON CF
NARROMING VISUAL FIELD NITH INCREASE IN DISTANCE
A6k-BI]96
ENCODING
S CODING
ENDOCRINE GLAND
VIBRATIONAL STRESS CN PLASMA AND URINARY
CORTICCSTEROIO LEVELS A66-22066
COLO AND RESTRICTION STRESS EFFECT DN ACIO
MUCOPCLYSACCHARIOE CONTENT OF DERMAL CONNECTIVE
TISSUE AND ENDOCRINE GLANOS IN RAT
A66-8C516
ENDOCRINE £ METABOLIC EFFECTS OF SHORT DURATION
HYPERCXIA
SAM-TCR-B6-6 N66-1891T
ENDOCRINE SYSTEM
LIGHT AS REGULATOR CF NEUROENOCCRINE FUNCTION
A64-BLOgO
PRECPTIC TEMPERATURE RELATIONSHIPS TO FUNCTION OF
SYPPATHICCACRENOMECULLARY SYSTEM AND ADRENAL
CORTEX |N G_AT A66-81226
ENDOCRINE AND METABOLIC RESPONSE DF RESTRAINED
COGS TC NHCLE-BODY VIBRATION
AMRL-TER-66-54 N66-31963
ZOOLOGY CONFERENCE - ENCOCR|NE SYSTEMS, ADAPTATION
CF MAPMALSe CHEMCRECEPTION, NUCLEO-CYTOPLASMTC
RELATICNSt FUNCTIONAL MORPHOLOGY, ANO EVOLUTION
NASA-CR-S93C5 N66-33516
ENDOCRINOLOGY
ABSTRACTS ON [NVERTEBRATF aN_ YE_TE_TE _:_V[_s
PHYSIOLOGY, ENOOCRINOLOGYt GENETICS, EMBRYOLOGY.
EVOLUTION, AND CELL BIOLOGY
NASA-CR-593CT N66-33513
ENERGY
S ATDMIC ENERGY
S ELECTRIC ENERGY
S SOLAR ENERGY
ENERGY CONVERSION
CF PHOTOELECTRIC CELL
CF TRANSDUCER
MECHANICAL ENERGY CONVERSION AND CONTROL EQUIPMENT
SHINING HUMAN LEARNING AS CONTRIBUTION TO
RELIABILITY A66-2263T
ENERGY EXCHANGE
MIGRATION OF ENERGY BETMEEN TRYPTOPHAN RADICALS
IN PROTEIN MACROMOLECULE
JPRS-23991 N66-18318
ENERGY LEVEL
CF EXCITATION
CALCULATION OF ABSORPTION RATE OF ELECTRONS IN
ATOMIC OUTER ENERGY LEVELS
JPRS-24099 N6_-17977
ENERGY REGUIREMENT
CF METABOLISM
ENERGY COST, FLUID AND ELECTROLYTE BALANCE IN
SUBARCTIC SURVIVAL SITUATIONS A66-BOI6T
MAXIMUM OXYGEN CONSUMPTION OF SUBJECTS PERFORMING
THE STEP TEST A66-80251
NUTRITIONAL REOUXREMENTS IN SPACE TRAVEL
A66-80395
A-B9
ENERGY SOURCE
EFFICIENCY DF RESPIRATION AS ENERGY SOURCE IN
THERMOPHILIC PLANT
JPRS-21501 N66-10067
BIOCHEMICAL PROBE INTO ENERGY SOURCE COMPOUNDS,
ENZYME INHIBITORS, AND RAOIOBIOLOGY
JPRS-19995 N66-12570
ENERGY SPECTRUM
LINEAR ENERGY TRANSFER SPECTRUM OF PROTON EXPOSURE
ON MERCURY MISSION MA-9
NASA-CR-S8968 N66-31553
ENERGY TRANSFER
ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION OF LIVING CELLS FROM PRIMEVAL
NONLIVING MATTER IN RELATION TO INFORMATION
AND ENERGY TRANSFER A66-B0368
RESPIRATION AND ENERGY TRANSFORMATION IN LIVING
ORGANISMS N64-10797
ENGINE
S JET ENGINE
S NUCLEAR ENGINE FOR ROCKET VEHICLE /NERVAI
ENGINE TESTING
S ALTITUDE TEST
S ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING
S FLIGHT TEST
ENGINEERING IGENI
SA HUMAN ENGINEERING
MANNED SPACE STATION FOR BIOLOGICAL AND
ENG[NEERING RESEARCH A66-BOOX|
THEORETICAL TRAINING METHODS FOR RADIO ENGINEERS
JPRS-19999 N66-10592
RELATION OF CYBERNETICS TO BIOLOGY, MEDICINEm
ECDNOMICSt AND ENGINEERING
JPRS-22931 N66-16162
ENGINEERING PSYCHOLOGY
JPRS-234_B N66-1666T
ENGINEERING PSYCHOLOGY OF SPACE FLIGHT
N6_-23T_O
BIOLOGICAL MECHANISMS APPLIED TO INSTRUMENT
_E_jGm ANU ENGINEERING - BICINSTRUMENTATION
NASA-OR-T6 N66-26609
ENVIRONMENT
SA EXTRATERRESTRIAL ENVIRONMENT
SA LUNAR ENVIRONMENT
SA MARS ENVIRONMENT
SA ROTATING ENVIRONMENT
SA SPACE ENVIRONMENT
SA SPACECRAFT ENVIRONMENT
ORGAN SYSTEM RESPONSE AND ADAPTATION TO
ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGES - HANDBOOK
A66-80616
CELL REACTIONS UNDER EXTREME ENVIRONMENTAL
CONDITIONS
JPRS-22613 N66-13692
ENVIRONMENT MODEL
MODEL OF ELECTROMAGNETIC ENVIRONMENT IN CISLUNAR
SPACE FOR FLIGHT TRAINING SIMULATION
A6k-81220
ENVIRONMENT SIMULATIDN
CF SPACE SIMULATION
EXPERIMENTAL MARTIAN ENVIRONMENT CONSTRUCTED FOR
STUDYING POSSIBLE LIFE ON THE PLANE]
A66-1016T
ENUMERATION OF INTERACTIONS THAT MIGHT BE EXPECTEO
FROM CONSTITUENTS IN A SEALED ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEM
AIAA PAPER 63-258 J6_-1_361
COLD AND ARIDITY AS CONSTRAINTS ON SURVIVAL OF
TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISMS IN SIMULATED MARTIAN
ENVIRONMENT A66-16661
BEHAVIOR OF BACTERIA UNDER SIMULATED MARTIAN
CONDITIONS AND POSSIBLE EFFECTS ON EXTRA-
ENVIRONMENTALCHAMBER SUBJECTINDEX ,
TERRESTRIALLIFE A66-24948
DESCRIPTIONOF EXPERIMENTAL REQUIREMENTS FOR
ADAPTIKG ULTRAHIGH VACUUM EQUIPMENT TO STUDY OF
EFFECTS DF SIMULATED SPACE ENVIRONMENT CN
MICROORGANISMS A66-26980
HOCEL CF ELECTROMAGNETIC ENVIRONMENT IN CISLUNAR
SPACE FOR FLIGHT TRAINING SIMULATION
A66-81220
HUPAN REACTIONS IN SIMULATED SPACE ENVIRONMENT ,
JPRS-I_S3 N64-11131
SURVIVAL OF EARTH MICROORGANISMS IN SIMULATED MARS
ENVIRONMENT
NASA-CR-5284I N66-I12_3
BEHAVIORAL TESTING CURING T-DAY CONFINEMENT IN
SIPULATED SPACE CAPSULE - PATTERN RECOGNITION TASK
NASA-IN-C-1976 N66-I1569
VERY HIGH FREQUENCY RADIDTELEMETRY IN SIMULATED
ANIMAL INTERIOR ENVIRONMENTI AND TRANSPARENCY OF
HUMAN BODY TO RADIO HAVES
SAM-TOR-63-OC N66-16662
BACTERIAL SURVIVAL IN SIMULATED EXTRATERRESTRIAL
ENVIRONMENT
NASA-CR-531C6 N66-16765
BACTERIAL SURVIVAL IN SIMULATED MARTIAN
ENVIRONMENT
NASA-CR-SOSI6 N66-22759
BACTERIA UNDER SIMULATED MARTIAN ENVIRONNENT
NASA-TN-X-SC8T3 N66-22TTT
TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISMS IN SIMULATED PLANETARY
ENVIRONMENT - MARS AND MOON
NASA-CR-56529 N64-Z2790
TRAINING OF SOVIET ASTRONAUTS - SIMULATED FLIGHT
ENVIRONMENT
JPRS-26T62 N64-31660
ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER
CARBON DIOXIDE INHALATION AND SHEATING DURING
EXPOSURE TO DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES IN
ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER A66-80ITI
CLIMATIC CHAMBERS FOR ADAPTATION RESEARCH
A66-80622
BRAIN BLOOD CIRCULATION, ERYTHROCYTE, HEMOGLOBINt
AND HEMATOPOIETIC CHANGES IN NHITE RAT ADAPTING
TO HYPCXIA IN ENVIRONMENTAL CHAHBER
A66-80759
OXYGEN-COMBINING PROPERTIES OF CIRCULATING-BLOOD
HEMOGLOBIN IN ORGANISM DURING PROLONGED HYPOXIA IN
RAT A66-812TO
_ONG-TERN EUMAN BEHAVIOR STUDY IN PROGRAMMED
ENVIRONMENT
NASA-CR-52913 N66-11825
BIOMEDICAL REQUIREHENTS & DESIGN CRITERIA FOR MAN-
MACHINE SYSTEM CONFIGURATION FOR USE IN PROPOSED
AEROSPACE ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER
AEDO-TOR-63-256 N66-12226
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
HUMAN RESPONSE TO A SELF-CONTAINED AIR SYSTEM AND
RRDTECTIVE SUIT DESIGNED TO PROTECT INDIVIDUAL
FROM HAZARDOUS ENVIRONMENTAL VAPORS
A66-13522
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLe REPLENISHMENT AND STABILITY
DF SPACE LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM NITH PRIMARY
CONSIDERATION GIVEN TO OXYGEN-CARBON DIOXIDE AND
THE NATER CYCLE
AIAA PAPER 63-65 A66-16332
STEADY STATE BIOENERGETICS CONSIDERED IN
ATMOSPHERIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL OF MANNED
SPACE VEHICLES A66-18425
GENERAL DISCUSSION OF ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS NHICH
ARE IMPORTANT FOR THE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF A
SPACE-STATION LABORATORY
AIAA PAPER 63-160 A66-1B671
ALKALI AND ALKALTNE EARTH SUPEROXIDES USED IN
NONREGENERATIVE AIR REVITALIZATION SYSTEMS FOR
SPACE MISSIONS A66-19136
SUBMARINE AND SPACECRAFT ATMOSPHERES, EXAMINING
HUMAN TOLERANCE LIMITS FOR EXTENDED CONTINUOUS
EXPOSURE TO CARBON DIOXIDE AND INCREASED OXYGEN
A66-25319
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL FOR SPACECRAFT INCLUDING
CRYOGENIC GAS STORAGE, TEMPERATURE CONTROL,
ATMOSPHERE CONTROL AND HATER MANAGEMENT
A66-2808T
BIGLOGISTICS FOR MANNED SPACE STATION BASED ON
METABOLIC APPROACH A66-80666
ANIMAL BEHAVIOR STUDIES NITH MULTI-ENCLOSURE,
PROGRAMMED ENVIRONMENT, AND TELEMETRY SYSTEMS
N64-11258
ENVIRONNENTAL CONTROL DEVELOPMENT _ LUNAR BASE
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM MODULES N66-13T16
RESPONSE OF CHIMPANZEE TO SEVERE ENVIRONMENTAL
STRESS
ARL-TDR-63-26 N6_-16066
SPACE VEHICLE THERMAL 8 ATMOSPHERIC CONTROL
AD-628573 N64-164TO
PRESSURIZED SUITS FOR AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT CONTROL
FTD-TT-62-1626/183£6 N66-21920
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
GRAVITATIONAL, MAGNETIC, RADIATION, ATMOSPHERIC,
HYORDSPHERIC, LITHOSPHERIC_ AND BIOTIC
ENVIRONMENTAL DATA NEEDED FOR SUCCESSFUL MANNED
FLIGHT TO MARS A6A-lOlOl
FUTURE TRENDS IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT RESEARCH,
EXAMINING METHODS FOR STUDYING HUMAN PERFORMANCE
AND TOLERANCE A64-12985
ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE
SALOM TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENT
ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE EFFECT ON MICE AND
AMOEBA EXPOSED TO ATMOSPHERIC OXYGEN
A66-20699
OXYGEN INHALATION EFFECT ON COLD THRESHOLD IN
RELATION TO COLD TOLERANCE A66-BOIO7
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND HEART RATE AS INDICATORS OF
PHYSIOLOGICAL STRAIN DURING NORK IN HARM AND COOL
ENVIRONMENTS A66-80111
HEART RATE AS INDICATOR OF CARDIAC STRAIN INDUCED
BY MUSCULAR ACTIVITY IN NORMAL AND HARM
ENVIRONMENTS A66-80112
INSENSIBLE HEIGHT LOSS OF CLOTHED RESTING SUBJECTS
IN COMFORT ZONE TEMPERATURES A66-80118
CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSE TO PASSIVE TILTING AT
NORMAL AND ELEVATED TEMPERATURE NITH OR NITHOUT AN
ANTI-G SUIT A66-80162
HUMAN SKIN TEMPERATURE AND NONEVAPORATIVE HEAT
EXCHANGE HITH THE ENVIRONMENT A66-80163
CARBON DIOXIDE INHALATION AND SHEATING DURING
EXPOSURE TO DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES IN
ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER A66-BOITI
PHYSIOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF DIVERS HET SUIT IN
SIMULATED FLIGHT AND EMERGENCY ENVIRONMENTS AS
RELATED TO SKIN AND RECTAL TEMPERATURES
A66-BO179
TEMPERATURE EFFECT ON NEASURES OF ELECTROOERMAL
ACTIVITY AND THEIR INTERRELATIONSHIP
A66-80220
SEASONAL VARIATION OF BLOOD AND PLASMA VOLUMES IN
A-g0
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HEALTHY MEN IN FINLAND A64-BOZ52
SEALED ENVIRONMENTS iN RELATION TO HEALTH AND
DISEASE A64-80265
SKIN RiLE CURING ADAPTATION TO ENVIRONMENTAL
CHANGES A64-BO41T
THERNCREGULATDRY SYSTEM OF HOMEOTHERNS AND
POIKILETHERMS IN COLD AND HOT ENVIRONMENTS
A64-80419
ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE ANO ITS EFFECTS ON
OXYGEN TOXICITY IN MICE AND GIANT AMOEBA,
PELONYXA CAROLINENSIS A66-80505
THIRST, HUNGER, ENVIRONMENTAL TENPERATUREt AND
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AS RELATED TO BODY MATER
A64-80547
MATER AND FOOD DEPRIVATION AS RELATED TO RANDOM
ACTIVIIY IN RAT IN VARIOUS ACTIVITY MEASURING
DEVICES AT DIFFERENT ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURES
A64-80556
SEASONAL VARIATION OF ADRENAL CORTEX, LEUCOCYTES,
AND REACTION TO ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE
A64-80899
TEMPERATURE AS RELATED TO PH AND CARBON DIOXIDE IN
BLOOD CF HUMAN ADULT AND NENBORN
A64-81012
ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING
CF MATERIAL TESTING
ENVIRONMENTAL TEST PROGRAM FOR MANNED SPACECRAFT
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS A66-23200
TEST SCOPE FOR OPERATIONAL INTEGRIIY OF SPACE SUIT
MATERIALS A64-23246
MANNED SPACE STATION FOR BIOLOGICAL AND
ENGINEERING RESEARCH A64-BOOlL
EXTREMELY HOT ENVIRONMENT EXPOSURE EFFECT ON THE
TYMPANICe ESOPHAGEAL! AND RECTAL TEMPERATURE OF
MAk
AMRL-TDR-63-B5 N64-12215
SIMULATED AND HUMAN OCCUPANCY TESTS OF 100 NAN
SHELTER - ATMOSPHERE AN_ T_MPER_T_RE ST_ZE_
USNRDL-TR-618 N64-LZZ56
ACCELERATION TOLERANCES ON CENTRIFUGE - ABILITY OF
MAN TE PERFORM TOTAL TASK IN TOTAL ENVIRONMENT
N64-13458
EFFECT OF PHYSICAL STRAINe HIGH TEMPERATURE, g
HIGH OXYGEN CONTENT IN iNSPiRED AIR ON
EXCITABILITY OF VISUAL MECHANISM iN MAN
N64-13583
PHYLOGENETIC STUDY OF ANAEROBIC SEED GERMINATION,
ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS ON GERMINATIONw AND SEEDLING
GRCNTH
NASA-CR-S2635 N66-15895
OPTIMUM ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS FOR GRONTH OF
STRAINED MARINE ALGAL FLAGELLATES
SAM-TCR-63-91 N64-16643
GASEOUS ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING FOR MANNED
SPACECRAFT N64-2ZCT3
ENZYME
SA CARBONIC ANHYDRASE
SA MEXC_INASE
SA OXIOASE
INTRAMCLECULAR REORGANIZATION IN ALCOHOL
OEHYDRCGENASE AND PROTEINASE OF B. SUBTILTS DUE TO
SUBZERC TEMPERATURES A64-Z4769
HYPOXIC EFFECT ON IRON ABSORPTION AND MOBILIZATION
IN RAT AS RELATED TO XANTHINE OXIDASE
A64-80593
EFFECT OF IMPACT VELOCITY ON LOH ISOENZYMES AND
RELATEO TISSUE DAMAGE IN CHIMPANZEE
A64-8OB4T
GLUTAMIC ACID-PYRUVIC ACiD TRANSAMINASE AND
GLUTANIC ACID-OXALACETTC ACID TRANSANiNASE UNDER
INFLUENCE OF CHLORPRDMAZINE, RESERPINE, SEROTONINe
AND PHYSICAL STRESS A64-BZIS6
THICL-ACTIVATED AMTNOPEPTIDASE CF PITUITARY
EXTRACT
NASA-RP-55 N66-10293
INTERACTION OF FREE RADICAL FROM INHIBITDRS OF
ENZYMES MITH PROTEIN SULFUR CONPDUNDS
N64-iOB54
BIDELECTROCHEMISTRY - ENZYME SYSTEMS, DXIOIZATION
POTENTIAL, ELECTRODE, [ CHRONOPCTENTiOMETRIC STUOY
NASA-CR-52607 N64-11103
CELLULAR AUTOMATIC CONTROL OF ENZYNATTC TRANSFER
OF NUCLEOSIDE SUBSTANCES N64-12510
BIOCHEMICAL PROBE INTO ENERGY SOURCE COMPOUNDS,
ENZYME INHIBITORS, AND RADIOBIDLOGY
JPRS-19995 N64-1257D
I_IPRANINE INHIBITION CF NONOANINE DXIDASE OF CAT
BRAIN N64-12573
INTERNEDIARY METABOLISN- INFLUENCE OF CHRONIC
HYPDXIA ON TRANSAHINASE ACTIVITY iN BLOOD
N64-12TS4
INHIBITING ACTION OF DEGXYRIEONUCLEASE ON
ADENOVIRUSES
JPRS-22050 N64-12883
INHIBITING CAPACITY OF DEOXYRIBONUCLEASE ON
ADENOVIRUSES IN TISSUE CULTURE N64-12884
THERAPEUTIC VALUE OF DEOXYRIBONUCLEASE IN
TREATMENT OF PATIENTS MITH ADENOVIRUS
CONJUNCTIVITIS N64-12885
INHIBITION BY X-RAYS [ CHEMICAL AGENTS OF ENZYMES
MHECH CATALYZE METABOLISM OF FOREIGN CHEMICALS IN
HANMALIAN TISSUE - TOXICOLOGY g iONIZING RADIATION
N64-13502
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECT DN THIOPHGSPHATE
OXIDIZING ENZYME IN RAT LIVER - BIOCHEMISTRY
N64-13503
ORAL ADMINISTRATION OF SEROTONIN AND SULFUR DRUGS
AND EFFECT DN RADIATION CHANGES OF SPLEEN_ THYMUS
GLANDe AND INTESTINE ENZYME ACTIVITIES
N64-13504
TRYPTDPHAN PYRRCLASE ACTIVITY EFFECT IN BACTERIAL
ENDDTOXlN POISONING IN MICE
AAL-TOR-63-13 N64-13662
HISTOCHENICAL DETERMINATION OF OXIDATIVE AND
HYDROLYTIC ENZYMES ON RAT BRAIN TISSUE AND AMINO
ACID CONSUMPTION IN MONKEYS AFTER HYPOXEHIA
N64-14606
ENZYME HISTDCHENISTRY OF NERVOUS SYSTEM
N64-14608
PROPERTIES AND STRUCTURE CF PURIFIED MAMMALIAN
ADENOSINE DEAMINASE ISOLATED FROM CALF INTESTINE
AND CAT LUNG
AO-4290TO N64-14832
ENZYMATIC REACTION BETNEEN IRON g PROTOPORPHYRIN
UNDER OXYGEN DEFICIENCY CONDITIONS - HYPOXIA
N64-15038
ACTIVITY CHANGE OF GLUTANXC-OXALACETIC ACID
TRANSAflINASE BY ALBUMIN METABOLISM DUE TO OXYGEN
DEFICIENCY - BIOCHEMISTRY N64-15039
ENZYME ACTIVATION DETERMINATION OF OXYGEN
DEFICIENCY EFFECT ON BIOSYNTHESIS OF HEHE
FORMATION N64-15063
DROPLET SEDIMENTATION IN CONTINUOUS FLDMENG SYSTEM
TO CONTROL ENZYME-SUBSTRATE REACTION BY DIFFUSION
AND GRAVITY N64-15211
A-91
ENZYME ACTIVITY SUBJECT INDEX o _
ELECTROCHEMICAL PRODUCTION ACTIVITY OF D-AMINO
ACID, CXIDASE, UREASE_ AND GLUCOSE OXICASE ENZYME
SYSTEMS
NASA-OR-55766 N64-15873
BIOLOGY - DISCUSSION ON CELL-CELL INTERACTIONSs
MEMBRANE STRUCTUREI ENZYMATIC REACTIDNSv AND
PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY OF INTERFACES
NASA-CR-53290 N66-176GE
TRYPTDPHAN SYNTHETASE MUTANTS DF YEAST - SUPER-
SUPPRESSOR ACTION IN RELATION TO ALLELIC MAPPING
CDMPLEMENTATION
UCRL-III91 N66-177OT
BLOOD SERUM ENZYME ACTIVATION AND SPECTRUM
ANALYSIS DF CATECHOLANINES
JPRS-2683B N66-26561
ACTIVITY OF BLOOD SERUM ENZYME DUE TO HYPOXIA,
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HYDROLYSIS OF AMINO ACYL-BETA-NAPHTHYLAMIDES BY
PLASMA AMINOPEPTIDASES
NASA-RP-236 N66-26TlO
INHIBITION OF THIDL-ACTIVATED AMINOPEPTIDASE
ENZYME BY BACTERIA-PUROMYCIN
NASA-RP-252 N66-26711
EFFECTIVENESS OF USING ENZYMES AS INDICATORS FOR
TOXIC SUBSTANCE DETECTION
JPRS-25986 N66-2766B
ISOLATION, CRYSTALLIZATIONt AND PHYSICCCHEMICAL
PROPERTIES OF BEEF AND CHICKEN ENZYMES - LACTIC
DEHYDRDGENASES
PUBL.-281 N66-28295
EFFECT OF URANIUM ON ALKALINE PHOSPHATASE ENZYME
OF SOME ORGANS OF RATS N64-31347
PREPARATIONw SEDIMENTATIONt ELECTRDPHDRETIC
PROPERTIESy AMINO ACID COMPDSITIONv INNUNOLOGY_
AND CRYSTALLIZATION OF TRIOSE PHOSPHATE
DEHYDROGENASE N64-32068
BACTERIAL CELL ENZYMES CONTRIBUTING TO VIRULENCE
AND PATHOGENICITY OF MICROORGANISMS
JPRS-2TI_6 N66-33365
ENZYME ACTIVITY
INTRAMDLECULAR REORGANIZATION IN ALCOHOL
DEHYDRCGENASE AND PROTEINASE OF 8. SUBTILIS DUE TO
SUEZERD TEMPERATURES A66-24969
CARBON TETRACHLDRIDE TOXIC EFFECTS ON LIVER
STRUCTURE AND ENZYME ACTIVITY A66-80076
BENZENE INTOXICATION AS RELATED TD ENZYME
ACTIVITY IN RAT AND RABBIT A66-80720
OXYGENATING ENZYMES IN BRAIN CORTEX AND MEDULA IN
RATS ADAPTED TO HYPOXIA A66-81293
ELCODt TISSUEj ENZYMEt AND ISDENZYME CHANGES OF
RAT EXERCISING AT GROUND LEVEL AND AT 28,000 FEET
A66-81321
EFFECTS CE X-RAY IRRADIATION ON ENZYME ACTIVITY
IN BRAIN AND MUSCLE TISSUE OF RATS
JPRS-25630 N66-27319
EPILEPSY
EPILEPTIC CHARACTER OF ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM AFTER
MENTAL FATIGUE - DISTURBANCE IN CORTICAL AND
SUBCORTICAL REGION IN RAILROAD PERSONNEL
A66-BO937
EPINEPHRINE
URINARY OUTPUT DF ADRENALINE AND NDRADRENALINEt
PULSE RATE AND BLOOD PRESSURE OF SUBJECTS AFTER
WATER IMMERSION STUDIED_ TO DETERMINE THE
SYMPATHDADRENAL RESPONSE AND DRTHOSTATIC TOLERANCE
A66-10252
BLOOD PRESSURE EFFECT UPON THE DISCHARGE RATE OF
CHEMORECEPTOR DURING HYPOXIA AND HYPEROXIA WITH
MODIFICATION BY ADRENALINE AND NORADRENALINE
A66-80326
BLOOD PRESSUREw PHw AND NICTITATING MEMBRANE
RESPONSES TO ADRENALINE AND NORADRENALINE OF CATS
DURING HYPOXIA, HYPERVENTILATIONt AND HYPEROXIA
A66-80926
ADRENALIN EFFECT ON RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN OXYGEN
NEED AND SUPPLY IN HEART IN DOG
A66-BL210
EFFECT OF ADRENALINE HORMONE ON RADIOSENSITIVITY
OF CHROMOSOMES AFTER IONIZING RADIATION IN MICE
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EQUILIBRIUM
SA BODY SWAY TEST
CF STABILIZATION
EQUILIBRIUM FUNCTION ANALYSIS THROUGH NEWLY
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ERROR ANALYSIS OF PARALLAX IN INDIVIDUAL SCALE
READINGS A66-17598
MOTION PERCEPTION - STUDY OF RELATIVITYy ERROR,
ANO SEX DIFFERENCES IN PERCEPTION OF VELOCITY_
TIME, AND DISTANCE A66-80602
ERROR ANALYSIS OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE ON TRACKING
TASKS UNDER STRESS
AD-628112 N66-14168
EFFECTS OF CURVILINEAR AND DISCRETE
TRANSFORMATIONS OF ERROR INFORMATION ON HUMAN
TRACKING PERFORMANCE
AMRL-TDR-63-137 N64-17510
ERROR CORRECTING DEVICE
CONTROL OF DISCRETE STOCHASTIC PROCESSES AS
FUNCTION OF COST FOR MAKING CORRECTIVE ACTIONS
ANRL-TDR-63-111 N66-17SOB
ERYTHROCYTE
BRAIN BLOOD CIRDULATIDNt ERYTHROCYTEt HEMOGLOBIN_
AND HEMATOPOIETIC CHANGES IN WHITE RAT ADAPTING
TO HYPOXIA IN ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER
A66-80759
CHANGES IN RED BLOOD CELLS_ PLASMA VOLUNEt BLOOD
PRESSURE_ AND ORGANS DURING DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS
IN DOG A66-80762
ERYTHRDCYTESI LEUKOCYTES, AND HEMOGLOBIN OF MOUSE
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FIELDS A66-8084I
STRENUOUS EXERCISE AND WORKING CONDITIONS AND
EFFECT ON BLOOD PLASMA AND RED CELL VOLUME
A66-81018
HYPOXIC EFFECT ON NUMBER AND FRAGILITY OF
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SODIUM-POTASSIUM ION SHIFT IN HUMAN BLOOD PLASMA
AND ERYTHROCYTE A66-81271
ACID STABILITY OF BLOOD ERYTHROCYTES IN HUMAN
BODIES BY IONIZING RADIATION
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ELECTROPHORETIC BEHAVIOR OF FIXED RAT RED BLOOD
CELLS
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OF BLOOD PLASMA
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ESCAPE
HISTORY OF ESCAPE SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT FOR AIR, SEAt
AND SPACE USE A66-80198
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ESCAPE CAPSULE
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ESCAPE ROCKET
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INJURIES, ACE|CENT CAUSES AND ALTITUOE
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ESCHERICHIA
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF X-RAY IRRADIATION AND
INCREASED GRAVITY ON ULTRASTRUCTURAL ALTERATION
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GRAVITY-INDUCED ULTRASTRUCTURAL ALTERATIONS IN
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A66-B06B6
RAD|ORESISTANCE OF THERMOTOLERANT STRAINS OF
ESCHERTCHIA BACTERIA N66-13696
MUTATIONAL SYNERGISM BETMEEN ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION
AND PURINES IN ESC_ERICHIA COLI
N66-19566
GENETIC RECCMEINATICN BETWEEN RESISTANCE TRANSFER
FACTOR AND CHROMOSOME OF ESCHERICHIA COLT
NASA-RP-296 N66-28231
RELATIONSHIP EETMEEN GROMTH AND GRAVITY IN
BACTERIA - ESCHERICHIA COL] N6_-28669
ETHANE
S TETRAETHYL
ETHANOL
COPPARATIVE EFFECT OF CHLORMEZANONE, SINGLY AND IN
COMBINATION kITH ASPIRIN, ETHANOL, AND PLACEBO ON
HUMAN PERFORMANCE UNOER DELAYED AUDITORY FEEDBACK
A66-BI260
ETHYL ALCOHOL
BLOOD-ALCOHOL CONCENTRATION IN SIMULATED DAY AND
NIGHT DRIVING AND ITS EFFECT ON VISION
A64-80CC9
CAROICVASCULARt RESPIRATORYe AND METABOLIC EFFECTS
OF AMPHETAMENEv MEPROBAMATE, SODIUM AND POTASSIUM
ASPARTATEv AND ETHYL ALCOHOL AT REST AND DURING
EXERCISE A66-80352
DELAYED EFFECTS OF ETHYL ALCOHOL AND HYPDXTA ON
PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORMANCE IN DECOMPRESSION CHAMBER
A64-80819
EXCITATION
EFFECTS OF ALCOHOL AND HYPOXIA ON HETEROPHORIAS -
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TETRACHLORETHYLENE INGESTION PRODUCING ACUTE BRAIN
SYNDROME A66-80893
ETHYLENE OXIDE
SPACECRAFT SURFACE STERILIZATION OF BACILLUS BY
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STERILIZATION BY ETHLENE OXIDE A66-00463
HUMAN RESPONSE TO LONG-TERM, LOM-LEVEL EXPOSURE TO
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ETIOLOGY
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EUCLIDEAN SPACE
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CONCENTRATION AND EXCRETION OF AORENAL HORMONES
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CHLORPROHAZINE EFFECT ON CATECHOLANINE EXCRETION
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EXERCISE
CARDIOVASCULAR_ RESPIRATORYt AND METABOLIC EFFECTS
OF ANPHETANINEI MEPROBANATEv SODIUM AND POTASSIUM
ASPARTATE_ AND ETHYL ALCOHOL AT REST ANO DURING
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EXOBIOLOGY
THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS THAT 3 OUT OF 42 KNOWN
STELLAR SYSTEMS RAY SUPPORT LIFE IF PLANETS HAVE
EVOLVED FOR THESE STARS A64-1021T
LIFE DETECTION ON NARSt USING GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY
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PHYSIOLOGICAL AND MORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
LIFE IN SPACE WITH OBSERVATIONS ON iNTERPLANETARY
TRANSMISSION OF BACTERIAL SPORES
A66-1647_
BIOLOGICAL INPLICATIONS AND BACTERIA RESPONSE TO
SIMULATED MARTIAN CONOITIONS_ DISCUSSING PRESENCE
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LIMDNITE ENVIRONMENT MAY PROVIDE ECOLOGICAL BASIS
FOR RESPIRATORY AND PHOTOSYNTHETIC MARTIAN
ORGANISMS A66-1883T
EXOPHORIA
ACCOMMODATION AND CONVERGENCE CONSIDERED WITHIN
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EXPECTANCY HYPOTHESIS
SELECTIVE RESPONSE TIME INFLUENCED BY
INTER-STIMULUS INTERVAL ANO PROBABILITY OF
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VISUAL REACTION TIRE RELATED TO EXPECTANCY OF
STIMULUS A64-81151
EXPERIMENT DESIGN
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PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF XYLOCAINE ON TOLERANCE OF
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EXPLOSIVE GAS
ACCUMULATION OF STATED ELECTRICITY ON ARCTIC
CLETHZNG kITH DECREASE IN TENPERATURE AND HAZARD
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SA RADIATION EXPOSURE
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THERMAL 8 METABOLIC RESPONSE OF MEN TO MODERATE
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PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF EXPOSURE TO INCREASED
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S HYDROLYSES
EXTRASENSORY PERCEPTION
EXTRASENSORY PERCEPTION -- HUMAN COMMUNICATION NITH
ANIMALS
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EXTRATERRESTRIAL ENVIRONMENT
CF LUNAR ENVIRONHENT
CF PLANETARY ENVIRONMENT
CF SPACE ENVIRONMENT
BIOLOGICAL RHYTHMS DEFINED TO DETERMINE ALTERATION
DUE TO EXTRATERRESTRIAL SPACE ENVIRONMENT
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AQUEOUSt LOk TEMPERATURE ENVIROMqENT CF ORGUEIL
RETEORITE PARENT BODY AND SUSTENANCE OF LIFE
A64-BO651
BACTERIAL SURVIVAL IN SIMULATED EXTRATERRESTRIAL
ENVIRONMENT
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DETERMINATION OF BLOOD FLOH THROUGH INTACT VESSELS
UNDER CONDITIONS OF GRAVITATIONAL STRESS AND IN
EXTRATERRESTRIAL SPACE CAPSULES
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ANAERCEIC BACTERIA SURVIVAL IN EXTRATERRESTRIAL
ENVIRONMENTS
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ORGANISMS UNDER TERRESTRIAL AND EXTRATERRESTRIAL
ENVIRONMENTS
NASA-CR-S652T N66-22788
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE
CF LIFE OETECTOR
ORIGINS DE TERRESTRIAL LIFE IN TERMS OF CHEMICAL
EVOLUTION OF ATMOSPHEREt CATALYSISt MOLECULES AND
CELLSt NITH REFERENCE TO EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE
A66-10215
RECUIREMENTS FOR BIOLOGICAL EVOLUTION IN THE
UNIVERSEe ON THE BASIS OF NATURE AND EVOLUTION OF
STARS A66-10216
THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS THAT 3 OUT OF 42 KNOMN
STELLAR SYSTEMS MAY SUPPORT LIFE IF PLANETS HAVE
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A66-10218
MESSENGER PROBES TO SURROUNDING STARS IN OUR
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INTELLIGENT LIFE A66-10236
METEORITIC INVESTIGATIONS FOR DETECTING
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFEt PARTICULARLY EXAMINATION OF
CARBONACEOUS CHONORITES A66-10BT6
PHYSICO-CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF LIFE, THE EVOLUTION
OF LIFE, AND EVIDENCE OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE
A66-11388
BASIC CONDITIONS FOR THE EXISTENCE OF LIFE IN THE
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LiFE DETECTION ON MARS1 USING GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY
A66-13639
CARBONACEOUS MATERIAL IN TERRESTRIAL SAMPLES AND
ORGUEIL METEORITE FOR EVIDENCE OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL
LIFE A66-16781
NONPREVALENCE OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE IN OUR
SOLAR SYSTEM, URGING CONCENTRATION ON TERRESTRIAL
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PHYSIOLOGICAL AND MORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
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TRANSMISSION OF BACTERIAL SPORES
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EXPERIMENTS FOR DETECTING LIFE IN SEVERE NATURAL
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PREVENTION OF BIOLOGICAL CONTAMINATION ON
EXTRATERRESTRIAL BOOIES A66-1882T
LIMONITE ENVIRONMENT MAY PROVIDE ECOLOGICAL BASIS
FOR RESPIRATORY AND PHOTOSYNTHETIC MARTIAN
ORGANISMS A66-18837
PROBABILITY OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE BASED ON
ORIGEN OF TERRESTRIAL LIFE IN SPACE ENVIRONMENTS
AND DIRECT EVIDENCE A66-26966
DESCRIPTION OF MULTIVATOR, DEVICE DESIGNED TO
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SOLAR ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION EFFECTS ON
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POSSIBILITY OF LIFE ORIGINATING IN SPACE BASED ON
STUOY OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS MHICH LEO TO
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MARTIAN LIFE /MICROORGANISMS/ OETECTION AND
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MORPHOLOGICAL ANO PHYSIOLOGICAL EVIDENCE
A66-28362
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EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE FORMS IN THE ORGUEIL
METEORITE A66-80161
PROGRESS OF MAN IN SPACE AND EXTRATERRESTRIAL
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PORPHYRINS FOUND IN THE ORGUEIL METEORITE AND
THEIR RELATION TO THE ORIGIN OF LIFE
A66-BO368
SPACE TRAVEL AND PLANETARY ENVIRONMENT EFFECT ON
MICROORGANISMS A66-B0356
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FUTURE PLANS FOR SPACE PROBES IN RELATION TO
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ANALYTICAL SYSTEM FOR EXTRATERRESTRIAL ATMOSPHERE,
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ORIGIN OF LIFE IN SPACE COMPARED TO THAT ON EARTH
A66-80917
EVIDENCE OF CHEMICAL NATURE OF ORIGIN OF LIFE ON
EARTH AND IN SPACE A66-80962
INFECTION OF SPACECREW BY EXTRATERRESTRIAL
MICRCERGANISMS A66-81026
ENVIRCKMENTAL BICFHYSICS, ORIGIN OF LIFE AND
EXTRATERRESTRIAL MICROBIAL LIFE
A66-81CBO
SPECTREPHOTEMETER ATTACHMENT FOR DETECTION OF
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE
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EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE - METEORITES, PLANETS,
AND OUTER SPACE ENVIRONMENTS
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POSSIEILITY DF EXISTENCE AND METHODS OF DETECTING
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE N66-116T1
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CAPABILITES OF HUMAN OPERATOR FOR CONTROLLING
AIRCRAFT IN LOW ALTITUDE TERRAIN FOLLOWING FLIGHT
CAL-IH-ITI5-E-5 N66-16689
TRAINING PLAN FOR PERSONNEL TO MONITOR FLIGHT
CONTROL SYSTEM FOR DETECTING SLOW MALFUNCTION
PROBLEMS N66-25355
INTERVENING LEVELS OF CONTROL BETWEEN FULL MANUAL
AND FULL AUTOMATIC - EFFECT UPON PILOT PERFORMANCE
AD-441953 N66-30199
FLIGHT DUTY
LEFT BUNDLE BRANCH BLOCK IN FLYING PERSONNEL
A66-80172
FLIGHT FATIGUE
FATIGUE OF AIR CREW AND OTHER PHYSIOLOGICAL SIDE
EFFECTS OF JET FLYING A64-Ig489
JET CREW FATIGUE EMPHASIZING EFFECTS OF VISUAL
DIFFICULTIESw NDISE_ OZONE CONTANINATION_ COLDS
AND SMOKING A66-IgBO0
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PHARMACOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS OF
AOENOSINETRIPHOSPHORIC ACID AND CQCARBOXYLASE IN
TREATMENT OF PILOTS AFFLICTED WITH FLIGHT FATIGUE
A66-26099
MEDICAL PROBLEMS OF CIVILIAN AIR TRANSPORT
A64-80158
-= SUBJECT INDEX FLIGHT VEHICLE
ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE AND COCARBOXYLASE TREATMENT
OF JET PILOT WITH FLIGHT FATIGUE
A64-81069
FLIr_HT FITNESS
PROCEDURES DEVISED FOR OIVERSw SUBMARINERSw AND
PILOTS FOR CHECKING THEIR ABILITY TO REGULATE
PRESSURE IN MIDDLE EAR A66-80969
CARDIOVASCULAR AND RESPIRATORY FUNCTION TESTING
UNDER HYPOXIA - METF_JO DEVELOPEO FOR FLIGHT
FITNESS EXAMINATION A66-81233
EYE OISEASES WHICH INCAPACITATE FOR OCCUPATION
REQUIRING OPERATION OF VEHICLES ON LAND. SEAr OR
IN AIR A66-81326
FLIGHT HAZARD
INFLIGHT TOXIC HAZARD IN USAF C-56 RESULTING FROM
FUMES FROM FLUOROCARBON RESIN PYROLYSIS
A66-22065
NOLFF-PARKINSON-NHITE SYNDROME AS AVIATION RISK -
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC ANOMALY
REPT.-I5 N66-16778
INFLIGHT VERTIGO AND LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS -
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC STUDIES
CAR1-63-21 N66-1695Z
FLIGHT INSTRUMENT
HEAD-UP DISPLAY SYSTEM FOR LDM FLYING OVER HILLS
AND PDCR NEATHER APPROACHES A66-28SB8
FLIGHT SAFETY
AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS AND FATALITIES WITH EMPHASIS ON
EJECTION AT SAFE ALTITUDE AbB-2069T
RELATIONSHIP OF FREQUENCY OF PATHOLOGICAL OEFECTS
OF SAMPLE PILOTS IN AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS TO SAME
DEFECTS IN TOTAL PILOT POPULATION
A66-25549
PROPOSED UNIVERSAL SYMBOL TO NARN AVIATION
PERSONNEL OF ADVERSE DRUG EFFECTS
A64-80863
STRUCTURAL-MEDICAL ANALYSIS OF CIVIL AIRCRAFT
ACCIDENT INJURIES AND MEANS OF INCREASING SAFETY
A66-80851
SAFETY CONSIOERATIDNS FOR MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
FTO-TT-62-1605/I N66-12069
ETHICS, ECONOMICSt AND ATTITUDES AS FACTORS IN
AIRCRAFT FLIGHT SAFETY N64-Z2062
FLIGHT SIMULATION
METABOLIC COST OF PILOTING LIGHT AIRCRAFT TO
EXAMINE HYPERVENTILATION TENDENCY UNDER INDUCED
HYPOXIA AND SIMULATED INSTRUMENT FLYING TASK
A66-ZO696
ENVIRONMENTAL TEST PROGRAM FOR MANNED SPACECRAFT
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS A66-23200
PHYSIOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF DIVERS NET SUIT IN
SIMULATED FLIGHT AND EMERGENCY ENVIRONMENTS AS
RELATED TO SKIN AND RECTAL TEMPERATURES
A66-8OlT9
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF INDUCED HYPOXIA ON PILOT
DURING INSTRUMENT FLYING AND FLIGHT SIMULATION
A66-BO502
DISADVANTAGE OF PREDOMINANCE OF ANTICOMPENSATORY
EYE MOVEMENTS DURING RAPID HORIZONTAL ROTATION OF
HEAD A64-80862
INTERACTION OF VISUAL. VESTIBULAR. AND MOTOR SENSE
ORGANS UNDER SIMULATED FLIGHT CONDITIONS
N66-11522
PILOT BIOMEDICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL INSTRUMENTATION
FOR MONITORING PERFORMANCE DURING CENTRIFUGE
SIMULATIONS OF SPACE FLIGHT
NACC-MA-B308 N64-12256
RESTRAINT g PROTECTION OF HUMAN EXPERIENCING
SMOOTH DR OSCILLATING ACCELERATIONS SIMULATING
SPACE FLIGHT N66-13659
PILOT PERFORMANCE AND PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO
SIMULATED LOM-ALTITUDE HIGH-SPEED FLIGHT
N66-28968
CREW PERFORMANCE DURING REAL TIME LUNAR LANDING
MISSION SIMULATION
NASA-TN-D-2667 N64-29206
FLIGHT SIMULATION AND EFFECTS OF SEVERE AIR
TURBULENCE ON JET AIRLINE PILOTS
NADC-ML-6611 N64-31666
FLIGHT SIMULATOR
DESIGN CRITERIA FOR FLIGHT TRAINING DEVICES AND
SIMULATORS, NITH EMPHASIS ON TASK FIDELITY
A66-13776
PART TASK TRAINER /PTT/t SPACE FLIGHT SIMULATOR
FOR ASTRONAUT TRAINING
SAE PAPER 866H A66-208_0
FLIGHT SIMULATOR SYSTEM AND EXPERIMENTS ON MANUAL
CONTROL A66-80989
CENTRIFUGE AS FLIGHT SIMULATOR - RESTRAINT SYSTEMS
AND PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTION TO ACCELERATION STRESS
N66-1365T
SIMULATOR STUDY OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE DURING
LOW ALTITUDE, HIGH SPEED FLIGHT
TRECDM-TR-63-52 N64-I666B
MEASURING PILOT PERFORMANCE AND CONTROL IN FLIGHT
TASK SIMULATOR
IAM-TM-226 N66-25828
GIBSON THEORY ON VISUAL PERCEPTION AND HUMAN
FACTORS - SENSORY CUES AND DYNAMIC DISTORTION IN
HELICOPTER FLIGHT SIMULATOR
NAVTRAOEVCEN-Z96-5 N66-Z8636
FLIGHT TEST
B-5B ESCAPE CAPSULE FLIGHT TEST OF EIGHT EJECTIONS
AT SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC SPEEDS TO ESTIMATE
HUMAN RESPONSE TO ACCELERATION A66-13510
FLIGHT TRAINING
SA SPACE FLIGHT TRAINING
SPACECRAFT PILOT SELECTION AND TRAINING FOR
MERCURY. GEMINI. X-15 AND X-20 PROGRAMS. NOTING
ASTRONAUT TRAINING ANO AEROSPACE RESEARCH PILOT
SCHOOL A66-11360
PILOT TRAINING PROGRAM FOR THE HYPERSONIC X-20
AIRCRAFT COVERING GROUND TRAINING_ FLIGHT
SIMULATOR AND X-IF EXPERIENCE A64-11361
RELATIONSHIP OF VESTIBULAR TEST RESPONSESe
ESPECIALLY THOSE WHICH ARE ELECTRDNYSTAMOGRAPHICe
TO PILOT PERFORMANCE DURING FLIGHT TRAINING
A66-123BO
PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS IN THE TRAINING OF AIRCREN
IN USE OF THE RoA.F. PARTIAL PRESSURE SUITS
A66-13512
CORRELATION OF MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS GRAOES NITH
FLIGHT TRAINING GRADES IN BASIC AND ADVANCED
STAGES A66-19139
MEDICAL SUPPORT AND TRAINING OF FLYING PERSONNEL
IN HIGH ALTITUDE FLYING A66-80396
MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENTS OF FLYING AND NDNFLYING
AIR FORCE PERSONNEL AS RELATED TO SELECTION AND
TRAINING A66-BOBB6
PERSONALITY ORIENTATION AND SUCCESS IN FLIGHT
TRAINING
REPT.-38 N66-30168
FLIGHT VEHICLE
S HELICOPTER
A-lOI
FLCM SUBJECT INDEX ..
FLOM
S 60UNOARY LAYER FLOM
S FLO_ VELOCITY
S GAS FLON
S HEAT FLON
FLUM _ETER
CATHETER-TIP FLOW METER FDR MEASUREMENT OF
CORONARY ARTERIAL BLOOD FLON IN DOGS
SAM-TCR-66-33 N66-29989
FLOM THEORY
S HYDRODYNAMICS
FLOM VELOCITY
COMPUTATION OF BLOOD FLDN VELOCITY FROM PRESSURE
PULSE COMPARED NITH MEASUREMENT BY ULTRASONIC
FLDNHETER A66-80259
FLUIO
S BOOY FLUID
S GAS
S LIQUID
FLUIO MECHANICS
S AERCOYNANICS
S GAS DYNAMICS
S HYORODYNARICS
S THERMODYNAMICS
FLUORESCENCE
PHCTOSYNTHES|S AND FLUORESCENCE DURING VARIOUS
STAGES OF CELL GROWTH IN SYNCHRONIZED CULTURES OF
CHLQRELLA PYRENOIDOSA A66-80805
FLUORESCENCE OF CULTURES OF CHLORELLA
PYRENOIDOSA EXPOSED TO VARYING CONCENTRATIONS OF
PLASMOLYTICS AT OIFFERENT STAGES OF CELL
DEVELOPMENT A66-BOB06
PHOTOSYNTHESIS AND FLUORESCENCE OF CULTURES OF
CHLORELLA VULGARIS EXPOSED TO INCREASING
CONCENTRATIONS OF CALCIUM CHLORIDE AND SUCROSE
A66-80808
ULTRAVIOLET FLUORESCENCE OF AMINO ACIDS IN FROG
MUSCLES
JPRS-l_287 N66-11068
SPIRALIZATION OF TRANSPORT RIBONUCLEIC ACID
MEASURED BY DURATION OF FLUORESCENCE OF ACRIDINE
ORANGE DYE
JPRS-22521 N66-12067
RELATIONSHIP BETNEEN PHYSIOLOGICAL STATE AND
NECIUM DURATION OF FLUORESCENCE OF
BACTERIOCHLOROPHYLL IN CELLS N66-23636
FLUORINE
HYGIENE £ SANITATION - EFFECT OF LOW CONCENTRATION
OF FLUORINEt SANITARY INDICES FOR MATER RESERVDIRe
AND AIR IONIZATION
JPRS-I_067 N64-11066
FLUOROCARBON
INFLIGHT TOXIC REACTIONS RESULTING FROM
FLUOROCARBON RESIN PYROLYSt_ A66-8063T
FLUTTER
S VIBRATION
FLYING
S HIGH ALTITUDE FLYING
S HIGH SPEEO FLYING
FLYING PERSONNEL
POSTURE EFFECTS IN PILOTS AND IN RECRUITS IN OTHER
OCCUPATIONS A66-I2gg2
INTERVERTEERAL OISK DISEASE IN FLYING PERSONNEL
A66-13996
CORRELATION OF FLYING APTITUDE _ITH ELECTRO-
ENCEPHALOGRAN FOR AIRCREH SELECTION
A66-1913T
LEFT BUNDLE BRANCH BLOCK IN FLYING PERSONNEL
A66-80172
TREATMENT OF SEVERE OECCHPRESSION SICKNESS IN
AVIATORS A66-80216
CORNEAL CONTACT LENSES FOR FLYING PERSONNEL IN
MILITARY AVIATION - CLINICAL EVALUATION
A66-BOBO1
GLAUCOMA INCIDENCE AS RELATED TO ALTITUDE AND
STRESSES ENCOUNTERED BY FLYING PERSONNEL
A66-80506
MEDICAL PROBLEMS OF FLYING PERSONNEL
A66-80596
ATRIAL FIBRILLATION IN FLYING PERSONNEL
A66-BO65Q
MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENTS OF FLYING AND NGNFLYING
AIR FORCE PERSONNEL AS RELATED TO SELECTION AND
TRAINING A66-BOBB6
DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT OF CORNEAL ENDOTHELIAL
DYSTROPHY IN FLYING PERSONNEL A66-80693
CORONARY DISTURBANCES ANO FLYING AS RELATED TO
PILOT SELECTION EXANINAIIONS A66-80769
AIRLINE FLIGHT SURGEON DUTIES AS RELATED TO
GROUND AND FLYING PERSONNEL A66-80776
ELECTRORETINOGRAPHY - USEFULNESS IN SELECTION OF
FLYING PERSONNEL A66-80802
KIDNEY DISEASES NHICH PREVENT PILOT TRAINING
A66-BOBO6
NEUROLOGICAL ABNORMALITIES IN CIVILIAN PILOTS AND
AIR TRAFFIC PERSONNEL REQUIRING MEDICAL
CERTIFICATION A66-80836
PRUPOSED UNIVERSAL SYMBOL TO HARN AVIATION
PERSONNEL OF ADVERSE DRUG EFFECTS
A66-80863
SURGERY FOR MASSIVE UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL
HEMORRHAGE IN FLYING PERSONNEL A66-BOB69
ELECTRDENCEPHALOGRAPHIC EFFECTS OF SLEEP
DEPRIVATION AS RELATED TO CONVULSIONS IN HEALTHY
AIR FORCE CRENS AND RECRUITS A66-8096T
TUBERCULOSIS IN AIR FORCE PERSONNEL AND MEDICO-
LEGAL ASPECTS A66-81160
LIST OF REPORTS FOR FLYING PERSONNEL
FPRC-I1T8 N66-28116
FLYING QUALITY
HAND PREFERENCE IN PILOTS AS RELATED TO FLYING
SKILL A66-80690
FOCUS
S OPTICS
FOIL
ANALYSIS TECHNIGUES FUR NEUTRON FOIL AND GAMMA
DOSINETRY
AFSNC-TDR-62-107 N66-21523
FOLDING STRUCTURE
S BALLOON
S PARACHUTE
FOLIC ACID
HEMATOLOGICAL AND VITAMIN C DISTURBANCES IN MEN
AND WOMEN DURING BENZENE POISONING AS AFFECTED BY
FDLIC ACID AND CYSTEINE A66-BD750
FOOD
SA SPACE FO00
CF DIET
CF NUTRITION
PHOTOSYNTHESIS EXPERIMENTATION IN ORDER TO STUDY
FEASIBILITY OF SYNTHETIC MANUFACTURE OF FOOD
PRODUCTS A66-13765
IONIZING RADIATION AS A FUDO PRESERVATIVE
JPRS-IT530 N64-10696
AolO2
SUBJECT INDEX
PRESERVATION OF FRUITS AND VEGETABLES BV IONIZING
RAOIATI_
TIC-X9206 N66-1296B
SURVEILLANCE OF RAO|DACTIVE MATERIALS IN AIR,
NATERw AND FOOD
HM-Tg6§2 N64-x4gz4
PASSAGE OF STRONTIUM 90 INTO BROTH FORMED DURING
COOKING OF BONES, MEAT, POTATOES, AND CABBAGE
JPRS-Z4139 N66-18114
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECT ON MICROFLORA 1N MEATS
ANO FOOD - BOTANY
JPRS-2418T N66-18968
PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF RADIOACTIVE IODINE
IN MILK AND HUMAN THYROID
UCRL-TT16 N66-19OgT
HYDROGEN-OXIDIZING BACTERIA FOR USE MITH
ELECTROLYSIS |M CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS FOR
REGENERATION OF FOOD AND OXYGEN FROM MATER AND
CARBON DIOXIDE
AMRL-TOR-66-35 N64-2763Z
POSSIBLE SYNTHESIS OF ARTIFICIAL FOODS FROM ALGAE
NASA-IT-F-g166 N66-3340T
VITAMIN AND HORMONE EFFECTS ON HEMORRHAGIC DISEASE
IN RATS CAUSED EY IRRADIATED FOOD
_R-16 N66-33993
FOOD INTAKE
FOOD PACKAGING AND HANDLING UNDER ZERC-G
CONDITIONS OF SPACE A64-Z2654
BIOCHEMICAL NUTRITIONAL NEEDS OF PROVIDING FOOD
FOR MEN ON SPACE MISSION A66-26616
DIURNAL RHYTHM OF URINARY ELECTROLYTE EXCRETION AS
RELATED TO PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AND DIETARY INTAKE
A66-80186
BOGY MATER BALANCE AS AFFECTED BV MATER INGESTION
IN MAMMAL A66-80568
MATER AND FOOD INTAKE INFLUENCE ON MONKEY IMACACA
PULATTA/ DURING EXPOSURE TO COLD ANO HEAT STRESS
A64-80551
_, .LL.n v, WmlCR _m_ rUUU |N1AKE. AND URINE
ELECTRELYTE CONCENTRATION IN RAT OURING ADAPTATION
TO MATER OEPRIVATION SCHEDULE A66-80552
RESTRICTED MATER INTAKE AS RELATED TO MATER
BALANCE AND FOOD INTAKE IN RAT A66-80555
INTERMITTENT FEEDING AND FASTING IN RATS OF
DIFFERENT AGES AS RELATED TO BODY MEIGHT DURING
EXPOSURE TO COLD A66-BOTB3
CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM AND ADRENAL CORTICOSTEROME
ELABORATION OF STARVED AND UNSTARVEO MICE OF
DIFFERENT AGES EXPOSED TO CHANGES IN GRAVITY
A66-80815
LEARNING SET PERFORMANCE, VISION, HEARING,
LOCOMOTION, EATING, BODY MEIGHT, AND SURVIVAL OF
SQUIRREL MONKEYS, SAIfllRI SCIUREUS, EXPOSED TO
RAPIO DECOMPRESSION A66-80836
EFFECT OF PROLONGED ACCELERATION ON EATING,
BOOV MEIGHT AND RESPONSE TIME OF RAT
A66-80866
SUPPLEMENTARY FEEDING OF CARBOHYDRATE ANO EFFECT
ON PLASMA FREE FATTY ACIOS DURING PHYSICAL
EXERCISE A66-80884
DECELERATION EFFECTS ON BODY MEIGHT AND FOOD AND
MATER INTAKE OF RAT EXPOSED TO PROLONGED
CEMTRIFUGATION A66-80914
BOOY FAT CONTENT ANO COMPOSITION, BODY MEIGHT,
METABOLISM OF COLD-EXPOSED, SEMISTARVEO, AND
HORMONE TREATED HAMSTER ABk-B0991
FREE RADICAL
FORCE
CF CENTRIFUGAL FORCE
CF CENTRIPETAL FORCE
CF INERTIAL FORCE
CF PRESSURE
CF TORQUE
MEASUREMENT OF FORCES ON HUMAN BODY DUE TO AIR
MOVEMENT
CAR1-63-9 N64-23617
FORM PERCEPTION
CF PERSPECTIVE
COLOR AND PATTERN PERCEPTION TESTS USING ISHIHARA
CHARTS AS TARGETS FOR STABILIZED RETINAL IMAGE
A64-2502S
FORM RECOGNITION AT BRIEF DURATION AS FUNCTION OF
ADAPTING FIELD AND INTERVAL BETMEEN STIMULATIONS
A66-80070
VISUAL PATTERN RECOGNITION AS FUNCTION OF
REDUNDANCY A64-BO473
JUDGMENT OF SLANT MITH CONSTANT OUTLINE
CONVERGENCE ANO VARIABLE SURFACE TEXTURE GRADIENT
A64-OOST9
VOLUME JUDGMENT FROM PHOTOGRAPHS OF COMPLEX SHAPES
AND UTILIZATION IN AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
Ab4-80588
COLOR VERSUS SHAPE CODING IN INFORMATION DISPLAYS
A64-SO603
VIEMER INTERPRETATION AND CONNOTATION OF ABSTRACT
VISUAL FORMS A64-80634
FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE AND IDENTIFICATION OF
AMBIGUOUS PERCEPTUAL FORM A64-OOT06
EVIDENCE FOR ACQUIRED EQUIVALENCE OF CUES
/TACTUAL AND VISUAL CUES/ IN RECOGNITION OF SHAPES
A66-80746
SLANT PERCEPTION RELATEO TO ESTIMATE OF AVERAGE
SIZE OF TEXTURE ELEMENTS IN VISUAL PATTERN
A64-81139
SLANT PERCEPTION - GESTALT_ HELMHOLTZ. AND GIBSON
THEORIES A66-81159
TRANSFER IN PERCEPTUAL LEARNING FCLLOM|NG STIMULUS
PREOIFFERENTIATIQN A66-81200
FORMALDEHYDE
SPACECRAFT SURFACE STERILIZATION OF BACILLUS BY
SELF-STERILIZING FORMALDEHYDE PAINT - INTERNAL
STERILIZATION BY ETHLENE OXIDE A66-B0663
TOXICITY OF ISOALCOHDLS, HIGHER ALOOHOLSt AND
NELANINE-FORHALOEHVOE RESINS
FTD-TT-66-gTIIG6 N66-25662
FORMIC ACID
BIOCHEMICAL FUEL CELLS - ELECTRO-OXIDATION OF
HYDROGEN AND FORMIC ACID
QPR-S N66-1396B
FRACTIONATIDN
FREE STREAM FRACTIONATIDN OF CELLS IN RAT BONE
NARROM N64-22857
FRAME
S GRIO
FRANCE
OYNAMIC FACTORS AND AIRCRAFT DESIGN IN VERTEBRAL
FRACTURES OCCURRING DURING FORCED OR FAULTY
LANDINGS IN FRANCE A66-B0285
FREE FALL
HUMAN SURVIVABILITY OF EXTREME IMPACTS IN FREE
FALL
CARI-63-1S N66-11ggs
FREE RADICAL
CF ION
INTERACTION OF FREE RADICAL FROM INHIBITORS OF
ENZYMES MITH PROTEIN SULFUR COMPOUNDS
A-lO3
FREE STREAM SUBJECT INDEX q-
N66-10854
SENSITIZATION OF TUMOR CELLS TO ACTION OF IONIZING
RADIATION BY RADICAL-REACTION INHIBITORS
N66-12896
REACTIEN OF IRRADIATED PROTEIN RADICALS WITH
RADICAL-REACTION INHIBITORS N64-12897
SEMIQUINONE FREE RADICALS IN SYSTEMS MODELLING
BIOLOGICAL OXIDATION N66-2BD36
FREE STREAM
FREE STREAM FRACTIONATION OF CELLS IN RAT BONE
MARROW N64-2285T
FREEZING
WATER RECOVERY FROM URINE BY FREEZE DRYING PROCESS
USING MICROWAVE ENERGY SOURCE
AMRL-TDR-63-130 N66-18T89
FREQUENCY
S AUOIDFREQUENCY
S FREQUENCY RESPONSE
S HIGH FREQUENCY
S LOW FREQUENCY
S ULTRAHIGH FREQUENCY
FRECUENCY ANALYSIS
S OSCILLOSCOPE
FREQUENCY BAND
S J-BAND
FREQUENCY RESPONSE
FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF HUMAN SEMICIRCULAR CANALS TO
ANGULAR ACCELERATION USING NYSTAGMUS TRANSITION
TECHNIQUE
NASA-OR-55626 N66-15560
FROG
ULTRAVIOLET FLUORESCENCE OF AMINO ACIDS IN FROG
MUSCLES
JPRS-Ig28T N66-11068
RECORDING OF EFFERENT IMPULSE OF FROG NERVOUS
SYSTEM
SAM-TDR-63-66 N66-13869
TIME AND DOSE DEPENDENCY OF NITROGEN COMPOUND
EXCRETION FROM ISOLATED FROG LIVER AFTER WHOLE-
BODY IRRADIATION
NIJS-R-422 N66-21048
EFFECT OF HISTAMINE AND CYSTEINE ON NITROGEN
EXCRETION FROM LIVER OF IRRADIATED FROG
NIJS-R-623 N66-21049
NITROGEN COMPOUNDS EXCRETED BY ISOLATEO LIVER OF
NONIRRADIATED AND IRRADIATED FROGS
NIJS-R-421 N64-21056
CONDUCTION BLOCKAGE OF ISOLATED SCIATIC NERVE OF
FROG BY HIGH ENERGY IRRADIATION
N64-ZgT2
CRIGIN OF POSITIVE COMPONENT OF EVOKED POTENTIAL
OF TEDIUM OPTICUM OF TOAD - ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY
N64-31562
FUEL
SA JET FUEL
CF CARBON
CF PETROLEUN
CF PROPELLANT
DERMATOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF AIRCRAFT FUEL AND
THERAPY
dPRS-16055 N66-28631
FUEL CELL
S BIOCHEMICAL FUEL CELL
FUME
S GAS
FUNCTION
S FUNCTION TEST
S RENAL FUNCTION
S SWITCHING FUNCTION
S TIME FUNCTION
S TRANSFER FUNCTION
FUNCTION SPACE
S EUCLIDEAN SPACE
FUNCTION TEST
CF DIAGNOSIS
CARDIOVASCULAR EXAMINATION IN SELECTION OF AIRCREW
A66-13752
EYE MOTILITY EXAMINATION BY OBJECTIVE TECHNIQUES
TO SUPPLEMENT AVIATION PHYSICAL EXAMINATION
A64-13gg5
HEART RATE RESPONSE TO VALSALVA MANEUVER AS TEST
OF CIRCULATORY INTEGRITY A66-80008
POSTROTATORY NYSTAGMUS AS TEST OF VESTIBULAR
FUNCTION - ITS RELATION TO AUTONOMIC NERVOUS
SYSTEM STABILITY A64-80254
VESTIBULAR REACTIONS IN REVOLVING ROOM OBSERVED
QUANTITATIVELY A64-80255
CRANIAL BLOOD FLOW MEASURING TECHNIQUE USING
ISOTOPE BOLUS PROPELLED TOWARD HEART FROM
VENIPUNCTURE A66-80258
SPEECH DISCRIMINATION TEST WITH NOISE BACKGROUND
PROPOSED FOR SENIOR NAVAL AVIATORS
A64-80698
OBJECTIVE MEASUREMENT OF VISUAL ACUITY BY NEW
METHOD A66-80512
MASTER EXERCISE TOLERANCE TEST IN DIAGNOSIS AND
PROGNOSIS OF REDUCED CORONARY CIRCULATION
A66-80520
SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC DETERMINATION OF CARDIAC OUTPUT
BY MEANS OF NEW DYEr PATENT BLUE A
A6_-BOS40
MEASUREMENT OF PHYSIOLOGICAL EVENTS BY IMPEDANCE
CHANGE A66-8056I
PROCEDURES DEVISED FOR DIVERS, SUBMARINERSw AND
PILOTS FOR CHECKING THEIR ABILITY TO REGULATE
PRESSURE IN MIDDLE EAR A66-80969
AMPLITUDEv FREQUENCY AND DURATION OF NYSTAGMUS IN
RESPONSE TO ANGULAR ACCELERATION RELATED TO
VESTIBULAR REGULATION, AGE AND STIMULUS INTENSITY
A66-80986
FACTOR ANALYSIS OF CARDIOVASCULAR TEST VARIABLES
A66-81224
CARDIOVASCULAR AND RESPIRATORY FUNCTION TESTING
UNDER HYPOXIA - METHOD DEVELOPED FOR FLIGHT
FITNESS EXAMINATION A66-81233
CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONAL TESTING OF OXYGEN BREATHING
EOUIPMENT
SAM-TDR-63-56 N66-12176
FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS
COMPARISON OF METHODS FOR EVALUATING PROTECTIVE
HEADGEAR A66-81322
FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS OF HUMAN ENGINEERING -
PSYCHOLOGY
JPRS-2IgT6 N64-10852
FUNGUS
CF YEAST
ENDOGENOUS PERIODIC GROWTH BAND FORMATION IN
NEUROSPORA DEPENDENT ON MEDIUM TEMPERATURE AND
COMPOSITION A66-28616
MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON LIGHT EMISSION BY
MICROORGANISM A66-B0855
IDENTIFICATION OF CELL WALL SUBSTANCES IN ALGAE
FUNGI - SPACE FOOD FOR ASTRONAUTS
AMRL-TDR-63-72 N66-11661
FUNGUS GROWTHS IN AVIATION FUEL SYSTEMS
A-106
SUBJECT INDEX
REPT.-2S2 N66-1016B
CYTDCHEMICAL IDENTIFICATION AND LOCALIZATION OF
POLYSACCHARIOE /CHITIN/ IN CELL WALLS OF FUNGI
AMRL-TCR-66-52 N66-Z?BT6
G
G FORCE
DF ACCELERATION STRESS
CF GRAVITY
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS TO ACCELERATION STRESS AND
PRCTECTIVE CLOTHING N64-13653
CENTRIFUGES FOR STUOYING LONG TERM ACCELERATION
STRESS ON MAN AND ANIMALS N66-13665
G-FORCE EFFECTS DN VASCULAR SYSTEM STRUCTURE
JPRS-22956 N66-16136
ADAPTATION OF ORGANISMS TO WEIGHTLESSNESS AND
MAXIMUM G-FORCES N66-23656
GALACTIC EVOLUTION
S STELLAR EVOLUTION
GALACTIC RADIATION
RADIATION COSES DUE TO VAN ALLEN BELTSt GALACTIC
COSMIC RAYS AND SOLAR COSMIC RAYS FOR
INTERPLANETARY FLIGHT A66-ZTI29
POSSIBLE HAZARD OF GALACTIC AND SOLAR RADIATION
BETWEEN 20 AND 3D KILOMETERS A66-80770
RRDPERTIES OF SOLAR. AND GALACTIC RADIATION AND
METHODS OF RADIATION SHIELOING A66-80TB9
GALAXY
S GALACTIC RADIATION
GALLATE
EFFECT OF SODIUM GALLATE ON NUCLEIC ACID CONTENT
OF ORGANS OF HEALTHY AND IRRADIATED RATS
JPR5-19355 N66-1121T
PREVENTION AND TREATMENT OF ACUTE RADIATION
SICKNESS IN DOGS WITH SODIUM GALLATE
JPRS-19269 N66-11369
RADIATION PROTECTION AND THERAPY FOR RADIATION
SICKNESS - GALLATE THERAPY
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ALTITUDE FLIGHT
FPRC-1216 N64-2584B
HUMAN PERFORMANCE DURING SINUSOIOAL AND RANDOM
VIBRATION IN LOM SPEEDt HIGH ALTITUDE FLIGHT
N66-31512
HIGH ALTITUDE PRESSURE
TOLERANCE TO RAPID DECOMPRESSION UP TO 60tO00 FEET
NEARING STANDARD OXYGEN MASK A66-80268
HIGH ALTITUOE TESTING
HIGH ALTITUDE EFFECTS ON ASTRONAUTSt COVERING
PSYCHOPHYSICAL FACTORSt FATIGUE STRESS AND TASK
COMMITMENT STRESS A66-12978
BRAIN GLYCOGEN CONCENTRATION CHANGES IN RATS
DURING HIGH ALTITUDE EXPOSURE A64-13756
CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSES TO HEATt COLD, DIVING_
HYPOOYNAM|C STATES, EXERCISEr AND HIGH ALTITUDE
A66-BO61B
PARTIAL PRESSURE CHANGES OF OXYGEN AND CARBON
DIOXIDE IN ALTITUDE ASCENTS - EFFECTS ON MAN
A66-B0631
MUSCULAR EXERCISE AT GREAT ALTITUDES IN HIMALAYAS
AS RELATED TO OXYGEN INTAKE, VENTILATION, AND
HEART RATE A66-BO515
COSMIC RADIATION AND HIGH ALTITUDE EFFECTS ON
SURVIVAL, LUNGS, AND SPLEEN OF TUBERCULAR NICE
OF BOTH SEXES A66-80616
COSMIC RADIATION EFFECT ON TUBERCLE BACILLI
A-lIT
HIGH ENERGY PROPELLANT SUBJECT IMOEX
INOCULATED MALE AND FEMALE NICE AT HIGH ALTITUDE
AND AT SEA LEVEL A66-80616
PRESSURE VOLUNE RELATIONSHIPS AT 3O,0Oe FEET
ALTITUDE AND AT GROUND LEVEL WHILE BREATHING PURE
OXYGEN A66-80630
HIGH ALTITUDE PHYSIOLOGY IN RELATION TO
ANAESTHESIA AND INHALATION THERAPY OF MOUNTAIN
INHABITANT A64-80890
HIGH ALTITUDE EFFECT ON BASAL METABOLISM AND
RESPIRATION IN NAN DURING PROLONGED STAY AT 5_8CO
METER /19tODD FEET/ ELEVATION IN HIMALAYAS
A66-80995
CARDIAC FUNCTION DURING INDUCED HYPOXIA IN DOG AT
SIMULATED HIGH ALTITUDE A64-81249
ADAPTATION AND PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE OF HUMAN
ORGANISM TG HYPOXIA AT HIGH ALTITUDE
A64-81259
DEVELOPMENT DF TOLERANCE TO TOXIC EFFECT OF OXYGEN
EXCESS IN AMBIENT AIR BY HYPOXIC TRAINING IN
PRESSURE CHANEER A64-81263
HIGH ALTITUDE EFFECT ON HEMATOLOGICAL DATA IN
MOUNTAIN SHEEP AND GOATS A64-81269
PHASES OF ADAPTATION PROCESS TO HIGH ALTITUDE
A64-81273
HIGH ALTITUDE EFFECT ON SALIVARY SECRETION AND
KIDNEY FUNCTION IN DOG A64-81277
KIDNEY FUNCTION AT HIGH ALTITUDE IN DOG
A66-81278
NORMAL VALUE GF BLOOD PRESSURE IN RESIDENTS OF
KIRGIZIA MOUNTAINS 664-81284
HYPDXIA AND EFFECT ON HEMATOPDIESIS IN NAN AND
ANIMAL A66-B1290
BLCOOt TISSUEt ENZYME, AND ISOENZYME CHANGES OF
RAT EXERCISING AT GROUND LEVEL AND AT 28_000 FEET
A66-81321
HIGH ALTITUDE MAN SEAT STABILIZATION STUDY
CEPE-1681 N64-26348
HIGH ENERGY PROPELLANT
S PROPELLANT
HIGH FREQUENCY
STIMULATING EFFECT DF HIGH FREQUENCY ULTRASONICS
ON YEAST CELL REPRODUCTION N64-32955
HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN
CHRONIC HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN TOXICITY EFFECT ON
RATS 666-22C58
VITAMIN E PREVENTS HEMOLYTIC ANEMIA_ DECREASES
CONVULSIONS AND MORTALITY OUE TO HIGH PRESSURE
OXYGEN EXPOSURE A64-25566
CONVULSIONS PREVENTED BY TREATMENT WITH MANGANESE
SULFATE IN RATS EXPOSED TO OXYGEN UNDER PRESSURE
A64-80283
NEUROMUSCULAR AND RESPIRATORY DISTURBANCES IN RATS
EXPOSED TO OXYGEN AT HIGH PRESSURE
A66-80629
SIMULATED SPACECRAFT ATMOSPHERE - EFFECT OF
PROLONGED EXPOSURE TO OXYGEN AT HIGH PARTIAL
RRESSURES ON MAN
SAM-TOP-63-52 N64-12321
ACUTE AND CHRONIC TOXICITY IN RATS FROM OXYGEN AT
HIGH PRESSURE
NADC-HA-6331 N64-27954
HIGH SPEED FLYING
HIGH SPEED LOH LEVEL FLIGHT - PHYSIOLOGICAL
RESPONSES DURING AND AFTER FLIGHT
A66-80333
INJURIES SUSTAINED DURING SURVIVABLE SONIC
EJECTION WITH FRENCH E. 96 ANO E. 97 SEATS
666-80669
HIGH TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENT
CF THERMAL ENVIRONMENT
ASTRONAUT HEAT WITHSTANDING CAPACITY TESTEDe
APPLYING CRITERION BASED ON PULSE BEAT AND BODY
TEMPERATURE 664-27027
RESPIRATORY RATE AT HIGH ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE
RELATED TO BODY POSITION IN RABBIT
A66-80060
TIME DISCRIMINATION RELATED TO BODY TEMPERATURE
AND PULSE RATE IN HOT ENVIRONMENT
A66-80066
CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSE IN MAN TO HIGH AMBIENT
TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY 666-80135
NAUSEA AND VOMITING IN SUBJECTS EXPOSED TO
VERTICAL MOTION AT HARM AND MODERATE TEMPERATURE
A64-80153
BLOOD PRESSURE EFFECTS OF DEHYDRATION AND HEAT
AFTER SHORT PERIOD IN RECLINING POSITION
664-80271
CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSES TO HEAT, COLD, DIVING,
HYPODYNANIC STATESw EXERCISEr AND HIGH ALTITUDE
A64-80618
CLIMATIC CHAMBERS FOR ADAPTATION RESEARCH
A64-80422
THERMOREGULATORY RESPONSES OF MAN TO HOT DESERT
CONDITIONS A66-80427
ADAPTATION OF MAN TO HUMID HEAT IN TROPICS
A64-80428
CORONARY CIRCULATION AND HEART METABOLISM IN MAN
EXPOSED TO DRY HOT ENVIRONMENT A64-80465
MINIMAL WATER REQUIREMENTS UNDER CONDITIONS OF
HEAT AND PHYSICAL EXERCISE IN NAN
A64-80549
WATER AND FOOD INTAKE INFLUENCE ON MONKEY IMACACA
MULATTAI DURING EXPOSURE TO COLD AND HEAT STRESS
A66-80551
HEAT REACTIONS OF CAUCASIANS AND BANTU MALES IN
ACCLIMATIZED AND UNACCLIMATIZED STATES DURING
PHYSICAL EXERCISE IN HOT ENVIRONMENT
A66-80696
HEATLREACTIONS OF ACCLIMATIZED AND UNACCLIMATIZEO
CAUCASIANS IN TEMPERATE, IN HOT AND ORYt AND IN
HOT AND HUMID CLIMATES A66-80697
MITOSIS AND CHLCRDPHYLL CONTENT IN CULTURES OF
CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA EXPOSED TO COLD AND HEAT FOR
SHORT AND PROLONGED PERIODS A64-80809
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES TO HIGH ENVIRONMENTAL
TEMPERATURE AND HYPERTHERMIA A64-80878
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF HEAT DURING EXERCISE AND
REST IN ACCLIMATIZED AND NONACCLIMATIZED BANTU
A64-81014
ACCLIMATIZATION TO HEAT DURING EXERCISE IN
PHYSICALLY FIT SUBJECTS A64-8II16
VISUAL AND AUDITORY VIGILANCE DURING EXPOSURE TO
HOT AND HUMID CONDITIONS 664-81191
BLOOD CELL CHANGE IN ATHLETES DURING EXERCISE AND
SAUNA BATH AND RELATION TO ADAPTATION IN SPORTS
664-81232
FACTORS CONCERNED IN TEMPERATURE REGULATION IN MAN
A66-81296
HIGH TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS ON HUMAN AND
ANIMAL BLOOD COMPOSITION AND PROPERTIES
JPRS-21405 N64-10002
A-lIB
SUBJECTINOEX
PHYSIOLOGY £ PATHOLOGY OF MATER & SALT METABOLISM
AND FLUIO BALANCE OF MORKERS IN HOT ENVIRONMENTS
NASA-TT-F-9120 N66-33399
HIGH TEMPERATURE PROPELLANT
S PROPELLANT
HIGH TEMPERATURE RESEARCH
S HIGH TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENT
HISTAMINE
TESTS ON NHITE RATS TO INVESTIGATE RADIATION
PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF HISTAMINE NHILE BODY IS
INFLUENCED BY BIOGEN AMINES A66-ZTSE1
PLASMA CATECHOLAM|NE AND HISTAMINE CONTENTS IN DOG
DURING SURFACE HEATING A66-80BT6
EFFECT OF HISTAMINE AND CVSTEINE ON NITROGEN
EXCRETION FROM LIVER OF IRRADIATED FROG
NIJS-R-623 N66-Z1069
EFFECT OF HIGH FREQUENCY ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
ON BLCCO HISTAMINE CONTENT AND CHOLINESTERASE
ACTIVITY IN HUMAN BODY N66-31560
HISTOLOGICAL STUOY
NERVE-REFLEX PROCESSES AND HOMEOSTATIC MECHANISMS
IN PERMEABILITY CHANGES OF HISTOHEMATIC BARRIERS
IN RACIATION SICKNESS
JPRS-21492 N64-10066
EFFECT OF GAMMA RADIATION ON HISTOLOGICAL AND
HISTCCHEHICAL STRUCTURES OF RAT SEX GLANDS
JPRS-22017 N66-10666
MORPHOLOGICAL E HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION OF
VESTIBULAR APPARATUS OF ANIMALS IN CHANGING
GRAVITATIONAL FIELD N66-1IB62
ENZYME HISTOCHEMISTRY OF NERVOUS SYSTEM
N66-166OB
HISTOLOGICAL STUDIES ON INNER EARS OF SQUIRREL
MONKEYS
NASA-OR-5S517 N66-16328
HISTOCHEMICAL AND ELECTRON MICROSCOPIC STUDIES OF
GRAVITY RECEPTOR CELLS OF UTRICLE OF GUINEA PIGS
SUBJECTED TO RADIAL ACCELERATION
JPRS-23837 N66-lBOB6
HISTOLOGICAL STUDY OF CHIMPANZEE MIDDLE AND INNER
EAR
ARL-TOR-66-1 N66-18650
HISTOLOGY
NOISE INDUCED DEAFNESS IN CAT A66-BB308
BACTERIALt AND FISTELOGICAL CHANGES OF RESPIRATORY
MUCOUS MEMBRANE OF RAT AFTER EXPOSURE TO COLD
A66-80956
HISTOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF LABYRINTH PIGMENTED
CELLS - MELANIN CONTAINING MACRCPHAGES
A66-BOQT7
HISTOPHYSIOLOGICAL CHANGES IN TISSUES ANO INTERNAL
ORGANS OF EXPERIMENTAL ANIMALS UNOER G-FORCES
N66-23T66
HISTORY
PARACHUTING HISTORY A66-80165
HISTORY DE ESCAPE SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT FOR AIRy SEAr
AND SPACE USE A66-80198
HISTORY CE AIR RESCUE SERVICE AS RELATED TO
CIVILIAN AND MILITARY PERSDNNELw EQUIPMENT
RECOVERYe AND SPACE FLIGHT A66-BO558
HISTORY OF DEVELOPMENT AND USES OF HUMAN
CENTRIFUEE IN AEROSPACE MEDICINE
A66-80680
MACHINE RECORD CARCS FOR RECORDING MEDICAL
HISTORY - DEVELOPMENT & USE IN ASTRONAUT SELECTION
N66-13666
HORMONE METABOLISM
HISTORY OF BIODYNAMICS
ARL-TDR-63-IO N6_-25331
HOMEOSTASIS
CYBERNETICSt HOMEOSTASIS, AND MODEL OF DISEASE AS
RELATED TO COMPUTER DIAGNOSIS A66-80733
NERVE-REFLEX PROCESSES AND HOMEOSTATIC MECHANISMS
IN PERMEABILITY CHANGES OF HISTOHEMATIC BARRIERS
IN RADIATION SICKNESS
JPRS-216?2 N66-10066
HORIZON
S HORIZON SENSING
HORIZON SENSING
CF ATTITUDE CONTROL
EFFECT OF BODY PDSITIONt VISUAL REFERENCE CUESt
AND TIME UPON JUDGEMENT OF VISUAL HORIZON
NASA-CR-55618 N66-15351
HORMONE
CF ADRENOCORTICOTROPIN
CF BRADYKININ
CF INSULIN
AORENDCGRTICAL ACTIVITY AT HIGH ALTITUDE UNDER
STRESS CONDITIONS A66-12990
BODY FAT CONTENT AND COMPOSITION, BODY HEIGHT,
METABOLISM OF CCLO-EXPOSEO_ SEMESTARVED, AND
HORMONE TREATED HAMSTER A66-80991
EFFECT OF SEX HORMONES ON ACUTE RADIATION SICKNESS
IN RATS AND MICE
JPRS-22000 N66-10392
MEDICAL USE OF HORMONES FOR OVEREXPOSURE TO
IONIZING RAOIATIONS
JPRS-19066 N66-11063
FLIGHT MEDICINE - VEGETATIVE-HORMONAL STRESS
RESPONSE IN MAN, HYPOXIA G METABOLISM, FAT
EMBOLISM DURING DECOMPRESSION
0VL-273 N66-12751
VEGETATIVE-HORMONAL STRESS RESPONSE IN MAN
FOLLOWING STRESS ADAPTATION - EOSINDPHILE COUNT IN
BLOOD _ ADREND-CORTICAL HORMONE LEVEL IN PLASMA
N66-12753
PROTECTIVE AND THERAPEUTIC EFFECT OF SDMATOTROPIC
HORMONE IN RADIATION SICKNESS N66-12769
PATHOLOGICAL STUDIES ON STEROID SEX HDRMONESt
RADIATION EFFECT ON METABOLISM, LEUKEMIAt
PARATHYROID, AND HYPOTHYROIDISM
ARCH-20 N66-1539B
EFFECT OF STRONG STRESS AND HIGH DOSES OF
ADRENOCORTICOTROPIN HORMONE ON MORPHOPHYSIOLOGICAL
REORGANIZATION OF RAT ADRENAL GLAND
N66-31365
DYNAMICS OF PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL SYSTEMS IN
MAMMALS - THERMOREGULATIONt CARDIOVASCULAR
SYSTEMS, HORNONES_ AND BEHAVIOR
NASA-CR-129 N66-32833
VITAMIN AND HORMONE EFFECTS ON HEMORRHAGIC DISEASE
IN RATS CAUSED BY IRRADIATED FOOD
PR-I6 N66-33993
HORMONE METABOLISM
HORMONE CHANGES IN RESPONSE TO CENTRIFUGATION,
VIBRATIONt AND ISOLATION NITH RESTRAINT IN MONKEY
A66-BOII5
URINARY ADRENALINE AND NDRADRENALINE RESPONSE TO
SIMULATED WEIGHTLESS STATE A66-80200
WHOLE BODY VIBRATION EFFECTS ON PLASMA AND URINARY
CCRTICDSTERCID LEVELS A66-80636
PROLONGED STARVATION EFFECT ON BLOOD PLASMA
CONCENTRATION AND EXCRETION OF ADRENAL HORMONES
A66-BOT67
LEUKOCYTEt CORTICDSTEROIDt AND CATECHDLAMINE
RESPONSE TO OORIOLIS ACCELERATION DURING
A-119
HUGONIOT EQUATION DF STATE SUBJECT INDEX
ZERO-GRAVITY PARABOLIC FLIGHT A66-80921
SECRETORY RATES OF ALODSTERONE AND CDRTISOL
MEASURED BEFOREt DURING AND AFTER BED REST
A66-80922
HUGONIOT EQUATION OF STATE
S LOg RRESSURE
HUMAN
ADRENCCORTICAL ACTIVITY AT HIGH ALTITUDE UNDER
STRESS CONOITIDNS A66-12990
HUMAN BIOCHEMICAL GENETICS
JPRS-26577 N64-32163
HUMAN BEHAVIOR
CF PERSONALITY
FINDINGS IN NEUROPHYSIOLOGY, PSYCHOLOGY AND
INSTRUMENTATION THAT SUGGEST INNOVATIONS IN
MONITORING OF ASTRONAUT BRAIN
AAS PAPER 62-11 A66-11453
NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL INFORMATION PROCESSING AS IT
RELATES TO SENSORY COMMUNICATION
A66-1241T
DATA FROM ANIMAL EXPERIMENTATIONe HUMAN BEHAVIOR
STUDIES AND PERSONAL REPORTS ON EFFECTS OF
ISCLATIONt SENSORY DEPRIVATION AND EXTREME HAZARD
A64-12979
LOg LEVEL RADIATION EFFECTS ON INTEGRATED HUMAN
BEHAVICR ANO ORGAN SYSTEMS A64-12986
HUMAN EYE MOVEMENT TRACKING SYSTEM FOR CONTROL
PURPOSES A66-23105
RERCEPTUAL MOTOR REACTIONS AFTER ONE MEEK PERIOD
DF PERCEPTUAL DEPRIVATION A66-25366
SENSORY AND PERCEPTUAL DEPRIVATION EFFECTS ON
BEHAVIORAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
A64-25632
SLEEP DEPRIVATION AS ACTIVATING PROCEDURE IN
ELECTRCENCEPHALOGRAPHY A66-25557
HUMAN EEHAVIOR UNDER STRESS-COMBAT EXPERIENCE
LEADING TD SOCIAL PSYCHIATRY A66-BOO1T
SENSORY CEPRIVATION- HYPOTHESES OF MENTAL
DETERIORATION AND MENTAL FACILITATION
A66-80366
SELECTIVE ATTENTION IN MAN - BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH
A66-80376
VISUAL PERCEPTION STUDIES ANALYZED FOR
GENERALIZATION TONARD THEORY OF HUMAN PERCEPTION
A66-BO379
INFORMATION THEORY APPLIED TO DEVELOPMENT OF SKILL
IN MAN A66-80381
SENSORY AND PERCEPTUAL DEPRIVATION - ANALYSIS OF
EFFECTS ON HUMAN ANO ANIMAL BEHAVIOR
A66-80382
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES ASSOCIATED NITH TIME
ESTIMATION IN HUMAN OPERANT SITUATION
A66-808C1
BICCHE_ICAL ANALYSIS OF PSYCHCLDGICAL EFFECT ON
BRAIN ACTIVITY - HUMAN BEHAVIOR
JPRS-18315 N66-10T56
NERVOUS SYSTEM DATA - ANALYSIS DF HUMAN BEHAVIOR
DURING SPACEFLIGHT N66-1075T
HUPAN REACTIONS IN SIMULATED SPACE ENVIRONMENT
JPRS-19953 N6_-11131
INFORMATION THEORY 8 HUMAN BEHAVIOR - LINEAR
RELATIONSHIP 8ETNEEN REACTION TIME AND UNCERTAINTY
IN INFCRYATIDN PROCESSING TASKS
ANRL-TCR-63-89 N64-11639
BEHAVICRAL TESTING IN SIMULATED SPACE CABIN
DURING SEVEN-DAY CONFINENENT- DATA PROCESSING
NASA-TN-O-IgT3 N66-11568
BEHAVIORAL TESTING DURING T-DAY CONFINENENT IN
SIMULATED SPACE CAPSULE - PATTERN RECOGNITION TASK
NASA-TN-D-19T6 N66-11569
COMPARISON OF SYMPTOMATCLOGY IN HEALTHY PERSONS
AND SUBJECTS MITH LOSS DF LABYRINTHINE FUNCTION
NHEN EXPOSED TO UNUSUAL CENTRIPETAL FORCES
NASA-CR-55621 N66-15347
ACCELERATION STRESS ON HUMAN PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL
BEHAVIOR
NAOC-NA-6305 N66-]5753
TERM EXPECTATION AND UNCERTAINTY IN HUMAN DECISION
BEHAVIOR
AMRL-TDR-63-128 N64-16799
SELECTION OF SPACE CRENS FOR EXTENDED
JOURNEYS - APPLICATION CF PSYCHOLOGICAL CRITERIA
JPRS-23853 N66-17536
HUMAN BEHAVIOR - NONLINEAR OSCILLATIONS AND
ELECTROENCEPHALCGRAPHY
AFCRL-63-364 N64-IBSBI
PREDICTION OF PERFORMANCE OF AIR FORCE PERSONNEL
REFERRED FOR PSYCHIATRIC EVALUATION
PRL-TDR-63-23 N64-18785
HUNAN BEHAVIOR - DISCRIMINATION OF PRIMARY AND
SECONDARY VISUAL VIGILANCE TASKS
A0-437336 N64-ZO318
STRESS AND FATIGUE IN HUMAN BEHAVIOR DURING
ISOLATION FROM EXTERNAL STIMULI
JPRS-26961 N64-ZI288
HUMAN ADAPTATION TO CHANGING ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
DURING SPACE FLIGHT
JPRS-206T3 N66-22258
HUMAN BEHAVIOR IN FUNGUS EATER GANES
ESD-TDR-66-23T N66-2226T
EMPIRICAL STUDY OF HUMAN BELIEFS
ESO-TDR-66-238 N66-2256T
ASTRONAUT BEHAVIOR ABOARD SATELLITE - REACTION TO
WEIGHTLESSNESS, ACCELERATION, AND RADIATION HAZARD
N66-23638
HUMAN BEHAVIOR N64-26362
HUMAN PERCEPTION DF ENVIRONMENTAL SPACE-TIME
RELATIONSHIPS N66-25OT8
HUMAN BEHAVIOR - VISUAL PERCEPTION OF NOTION
FPRC/NEMO-I?I N66-25862
HUMAN BEHAVIOR - RELATION OF CONSISTENCY AND
STRENGTH OF LATERAL PREFERENCE IN ONE-HAND TASKS
TO AIRCRAFT PILOT PERFORMANCE
FPRCIMEMO-203 N66-26000
HUMAN BEHAVIOR - EVOLUTION OF PERCEPTUAL REFERENCE
SYSTEMS
AD-600319 N64-27096
PSYCHOPHYSICAL JUDGEMENTS REFLECTING FORMATION OF
INTERNAL NORM FROM FOCAL STIMULUS, RESIDUAL
STIMULATIONe £ BACKGROUND - ADAPTATION-LEVEL
THEORY
TR-1T N66-27095
INFORMATION INPUT RATE EFFECT ON SHORT TERN HUMAN
MEMORY
NAVTRADEVCEN-13O3-2 N66-29BT1
HUMAN BEHAVIOR - PSYCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH ON DISPLAY
VARIABLES
RAOC-TDR-66-266 N66-31695
EFFECT OF SLEEP DEPRIVATION AND DEMANDING WORK-
REST SCHEDULE ON CREW PERFORMANCE
ANRL-TDR-66-63 N64-31827
i"
A-12O
SUBJECT INDEX
HUMAN BODY
PHARMACOLOGY RESEARCH AND APPLICATIONS IN
AEROSPACE MEDICINEe NOTING KREBS CYCLE AND
METABOLIC ACTIVITY IN HUMAN BODY
A64-11439
MATER RECOVERY AND HUMAN WASTE DISPOSAL SYSTEMS
FOR EXTENDED SPACE MISSIONS A6_-18624
DYNAMIC PROBLEMS OF HUMAN BODY IN SPACE
ENVIRONMENT EXAMINING EFFECTS OF NOISEe VIBRATION
AND IMPACT ON PILOT EFFICIENCY A64-2T026
TOLERANCE ANO INJURY OF HUMAN BODY TO IMPACT
ACCELERATION A64-B0320
MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSION OF OSCILLATORY PROPERTIES
OF HUMAN BODY DUE TO ELASTICITY OF TISSUES
A66-80939
EFFECT OF IONIZING RADIATION ON MOUNDS - SURGERY
TEXTBOOK
JPRS-192TB N66-11066
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC FUNCTIONS IN CLINICAL
MEDICINE OF HUMAN BODY ELECTRIC FIELDS
JPRS-19030 N64-11123
STRESS ON HUMAN BODY BY ACCELERATION ANO
WEIGHTLESSNESS
JPRS-2O3_5 NB4-1113T
ACID STABILITY OF BLOOD ERYTHROCYTES IN HUMAN
BODIES BY IONIZING RADIATION
JPRS-18938 N66-1131T
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT CF COSMIC AND SOLAR RADIATIONS
ON HUMAN BODY AT HIGH ALTITUDES
N66-11TOO
GRAVITATIONAL EFFECT ON COORDINATION OF HUMAN BODY
N66-11T09
INDIVIDUAL BLOOD CONSTITUENTS & BLOOD SUBSTITUTES
FOR TRANSFUSION
JPRS-22401 N66-11959
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECT ON DEVELOPMENT OF
LEUKEMIA IN MAN
JPRS-22520 N66-12145
EXTREMELY HOT ENVIRONMENT EXPOSURE EFFECT ON THE
TYMPANTCt ESOPHAGEAL, AND RECTAL TEMPERATURE OF
MAN
AMRL-TCR-63-85 N64-12215
THERMAL EXCHANGES OF HUMAN BODY IN EXTREME HEAT
AMRL-TDR-63-86 N66-12216
VEGETATIVE-HORMONAL STRESS RESPONSE IN MAN
FOLLOWING STRESS ADAPTATION - EOSINOPHILE COUNT IN
BLOOD E ADRENO-CORTICAL HORMONE LEVEL IN PLASMA
N64-12753
HUMAN SKIN REACTION 10 ACUTE LOCAL EXPOSURE TO
RACIATICN N64-12784
SECOND ANNUAL REPORT OF BRAIN RESEARCH INSTITUTE
INCLUDING BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PUBLICATIONS
N64-ZZ96T
_CKING AND HEALTH OF HUMANS N66-1301T
ANIMAL AWD HUMAN CALORIMETRY, HUMAN RESPONSES TO
COLD SKIN AND TO HIGH CORTICAL TEMPERATUREt HUMAN
THERMCREGULATOR
ASAE PAPER 62-422 N66-13169
ACOUSTIC PARAMETERS £ ULTRASONIC VISUALIZATION OF
ORGANS [ TISSUES OF MAN g ANIMALS
JPRS-22860 N66-13350
ELECTRCMYOGRAPHY OF HUMAN MUSCLE TONE IN NORMAL 8
PATHOLOGICAL STATES
JPRS-22782 N66-13376
FACTORS AFFECTING VISUAL [ AUDITORY SYSTEMS IN MAN
JPRS-22735 N64-13582
HUMAN BOOY
EFFECT OF PHYSICAL STRAINt HIGH TEMPERATUREt E
HIGH OXYGEN CONTENT IN INSPIRED AIR ON
EXCITABILITY OF VISUAL MECHANISM IN MAN
N66-13583
CLIMATIC EFFECT ON EXCITABILITY OF VISUAL
AUDITORY ORGANS IN MAN N66-135B6
MICROORGANISMS IN HUMAN GINGIVAL TISSUES
SAM-TOR-63-88 N66-13865
DERMO-OPTICAL SENSE IN MAN
JPRS-23068 N66-14542
MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF HUMAN BODY FOR ASSESSMENT OF
LOADS ON BODY DURING ACCELERATION
TECH. REPT.-IIS-2 N66-16TT9
ANALOG COMPUTER SIMULATION OF THERMOREGULATORY
MECHANISMS OF HUMAN BODY
AMRL-TDR-B3-116 N66-16966
PATTERNS OF HIGH- AND LOW-DENSITY ULTRACENTRIFUGAL
LIPOPROTEIN DISTRIBUTION IN HEALTHY HUMAN
POPULATION N66-15213
TEMPERATURE REACTION OF SKIN DURING LOW INTENSITY
MICROEAVE IRRADIATION
JPRS-23287 N66-15335
EFFECTS OF SPACE ENVIRONMENT ON PLANTS & HUMANS
FTD-TT-62-1609/I N66-16053
VERY HIGH FREQUENCY RADIOTELEMETRY IN SIMULATED
ANIMAL INTERIOR ENVIRONMENT, AND TRANSPARENCY OF
HUMAN BODY TO RADIO WAVES
SAM-TOR-63-80 N64-16642
FUNCTIONS OF C|RCULATORYt RESPIRATORYt & NERVOUS
SYSTEMS IN HUMAN BODY
AMRL-TOR-63-1D5 N64-1680T
MEASUREMENT OF BLOOD PRESSURE IN HUMAN BODY
NASA-SP-5006 N66-1TB3B
GAS EXCHANGE IN LUNGS OF MAN N66-17961
PERFUSICN OF LUNGS OF HUMAN MITH ASTHMA
Nb4-LT945
GAS TRANSPORT ACROSS SKIN IN MAN AND EFFECT OF
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE ON TRANSFER RATE
N64-1796q
OYNAMICS OF CHANGES IN CARBON DIOXIDE IN BODY AND
BLOOD N64-1?q50
OXYGEN STORAGE IN HUMAN BODY N66-17951
PHYSIOLOGICAL MECHANISMS FOR STUDYING HUMAN BODY
JPRS-24183 N64-18966
RECORDING ELECTROPLETHYSMOGRAMS OF PARTS AND
ORGANS OF HUMAN BOOY
NASA-TT-F-203 N64-20196
DISTRIBUTION OF BLOOD FLOE IN HUMAN SKIN
AD-60577T N66-20665
ELECTROENCEPHALDGRAPHIC CHANGES IN HUMANS DURING
BLACKOUTS INDUCED BY ACCELERATION
NAOC-ML-6402 N64-20450
PHOTDSCANNING OF HUMAN LUNG WITH MACRDAGGREGATES
OF HUMAN SERUP RADIOALBUMIN
UCLA-12-521 N66-ZO6T2
CORTICOSTEROIDS IN HUMAN PAROTIO FLUID FOLLOWING
ORAL HYDROCURTISONE DOSAGE
SAM-TDR-63-12 N66-21101
MICROORGANISM TRANSMISSION BETWEEN TWO HUMAN
BODIES IN SIMULATED SPACE CABIN
SAM-TDR-66-3 N66-21595
ACUTE RADIATION SICKNESS IN MAN
FTD-TT-63-5§B/18Z N66-21665
TRACE METAL - ESSENTIAL OR DETRIMENTAL TO LIFE
A-121
HUMAN CENTRIFUGE SUBJECT INDEX i-
BNL-B2B-/T-323/ N64-21733
SIMULTANEOUS STUDY OF EYE BLINKING REFLEXES AND
FUNCTIONAL STATE OF CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM IN
HUMANS
JPRS-249ET N64-21783
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTION OF HUMAN BOOY DURING
ACCELERATION 01RECTEO ALONG SPINE-BREAST AXIS
FTO-TT-63-1095/I82 N64-21941
HUMAN BODY TEMPERATURE CONTROL AND MECHANISM OF
BIOLOGICAL SYNTHESIS OF CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS
NASA-CR-SE293 N64-22470
RADIATION PROTECTION OF PERSONS WORKING NEAR
GAMMA RADIATION THERAPEUTIC UNITS
N64-22731
MEDICAL RESEARCH ON HUMAN BODY
JPRS-25241 N64-22744
DISTRIBUTION OF BONE MARROW IN SKELETON OF HUMAN
BODYt RABBITt AND RAT_ USING RADIOACTIVE IRON
ISOTOPE AND POSITRON SCINTILLATION CAMERA
N64-22853
PROPERTIES OF SERUM FROM RABBITS IMMUNIZED WITH
HUMAN URINARY ERYTHROPOIETIN - HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY
N64-22854
LIPID TRANSFER BETWEEN HIGH DENSITY AND VERY LOW
DENSITY LIPOPRGTEINS N64-22864
REACTION OF HUMAN AND ANIMAL CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
UNDER CONDITIONS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS
NASA-TT-F-BB95 N64-22941
EFFECTS OF COSMIC FLIGHTS ON HUMAN ORGANISM
FTO-TT-63-719/I_2 N64-233C9
METHODS OF PHYSIOLOGICAL TESTING IN HUMANS
FTO-TT-63-91611 N64-2342B
MEASUREMENT OF FORCES ON HUMAN BODY DUE TO AIR
MOVEMENT
CARI-63-g N66-23617
MEDICAL AND BIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS OF SPACE FLIGHT
AND EFFECT OF WEIGHTLESSNESS ON HUMANS
N64-23639
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE OF HUMAN BODY TO
ACCELERATION N64-23697
EXCITABILITY OF HUMAN VESTIBULAR ANALYZER UNDER
CONDITIONS OF SHORT TERM WEIGHTLESSNESS
N64-23749
EFFECT OF STATOKINETIC STIMULI ON HUMAN BODY
FUNCTIONS N64-23760
FLUCTUATIGNS IN ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM OF MAN UNDER
EXTENDED ISOLATION N64-23867
AEROSPACE MEDICINE - WEIGHTLESSNESS AND ARTIFICIAL
GRAVITY EFFECTS ON PLANTSt ANIMALSw AND HUMAN
RERFORMANCE
FTO-TT-64-1401184 N64-24012
RRCTECTIDN OF HUMAN EYE FROM LASER BEAN
TR-1153 N64-24092
MECHANICS OF HUMAN BODY
AMRL-TCR-E3-123 N64"-24339
KINETICS OF JOINT SYSTEMS AND STATE OF MOTION 8
EQUILIBRIUM IN MAN N64-2434I
PERFORMANCE OF SEATED HUMAN BODY IN SPACE
ENVIRONMENT N64-24343
MEASURED VARIATION IN TRANSFER FUNCTION OF HUMAN
PILOT
NASA-RP-206 N64-25000
DYNAMICS OF SPATIAL ATTRIBUTES OF MOVEMENTS IN
PROCESS OF FORMATION OF IMAGES OF GYMNASTIC
EXERCISES N64-25155
DISTRIBUTION OF BLOOD FLOW IN HUMAN SKIN
AD-41117I N64-25383
ANTIBOOIES TO HUMAN A] HEMOGLOBIN AND THEIR
REACTION WITH CERTAIN OTHER HEMOGLOBINS
N64-25491
ELECTRODE FOR RECORDING OF PSYCHOPHYSIDLOGICAL AND
PHYSIOLOGICAL PHENOMENA IN HUMANS
NASA-CR-56205 N66-2576T
THRESHOLD OF ACCELERATION SENSATION IN MAN
JPRS-25929 N64-26BBO
METABOLIC INTERCHANGES OF MAN FOR DESIGN OF SPACE
VEHICLES
SN-45905 N64-2733B
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE OF HUMAN BODY DURING
SPACEFLIGHT - EFFECTS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS
FTD-TT-64-25B/16264 N64-27844
BALLISTIC MOVEMENT OF LOWER LIMBS OF HUMANS
N64-28039
REACTION OF CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM OF MAN AND
ANIMALS UNDER WEIGHTLESSNESS N64-29090
PAROTID FLUID AND SERUM RESPONSES TO INTRAMUSCULAR
INJECTION OF ADRENOCORTICOTROPIN /ACTH/ IN YOUNG
ADULT MALES
SAN-TOR-64-37 N64-29286
METABOLIC CHANGES IN HUMANS FOLLOWING TOTAL BODY
IRRADIATION
DASA-1422 N64-29941
INTERRELATIONSHIPS AMONG CONDITIONED RESPONSES IN
ANIMALS AND HUMANS
FTD-TT-64-2821182 N64-30156
RADON TOLERANCE OF HUMAN GASTROINTESTINAL SYSTEM
UR-66B N64-31319
PHYSIOLOGY OF NERVOUS SYSTEMS OF HUMANS 8 ANIMALS
JPRS-26427 N64-31457
INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES AS FACTORS IN RESPONSES OF
HUMAN BRAIN POTENTIALS TO RHYTHMIC LIGHT
STIMULATION N64-31458
WHOLE-BODY VIBRATION EFFECT ON PLASMA AND URINARY
CORTICOSTEROID LEVELS IN MAN
AMRL-TDR-64-53 N64-31962
HUMAN BIOCHEMICAL GENETICS
JPRS-26577 N64-32163
EXPONENTIAL MODEL FOR DETERMINING ABSORBED DOSAGE
OF RADIOISOTOPE IN HUMAN BODY
FTD-TT-63-923/I_2 N64-32662
PHYSIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS OF ANIMALS - EFFECTS OF
AGING_ ULTRASONIC MEDICINE_ MOBILITY OF NERVE
PROCESSESw AND WEIGHTLESSNESS IN WATER ON HUMAN
BODY
JPRS-26990 N64-33486
EFFECT OF ROTATIONAL STIMULUS ON HUMAN RESPIRATION
T-B4-J N66-33496
HUMAN CENTRIFUGE
CENTRIFUGES USED TO TEST ACCELERATION VARIABLES
AND EFFECTS ON HUMAN ORGAN SYSTEMS
A64-24393
ASTRONAUT TRAINING REQUIRING NEOICAL KNOWLEDGE AND
PHYSICAL FITNESS DEVELOPEO BY SCUBA DIVING AND
CENTRIFUGE CONDITIONING A64-26403
OTOLITHIC STIMULUS EFFECT ON DISORIENTATION AND
TROUBLESOME ILLUSIONS IN HUMAN STUDIEDw USING
LINEAR ACCELERATION OR ORBITING WITHOUT
ACCELERATION A64-25554
PARTIAL IMMERSION IN WATER EFFECT ON RESPONSE TO
HEADWARD ACCELERATION A66-80116
BIOMEDICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL INSTRUMENTATION FOR
A-122
..° SUBJECT INDEX
MONITORING PERFORMANCE DURING CENTRIFUGE
SIMULATION OF SPACE FLIGHT A66-805S6
HISTORY OF DEVELOPMENT AND USES OF HUMAN
CENTRIFUGE IN AEROSPACE MEDICINE
A66-80680
HUMAN CENTRIFUGE FOR TESTING EFFICIENCY IMPAIRMENT
UNDER ACCELERATION N66-13652
MEDICAL SAFETY MEASURES DURING MANNED CENTRIFUGE
EXPERIMENTS
NAOC-ML-6610 N66-30169
HUMAN ENGINEERING
CF CYBERNETICS
CF MAN-MACHINE SYSTEM
REVIEN OF 273 CASES OF EJECTION FAILURES, GIVING
THE FATAL INJURY PATTERNS AND TOXICOLOGIC TEST
RESULTS A64-10263
HUMAN RESPONSE TO ACCELERATION STRESS IN IMPACT
EXPERIMENTS PROVIDING AEROSPACE DESIGN CRITERIA
A66-12961
PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF SUBMARINE ENVIRONMENT ON
HUMAN BEHAVIOR AND ADJUSTMENT POTENTIALITY DF
PERSONNEL FOR EXTENDED SUBMERGED DUTY
A66-1297T
HUMAN TRACKING PERFORMANCE UNDER TRANSVERSE
ACCELERATION A66-16013
PHYSICIAN ROLE IN SPACE MEDICINE
A66-1611B
HUMAN FACTORS IN DESIGNING MORE RELIABLE SYSTEMS,
EMPHASIZING THAT HUMAN ERROR IS DUE PRIMARILY TO
INAPPROPRIATE DESIGN A66-15953
HUMAN ENGINEERING FACTORS AND LIMITATIONS APPLIED
AT INITIAL DESIGN STAGES OF SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT
A66-16638
GENERAL DISCUSSION OF ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS NHICH
ARE IMPORTANT FOR THE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF A
SPACE-STATION LABORATORY
AIAA PAPER 63-140 A66-186T1
SYSTEM DESIGNS APPROACH TO PERSONNEL RELIABILITY
IN X-IS AIRCRAFT A66-22635
HUMAN THERMAL ENVIRONMENT IN NET TROPICAL REGION,
EXAMINING PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOMOTOR RESPONSES
A66-2318B
EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION ENVIRONMENT ON ASTRONAUT
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PERFORMANCE CAPABILITIES
A66-23213
PHYSIOLOGIC RHYTHM PERTINENCE TO HUMAN ENGINEERING
FOR LIFE IN AEROSPACE MITH RESPECT TO ASTRONAUT
SELECTION AND PERFORMANCE A66-26621
IMPORTANCE OF PILOT VIEMPOINT AND EXPERIENCE IN
MANNED SPACECRAFT DESIGN AND OEVELOPMENT
A66-26TI3
MEDICAL AND BIOENGINEERING PROBLEMS IN LIFTING
BODY OESIGN INCLUDING VISIBILITY AND CONTROL
A66-26716
DYNA SCAR COCKPIT AND CREM PROTECTION SYSTEMS
DESIGN, NOTING IMPORTANCE OF PILOT PARTICIPATION
A66-26715
HUMAN ENGINEERING PROBLEMS IN LIGHT ATTACK
AIRCRAFT DESIGN INCLUDING PILOT EFFICIENCY,
COMFORT, SAFETY, SURVIVAL AND COMBAT EFFECTIVENESS
A66-26716
SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT DESIGN WITH REGARD TO
BIOENGINEERING REQUIREMENTS FOR DISPLAY AND
CONTROL SYSTEMS A66-26TIT
HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING AS APPLIED TO AEROSPACE
PROGRAM A66-26820
LOOKING AHEAO MECHANISMS TO CHARACTERIZE HUMAN
HUMAN ENGINEERING
OPERATORS SENSING AND USING FUTURE INPUT DATA IN
FORCED PACE CONTROL TASKS A66-26B39
SPACECRAFT CABIN ARRANGEMENT EFFECTS ON ASTRONAUTS
PSYCHIC AND PHYSICAL TDNUS A66-25579
PRACTICE AND EXPOSURE TIMES EFFECT ON DIAL
READING, COMPARING CIRCULAR AND LINEAR SCALES FOR
ACCURACY A66-26655
ENGINEERING PSYCHOLOGY CONCEPTS FOR EVALUATING
CLOSED OPERATOR SPACECRAFT CONTROL SYSTEMS
A66-27272
FOOT PEDAL DESIGN AFFECTING OPERATION TIME
A66-BOOD2
ACCELERATION STRESS EFFECT ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE
RELATED TO HUMAN ENGINEERING OF SP_CE VEHICLES
A66-BOlBT
VIBRATION STRESS REVIEWED WITH RESPECT TO
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS, HUMAN TOLERANCE, AND
PROTECTIVE MEASURES A66-BO]B8
MAINTENANCE OF VIGILANCE IN AN AUDITORY
MONITORING TASK A66-B0203
BIOASTRONAUTICS, PHYSIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS,
TECHNOLOGICAL ASPECTS, SPACE FLIGHT OPERATIONS,
AND PERSPECTIVES A66-80676
ISOLATION AND DISORIENTATION CURING SPACE FLIGHT
AS RELATED TO SELECTION, TRAINING, AND HUMAN
ENGINEERING A66-BO64T
CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS AS RELATED TO HUMAN ENGINEERING
AND ASTRONAUT SELECTION AND PERFORMANCE DURING
SPACE FLIGHT A66-80667
PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR SKILLS - BIBLIOGRAPHY
A66-BOTO8
EMERGENCY SUPPLY - INITIAL SUPPORT FOR FLIGHT
MEDICINE AND BIOENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEER
A66-BlOTB
ENGINEERING PSYCHOLOGY AND HUMAN PERFORMANCE
A66-BIIBD
CHAIR ANGLES, DURATION OF SITTING, AND COMFORT
RATINGS A66-Bl193
OUTLINE OF SOVIET LITERATURE ON HUMAN
ENGINEERING - PHYSIOLOGY, PSYCHOLOGY, AND HYGIENE
JPRS-1BTT2 N66-10505
CYBERNETIC FEATURES OF HUMAN OPERATORS IN
AUTOMATIC CONTROL SYSTEMS
JPRS-17566 N66-10695
PROBLEMS ON HUMAN ENGINEERING PSYCHOLOGY AND
VISUAL AND SPATIAL PERCEPTION
JPRS-IBT19 N66-10786
PROBLEMS IN HUMAN ENGINEERING AND CYBERNETICS
N66-10787
HUMAN ENGINEERING IN AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING FOR
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
JPRS-191OO N66-10816
FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS OF HUMAN ENGINEERING -
PSYCHOLOGY
JPRS-21gT6 N66-10852
SPACE PROGRAM, HUMAN ENGINEERING, AND MEDICAL
RESEARCH N66-11516
HUMAN ENGINEERING IN MONITORING AND CHECKOUT
EQUIPMENT
WOL-TR-196B N66-13972
HUMAN ENGINEERING, TOLERANCE, AND PERFORMANCE IN
SIMULATED SPACE FLIGHTS AND HIGH ALTITUDES
N66-151OT
HUMAN ENGINEERING IN POgER GENERATOR AND VOICE
COMMUNICATION LINK SUBSYSTEMS OF MOBILE AIR
A-123
HUMAN FACTOR SUBJECT INDEX e o
TRAFFIC CONTROL 8 COMMUNICATION SYSTEM! AN/TSQ-4T
ESD-TDR-63-656 N64-15752
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING - SYSTEM
SAFETY, RAINTAINABILITY, PERSONNEL SUBSYSTEM! LIFE
SCIENCESw QUALITY CONTROLw AND RELIABILITY
RH-339EB N64-18490
QUEUING RODEL FOR DETERMINING MANPOWER AND
TRAINING - HUMAN ENGINEERING
AMRL-TDR-64-21 N66-19101
HUMAN ENGINEERING - BIBLIOGRAPHY
EETC-T, REV. A N64-20559
LOGIC SYSTEMS - THEORY OF STRUCTURES AND FUNCTION
IN SCIENCE OF BEHAVIOR
ESO-TOR-64-193 N64-21533
EFFECT OF ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE_ OXYGEN
CONTENTt AND PHYSICAL EXERTION ON VISUAL
PERCEPTION
FTC-TT-63-gBO/1E2 N66-23312
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON HUMAN FACTOR ENGINEERING
RH-3398-E N64-27351
HUMAN ENGINEERING CRITERIA FOR USE IN SPACE
SYSTEMS ENG1NEERINGt ESPECIALLY IN MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR OF AOVANCEO SPACE SYSTEMS
NASA-CR-SBST5 N66-2955T
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON HUMAN ENGINEERING
ONR-ACR-B6 N64-29676
TRAINING, MOTIVATICNt AND HUMAN ENGINEERING
A0-466_48 N64-29918
HUMAN FACTOR
CF RAN-RACHINE SYSTEM
SAMPLED DATA MODEL FOR ACTION OF A CONTROL SYSTEM
FOR DIRECTING HUMAN GAZE AT A MOVING TARGET
A64-24356
VISIBILITY PREDICTIDNt USING DATA ON HUMAN VISUAL
PERFORMANCE CAPABILITIES A64-17621
HUMAN FACTORS IN EMERGENCY AIRCRAFT PASSENGER
EVACUATION FROM SURVIVAL ACCIDENTS
SAE PAPER B51B A64-Z0760
HUMAN FACTORS REFERENCE WORKS INCLUDING BOOKSt
BIBLIOGRAPHIESt REPORTS AND JOURNALS
A64-22078
OPINIONS SURVEY OF MEMBERS OF HUMAN FACTORS
SOCIETY ON ADEQUACY OF HUMAN FACTORS REFERENCE
WORKS, USING {UESTIONNAIRE A64-220T9
CURRENT AND FUTURE TRENDS IN HUMAN FACTORS
DOCUMENTATION A64-2208I
SINGLE MILITARY SPECIFICATION FOR HUMAN FACTORS IN
WEAPON SYSTEMS A64-22592
LATERALITY FACTOR IN RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HAND
PREFERENCE PAIIERN AND FLYING SKILL IN AIRCREW
TRAINING A64-22BI7
ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES FOR HUMAN FACTOR ENGINEERING
IN NAN-MACHINE SYSTEMS A64-23299
PROCEEDINGS OF FIFTH NATIONAL SYMPCSIUM ON HUMAN
FACTORS IN ELECTRONICS OF IEEE AT SAN DIEGOv
CALIFORNIA IN MAY 1964 A64-24819
MODERN OPTIMAL CCNTROL THEORY RELATION TO MANUAL
CONTROL SYSTEMS EMPHASIZING HUMAN ELEMENT
A64-2483T
HUMAN ELEMENT IN EQUIPMENT FAILURE AND SPACE
FLIGHT STRESS PROBLEMSt EMPHASIZING qUESTION OF
MORAL DISCIPLINE IN WORKMANSHIP
A64-Z6525
NEURO-PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS IN
AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS A64-BO243
CIVIL AVIATION AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION -
A-12_
METHODOLOGY AND PATTERNS OF RESEARCH IN RELATION
TO HUMAN FACTOR A64-80458
HUMAN FACTORS FOR EXTRAVEHICULAR SPACE
ENVIRONMENT - HUMAN ADAPTIVE CAPACITY AND
NECESSARY EQUIPMENT A64-BOBI6
HUMAN FACTORS OF PHOTO INTERPRETATION
RADC-TDR-63-326 N64-10526
HUMAN FACTOR PROBLEMS IN PHOTO INTERPRETATICN
N64-1052B
HUMAN FACTORS RELIABILITY ANALYSIS OF MAN-MACHINE
SYSTEM
SCR-6B5 N64-1726T
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING - SYSTEM
SAFETYt MAINTAINABILITY, PERSONNEL SUBSYSTEMt LIFE
SCIENCES_ QUALITY CONTROLt AND RELIABILITY
RH-3398B N64-18490
HUMAN FACTORS 8 CONTROL SYSTEM
FTD-TT-63-331/I_2 N66-21965
EFFECT OF ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE, OXYGEN
CONTENTj AND PHYSICAL EXERTION ON VISUAL
PERCEPTION
FTD-TT-63-gBO/I_2 N64-23312
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY OF ILLUSIONS OF SPATIAL POSITION
OF AIRCRAFT IN INSTRUMENT FLYING
N64-25158
SPATIAL PERCEPTIONS AS FACTOR IN HUMAN CAPACITY
FOR WORK N64-25162
BIOMEDICAL AND HUMAN FACTORS FOR MANNED EARTH
ORBITING STATION
NASA-CR-56021 N64-25950
TRANSFER FUNCTIONS OF HUMAN PILOT IN VARIOUS MODEL
NASA-TN-D-2396 N64-26546
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON HUMAN FACTOR ENGINEERING
RH-339B-E N64-27351
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON HUMAN SCIENCES IN
INDUSTRY - ERGONOMICS N66-28104
GIBSON THEORY ON VISUAL PERCEPTION AND HUMAN
FACTORS - SENSORY CUES AND DYNAMIC DISTORTION IN
HELICOPTER FLIGHT SIMULATOR
NAVTRADEVCEN-296-5 N66-28636
HUMAN FACTORS IN LIGHT PLANE ACCIDENTS
CARI-63-35 N64-29850
HUMAN FACTORS INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS FOR SPACE
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
NASA-CR-SgDSO N64-3320B
HUMAN PATHOLOGY
CASE REPORT ON 36-YEAR OLD COMMERCIAL PILOT
SUFFERING FROM RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS AND PROBLEM OF
THERAPY RELATIVE TO FLYING SAFETY
A66-10262
REVIEW OF THE SYMPTOMS_ ETIOLOGY AND TREATMENT OF
THE COMMON COLD! WITH SPECIAL ATTENTION TO THE
AEROMEDICAL PROBLEM IT PRESENTS
A66-10265
HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY AND PATHOLOGY IN HIGH-ALTITUDE
AREAS N66-10516
LONG-RANGE CONSEQUENCES OF ACUTE CARDIAC ARREST IN
SUCCESSFULLY RESUSCITATED PATIENTS
JPRS-22012 N64-11226
HUMAN PERFORMANCE
DISORDER IN THE MOTOR-SENSORY LOOP CAUSES
INSTABILITY IN HUMAN PLASTIC SYSTEMS OF
COORDINATION A64-10090
VISUAL DISTANCE ESTIMATION IN SPACEr USING ANGULAR
SUBTENSE AND ILLUMINANCE AND LUMINANCE OF
CELESTIAL AND ORBITAL BODIES A64-10624
SUBJECT INDEX HUMAN PERFORMANCE
VIGILANCE DEFINED AS THE PROBABILITY OF OETECTING
SIGNALS WHICH ARE WEAK AND RELATIVELY RARE IN
MANNED SPACEFLIGHT A66-1062T
HUMAN PERFORMANCE IN SOUND LEVEL IDENTIFICATION
FOR LEVELS NITH AN UNBALANCED PROBABILITY OF
OCCURRENCE
USAF ESO-TCR-62-352 A66-10959
PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PHYSICAL CRITERIA RECOMMENOEO
FOR SELECTION OF ASTRONAUTS A66-X162T
HIGH ALTITUDE EFFECTS ON ASTRONAUTSe COVERING
PSYCHOPHYSXCAL FACTORSI FATIGUE STRESS AND TASK
COMMITMENT STRESS A6_-12978
ACCELERATION STRESS ON HUMAN BEHAVIOR AND
PHYSIOLOGY, NOTING PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORMANCE, MENTAL
ABILITIES AND EMOTIONAL RESPONSE
A64-12980
PHYSICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS OF TEMPERATURE
EFFECT ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE A66-12QB1
FUTURE TRENDS IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT RESEARCHt
EXAMINING METHODS FOR STUDYING HUMAN PERFORMANCE
AND TOLERANCE" A66-12qBS
MEASUREMENT OF EMOTIONAL REACTIONSw INDIVIDUAL
PERFORMANCE AND GROUP EFFECTIVENESS OF SUBJECTS
ENGENDERED BY ISOLATION CONFINEMENT AND
ENVIRONMENTAL STRESS IN THE ANTARCTIC
A66-13515
MAN AND MACHINE SYSTEM EVALUATION FOR SCIENTIFIC
EXPLORATION OF SPACE A66-16990
VARIATION IN VISUAL SEARCH PERFORMANCEt WITH
CHANGING VELOCITY AND OENSITY OF OBJECTS IN k
MOVING STRUCTURED FIELD A66-15168
VIGILANCE TEST SHONING EFFECT OF EVENT RATE ON
OBSERVATION PERFORMANCE AND NOTING DECISION THEORY
APPROACH A66-15676
VISUAL POTENTIALITIES OF MAN IN SPACE
A66-16118
NOISE BURST EFFECT ON PERFORMING TASK OF SEARCHING
VISUAL DISPLAY IN WHICH RANDOM NUMBERS MERE
PRESENTED AT RATE OF FIVE PER SECOND
A66-I6TlO
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS ON HUMAN VISUAL OBSERVATION
OF SATELLITE FROM ANOTHER SATELLITE WHILE IN
ORBITAL FLIGHT A66-18321
INTEGRATEO HUMAN RESEARCH TO DETERMINE
PERFORMANCE CAPABILITIES UNDER NORMAL AND ABNORMAL
INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENTS
A66-20689
TIMING OF SCANNING PROCESS USEO TO ANALYZE HUMAN
PERCEPTIUM AND THOUGHT MECHANISMS INVOLVED IN
VISUAL SEARCH AND DISCRIMINATION
A64-Z0838
COMPUTER-AVERAGED POTENTIALS FOR CORTICAL EVOKED
RESPONSES TO STIMULI OURING VISUAL VIGILANCE
TASKS A66-21023
INPUT FACTORS AFFECTING ACCURACY WITH NHICH
OPERATOR CAM IDENTIFY LETTERS FROM BRIEFLY
EXPOSED, RANOOMLY SAMPLED AND POSITIONEO ALPHABET
DISPLAYS A66-21610
INTEGRATED GUIDE FOR DESIGNERS OF DISPLAYS FOR
COMPLEX SYSTEMS A64-22OBO
EXPERIMENT FOR COLLECTING EMPIRICAL DATA ON HUMAN
PERFORMANCE IN COMMAND AND CONTROL SYSTEMS
A66-ZZ513
COMPUTER TO HAN INFORMATION TRANSFER COMPARING
TECHNOLOGY NITH INTUITION A66-22531
RELATIONSHIP OF MAN TO TOTAL SYSTEM RELIABILITY
AND CONTROLS TO INSURE SPACECRAFT MISSION SUCCESS
A66-22636
MECHANICAL ENERGY CONVERSION AND CONTROL EQUIPMENT
SHONING HUMAN LEARNING AS CONTRIBUTION TO
RELIABILITY A66-2263T
PRESSURE SUIT NEARING EFFECT ON RATE, AMPLITUDE
AND EFFICIENCY OF WORK IN NORMAL AND REDUCED
TRACTION ENVIRONMENTS A66-22815
SPACE ORIENTATION IN HUMAN BEINGS WITH REGARD TO
GRAVITY RECEPTOR PERFORMANCE UNDER DIFFERENT FIELO
STRENGTHS A66-2281B
HIGH ALTITUOE EFFECTS ON QUALITATIVE AND
QUANTITATIVE CHANGES IN MANS WORK CAPACITY
A66-Z3259
REMOTE CONTROL OF LUNAR SURFACE VEHICLES FROM
EARTH, EXAMINING HUMAN AND SIMULATION ASPECTS
A66-23297
PERIPHERAL VISUAL DISPLAY SYSTEM FOR RANGE
PERCEPTION AUGMENTATION IN SiX DEGREE OF FREEDOM
MANUALLY CONTROLLED VEHICLES A66-23300
SENSORY AND PERCEPTUAL CAPABILITIES IN RELATION TO
TASKS PERFORMED DURING SPACE FLIGHT
A66-Z6617
RELATION OF PHYSICAL PROTECTION OF MAN TO
ISOLATION AND DISORIENTATION DURING SPACE TRAVEL
A64-Z4620
SAMPLE-DATA MODEL FOR HUMAN CONTROLLER IN TIME
INVARIANT CONTROL SYSTEM A64-24833
HUMAN OPERATOR PERFORMANCE IN BANG-BANG CONTROL
SYSTEM IN PHASE PLANE, INTERPRETING RESULTS IN
TERMS OF SNITCHING LINES A64-Z686D
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF
ISOLATION AND CONFINEMENT ON HUMAN RELIABILITY
A64-269TT
CONTROL-DISPLAY-HUMAN OPERATOR INTERACTION AND
PERFORMANCE ON COMPLEX PERCEPTUAL MOTOR TASK
A64-25202
EXPERIMENT TO DETERMINE ACCURACY WITH WHICH
INDIVIOUALS PRODUCE ANGLES IN RANGE OF 15 TO 90
DEGREES WHEN GIVEN HORIZONTAL OR VERTICAL LINE OF
REFERENCE A66-25365
TRUE AND FALSE KNDNLEDGE CF RESULTS EFFECT ON
DETECTING BRIEF PAUSES IN MOVEMENT OF CLOCK HAND
A64-ZS4Tg
ASTRONAUT EFFICIENCY IN SIMULATED SPACECRAFT
ENVIRONMENT WITH RESPECT TO MURK AND REST
CONDITIONS, SPACE SUIT CONFINEMENT AND FLIGHT
TASKS A64-25591
ISOLATION EFFECT ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE AND
STABILITY OF DEVELOPED HABIT OF TRANSMITTING
INFORMATION A66-25593
HUMAN PERFORMANCE IN VIGILANCE TESTS, STUDYING
AUDITORY DETECTION, VISUAL DETECTION ANO
COMBINATION OF BOTH A66-Z6847
VISUAL DISPLAY MODE EFFECTS ON OVERALL MEAN
PERFORMANCE FOR VIGILANCE TASKS
A66-26850
FACILITATIVE INTERACTION BETWEEN TWO SEPARATE
CONTROL ELEMENTS MANIPULATED SIMULTANEOUSLY,
CALLED RESPONSE-RESPONSE COMPATIBILITY, APPLIED TO
TWO-HAND CRANKING TASK A66-26851
COMPARISON OF JOY STICK WITH MULTIPLE LEVERS FOR
EFFECTIVE CONTROL-EFFECTOR RELATIONSHIPS IN REMOTE
MANIPULATOR APPLICATIONS A66-26852
DISPLAY UPDATE RATE EFFECTS ON IMMEDIATE MEMORY OF
HUMAN MONITOR IN CONTROL SYSTEM
A66-26853
TASK PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS EXAMINING EFFECT OF
INSERTED ARTIFICIAL SIGNALS AND RESPONSE
COMPLEXITY ON VIGILANCE A66-2685T
A-125
HUMANPERFORNANCE CONT SUBJECT INDEX
RETINAL AREA AND STIMULUS INTENSITY RELATIONSHIP
TO HUMAN REACTION TIME A64-27752
HUMAN COLOR DISCRIMINATION IN PURPLE REGION
A64-27753
AGE EFFECT ON AUOITORY VIGILANCE PERFORMANCE AT
LOW SIGNAL FREQUENCY A64-80130
INFORMATION THEORY APPLIED TO DEVELOPMENT OF SKILL
IN MAN A64-80381
HUMAN STRESSES IN SPACE FLIGHT OPERATIONS AND
METHODS OF IMPROVING TOLERANCE IN MAN
A64-80393
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS ON
PERFORMANCE OF PHYSICAL WORK A64-B0399
NOISE EFFECT ON PERIPHERAL CIRCULATION 8 PHYSICAL
EXERCISE A64-80413
VIGILANCE AS FUNCTION OF SIGNAL FREQUENCY AND
FLASH RATE A64-80439
PERSONNEL SELECTION PROCEDURE AND SPACE SIMULATION
STUDY IN RELATION TO HUMAN PERFORMANCE IN SPACE
FLIGHT A64-80457
ACCELERATION TOLERANCE AND PERFORMANCE AS
RELATED TO SIMULATOR TRAINING OF ASTRONAUT
A64-80666
CATECHELAMINE EXCRETION AND PERFORMANCE DURING
STRESS A64-80743
SIMILARITY OF AUTOMATIC INTERPRETATION OF ORS
COMPLEX BY PATTERN RECOGNITION TECHNIQUE TO HUMAN
PATTERN RECOGNITION A64-80886
NOISE EFFECT ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE ON TASK
REQUIRING REGULAR SHIFT OF ATTENTION
A64-81C04
MOTOR SKILLS BIBLIOGRAPHY A64-81138
HUMAN INFORMATION TRANSMISSION WITH SEOUENCES OF
SOUND PULSES AT DIFFERENT RATES AND USE OF BINARY
KEY A64-BllB8
HUMAN PERFORMANCE DURING TWO WEEKS IN PENSACOLA
SLCW ROTATING ROOM A64-81324
HUMAN PILOT CONTROL OF AIRCRAFT - BIBLIOGRAPHY
N64-10147
LABORATORY STUDIES OF ABILITY CF OBSERVERS TO
RERFORM THREE VISUAL TASKS REQUIRED OF PILOTS IN
APPROACH AND LANDING
HSR-RR-63/T-NK-X N66-10464
ABILITY OF HUMAN SUBJECTS TO PERFORM VISUAL TASKS
REOUIRED IN APPROACH AND LANDING
N64-10665
ABILITY OF HUMAN SUBJECTS TO PERCEIVE SIX BASIC
GEOMETRIC DESIGNS AT VARIOUS ANGLES
HSR-RR-6I/[3-MK-X N64-10666
ABILITY OF HUMAN SUBJECTS TO ALIGN WITH LINEAR
STIMULI
HSR-RR-f2/9-RK-X N64-10667
HUMAN PERFORMANCE IN ADJUSTING LINEAR STIMULUS TO
HORIZONTAL POSITION
HSR-RR-63/2-MK-X N66-10448
FUTURE HUHAN PERFORMANCE IN COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
ANRL-TOR-63-T8 N64-1117T
COMPARISON OF HUMAN _ MACHINE SOLUTION TO DECISION
PROBLEM WHERE PROBABILITY OF REINFORCEMENT
VARIES - CYBERNETICS N66-1252T
CONDITIONS AFFECTING VIGILANCE BEHAVIOR AND
RELATION TO VARIATION IN DETECTION RESPONSE
HUMRRO-RB-IO N66-13106
VISUAL PERCEPTION OF ALPHANUMERIC SYMBOLS
LB-31603 N64-1310B
HUMAN CENTRIFUGE FOR TESTING EFFICIENCY IMPAIRMENT
UNDER ACCELERATION N66-13452
ACCELERATION TOLERANCES ON CENTRIFUGE - ABILITY OF
MAN TO PERFORM TOTAL TASK IN TOTAL ENVIRONMENT
N64-1345B
ERROR ANALYSIS OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE ON TRACKING
TASKS UNDER STRESS
AO-42Bl12 N64-1616B
WOLFF-PARKINSON-WHITE SYNDROME AS AVIATION RISK -
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC ANOMALY
REPT.-15 N64-14778
HUMAN BEHAVIOR DURING SPACE TRAVEL - MAINTENANCE
OF HEALTH
ENG. REPT.-ll133 N64-14943
INFLIGHT VERTIGO AND LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS -
ELECTROENCEPHALGGRAPHIC STUDIES
CARI-63-2I N64-14952
OXYGEN DEFICIENCY INFLUENCE ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE
AND METABOLIC FUNCTIONS - AVIATION MEDICINE
OVL-205 N64-15034
HUMAN PERFORMANCE IN ROTATING ENVIRONMENT AT THREE
REVOLUTIONS PER MINUTE
NASA-OR-55622 N64-15349
HUMAN GROUP PERFORMANCE DURING CONFINEMENT
ER-6024 N64-15747
WHOLE-BODY VIBRATION EFFECT ON VISUAL PERFORMANCE
D3-3512-4 N64-15855
HUMAN INFORMATION PROCESSING UNDER TASK STRESS
ESD-TDR-63-657 N66-16088
PERFORMANCE DECREMENT IN VEHICLE DRIVING SKILL
REPT.-597 N64-16089
MANUAL CONTROL SYSTEMS AND HUMAN OPERATOR
PERFORMANCE
NASA-OR-55514 N64-16111
REDUCTION OF NYSTAGMUSI DISORIENTATION, AND NAUSEA
IN HUMAN SUBJECTS
NASA-CR-55756 N64-16330
HUMAN EFFICIENCYt PERFORMANCE_ AND COMMUNICATION
DURING FLIGHTS OF VOSTOK Ill AND VOSTOK IV
N64-16399
INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS AND PERFORMANCE
CAPABILITES OF HUMAN OPERATOR FOR CONTROLLING
AIRCRAFT IN LOW ALTITUDE TERRAIN FOLLOWING FLIGHT
CAL-IH-1715-E-5 N66-16689
HUMAN TRACKING PERFORMANCE 8 TOLERANCE TO
ACCELERATION
NASA-DR-21 N64-16534
SIMULATOR STUDY OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE DURING
LOW ALTITUDE, HIGH SPEED FLIGHT
TRECOM-TR-63-52 N64-16668
WORK CAPACITY AS RELATED TO PHYSIOLOGICAL AND
CHRONOLOGICAL AGING
CARI-63-18 N64-16728
EFFECTS OF MODIFIED TASK FEEDBACK DURING TRAINING
ON PERFORMANCE OF SIMULATED ATTITUDE CONTROL TASK
AFTER THIRTY DAYS
AMRL-TDR-63-125 N64-16811
LONG TERM SKILL TRANSFER AND FEEDBACK CONDITIONS
DURING TRAINING AND REHEARSAL
ANRL-TOR-63-136 N64-16813
EFFECTS OF CURVILINEAR AND DISCRETE
TRANSFORMATIONS OF ERROR INFORMATION ON HUMAN
TRACKING PERFORMANCE
AMRL-TOR-63-13T N66-17510
SIGNAL DETECTION BY HUMAN OBSERVERS - PSYCHO-
A-126
SUBJECTINDEX HUMAN REACTION
PHYSICS
ESC-TOB-Ek-]74 N64-18588
ADAPTIVE DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF HUMAN OPERATOR IN
SIMPLE MANUAL CONTROL
NASA-T_-C-2255 N64-1BT34
HUMAN PERFORMANCE AS MONITOR AND CONTROLLER OF
MULTIOEGREE-OF-FREEDOM SYSTEMS N64-18796
SELF-ORGANIZING SYSTEMS INVOLVED IN HUMAN LEARNING
AND PERFORMANCE - INTERACTION BETNEEN MAN AND
ADAPTIVE MACHINE N66-1BB61
SHORT TERN MEMORY - NONEQUIVALENCE OF QUERY AND
MESSAGE ITEMS
ESD-TOR-66-256 g66-I96TO
PERFORMANCE DF HUMAN OPERATORS OF TRACKING SYSTEMS
AD-628192 N66-19909
NONLINEAR ADAPTATION OF HUMAN OPERATOR IN PURSUIT
TRACKING SYSTEM
NASA-CR-53879 N64-19955
BICMEOICAL PROBLEMS OF ALTITUDE ACCLINATIZATIDN
FOR MIINTENANCE DF PHYSICAL AND MENTAL PERFORMANCE
OF TROOPS AT IO_CDD FEET OR ABOVE
AD-4261DC N66-19965
EFFECT OF REFERENCE DISPLAY ON HUMAN DETECTION
PERFORPANCE IN VISUAL VIGILANCE TASK
TR-TSC-2 N64-Z0409
EFFECT OF HORIZONTAL SINUSOIDAL OSCILLATION ON
PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORMANCE OF HUMANS SERVICING
SATURN V LAUNCH VEHICLE
NASA-TM-X-53011 N64-20591
HUMAN PERFORMANCE IN LONG TESTS OF VIGILANCE USING
SIMULATED RADAR SCREEN
ESD-TOR°63-320 Nb4-21081
IMPROVEMENT OF HUMAN OPERATOR TRACKING PERFORMANCE
IN MAN-MACHINE CONTROL SYSTEMS BY OPTIMUM
FILTERING AND PREDICTION N66-Zl122
HUMAN PERFORMANCE - NYSTAGMUS FLUCTUATION DURING
ADAPTATION TO LIVING IN ROTATING ROOM
N64-22433
SPATIAL PERCEPTION AS FACTOR IN HUMAN PERFDRMANCEt
LEARNINGt AND WORK ACTIVITY
NASA-TT-F-I66 N64-25132
THRESHOLDS OF SPATIAL DISCRIMINATION BY HUMAN
FINGERS N64-25162
INTERACTION OF SPATIAL_ DYNAMICt AND TEMPORAL
COMPONENTS OF WORKING MOVEMENTS IN LEARNING TO
FILE METAL N66-25156
ROLE OF SPATIAL PERCEPTION IN WORKING AT CONVEYER
N66-2515T
ROLE CF SPATIAL CONCEPTS IN MAP READING AND
INTERPRETATION OF AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS
N66-25159
PROCESS OF SPATIAL CONCEPTUALIZATION IN STUDENTS
OF DRAWING AND DESIGNING N64-25161
HUMAN PERFORMANCE - TROUBLESHOOTING STRATEGY
AMRL-MEMC-P-54 N64-26852
ENHANCEMENT OF WORK PERFORMANCE BY ORALLY
PRESENTED RESULTS
TR-IB N66-2TD96
RELATICN OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE IN AUDITORY
VIGILANCE TO CHANGES IN REINFORCEMENT
TR-19 N66-2709T
AUTOMATIC COMPUTER METHODS FOR DETERMINING
PARAMETERS OF HUMAN PILOT PERFORMANCE DESCRIBED BY
LINEAR TINE-INVARIANT MODEL
NASA-CR-56373 N64-ZT385
HARMONIC ANALYSIS OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE OF TRACKING
IN T-33 AIRCRAFT, IN CENTRIFUGE SIMULATION, AND IN
STATIONARY SIMULATION
NADC-AC-6406 N64-28696
HUMAN CAPABILITIES AND LIMITATIONS IN OPERATIONe
MAINTENANCEe AND CONTROL OF TACTICAL
METEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS
ESD-TDR-66-637 N66-29751
ENGINEERING ANALOGY FOR PREDICTING HUMAN TRACKING
PERFORMANCE
AD-60286I N66-29762
REHEARSAL EFFECTS ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE - SHORT
TERM RECALL OF BRIEFLY EXPOSED DISPLAYS
NAVTRADEVCEN-I303-1 N66-29B14
EFFECT DF REPEATED MILD ANGULAR ACCELERATIONS IN
TOTAL DARKNESS ON HUMAN VESTIBULAR NYSTAGMUS WHILE
SUBJECTS PERFORM ATTENTION-DEMANDING TASKS
CARI-63-29 N66-Z9867
MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF PERFORMANCE OF HUMAN
OPERATOR IN VISUAL-MANUAL TRACKING SITUATION
TR-EE66-15 N64-3OOIB
ROLE OF PINNA IN HUMAN LOCALIZATION
AD-6OOlSI N66-30691
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL PERFORMANCE
MEASUREMENT
AMRL-MEMD-P-4S N66-305OD
INFORMATION ASSIMILATION FROM ALPHA-NUMERIC
DISPLAYS - HUMAN PERCEPTION
AD-601973 N64-30646
LECTURES IN AEROSPACE MEDICINE - LIFE SUPPORT
SYSTEMSm HUMAN PERFORMANCEt AND LANDING SIMULATION
FOR MANNED LUNAR LANDINGt ORBITING LABORATORY, AND
MARS MISSIONS
AD-665253 N66-3OTI2
CREN TRAINING AND HUMAN PERFORMANCE ON SPACE
MISSIONS N66-3OTIB
SATELLITE TO EARTH VISIBILITY OF CREWMAN - HUMAN
PERFORMANCE N66-30T20
SATELLITE TO SATELLITE VISIBILITY OF CREWNEN -
HUMAN PERFORMANCE N66-30721
GEOGRAPHICAL ORIENTATIONt OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS,
HUMAN PERFORMANCE DURING VIBRATIONt AND PHYSICAL
AND GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS AFFECTING VISIBILITY IN
LOW ALTITUDE HIGH SPEED FLIGHT
ACR-95 N66-315OB
EFFECTS DF PHYSICAL AND GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS AND
HUMAN VISUAL LIMITATIONS ON VISIBILITY DURING
LOW ALTITUDE HIGH SPEED FLIGHT N66-31511
HUMAN PERFORMANCE DURING SINUSOIDAL AND RANDOM
VIBRATION IN LOW SPEEDt HIGH ALTITUDE FLIGHT
N64-31512
VIBRATION EFFECTS ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE OF DIAL
READING
CAL-VH-IB3B-E-1 N66-322OB
HUMAN ELECTRORETINOGRAPHY AND VISUAL PERFORMANCE
APR-2 N66-32379
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE IN TRACKING
SYSTEMS
CAL-I31 N64-32606
UPPER EXTREMITY PROSTHETICSt SENSORY MOTOR CONTROL
AND HUMAN PERFORMANCE IN TRACKING
REPT.-64-30 N66-33689
REPLACEMENT OF MOTOR RESPONSES WITH VERBAL
RESPONSES IN HUMAN PERFORMANCE
JPRS-2TI72 N66-33960
HUMAN REACTION
CHANGES IN FREQUENCY AND ALPHA RHYTHM AMPLITUDE IN
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM OF HUMAN SUBJECT DURING
PROLONGED CONFINEMENT FOR VARIOUS ACTIVITY
A-I2T
HUMANTOLERANCE SUBJECT INDEX
SCHEDULES A66-16866
BODY SUPPORT CHARACTERISTICS DF NET FABRIC SEAT
CONFIGURATIONS FOR AEROSPACE VEHICLES, EVALUATED
FROM ACCELERATIONI IMPACT AND VIBRATION TESTS
SAE PAPER 851C A66-20688
HUMAN EMOTIONAL REACTION TO ABSTRACT VISUAL FORMS
A66-22062
RELATIONSHIP OF FATIGUE, WORK DECREMENT AND
ISOTONIC ENDURANCE OF WOMEN IN VISUAL STIMULUS
RESPONSES AS COMPARED TO MALE SUBJECTS UNDER
SIMILAR CONDITIONS A66-22812
ASSESSING HUMAN RESPONSE TO IMPACT ACCELERATIONt
CONSIDERING PROTECTION AGAINST MECHANICAL EFFECTS
A66-2320T
DYNAMIC MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF HUMAN HEAT TRANSFER
SYSTEM USING ANALOG COMPUTER TO SIMULATE
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE A66-25320
WEIGHTLESSNESS EFFECTS ON EXCITABILITY OF MANS
VESTIBULAR ANALYZER A66-25583
LATENT PERIOD OF MOTOR RESPONSE OF MAN UNDER
ISOLATION CONDITIONS NOTING ROLE OF ORIENTING
REFLEX A64-25592
STATOKINETIC STIMULI EFFECT ON FUNCTIONS OF HUMAN
ORGANISMS A66-25596
QUIET THRESHOLD OF HUMAN AUDIBILITY DETERMINED AT
FREQUENCIES OF 125 TO lO,OOO CPS AS FUNCTION OF
TONE STIMULUS DURATION A64-26635
HUMAN BODY RESPONSE TO ACCELERATION, VIBRATION AND
IMPACT IN PRESENCE OF OTHER STIMULI
A66-28365
NUTRITIONAL ACCEPTABILITY OF FREEZE-DEHYDRATED
DIET FOR SPACE FLIGHT NISSION A64-80863
VESTIBULAR MECHANISM, NOTION SICKNESSt AND DRUG
THERAPY DF OOG AND HUMAN SUBJECTS WITH
PHENOTHIAZINE, THIETHYLPERAZINE
A66-81078
HUMAN REACTIONS TO SLOg ROTATIONAL MOTION
_ASA-CR-53_88 N66-20731
PRCBLEMS IN STUDYING EFFECT OF WEIGHTLESSNESS ON
HUMANS N66-23738
HUHAN REACTION TO WEIGHTLESSNESS
N66-23748
HUMAN REACTION TO TORQUE REQUIRED FOR SUPPORT OF
NASS ON ROD WITH EXTENDED ARM AND HAND
TR-20 N66-27D98
HUMAN REACTION TO SONIC BOOM N66-30666
PSYCHOLOGICAL RESPONSES AND HUMAN ADAPTIBILITY TO
HEAT AND COLD - INSTRUMENTATION
AD-603CT6 N66-3OB59
PLETHYSMCGRAPHY OF HUMAN VASCULAR SYSTEN RESPONSE
TO COLD STIMULUS IN NOSE CAVITY
N66-311C6
HUMAN REACTIONS TO FEARED ELECTRIC SHOCK AND TO
PRETENDED PAINFUL STIMULUS SHOWN BY HEART RATE 8
OTHER PHYSIOLOGICAL CHANGES N66-31459
PHYSIOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF HUMAN VOICE AS
RESERVED IN CHILDREN N66-31661
HUMAN REACTIONS TO COLD ENVIRDNHENT
AD-666682 N66-33366
MUNAN TOLERANCE
SA TOLERANCE /BIOL/
EFFECTS ON WORD INTELLIGIBILITY WHEN EXPOSED TO
LOW FREGUENCY SINUSDIDAL VIBRATIONS WITHIN THE
RANGE OF 6 CPS TO 20 CPS FOR SEMI-SUPINE TALKERS
A66-10253
RAPID DECOMPRESSION HAZARDS AFTER PROLONGED
EXPOSURE TO 50 PER CENT OXYGEN-50 PER CENT
NITROGEN ATMOSPHERE A66-10259
HUMAN TOLERANCE TO CONFINEMENT AS RELATED TO
PERSONALITY TRAITS INVESTIGATED IN SELECTION OF
ASTRONAUTS A64-I1436
PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS OF MANNED SPACE FLIGHT,
DISCUSSING ASTRONAUT ISOLATION AND CREW MEMBER
COOPERATION A64-11662
RANGE OF PHYSIOLOGICAL TOLERANCE ENCOUNTERED IN
AIRCRAFT AND SPACE VEHICLES A66-123T?
HUMAN RESPONSE TO ACCELERATION STRESS IN IMPACT
EXPERIMENTS PROVIOING AEROSPACE DESIGN CRITERIA
A66-12961
BOOK ON HUMAN RESPONSE TO ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
ENCOUNTERED IN SPACE A66-12973
EFFECTS OF CARDIOVASCULAR, THERMAL, VISUAL AND
RESPIRATORY STRESSES INDUCED BY UNUSUAL
ENVIRONMENT A64-12976
HUMAN STRESS MODEL, VIEWING ORGANISM AS SYSTEM
WITH ENERGY AND INFORMATION INPUTS AND OUTPUTS,
PROVIDING PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PSCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL
INDICES OF STRESS A66-12975
DIGITAL COMPUTER SIMULATION OF MAN-MACHINE
SYSTEMS, SIMULATING HUMAN OPERATOR STRESS, URGENCY
CONDITIONS AND POINT OF BREAKDOWN
A64-12976
VIBRATORY FORCE EFFECT UPON BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS,
PARTICULARLY HUMAN ORGANISM A66-12983
FATIGUING TONE EFFECT INVESTIGATED AS FUNCTION OF
LEVEL OF MENTAL ACTIVITY A66-13302
B-58 ESCAPE CAPSULE FLIGHT TEST OF EIGHT EJECTIONS
AT SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC SPEEDS TO ESTIMATE
HUMAN RESPONSE TO ACCELERATION A64-13510
HUMAN RESPONSE TO IMPACT ACCELERATION UNDER
VARIATIONS OF ORIENTATION AND ACCELERATION
PATTERNS A66-13518
HUMAN RESPONSE TO A SELF-CONTAINED AIR SYSTEM AND
PROTECTIVE SUIT DESIGNED TO PROTECT INDIVIDUAL
FROM HAZARDOUS ENVIRONMENTAL VAPORS
A66-13522
COLD STRESS EFFECT ON CEREBRAL FUNCTIONS AND THE
RELATIONSHIP OF CEREBRAL FUNCTIONS TO METABOLIC
REACTIONS A66-16991
SOLAR RADIATION EFFECTS ON EYE, SOLAR IRRADIANCE
COMPUTATIONS UP TO 100 KM AND EYE PROTECTION FOR
AIR TRAVELERS A66-16996
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES OF MAN IN ORBITI
EMPHASIZING WEIGHTLESSNESS AND IONIZING RADIATION
EFFECT A66-16313
HUMAN ANNOYANCE MEASUREMENT OF SIMULATED SONIC
BOOMS AND AIRCRAFT NOISE A66-I6Tll
HUMAN TOLERANCE TO PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF HEAD
MOTIONS IN ROTATING ENVIRONMENT
AIAA PAPER 64-218 A66-20093
NANNED IMPACT TESTS OF ACTIVE ELASTIC RESTRAINT
SYSTEM, USING PRESSURIZED AIRBAGS ABOUT THE HUMAN
AIAA PAPER 64-220 A66-20231
PHYSICAL EFFECTS OF WOBBLE, STATIC AND DYNAMIC
UNBALANCE, DOCKING AND CREW MOVEMENTS ON ROTATING
SPACE STATION
AIAA PAPER 64-335 A66-20358
AIRCRAFT SEAT DESIGN FOR REDUCTION OF CRASH
INJURIES TO PASSENGERS
SAE PAPER 851A A66-20759
CLINICAL PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF EXPOSURE TD
ATMOSPHERE OF INCREASED OXYGEN PARTIAL PRESSURE
j_
A-12B
Q_ SUBJECT INOEX HUMAN TOLERANCE CONT
AND NITROGEN A66-22053
TRANQUILIZINGw ANALEPTTC AND VASOOILATING DRUGS
EFFECT ON PHYSICAL WORK CAPACITY AND ORTHOSTATIC
TOLERANCE A66-22057
THERMAL AND NONTHERNAL HAZARDS TO NICROMAVE
PERSONNEL INCLUDING THOSE IN TECHNOLOGY
A66-22814
SYMPOSIUM ON PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF HIGH
ALTITUCE AT ;NTERLAKENt SWITZERLAND IN SEPTEMBER
1962 A66-23253
PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL ALTERATION OF LACK
OF VISUAL, AUOITORY AND TACTILE STIMULATION IN
SPACE FLIGHT A66-23766
REVIEM OF HUMAN TOLERANCE TO FORCEO ENVIRONMENTS
OF SPACE FLTGHTt INCLUDING EFFECTS OF PROLONGED
AND TRANSIENT ACCELERATIDNSt VIBRATIONS ANO NOISE
A66-2_394
HUMAN ADAPTABILITY LIMITATION TO VARIOUS
ATPOSPHERIC ENVIRONMENTS NITH TOXIC TRACE
CONTAMINANTS A64-26395
HUMAN THERMAL BALANCEt HEAT TOLERANCE AND
PROTECTION IN ARTIFICIAL SPACECRAFT ENVIRONMENT
A66-26396
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF HOMOGENEOUS AND
INHONOGENECUS MAGNETIC FIELDS IN RELATION TO
SPACE TRAVEL A66-2639B
PHYSIOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS OF ASTRONAUT AND HIS
TEPPERATURE REGULATORY CAPACITY IN THERMAL
ENVIRONMENT A66-26613
IN FLIGHT ACCELERATION CONSIDERING APPLIED AND
INERTIAL FORCES, HUMAN TOLERANCEe VIBRATION ANO
IMPACT A66-2661T
MEIGHTLESSNESS AND SUBGRAVITY EFFECT ON
PHYSIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS PARTICULARLY MUSCULD-
SKELETAL, CARDIOVASCULAR AND EQUILIBRIUM SENSES
A64-26618
SUBPARINE ANO SPACECRAFT ATMOSPHERES, EXAMINING
HUMAN TOLERANCE LIMITS FOR EXTENOEO CONTINUOUS
EXPOSURE TO CARBON CIOXIDE AND INCREASED OXYGEN
A66-25319
THERMAL RESPONSE OF HUMAN SUBJECT IN FULL
PRESSURE SUIT UNDER ARCTIC FIELD CONDITIONS
A66-25562
LIPID PEROX|BATION EFFECT ON LYSIS OF
ERYTHRCCYTES, GLYCOLYSIS AND OTHER METABOLIC
SYSTEMS! DISCUSSING ITS RELATION TO OXYGEN
TOXICITY A66-25550
VEGETATIVE AND PSYCHIC RESPONSE EFFECTS ON HUMAN
TOLERANCE TO NEIGHTLESSNESS A66-25582
BIOELECTRIC ACTIVITY OF CEREBRAL CORTEX IN
RELATION TO HUMAN ACCELERATION TOLERANCE ON BASIS
OF ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAMS A66-25599
BIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS IN MANNED SPACE EXPLORATION
INCLUDING ACCELERATION TOLERANCE, NEIGHTLESSNESS
EFFECTSe RADIATION, CONFINEMENT AND SUPPORT
SYSTEMS A66-2691T
HYPOXIA RESISTANCE TEST FOR EVALUATING PHYSICAL
RESERVES OF PILOT A66-27025
ASTRONAUT HEAT NITHSTANBING CAPACITY TESTED,
APPLYING CRITERION BASED ON PULSE BEAT AND BDOY
TEPPERATURE A66-2TO2T
MARS SHORT TIME TOLERANCE TO SINUSOIDAL
VIBRATIONS AT FREQUENCIES BETNEEN 3 AND 20 CPS IN
THREE ORTHDGONAL AXES A66-27596
THC MEEK DEC REST EFFECT UPON CARDIDVASCULAR
REFLEXES, ORTHOSTATIC TOLERANCE AND SYNCDPAL
REACTIONS IN MAN A66-2759T
MECHANICAL IMPEDANCE MODEL TO DEVELOP
QUANTITATIVE STANDARDS AND DESIGN LIMIT FOR
HUMAN EXPOSURE TO DYNAMIC ACCELERATION
A66-27599
PHYSIOLOGICAL CHANGES EXPERIENCED DURING SPACE
FLIGHT, NOTING TECHNIQUES DETERMINING TRANSVERSE
ACCELERATION EFFECTS A66-28658
HUMAN TOLERANCE TO SPACE FLIGHT STRESSES
A66-BOlO5
VIBRATION STRESS REVIENEO NITH RESPECT TO
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS, HUMAN TOLERANCEe AND
PROTECTIVE MEASURES A66-80168
HUMAN STRESSES IN SPACE FLIGHT OPERATIONS AND
METHODS OF IMPROVING TOLERANCE IN NAN
A6q-BO393
HUMAN TOLERANCE TO CONBINEO SPACE FLIGHT STRESSES
A66-80695
PRIOR INSTRUCTIONSt TIRE ORIENTATION1 SEXt AND
SKILL IN SCUBA DIVING AS RELATED TO TOLERATION OF
SENSORY ISOLATION A66-80965
ADAPTATION OF HUMANS TO SPACE FLIGHT CONDITIONS,
AND EFFECTS OF SPACE ENVIRONMENT ON NAN
N66-IDI66
EFFECTS OF SPACE ENVIRONMENT CONDITIONS ON
MAN - SELECTION G TRAINING OF ASTRONAUTS, AND
NUTRITION PROBLEMS
JPRS-21586 N66-10197
ACCLIMATIZATION OF MAN TO FAR NORTH AND SOUTH
JPRS-21681 N64-10597
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES OF NAN UNDER CONDITIONS OF
ALTERNATING OVERLOAD AND NEIGHTLESSNESS
N66-10703
HUMAN SURVIVABILITY OF EXTREME IMPACTS IN FREE
FALL
CARI-63-1S N66-11995
INFLUENCE OF RADIATION EXPOSURES ON PLANT
EMPLOYEES
ANL-66BB N64--12132
TIME-CONCENTRATION EFFECTS OF OXYGEN TOXICITY IN
NAN N66-12864
HUPAN TOLERANCE AND LIMITATIONS TO ACCELERATION
N66-13655
ACCELERATION TOLERANCES ON CENTRIFUGE - ABILITY OF
NAN TO PERFORR TOTAL TASK IN TOTAL ENVIRONMENT
N66-13658
RESTRAINT & PROTECTION CF HUMAN EXPERIENCING
SMOOTH OR OSCILLATING ACCELERATIONS SIMULATING
SPACE FLIGHT N66-13659
HUMAN TOLERANCE - RESPIRATORY IMPAIRMENT FROM
FORMARD ACCELERATION N66-13660
THERMAL 6 METABOLIC RESPONSE OF MEN TO MODERATE
COLD EXPOSURE AT NIGHT
AAL-TOR-62-66 N66-13665
HUMAN TOLERANCE AND PILOT PERFORMANCE DURING LONG
ACCELERATIONS IN CENTRIFUGE N66-15106
HUMAN ENGINEERINGt TDLERANCE_ AND PERFORMANCE IN
SIMULATED SPACE FLIGHTS AND HIGH ALTITUDES
N66-15107
HUMAN AND ANIMAL TOLERANCE OF HEAT
FTO-TT-63-650/166 N66-16383
VIBRATION ENVIRONMENTt HUMAN TOLERANCE TO
EXTREME VIBRATIONAL STRESS, 6 EFFECT OF VIBRATION
ON OPERATOR PERFORMANCE - ABSTRACTS
N64-I6676
PHOTOELECTRIC RECORDING APPARATUS AND MEASUREMENT
OF ACCELERATION TOLERANCE OF HUMAN HEAD
A-129
HUMAN HASTE SUBJECT INDEX
AMRL-TCR-63-106 N66-16808
EFFECTIVE MEANS OF INCREASING HUMAN ENOURANCE
UNDER CONDITIONS OF ACCELERATION STRESS
FTD-NT-63-20/1 N66-18665
HUMAN TOLERANCE TO EXTENDED PERIODS OF
WEIGHTLESSNESS
JPRS-263OB N66-18973
HUMAN TOLERANCE TO TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION AND
DECELERATION FORCES N66-Z2OTS
TOLERANCE TO VEHICLE ROTATION OF ASTRONAUTS USING
TURNING AND NOCDING MOTION OF HEAD WHILE
PERFORMING SIMPLE TASKS
AIAA PAPER-6¢-218 N64-23608
PHYSICLDGICAL EFFECTS AND HUMAN TOLERANCES -
INFLUENCE ON DESIGN OF LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS FOR
SUBMARINES DR SPACECRAFT N66-26610
VISUAL CONTRDL OF ACCLIMATIZATION TO COMPLEX
VESTIBULAR STIMULATION IN MAN
NASA-DR-S6896 N66-2TBB9
RADON TOLERANCE OF HUMAN GASTROINTESTINAL SYSTEM
UR-648 N66-31319
HUMAN WASTE
CF FECES
CF URINE
REUTILIZATICN OF HUMAN WASTE MATERIALS IN
SPACECRAFT LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
A66-25576
PHYSICCCHEMICAL REUTILIZATIGN OF HUMAN HASTE FOR
SPACECRAFT LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
A66-25SB6
EMISSION OF TOXIC GASES BY HUMANS IN HERMETICALLY
SEALED CABIN WITH REFERENCE TO AIR PURIFICATION
REQUIREMENTS A66-25589
CHEMICAL CHANGES OF HUMAN HASTE UNDERGOING THERMAL
DECOMPOSITION AND GROWTH OF CHLORELLA ON ASH FRON
VOLATILIZATION PROCESS
TN-62-13 N64-19556
COMBUSTION OF HUMAN WASTE AND PRODUCT RECOVERY BY
CHLORELLA
TN-62-16 N66-21554
TOXIC GASEOUS PRODUCTS EXCRETED BY HUMANS ENCLOSED
IN AIRTIGHT CHAMBER N66-23755
PHYSIOLOGY OF PREDOMINATING TYPE CULTURES ISOLATED
FRCM HUMAN WASTE /FECES/
NASA-CR-58287 N66-29196
ELECTROCHEMICAL DEGRADATION OF HUMAN WASTES -
BICASSAY WITH CHLORELLA
AD-60572_ N66-30569
FACTORS AFFECTING CHLORELLA GROWTH IN
ELECTRCCHEMICALLY DEGRADED HUMAN WASTE
AD-667EOl N66-31315
TREATMENT OF UNDILUTED HUMAN WASTE BY ACTIVATED
SLUDGE PROCESS
AAL-TDR-63-36 N66-32115
HUMIDITY
CF WATER VAPOR
HUMIDITY IN THE CABIN OF A DOUGLAS DC-8 AIRLINER
DURING COMNERICAL FLIGHT Abb-BOO25
CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSE IN NAN TO HIGH AMBIENT
TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY A66-BOI35
CONTINUOUS NEASURENENT OF RESPIRATORY AIR
TEMPERATURE IN RELATION TO RESPIRATORY PHASEt
AMBIENT AIR TEMPERATURE, AND AMBIENT AIR HUMIDITY
A66-802BI
INSENSIBLE PERSPIRATION AND BODY WEIGHT AS RELATED
TO VARIOUS ATMOSPHERIC HUMIDITY LEVELS
A64-8077I
BODY VOLUME DETERMINATION USING HELIUM DILUTION AS
AFFECTED BY GASES, HEAT, AND MOISTURE EMITTED BY
TRANSPIRATION AND RESPIRATION A66-BIIB6
VISUAL AND AUDITORY VIGILANCE DURING EXPOSURE TO
HOT AND HUMID CONDITIONS A66-81191
HYBRID PROPELLANT
S PROPELLANT
HYDRAZINE
OF OIMETHYL HYORAZINE
CF TETRAFLUOROHYORAZINE
HYDRAZINE EFFECT ON LIVER LIPIDS
A66-BO329
LATENCY PERIOD, CONVULSIONS, AND SURVIVAL TIME OF
RAT GIVEN HYDRAZINE AND ALKYL DERIVATIVES AS
AFFECTED BY PYRIDOXINE AND ITS PYRIDOXAL
COMPONENT A66-81029
MECHANISM OF ACUTE TOXIC EFFECTS OF HYDRAZINE AND
HYDRAZINE COMPOUNDS
AMRL-TDR-66-26 N66-22373
RAPID SCREENING TECHNIQUE IN VIVO FOR METABOLIC
STUDY OF CHEMICAL TOXICITY OF HYDRAZINE AND ITS
DERIVATIVES IN RATS N66-28967
HYDRIDE
S PENTABORANE
HYDROBIOLOGY
RADIOACTIVE CARBON-I6 FOR AQUATIC ECOLOGY STUDY -
HYDROBIDLOGY
JPRS-20616 N66-10593
HYDROCARBON
CF ALKANE
HYDROCARBONS CF TERRESTRIAL SAMPLES AND ORGUEIL
METEORITE ANALYZED, SHOWING THAT ALKANES ARE BEST
INDICATORS OF FORMER LIFE ON EARTH
A66-18666
TOXICOLOGICAL METHODS FOR DETECTION OF POISONOUS
COMPOUNDS OF INTEREST IN AEROSPACE MEDICINE
A66-BO369
SURVIVAL TIME OF MICE PROTECTED WITH NITRO-
SUBSTITUTED HYDROCARBONS AFTER LETHAL DOSE OF
X-RAYS N66-13507
ELEMENTARY HYDROCARBON MICROBIOLOGY
ASD-TDR-63-T52 N64-21501
HYDROCARBON ANALYSIS FOR DETECTION OF LIFE IN
SPACE - GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY OF ALKANES
NASA-CR-5O703 N66-22761
TOXICOLOGY OF ALIPHATIC AMINES N66-233TO
BIOTIC AND ABIOTIC HYDROCARBON ANALYSIS FOR
DETECTION OF LIFE IN SPACE
NASA-CR-53096 N66-23392
HYDROCARBON ANALYSIS AS MEANS OF DETECTING LIFE IN
SPACE - ABIOTIC, BIOLOGICAL, SEDIMENTAL, AND
METEORITIC ALKANES
NASA-CR-SBSOO N66-29202
HYDROCARBON COMBUSTION
LOWER LIMIT OF FRONT GAS REACTIONS DETERMINED IN
COMBUSTIBLE MIXTURES OF ORGANIC WASTE IN LIMITED
AND UNLIMITED SPACE A64-25616
HYDROCARBON FUEL
IN FLIGHT HYDROCARBON JET FUEL INTOXICATION ON
PILOT A66-19163
MECHANICAL TECHNIQUES FOR KILLING, REMOVING OR
CONTROLLING MICROORGANISMS IN HYDROCARBON FUELS
ASD-TDR-63-262 N66-19892
HYDROCARBON POISONING
SA BENZENE POISONING
KEROSENE AND OTHER HYDROCARBON POISONING IN RATS
A66-80DOI
TETRAETHYLLEAD INTOXICATION DIAGNOSIS
A-13O
SUBJECT INDEX HYPERQXIA
A66-8OIQ6
HYDRODYNAMICS
CF MECHANICS /GENI
CONPUTER SIMULATION OF CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
HYDRODYNAMICS A66-80209
HYDROGEN
CF TRITIUN
BICCHENICAL FUEL CELLS - ELECTRO-OXIDATION OF
HYDROGEN AND FORMIC ACID
GPR-S N66-1396B
HYDROGEN-OXIDIZING BACTERIA FOR USE MITH
ELECTROLYSIS IN CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS FOR
REGENERATION OF FOOD AND OXYGEN FROM MATER AND
CARBON DIOXIDE
ANRL-TCR-66-35 N66-27632
HYDROGEN SULFIDE
BIOGEDCHENISTRY OF SULFUR IN LITHOSPHERE AND
BICGEN[C OXIDATION GF HYDROGEN SULFIDE TO SULFUR &
SULFATES
JPRS-22672 N66-130OT
HYDROGENONONAS
BIOREGENERATING SYSTEMS - USE OF HYDROGEN-
OXIDIZING BACTERIAt CLOSTRIDIUR AND HYDROGENORONAS
IN REGENERATION OF EXPIRED AIR A66-80668
HYDROLOGY
S METEOROLOGY
HYDROLYSIS
HYDROLYSIS OF AMINO ACYL-BETA-NAPHTHYLANIDES BY
PLASMA AMINOPEPT|DASES
NASA-RP-236 N66-26710
HYORONAGNETISR
S PLASMA
HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE
HYPCXIA AND HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE EFFECTS ON
CONDITIONED REFLEXES IN FISH A66-BlgB8
HYGIENE
CF HEALTH
CF SANITATION
CLEANING TEETH IN SPACE FLIGHT SIMULATION TEST
A66-BO566
OUTLINE OF SOVIET LITERATURE ON HUMAN
ENGINEERING - PHYSIOLOGYt PSYCHOLOGY_ AND HYGIENE
JPRS-18772 N64-10505
HYGIENE 8 SANITATION - EFFECT OF LON CONCENTRATION
OF FLUORINE, SANITARY INDICES FOR WATER RESERVOIRt
AND AIR IONIZATION
JPRS-19067 N66-11C66
HYGIENIC PROBLEMS IN RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION OF
OUTER SPACE
JPRS-23286 N66-1539T
BERYLLIUM TOXICOLOGY, SYMPTONATOLDGY OF
AFFECTIDNSt AND INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE FOR BERYLLIUM
PRODUCTION
FTC-TT-63-ST811&2 N66-22352
HYGIENIC CHARACTERISTICS OF INDUSTRIAL RHENIUM
AEROSOL
JPRS-26069 N66-276TL
HYGIENE AND SANITATION IN USSR
JPRS-263C5 N66-28630
HYOSCIME
S SCOPOLAMINE
HYPERBOLIC SPACE
HYPERBOLIC SPACE STRUCTURE COMPARED WITH EUCLIDEAN
STRUCTURE OF VISUAL SPACE A66-BOBQI
HYPERCAPNIA
RESPIRATORY RESPONSE TO HYPOXIA AND HYPERCAPNIA
DURING HIGH ALTITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION
A66-12988
HYPDXEC AND HYPERCAPNIC STINULI INTERACTION IN
VENTILATORY RESPONSE OF HIGH ALTITUDE ACCLIMATIZED
SUBJECTS A66-23260
VENTILATDRY RESPONSE TO HYPERCAPNIA DURING HYPOXIA
AND HYPEROXlA IN NORMAL AND CHENDDENERVATED DOGS
A66-80052
HYPERVENTILATION IN INTACT AND CHEMODENERAVATEO
DOGS IN RESPONSE TO HYPERCAPNIA
A66-EOOS3
CEREBRDSPINAL FLUID AND PLASMA BICARBONATE AND
ELECTROLYTES IN DOG IN ACUTE AND PROLONGED
HYPERCAPNIA A66-BOOBS
ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE IN BRAIN OF RAT EXPOSED TO
CHRONIC HYPEROAPNIA A66-80100
HYPERCAPNIA AND RETINAL VESSEL SIZE AT CONSTANT
]NTRAORANIAL PRESSURE IN DOG A66-80611
NONESTERIFIED FATTY ADIOS IN VENOUS BLOOD AS
RELATED TO VARIOUS LEVELS OF EXERCISE PLUS
HYPOXIAI HYPEROAPNIA_ HYPOCAPNIAt ALKALOSIS. AND
PURE OXYGEN BREATHING A66-B0633
HYPDXIC HYPERVENTILATTON IN RESTING AND MORKING
SUBJECTS AS RELATED TO HYPERCAPNIA AND MENTAL
FACILITIES A66-8OTT2
CONCENTRATION OF CARBON DIOXIDEv HYPERCAPNEA AND
EFFECT ON CORONARY CIRCULATION IN DOG
A6_-BO892
HYPOXIA, HYPERCAPNIA, AND/OR PENTOBARBiTONE
ANESTHESIA AS RELATED TO BODY TEMPERATURE AND
SURVIVAL TIME OF RABBIT EXPOSED TO COLD
A64-BOg2T
ROLE OF OXYGEN ON HYPERCAPNIA AND ACCELERATION
STRESS TOLERANCE A66-81266
HYPERGOLIC PROPELLANT
S PROPELLANT
NYPEROP[A
ACCOMMODATION AND CONVERGENCE CONSIDERED MITHIN
CONTEXT OF ADJUSTMENT TO SPATIAL ENVIRONMENT AS
FUNCTION OF EXOPHORIA AND HYPERDPIAo
A66-80026
VISUAL ACUITY FOR MOVING OBJECTS IN INDIVIDUALS
WITH NORMAL VISION AND NITH VARIOUS VISUAL
ANOMALIES A66-81033
HYPEROPIA, NYOPIA, AND ASTIGMATISM - DIAGNOSIS AND
EVALUATION OF PHYSICAL FITNESS FOR OCCUPATIONAL
OPERATION OF VEHICLES A66-BL296
HYPEROXIA
EFFECTS OF HIGH PARTIAL PRESSURES OF OXYGEN ON THE
VISUAL SYSTEM OF MATURE ANIMALS /OCULAR HYPEROXIA/
A66-10256
SYMPATHOADRENAL, ADRENOCORTICAL AND NETABOLIO
EFFECTS OF SHORT DURATION HYPEROXIA
Ab6-19136
HYPEROXIA EFFECT ON PROTEOLYSIS OF BRAIN OF MHITE
RATS FOLLOHING OXYGEN EXPOSURE OF 6 AND 3.5
ATMOSPHERES FOR VARYING TIME A66-2TT3g
VENTILATORY RESPONSE TO HYPERCAPNIA DURING HYPOX|A
AND HYPERDXIA IN NORMAL AND CHENODENERVATED DOGS
A66-80052
ALVEOLAR-ARTERIAL OXYGEN GRADIENT IN NAN BREATHING
VARIOUS OXYGEN CONCENTRATIONS AT HIGH ALTITUDE AND
SEA LEVEL A66-80168
OXYGEN INTOXICATION UNDER NORMAL AND INCREASEO
ATMCSPHERIC PRESSURE A66-80221
OXYGEN DIFFUSION CAPACITY OF HUMAN LUNG AND
ANALYSIS OF BLOOD GASES A66-BO26T
BLO00 PRESSURE EFFECT UPON THE DISCHARGE RATE OF
CHEMORECEPTOR DURING HYPOXIA AND HYPEROXIA MITH
MODIFICATION BY ADRENALINE AND NORADRENALINE
A-131
HYPERPNEA SUBJECT INDEX
A64-80326
PARTIAL PRESSURE CHANGES OF OXYGEN AND CARBON
DIOXIDE IN ALTITUDE ASCENTS - EFFECTS ON MAN
A64-80631
TOLERANCE OF MICE X-IRRADIATED IN HYPERCXIC
ENVIRONMENT TO EXPLOSIVE DECOMPRESSION
A64-80641
NEUROMUSCULAR AND RESPIRATORY DISTURBANCES IN RATS
EXPOSED TO OXYGEN AT HIGH PRESSURE
A64-80629
ANDXIA_ HYPERNDXIAt AND DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS
EFFECT ON LIGHT AND DARK ADAPTED RETINAS
A64-80803
POST-MDRTEM PULMONARY CHANGES OCCURRING IN MICE
EXPOSED TO 100 PER CENT OXYGEN AT T40 MN HG
A64-80856
BLEO0 PRESSUREt PH_ AND NICTITATING MEMBRANE
RESPONSES TO ADRENALINE AND NDRADRENALINE OF CATS
DURING HYPOXIAt HYPERVENTILATIONt AND HYPEROXIA
A64-80926
LIPID PEROXIDES ROLE IN HYPERCXIA EFFECT ON RAT
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM N64-146DT
ENDOCRINE _ NETABDLIC EFFECTS OF SHORT DURATION
HYPERCXIA
SAM-TDR-66-6 N64-18917
HYPERPNEA
ALVEOLAR CARBON OIOXIOE AS INDICATOR OF MECHANISM
OF HYPERPNEA IN RAT EXPOSED TO COLD
A64-80066
MECHANISM OF HYPERPNEA DUE TO COLD IN RAT
A64-80054
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL
HYPERSONIC FREE-PISTON TUNNEL
RAC-IB84 N64-15346
AERODYNAMIC OPERATION OF HYPERSONIC VON KARMAN GAS
DYNAMIC TUNNEL FACILITY
AO-63578T N64-18632
HYPERTENSION
CF BLDCD PRESSURE
PILOT AUTOGENDUS RESPONSE TO CAUSES OF ESSENTIAL
HYPERTENSION MEASURED BY NEUROVOLTMETER_ AND
METHODS FOR OVERCOMING THIS RESPONSE
A64-11441
HYPOXEA EFFECTS ON BLOOD PRESSURE AND THYROID
FUNCTIONS IN RENAL HYPERTENSIVE WHITE RATS
A64-23254
SOVIET MEDICINE - VASCULAR SURGERY, HETABOLISM_
HYPERTENSION, AND THERAPEUTIC UNDERWEAR
JPRS-1T698 N66-10683
ELECTRIC SLEEP - NEUROTROPIC TREATMENT OF
ESSENTIAL HYPERTENSION N64-10684
INDUCED SLEEP FOR CURE OF CHRONIC INSOMNIA,
BRONCHIAL ASTHMAt ULCERS_ AND HYPERTENSION
JPRS-18021 N66-11621
HYPERTHERMIA
PROTECTION AGAINST HYPERTHERMIA BY ARTIFICIAL
CODLING, GIVING OBSERVATIONS MADE ON RATS AND
HUMANS A64-14995
RESPIRATORY RATE AT HIGH ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE
RELATED TO BODY POSITION IN RABBIT
A64-80040
ELECTROCARDIOGRAM OF YOUNG AND ADULT RABBIT AND
CHICKEN DURING HYPOTHERMIA AND HYPERTHERMIA
A64-80D48
CIRCULATORY AND RESPIRATORY CHANGES IN DOG DURING
HYPERTHERNIA OF HEAD OR WHOLE BODY
A64-BOI95
A-132
MENTAL AND VIGILANCE PERFORMANCE DURING INCREASED
BODY TEMPERATURE A64-SO2TZ
PLASMA CATECHOLAMINE AND HISTAMINE CONTENTS IN DOG
DURING SURFACE HEATING A66-BO8T6
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES TO HIGH ENVIRONMENTAL
TENPERATURE AND HYPERTHERMIA A66-80878
LOCAL SWEATING RESPONSE TO HEATING AND LOCAL SWEAT
SUPPRESSION DURING ACCLIMATIZATION OF WHOLE BODY
A64-80940
PREOPTIC TEMPERATURE RELATIONSHIPS TO FUNCTION OF
SYHPAIHICOADRENOMEDULLARY SYSTEM AND ADRENAL
CORTEX IN GOAT A64-81226
CHANGES IN CEREBRAL METABOLIC PARANETERS OF DOGS
DURING PROGRESSIVE HYPOTHERMIA
SAM-TDR-64-44 N64-Z9288
HYPERVELOCITY WIND TUNNEL
HYPERVELOCITY WIND TUNNEL TESTS FOR DYNAMIC
STABILITY OF CONE WITH NITROGEN GAS INJECTION INTO
FLOW FIELD AT NOSE
REPT.-2-SgT40/3R-479 N66-15363
HYPERVENTILATION
ABDOMINAL REFLEX INHIBITION IN RAT DURING
HYPERVENTILATION A66-BO022
VENTILATORY RESPONSE TO HYPERCAPNIA DURING HYPDXIA
AND HYPEROXIA IN NORMAL AND CHEMODENERVATED DOGS
A64-BOO52
HYPERVENTILATION IN INTACT AND CHEMODENERAVATED
DOGS IN RESPONSE TO HYPERCAPNIA
A66-80053
HUMAN RESPONSE TO CARBON DIOXIDE IN LOW PRESSURE,
OXYGEN RICH ATMOSPHERE A64-80323
CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSE TO,ACUTE HYPOCAPNIA DUE TO
OVERBREATHING A64-8040T
PARTIAL PRESSURE CHANGES OF OXYGEN AND CARBON
DIOXIDE IN ALTITUDE ASCENTS - EFFECTS ON MAN
A64-80631
ARTERIAL CARBON DIOXIDE TENSION - EFFECT ON FLOW
RESISTANCE AND MECHANICS OF LUNG IN MAN DURING
VOLUNTARY HYPERVENTILATION A64-80740
HYPOXIC HYPERVENTILATION IN RESTING AND WORKING
SUBJECTS AS RELATED TO HYPERCAPNIA AND MENTAL
FACILITIES A64-80772
PSYCHOLOGICALLY PRODUCED HYPERVENTILATION
IN AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS AND METHODS OF PREVENTION
A64-80818
CORONARY FLOW RESPONSE TO HYPOCAPNIA DF DOG
INDUCED BY HYPERVENTILATION A64-80829
VALSALVA MANEUVER AND HYPERVENTILATION AS RELATED
TO ARTERIAL BLOOD GAS TENSIONS! GLUCOSE
CONCENTRATION, AND BLOOD PRESSURE
A64-BOBDB
BLOOD PRESSUREt PH_ AND NICTITATING MEMBRANE
RESPONSES TO ADRENALINE AND NORADRENALINE OF CATS
OURING HYPOXIAt HYPERVENTILATIONt AND HYPEROXIA
A66-80926
PULMONARY AND SYSTEMIC HEMODYNAMICS OF PASSIVELY
HYPERVENTILATEO DOG AS RELATED TO PH AND CARBON
DIOXIDE TENSION A64-81009
LATENT PERIOD OF MOTOR FUNCTION AND DEPRESSION DF
ALPHA RHYTHM DURING MUSCULAR WORKt
HYPERVENTILATION AND RESPIRATION ARREST
A64-81056
INITIAL REFLEX COMPONENT OF HYPERVENTILATION IN
FIRST SECONDS OF PHYSICAL EXERCISE
A64-81227
HYPERVENTILATION-ALKALDSIS AND BICARBONATE
CONCENTRATION EFFECT ON ACID-BASE EQUILIBRIUM FOR
SUBJECT INDEX HYPOXIA
OXYGEN TRANSFER AND CONSUMPTION
N66-1503T
HYPNOSIS
AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION MITH AID OF
HYPNOTIC RECALL A66-BO33T
HYPNOTICCONTROL OF COMPENSATORY TRACKING NITH
NORMAL AND REVERSE C(_PATIBILITY UNDER DIFFERENT
STATES OF AROUSAL A66-BO713
MYPOCAPN[A
NONESTERIFIED FATTY ACIDS IN VENOUS BLOOD AS
RELATED TO VARIOUS LEVELS OF EXERCISE PLUS
HYPOX|A_ HYPERCAPNIAt HYPOCAPNIA_ ALKALOSIS, AND
PURE OXYGEN BREATHING A66-80633
CORONARY FLOg RESPONSE TO HYPOCAPN[A OF DOG
INDUCED BY HYPERVENTILATION A66-80829
MYPOTENSEON
CF BLOCO PRESSURE
DIRECT AND REFLEX EFFECTS OF HYPQXIAt HYPQTENSION,
AND HYPOTHERMIA ON HEART OF OCG
A66-B1102
MYPQTHALANUS
TENPERATURE REGULATION AND HYPDTHALANIC ANO SKIN
TEMPERATURES IN DOG AND RHESUS MONKEY
A66-80113
MEAN HYPOTHALANIC, THALANIO, AND RECTAL
TEMPERATURES OF NORMAL AND COLO ACCLIMATED RAT
EXPOSED TO LOg ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE
A64-80975
HYPOTHERN|A
ARIIFICIAL HIBERNATION IN SPACE STUDIES, EXAMINING
METHOOS FOR ACHIEVING DEEP HYPOTHERNY STATE IN
DOGS AND RATS A66-25590
ELECTROCARDIOGRAM OF YOUNG AND ADULT RABBIT AND
CHICKEN CURING HYPOTHERNIA AND HYPERTHERM|A
A66-BOOBB
EARLY RESPIRATORY ANO CIRCULATORY RESPONSE OF
ANESTHETIZEC DOG TO HYPOTHERNIA
A66-80069
HYPOTHERNIA ANO ASCORBIC ACID CONTENT A_D
OISTRIEUTION IN ADRENAL CORTEX OF THE RAT
OTS 62-11760/1o A66-80060
HYPDTHERNIA EFFECT ON THE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
ANO PERIPHERAL NERVES IN THE RAT
A66-BOO66
EFFECT OF HYPDTHERMIA ON CIRCULATORY REFLEXES IN
THE HUMAN A66-80086
DEXTRAN INFLUENCE ON ELECTROCARDIOGRAM OF
HYPOTHERMIC DOGS A66-8OOB6
CARDIOVASCULAR PHYSIOLOGY UNDER HYPOTHERMIA
AB_-BO162
HYPOTHERNIC EFFECT ON CORTEX AND BRAIN STEM IN
RELAXANT CAT UNDER ACTION OF BARBITUATES AND
MUSCLE _ A66-B0365
HYPOTHERRIC EFFECT ON GLYCOLYSIS AND OXYGEN
CONSUMPTION IN DOG KIDNEY A64-B0569
RH-TENPERATURE CONVERSION FACTOR AND CARBON
DIOXIDE FACTOR IN HYPOTHERMIA IN ILL AND NORMAL
ADULTS A66-81010
REDUCTION OF RETROACTIVE EFFECT OF INTERPOLATED
MAZE TRAINING IN HYPOTHERNIC NICE
A66-BI015
CAROTID SINUS OEPRESSOR REFLEXES OF DOG DURING
HYPOTHERNIA A66-81062
DIRECT AND REFLEX EFFECTS OF HYPDXZAt HYPOTENSIONv
AND HYPOTHERMIA ON HEART OF DOG
A66-BIIC2
ELECTRORETTNOGRAN ANO ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM OF
VISUAL CORTEX IN MAMMAL DURING HYPOTHERNIA
A64-B118T
HYPOTHERNTA £ ARTIFICIAL HIBERNATION FOR SPACE
TRAVEL - ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
SID-63-356 N66-11821
OATECHOLAMINES IN VARIOUS ORGANS OF DOGS UNDER
CONDITIONS OF DEEP HYPDTHERNIA
FTD-TT-63-1096/lE2 N66-22162
HYPDTHERMIA ANO CESSATICN OF VITAL ACTIVITY IN
ORGANS OF NONHIBERNATING MAMMALS
JPRS-25650 N66-2TS03
HYPDXIA, HYPQTHERNIA, ANO RAOIATIQN RESPONSE OF
POCKET NICE
NASA-OR-58526 N66-28838
HYPOXIA
CF ANOX|A
RESPIRATORY RESPONSE TO HYPOXIA AND HYPERCAPNIA
DURING HIGH ALTITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION
A66-12988
DECOMPRESSION OF MICE IN ATMOSPHERES CONTAINING
HELIUM OR ARGON IN PLACE OF NITROGEN TO TEST
HYPOXIC TOLERANCE OF ANIMALS A66-20693
METABOLIC COST OF PILOTING LIGHT AIRCRAFT TO
EXAMINE HYPERVENTILATION TENDENCY UNDER INDUCED
HYPOXIA AND SIMULATED INSTRUMENT FLYING TASK
A66-20696
HYPCXIA EFFECTS ON BLOOD PRESSURE AND THYROID
FUNCTIONS IN RENAL HYPERTENSIVE MHITE RATS
A66-23256
HYPDXIO AND HYPERCAPNIC STIMULI INTERACTION IN
VENTILATORY RESPONSE OF HIGH ALTITUDE ACCLIMATIZED
SUBJECTS A66-23260
HYPDXIA RESISTANCE TEST FOR EVALUATING PHYSICAL
RESERVES OF PILOT A66-27025
VENTILATDRY RESPONSE TO HYPERCAPNIA DURING HYPOXIA
AND HYPERDXIA IN NORMAL AND CHENOOENERVATED DOGS
A66-BOD52
HYPOXIC EFFECTS ON HEART AND CIRCULATION
A66-BD101
HYPDXIC EFFECT ON SIMULTANEOUS VISUAL CONTRAST IN
MAN A66-BO206
HYPOXIA EFFECT ON EVOKED POTENTIAL, SLOg NEGATIVE
POTENTIAL, AND STEADY POTENTIAL IN RABBIT CORTEX
A66-80316
BLO00 PRESSURE EFFECT UPON THE DISCHARGE RATE OF
CHEMORECEPTOR DURING HYPOXIA ANO HYPEROXIA MITH
MDO[FICATION BY ADRENALINE AND NORADRENALINE
A66-80326
PULMONARY CIRCULATION AND CARDIAC OUTPUT OF
RESTING UNANESTHETIZED DOGS IN RESPONSE TO ACUTE
HYPOXIA A66-BO338
HYPOXIC EFFECTS ON CORONARY CIRCULATION AND HEART
FUNCTION A64-80408
HYPOXIA-INDUCEO CHANGES IN ACTIVITY OF
TRANSANINASES IN ORGANS AND BLOOD OF RABBITS -
CARBOHYORATE METABOLISM A66-BD609
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF INDUCEO HYPGXIA ON PILOT
DURING INSTRUMENT FLYING ANO FLIGHT SIMULATION
A66-805OZ
HYPOXIC EFFECT ON IRON ABSORPTION AND MOBILIZATION
IN RAT AS RELATED TO XANTHINE OXIDASE
A64-80593
AORENOCORTIOOTROPIN AND ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE
EFFECTS ON HEXOKINASE ACTIVITY OF SKELETAL MUSCLES
AND HEART DURING HYPOXIA IN RATS
A66-80606
NONESTERIFIED FATTY ACIDS IN VENOUS BLOOD AS
A-133
HYPDXIAC_NT SUBJECT INDEX
q_
RELATED TO VARIOUS LEVELS OF EXERCISE PLUS
HYPOXIA, HYPERCAPNIAv HYPOCAPNIAw ALKALCSIS, AND
PURE OXYGEN BREATHING A64-80633
PULMONARY BLOOD FLOW DURING EXERCISE IN
COMPARISON TO RESPONSE TO HYPDXIA AND
AMINOPEYLLINE A64-B0739
HYPOXIC EFFECT ON ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM AND ON
EXCITAEILITY OF CAROTID SINUS CHEMORECEPTORS UNDER
DIFFERENT CONDITIONS OF OXYGEN DIFFUSION
A66-BO752
BRAIN BLOOD CIRCULATIONw ERYTHROCYTEt HEMOGLOBIN,
AND HEMATOPOIETIC CHANGES IN WHITE RAT ADAPTING
TO HYPCXIA IN ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER
A64-80T59
HYPOXIC HYPERVENTILATION IN RESTING AND WORKING
SUBJECTS AS RELATED TO HYPERCAPNIA AND MENTAL
FACILITIES A64-BOTT2
OELAYEC EFFECTS OF ETHYL ALCOHOL AND HYPOXIA ON
PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORMANCE IN DECOMPRESSION CHAMBER
A66-BO819
BLOOD PRESSUREt PH, AND NICTITATING MEMBRANE
RESPONSES TO ADRENALINE AND NCRADRENALINE OF CATS
DURING HYPCXIAt HYPERVENTILATIONt AND HYPEROXIA
A64-BD926
HYPOXIA_ HYPERCAPNIA_ AND/OR PENTOBARBITONE
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IDENTIFICATION FROM SPACE PROBE CHEHICALI
MORPHOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL EVIDENCE
A66-28342
PRIMARY COMPONENTS OF PROPOSEO INSTRUMENTED
ANALYTICAL SYSTEM FOR EXTRATERRESTRIAL ATMOSPHEREt
LIFE FORMSv AND SOIL STUDY A66-80860
ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION ABSORPTION BY PEPTIOES FOR
DETECTION OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE ON MARS
NASA-OR-5§655 N66-16109
BACTERIAL CELL DIVISION IN RELATION TO OXIDATION-
REDUCTION POTENTIAL CHANGE FOR EXTRATERRESTRIAL
LIFE DETECTION
NASA-CR-53736 N64-1957T
ORGANIC COMPOUND ANALYSIS - LIFE DETECTION METHOD
FOR SPACE
NASA-CR-5221T N66-20682
GULLIVER PROGRAM - MARS EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE
DETECTION AND ANALYSIS
NASA-OR-S5511 N66-22755
DETECTION OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE BY ULTRAVIOLET
SPECTRCFHOTDMETRY
NASA-OR-SOB15 N66-22760
GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY FOR DETECTION OF LIFE ON MARS
NASA-TR-X-SDB06 N66-22773
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE DETECTOR, AND AUTOMATIC
PAPER CHROMATOGRAPHY DEVICE FOR ANALYSIS OF
SOLUBLE CONSTITUENTS OF PLANETARY SOIL
NASA-OR-56523 N66-22TB3
DEVELOPNENT OF LIFE DETECTOR FOR PLANETARY SOILS -
DETECTION BY CHANGES IN LIGHT TRANSMISSION AND IN
PH FACTOR OF SELECTED MEDIUM
NASA-CR-565ZB N66-22709
APPLICATION OF STATISTICAL DECISION THEORY TO
DESIGN OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE DETECTORS "
NASA-CR-S8531 N66-28939
HYDROCARBON ANALYSIS AS MEANS OF DETECTING LIFE 1N
SPACE - ABIOTICm BIOLOGICAL, SEDIMENTALm AND
METEORITIC ALKANES
NASA-CR-SB500 N6_-Zq202
FEASIBILITY OF OPTICAL ROTATION FOR REMOTE
DETECTION OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE
N66-31026
LIFE SCIENCE
BIOASTRONAUT|C RESEARCH CONDUCTED BY UoS. AIR
FORCE A66-12986
ULTRAHIGH VACUUM EFFECTS ON MICROORGANISMS
A66-18760
MINIMUM FREE LIVING REPLICATING SYSTEM
REGUIREMENTS A66-1BBI3
SYMPOSIUM ON PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF HIGH
ALTITUDE AT INTERLAKENt SWITZERLAND IN SEPTEMBER
1962 A66-23253
LIFE SCIENCE RESEARCH REQUIRED TO ACHIEVE
INTEGRATED NAN-MACHINE SYSTEMS A66-26601
LIFE SUPPOIT SYSTER
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON COMPUTERS IN LIFE SCIENCES
A66-BO210
STRUCTURE g FUNCTION OF MOLECULAR LEVEL LIFE, AND
CORRELATION BETNEEN FORMS OF NOTION & FORMS OF
MATTER
JPRS-Z1806 N64-10269
COMPUTERS IN LIFE SCIENCES - BIBLIOGRAPHY
N66-176ql
CONTROL SYSTEMS IN ORGANIC NATURE - UNDERSTANDING
LIFE PROCESSES N66-29742
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM
CF CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM
CF PRESSURIZED CABIN
CF PRESSURIZED SUIT
NECESSITY OF INTEGRATING NAN-MACHINE RELATIONSHIPS
PROPERLY INTO ADVANCED AEROSPACE SYSTEMS
A66-10112
HEIGHT AND STORAGE FACTORS INVOLVED IN A MANNED
MARS MISSION EMPLOYING FULLY REGENERATIVE LIFE-
SUPPORT SYSTEMS A64-10113
METABOLIC CONSEQUENCES AND PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
OF EXTENDED SPACE MISSIONS FOR WHICH THERE IS NO
CAPABILITY FOR RE-SUPPLY OR CREN ROTATION
A66-10115
SPACECRAFT AND SATELLITE PROGRAMS REVIEWING RECENT
MAJOR FLIGHTS AND EMPHASIZING ADVANCES IN LIFE-
SUPPORT SYSTEMS A64-10151
ATMOSPHERE CONSIDERATION FOR SUSTAINED SPACE
FLIGHT NOTING USE OF AN INERT GAS FOR REGENERATING
OXYGEN A66-11428
BIOLOGICAL REGENERATION IN CONFINED ENVIRONMENT OF
SPACECRAFT, EMPHASIZING CLOSED CIRCUIT SYSTEM FOR
REGENERATING RESPIRATORY GASES DURING LONG SPACE
JOURNEYS A64-11432
INTERRELATION OF ADDED HEIGHT EFFECTS AND SAFETY
FACTORS IN MANNED SPACECRAFT SHONING NEED FOR
SUBSYSTEMS REQUIRING MINIMUM CREW
A66-11456
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT
EXA_INEDt PROPOSING NORMAL SEA-LEVEL ENVIRONMENT
FOR EARLY MANNED SPACE OPERATIONS
A66-11456
LINEAR PROGRAMMING FUR OPTIMIZATION OF A ONE HAN-
OAYt LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM gITH SUPPLY AND MASTE
STORAGE A66-11761
ENGINEERING AND PHYSIOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS
INVOLVED IN SELECTION AND VALIDATIONS OF
ARTIFICIAL GASEOUS ATMOSPHERE FOR GEMINI AND
APOLLO MISSIONS A64-1351T
HUMAN RESPONSE TO A SELF-CONTAINED AIR SYSTEM AND
PROTECTIVE SUIT DESIGNED TO PROTECT INDIVIDUAL
FROM HAZARDOUS ENVIRONMENTAL VAPORS
A66-13522
MAN AND THE SPACE ENVIRONMENT NITH RESUME OF
PRESENT KNOWLEDGE A66-16092
ENVIRONMENTAL CDNTRDLp REPLENISHMENT AND STABILITY
OF SPACE LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM NITH PRIMARY
CONSIDERATION GIVEN TO OXYGEN-CARBON DIOXIOI_AND
THE MATER CYCLE
AIAA PAPER 63-65 A66-16332
BIDLOGISTIC SPECIFICATIONS AND ENGINEERING
CONSTRAINTS ASSOCIATED WITH OPTIMUM LIFE SUPPORT
SYSTEM TO SATISFY 30-w 60- AND IO0-DAY MANNED
ORBITAL SPACE NISSI_S
AIAA PAPER 63-166 A66-16663
_ATER RECYCLING SUBSYSTEM FOR SPACE STATIONt USING
ACTIVATED CARBON, ION EXCHANGE RESIN AND FINE PORE
FILTER
AIDE PAPER 8C A66-17321
MEDICAL ASPECTS OF MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
k-'14T
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM CONT SUBJECT INDEX IT,
A66-18256
PROJECT APOLLO SPACE SUIT AND LIFE SUPPORT
EQUIPMENT DESIGN ANALYSIS WITH EMPHASIS ON THERMAL
INPUT AND SOURCES A64-1825T
STEADY STATE BIOENERGETICS CONSIDERED IN
ATMOSPHERIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL OF MANNED
SPACE VEHICLES A64-18625
WATER RECOVERY AND HUMAN WASTE DISPOSAL SYSTEMS
FOR EXTENDED SPACE MISSIONS A66-18626
STORABLE PROPELLANT UTILIZATION EXTENDED TO
INCLUDE ATMOSPHERE REPLENISHMENT1 THERMAL CONTROL
AND WATER AND POWER PRODUCTION
AIAA PAPER 64-213 A66-1887T
ALKALI AND ALKALINE EARTH SUPEROXIDES USED IN
NDNREGENERATIVE AIR REVITALIZATION SYSTEMS FOR
SPACE MISSIONS A66-19134
LIFE SUPPORT SUBSYSTEMS CONSIDERING FOOD, WATER,
WASTE, ATMOSPHERIC AND THERMAL CONTROLS
A66-202ST
AMERICAN AND SOVIET APPROACH TO MANNED SPACECRAFT
COMPARED, NOTING LIFE SUPPORT PROBLEMS AND
PROTECTION AGAINST SPACE ENVIRONMENT
AIAA PAPER 6k-515 A66-20469
HIGHER HEAT CONDUCTIVITY RESULTING FROM
SUBSTITUTION OF HELIUM FOR ATMOSPHERIC NITROGEN IN
SPACESHIP CABINS A64-21118
OXYGEN MANAGEMENT, TOXICITY AND ENVIRONMENT
SELECTION FOR MANNED SPACECRAFT
A6_-21182
ENVIRCNMENTAL TEST PROGRAM FOR MANNED SPACECRAFT
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS A64-23200
CLOSED ENVIRONMENT LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS DEPENDENT
ON PROPULSION SYSTEMS AND MISSION REQUIREMENTS
A64-26602
DESIGN OF ALGAL PHDTOSYNTHETIC GAS EXCHANGER TO BE
USED FOR SUPPORT DF HUMANS IN SPACE
A66-26gT6
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS FOR ARTIFICIAL ATMOSPHERES IN
SPACECRAFT CABINS A66-25573
REUTILIZATIDN OF HUMAN WASTE MATERIALS IN
SPACECRAFT LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
A66-25576
WATER REGENERATION METHODS FOR SPACECRAFT LIFE
SUPPORT SYSTEMS A66-25577
PHYSICDCHENICAL REUTILIZATION OF HUMAN WASTE FOR
SPACECRAFT LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
A66-25586
PHOTOSYNTHETIC PRDOUCTIVITY OF CHLORELLA CULTURE
INCREASED TO OBTAIN MORE OXYGEN IN AIR
REGENERATION SYSTEM A64-25609
BIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS IN MANNED SPACE EXPLORATION
INCLUDING ACCELERATION TOLERANCE, WEIGHTLESSNESS
EFFECTS, RADIATION, CONFINEMENT AND SUPPORT
SYSTEMS A66-2691T
SELF-SUSTAINED LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM DEVELOPED ON
BASIS EF SYMBIOSES EXISTING BETWEEN ANIMALS AND
PLANTS AND BETWEEN AUTOTROPHIC AND HETERDTROPHIC
PLANTS 664-27028
PRESSURE SUIT COOLING USING LIQUID HEAT TRANSPORT
LOCPS WITH HEAT EXCHANGERS INSIDE ENVIRONMENTAL
SUIT A66-27606
LIFE SUPPORT MANAGEMENT WITHIN SPACECRAFT DURING
EMERGENCY THAT HAY REQUIRE RESCUE
A64-27823
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL FOR SPACECRAFT INCLUDING
CRYOGENIC GAS STORAGE, TEMPERATURE CONTROL,
ATMOSPHERE CONTROL AND WATER MANAGEMENT
A64-28087
MANUALLY OPERATED PELLET FEEDER FOR PRIMATES IN
SPACE FLIGHT A64-80188
PHYSIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PIG-TAILED
MONKEYw NACACA NEMESTRINAt USEFUL FOR LIFE SUPPORT
SYSTEM DESIGN FOR ZERO GRAVITY STUDY BY NASA
BIOSATELLITE PROGRAM A64-B0261
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS FUR FUTURE ORBITAL AND
EXPLORATORY MISSIONS FOR PERIODS UP TO A YEAR
666-80563
EXPLORATION OF MODN- PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
MOON, LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM IN ESTABLISHING MOON
COLONY AND FLIGHT TO MOON A66-80665
MAN IN SPACE - FOOD, WATER! ENVIRONMENTAL
REQUIREMENTS, WASTE UTILIZATION AND LIFE SUPPORT
SYSTEMS A66-80788
CAPILLARY ACTION AND DIELECTRQPHORESIS CONVERTERS
FOR OVERCOMING RANDOM ORIENIATION OF LIQUID OXYGEN
FOR BREATHING SYSTEM DURING WEIGHTLESSNESS
A66-80835
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS FOR ASTRONAUTS IN
PLANETARY ENVIRONMENTS 664-80853
LIFE SUPPORT IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT - WASTE
DISPOSAL, OXYGEN PRODUCTION, AND FOOD SUPPLY
A64-81223
MAINTENANCE OF LIFE CONOITIONS, AND MEDICAL 8
BIOLOGICAL RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS ABOARD SECOND
SOVIET SATELLITE N64-1168T
PROVIDING FOOD AND WATER FOR DOGS DURING SPACE
FLIGHT N64-11695
EMERGENCY LIFE SUSTAINING SYSTEM FOR USE DURING
FAILURE OF NORMAL PRESSURIZATION IN SPACECRAFT
AMRL-TDR-63-82 N64-12214
BIOLOGICAL REGENERATION SYSTEM AS COMPONENT OF
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR LUNAR BASE
N66-13716
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL DEVELOPMENT 8 LUNAR BASE
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM MODULES N66-13716
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS FOR LONG DURATION SPACE
EXPLORATION MISSIONS
NASA-RP-135 N64-15863
LIFE SUPPORT IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT
NASA-TM-X-51766 N66-22786
SPACE SUIT - LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM
NASA-IT-F-B852 N66-22960
WASTE UTILIZATION ON LONG TERM SPACE FLIGHT - LIFE
SUPPORT SYSTEM N66-23762
PHYSICOCHEMICAL WASTE UTILIZATION COMPONENT FOR
LONG-TERN SPACE FLIGHT LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM
N64-23752
SUSPENSION OF UNICELLULAR ALGAE AS COMPONENT OF
CLOSED CYCLE FOR CREATION OF NORMAL HUMAN ACTIVITY
CONDITIONS IN LONG-TERM SPACE FLIGHTS
N64-23768
PHYSICOCHEMICAL SYNTHESIS OF CARBOHYDRATES IN
SPACESHIP CABIN N66-23776
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS - ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
AID-P-64-33 N64-24100
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS AND HUMAN TOLERANCES -
INFLUENCE ON DESIGN OF LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS FOR
SUBMARINES OR SPACECRAFT N64-24610
EXTRACELLULAR PCLYSACCHARIDE PRODUCED BY ALGAE AND
INFLUENCE ON RECYCLING IN LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM
N64-29722
LECTURES IN AEROSPACE MEDICINE - LIFE SUPPORT
A-168
SUBJECTINDEX LIGHTING
• t
SYSTEMSt HUMAN PERFDRNANCEv AND LANDING SIMULATION
FOR MANNED LUNAR LANDING, ORBITING LABDRATDRYt AND
MARS MISSIONS
AD-645253 N66-3OTI2
APOLLO PORTABLE LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM
N66-SOT25
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS -
SPACE _ED|DINE ANO BIDLOGYt AND PHYSIOLOGY
ATC-P-66-SZ N66-323§5
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS -
SPACE MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY, AND PHYSIOLOGY
ATD-P-64-$3 N6_-32356
INORGANIC SYSTEM FOR OXYGEN RECOVERY FOR LIFE
SUPPORT IN SPACECRAFT
AMRL-TDR-66-30 N6_-32626
RESPIRDMETER AND LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR POTATO
SPECIMEN IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT
NASA-OR-58965 N66-33189
LIFESPAM
CONTINUOUS PROPAGATION OF MICROORGANISMS - LIFE
CYCLE STUDIES INVOLVING AGE DISTRIBUTION
N6_-11_36
X-RADIATION EFFECTS ON LIFESPANw £ CARDIOVASCULAR
AND REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEMS _F DOG
UCD-IOT N66-12111
CHRONIC IRRADIATION EFFECTS ON LONGEVITY AND
PERIPHERAL BLOOD ELEMENTS DF MONKEYS
SAM-TDR-63-55 N66-13D78
BIOCHEMISTRY - IONIZING RADIATION EFFECT ON MOUSE
TISSUEt THERAPEUTIC AGENTS FOR RADIATION INJURIESw
AND IRRADIATION EFFECT DN ANIMAL LIFESPAN
GPR-49 N66-L3501
EFFECT OF IONIZING RADIATION ON MAPMALIAN TISSUESe
CHEMOTHERAPY FOR RADIATION SICKNESS IN ANIMALSt
INFLUENCE OF RADIATION EXPOSURE ON LIFESPAN
AD-63C559 N66-16665
HIGH ENERGY NEUTRON AND PROTON RADIATION EFFECTS
ON LIFESPANv PERIPHERAL BLOOD, AND RATE OF
APPEARANCE OF TUMORS IN RATS
FTC-TT-63-1D49/1_296 N66-19220
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECTS ON MAMMALIAN TISSUESw
THERAPEUTIC AGENTS FOR RADIATION SICKNESS AND
EFFECTS OF LON LEVEL EXPOSURE ON LIFESPAN OF MICE
OPR-51 N64-201BI
X-RAY IRRADIATION EFFECTS DN NORK CAPACITY AND
LIFESPAN OF COGS
UCC-6T2-1O9 N66-25111
RECIRCULATION AND LIFESPAN DF SMALL LYMPHDCYTES IN
RAT
AAL-TDR-63-1T N66-31829
LIFTING BODY
MEDICAL AND BIOENGINEERING PROBLEMS IN LIFTING
BODY DESIGN INCLUDING VISIBILITY AND CONTROL
A66-26716
PILOT PERFORMANCE REOUIRERENTS IN LIFTING BODY
AND REENTRY VEHICLES IN HYPERSONIC AND SUBSONIC
FLIGHTS
NASA-TM-X-56005 N66-22660
LIGHT
SA ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT
HUPAN CONDITIONED REFLEX POTENTIAL EVOKED BY
COPBINED STIMULI DF SOUND AND LIGHT MONITORED BY
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPH A66-81DB2
CDFPARATIVE BALLISTOCARDIDGRAPHIC INVESTIGATIONS
DF REACTION TD COLORED LIGHT STIMULI IN MAN
A6_-B1091
INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES AS FACTORS IN RESPONSES OF
HUVAN BRAIN POTENTIALS TO RHYTHMIC LIGHT
STIMULATION N66-31658
LIGHT ABSORPTION
OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF CHLORELLA ALGAE SUSPENSIONSe
NOTING ABSORPTION DEPENDENCE ON CELL SIZE AND
STRUCTURE A66-256OZ
LIGHT ADAPTATION
PUPIL RESPONSES TD LIGHT FLASHES VARYING IN
DURATION AND INTENSITY A66-1292B
ELECTRORETINOGRAPHiC RESPONSE OF RABBIT TO
INTRAOCULAR PRESSURE ISCHEMIA UNDER DIFFERENT
CONDITIONS OF LIGHT STIMULUS INTENSITY
A64-BO_T4
ANOXIAt HYPERNOXIA_ AND DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS
EFFECT DN LIGHT AND DARK ADAPTED RETINAS
A64-BO803
PROTECTION AGAINST FLASHBLINONESS AND RELATION
BETNEEN LIGHT AND DARK ADAPTATION TO CHANGING
VISUAL STIMULI A66-80925
LIGHT AIRCRAFT
DAMAGE RISK CRITERIA FOR HEARING LOSS DF PILOTS
FOR EXPOSURE TO NOISE LEVEL IN LIGHT AIRCRAFT
A64-13520
LIGHT AMPLIFIER
S LASER
LIGH1 DURATION
PUPIL RESPONSES TO LIGHT FLASHES VARYING IN
DURATION AND INTENSITY A64-1292B
LIGHT EMISSION
MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON LIGHT EMISSION BY
MICROORGANISM A64-BO855
LIGHT INTENSITY
PUPIL RESPONSES TO LIGHT FLASHES VARYING IN
DURATION AND INTENSITY A64-12928
PHOTDSTRESS AND FLASH BLINDNESS USED TD DETERMINE
NHETHER THERE IS A CONSISTENT RELATIONSHIP
BETNEEN VISUAL DISCRIMINATION RECOVERY AND
INTENSITY OF DAZZLING FLASH A64-13511
PILOCARPINE MIDSIS AS CHORIORETINAL BURN
PROTECTION FROM HIGH INTENSITY LIGHT TO STUDY
VISUAL ACUITY A64-22D56
EFFECT OF LIGHT INTENSITY ON USE OF CARBON DIOXIDE
AND ORGANIC COMPOUNDS DURING PHOTOSYNTHESIS OF
CHLDROPSEUDONONAS ETHYLICUN N64-23433
LIGHT SCATTERING
FLEXIBILITY OF MOLECULES DF NATURAL DNA -
DETERMINATION USING LIGHT SCATTERING AT LARGE
ANGLES N64-19783
LIGHT SOURCE
RADIDPHOSPHDRS AS LIGHT SOURCES FOR PHOTOSYNTHESIS
BY ALGAL CULTURES IN CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM
A64-BO324
EFFECTS OF VARIOUS HIGH INTENSITY LIGHT SOURCES
ON RETINAL SENSITIVITY
REPT.-1549-TOR-1 N64-28288
LIGHT TRANSMISSION
CF ILLUMINATION
CF REFRACTION
CF VISIBILITY
DEVELOPMENT OF LIFE DETECTOR FOR PLANETARY SOILS -
DETECTION BY CHANGES IN LIGHT TRANSMISSION AND IN
PH FACTOR OF SELECTED MEDIUM
NASA-CR-5652B N64-22789
LIGHTING
SA AIRCRAFT LIGHTING
DIURNAL TEMPERATURE VARIATION OF CYNOH_LGUS
MONKEY, MACACA IRUSw IN RESPONSE TO CHANGES IN
ROUTINE LIGHTING A64-80591
OPTIMUM LIGHT ARRANGEMENT FOR PROMOTING ALGAE
GRDNTHt WASTE TREATMENT UNIT DEVELOPMENTt AND
MICROTERELLA ADVANCED MDDEL DESCRIPTION
SERL-66-5 N64-Z?906
A-149
LINE SUBJECT INDEX ,,
LINE
S TETHERLINE
LINEAR ACCELERATOR
DTCLITHIC STIMULUS EFFECT ON DISORIENTATION AND
TROUBLESOME ILLUSIONS IN HUMAN STUOIEOe USING
LINEAR ACCELERATION OR ORBITING WITHOUT
ACCELERATION A66-25554
ELEVATOR ILLUSION - APPARENT NOTION OF VISUAL
TARGET OURING VERTICAL ACCELERATION
NASA-CR-59180 N66-33159
LINEAR ENERGY TRANSFER /LET/
HAZARDS OF EXPOSURE TO PROTON RADIATION DURING
SPACE FLIGHTt RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS
AND LINEAR ENERGY TRANSFER
NASA-CR-55189 N66-13186
OOSEt PARTICLE ENERGY_ ANO LINEAR ENERGY TRANSFER
/LET/ DISTRIBUTION IN ONNIDIRECTIONALLY PROTON
IRRADIATED SPHERICAL LUCITE PHANTOM
N66-15204
CORRELATION OF LINEAR ENERGY TRANSFER WITH
RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS OF SPACE
RADIATIONS
NASA-CR-SB289 N66-29573
LINEAR ENERGY TRANSFER SPECTRUM OF PROTON EXPOSURE
ON MERCURY MISSION MR-9
NASA-CR-S8968 N66-31553
LINEAR PROGRAMMING
LINEAR PROGRAMMING FOR OPTIMIZATION OF A ONE RAN-
DAYt LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM WITH SUPPLY AND WASTE
STORAGE A66-11761
LINEAR SYSTEM
STABILITY AND CONTRCL OF SYSTEM WITH LINEAR
REGULATOR N66-26TO8
LIPID
CF ADIPOSE TISSUE
BLOOD CHOLESTEROL AND LIPIOS IN WORKERS AT
ALTITUDE A66-BO182
INTERRELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN SERUM LIPIDSt SERUM
LIPOPRCTEINSt AND LIPOPROTEIN CONPOSITICN
N66-22860
LIPID TRANSFER BETWEEN HIGH DENSITY AND VERY LOW
DENSITY LIPOPROTEINS N66-22864
CAREOHYDRATESt PROTEINSp AND LIPID CHEMISTRY OF
BLUE-GREEN ALGAE
FTC-TT-63-19311 N66-23296
EXCRETION DE LIPIDS 8 LIPIDIC SUBSTANCES IN HUMAN
SWEAT
REPT.-2BO N64-23Eg6
LIPID METABOLISM
CONCENTRATION OF NONESTERIFIED FATTY ACIDS IN
VENOUS BLOOD UNDER DIFFERENT EXPERIMENTAL
CONDITIONS A66-22061
LIPID PEROXIDATION EFFECT ON LYSIS OF
ERYTHRCCYTESv GLYCCLYSIS AND OTHER METABOLIC
SYSTENSt DISCUSSING ITS RELATION TD OXYGEN
TOXICITY A66-25550
ACETATE METABOLISM OF WHITE FAT FROM HAMSTERS IN
COLD EXPOSURE AND HIBERNATION A66-80099
TURNOVER RATE AND OXIDATION OF DIFFERENT FREE
FATTY ACIDS IN NAN DURING EXERCISE
A66-BO69B
CARBON TETRACHLORIDE POISONING AS RELATED TO
TRANSPORT AND METABOLISN OF TRIGLYCERIDES AND
FATTY ACIDS IN RAT LIVER A64-BOT30
UTILIZATION OF FREE FATTY ACIDS IN MUSCLE OF
PIGEON DURING EXERCISE A66-BO736
TRIGLYCERICE CONCENTRATION IN NYOCARDIUM AND
OXIDATION DE PALMITIC ACID DURING FASTING IN
GUINEA PIG A64-80910
AolSO
STARVATION AND REFEEDING EFFECTS ON LIPOGENESIS
AND FREE FATTY ACID METABOLISM IN OBESE AND
NONOBESE HUMAN A66-BIO67
BROWN AND WHITE ADIPOSE TISSUE METABOLISM IN
COLD EXPOSED RAT A66-81065
PROTEIN AND LIPID CHANGES OF BLOOD SERUM
DURING NORMAL AGING IN NAN A66-8LOTO
PHYSICAL EXERCISE AND EFFECT ON ALIMENTARY
HYPERLIPAENIA AND RELATION TO CATECHOLANINE
A66-B1225
FREE FATTY ACIDS AND BLOOD SUCAR IN ATHLETES AFTER
GRADED PHYSICAL STRESS A66-8132T
LIPID PEROXIDES ROLE IN HYPERDXIA EFFECT ON RAT
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM N66-1660T
RADIATION MEDICINE - RADIATION EFFECTS_ LIPID
NETABOLISMt INMUNOLOGYt AND DIAGNOSIS
ORINS-63 N64-I6965
RADIATION EFFECTS - RELATION OF ARTERIAL PRESSURE
AND REGULATING MECHANISMS AND LIPOLYTIC ENZYME
INDUCTION BY CONNECTIVE TISSUE CELLS
FTD-TT-66-329/IE2_6 N66-32566
LIQUID
SA ORGANIC LIQUID
WEIGHTLESSNESS IN SPACE - MANEUVERABILITY_ ELASTIC
COMPRESSION OF OBJECTS_ AND BEHAVIOR OF LIQUIDS
FTD-TT-63-300/l_6 N66-19213
COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF GAS-LIQUID CHROMATOGRAMS
N66-2286L
LIQUID COOLING
PRESSURE SUIT COOLING USING LIQUID HEAT TRANSPORT
LOOPS WITH HEAT EXCHANGERS INSIDE ENVIRONMENTAL
SUIT A66-27606
LIQUID OXYGEN
CAPILLARY ACTION AND DIELECTROPHORESIS CONVERTERS
FOR OVERCOMING RANDOM ORIENTATION OF LIQUID OXYGEN
FOR BREATHING SYSTEM DURING WEIGHTLESSNESS
A66-BOB35
LIQUID PROPELLANT
CF AEROZINE
CF PROPELLANT
STORABLE PROPELLANT UTILIZATION EXTENDED TO
INCLUDE ATMOSPHERE REPLENISHNENTw THERMAL CONTROL
AND WATER AND POWER PROOUCTION
AIAA PAPER 64-213 A66-1887T
ATMOSPHERIC MONITORING OF TOXIC LEVELS'OF MISSILE
PROPELLANTS A66-80230
TOXICITY OF RED NITRIC FUMING ACID, DIMETHYL
HYDRAZINEt N-3 PROPELLANTt NITROGEN PEROXIDEt
ETHYLENE QXIDEt AND PREVENTIVE MEASURES AND
TREATMENT A66-BORB7
LITHERGDLIC PROPELLANT
S PROPELLANT
LITHIUM COMPOUND
THERNOCHENICALLY SELF-PROPAGATING OXYGEN-
GENERATING COMPOSITION USING LITHIUM PERCHLORATEt
MANGANESE PDWDERt 8 LITHIUM PEROXIDE
ANRL-TDR-66-I N66-18600
LITHIUM PERCHLORATE
THERNOCHENICALLY SELF-PROPAGATING OXYGEN-
GENERATING COMPOSITION USING LITHIUM PERCHLORATEw
MANGANESE POWDERI _ LITHIUM PEROXIDE
AMRL-TOR-66-1 N66-18600
LIVER
SA FIBRINOGEN
CARBON TETRACHLORIDE TOXIC EFFECTS ON LIVER
STRUCTURE AND ENZYME ACTIVITY A66-BOOT6
HYDRAZINE EFFECT DN LIVER LIPIOS
A66-80329
CARBON TETRACHLORIOE POISONING AS RELATED TO
SUBJECTINOEX LOM FREQUENCY
TRANSPORT AND METABOLISM OF 1RIGLYCERIDES AND
FATTY ACIDS IN RAT LIVER A66-80730
INTERCORRELATION OF EXERC[SEe BODY COMPCSITIONt
FOOD RESTRICTION, SERUM AND LIVER CHOLESTEROL, AND
ADRENAL NEIGHT IN RAT A64-BOTB5
ENVIRONMENTAL COLD AS RELATED TO METABCLISMt
RESPIRATION, CIRCULATIONe BLOOD, CENTRAL NERVOUS
SYSTEM! KIDNEY, LIVERI AND ACCLIMATIZATION OF MAN
A64-BOBT9
INCOCYANINE GREEN EXTRACTION AND ESTIMATED HEPATIC
BLOOD FLOW DURING EXERCISE IN UPRIGHT NAN
A64-B0889
26-HOUR PERIOOICITY OF MITOTIC DIVISION OF CELLS
AND GLYCOGEN CONTENT IN LIVER OF RAT
A66-B1307
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECT ON LIVER PROTEIN G
BI_ELECTRIC CURRENT IN MUSCLES
JPRS-IETBO N64-11366
EFFECT OF PROTECTIVE SUBSTANCES ON REACTIVITY
CHANGES OF THIOL GROUPS IN LIVER OF X-RAY
IRRAOIATED MICE
JPRS-22125 N66-11359
BIOSYNTHESIS OF UREA IN LIVER AND BLOOD PROTEIN
FRACTION AFTER PLUTONIUM-239 INJURY
N66-125T1
REGENERATION CF RAT LIVER AFTER LOCAL X-RAY
IRRADIATION N64-12TQ6
SMALL £ LARGE SIZE RADIOALOUMIN AGGREGATES FOR
PHOTOSCANNING LIVER, SPLEEN, LUNGS_ G OTHER ORGANS
UCLA-519 N64-13C04
INOCULATION OF DOG LIVER NITH VIRUS FOR
SUSCEPTIBILITY TEST
LF-|O N64-13344
ACETYLATION OF SULFANILAMIDE IN FEMALE MOUSE LIVER
DURING CHRONIC IRRADIATION N66-13508
NONPROTEIN AMINO ACIDS 8 RELATED COMPOUNDS OF RAT
LIVER MITOCHONDRIA - CHROMATOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS
NAOC-MA-6318 N66-16351
BLOOD PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS OF OXYGEN UPTAKE AND
RESPIRATORY RATE OF RAT LIVER - HYPOXIA
Nb4-14602
GLUCOSE UTILIZATION OF BRAIN CORRELATED MITH
INSUFFICIENT OXYGEN CONSUMPTION IN LIVER - HYPOXIA
N64-16604
LYSOMES, MITOCHONDRIA, AND GOLGI APPARATUS
ALTERATION PATTERN SIUDIES DURING AUTOLYSIS AND
ANOXIC NECROBIOSIS CONDUCTED ON RAT LIVER LESION
N64-14605
TIME AND DOSE DEPENDENCY OF NITROGEN COMPOUND
EXCRETION FROM ISOLATED FROG LIVER AFTER MHOLE-
BODY XRRACIATION
NIJS-R-422 Nf_-ZIOB8
EFFECT OF HISTAMINE AND CYSTEINE ON NITROGEN
EXCRETION FROM LIVER OF IRRAOIATED FROG
NIJS-R-623 N66-21069
NITROGEN COMPOUNDS EXCRETED BY ISOLATED LIVER OF
MONIRRAOIATEO AND IRRADIATED FROGS
NIJS-R-621 N66-21056
X-RAY IRRADIATION EFFECT ON DEVELOPMENT OF ENZYME
ACTIVITY IN LIVER CF YOUNG RATS
SAM-TOR-66-29 N66-25360
EFFECTS OF CORTISONE ON METABOLISM OF RIBONUOLEIC
ACID AND ITS NUCLEOTIDES IN RAT LIVER
NASA-TT-F-226 N66-27036
LIZARD
MECHANISM OF NERVOUS RESPONSES IN LIZARDS
N66-31465
LOADING
NEIGHT LOAD EFFECT AND MOVEMENT SPEED ON
COORDINATED ACTION OF ANTAGONIST PAIR OF
MUSCLES IN HUMAN k66-BI055
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES OF NAN UNDER CONDITIONS OF
ALTERNATING OVERLOAD AND MEIGHTLESSNESS
N66-10703
LOCALIZATION
ROLE OF PINNA IN HUMAN LOCALIZATION
AD-BOO151 N66-30491
LOCKHEED MILITARY AIRCRAFT
S T-33 AIRCRAFT
LOCOMOTION
LEARNING SET PERFORMANCE, VISION, HEARING,
LOCOMOTION, EATING, BODY NEIGHT, AND SURVIVAL OF
SQUIRREL MONKEYSe SAINIR[ SCIUREUS, EXPOSED TO
RAPID DECOMPRESSION A66-_0834
ANALYSIS OF MECHANICS OF LOCOMOTION IN VARIOUS
DIRECTIONS IN NAN Abk-BOB91
GRAVITY SIMULATION TECHNIQUE FOR STUDIES OF
SELF-LOCOMOTION IN LUNAR ENVIRONMENT
NASA-TN-D-2176 N66-16916
LOGIC
CF BOOLEAN ALGEBRA
CYBERNETICS - AUTOMATION, LOGICAL MACHINES,
CONTROL, IMPROBABILITYt FEEDBACK, ALGEBRA, AND
COMPUTERS
JPRS-23554 N64-17262
INFORMATION THEORY - LOGIC OF MECHANISM AND
THEORY OF SIMPLIFICATION - BIONICS
N66-18828
ANALOG MODEL FOR CONSTRUCTABILITY OF INDUCTIVE
LOGIC - COMPUTER SIMULATION N66-18839
LOGIC SYSTEMS - THEORY OF STRUCTURES AND FUNCTION
IN SCIENCE OF BEHAVIOR
ESO-TDR-66-193 N66-21533
LOGIC DIAGRAMS IN PLANNING AND ORGANIZATION OF
TRAINING PROCESS N64-30219
LOGIC CIRCUIT
S NEURAL NET
LOGISTICS
CF MAINTENANCE
CHOICE OF ANIMAL _ LOGISTICS FOR BIOLOGICAL
EXPERIMENTS IN SATELLITE N66-11688
LONG PERIO0 EFFECT
CHRONIC HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN TOXICITY EFFECT ON
RATS Ab4-2205B
LOOP
S CLOSED LOOP SYSTEM
LOSS
S HEARING LOSS
S TRANSMISSION LOSS
LON ALTITUOE
GEOGRAPHICAL ORIENTATION, OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS,
HUMAN PERFORMANCE DURING VIBRATION, AND PHYSICAL
AND GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS AFFECTING VISIBILITY IN
LOM ALTITUDE HIGH SPEED FLIGHT
ACR-?§ N66-TISOB
GEOGRAPHICAL ORIENTATION DURING LON ALTITUOE
FLIGHT N66-31509
EFFECTS OF PHYSICAL AND GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS AND
HUMAN VISUAL LIMITATIONS ON VISIBILITY DURING
LOM ALTITUDE HIGH SPEED FLIGHT N66-3151L
LON FREQUENCY
EFFECTS OF LDN FREQUENCY MECHANICAL VIBRATIONS ON
BLOOD CHANGES IN MHITE RATS
FTD-TT-66-262/1 N66-TDTO3
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LOW PRESSURE
LOW PRESSURE
HUMAN RESPONSE TO CARBON DIOXIDE IN LOW PRESSUREe
OXYGEN RICH ATMOSPHERE A66-80323
ADAPTATION TO LOW PRESSURE - RESEARCH FACILITIES
AND TECHNIQUES A66-80623
PRESSURE CHANGES IN GERBILv MERIONES CRASSUS!
AFTER VARIATION OF AMBIENT AIR PRESSURE AND LOUD
PURE TONES A66-81161
ION MIGRATION IN TISSUE OF MAN AND ANIMAL UNDER
HYPOXIA CAUSED BY LOW AMBIENT PRESSUREy
ACCELERATION STRESS AND VIBRATION
A66-81266
COMMUNICATION AND SOUND TRANSMISSION IN SPACE
CABIN ATMOSPHERE OF HELIUM AND UTHER GASES AT
REDUCED PRESSURE A64-81323
,LOW PRESSURE CHAMBER
CHANGE OF GAS METABOLISM IN MAN DURING PHYSICAL
EXERCISE 1N LOW PRESSURE ENVIRONMENT
A64-19173
PROLONGED EXPOSURE OF YOUNG RATS TO AN OXYGEN
ATMOSPHERE AT REDUCED PRESSURE A66-80169
LOW SPEED
HUMAN PERFORMANCE DURING SINUSOIOAL AND RANDOM
VIBRATIUN IN LOW SPEEDy HIGH ALTITUDE FLIGHT
N66-31512
LOW TEMPERATURE
CF CRYOGENIC TEMPERATURE
CARBON DIOXIDE MANAGEMENT IN SPACECRAFT
ATMOSPHERES USING MOLECULAR SIEVES AND REDUCED
TEMPERATURE A66-80536
LOW TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENT
INTRAMOLECULAR REORGANIZATION IN ALCOHOL
DEHYDROGENASE AND PROTEINASE OF B. SUBTILIS DUE TO
SUBZERO TEMPERATURES A66-26969
THERMAL RESPONSE OF HUMAN SUBJECT IN FULL
PRESSURE SUIT UNDER ARCTIC FIELD CONDITIONS
A66-25562
ALVEOLAR CARBON DIOXIDE AS INDICATOR OF MECHANISM
OF HYPERPNEA IN RAT EXPOSED TO COLD
A66-80066
MECHANISM OF HYPERPNEA OUE TO COLO IN RAT
A66-BO056
PHOSPHORUS METABOLISM IN COLD EXPOSED RAT
A66-8OCB8
ACETATE METABOLISM OF WHITE FAT FROM HAMSTERS IN
COLD EXPOSURE AND HIBERNATION A66-80099
COLD EXPOSURE EFFECTS ON BRAIN CHEMISTRY AND
ELECTROSHOCK SEIZURES A66-BO102
TOLERANCE TO EXTREME COLD AT ALTITUDE IN A
NEPALESE PILGRIM A64-80121
NAUSEA AND VOMITING IN SUBJECTS EXPOSED TO
VERTICAL MOTION AT WARM AND MODERATE TEMPERATURE
A66-80153
ENERGY GOSTt FLUID AND ELECTROLYTE BALANCE IN
SUBARCTIC SURVIVAL SITUATIONS A66-8016T
COLD EFFECT IN RAT FOLLOWING WHOLE BODY OR ADRENAL
IRRADIATION A64-BO2TO
COLD STRESS - INTENSITY AND DISTRIBUTION OF REFLEX
MUSCULAR ACTIVITY IN MAN A66-B0363
COLD STRESS - REGULATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF
REFLEX MUSCLE ACTIVITY IN MAN A66-80366
CARDICVASCULAR RESPONSES TO HEATy COLOr DIVINGw
HYPODYNAMIC STATESt EXERCISE, AND HIGH ALTITUDE
A66-80618
CLIMATIC CHAMBERS FOR ADAPTATION RESEARCH
A66-80622
SUBJECT INDEX
ADAPTIVE MECHANISMS OF HIBERNATORS RESPONDING TO
LOW TEMPERATURE A66-8042_
ADAPTATION OF PRIMITIVE NAN TO COLD STRESS IN
VARIOUS GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATIONS AEk-BO625
ACCLIMATIZATION OF MAN TO POLAR REGIONS
A66-80426
MUSCULAR SYSTEM FUNCTION IN ADAPTATION TO VARIOUS
ENVIRONMENTS OR CIRCUMSTANCES A66-BO43B
COLO AND RESTRICTION STRESS EFFECT ON ACID
NUCOPOLYSACCHARIDE CONTENT OF DERMAL CONNECTIVE
TISSUE AND ENDOCRINE GLANDS IN RAT
A66-80516
MATER AND FOOD INTAKE iNFLUENCE ON MONKEY /NACACA
MULATTA/ DURING EXPOSURE TO COLD AND HEAT STRESS
A64-80551
SUBARCTIC SURVIVAL-EFFECT OF SUPPLEMENTS OF FLUID
AND SODIUM COMPOUNDS ON WATER LOSS DURING
STARVATION A64-80696
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS OF MEN TO COLD IN
ANTARCTICA A66-80695
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS OF CAUCASIAN AND BANTU
MALES IN ACUTE EXPOSURE TO COLD AND POSSIBLE
RACIAL DIFFERENCE A66-BOT66
INTERMITTENT FEEDING AND FASTING IN RATS OF
DIFFERENT AGES AS RELATED TO BODY WEIGHT DURING
EXPOSURE TO COLD A66-80783
MITOSIS AND CHLOROPHYLL CONTENT IN CULTURES OF
CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA EXPOSED TO COLD AND HEAT FOR
SHORT AND PROLONGED PERIODS A64-80B09
ENVIRONMENTAL COLD AS RELATED TO METABOLISMy
RESPIRATION, CIRCULATION, BLOODI CENTRAL NERVOUS
SYSTEMw KIDNEYj LIVER, AND ACCLIMATIZATION OF NAN
A66-80879
METABOLIC RESPONSE TO COLD AND RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN BODY TEMPERATURE AND BASAL METABOLIC RATE
OF UNDERFED RAT A66-B0903
THERMAL RESPONSE OF SUBJECT HEARING FULL PRESSURE
SUIT DURING EXERCISE IN ARCTIC ENVIRONMENT
A66-BO91B
HYPDXIAt HYPERCAPNIAy AND/OR PENTOBARBITONE
ANESTHESIA AS RELATED TO BODY TEMPERATURE AND
SURVIVAL TIME OF RABBIT EXPOSED TO COLD
A66-80927
RELATIONSHIP OF ELECTRICAL AND METABOLIC ACTIVITY
IN OLFACTORY CAPSULE OF HIBERNATING HEDGEHOG
A64-80935
BACTERIAL, AND HISTOLOGICAL CHANGES OF RESPIRATORY
MUCOUS MEMBRANE OF RAT AFTER EXPOSURE TO COLD
A66-80956
MEAN HYPOTHALAMICy THALAMIC_ AND RECTAL
TEMPERATURES OF NORMAL AND COLD ACCLIMATED RAT
EXPOSED TO LOW ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE
A64-BOgT5
BODY FAT CONTENT AND COMPOSITIONy BODY WEIGHTy
METABOLISM OF COLO-EXPOSEOt SEMISTARVED_ AND
HORMONE TREATED HAMSTER A66-80991
PRESSOR RESPONSES TO CHANGES IN POSTURE, EXERCISEe
VARIOUS DRUGS AND OTHER ORGANIC SUBSTANCESt AND
HAND AND/OR FOREARM COLD EXPOSURE OF NORMAL AND
HYPERTENSIVE SUBJECTS AEk-BlO02
SKIN TEMPERATURE, HEAT LOSS AND METABOLIC RATES OF
BUSHMENe BANTU, AND CAUCASIAN HALES EXPOSED TO
COLD A64-81011
BROWN AND WHITE ADIPOSE TISSUE METABOLISM IN
COLD EXPOSED RAT A66-81065
PHYSIOLOGICAL CHANGES IN HUNAN ORGANISM DURING
ACCLIMATIZATION OF NEW ARRIVALS TO ARCTIC
A-152
SUBJECT INDEX
A66-BllO3
PHYSIOLOGICAL CHANGES IN HUNAN UNDERGOING
ACCLIMATIZATION TO SUBARCTIC ATMOSPHERIC
CONDITIONS A66-81106
EFFECT OF INHALING COLD AIR ON PULMONARY
VENTILATION IN NAN A66-81125
HEART RATE AND RECTAL TEMPERATURE OF RAT SNINflING
IN COLD WATER A66-81319
RECTAL TEMPERATURE OF NORKING SLED DOGS IN LON
TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENT
AAL-TDR-63-60 N66-13633
EXPOSURE OF MICE TO LON TEMPERATURES FOR
SUSCEPTIBILITY TESTS TO KLEBSIELLA PNEUMUNIAE
AAL-TCR-63-9 N66-18876
HYPOTHERNIA AND CESSATION OF VITAL ACTIVITY IN
ORGANS OF NONHIBERNATING MAMMALS
JPRS-25650 N66-27503
LUBRICANT
S PETROLEUM
LUMINESCENCE
SA BIDLUNINESCENCE
SA CHEMILUMINESCENCE
SA LUMINESCENT INTENSITY
SA SONOLUMINESCENCE
CF FLUORESCENCE
CF LIGHT
MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON LIGHT EMISSION BY
MICROORGANISM A64-BOB55
VISUAL PROBLEMS OF LUMINESENCEw NOTION, AND DESIGN
IN OBSERVING SATELLITE FROM ANOTHER SATELLITE
A66-BII62
ISOLATION OF ANTIBODIES FROM AGGLUTINATING ANTI-
PLAGUE 6 ANTICHULERA SERUMt AND PURIFICATION,
USING NEN LUMINESCENT STAIN
JPRS-19936 N66-11220
LUMINESCENT ANALYSIS OF LACUSTRINE ZOOPLANKTON
N66-1269B
LUMINESCENT MICROSCOPY OF HENATOPOIETIC SYSTEMS
USING IONIZING RADIATION
JPRS-22915 N66-16168
LUMINESCENCE CAUSED BY PROTEIN COMPONENT OF RAT
LIVER CELLS UNDER ULTRAVIOLET RAY EXCITATION
JPRS-2¢BOS N66-20232
LUMINESCENT INTENSITY
TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF BACTERIOVIRIDIN
LUNINESCENT INTENSITY IN PHOTOSYNTHETIC BACTERIA
JPRS-23056 N6_-16529
LUMINOUS INTENSITY
VISUAL REACTION TIME AS FUNCTION OF INTENSITY-
TIME RELATION OF STIMULUS A66-80322
LUNAR BASE
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS IN SPACE VEHICLES CONTRASTED
NITH THOSE IN PERMANENT OR SEMIPERMANENT LUNAR OR
PLANETARY BASES A6_-80466
BIOLOGICAL REGENERATION SYSTEM AS COMPONENT OF
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR LUNAR BASE
N66-13TI6
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL DEVELOPMENT 6 LUNAR BASE
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM MODULES N66-13716
LUNAR ENVIRONMENT
GRAVITY SIMULATION TECHNIQUE FOR STUDIES OF
SELF-LOCOMOTION IN LUNAR ENVIRONMENT
NASA-TN-C-2176 N66-16916
LUNAR GRAVITATIONAL EFFECT
MOTION PERFORMANCE OF PRESSURE SUITED SUBJECTS
UNDER ZERO AND LUNAR GRAVITY CONDITIONS
A66-8083T
WALKING RESPONSES UNDER LUNAR ANO LOM GRAVITY
LUNG
CONDITIONS
ANRL-TDR-63-112 N66-13873
LUNAR LANDING
CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION DISPLAY SYSTEM FOR
REMOTE CONTROLLED LUNAR LANDING SIMULATION
A66-278OB
CREN PERFORMANCE DURING REAL TIME LUNAR LANDING
MISSION SIMULATION
NASA-TN-D-2667 N66-29206
LUNAR LAUNCH
S LUNAR BASE
LUNAR SPACECRAFT
PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF RESTRICTEO NORKSPACE AND
NORK-REST CYCLE ON CREN FOR LUNAR MISSION
NASA-TN-D-2065 N66-14519
LUNAR SURFACE VEHICLE
REMOTE CONTROL OF LUNAR SURFACE VEHICLES FROM
EARTH, EXAMINING HUMAN AND SIMULATION ASPECTS
A66-2329T
LUNG
CF ALVEOLAR AIR
CF PULMONARY FUNCTION
ANOXIA INDUCED CHANGES IN HETABOLITE CONTENT OF
RABBIT LUNG A66-80266
PULHONARY PRESSURE CHANGES DURING EXPLOSIVE
DECOMPRESSION IN SUBJECTS NEARING A FRENCH HIGH-
ALTITUDE SUIT A66-80282
THORACIC RADIOPHOTOGRAPHY AND RADIOSCOPY IN
SELECTION AND PERIODIC EXAMINATION OF MILITARY
FLYING PERSONNEL IN FRANCE A66-80303
QUANTITATIVE RORPHOLOGIC ANALYSIS OF HUMAN LUNG BY
NEN METHODOLOGY A66-BD386
MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF LUNG FOR MECHANICAL STRESS
STUDIES A66-BOS39
RELATION OF INTRAPULMONARY MECHANICAL FACTORS TO
RESPIRATORY RATE A66-80598
COSMIC RADIATION AND HIGH ALTITUDE EFFECTS ON
SURVIVAL, LUNGS. AND SPLEEN OF TUBERCULAR NICE
OF BOTH SEXES A66-80616
PULMONARY FUNCTION AND EFFECT ON LUNG IN NAN
BREATHING LON CONCENTRATIONS OF OZONE
A66-80762
PCST-MORTEM PULMONARY CHANGES OCCURRING IN NICE
EXPOSED TO 100 PER CENT OXYGEN AT 760 NN HG
A66-80856
PULMONARY AND SYSTEMIC HENGOYNAMICS OF PASSIVELY
HYPERVENTILATED OOG AS RELATED TO PH AND CARBON
DIOXIDE TENSION A66-81009
SMALL [ LARGE SIZE RADICALBUHIN AGGREGATES FOR
PHOTQSCANNING LIVER, SPLEENt LUNGS, g OTHER ORGANS
UCLA-519 N66-13006
PROPERTIES AND STRUCTURE OF PURIFIEO flANHALIAN
ADENOSINE DEAMINASE ISOLATED FROM CALF INTESTINE
AND CAT LUNG
AD-BZDOTO N66-16832
ABDOMINAL 6 THORACIC PRESSURES AT DIFFERENT LUNG
VOLUMES N66-1792T
LUNG MECHANICS 6 VENOUS ADMIXTURE IN NEGATIVE
PRESSURE BREATHING N66-1T931
VENTILATION-PERFUSION RELATIONSHIP IN GAS EXCHANGE
OF LUNGS N66-17939
GAS EXCHANGE IN LUNGS OF MAN N66-17961
TOPOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF PERFUSION AND
VENTILATION OF BLOOD IN LUNGS N66-17962
DETERMINATION OF PERFUSION & PERFUSION-VENTILATION
RATIO OF LUNG N66-L7966
A-153
LYMPH
PERFUSIONOFLU GS OF HUMAN NITH ASTHMA
N66-17965
DISTRIBUTION OF LUNG DIFFUSING CAPACITY IN
ANESTHETIZED DOG - BLOOD FLOW N66-17966
NITROGEN GAS IN BIOLOGICAL PROCESSES OF THE LUNG
N64-17952
TRACHEA OCCLUSION IN RATS BREATHING OXYGEN AND
EFFECT OF BAROMETRIC PRESSURE ON LUNG MORPHOLOGY
N64-17954
PULMONARY GAS EXCHANGE AND LUNG FUNCTION IN MAN
DURING POSITIVE ACCELERATION IN SITTING POSITION
FPRC-1212 N64-22218
PRECOROIAL VIBRATION IN CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM -
TRANSFER OF HEART CONTRACTILE ENERGY THROUGH
LUNG-THORAX SYSTEM N66-22612
LYMPH
LYMPH FLOW ANO BLOOD VOLUME CHANGES IN
EXERCISING SKELETAL MUSCLE OF CAT
A66-BO95B
FLON AND PROTEIN CONTENT OF LYMPH IN RESTING AND
EXERCISING SKELETAL MUSCLE OF CAT
k66-BOg85
SPLEEN, LYMPH NODES, AND LOOSE CONNECTING TISSUE
REACTIONS TO ANTIGENIC STIMULI IN IRRADIATED
ANIMALS N66-30266
LYSERGAMIDE
SENSORY DEPRIVATION AND LYSERGIC ACID
DIETHYLAHIDE /LSD/ EFFECT-PHYSIOLOGICAL
CONSIDERATIONS A66-BO678
M
MACHINE
S TEACHING MACHINE
MACHINE LEARNING
STOCHASTIC MACHINE INSTRUCTION AND APPLICATION TO
BEHAVIOR OF LIVING THINGS - CYBERNETICS
N66-12526
SIGNAL DISCRIMINATOR FOR CLASSIFICATION OF
MACHINE LEARNING PATTERNS
RADC-TDR-66-165 N66-25235
LEARNING MACHINE - PATTERN RECOGNITION MODEL
TN-I N66-Z5296
MACHINE RECOGNITION
AUTOMATIC PATTERN RECOGNITION OF PHYSIOLOGICAL
PHENOMENA BY COMPUTERS A66-80533
MACROMOLECULE
ORIGIN OF LIFE RELATED TO FORMATION OF
MACROMOLECULES A66-808OT
ORIGIN OF LIFE ON EARTH BY INTERACTION OF PROTEIN
AND NUCLEIC ACID MACRONOLECULES
A66-BIIZ6
MACRDNOLECULAR STRUCTURE OF RIBONUCLEIC ACIDS
JPRS-26C6B N66-1TgT3
GENETIC TRANSFER AND NACROMOLECULE FINDINGS FOR
TAXONOMY OF BACTERIA N66-18056
NACROPHAGE
HISTOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF LABYRINTH PIGMENTED
CELLS - MELANIN CONTAINING MACROPHAGES
A66-BOgTT
MAGNESIUM
PHYSICAL METABOLIC FATIGUE DUE TO SPARTASE -
ASPARTIC ACID SALTS OF POTASSIUM AND MAGNESIUM
CARl-63-12 N66-16609
MAGNETIC EFFECT
MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON ACTIVATION OF
CARBOXYDISRUTASEw CATALYTIC ENZYME IN
PHOTOSYNTHESIS A66-183TT
SUBJECT INDEX
STATIC MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON BIOLOGICAL
ENTITIES A66-19160
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF HOMOGENEOUS AND
INHOMOGENEOUS MAGNETIC FIELDS IN RELATION TO
SPACE TRAVEL A66-2639B
MODIFICATION OF SODIUM TRANSPORT IN FROG SKIN BY
DC FIELD EXPLAINS DEPOLARIZATION IN NERVE CELLS
A66-Z6976
STRONG MAGNETIC FIELDS EFFECT ON ELECTRO-
CARDIOGRAMS OF SQUIRREL MONKEYS /SAINIRI
SCIUREUS/, NOTING HEART RATE A66-27598
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF MAGNETIC FIELDS IN THEIR
RELATION TO SPACE TRAVEL - A REVIEN
A66-80482
EFFECT OF MAGNETIC FIELDS ON GRONTH OF CHLORELLA
PYRENOIDOSA A66-80866
MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON BODY MOVEMENTS IN BIRO
A64-BO872
BIOLOGICAL MATERIALS AFFECTED BY MAGNETIC FIELDS
OF DIFFERENT STRENGTHS FOR VARYING TIME PERIODS
A64-8111T
EFFECT OF CONSTANT MAGNETIC FIELD ON CONDITIONED
REFLEXES IN SEA FISH
NASA-TT-F-189 N66-11566
CONDITIONED REFLEX TO MAGNETISM IN FISH
NASA-TT-F-190 N66-12962
MAGNETIC FIELD INFLUENCE ON RADIATION EFFECT IN
INSECT NING DEVELOPMENT N66-15207
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT DF MAGNETIC FIELD DN DROSOPHILA
NASA-CR-55625 N66-15346
INFLUENCE OF STRONG MAGNETIC FIELDS ON BIOLOGICAL
PROCESSES IN MONKEYS
NASA-CR-56886 N66-27890
MAGNETIC FIELD
ERYTHROCYTES, LEUKOCYTES, ANO HEMOGLOBIN OF MOUSE
EXPOSED TO HOMOGENEOUS AND INHOMOGENEOUS MAGNETIC
FIELDS A64-B086I
MECHANISM OF BIOLOGICAL ACTION OF PULSED MAGNETIC
FIELD N66-12699
MAGNETIC PROPERTY
S HALL EFFECT
MAGNETIC RESONANCE
S PARANAGNETIC RESONANCE
MAGNETIC TAPE
CF DATA STORAGE
FLIGHT MISSION DATA RECORDING IN BINARY CODE ON
MAGNETIC TAPE OR PUNCHED PAPER TAPE
N64-30536
MAINTENANCE
SA AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE
SA SPACE MAINTENANCE
HUMAN BEHAVIOR DURING SPACE TRAVEL - MAINTENANCE
OF HEALTH
ENG* REPT.-l1133 N64-14963
PROCEDURE FOR PREDICTION OF TIME AND MANPOWER
REQUIRED FOR MAINTENANCE OF ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
REPT.-66-36 "- N66-2Z095
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL PERFORMANCE
MEASUREMENT
AMRL-MEMO-P-6§ N66-30500
MAINTENANCE TECHNIQUES FOR TETHERED NORKERS UNDER
ZERO GRAVITY CONDITIONS
GA-63 N66-32156
MAMMAL
ADAPTATION OF MAN ANO MAMMALS TO ATMOSPHERIC
POLLUTANTS A66-80629
w_
A-154
SUBJECT INDEX
BODY MATER BALANCE AS AFFECTED BY MATER INGESTION
IN MAMMAL A66-80568
REVIEN OF STUDIES OF RADIATION EFFECTS CN ANIMALS
AND PLANTS A64-80773
DEGREE OF ABSORPTION OF IONIZED AIR IN UPPER
RESPIRATORY TRACT OF MAMMAL AND BIRO
A66-BO895
RELATIONSHIP OF ELECTRICAL AND METABOLIC ACTIVITY
IN OLFACTORY CAPSULE OF HIBERNATING HEDGEHOG
A6_-80935
CHANGE IN COCHLEAR MICROPHONIC POTENTIAL IN
MAMMAL CAUSED BY INTENSE ACOUSTIC STIMULATION
ABe-BID79
PENTAGORANE POISONING AND RELATION BETWEEN LETHAL
AND INCAPACITATING DOSAGES IN MAMMAL
464-81177
ELECTRORETIHOGRAM AND ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM OF
VISUAL CORTEX IN MAMMAL DURING HYPOTHERMIA
A66-81187
HIGH ALTITUDE EFFECT ON HEMATOLOGICAL DATA IN
MOUNTAIN SHEEP AND GOATS A64-81269
HIGH ALTITUDE EFFECT ON EOSINOPHIL COUNT OF
PERIPHERAL BLOOD AND HYPOPHYSIS-ADRENAL SYSTEM
IN MAMMALS AND NAN A66-81282
AGE FACTOR IN MAMMALIAN RESPONSE TO NYPOXIA
A66-81291
BLOOD GLYCOGEN METABOLISM IN MAMMALS AFTER
IONIZING RADIATION
JPRS-184T9 N66-1OT69
IN VIVO METHOD FOR QUANTITATIVE ESTIMATION OF
TOTAL GAS PRESSURE IN MAMMALIAN TISSUE
CARI-63-11 N66-12366
X-RAY EFFECT ON MAMMALIAN HEART MUSCLE
N66-1288T
CYTOLOGICAL EXAMINATION OF RADIOSENSITIVETY OF
BONE MARROM G LYMPH NODE CELLS IN DIFFERENT
SPECIES OF IRRADIATED MAMMALS
JPRS-2277B N66-13230
HIBERNATION IN MAMMALS AND BIRDS
AAL-TDR-63-3 N64-13661
PROPERTIES AND STRUCTURE OF PURIFIED MAMMALIAN
ADENOSINE OEAMINASE ISOLATED FROM CALF INTESTINE
AND CAT LUNG
AD-629070 N64-14832
RADIOLOGY - EFFECTS OF PLUTONIUIT-239 ON METABOLIC
FUNCTIONS OF MAMMALS
FTD-TT-63-SSQ/l_2 N66-16377
BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH ON MOLECULAR AND CELLULAR
RADIOBIOLOGY IN MAMMALS
LAMS-3036 N66-16573
TRANSFER AND AOMINISTRATION OF PENTABORANE-9 TO
SMALL MAMMALS
ANRL-TDR-63-128 N66-16585
RELAXATION OF MAMMALIAN SMOOTH MUSCLE BY ELECTRIC
CURRENT STIMULATION
FR-2 N64-19086
RADIATION SICKNESS IN MAMMALS AND RELATIVE
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF HIGH ENERGY PROTONS
N64-22866
ELECTRDNARCDSIS OF LONER VERTEBRATES AND
COMBINATION MITH DRUG NARCOSIS IN MAMMALS
FTO-TT-63-931/1E2 N64-24064
GAHNA RADIATION EFFECT ON THERMAL STRESS
RESISTANCE AND REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM IN RATS AND
MAMMALS
AO-600960 N64-253D8
MAN-MACHINE SYSTEM
DAMAGES OF IONIZING RADIATION TO ORGANS OF MAMMALS
H64-25313
PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA AND INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT FOR
AUTOMATIC flEASURENENT OF HENODYNAM|C AND NETABOLIC
PARAMETERS ON PRIMATES DURING MEIGHTLESSNESS
NASA-CR-56348 N66-ZST6B
HYPOTHERNIA AND CESSATION OF VITAL ACTIVITY IN
ORGANS OF NONHIBERNATING MAMMALS
JPRS-25650 N64-27503
RADIATION EFFECTS ON MAV_ALIAN EYE - SUBJECT
INDEX
TID-3912 N66-26788
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON NATURAL MAMMALIAN HIBERNATION
AAL-TDR-63-36 N64-31936
DYNAMICS OF PHYSICAL ANO CHEMICAL SYSTEMS IN
MAMMALS - THERMOREGULATION, CARDIOVASCULAR
SYSTENS, HORMONES, AND BEHAVIOR
NASA-OR-129 N64-32833
IDENTIFICATION OF RUDIMENTARY SENSORY ORGAN AT
JUNCTION OF INFERIOR UTRICULAR SINUS AND
SEMICIRCULAR CANAL IN MAN AND OTHER MAMMALS -
PHYSIOLOGY
NASA-CR-SQ3T4 N66-_390#
NAN
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF MEIGHTLESSNESS 1N SPACE
FLIGHT ON ANIMALS AND MEN - k REVIEM
A66-80488
BIBLIOGRAPHY - RADIATION EFFECT ON ANIMALS, MANw
AND PLANTS
$B-62-60 N66-20517
KINETICS OF JOINT SYSTEMS AND STATE OF MOTION &
EQUILIBRIUM IN MAN N66-26341
IDENTIFICATION OF RUDIMENTARY SENSORY ORGAN AT
JUNCTION OF INFERIOR UTRICULAR SINUS AND
SEMICIRCULAR CANAL IN MAN AND OTHER MAMMALS -
PHYSIOLOGY
NASA-CR-59374 N66-3_DQ6
MAN-MACHINE SYSTEM
CF HUMAN ENGINEERING
CF HUMAN FACTOR
CONTROL SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION WITH RESPECT TO
EFFICIENCY AND RELIABILITY DISCUSSED IN TERMS 'OF
NAN-NACHINE ADAPTABILITY A64-I64TB
TACTILE CONMUNICATION AND CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR NAN-
MACHINE COMPATIBILITY IN HIGH SPEED AIRCRAFT
AlAA PAPER 66-621 A66-2OTB3
COMPUTER TO MAN INFORMATION TRANSFER COMPARING
TECHNOLOGY NITH INTUITION A64-22531
SYSTEM DESIGNS APPROACH TO PERSONNEL RELIABILITY
IN X-15 AIRCRAFT A66-22635
RELATIONSHIP DF MAN TO TOTAL SYSTEM RELIABILITY
AND CONTROLS TO INSURE SPACECRAFT MISSION SUCCESS
A64-22636
HUMAN EYE MOVEMENT TRACKING SYSTEM FOR CONTROL
PURPOSES A64-23105
REMOTE CONTROL OF LUNAR SURFACE VEHICLES FROM
EARTH, EXAMINING HUMAN AND SIMULATION ASPECTS
A64-2329T
ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES FOR HUMAN FACTOR ENGINEERING
IN MAN-MACHINE SYSTEMS A64-23299
RANDOM SAMPLING BEHAVIOR OF HUMAN MONITORS AND
CONTROLLERS OF MULTIPLE INSTRUMENT DISPLAY SYSTEMS
A64-26126
OPERATOR ADAPTATION TO SUDDEN CHANGES IN
CONTROLLED ELEMENT GAIN AND POLARITY BASED ON
TRACKING ERROR AND RESPONSE TIME
A66-26127
NAN-MACHINE TRACKING CONTROL SYSTEM OPTINIZATIONt
A-15S
MANAGEMENT
USING PREDICTED INPUT DISPLAY SYSTEM WITH FAST
TIME OUTPUT SOLUTION A66-26129
BOOK ON BIOASTRQNAUTICS INCLUDING PHYSIOLOGICAL
PROBLEMS OF SPACEFLIGHT_ MAN-MACHINE SYSTEMSw
SPACE FLIGHT OPERATIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
A66-26392
LIFE SCIENCE RESEARCH REQUIRED TO ACHIEVE
INTEGRATED MAN-MACHINE SYSTEMS A64-24401
HUMAN OPERATOR PERFORMANCE IN COMPLEX NAN-MACHINE
SYSTEM SINULATEDt USING BOOLEAN ALGEBRA AND
DIGITAL COMPUTER A64-24822
HUMAN OPERATOR PERFORMANCE IN BANG-BANG CONTROL
SYSTEM IN PHASE PLANEr INTERPRETING RESULTS IN
TERMS OF SWITCHING LINES A66-26860
HUMAN OPERATOR ADAPTATION TO DISCRETE AND
CONTINUOUS TIME VARIATIONS IN CONTROL SYSTEM
A64-24861
MAN-MACHINE INTERACTION MODELS USED TO SHORTEN
PRELIMINARY SYSTEM DESIGN A66-Z4865
CONTROL-DISPLAY-HUMAN OPERATOR INTERACTION AND
PERFORMANCE ON COMPLEX PERCEPTUAL MOTOR TASK
A66-25202
RSYCHGPHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF SPACE FLIGHT ON
P_LOT PERFORMANCE AND CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN
AG6-25576
AUTOMATIC COMMAND CONTROL SYSTEM USING PHONETIC
VOICE PATTERN RECOGNITION A66-Z6660
FACILITATIVE INTERACTION BETWEEN TWO SEPARATE
CONTROL ELEMENTS MANIPULATED SIHULTANEOUSLYt
CALLED RESPONSE-RESPONSE COMPATIBILITYt APPLIED TO
TWO-HAND CRANKING TASK A66-26851
DISPLAY UPDATE RATE EFFECTS ON IMMEDIATE MEMORY CF
HUMAN MONITOR IN CONTROL SYSTEM
A66-26853
ENGINEERING PSYCHOLOGY CONCEPTS FOR EVALUATING
CLOSED OPERATOR SPACECRAFT CONTROL SYSTEMS
A66-272T2
FOOT PEDAL DESIGN AFFECTING OPERATION TIME
A66-BO092
ACCELERATION STRESS EFFECT ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE
RELATED TOIHUNAN ENGINEERING OF SPACE VEHICLES
A66-BO16T
CIVIL AVIATION AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION -
METHODCLOGY AND PATTERNS OF RESEARCH IN RELATION
TO HUMAN FACTOR A66-B0658
MAN-MACHINE SYSTEM AND BIOINSTRUMENTATION
APPLICABLE TO MANNED SPACE FLIGHT RESEARCH - A
REVIEH A66-806BS
PSYCHDPHYSIOLOGICAIL CORRELATION AND ANALYSIS FOR
NAN-MACHINE SYSTEM_ A66-80566
HUMAN INFORMATION TRANSMISSION WITH SEQUENCES OF
SOUND PULSES AT DIFFERENT RATES AND USE OF BINARY
KEY A66-81188
AGEt INFORMATION TRANSMISSION AND POSITIONAL
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SIGNAL AND RESPONSE IN
PERFORMANCE OF MULTIPLE-CHOICE REACTION TIME TASK
A66-BlIDO
ENGINEERING PSYCHOLOGY - INVESTIGATION OF TACTILE
SENSATION_ GRAPHIC ACTIVITYw 8 SPATIAL PERCEPTION
OF NAN-MACHINE SYSTEMS
JPRS-223CO N66-I1872
BIOMEDICAL REQUIREMENTS 8 DESIGN CRITERIA FOR MAN-
MACHINE SYSTEM CONFIGURATION FOR USE IN PROPOSED
AEROSPACE ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER
AEDC-TDR-63-256 N66-12226
HUMAN FACTORS RELIABILITY ANALYSIS OF MAN-MACHINE
SYSTEM
SUBJECT INDEX
SCR-6B5 N66-1726T
IMPROVEMENT OF HUMAN OPERATOR TRACKING PERFORMANCE
IN MAN-MACHINE CONTROL SYSTEMS BY OPTIMUM
FILTERING AND PREDICTION N66-21122
CONTROL SYSTEM LAGS AND NAN-MACHINE SYSTEM
PERFORMANCE - BIBLIOGRAPHY
NASA-DR-B3 N66-251TZ
EFFECT OF FEEDBACK ON ADAPTIVE CHARACTERISTICS
IN LIFE SCIENCES AND NAN-MACHINE INTERACTIONS
AMRL-TDR-66-39 N66-26BB6
PROJECTED ROLE OF MAN IN MACHINE ENVIRONMENT -
ACCEPTANCE DATA FOR MAN-MACHINE SYSTEM
NASA-CR-95 N66-3OB31
MANAGEMENT
S PERSONNEL
MANAGEMENT PLANNING
HUMAN ELEMENT IN EQUIPMENT FAILURE AND SPACE
FLIGHT STRESS PROBLEMSt EMPHASIZING QUESTION OF
MORAL DISCIPLINE IN WORKMANSHIP
A66-26525
MANEUVER
WEIGHTLESSNESS IN SPACE - MANEUVERABILITYe ELASTIC
COMPRESSION OF OBJECTSy AND BEHAVIOR OF LIQUIDS
FTD-TT-63-300/I86 N66-19213
NOTION SICKNESS SYMPTOHOLOGY OF LABYRINTHINE
DEFECTIVE ANO NORMAL HUMAN SUBJECTS DURING ZERO
GRAVITY MANEUVERS
AMRL-TDR-66-6T N66-28562
MANGANESE
CONVULSIONS PREVENTED BY TREATMENT WITH MANGANESE
SULFATE IN RATS EXPOSED TO OXYGEN UNDER PRESSURE
A66-BO283
TOXICOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION OF OCCUPATIONAL
MANGANESE POISONING
JPRS-1755T N66-10566
MANGANESE COMPOUND
S MANGANESE OXIDE
MANGANESE OXIDE
CLINICAL EVALUATION OF BIOCHEMICAL TOXICITY OF
MANGANESE OXIDES
JPRS-18698 N66-10506
MANHATTAN PROJECT
MANHATTAN PROJECT WORK ON BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF
EXTERNAL RADIATION N66-10936
MANNED ORBITAL LABORATORY /MOLl
LECTURES IN AEROSPACE MEDICINE - LIFE SUPPORT
SYSTEMSt HUMAN PERFORMANCE7 AND LANDING SIMULATION
FOR MANNED LUNAR LANDING_ ORBITING LABORATORYt AND
MARS MISSIONS
AD-665253 N66-30712
MANNED ORBITAL SPACE STATION /MOSS/
ENUMERATION OF INTERACTIONS THAT MIGHT BE EXPECTED
FROM CONSTITUENTS IN A SEALED ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEM
AIAA PAPER 63-25B A66-16361
BIOLOGISTIC SPECIFICATIONS AND ENGINEERING
CONSTRAINTS ASSOCIATED WITH OPTIMUM LIFE SUPPORT
SYSTEM TO SATISFY 30-t 60- AND IOD-DAY MANNED
ORBITAL SPACE MISSIONS
AIAA PAPER 63-166 A66-16663
HUMAN TOLERANCE TO ROTATION IN SPACE STATION
SIMULATORt USING NECK BRACES TO REDUCE HEAD
MOVEMENT AND HENCE NAUSEA
AIAA PAPER 64-219 A66-18878
MANNED SPACE STATION FOR BIOLOGICAL AND
ENGINEERING RESEARCH A66-80011
BIOLOGISTICS FOR MANNED SPACE STATION BASED ON
METABOLIC APPROACH A66-80666
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
EVALUATION OF PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF EXTENDED
A-156
SUBJECTINOEX MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT A66-10116
VIGILANCE DEFINED AS THE PROBABILITY OF DETECTING
SIGNALS NHICH ARE WEAK AND RELATIVELY RARE IN
MANNED SPACEFLIGHT A66-10627
INCREASED AND ZERO GRAVITY EFFECTS ON HUMAN VISION
FOR NANNEO SPACE FLIGHT A66-10628
VESTIBULAR STIMULATION EFFECTS ON VISUAL
PERCEPTION FROM MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
A6_-10629
PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS OF MANNED SPACE FL|GHT,
DISCUSSING ASTRONAUT ISOLATION AND CREM MEMBER
COOPERATION A66-11662
FOOD FOR ASTRONAUTS DURING SPACE FLIGHTS, NOTING
PROBLEMS AND PECULIAR ASPECTS OF EATING AND
DRINKING IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT A66-13669
ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE PRODUCTION BY MICROORGANISMS
IN A CLOSED ECOLOGY FOR MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
A66-13519
MAN AND MACHINE SYSTEM EVALUATION FOR SCIENTIFIC
EXPLORATION OF SPACE A66-16990
EMERGENCY LIFE SUSTAINING SYSTEM FOR SPACECRAFT
A66-13997
NAN ANO THE SPACE ENVIRONMENT NITH RESUME OF
PRESENT KNOMLEOGE A66-16092
SPACE MEDICINE EXPERIENCE IN MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
APPLIED TO APOLLO
AAS PAPER 64-12 AB_-ZT959
MEDICAL ASPECTS OF MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
A66-18256
MULTIFILTER SYSTEM FOR NASH MATER RECLAMATION FOR
EXTENDED DURATION SPACE VOYAGES, SHONING
IMPORTANCE OF NATER COMPOSITION
AIAA PAPER 64-212 A66-1BB65
ORTHOSTATIC INTOLERANCE, kith ASSESSMENT OF
CIRCULATORY PROBLEM OF NEIGHTLESSNESS IN PROLONGED
SPACE FLIGHT A64-19130
DOSAGE LEVELS AND BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF RADIATION
HAZARDS FOR MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
A64-19133
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS AND CONSTITUENTS OF GASEOUS
ENVIRONMENT IN SPACE TRAVEL A64-Z4615
BIOCHEMICAL NUTRITIONAL NEEDS OF PROVIDING FOOD
FOR MEN ON SPACE MISSION A64-24616
SENSORY AND PERCEPTUAL CAPABILITIES IN RELATION TO
TASKS PERFORMED DURING SPACE FLIGHT
A64-24619
RELATION OF PHYSICAL PROTECTION OF MAN TO
ISOLATION AND DISORIENTATION DURING SPACE TRAVEL
A64-24620
BIOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF SPACE
FLIGHT USING GEOPHYSICAL ROCKET AND MANNED
SATELLITE OBSERVATIONS A66-25571
ASTRONAUT EFFICIENCY IN SIMULATED SPACECRAFT
ENVIRONMENT MITH RESPECT TO NORK AND REST
CONOITIONSe SPACE SUIT CONFINEMENT AND FLIGHT
TASKS A64-25591
U.S. AND U.S.S.R. DATA ON PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF
SPACE FLIGHT ON ASTRONAUT PERFORMANCE
A64-26380
SPACE FLIGHT AND SIMULATION EXPERIMENT
REQUIREMENTS FOR DETERMINING ASTRONAUT PHYSIOLOGY
AND SURVIVAL IN NEAR EARTH ORBIT
A64-ZB339
CYBERNETICS ROLE IN SPACE FLIGHT INCLUDING CONTROL
CIRCUITS FOR GUIDANCE AND ELECTRONIC E_UIPMENT
AUTOMATION AND DEVELOPMENT A64-28379
A-157
BIOLOGICAL ANO MEDICAL CONSIDERATIONS OF SPACE
FLIGHT INVESTIGATING PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONSt
NORKING ABILITYw HEALTH AND SAFETY OF ASTRONAUT
A66-28659
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT PROJECTS AND RESEARCH IN SPACE
FLIGHT ECOLOGY A64-BOO3T
CALORIC REQUIREMENTS OF flAN UNOER SPACE FLIGHT
CONDITIONS A64-80039
NATER ANO FOOD SUPPLY TREATMENT OF WASTE AND
NUTRITIONAL REQUIREMENTS IN MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
A64-80134
SPACE FLIGHT IMPLICATIONS OF PLASMA VOLUME
RESPONSE TO MATER IMMERSION A64-80176
ALGAEt OTHER PLANTSt AND ANIMALS AS FOOD FOR SPACE
TRAVEL A64-B0208
SPACE MEDICINE IN THE MANNED SPACE FLIGHT PROGRAM
OF NASA A64-BO213
SPACE CABIN ENVIRONMENT AND SPACE FLIGHT STRESSES
A66-80226
PROGRESS OF MAN IN SPACE AND EXTRATERRESTRIAL
LIFE - A POPULAR REVIEN A64-80238
CHENOSYNTHETIC GAS EXCHANGE SYSTEM FOR LONG
DURATION MANNED SPACE FLIGHT A64-80262
HUMAN STRESSES IN SPACE FLIGHT OPERATIONS AND
METHODS OF IMPROVING TOLERANCE IN NAN
A66-80393
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL INTEGRITY
ASSESSED THROUGH RADIO-TELEMETRY DURING MANNED
SPACE FLIGHT A64-80635
PERSONNEL SELECTION PROCEDURE AND SPACE SIMULATION
STUDY IN RELATION TO HUMAN PERFORMANCE IN SPACE
FLIGHT A64-BO45T
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF
ACCELERATION STRESS IN SPACEFLIGHT - A REVIEN
A66-BOBT7
TRANSIENT ACCELERATION, VIBRATIONw AND NOISE
PROBLEMS IN SPACE FLIGHT - A REVIEN
A66-BOBTB
HEAT REGULATION, HEAT TOLERANCE, AND THERMAL
PROTECTION IN MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
A66-BOBBO
DOSINETRY OF RADIATION FIELDS IN SPACE AND
RELATION TO MANNED SPACEFLIGHT A64-B0481
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF MAGNETIC FIELDS IN THEIR
RELATION TO SPACE TRAVEL - A REYIEN
A64-80482
PROBLEMS OF NEIGHTLESSNESSt VIGILANCEw AND SENSORY
DEPRIVATION IN MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
A64-80484
MAN-MACHINE SYSTEM AND EIOINSTRUMENTATION
APPLICABLE TO MANNED SPACE FLIGHT RESEARCH - A
REVIEN A64-BO485
MOON ILLUSION DURING MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
A66-80507
MEIGHTLESSNESS AND OTHER INFLUENCES DURING 26 HOUR
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT A64-80522
FUNCTION OF PROJECTS GEMINI AND APOLLO IN MANNED
SPACE FLIGHT A66-80523
PROTECTION AGAINST METEOROIDS DURING MANNED SPACE
FLIGHT A64-80524
RADIATION HAZARD AND PROTECTION DURING MANNED
SPACE FLIGHT A64-B0526
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT PROBLEMS AND POSSIBILITY OF
LIFE ON OTHER PLANETS A66-B0532
MANNED SPACECRAFT SUBJECT INDEX
BIOLOGICAL AND TECHNOLOGICAL PROBLEMS OF MANNED
SPACE FLIGHT A66-80602
ADAPTATION TO SPACE FLIGHT CONDITIONS - EFFECTS
AND COUNTERMEASURES TO WEIGHTLESSNESS AND OTHER
PHYSICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL STRESSES
A66-80638
PHYSIOLOGICAL STATE OF MAN DURING SPACE FLIGHT AS
RELATED TO GASEOUS ENVIRONMENT AND PRESSURE LEVELS
A66-80663
SENSORY AND PERCEPTUAL RESPONSE TO SPACE FLIGHT
STRESSES A66-80666
CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS AS RELATED TO HUMAN ENGINEERING
AND ASTRONAUT SELECTION AND PERFORMANCE DURING
SPACE FLIGHT A66-BO66T
TECHNOLOGICAL, PHYSICAL, METEOROLOGICAL,
BIOLOGICAL AND ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF SPACE
EXPLORATION A66-80786
MAN IN SPACE - FOOD, HATER, ENVIRONMENTAL
REQUIREMENTSt WASTE UTILIZATION AND LIFE SUPPORT
SYSTEMS A66-80788
AIRBORNE MICROORGANISMS AS SOURCE OF INFECTION
DURING LOW GRAVITATIONAL SPACE FLIGHT AND METHODS
OF RECOGNITION BASED ON CHLORIDE CONTENT
A6k-BOB2T
APPLICATION DF BIOCYBERNETICS TO BIOLOGICAL
PROBLEMS OF MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
A66-81C35
PATHOLOGICAL EFFECT OF ACCELERATIONt IONIZING
RADIATION, AND WEIGHTLESSNESS DURING MANNED SPACE
FLIGHT A66-81Og7
VISUAL PROBLEMS OF LUMINESENCE, MOTION, AND DESIGN
IN OBSERVING SATELLITE FROM ANOTHER SATELLITE
A66-81162
RATE OF BIOLOGICAL SENESCENCE AT HIGH VELOCITY IN
SPACE FLIGHT A66-81185
SOLAR CORPUSCULAR AND RADIO EMISSION HAZARO TO
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT A66-8122[
ADAPTATION OF HUMANS TO SPACE FLIGHT CONDITIONS,
AND EFFECTS OF SPACE ENVIRONMENT ON MAN
N66-10166
AUTOMATIC CONTROL OF GREEN PLANT SYSTEMS FOR
PHOTOSYNTHETIC AIR REGENERATION - MANNED SPACE
FLIGHT USE
JPRS-21610 N66-10g01
SOVIET SPACE FLIGHT TRAINING OF ASTRONAUTS
JPRS-21829 N66-1020B
PROBLEMS OF NUTRITION AND FEEDING FOR MANNED SPACE
FLIGHT N66-10266
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS IN SPACE
FLIGHT N66-lOZ65
EFFECT OF VIBRATION, ACCELERATION, WEIGHTLESSNESS
BIOLOGICAL RHYTHMS ON MAN IN SPACE
JPRS-18627 N66-10503
COSMIC RADIATION HAZARD FOR MANNED SPACE FLIGHT -
PHARMACOLOGICAL PROTECTION, PHYSICAL E BIOLOGICAL
DOSIMETRY N66-10516
SPACE SYSTEM DESIGN OPTIMIZATION BASED ON HUMAN
REQUIREMENTS DURING ACCELERATION
N64-11BO8
HYPOTHERMIA _ ARTIFICIAL HIBERNATION FOR SPACE
TRAVEL - ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
SID-63-356 N66-11821
PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECT OF EXTENDED MANNED SPACE
FLIGHT
AMRL-TCR-63-BI N64-12213
SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS FOR MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
FTO-TT-62-160511 N66-12869
ASTRONAUTS FOR MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
NASA-EP-II N66-16655
HAZARDS OF MANNED SPACE FLIGHT DUE TO TECHNICAL
FAILURE OR MICROMETEOR IMPACT N66-17550
PHYSIOLOGICAL G PSYCHOLOGICAL DISORIENTATION OF
ASTRONAUT DURING SPACE TRAVEL
NADC-MA-6321 N66-20329
FUNCTIONAL DISTURBANCE OF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS AND
IMPLICATIONS FOR MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
NASA-OR-53?58 N66-20730
HUMAN ADAPTATION TO CHANGING ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
DURING SPACE FLIGHT
JPRS-20673 N66-2225b
EFFECTS OF COSMIC FLIGHTS ON HUMAN ORGANISM
FTD-TT-63-719/IE2 N64-23309
ORGANIZATION OF CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS FOR
PROLONGED MANNEO SPACE FLIGHT
NASA-TT-F-9131 N66-29730
MEDICAL ASPECTS OF MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
N66-30346
MEDICINE, AEROSPACEe AND MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
N66-30TI3
SPACE MEDICINE AND MANNED SPACEFLIGHT
N66-30716
ONBOARD TRAINING FOR MAINTAINING PILOT PROFICIENCY
FOR EXTENDED SPACE FLIGHTS
NASA-TN-O-2162 N66-3308D
HUMAN ADAPTATION TO ALTITUDE, HEAT, COLD, PHYSICAL
EXERTION, ACCELERATION, RADIATIONt IN SPACE FLIGHT
NASA-TT-F-OI58 N66-33610
CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS FOR HATER RECOVERY G
WASTE UTILIZATION DURING MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
R63S083 N66-33606
MANNED SPACECRAFT
CF APOLLO SPACECRAFT
CF MERCURY CAPSULE
CF UNMANNED SPACECRAFT
HEIGHT AND STORAGE FACTORS INVOLVED IN A MANNED
MARS MISSION EMPLOYING FULLY REGENERATIVE LIFE-
SUPPORT SYSTEMS A66-10113
LIGHTING REQUIREMENTS OF GENERAL CREW STATIONS FOR
MANNED SPACECRAFT A66-10630
MANNED SPACECRAFT FOR SURVEILLANCE AND
RECONNAISSANCE USING UNAIDED VISION AND
MAN-PERISCOPIC VISION A66-10632
VISUAL CAPABILITIES IN ACQUISITION, HOMING AND
DOCKING PHASES OF SPACECRAFT RENDEZVOUS
A66-10636
SPACECRAFT PILOT SELECTION AND TRAINING FOR
MERCURY, GEMINI, X-15 AND X-20 PROGRAMS, NOTING
ASTRONAUT TRAINING AND AEROSPACE RESEARCH PILOT
SCHOOL A66-11360
BIOLOGICAL REGENERATION IN CONFINED ENVIRONMENT OF
SPACECRAFTt EMPHASIZING CLOSED CIRCUIT SYSTEM FOR
REGENERATING RESPIRATORY GASES DURING LONG SPACE
JOURNEYS A66-11432
INTERRELATION OF ADDED WEIGHT EFFECTS AND SAFETY
FACTORS IN MANNED SPACECRAFT SHOWING NEED FOR
SUBSYSTEMS REQUIRING MINIMUM CREW
A64-11656
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT
EXAMINED, PROPOSING NORMAL SEA-LEVEL ENVIRONMENT
FOR EARLY MANNED SPACE OPERATIONS
A66-11656
STEADY STATE BIOENFRGETICS CONSIDERED IN
A-158
• . SUBJECT INDEX MARS /PLANET/
ATMOSPHERIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL OF MANNED
SPACE VEHICLES A66-18625
AMERICAN AND SOVIET APPROACH TO MANNED SPACECRAFT
COMPAREU, NOTING LIFE SUPPORT PROBLEMS AND
PROTECTION AGAINST SPACE ENVIRONMENT
AIAA PAPER 66-515 A66-20669
OXYGEN MANAGEMENT, TOXICITY AND ENVIRONMENT
SELECTION FOR MANNED SPACECRAFT
A66-21182
MECHANICAL TETHERING SYSTEM USING ANGULAR MOMENTUM
TO RETRIEVE ASTRONAUT SEPARATED FROM SPACE VEHICLE
AIAA PAPER 66-393 A66-21862
ENVIRONMENTAL TEST PROGRAM FOR MANNEO SPACECRAFT
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS A66-23200
IMPORTANCE OF PILOT VIEMPOINT AND EXPERIENCE IN
MANNED SPACECRAFT DESIGN AND OEVELOPMENT
A66-26713
GASEOUS REOUIREMENTS FOR MANNED SPACECRAFT
ATMOSPHERE - A REVIE_ A66-80679
PROBLEMS IN OPERATING MANNED NUCLEAR SPACECRAFT
AND PROTECTION OF SPACECREN A66-80668
CARBON DIOXIDE MEASURING SYSTEMS FOR MANNED
SPACECRAFT A66-81109
RESPIRATORY REQUIREMENTS FOR GAS MIXTURES IN
MANNED SPACE CAPSULES
NAEC-ACEL-518 N66-17659
GASEOUS ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING FOR MANNED
SPACECRAFT N66-22OT3
ASTRONAUT BEHAVIOR ABOARD SATELLITE - REACTI(_i TO
NEIGHTLESSNESS, ACCELERATION, AND RADIATION HAZARD
N66-23638
SYMPOSIUM ON TOXICITY IN NUCLEAR SUBMARINES AND
MANNEC SPACECRAFT
A0-460962 fl66-26606
MICROBIOLOGICAL CONTAMINATION OF MANNED AND
UNMANNED SPACECRAFT N66-Z6611
MANI_qETER
PORTABLE ELECTROMANOMETER FOR DIRECT BLOOD
PRESSURE MEASUREMENT UNDER FIELD CONDITIONS
A66-B0295
MANRONER
CF PERSONNEL
MANPOMER £ PERSONNEL FOR ADVANCED NEAPON SYSTEMS -
ESTIMATION OF REQUIREMENTS
ANRL-TUR-63-11D N66-18599
OUEUING MODEL FOR DETERMINING NANPONER AND
TRAINING - HUMAN ENGINEERING
AMRL-TOR-66-21 N66-19101
MANUAL CONTROL
EXPERIMENT FOR COLLECTING EMPIRICAL DATA ON HUMAN
PERFORMANCE IN COMMAND ANO CONTROL SYSTEMS
A66-22513
VISUAL GUIDANCE AIDS FOR MANUAL FLIGHT CONTROL
A66-2329B
PERIPHERAL VISUAL DISPLAY SYSTEM FOR RANGE
PERCEPTION AUGMENTATION IN SIX DEGREE OF FREEDOM
MANUALLY CONTROLLED VEHICLES A66-23300
OPERATOR ADAPTATION TO SUDDEN CHANGES IN
CONTROLLED ELEMENT GAIN ANO POLARITY BASEO ON
TRACKING ERROR AND RESPONSE TIME
A6_-2612T
NONLINEAR CHARACTERISTICS OF CLOSED LOOP MANUAL
CONTROL SYSTEM WITH COMPENSATORY TRACKING
A66-26130
MODERN DPT|MAL CONTROL THEORY RELATION TO MANUAL
CONTROL SYSTEMS EMPHASIZING HUMAN ELEMENT
A64-2483T
FACILITATIVE INTERACTION BETMEEN THO SEPARATE
CUNTRDL ELEMENTS MANIPULATED SIMULTANEOUSLY,
CALLED RESPONSE-RESPONSE COMPATIBILITYt APPLIED TO
TMO-HANO CRANKING TASK A66-26851
COMPARISON OF JOY STICK NITH MULTIPLE LEVERS FOR
EFFECTIVE CONTROL-EFFECTDR RELATIONSHIPS IN REMOTE
MANIPULATOR APPLICATIONS A66-26852
ASTRONAUT ROLE IN SPACECRAFT ORBITAL RENDEZVOUS
A66-ZT816
FLIGHT SIMULATOR SYSTEM AND EXPERIMENTS ON MANUAL
CONTROL A66-80989
MANUAL CONTROL SYSTEMS AND HUMAN OPERATOR
PERFORMANCE
NASA-CR-S5516 N66-16111
ADAPTIVE DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF HUMAN OPERATOR IN
SIMPLE MANUAL CONTROL
NASA-TN-O-2255 N66-18734
MANUAL CONTROL OF APOLLO SPACECRAFT DURING
ATMOSPHERIC ENTRY
NASA-TN-D-266T H66-ZT966
MATHEMATICAL MOOEL OF PERFORMANCE OF HUMAN
OPERATOR IN VISUAL-MANUAL TRACKING SITUATION
TR-EEB6-15 N66-30018
INTERVENING LEVELS OF CONTROL BETHEEN FULL MANUAL
AND FULL AUTOMATIC - EFFECT UPON PILOT PERFORMANCE
A0-461953 N66-30199
MANUAL CONTROL SYSTEMS STUDIES - MATHEMATICAL
MODELS DEVELOPMENTt ADAPTIVE CHARACTERISTICSe AND
MULTIAXIS VARIABLES
NASA-OR-59258 N66-33361
MANUFACTURING
VISUAL AIDS FUR MANUFACTURING PERSONNEL IN
PRODUCTION OF ATOMIC NEAPONS
SC-6959/N/ N66-1699T
MAPPING
MAPPING OF GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF VEGETATION
JPRS-25367 N66-280OT
MARINE NAVIGATION
AUTOMATION IN INDUSTRY AND INSTRUMENTATION FOR
REMOTE CONTROL NAVIGATION OF SHIPS - CYBERNETICS
JPRS-22365 NBk-11917
MARINER II SPACE PROBE
MARINER I! SPACE PROBE STUDIES OF MARS AND VENUS
ATMOSPHERES A66-81046
MARS /PLANET/
CF MARS ATMOSPHERE
CF MARS SURFACE
TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS AND OBSERVATIONAL
EVIDENCE OF LIFE IN THE FORM OF VEGETATION IN THE
DARK REGIONS OF MARS A66-10126
ORBITAL AND UNMANNEO LANOING VEHICLES FOR THE
BIOLOGICAL EXPLORATION OF MARS A64-10128
BEHAVIOR OF BACTERIA UNDER SIMULATED MARTIAN
CONDITIONS AND POSSIBLE EFFECTS ON EXTRA-
TERRESTRIAL LIFE A66-26968
DESCRIPTION OF MULTIVATDR, DEVICE DESIGNED TO
DETECT SIGNS OF LIFE ON OTHER PLANETSt
SPECIFICALLY MARS k66-Zk969
EXPERIMENT FOR DETECTION OF AQUEOUS CARBONACEOUS
NATURE ON MARS /GULLIVER/ A66-26950
EVICENCE FOR EXISTENCE OF LIFE ON MARS
N66-16761
GULLIVER PROGRAM - MARS EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE
DETECTION AND ANALYSIS
NASA-CR-55511 N66-22755
INFRARED SPECTRUM OF MARS - THEORY OF PRESENCE OF
A-Z59
MARSATMOSPHERE SUBJECTINDEX
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE
NASA-CR-SG20E N64-22764
GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY FOR DETECTION OF LIFE ON MARS
NASA-TM-X-50806 N66-22773
LECTURES IN AEROSPACE MEDICINE - LIFE SUPPORT
SYSTEMS! HUMAN PERFORMANCEt AND LANDING SIMULATION
FOR MANNED LUNAR LANDINGw ORBITING LABORATORYt AND
MARS MISSIONS
A0-465253 N66-30712
MARS ATMOSPHERE
BIOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS AND BACTERIA RESPONSE TO
SIMULATED MARTIAN CONDITIONSw DISCUSSING PRESENCE
OF WATER ON MARS A66-1825B
MARTIAN CONDITIONS SIMULATED FROM ASTROPHYSICAL
DATA FOR MICROBIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS
A64-1BBO1
BIOCHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LIFE ON MARS TO
DEVELOP DESIGN OF MARTIAN BIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS
A66-26951
TOPOGRAPHICAL AND METEOROLOGICAL ASPECTS OF MARS
AS RELATED TO LIFE SUSTAINING CAPABILITY
A66-B0527
ASTROBDTANY STUDIES SUGGESTING PRESENCE OF PLANTS
ON MARS A64-80528
MARINER IT SPACE PROBE STUDIES OF MARS AND VENUS
ATMOSPHERES A66-81066
SPECTRAL EVIDENCE OF SNOW IN MARTIAN ATMOSPHERE
A66-81086
MARS ENVIRONMENT
EXPERIMENTAL MARTIAN ENVIRONMENT CONSTRUCTED FOR
STUDYING POSSIBLE LIFE ON THE PLANET
A66-I0147
MARTIAN CONDITIONS SIMULATED FROM ASTROPHYSICAL
DATA FOR MICROBIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS
AAk-IBBO1
BEHAVIOR OF BACTERIA UNDER SIMULATED MARTIAN
CONDITIONS AND POSSIBLE EFFECTS ON EXTRA-
TERRESTRIAL LIFE A66-26948
BIOCHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LIFE ON MARS TO
DEVELOP DESIGN OF MARTIAN BIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS
A64-24951
BIOLOGICAL CONTAMINATION OF MARS BASED EN
TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISM SURVIVAL IN SIMULATED
MARTIAN ENVIRONMENTS A64-26978
MARTIAN LIFE /MICROORGANISMS/ DETECTION AND
IDENTIFICATION FROM SPACE PROBE CHENICALt
MORPHOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL EVIDENCE
A64-28342
PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL ENVIRONMENTS OF THE PLANETS
AND SELAR RADIATION ENVIRONMENT OF INTERPLANETARY
SPACE AAk-80DA1
SURVIVAL OF EARTH MICROORGANISMS IN SIMULATED MARS
ENVIRONMENT
NASA-DR-52861 N66-I1293
GERMINATION ANC GROWTH OF BACTERIAL SPORES IN
SIMULATED MARTIAN ENVIRONMENT
SAM-TOR-63-75 N64-12340
BACTERIAL SURVIVAL IN SIMULATED MARTIAN
ENVIRENMENT
NASA-DR-SOS16 N64-22759
BACTERIA UNDER SIMULATED MARTIAN ENVIRONMENT
NASA-TM-X-SOBT3 N64-Z277T
TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISMS IN SIMULATED PLANETARY
ENVIRONMENT - MARS AND MOON
NASA-DR-56529 N64-22790
SURVIVAL OF BACILLUS SUBTILIS IN SIMULATED MARTIAN
ENVIRONMENT N66-29559
MARS SURFACE
ORBITAL AND UNMANNED LANDING VEHICLES FOR THE
BIOLOGICAL EXPLORATION OF MARS A64-I0128
PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL ENVIRONMENTS OF THE PLANETS
AND SOLAR RADIATICN ENVIRONMENT OF INTERPLANETARY
SPACE A64-80061
TOPOGRAPHICAL AND METEOROLOGICAL ASPECTS OF MARS
AS RELATED TO LIFE SUSTAINING CAPABILITY
A64-BO52T
ASTROBOTANY STUDIES SUGGESTING PRESENCE OF PLANTS
ON MARS A64-80528
INFRARED SPECTRA OF MARS SUGGEST PRESENCE OF LIFE
A64-80565
SURVIVAL OF MICROORGANISMS IN SIMULATED
ENVIRONMENT OF MARS SURFACE N66-25115
MASK
SA OXYGEN MASK
DESIGN AND FABRICATION OF MASK AND HELMET FOR
CHIMPANZEE RESPIRATORY SYSTEM RESEARCH
ARL-TDR-64-3 N64-21311
MASKING
TEMPORAL SUMMATION PROCEDURE USED TO DETERMINE
BACKWARD MASKING AS FUNCTION OF TIME INTERVAL
BETWEEN SIGNAL AND NOISE ONSET A66-19518
MODEL FOR INTERPRETING DATA, DESCRIBING BINAURAL
MASKED THRESHOLD DEPENDENCE ON PROPORTION OF NOISE
IN MASKING SIGNALS A64-27497
INTERACTION OF FORWARD AND BACKWARD MASKING IN
LISTENING TO TONAL PULSE A66-80662
MASS
HUMAN REACTION TO TORQUE REQUIRED FOR SUPPORT OF
MASS ON ROD WITH EXTENDED ARM AND HAND
TR-20 N66-27098
MASS SPECTROMETRY
ORGANIC MOLECULAR STRUCTURE OF TERRESTRIAL NATURAL
PRODUCTS IDENTIFIED AND DETERMINED BY MASS
SPECTROMETRY A64-1BBA5
MASS TRANSFER
S ENERGY TRANSFER
MATERIAL
S ORGANIC MATERIAL
S RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL
MATERIAL TESTING
CF ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING
CF FAILURE
TEST SCOPE FOR OPERATIONAL INTEGRITY OF SPACE SUIT
MATERIALS A66-23246
MATERIALS SCIENCE
S PLASTIC MATERIAL
MATHEMATICAL MODEL
MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF LUNG FOR MECHANICAL STRESS
STUDIES A64-B0539
COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF BLOOD BY CHEMICAL
ANALYSIS AND BY DIGITAL COMPUTER
A64-80563
MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR PHYSIOLOGICAL PHENOMENA -
CYBERNETICS N64-12513
MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR NERVOUS DEFENSES AGAINST
STIMULATION AND INHIBITION N64-12515
MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF HUMAN BODY FOR ASSESSMENT OF
LOADS ON BODY DURING ACCELERATION
TECH. REPT.-IIS-2 N66-16779
MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF NEURAL ACTIVITY
N64-18835
CONTINUOUS MODEL MATCHING TECHNIQUES APPLIED TO
PARAMETER DETERMINATION OF TIME VARYING HUMAN
PILOT MODELS
A-lAB
SUBJECTINDEX
NASA-CR-56376 N66-23993
PARAMETERS OF MATHEMATICAL MODELS CF HUMAN PILOTS
NASA-OR-56362 N66-26060
MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF PERFORMANCE OF HUMAN
OPERATOR IN VISUAL-MANUAL TRACKING SITUATION
TR-EE64-15 N64-3OO18
MATHEMATICAL MDDEL AND DIGITAL COMPUTER STUDY OF
ABNORMAL PHYSIOLOGICAL PHENOMENA IN
BALLISTOCARDIOGRAM
REPT.-I1 N66-30693
MANUAL CONTROL SYSTEMS STUDIES - MATHEMATICAL
MODELS DEVELOPNENTw AOAPTIVE CHARACTERISTICS. AND
MULTIAXlS VARIABLES
_ASA-CR-5?ZSB N64-33361
MATHEMATICS IGEN/
MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSION OF OSCILLATORY PROPERTIES
OF HUMAN BODY DUE TO ELASTICITY OF TISSUES
A6_-B0939
APPLICATION OF BIOCYBERNETICS TO BIOLOGICAL
PROBLEMS OF MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
AbB-BIO35
MONTE CARLO METHODS FOR MATHEMATICAL AIR AND SPACE
TRAVEL PROBLEMS
MGLR-6/1963 N66-11863
EQUATIONS OF EQUAL PLANET SYSTEM VIENED FROM
SURFACE WAVE N66-135T5
CYBERNETIC RELATION TO SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
NEUROLCGYt PATHOLOGYt MATHEMATICS1 AND PHILOSOPHY
JPRS-23234 N66-16966
MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF RADIATION INJURY
INCIDENCE IN CELL CULTURE N66-15208
MATHEMATICAL METHODS APPLIED TO SPACE MEDICINE
N66-23771
THEDRY DF RANDOM FUNCTIONS APPLIED TO SPACE
BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE N66-Z3TT2
MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF CULTIVATION OF CHLORELLA
IN BIOLOGICAL CULTIVATORS N|TH IRREGULAR SHAPES
N64-23778
ALGORITHMIC APPROACH TD ANALYSIS OF LEARNING
PROCESSES AND PROBLEM SOLVING N66-30326
UNIVERSITY OF AUSTRALIA RESEARCH PROGRAMS IN
PHYSICSt CHEMISTRYt CIVIL AND ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING_ AND MATHEMATICS NB_-32986
MATRIX
S GRID
MATRIX ALGEBRA
GROUP CODE THEORY AND APPLICATION OF HADANARO
MATRIX TO CODING PROBLEM - CYBERNETICS
FTD-TT-63-566/I&2G6 N66-12386
VARIABLE ADJACENCY MATRIX AND TRANSFER FUNCTION
OF GRAPHS N66-22868
_ATRIX ANALYSIS
THREE-NAY FACTOR ANALYSIS OF MULTITRAIT-
MULTIMETHOD MATRIX APPLIED TO PSYCHOLOGICAL
TEST RESULTS
AD-600302 N66-29659
NAXIMUM PRINCIPLE
MAXIMUM PRINCIPLE IN THEORY OF OPTIMAL CONTROL
PROCESSES
FTD-TT-62-X766/IE2£6 N66-22163
MEASUREMENT
S BRAG MEASUREMENT
S IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENT
S NOISE MEASUREMENT
S PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
S SOUND MEASUREMENT
S TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT
MEDICAL ELECTRONICS
MEASURING APPARATUS
SA ACCELERONETER
SA HEMATOCRIT
CARBON DIOXIDE MEASURING SYSTEMS FOR MANNED
SPACECRAFT A64-81109
JOINT MOTION MEASURING METHODS AS APPLIED TO HEAD
MOVEMENT A66-81129
BODY VOLUME DETERMINATION USING HELIUM DILUTION AS
AFFECTED BY GASESw HEAT, AND MOISTURE EMITTED BY
TRANSPIRATION AND RESPIRATION A66-BL186
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION COLOR CHANGES IN HUMAN
EPIDERMIS, AND EFFECTS OF PURE OXYGEN INHALATION
MEASURED IN VlVO WITH CYCLOPS OXINETER
A66-BIZOT
APPARATUS FOR MEASURING TACTILE DISCRIMINATION
A66-BE306
APPARATUS FOR MEASURING KINESTHETIC JUDGMENTS
A64-81305
TRANSISTORIZED INSTRUMENTATION FOR MEASUREMENTS IN
HEALTH PHYSICS
RSIC-87 N66-12997
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF ELECTRODESt SIGNAL
MODIFIERSt AND GRAPHIC RECORDING COMPONENTS IN
PHYSIOLOGICAL MONITORING SYSTEM
AMRL-TDR-62-OBIZI N66-13BTZ
DEVICE FOR MEASUREMENT OF RADON IN BREATH
UR-660 N66-17666
MECHANICAL IMPEDANCE
MECHANICAL IMPEDANCE MODEL TO DEVELOP
QUANTITATIVE STANDARDS AND DESIGN LIMIT FOR
HUMAN EXPOSURE TO DYNAMIC ACCELERATION
A64-2TS99
MECHANICAL PROPERTY
S COMPRESSION
S ELASTICITY
S FAILURE
S PERMEABILITY
S THERMAL STRESS
MECHANICS /GEN/
CF HYDRODYNAMICS
CF KINETICS
ANATOMY, PHYSIOLOGY AND MECHANICS OF HUMAN MOTION
WITH APPLICATIONS TO PHYSICAL EXERCISE
A66-80596
ANALYSIS OF MECHANICS OF LOCOMOTION IN VARIOUS
DIRECTIONS IN NAN A66-80891
LUNG MECHANICS 6 VENOUS ADMIXTURE IN NEGATIVE
PRESSURE BREATHING N66-17931
MECHANIZATION
MECHANIZATION OF MENTAL PROCESSES AND DESIGN OF
TALKING AUTOMATON - CYBERNETICS
RADC-TDR-63-S28 N66-1_T26
MECHANOGRAN
NO CONTACT NECHANOGRANS USING HALL EMF PICKUP
A64-80535
MEDICAL ELECTRONICS
ANTICIPATORY AND RECOVERY HEART RATES IN SKIERS
THROUGH ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC TELEMETRY
A64-BO731
TELEMETRY PROBLEMS IN MEDICAL AND BIOLOGICAL
RESEARCH
JPRS-17672 N66-10629
BALLISTOCARDIDGRAPHY - HISTORYt PHYSICAL BASISe
TECHNIQUEe ANALYSIS, CHANGES DURING ILLNESS, AND
APPLICATIDN TO OTHER BRANCHES OF MEDICINE
JPRS-18967 N66-11615
MEDICAL RADIO TELEMETRY AND ELECTRONICS
JPRS-22551 N66-12356
MATHEMATICS OF BIONICSt COMPUTER HARDWARE IN
1_'-161
MEDICINE IGENI SUBJECT INDEX
MEDICAL ELECTRONICS, AND IN BIOENGINEERING
N66-1882T
GRIDS FOR REDUCING SCATTERED X-RAYS IN MEDICAL
RADIOGRAPHY N66-23275
PHCNCCARCIDGRAPH FOR RECORDING HEART SOUND
FTD-TT-63-1193/IE2E6 N66-25658
ELECTRONIC E_UIPMENT FOR MEDICAL RESEARCH AND
TREATMENT
JRRS-25567 N64-30391
MEDICINE IGEN/
SA CASE HISTORY
CF AEROSPACE MEDICINE
CF CLINICAL MEDICINE
CF DENTISTRY
CF DERMATOLOGY
CF HISTOLOGY
CF RADIATION MEOICINE
CF RADIOLOGY
PHYSIOLOGIC AND MEDICAL ASPECTS OF PRDTECTIVE
SHELTER HABITABILITY UNDER SURVIVAL CONDITIONS
A64-80C07
TOXICITY AND SAFETY HAZARD OF PROPELLANTS FOR
TITAN 11 A64-80273
MEDICAL SUPPORT AND TRAINING OF FLYING PERSONNEL
IN HIGH ALTITUDE FLYING A66-80396
LITERATURE REVIEW OF TELEVISION MICROSCOPY IN
BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE
JPRS-18229 N66-10501
MEDICAL JOURNAL - ACADEMY OF MEDICAL SCIENCES USSR
JPRS-21526 N66-10513
MEDICAL CONFERENCES ON MINERAL WATER USE,
CLINATOPATHDLOGYt CORONARY SURGERY_ HIGH ALTITUDE
PHYSIDLOGYt AND EPIDEMIOLOGY
JPRS-21836 N66-10515
MEANS 6 METHODS OF USING ELECTRONICS IN SCIENTIFIC
6 PRACTICAL NEDICINE
JPRS-1769T N64-10682
SOVIET MEDICINE - VASCULAR SURGERY, METABOLISM,
HYPERTENSION, AND THERAPEUTIC UNDERWEAR
JPRS-IT69B N66-10683
RROBLENS OF MEDICAL SCIENCE RELATED TO PHYSICAL
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, ESPECIALLY CYBERNETICS
JPRS-l?063 N66-11126
CONTRIBUTIONS OF CYBERNETICS TO MEDICAL SCIENCE
JPRS-22189 N64-1161T
SPACE PRDGRAN, HUMAN ENGINEERING, AND MEDICAL
RESEARCH N64-11516
CYBERNETICS IN MEDICINE 6 PHYSIOLOGY
JPRS-223TT N66-1191B
BIOMEDICAL REQUIREMENTS 6 DESIGN CRITERIA FOR NAN-
MACHINE SYSTEM CONFIGURATION FOR USE IN PROPOSED
AEROSPACE ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER
AEDC-TCR-63-256 N66-12226
APPLICATION OF CYBERNETICS TO BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE
N66-12509
ABSTRACTS OF ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION-SPONSORED
BIOLOGICAL AND MEDICAL RESEARCH
TIO-6201 N66-12811
ROLE OF CYBERNETICS IN MEDICAL SCIENCE 6 PRACTICE
JPRS-2266T N66-13085
MACHINE RECORD CARDS FOR RECORDING MEDICAL
HISTORY - DEVELOPMENT 6 USE IN ASTRONAUT SELECTION
N66-13666
RELATION OF CYBERNETICS TO BIOLOGY1 MEDICINE,
ECONOMICS, AND ENGINEERING
JPRS-22931 N66-16162
PROSPECTS FOR USE OF LASERS IN BIOLOGY G MEDICINE
JPRS-22996 N66-16169
ROLE OF CYBERNETICS AND PLASTICS IN MEDICINE
FTD-TT-63-T32/166 N66-16333
ROLE OF CYBERNETICS IN MEDICINE - COMPUTERS FOR
DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASES AND ANALYSIS OF PATIENT
CONDITION N66-16336
USE OF PLASTIC MATERIALS IN MEDICINE
N64-16335
FUNCTION OF ADRENAL GLAND AND HEMATOPOIETIC SYSTEM
UNDER TEMPORARY AND PROLONGED HYPOXIA DURING
MDUNTAIN CLIMBING - MEDICAL STUDY
N64-15202
PATHOLOGICAL STUDIES ON STEROID SEX HORMONES,
RADIATION EFFECT ON METABOLISM, LEUKEMIA,
PARATHYROID_ AND HYPOTHYROIDISM
ARCH-20 N66-15398
CYBERNETICS IN BIOLOGYI MEDICINE! AND SPACE FLIGHT
JPRS-23T49 N64-17266
EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICE IN SHELTERS IN POST-
NUCLEAR ATTACK
OU-IOT N64-20811
MEDICINE IN USSR - GENETICS
JPRS-24398 N66-21850
MEDICAL AND BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH IN USSR
JPRS-2663B N64-21851
SPACE BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE
JPRS-24963 N66-21866
SPACE BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE - FIRST EXPERIMENTS
N66-21867
SPACE BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE N66-21868
SPACE BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE - ASTRONAUT TRAINING
N66-2IB69
CHIMPANZEE MEDICAL RECORDS
ARL-TDR-64-S N64-22280
MEDICAL RESEARCH ON HUMAN BODY
JPRS-25261 N66-22766
MEDICAL AND BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH
UCRL-11186 N66-22851
MEDICAL RESEARCH - NATURAL POLYMERS, HEMATDLOGYw
SURGERY, HYGIENEe ANTIBIOTICS, NUTRITION, AND
PHARMACOLOGY
JPRS-25208 N66-23063
MEDICAL AND BIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS OF SPACE FLIGHT
AND EFFECT OF WEIGHTLESSNESS ON HUMANS
N66-23639
BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE
FTD-TT-63-1013/162 N64-23696
TRENDS OF SPACE BIOLOGY IN CONQUEST OF SPACE
N66-23735
LONG-RANGE TECHNOLOGICAL FORECASTING IN BIOLOGICAL
AND MEDICAL SCIENCES
AD-436723 N66-24OTO
MEDICAL PROBLEMS OF CREW HEALTH IN CLOSED
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM N66-26629
PDSTFLIGHT MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS OF UoSoS.R.
ASTRONAUTS N66-2516B
MEDICINE IN UKRAINIAN S.S.R°, ACCELERATION AND
AEROSPACE MEDICINE, AND CHEMOTHERAPY
JPRS-26116 N66-28632
SPACE BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE - PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED
IN SPACEFLIGHT
JPRS-26231 N64-2BBS9
MEDICAL SAFETY MEASURES DURING MANNED CENTRIFUGE
A--162
SUBJECT INDEX MENTAL PERFORMANCE
EXPERIMENTS
NACC-ML°6410 N66-3D169
BICASTRONAUTICAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO MEDICINE
N66-30343
MEDICAL ASPECTS OF MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
N66-30364
INFECTION PREVENTION OF HOUNDS AND BURNS IN MASS
CASUALTY SITUATIONS N66-3OT56
SUMMARY OF PAPERS PRESENTED AT CONFERENCE ON
BIOLOGICAL AND MEDICAL RESEARCH RELATEO TO
CHEMISTRY
JPRS-26865 N66-32166
COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN MEDICINE ANO BIOLOGICAL
SCIENCES - BIBLIOGRAPHY
SP-1025/001/00 N66-32326
BLO00 POLAROGRAPHY FOR USE IN BIOLOGICAL ANO
MEDICAL STUDIES
JPRS-27237 N66-33675
MELAMINE
TOXICITY OF ISCALCCHCLS_ HIGHER ALCOHOLS, AND
MELAMINE-FORMALDEHYDE RESINS
FTD-TT-66-OT/1£6 N66-25662
MELANIN
PRCLDNGEO SOLAR RADIATION EFFECT ON MELANOCYTES OF
HUMAN EPIDERMIS A66-80536
HISTOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF LABYRINTH PIGMENTED
CELLS - MELANIN CONTAINING MACROPHAGES
A64-80977
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION COLOR CHANGES IN HUMAN
EPIDERMIS, AND EFFECTS OF PURE OXYGEN INHALATION
MEASUREO IN VIVO HITH CYCLOPS OXINETER
A66-812OT
MEMBRANE
SA ION EXCHANGE MEMBRANE
CF DIAPHRAGM
EXTRACTION OF OXYGEN FROM SEA WATER BY DIFFUSION
THROUGH THIN PLASTIC MEMBRANES
A0-637359 N66-26807
PASSIVE ION FLUX THROUGH AXON MEMBRANES
N66-29538
MEMBRANE STRUCTURE
BIOLOGY - DISCUSSION ON CELL-CELL INTERACTIONSt
MEMBRANE STRUCTURE, ENZYMATIC REACTIDNS_ AND
PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY OF INTERFACES
NASA-CR-53290 N66-17601
NUCLEAR MEMBRANE STRUCTURE OF NERVE CELL
JPRS-2460T N66-20233
MEMORY
CF KINESTHESIS
CF LEARNING
CF PRACTICE
REMINISCENCE IN PURSUIT ROTOR PERFORMANCE AS
AFFECTEO BY INTERPOLATED MONOCULAR AND BINOCULAR
VISUAL PURSUIT AB_-IZ93_
INFORMATION THEORY APPLIED TO DEVELOPMENT OF SKILL
IN MAN A66-80381
MEMORY SPAN AFFECTED BY BRIEF INTERPOLATED
ACTIVITY A66-80575
SHORT TERM STORAGE OF VISUAL INFORMATION AND
PROPERTY OF MEMORY READ-OUT A6,q-BOT05
CODING STRATEGY EFFECT ON PERCEPTUAL MEMORY
A66-81199
IMPLICATIONS OF SHORT-TERM MEMORY FOR GENERAL
THEORY OF MEMORY
REPT.-2900-_10-R N66-10553
MEMORY AND CONTROL FUNCTIONS IN TEACHING AUTOMATIC
LEARNING SYSTEMS N66-11060
SHORT TERM MEMORY - NONEOUIVALENCE OF GUERY AND
MESSAGE ITEMS
ESC-TDR-66-256 N66-I96TO
REHEARSAL EFFECTS ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE - SHORT
TERM RECALL OF BRIEFLY EXPOSED DISPLAYS
NAVTRADEVCEN-1303-1 N66-29816
INFORMATION INPUT RATE EFFECT ON SHORT TERM HUMAN
MEMORY
NAVTRAOEVCEN-1303-2 N66-Z9871
MEMORY STORAGE UNIT
S DATA STORAGE
RENTAL PERFORMANCE
CF PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORMANCE
PERFORMANCE OF ARITHMETIC TASK UNDER INTENSE NOISE
A66-BOOTT
MOTION SICKNESS- EFFECT ON PERFORMANCE IN CODE
SUBSTITUTION AND MIRROR DRAHENG
A66-BO152
HIGHER NERVOUS ACTIVITY AND AUTONOMIC NERVOUS
SYSTEM FUNCTION DURING RELATIVE SENSORY
DEPRIVATION A66-80235
MENTAL AND VIGILANCE PERFORMANCE DURING INCREASED
BODY TEMPERATURE Ab_-BO272
SENSORY DEPRIVATION - HYPOTHESES OF MENTAL
DETERIORATION AND MENTAL FACILITATION
A64-803_6
SENSORY DEPRIVATION STUDIES CONDUCTED AT PRINCETON
REVIEMEO IN DETAIL A66-BO3TB
NOISE EFFECTS ON PERFORMANCE OF INTELLIGENCE AND
CONCENTRATION TESTS A66-80_10
PHYSIOLOGICALe PSYCHOLOGICAL! AND NUTRITIONAL
FACTORS IN MOUNTAIN EXPLORATION ABOVE 5tO00 METERS
A66-80633
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL INTEGRITY
ASSESSED THROUGH RADIO-TELEMETRY DURING MANNED
SPACE FLIGHT A64-80635
VIGILANCE PERFORMANCE IN COMPLEX TASK SITUATIONS
AND HITH PARTIALLY REDUNDANT CUTANEOUS INFORMATION
INPUT A66-80618
HYPOXIC HYPERVENTILATION IN RESTING AND NDRKING
SUBJECTS AS RELATED TO HYPERCAPN|A AND MENTAL
FACILITIES A66-BOTT2
FALLING EFF|CIENCYAT SORTING CARDS ANO HEIGHT
LOSS DURING ACCLIMATIZATION AT 19,000 FEET IN
HIMALAYAS A64-80915
ELECTRONYSTAGMOGRAPH RECORDING OF RESPONSE TO
VARIEO LIGHT AND SQUNOt MENTAL PROBLEMS, ACTIVITYe
AND CHEMICAL FACTORS RELATED TO TRAVEL SICKNESS
k66-BOqBO
NOISE EFFECT ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE ON TASK
REQUIRING REGULAR SHIFT OF ATTENTION
A66-81006
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC CHANGES /ALPHA AND KAPPA
RHYTHMS/ DURING MENTAL ACTIVITY IN HUMANS
AbB-BXO63
EVOKEO RESPONSES OF ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM TO
NUMERICAL AND BLANK VISUAL STIMULI NHILE PROBLEM
SOLVING A6_-81135
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPIC STUDY OF FATIGUE INDUCED BY
MUSCULAR ANO MENTAL MORKt DR SLEEP DEPRIVATION
Ab4-81153
VISUAL DETECTION OF STIMULI N|TH NOVELTY
ATTRIBUTE ON BACKGROUNO OF FAMILIAR SYMBOLS
A66-81206
COMPARATIVE EFFECT OF CHLORMEZANONE, SINGLY AND IN
COMBINATION N|TH ASPIRINt ETHANOLt AND PLACEBO ON
HUMAN PERFORMANCE UNDER OELAYED AUO|TORY FEEDBACK
k-163
MENTAL STRESS
A66-81260
PREOICTIDN OF ADAPTABILITY OF BASIC AIRMEN
REFERRED FOR MENTAL HYGIENE CLINIC EVALUATION
AD-k365T1 N66-18906
MENTAL STRESS
CF ANXIETY
HUMAN EEHAVIOR UNDER STRESS-COMBAT EXPERIENCE
LEADING TO SOCIAL PSYCHIATRY 666-80017
EMOTIONAL STRESSES AND FUNCTIONAL PROCESSES IN
ORGANISM 666-80660
EMOTIONAL STRESS EFFECT ON BLOOD PRESSURE AND
PULSE RATE IN MAN A64-B0661
EMOTIONAL STRESS EFFECT ON BLOOD CIRCULATION OF
EXTREMITIES IN MAN AND ITS SUPPRESSION BY DRUGS
WITH CENTRAL NERVOUS ACTION A66-80653
PSYCHDPHYSIOLOGICAL TEST PROCEDURE FOR OBJECTIVE
MEASUREMENT OF STRESS INTENSITY
A64-80711
CATECHCLANINE EXCRETION AND PERFORMANCE DURING
STRESS 664-B0743
BEHAVIOR IMPAIRMENT DUE TO STRESS - EXPERIMENT IN
LONG-TERM PERFORMANCE OF 21 HOURS
A64-BOTgB
EPILEPTIC CHARACTER OF ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM AFTER
MENTAL FATIGUE - DISTURBANCE IN CORTICAL AND
SUBCORTICAL REGION IN RAILROAD PERSONNEL
664-8093T
VISUAL MONITORING PERFORMANCE AS INFLUENCED BY
SECONDARY TASK OF SIMPLE MENTAL ARITHMETIC
A64-8114L
NEPRDBAMATE
HEPRCBAMATE EFFECTS ON CONTINUOUS ATTENTION
BEHAVIOR IN RELATION TO ANXIETY AND SHOCK
A66-80150
CARDIOVASCULAR, RESPIRATORY, AND METABOLIC EFFECTS
OF AMPHETAMINEf MEPRGBAMATE, SODIUM AND POTASSIUM
ASPARTATE, AND ETHYL ALCOHOL AT REST AND DURING
EXERCISE 664-80352
NERCAPTAN
S MERCAPTO COMPOUND
NERCAPTO COMPOUND
AMINO ACID ESTERS OF 2-MERCAPTOETHYLAMINE FOR
RADIATION PROTECTION 664-80909
FUNCTIONAL SIGNIFICANCE OF SULFHYDRYL GROUPS IN
CELL MEMBRANE
UR-633 N64-10666
DISTRIBUTION AND EXCRETION OF BETA-MERCAPTO-
PRDPYLAMIHE_ TAGGED WITH SULFUR-35, FROM BODIES OF
NICE N64-3136B
MERCURY CAPSULE
CF SIGMA T
RADIATION DDSINETRY ABOARD MERCURY /NA-8/
SPACECRAFT
NASA-TN-O-1862 N64-28320
MERCURY PROJECT
PILOT PERFORMANCE IN COPING WITH CRITICAL SYSTEM
FAILURES CURINO MERCURY ORBITAL FLIGHTS
AIAA PAPER 66-222 A64-20127
SPACE MENUS DEVELOPED FOR PROJECTS MERCURY AND
GEMINI A64-BO39T
PILOT PERFORMANCE DURING MERCURY SYSTEMS FAILURE
AIAA PAPER-66-222 N64-23609
CONTAMINATION ANALYSIS OF NUCLEAR SUBMARINE AND
MERCURY SPACECRAFT ATMOSPHERES N64-24608
MERCURY VAPOR
BEHAVIORAL EFFECTS IN PIGEONS EXPOSED TO MERCURY
VAPOR
SUBJECT INDEX
UR-ENG-69-7 N66-19921
METABOLIC WASTE
CF WASTE DISPOSAL
BIOLOGISTIC SPECIFICATIONS AND ENGINEERING
CONSTRAINTS ASSOCIATED WITH OPTIMUM LIFE SUPPORT
SYSTEM TO SATISFY 30-, 60- AND tOO-DAY MANNED
ORBITAL SPACE MISSIONS
AIAA PAPER 63-166 A66-16643
SPACE FLIGHT AND TRAINING EFFECTS ON METABOLIC
WASTE CONTENT OF ASTRONAUTS BLOOD AND URINE
A64-2558I
ELECTROCHEMICAL DEGRADATION OF HUMAN WASTES -
BIOASSAY METHODOLOGY
IPR-6 N66-16810
HUMAN WASTE COLLECTION AND STORAGE DURING SPACE
FLIGHT
AMRL-TDR-64-3 N64-18061
PHYSICOCHEMICAL WASTE UTILIZATION COMPONENT FOR
LONG-TERN SPACE FLIGHT LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM
N64-23TS2
WASTE DISPOSAL SYSTEM FOR AEROSPACE VEHICLE
U413-64-056 N64-26883
MISCELLANEOUS WASTE EFFECT ON MESOPHILIC ACTIVATED
SLUDGE CELLULOSE - HETAEOLIC WASTE
SAN-TBR-64-25 N64-27494
OPTIMUM LIGHT ARRANGEMENT FOR PROMOTING ALGAE
GROWTH, WASTE TREATMENT UNIT DEVELOPMENT, AND
MICROTERELLA ADVANCED MODEL DESCRIPTION
SERL-64-5 N64-29906
WATER AND MINERAL METABOLIC WASTE IN INSULIN EDEMA
NASA-TT-F-9112 N64-33395
METABOLISM
SA CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISH
SA ELECTROLYTE METABOLISM
SA ENZYME ACTIVITY
SA HORMONE METABOLISM
SA LIPID METABOLISM
SA OXYGEN CONSUMPTION
SA OXYGEN METABOLISM
SA PROTEIN METABOLISM
CF ENERGY REQUIREMENT
CF PHOSPHORYLATION
CF PHOTOSYNTHESIS
VIBRATIONAL STRESS ON PLASMA AND URINARY
CORTICOSTERCID LEVELS 664-22066
CARDIOVASCULAR, RESPIRATORY, AND METABOLIC
RESPONSES TO EXERCISE IN YOUNG AND OLD SUBJECTS
664-80064
RESPIRATORY AND METABOLIC CHANGES DURING PASSIVE
AND ACTIVE MOVEMENT OF THE LOWER EXTREMITIES IN
SUPINE POSITION A66-BOOT9
CARDIOVASCULAR, RESPIRATORY, AND METABOLIC FITNESS
TESTED BY EXERCISE A64-8DGBI
DIET COMPOSITION AND CALORIC INTAKE EFFECTS ON
BODY WEIGHT OF COLD ACCLIMATED RATS
A64-BOOB9
TOLERANCE TO EXTREME COLD AT ALTITUDE IN A
NEPALESE PILGRIM A64-8012I
ANOXIA INDUCED CHANGES IN METABOLITE CONTENT OF
RABBIT LUNG 664-80266
CARDIOVASCULAR, RESPIRATORY, AND METABOLIC EFFECTS
OF AMPHETAMINE, MEPROBAMATE, SODIUM AND POTASSIUM
ASPARTATEt AND ETHYL ALCOHOL AT REST AND DURING
EXERCISE A66-80352
ULTRASONIC EFFECT ON CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
FUNCTION REFLECTED IN CHANGED SEROTININ METABOLISM
IN RABBITS A64-80398
DECOMPRESSION PHENOMENA IN MAN DURING ASCENT TO
HIGH ALTITUDE - INDUCTION IN SPECIFIC JOINTS AND
MUSCLES BY EXERCISE A66-B0411
A-166
SUBJECT INDEX
CELLULAR ADAPTATION TO UNFAVORABLE ENVIRONMENTAL
FACTORS A6_-B0615
BIOLOGISTICS FOR MANNED SPACE STATION BASED ON
METABOLIC APPROACH A66-BO666
CORONARY CIRCULATION AND HEART METABOLISM IN MAN
EXPOSED TO DRY HOT ENVIRONMENT A64-80465
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF INDUCED HYPOXIA ON PILOT
DURING INSTRUMENT FLYING AND FLIGHT SIMULATION
A66-80502
SLEEP CYCLES IN RODENTS REGULATED BY METABOLIC
FACTORS IN LONER BRAIN STEM A66-80509
ULTRASOUND EFFECTS ON NERVOUS SYSTEMt THYROID,
BLDODt AND TISSUE RESPIRATION IN RAT AND RABBIT
A66-80560
LONG-TERN STRESS AND PREMATURE AGING IN RAT WITH
EFFECT ON BASAL METABOLIC RATEm ADRENAL GLAND_
PROSTATE GLANDm AND WHITE BLOOD CELL
A6_-80566
HYPOXIC EFFECT ON IRON ABSORPTION AND MOBILIZATION
IN RAT AS RELATED TO XANTHENE OXIDASE
A66-BO593
TOTAL FASTING EFFECT ON IODINE METABOLISM IN MAN
A66-BO6CT
NHOLE BODY VIBRATION EFFECTS ON PLASMA AND URINARY
CORTiCCSTEROID LEVELS A66-BO636
NEIGHTLESSNESS AND ITS EFFECT ON NETABOLISMt
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM. MUSCLE. BONEr OTCLETH, AND
SEMICIRCULAR CANAL A66-80665
CHANGES IN URINARY EXCRETION OF 1T-KETOSTERDIOS
AND ELECTROLYTE LEVEL IN BLOO0 INOUCEO BY
INTERMITTENT AUOITORY STIMULATION
A66-BOT22
ENVIRONMENTAL COLD AS RELATED TO METABOLISM,
RESPIRATION, CIRCULATION, BLOOD, CENTRAL NERVOUS
SYSTEM, KIDNEY, LIVERt AND ACCLIMATIZATION OF MAN
A66-ROBT9
METABOLIC RESPONSE TO COLD AND RELATIONSHIP
BETNEEN BODY TEMPERATURE AND BASAL METABOLIC RATE
OF UNDERFED RAT A66-80903
RELATIONSHIP OF ELECTRICAL AND METABOLIC ACTIVITY
IN OLFACTORY CAPSULE OF HIBERNATING HEDGEHOG
A66-8B935
UTILIZATION AND METABOLISM OF PURINES AS NITROGEN
SOURCE FOR CHLORELLA PYRENOIOQSA
A66-BO965
BOOY FAT CONTENT ANO ODNPOS|TION, BODY NEIGHT,
METABOLISM OF COLD-EXPOSEDt SEMiSTARVEO, AND
HORMONE TREATED HAMSTER A66-80991
HIGH ALTITUDE EFFECT ON BASAL METABOLISM ANO
RESPIRATION IN MEN DURING PROLONGED STAY AT 5,800
METER /19,000 FEET/ ELEVATION IN HIMALAYAS
A66-80995
SKIN AND RECTAL TEMPERATURE AND OXYGEN CONSUMPTION
OF CAUCASIAN FEMALE IN LON TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENT
COMPARED TO CAUCASIAN AND NONCAUCASIAN MALE
A66-81008
SKIN TEMPERATURE, HEAT LOSS ANO METABOLIC RATES CF
BUSHMEN, BANTU, AND CAUCASIAN MALES EXPOSED TO
COLD A66-81011
MAXIMAL OXYGEN INTAKE PREDICTION STUDIED HITH
RESPECT TO CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM IN TRAINED AND
UNTRAINED INDIVIDUALS DURING EXERCISE
A66-BIOIT
REVIEW OF SOVIET AOYANCES IN FIELD OF HYPOXIA
A66-81058
URINARY EXCRETION OF 5-HYDROXYINDOLE ACETIC ACID
IN TETRAETHYL LEAD POISONING OF RABBITS
METABOLISM
A64-B1085
ORIGIN OF SUBJECTIVE EXPERIENCE OF STRESS OURING
PHYSICAL HORK - INVESTIGATION OF CARDIOVASCULAR
AND METABOLIC CORRELATES IN MAN
A66-81088
GLUTAM|C ACID-PYRUVIC ACID TRANSANINASE AND
GLUTANIC ACID-QXALACETIC ACIO TRANSAflINASE UNDER
INFLUENCE OF CHLURPROMAZINE, RESERPINEt SEROTONIN,
AND PHYSICAL STRESS A64-81156
EVIDENCE FOR TISSUE OXYGEN OEMAND AS MAJOR FACTOR
IN AUTOREGULATION IN DOG A66-81238
ENHANCEMENT OF PILOT PERFORMANCE CAPACITY BY
ADEQUATE NUTRITION A66-8125T
RELATIONSHIP BETNEEN TISSUE REQUIREMENT AND OXYGEN
UPTAKE DURING HYPOXEMIA A66-B1262
DIURNAL VARIATIONS OF GASTRIC SECRETION IN
MONKEY A64-81312
EIGHT CONGRESS OF PHYSIOLOGY ANO BIOCHEMISTRY OF
MUSCULAR ACTIVITY, HELD IN VOLGOGRAO, USSR
A66-81313
ORGANISM FUNCTIONS AND METABOLISM DURING
PHYSICAL TRAINING A66-81333
EFFECTS OF IRRADIATION AND ANTIRADIATION ORUGS ON
METABOLISM
JPRS-21672 N66-10596
SOVIET MEDICINE - VASCULAR SURGERY, METABOLISM,
HYPERTENSION, AND THERAPEUTIC UNDERNEAR
JPRS-IT698 N64-10683
RESISTANCE OF INSECT METABOLISM AT ULTRALON
TEMPERATURE
JPRS-18218 M66-10752
BLOOD GLYCOGEN METABOLISM IN MAMMALS AFTER
IONIZING RADIATION
JPRS-IBB79 N66-IDTB9
VIBRATION EFFECT ON METABOLIC SYSTEMS AND THERMAL
DEHYDRATION OF SALTS
JPRS-18§T6 N66-EBT80
EFFECT OF IRRADIATION ON BIOLOGICAL SUBSTANCES -
POST-BURNING CHANGES IN METABOLISM
JPRS-Z2D22 N66-10856
FLIGHT MEDICINE - VEGETATIVE-HORMONAL STRESS
RESPONSE IN MAN, HYPOXIA E METABOLISM, FAT
EMBOLISM DURING DECOMPRESSION
DVL-2T3 N66-12T51
INTERMEDIARY METABOLISM - INFLUENCE OF CHRONIC
HYPOXIA ON TRANSAMINASE ACTIVITY IN BLOOD
N66-X2756
NUCLEIC ACID METABOLISM IN RAT SPLEEN AND BONE
NARROM DURING ACUTE RADIATION SICKNESS
N66-12781
METABOLIC STUDIES OF AMINO ACID IMBALANCE IN RATS
EXPOSED TO COLD TEMPERATURES
AAL-TOR-63-33 N66-13632
THERMAL & METABOLIC RESPONSE OF MEN TO MODERATE
COLD EXPOSURE AT NIGHT
AAL-TDR-62-66 N66-13665
PHYSICAL METABOLIC FATIGUE DUE TO SPARTASE -
ASPARTIC ACID SALTS DF POTASSIUM AND MAGNESIUM
CARI-63-12 N66-16609
CHANGE 1N METABOLIC PATTERN OF BRAIN DUE TO OXYGEN
TENSION REDUCTION IN BLOOD - HYPOXIA
N66-1_603
OXYGEN DEFICIENCY INFLUENCE ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE
AND METABOLIC FUNCTIONS - AVIATION MEDICINE
DVL-2D5 N6_-15036
STIMULATION OF ORGANISM METABOLIC PROCESSES UNDER
A-165
METAL SUBJECT INDEX
OXYGEN OEFICIENCYe MUSCULAR NDRKe HEAT, COLDv DR
ACCELERATION STRESS N66-15065
REACTION OF CIRCULATIDN_ RESPIRATIDNw AND
NETABOLIC FUNCTIONS TO CHANGING CLIMATE AT HIGH
ALTITUDE N66-15066
TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF METABOLIC PROCESSES IN
PHOTOSYNTHETIC CELLS N66-1530T
GAS CONSUMPTION AND METABOLISM OF COLD-BLOODED
ANIMALS AND MIGRATION E RADIOACTIVITY OF
MARINE ANIMALS
JPRS-23285 N64-15334
PATHOLOGICAL STUDIES ON STEROID SEX HORMDNESt
RADIATION EFFECT ON METABCLISNe LEUKEMIA,
PARATHYROIOw AND HYPOTHYROIDISM
ARCH-20 N66-15398
PHOSPHOPRDTEIN METABOLISM IN CEREBRAL CORTEX
FUNCTIONING
AD-63C176 N66-15955
RADIOLOGY - EFFECTS OF PLUTONIUM-239 ON METABOLIC
FUNCTIONS OF MAMMALS
FTD-TT-63-559/182 N66-16377
ENDOCRINE £ METABOLIC EFFECTS OF SHORT DURATION
HYPERCXIA
SAN-TCR-66-6 N66-1891T
EFFECTS OF IONIZING RADIATION ON METABOLIC
RRCCESSES
FTD-TT-62-1575/l_2 N66-22390
METABOLISM OF COMPOUNDS OF RADIOACTIVE BROMINE
ISOTOPE IN THYROID GLANDS OF RATS
N66-22869
METABOLIC INDICES IN ASTRONAUTS
N66-2376T
PHYSICLOGICAL DATA AND INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT FOR
AUTOMATIC MEASUREMENT OF HEMDDYNANIC AND METABOLIC
PARAMETERS ON PRIMATES DURING NEIGHTLESSNESS
NASA-CR-56368 N66-25768
EFFECTS OF CORTISONE ON METABOLISM OF RIBONUCLEIC
ACID AND ITS NUCLEOTIDES IN RAT LIVER
NASA-TT-F-226 N66-27036
METABOLIC INTERCHANGES OF MAN FOR DESIGN OF SPACE
VEHICLES
SM-659C5 N66-27338
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL STUDY OF IONIZING
RADIATION EFFECTS ON HUMAN METABOLISM AND
BIOLOGICAL NUTATIDN
UCRL-I138T N66-27799
RAPID SCREENING TECHNIQUE IN VIVO FOR METABOLIC
STUDY OF CHEMICAL TOXICITY OF HYDRAZINE AND ITS
DERIVATIVES IN RATS N66-28967
CHANGES IN CEREBRAL HETABDLIC PARAMETERS OF DOGS
DURING PROGRESSIVE HYPOTHERNIA
SAM-TDR-66-66 N66-29288
METABCLIC CHANGES IN HUMANS FOLLOWING TOTAL BODY
IRRADIATION
DASA-1622 N66-29961
ANIMAL METABDLISN AND DETOXIFICATION OF NETABOLIC
PRODUCTS DURING RADIATION INJURIES
JPRS-26500 N66-30762
ENDOCRINE AND NETAEDLIC RESPONSE OF RESTRAINED
DOGS TC NHOLE-BCDY VIBRATION
AMRL-TDR-66-56 N66-31963
INFLUENCE CF WATER INGESTION AND THIRST ON
STARVATION METABOLISM
NASA-TT-F-9106 N66-33391
PHYSIOLOGY 8 PATHOLOGY OF WATER £ SALT METABOLISM
AND FLUID BALANCE OF WORKERS IN HOT ENVIRONMENTS
NASA-TT-F-9[2O N64-33399
EFFECT OF CULTURE MEDIUM PH ON DEVELOPMENT OF
CHLORELLA AND METABOLISM OF CARBON 16 ABSORBED IN
CARBON DIOXIDE BY CHLDRELLA N66-33695
GENERAL SCIENCE - METABOLISM, MICROBIOLOGY! AND
CHEMISTRY
JPRS-26991 N66-33957
METAL
CF CALCIUM
CF CESIUM
CF MAGNESIUM
CF MANGANESE
CF NIOBIUM
CF PLUTONIUM
CF POTASSIUM
CF RADIUM
CF RHENIUM
CF RUBIDIUM
CF SODIUM
CF URANIUM
CF ZINC
INDUSTRIAL SAFETY IN PRODUCTION OF METALLIC
THALLIUM AND ITS SALTS
JPRS-25206 N66-23257
METAL PROPELLANT
S PROPELLANT
METEOR
CYBERNETICS AND AUTOMATION IN TERMS OF PRODUCTION
PROCESSES N66-11060
METEORITE
SA METEORITIC COMPOSITION
CF CARBONACEOUS NETEURITE
CF CHONORITE
CF ELENENT ABUNDANCE
CF IRON METEORITE
CF ORGUEIL METEORITE
OF STONY METEORITE
HYDROCARBON ANALYSIS AS MEANS OF DETECTING LIFE IN
SPACE - ABIOTICt BIOLOGICAL, SEDINENTALw AND
METEORITIC ALKANES
NASA-CR-5B500 N64-29202
METEORITIC COMPOSITION
METEORITIC INVESTIGATIONS FOR DETECTING
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFEw PARTICULARLY EXAMINATION OF
CARBONACEOUS CHONDRITES A66-10876
MICROBIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF IRON AND STONE
METEORITES_ NOTING ABILITY OF BACTERIA TO
PENETRATE INTO CENTRAL REGIONS A66-18628
METEORITIC NICROSTRUCTURE
NATURE OF ORGANIZED ELEHENTS IN ORGUEIL AND
IVUNA METEORITES A66-BO66g
AQUEOUSe LOW TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENT OF ORGUEIL
METEORITE PARENT BODY AND SUSTENANCE OF LIFE
A66-80651
ORGANIC NICROSTRUCTURES IN CARBONACEOUS METEORITES
SUGGESTING BIDGENIC ORIGIN A66-B0652
METEOROID
S METEOROID HAZARD
S METEOROID PROTECTION
METEOROID HAZARD
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT PROBLEMS AND POSSIBILITY OF
LIFE ON OTHER PLANETS A66-80532
TECHNOLOGICAL, PHYSICAL, METEOROLOGICAL,
BIOLOGICAL AND ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF SPACE
EXPLORATION A66-BOT86
FIRE AND FLASH HAZARDS FROM METEOROID PENETRATION
OF SPACE CABIN N66-20769
METEOROID PROTECTION
PROTECTION AGAINST METEOROIDS DURING MANNED SPACE
FLIGHT A66-80526
METEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENT
HUMAN CAPABILITIES AND LIMITATIONS IN OPERATIONt
MAINTENANCE, AND CONTROL OF TACTICAL
METEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS
A-166
SUBJECT|NOEX
ESD-TDR-66-437 N64-29751
METEOROLOGICAL PROBE
PERIODICITY ANALYSIS FOR BIDNETEORCLOGY RESEARCH
N64-32350
NETEtOROLOGICAL SATELLITE
TECHNDLOGICALt PHYSICALI NETEOROLOGICALt
BIOLOGICAL AND ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF SPACE
EXPLORATION A66-8OTB6
_ETEOROLOGY
EFFECT OF HEATHER AND CLIMATE ON PHYSIOLOGY
OF MAN A66-BO620
METER
S DOSIMETER
S FLON NETER
S MEASURING APPARATUS
METEROIO HAZARD
BIOS I RECOVERY VEHICLE DESIGN ANO EXPERIMENTAL
MISSION A66-80275
NETHACRYLATE
S POLYMETHYL NETHACRYLATE
NETHAPYRILENE
MOTION SICKNESS- EFFICIENCY OF LABERATORY TESTS
OF DRUG TREATMENT A66-80151
METHOD
S COMPUTER METHOD
S MONTE CARLO METHOD
flETRAZOL
PHYSICAL NORK CAPACITY AND DRTHOSTATIC TOLERANCE
AS AFFECTED BY TRANQUTLIZINGt ANALEPTICt AND
VASCOILATING DRUGS A66-80628
flEXAMINE
INFLUENCE OF NEXAMINE ON REACTION OF PATIENT
SUBJECTED TO RADIATION THERAPY N66-30242
MICROBIOLOGY
CF CULTURE TECHNIQUE
CF MICROORGANISM
CHROMOSOME REARRANGEMENTS IN TRADESCANTIA PALUDCSA
MICROSPDRES OBSERVED DURING VDSTOK 6 EXPERIMENT
A66-11351
CHROMOSOME REARRANGEMENTS IN TRADESCANTIA PALUDOSA
MICRDSPDRES OBSERVED DURING VOSTOK IV EXPERIMENT
A66-ITOT6
MARTIAN CONDITIONS SIMULATED FROM ASTROPHYSICAL
DATA FOR MICROBIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS
A64-18801
CELLULAR REARRANGEMENT OF TRADESCANTIA PALUDOSA
MICROSPORES PRODUCED BY FLIGHTS ON VOSTCK Ill
AND IV A64-23669
MUTATION FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE FOR DROSOPHILA
NELANDGASTER CARRIED BY VDSTOK SPACECRAFT
A64-Z36TO
REVIEN OF BIOLOGICAL AND PHYSICAL FACTORS IN DRY
HEAT STERILIZATION A66-ZBQT9
UNMANNED SPACECRAFT STERILIZATION AND NAVIGATION
TO AVOID INTERPLANETARY CONTANINATICN
A66-26962
GNDTDBIDTIC TECHNIQUES DEVELDPEu I0 PROVIDE HIGH
ORDER OF STERILITY FOR FABRICATION OF STERILE
SPACECRAFT A66-Z6983
MICROBIOLOGICAL AND CYTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF
CONDITIONS IN OUTER SPACE, & GENETIC EFFECTS OF
SPACE FLIGHT N66-11670
ELEMENTARY HYDROCARBON MICROBIOLOGY
ASO-TCR-63-752 N66-215D[
MICROBIOLOGICAL STUDY OF BACTERIA POPULATION IN
MONOLITH OF MINERAL ICE
FTD-TT-63-92611&2 N66-21662
MICROORGANISM
MICROBIOLOGY - ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
FTD-TT-63-1OO?IIE2 N64-23432
MICROBIOLOGICAL AND CYTOLOGICAL STUDIES IN
CONQUEST OF SPACE N66-Z3751
PRODUCTION METHOD FOR CONTROLLED MICROBIOLOGICAL
CORROSION ON TEST SPECIMENS
ADN-OB-O8A-63.1 N66-23899
MICROBIOLOGICAL CONTAMINATION OF MANNED AND
UNMANNED SPACECRAFT N64-2_611
MICROBIOLOGICAL DENAXING PROCESS YIELDING PROTEIN-
VITAMIN CONCENTRATES
NASA-TT-F-233 fl64-26836
OPTIMUM LIGHT ARRANGEMENT FDR PROMOTING ALGAE
GRDMTH, HASTE TREATMENT UNIT DEVELOPMENT: AND
NICROTERELLA ADVANCED MODEL DESCRIPTION
SERL-66-5 N66-29906
GENERAL SCIENCE - METABOLISNt MICROBIOLOGY, AND
CHEMISTRY
JPRS-26991 N64-33957
fl|CRQELECTRQNICS
flICROSPECTROPHDTONETRY N66-16740
NEUROPHYSIOLOGY - MICRDELECTRODE TAPPING FOR
BIDELECTRIC MEASUREMENTS OF HUMAN MOTOR NEURONS
N64-30240
NICRONEROGRAPH
S PARTICLE SIZE
MICROORGANISM
CF ALGAE
CF BACTERIA
CF FUNGUS
CF MICROBIOLOGY
CF PLANKTON
COLD AND ARIDITY AS CONSTRAINTS Off SURVIVAL OF
TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISMS IN SIMULATED MARTIAN
ENVIRONMENT A66-14461
SOLAR ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION EFFECTS ON
MICROORGANISMS AND RELATION TO GERM TRANSPORTATION
IN INTERPLANETARY SPACE A64_-24973
BIOLOGICAL CONTAMINATION OF MARS BASED ON
TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISM SURVIVAL IN SIMULATED
MARTIAN ENVIRONMENTS A66-2697B
DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL REQUIREMENTS FOR
ADAPTING ULTRAHIGH VACUL_ EQUIPMENT TO STUDY OF
EFFECTS OF SIMULATED SPACE ENVIRONMENT ON
MICROORGANISMS A66-24980
SPACE TRAVEL AND PLANETARY ENVIRONMENT EFFECT ON
MICROORGANISMS A66-80354
CONTROL OF RODENT POPULATION AND POTENTIAL
VECTORS OF INFECTIOUS MICROORGANISMS IN AIRPORTS
A66-80913
ENVIRONMENTAL BIOPHYSICS, ORIGIN OF LIFE AND
EXTRATERRESTRIAL MICROBIAL LIFE
A66-BIOBO
SURVIVAL OF EARTH MICROORGANISMS IN SIMULATED MARS
ENVIRONMENT
NASA-CR-52861 N66-11293
CONTINUOUS PROPAGATION OF MICROORGANISMS - LIFE
CYCLE STUDIES INVOLVING AGE DISTRIBUTION
N66-11436
BIOLOGICALLY RESISTANT PIGMENT FROM AEROBIC HASTE
DIGESTERS
SAM-TDR-63-ST N66-13852
MICROORGANISMS IN HUMAN GINGIVAL TISSUES
SAN-TDR-63-BB N64-13865
EXPOSURE OF MICROORGANISMS UNDER ULTRAHIGH VACUUM
TO EXTREME TEMPERATURES
NASA-CR-55288 N64-15181
A-167
MICROPARTICLE
OPTIMUM ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS FOR GROWTH OF
STRAINED MARINE ALGAL FLAGELLATES
SAM-TCR-63-91 N66-16663
COLLECTING MICROORGANISMS IN UPPER ATMOSPHERE
AD-428703 N66-198TT
MECHANICAL TECHNIQUES FOR KILLING= REMOVING OR
CONTROLLING MICROORGANISMS IN HYDROCARBON FUELS
ASD-TCR-63-262 N64-19892
MICROORGANISM TRANSMISSION BETWEEN TWO HUMAN
BODIES IN SIMULATED SPACE CABIN
SAN-TCR-64-3 N64-21595
NEW FREELY LIVING NITROGEN FIXING MICROORGANISMS -
SOIL ENRICHMENT
FTC-TT-63-1DlO/| N64-22141
EFFECT OF SIMULATED SPACE ENVIRONMENTS CN
VIABILITY OF MICROORGANISMS
NASA-OR-SO333 N64-22752
PROPERTIES AND CHARACTERIZATION OF MICROORGANISMS
BY NUTRITIONAL REQUIREMENTS
NASA-CR-50397 N64-22768
EXISTENCE AND IDENTITY OF VIABLE MICROORGANISMS IN
STRATOSPHERE
NASA-OR-SO698 N66-22769
EFFECTS OF SIMULATED SPACE ENVIRONMENTS ON
VIABILITY OF MICROURGANISMS
NASA-CR-56524 N66-22TB5
EFFECT OF SIMULATED SPACE ENVIRONMENT ON VIABILITY
OF MICROORGANISMS - ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION EFFECT
NASA-CR-56525 N64-22786
TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISMS IN SIMULATED PLANETARY
ENVIRONMENT - MARS AND MOON
NASA-CR-SE529 N66-22790
TEST MICROORGANISMS_ BASAL MEDIAl ANTINETABOLITESe
AND RADIATION DETECTION INSTRUMENTATION FOR
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE PROBE
NASA-OR-56532 N64-2ZT93
EFFECT OF SPACE FACTORS ON MITOSIS IN
MICROORGANISMS DURING FLIGHT
NASA-TT-F-BB25 N64-23042
NITROGEN-FIXATIONt CHLOROPHYLLt AND TEMPERATURE
CONTROL STUDIES IN ALGAE AND MICROORGANISMS
FTO-TT-63-1016/l&2 N64-23655
AUTOMATIC TEMPERATURE CONTROL SYSTEM FOR
MICROORGANISM CULTURES N64-2365B
SURVIVAL OF MICROORGANISMS IN SIMULATED
ENVIRONMENT OF MARS SURFACE N64-25115
CHEMICAL AND RADIATION STERILIZING AGENTS -
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF EFFECTS ON MICROORGANISMS
NASA-CR-S8123 N64-Z6372
MICROORGANISMS IN PERMAFROST
FTC-TT-63-929/182 N64-29018
EFFECT OF SPACE FLIGHT ON MICRDSPORES ABOARD
VOSTOK V AND VI SPACECRAFT N64-zgcgl
PIGMENTS FOUND IN PHOTOSYNTHETIC MICROORGANISMS,
AND ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE SIGNALS
AD-602394 N64-32295
VIABILITY OF MICROORGANISMS IN SIMULATED SPACE
NASA-CR-SgO92 N64-33099
BACTERIAL CELL ENZYMES CONTRIBUTING TO VIRULENCE
AND PATHOGENICITY OF MICROORGANISMS
JPRS-27166 N64-33345
MICROPARTICLE
POLYMERIZATION OF AMINO ACIDS TO GIVE PROTEINS AND
FORMED NICROPARTICLES N64-19151
MICROSCOPY
SA ELECTRON _ICROSCOPY
SUBJECT INDEX
LITERATURE REVIEW OF TELEVISION MICROSCOPY IN
BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE
JPRS-18229 N64-10501
FLUORESCENT MICROSCOPIC INVESTIGATION OF FORMED
ELEMENTS IN BLOOD AND BONE MARROW DURING RADIATION
SICKNESS N64-12782
COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF BACTERIA COLLECTOR
EFFECTIVENESS USING FLOW ULTRAMICROSCOPE TO
DETERMINE BACTERIAL AEROSOL CONCENTRATION
JPRS-23283 N64-15293
MIDROSTRUCTURE
SA METEORITIC MICROSTRUCTURE
MICROSTRUCTURE OF GUESS PROCESSES - PROBABILITY
LEARNING
AD-600474 N64-21312
MICROWAVE
MICROWAVE MODIFICATION OF X-RAY LETHALITY IN NICE
RADC-TDR-63-352 N64-122TO
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF MICROWAVES ON ORGANISMS
JPRS-22580 N64-12357
MICROWAVE TREATMENT OF DISEASES
JPRS-2603B N64-27670
APPARATUS FOR SYNCHRONIZED TREATMENT OF BIOLOGICAL
ORGANISMS WITH PULSE MODULATED MICROWAVES
N64-30396
MICROWAVE APPARATUS
WATER RECOVERY FROM URINE BY FREEZE DRYING PROCESS
USING MICROWAVE ENERGY SOURCE
AMRL-TDR-63-130 N64-18789
MICROWAVE RADIATION
THERMAL AND NONTHERMAL HAZARDS TO MICROWAVE
PERSONNEL INCLUDING THOSE IN TECHNOLOGY
A64-22816
MICROWAVE EXPOSURE OF DOGS CAUSES LEUCOCYTE
CHANGES RELATED TO FREQUENCY_ FIELD INTENSITY
AND EXPOSURE DURATION A64-25563
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF HIGH FREQUENCY ELECTRO-
MAGNETIC FIELD A64-80014
RADIATION HAZARDS IN HIGH POWER RADAR
A64-80076
EYEt TESTIS, AND CARDIOVASCULAR AND NERVOUS
SYSTEMS OF ANIMALS AS AFFECTED BY MICROWAVE
RADIATION A66-B0685
BLOOD SUGARI PYRUVIC AND LACTIC ACID_ AND
CREATININE CONTENT OF URINE OF WORKERS EXPOSED TO
CENTIMETER WAVES FOR 24 HOURS A66-BO715
EFFECTS OF MICROWAVE EXPOSURE ON HEMATOPOIETIC
SYSTEM IN DOG A64-80830
TEMPERATURE REACTION OF SKIN DURING LOW INTENSITY
MICROWAVE IRRADIATION
JPRS-2328T N64-15335
MICROWAVE SPECTRUM
ELECTRICAL PARAMETERS OF BIOLOGICAL TISSUES IN
MICROWAVE RANGE
JPRS-26191 N66-28092
MIDDLE EAR
EUSTACHIAN TUBE - VALVE AND LOCKING MECHANISM
A64-80306
MIDDLE EAR PRESSURE
ORIGIN OF SINUSITIS AND OTITIS AND MECHANISM OF
BAROTRAUMA IN AVIATORS AND TRAVELERS
A64-BO264
MIDDLE EAR PRESSURE DETERMINED BY MASTOID PUNCTURE
TECHNIQUE A64-BO30T
PROCEDURES DEVISED FOR OIVERSw SUBMARINERS! AND
PILOTS FOR CHECKING THEIR ABILITY TO REGULATE
PRESSURE IN MIDDLE EAR A64-80969
A-16B
SUBJECTINDEX
MILITARY PSYCHIATRY
HUMAN BEHAVIOR UNDER STRESS-COMBAT EXPERIENCE
LEADING TO SOCIAL PSYCHIATRY A66-BDCIT
ADAPTION TO DESERT CONDITIONS - A PSYCHIATRIC
SURVEY AMONG U.So ARMY PERSONNEL IN THE LIBYAN
SAHARA RELATING FINDINGS TO SENSORY DEPRIVATION
A66-BOC18
MILLIMETER NAVE
S MICRONAVE
MINERAL
CF SOIL
PHOTOSYNTHESIS OF HIGHER PLANTS AND MINERAL
NUTRITION N66-23782
MATER AND MINERAL METABOLIC HASTE IN INSULIN EDEMA
NASA-IT-F-9112 N66-33395
MINERALOGY
CHEMISTRY OF LEACHING COPPER SULFIDE MINERALS NITH
AUTOTROPIC BACTERIA - MINERALOGY
BM-RI-6623 N66-I89BT
MIN|MUM VARIANCE ORBIT DETERMINATION /MINIVAR/
S COMPUTER PROGRAM
MINKOMSKI THEORY
PERCEPTUAL THEORY OF RELATIVITY REGARDING SPACE
AND TIME AS INSEPARABLE A66-26606
SPACE PERCEPTIDN AND RELATION TO TIME BASED ON
MINKONSKI THEORY A66-R0690
NIOSIS
PILOCARPINE INDUCED MIOSIS AND PROTECTION OF
RETINA AGAINST THERMAL RADIATION
A64-80626
MISSILE
S BALLISTIC MISSILE
S MISSILE CONTROL
S TITAN II ICBM
S TITAN III ICBM
MISSILE CONTROL
LIVING NEURAL NETNORKS IN ELECTRONIC TARGET
RECOGNITION SYSTEMS FOR MISSILE GUIDANCE
A64-25996
MISSILE SYSTEM
ENGINEERING SAFETY IN MISSILE-SPACE SYSTEMS
N66-25823
MITOSIS
CF CELL DIVISION
CHROMOSOME REARRANGEMENTS IN TRADESCANTIA PALUOOSA
MICRDSPORES OBSERVED DURING VOSTOK 6 EXPERINENT
A66-11351
CHRONCSCME REARRANGEMENTS IN TRADESCANTIA PALUDOSA
MICRDSPORES OBSERVEO DURING VOSTOK IV EXPERIMENT
A66-1TCT6
MITOSIS AND CHLOROPHYLL CONTENT IN CULTURES OF
CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA EXPOSED TO COLD ANO HEAT FOR
SHORT AND PROLONGED PERIODS A64-BOBD9
DIURNAL MITOTIC RHYTHM IN TISSUE CULTURES OF
MONKEY KIDNEY A66-80881
26-HOUR PERIODICITY OF MITOTIC DIVISION OF CELLS
AND GLYCOGEN CONTENT IN LIVER OF RAT
A66-B1307
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECT ON 26-HOUR RHYTHM DF
MITOSIS IN CORNEAL EPITHELIUM OF MOUSE
A64-B1308
MITOTIC CYCLE OF BONE MARRON CELLS IN MICE BY
AUTDRAOIOGRAPHY
JPRS-21629 N66-10069
PHYLOGENETIC STUDY OF ANAEROBIC SEED GERMINATIONt
ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS ON GERMINATION, AND SEEDLING
GRDNTH
NASA-OR-52635 N64-15895
MOLECULAR STRUCTURE
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF SUPPRESSING MECHANISM OF
CELL DIVISION UNDER INFLUENCE OF IONIZING
RADIATION N64-I6906
BIOCHEMICAL MECHANISMS DF RADIATION-INDUCED
DISTURBANCE OF CELL DIVISION N64-16905
RADIATION EFFECTS OF CARBON-LABELED AND TRITIUM-
LABELED THYMIOINE ON CELL GROHTH
NASA-RP-196 N66-22OT1
EFFECT DF SPACE FACTORS ON MITOSIS IN
MICROORGANISMS DURING FLIGHT
NASA-TT-F-BB25 N66-23062
ALGAL CELL BUFFERING ACTIVITY & EFFECT ON CELL
DIVISION N64-24OOB
MIXTURE
S GAS MIXTURE
MOBILITY
MOBILITY RESPONSES IN ANTENATALLY IRRADIATED DOGS
AT VARIOUS AGES - SENSORY STIMULATION
N66-11526
MOISTURE
S HUMIDITY
MOL
S MANNED ORBITAL LABORATDRY /MOLl
MOLECULAR BEAM
HIGH-SPEED HIGH-INTENSITY MOLECULAR BEAM
NASA-CR-S2865 N66-II26D
MOLECULAR ELECTRONICS
COMPUTATIONAL PRINCIPLES IN LIVING ORGANISMS,
COVERING PARALLEL NETNORKS WITH UNALTERABLE
INTERNAL STRUCTURE AND DYNAMICALLY ADAPTIVE
SYSTEMS A66-26605
MOLECULAR ION
PHYSICAL ANO BIOLCGICAL ACTIONS OF SHALL AIR IONS
INCLUDING DEVICES FOR MEASURING CONCENTRATION AND
MOBILITY A66-2616T
MOLECULAR PHYSICS
ULTRASONIC NAVES AND MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS
JPRS-25651 N64-26086
MOLECULAR SIEVE
CARBON DIOXIDE MANAGEMENT IN SPACECRAFT
ATMOSPHERES USING MOLECULAR SIEVES AND REDUCED
TEMPERATURE A6_-80536
MOLECULAR STRUCTURE
ORGANIC MOLECULAR STRUCTURE OF TERRESTRIAL NATURAL
PRODUCTS IDENTIFIED AND DETERMINED BY MASS
SPECTROMETRY A66-18865
INTRAMDLECULAR REORGANIZATION IN ALCOHOL
DEHYDROGENASE AND PROTEINASE OF B* SUBTILIS DUE TO
SUBZERO TEMPERATURES A66-26969
STRUCTURE & FUNCTION OF MOLECULAR LEVEL LIFE, AND
CORRELATION BETWEEN FORMS OF NOTION [ FORMS OF
MATTER
JPRS-21B06 N66-10269
MACROMDLECULAR STRUCTURE OF RIBONUCLEIC ACIDS
JPRS-26068 N66-17973
OPTICAL PROPERTIES AND MOLECULAR STRUCTURE OF
NUCLEIC ACIDS AND THEIR PROPERTIES OBSERVED
THROUGH DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID N64-19439
FLEXIBILITY OF MOLECULES OF NATURAL DNA -
DETERMINATION USING LIGHT SCATTERING AT LARGE
ANGLES N66-19783
CORRELATIVE STUDIES OF BIOLOGICAL NDLECULAR
STRUCTURE BY HIGH RESOLUTION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
NASA-CR-56227 N66-26110
INTERRELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PHYSIOLOGICAL
PHENOMENA OF GIBBERELLIN COMPOUNDS AND MOLECULAR
STRUCTURE
JPRS-2686I N66-31860
A-169
MOLECULAR HEIGHT
_OLECULAR WEIGHT
MOLECULAR EVOLUTION IN PROTOBIDLOGICAL SYSTEMS -
CATALYSTS ANO CATALYTIC ACTIVITY IN INTERMEDIATE
SYSTEMS FORHEO DURING SYNTHESIS OF LOW MOLECULAR
WEIGHT ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
BL-86 N66-22781
EFFECTS OF MOLECULAR WEIGHT AND DOSAGE ON
COAGULATION INHIBITION BY HIGH-WEIGHT PCLVMERS IN
RABBITS N66-31363
_OLECULE
SA MACROMOLECULE
AIR PURIFICATION IN CLOSEO ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM BY
BACTERIA WHICH UTILIZES MOLECULAR HYDROGEN FROM
ELECTROLYSIS OF WATER IN REDUCING CARBON DIOXIDE
CONTENT A64-18560
CORRELATION OF AMINO ACID RADICALS IN PROTEIN
MOLECULES N66-18518
MOLECULAR BIONICS N66-18837
MOLECULAR EVOLUTION IN PROTOBIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS -
CATALYSTS ANO CATALYTIC ACTIVITY IN INTERMEDIATE
SYSTEMS FORMED DURING SYNTHESIS OF LOW MOLECULAR
WEIGHT ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
BL-B6 N66-22781
MOLECULAR EVOLUTION IN PROTDBIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS -
PHDTOCATALYSTS_ RAOIOCATALYSTSe 8 LOW MOLECULAR
WEIGHT ORGANIC SYNTHESIS
NASA-OR-56531 N64-22792
MOMENTUM
S ANGULAR HOflENTUH
MONITOR
PERSONALIZED RADIO TELEMETRY SYSTEM FOR
IDENTIFYING MONITORING LEVELS OF CENTRAL NERVOUS
SYSTEM UNDER AEROSPACE STRESS CONDITIONS
A64-23E09
RANDOM SAMPLING BEHAVIOR OF HUMAN MONITORS AND
CONTROLLERS OF MULTIPLE INSTRUMENT DISPLAY SYSTEMS
A64-24126
HELMET POSITION SENSING SYSTEM /HELPS/ INDICATING
PILOTS LINE OF SIGHT AS HEAD ROTATES
A66-26832
IMPEDANCE PNEUMCGRAPHY FOR LONG-TERM MONITORING AS
COMPARED TO OTHER PNEUMOGRAPHIC METHODS FOR HUMAN
AND CHIMPANZEE STUOIES A66-80868
ELECTRONIC ELOOO PRESSURE SAMPLER AND PRINTER AS
MONITOR A66-81110
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF LITERATURE OF DETECTION
INSTRUMENTS USED TO MONITOR TOXIC GAS
CONCENTRATION IN ATMOSPHERE
$10-63-T55 N66-1013T
WATERS CUVETTE MONITORING OF HUMAN ARTERIAL OXYGEN
CONSUMPTION DURING TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION
NADC-MA-6323 N66-13831
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF ELECTRODES_ SIGNAL
MODIFIERS, AND GRAPHIC RECORDING COMPONENTS IN
PHYSIOLOGICAL MONITORING SYSTEM
AMRL-TDR-62-98/21 N66-13872
HUMAN ENGINEERING IN MONITORING ANO CHECKOUT
EQUIPNENT
MDL-TR-lg68 N66-13972
MONITORING ENVIRONMENTAL RADIOACTIVITY IN VICINITY
OF BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY
BNL-8071T-3IO/ N66-16395
LATENT IMAGE FADING IN RADIATION MONITORING FILMS
DURING STORAGE BEFORE DEVELOPMENT
AECL-1872 N66-16731
HUMAN PERFORMANCE AS MONITOR AND CONTROLLER OF
MULTICEGREE-OF-FREEOOM SYSTEMS N66-18796
TRAINING PLAN FOR PERSONNEL TO MONITOR FLIGHT
CONTROL SYSTEM FOR OETECTING SLOW MALFUNCTION
SUBJECT INOEX
PROBLEMS N66-25355
EFFECTS OF VISUAL DISPLAY MODE AND MONITORING ON
PERFORMANCE IN COMPLEX VIGILANCE TASK
SAM-TOM-66-36 N66-29796
MEDICAL SAFETY MEASURES DURING MANNED CENTRIFUGE
EXPERIMENTS
NADC-ML-6610 N66-30169
MONITORING ELECTROCARDIOGRAMS ON ACTIVELY
EXERCISING SUBJECTS
SAM-TOR-66-38 N66-31050
MONITORING SYSTEM
CONTINUOUS MONITORING OF ARTERIAL EXTENSIBILITY
THROUGH PULSE HAVE VELOCITY MEASUREMENT
AIAA PAPER 66-216 A66-20683
ATMOSPHERIC MONITORING OF TOXIC LEVELS OF MISSILE
PROPELLANTS A66-80230
CRANIAL BLOOD FLOW MEASURING TECHNIQUE USING
ISOTOPE BOLUS PROPELLED TOWARD HEART FROM
VENIPUNCTURE A66-80258
MONITORING TRACE CONTAMINANTS IN SIMULATED
MANNED SPACECRAFT A66-80538
CARDIOVASCULAR PHYSIOLOGY IN PIG-TAILED MACAQUEw
NACACA NEMESTRINA, OURING SPACE FLIGHT
A66-80566
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL CORRELATION AND ANALYSIS FOR
MAN-MACHINE SYSTEMS A66-80566
BIOMEDICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL INSTRUMENTATION FOR
MONITORING PERFORMANCE DURING CENTRIFUGE
SIMULATION OF SPACE FLIGHT A66-80556
SENSORY FEEDBACK ANALYSIS OF STEREOTELEVISICN
PURSUIT TRACKING INCLUDING ADDITION OF AUDITORY
CUES A66-80606
MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION FOR PHYSIOLOGICAL
RESPONSE OF EXPERIMENTAL ANIMALS IN BALLOON
FLIGHTS
NASA-OR-53652 N66-20598
MONKEY
DISORIENTATION INDUCED BY HALLUCINOGENIC DRUGS IN
MACACA NEMESTRINA A66-16000
X-RAY IRRADIATION SENSITIVITY OF TESTES GERM CELLS
OF RHESUS MONKEY /NACACA MULATTA/ AT DIFFERENT
STATES OF SPERMATOGENESIS A66-27166
CONTINUOUS RECORDINGS OF HEART BEHAVIOR IN BABOONS
DURING SPONTANEOUS ACTIVITY, POSTURAL CHANGES, AND
EXERCISE A66-80087
TEMPERATURE REGULATION AND HYPOTHALAMIC AND SKIN
TEMPERATURES IN DOG AND RHESUS MONKEY
A66-80113
HORMONE CHANGES IN RESPONSE TO CENTRIFUGATION,
VIBRATION, AND ISOLATION WITH RESTRAINT IN MONKEY
A66-80115
ROCKET FUEL EFFECT ON COMPLEX AVOIDANCE BEHAVIOR
IN JAVA MONKEY A66-80335
CARDIOVASCULAR PHYSIOLOGY IN PIG-TAILED MACAQUE,
MACACA NEMESTRINA, DURING SPACE FLIGHT
A66-B0566
WATER AND FO00 INTAKE INFLUENCE ON MONKEY /MACACA
MULATTA/ DURING EXPOSURE TO COLD AND HEAT STRESS
A66-B0551
DIURNAL TEMPERATURE VARIATION OF CYNONOLGUS
MONKEY, MACACA IRUS, IN RESPONSE TO CHANGES IN
ROUTINE LIGHTING A64-BOSgl
RETINAL RESPONSES OF DARK ADAPTEO MONKEYS, MACACA
MULATTA, DURING STIMULATION WITH LIGHT
A66-BOBT2
LEARNING SET PERFORMANCE, VISION, HEARING,
A-170
SUBJECT INDEX
LDCDMOTIDNm EATING, BODY NE|GHT, AND SURVIVAL OF
SQUIRREL MDNKEYSt SAIMIRI SCIUREUS, EXPOSED TO
RAPID OECOMPRESSION A66-BOB36
DIURNAL MITOTIC RHYTHM IN TISSUE CULTURESOF
MONKEY KIDNEY A66-BOB81
VISUAL SIGNAL-FROM-NOISE DETECTION BY MONKEY UNDER
INFLUENCE OF CHLORPRONAZINE HYDROCHLORIDE AND
SODIUM FENTOBARBITAL A66-80906
OIURNAL VARIATIONS OF GASTRIC SECRETION IN
MONKEY A66-81312
TRANSFER OF STRONTIUM 90 THROUGH MILK IN LACTATING
MONKEYS AND RATS
UR-635 N66-10616
CONDITIONS OF COMPLETE INHIBITION OF ANTIBODY
PRODUCTION IN MONKEYS AFTER GAMMA IRRADIATION IN
LARGE DOSES
JPRS-22121 N66-11276
RESTRAINT APPARATUS FOR THORACIC ROENTGENOGRAPHIC
EXAMINATION OF UNANESTHETIZED PRIMATES
SA_-TDR-63-93 N66-XZB65
CHRONIC IRRADIATION EFFECTS ON LONGEVITY AND
PERIPHERAL BLOOO ELEMENTS OF MONKEYS
SAM-TDR-63-55 NbB-13CTB
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM CHANGES OF RHESUS MONKEYS
DUE TO ASPHYXIA DURING BIRTH N66-16600
HISTOCHENICAL DETERMINATION OF OXIDATIVE AND
HYDROLYTIC ENZYMES ON RAT BRAIN TISSUE AND AMINO
ACID CONSUMPTION IN MONKEYS AFTER HYPOXEMIA
N66-16606
HISTOLOGICAL STUDIES ON INNER EARS OF SGUIRREL
MONKEYS
NASA-CR-5551T N66-1632B
TEMPERATURE REACTION TO GANNA RADIATION IN MONKEYS
N66-20965
STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN VISUAL ANALYZER OF MONKEYS
AFTER EXTIRPATION OF CERVICAL LOBES
JPRS-24800 N66-Z1063
VARIOUS STUDIES OF BRAIN REACTIONS IN MONKEYS
NASA-OR-58038 N66-Z7ZB_
INFLUENCE OF STRONG MAGNETIC FIELDS ON EIOLOGICAL
RRCOESSES IN MONKEYS
NASA-CR-56886 N66-27890
PATHOLOGY AND TOXICOLOGY OF REPEATED DOSES OF
HYDRAZINE AND DINETHYLHYDRAZINE IN MONKEYS AND
RATS
AHRL-TCR-66-B6 N64-ZQQ38
RADIATION PROTECTION FOR MONKEY NITH L-CYSTEINE
AND AMINDEIHYLISOTHIURONIUN DIBRDMIDE
SAN-TDR-64-60 N66-32031
ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY OF CORTEX ANO DEEP BRAIN
STRUCTURES OF MACAQUE MONKEY DURING SLEEP USING
BIPOLAR SURFACE & IMPLANTED ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPH
ELECTRODES
NASA-CR-§BO01 N66-33041
_ONOCULAR VISION
STEREOSCOPIC DEPTH PERCEPTION LOSS NITH LOCAL
MONOCULAR SUPPRESSION A66-80959
MONOCULAR AND BINOCULAR COMPARISON DF APPARENT
SIZE A66-81303
_ONOPROPELLANT
S LIGUID PROPELLANT
S PROPELLANT
MONOXIDE
S CARBON MONOXIDE
_ONTE CARLO METHOD
MONTE CARLO METHODS FOR MATHEMATICAL AIR AND SPACE
TRAVEL PROBLEMS
MORPHOLOGY
WGLR-6/1963 N66-11863
NOON
CF LUNAR BASE
CF LUNAR ENVIRONMENT
CF LUNAR GRAVITATIONAL EFFECT
CF LUNAR LANDING
PROGRESS OF NAN IN SPACE AND EXTRATERRESTRIAL
LIFE - A POPULAR REVIEN A66-BO23B
EXPLORATION OF MOON - PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
MOON, LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM IN ESTABLISHING MOON
COLONY AND FLIGHT TO NOON A66-80665
TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISMS IN SIMULATED PLANETARY
ENVIRONMENT - MARS AND MOON
NASA-CR-56529 N66-Z2790
MOON ILLUSION
PILOT AND ASTRONAUT OBSERVATIONS COMPARED TO
THEORIES CDNCERNING MOON ILLUSION IN SPACE
A6k-2OTOl
NOON ILLUSION DURING MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
A66-80507
MOON ILLUSION TESTED UNDER SIMULATED CONDITIONS
PROVIDING VARIETY OF VISUAL CUES
A66-BO623
MORPHINE
COlD EXPOSURE EFFECT ON ACTION OF MORPHINE IN RATS
AND MICE
AAL-TDR-6Z-50 N66-231Dq
NDRPHOLOGICAL INDEX
PHYSICAL FITNESS TESTS EVALUATED BY MORPHOLOGICAL
INDEX VERSUS CARDIOVASCULAR STRESS TESTS
A66-BOB12
MORPHOLOGY
SA MORPHOLOGICAL INDEX
MDRPHDLGICAL CHANGES IN INTERNAL ORGANS AND SKIN
FROM LOCAL ULTRASONIC IRRADIATION
JPRS-21TT6 N66-102OT
BRAIN ACTIVITY ANALYSIS BY INFORMATION SYNTHESIS
OBTAINED BY PHYSIOLOGICAL, BIOCHEMICAL, AND
STRUCTURAL-MORPHOLOGICAL TECHNIQUES
JPRS-ITTIT N66-10713
PATHOLOGICAL AND MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES OF NERVOUS
SYSTEM CAUSED BY VIBRATION N66-10781
CHANGES IN MORPHOLOGY OF BLOOD IN ATHLETES AFTER
UNDERMATER SUBMERSION - RESUSCITATION OF DOGS
AFTER DEATH BY ELECTRIC TRAUMA
JPRS-1BBSS N66-1086T
MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN ANTERIOR LOBE OF
PITUITARY GLANO, THYMUS, G ADRENAL GLAND UNDER
IRRADIATION AND COOLING
JPRS-ZOO3T N66-11320
MORPHOLOGICAL 8 HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION OF
VESTIBULAR APPARATUS OF ANIMALS IN CHANGING
GRAVITATIONAL FIELD N66-11862
CHANGES OF MORPHOLOGICAL ¢ FUNCTIONAL PROPERTIES
OF BLOOD K HEMODYNANICS DURING USE OF
EXTRACORPORAL CIRCULATION SYSTEMS
JPRS-ZZ91_ N66-16133
SELECTIVE VULNERABILITY OF HIPPOCAMPUS AREA -
MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES N66-16596
TRACHEA OCCLUSION IN RATS BREATHING OXYGEN AND
EFFECT OF BARDNETRIC PRESSURE ON LUNG MORPHOLOGY
N66-17954
EFFECT OF INJECTION OF BONE MARROM CELLS ON
MORPHOLOGICAL MANIFESTATIONS OF INFLUENZA IN X-RAY
IRRADIATED NICE
JPRS-26056 N66-IB096
MORPHOLOGY AND CHEMISTRY OF MIOROSPHERES FROM
PROTEINOID
NASA-TN-X-51516 N66-22TT2
A-IT1
_OSS
VIRUS AND MORPHOLOGICAL STUDY OF INDUCED RADIATION
SICKNESS IN MICE
JPRS-252TT N64-24630
MORPHOLOGICAL CONNECTIONS AND RESPONSES OF VISUAL
ANALYZER IN CEREBRAL CORTEX OF DOG
N64-31462
NORMAL FECAL BACTERIAL FLORA OF MAN -
_ORPHCLOGICAL TYPE CULTURES
NASA-CR-59257 N66-3328B
ZOOLOGY CONFERENCE - ENDOCRINE SYSTEMSt ADAPTATION
OF MAMMALSv CHEMORECEPTIONt NUCLEO-CYTCPLASMIC
RELATICNSt FUNCTIONAL MORPHOLOGYv AND EVOLUTION
NASA-CR-59305 N64-33514
_OSS
S MANNED ORBITAL SPACE STATION /MOSS/
_OTH
S INSECT
_OTION
SA ION MOTION
CF ACCELERATION
CF AUTOKINESIS
CF DECELERATION
CF VELDCITY
VISUAL PERCEPTION OF MOVEMENT AND ILLUSIONS
CONSIDERED FROM VIEWPOINT OF AEROSPACE MEDICINE
A64-80214
EQUILIBRIUM FUNCTION ANALYSIS THROUGH NEWLY
DEVELOPED STRAIN-GAGE-TYPE INSTRUMENTS
A64-80253
ADAPTATION TO MOTION - RELATION TO VESTIBULAR
APPARATUS AND CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
A64-BO437
PHENOMENAL DISPLACEMENT OF LIGHTS IN APPARENT
MOVEMENT AS FUNCTION OF BACKGROUND STIMULI
A64-805BO
ANATOMYI PHYSIOLOGY AND MECHANICS OF HUMAN MOTION
WITH APPLICATIONS TO PHYSICAL EXERCISE
A64-805_6
MOTION PERFORMANCE OF PRESSURE SUITEO SUBJECTS
UNOER ZERO AND LUNAR GRAVITY CONDITIONS
A66-80837
NONSPECIFIC ACOUSTIC RESPONSES IN RABBIT IN
RELATION TC VIGILANCE_ NOVEMENTr SLEEPr AND
AROUSAL A64-BlO2B
VISUAL PROBLEMS OF LUMINESENCEe MOTION, AND DESIGN
IN OBSERVING SATELLITE FROM ANOTHER SATELLITE
A64-81162
STRUCTURE 6 FUNCTION OF MOLECULAR LEVEL LIFE, AND
CORRELATION BETWEEN FORMS OF MOTION G FORMS OF
MATTER
JPRS-21BC6 N64-10269
WALKING RESPONSES UNDER LUNAR AND LOW GRAVITY
CONDITIONS
AMRL-TDR-63-112 N6_-13873
_OTION AFTEREFFECT
MOTION AFTEREFFECT CONSIDERED WITH RESPECT TO ITS
ORIGIN A66-80670
TRACKING ROTARY MOTION AFTEREFFECT WITH DIFFERENT
ILLUMINATIONS OF INSPECTION AND TEST FIELDS
A64-BO58T
_OTION PERCEPTION
VISUAL ILLUSIONS OF MOTION USING FLASHING LIGHTS
AND THEIR ASSISTANCE IN CLARIFYING NEURAL
MECHANISMS A64-267OT
MOTION PERCEPTION - ADAPTATION IN PERCEPTION OF
ROTATING PATTERN A64-BO35T
MOTION PERCEPTION "- STUDY OF RELATIVITY, ERRORt
AND SEX DIFFERENCES IN PERCEPTION OF VELOCITY_
TIME, AND DISTANCE AGA-BOAO2
SUBJECT INDEX
MOTION PERCEPTION - RELATION BETWEEN SUBJECTIVE
VELOCITYt SPACE, AND TIHE AS RELATED TO
CORRESPONDING PHYSICAL VARIABLES
A64-BO464
MOTION PERSPECTIVE - PERCEPTION OF VISTA MOTION
A64-BO578
ACCURACY OF SPACE PERCEPTION AS FUNCTION OF
IRREGULARITY AND REDUNDANCY OF SURFACE TEXTURE
Ab4-BO716
APPARENT DISTANCE IN HORIZONTAL PLANE WITH
TACTILE-KINESTHETIC STIMULI IN RELATION TO SPACE
PERCEPTION A64-B0969
EYE MOVEMENTS INVESTIGATED IN RELATION TO VISUAL
ACUITY FOR MOVING OBJECT A66-81032
VISUAL ACUITY FOR MOVING OBJECTS IN INDIVIDUALS
WITH NORMAL VISION AND WITH VARIOUS VISUAL
ANOMALIES A64-B1033
SPATIAL AFTEREFFECTS WITHIN AND BETWEEN
KINESTHESIS AND VISION A64-BIlg7
PERCEPTION IN HUMAN OF RHYTHMICALLY REPEATED
LINEAR MDTIGN IN VERTICAL PLANE AT DIFFERENT
FREQUENCIES AND EFFECT OF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS
A64-B1230
ELEVATOR ILLUSION - APPARENT MOTION OF VISUAL
TARGET DURING VERTICAL ACCELERATION
NASA-CR-591BO N64-33159
MOTION SICKNESS
EMOTIONAL INSTABILITY AND SUSCEPTIBILITY TO MOTION
SICKNESS MEASURED BY PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS,
INCLUDING THE RORSCHACH A64-10249
MOTION SICKNESS- EFFICIENCY OF LABORATORY TESTS
OF DRUG TREATMENT A64-BO151
MOTION SICKNESS- EFFECT ON PERFORMANCE IN CODE
SUBSTITUTION AND MIRROR DRAWING
A64-B0152
NAUSEA AND VOMITING IN SUBJECTS EXPOSED TO
VERTICAL MOTICN AT WARM AND MODERATE TEMPERATURE
A64-B0153
MECHANISM OF MOTION SICKNESS IN CAT
A64-B0234
VESTIBULAR REACTIONS IN REVOLVING ROOM OBSERVED
QUANTITATIVELY A64-BO255
VERTIGO AND ANXIETY OF PSYCHIC ORIGIN IN A PILOT
A64-BO280
PENSACOLA SLOW ROTATION ROOM IN DISORIENTATION AND
MOTION SICKNESS STUDIES A64-BO976
VESTIBULAR MECHANISM, NOTION SICKNESS, AND DRUG
THERAPY OF DOG AND HUMAN SUBJECTS WITH
PHENOTHIAZINE, IHIETHYLPERAZINE
A64-BIODB
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ROTATIONAL ACCELERATION
IN RELATION TO MOTION SICKNESSt SPATIAL
DISORIENTATION, 8 BLACKOUT N64-13456
URINARY CATECHOLAMINE OUTPUT CHANGES ASSOCIATED
WITH MOTION SICKNESS DUE TO TURBULENT FLIGHT
SAM-TDR-63-9 N64-13931
COMPARISON OF SYMPTOMATOLOGY IN HEALTHY PERSONS
AND SUBJECTS WITH LOSS OF LABYRINTHINE FUNCTION
WHEN EXPOSED TO UNUSUAL CENTRIPETAL FORCES
NASA-OR-55621 N66-15367
CANAL SICKNESS TEST IN SLOW ROTATING ENVIRONMENT
FOR PREDICTION OF SUSCEPTIBILITY TO SEASICKNESS
AND AIRSICKNESS
NASA-CR-55620 N64-IS36B
PREVENTION AND TREATMENT OF MOTION SICKNESS
FTD-TT-63-ZBT/I_4 N66-16618
/_lT2
SUBJECT INDEX
LOSS OFLABYRiNTHINE FUNCTION NHEN EXPOSED TO
CENTRIPETAL FORCE - NOTION SICKNESS
NBq-Z2_32
PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING OF EMOTIONAL FACTORS IN
SUSCEPTIBILITY TO MOTION SICKNESS
N66-2263T
COMPARISON OF AUTONOMIC ANO SOMATIC MOTOR OUTFLON
TO VESTIBULAR STIMULATION - MOTION SICKNESS STUDY
NASA-RP-215 N66-233TT
BOTION SICKNESS SYMPTONOLOGY OF LABYRiNTHiNE
DEFECTIVE AND NORMAL HUMAN SUBJECTS DURING ZERO
GRAVITY MANEUVERS
AMRL-TDR-6_-BT N66-28562
• OTION SICKNESS ORUG
CENTRALLY EVOKED NYSTAGNUS IN ANIMALS SUBJECTEO TO
VESTIBULAR INFLUENCES INCLUDING MOTION SICKNESS
DRUG A66-B0953
_OTIVATIQN
BASAL RESISTANCE LEVEL iN RATS UNDER STRESS USED
AS iNDEX OF AROUSAL COMPONENT OF MOTIVATION
AbA-80005
SLEEP LOSS EFFECT ON VIGILANCE LESSENED BY
iNCREASE IN RATE OF SIGNAL PRESENTATION
A6_-BOCTB
AGE ANO TENDENCY TO NiTHHOLD RESPONSE IN
RECOGNITION OF HORUS PRESENTED TACHiSTOSCOPICALLY
A66-80131
NONOEPRIVATION FACTORS IN PRODUCTION OF SENSORY
DEPRIVATION EFFECTS- PSYCHOLOGY OF PANIC BUTTON
A66-80137
PHYSiOLOGiCAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS oN
PERFORNANCE OF PHYSICAL WORK A64-B0399
BUTTON-PRESSING FOR T[NE-OFF RENARO OUR|NO SENSORY
DEPRiVATiON RELATED TO SUBJECTIVE RATING OF
NELL-BEING AB_-BII_4
MOTIVATIONAL INTENS[TY AND RELEVANCE EFFECT ON
ATTENTION SPAN AND SCANNING A6_-B116T
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF COGNITIVE DISSONANCE UNDER
STRESS AND DEPRIVATION A66-BIIT6
PURSUIT ROTOR PERFORMANCE WITH POSITIVE AND
NEGATIVE APPROVAL MOTIVATION A66-81216
VOCATIONAL INTERESTS OF AIRLINE PilOT CANDIDATES
N66-12752
EVALUATION OF BRANCHING AND MOTIVATIONAL PHRASES
IN SCRAMBLED BOOKS
ANRL-TCR-63-122 N66-15518
TRAINING, NOTIVATiON, AND HUMAN ENGINEERING
AD-kk6448 N66-29918
MOTOR SYSTEM IeZOLI
SITE OF TEMPORARY WORK DECREMENT IN PURSUIT ROTOR
PERFORMANCE A66-12935
LATENT PERIOD OF MOTOR RESPONSE OF NAN UNDER
ISOLATION CONDITIONS NOTING ROLE OF ORIENTING
REFLEX A66-25592
VIBRATIONAL AND RADIATION EFFECTS ON VESTIBULAR
AND FLEXOR REFLEXES IN GUINEA PIGS AND MICE
A66-25595
FAC|LITATIVE INTERACTION BETNEEN TWO SEPARATE
CONTROL ELEMENTS MANIPULATED SIMULTANEOUSLY,
CALLED RESPONSE-RESPONSE COMPATIBILITY, APPLIED TO
TWO-HAND CRANKING TASK A66-2685L
ELECTRCNYOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OF SIMPLE VOLUNTARY
MOVEMENT AND SPREAD OF EXCITATION TO CDNTRALATERAL
INACTIVE EXTREMITY A66-BOOBT
SPINAL MOTOR RESPONSE TO ACOUSTIC STIMULATION IN
LIGHTLY STRYCHNINIZED CAT A64-80962
MOUSE
ORGANISM FUNCTIONS AND METABOLISM DURING
PHYSICAL TRAINING A66-81333
DISARRANGED EYE-HANO COORDINATION
N66-22061
NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF MECHANICAL,
INTEGRATED FUNCTIONS OF ANIMAL MOTOR SYSTEM
IPST-IOI6 N66-22232
COMPARISON OF AUTONOMIC AND SOMATIC MOTOR OUTFLOW
TO VESTIBULAR STIMULATION - MOTION SICKNESS STUDY
NASA-RP-215 NBar-2337T
MOTOR REACTION TI_E IN HUMANS UNDER ISOLATION
CONDITIONS NBq-23TSB
ROLE OF MOTOR AND VISUAL ANALYZERS IN FORMATION OF
CONDITIONED REFLEX RESPONSES TO SPATIAL POSITIONS
OF OBJECTS N66-25166
SPINAL NOTOR RESPONSES TO AUDITORY STIMULI
NASA-CR-SBS68 i N66_28833
NEUROPHYSIOLOGY - MICROELECTRGOE TAPPING FOR
BIDELECTRIC MEASUREMENTS OF HUMAN MOTOR NEURONS
N64-30260
PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS - SENSDRINOTOR PERFORMANCE
IN AUTOMATIC CONTROLe VISUAL SIGNALING PARAMETRIC
INFLUENCE ON MOTOR REACTION, ALGORITHMIC APPROACH i
TO LEARNING, AND EYE MOVEMENT CONTROL
JPRS-26016 N66-30321
PRE-MOTOR BRAIN SECTIONS IN EYE MOVEMENT CONTROL
N6_-30325
SPDNTANEOUS MOTOR ACTIVITY IN CATS AND ACTIVITY
ALTERATION AFTER BILATERAL DESTRUCTION OF CAUDAL
NUCLEI N64-31563
MOUlqTAIN
ALVEOLAR-ARTERIAL OXYGEN GRADIENT IN NAN BREATHING
VARIr OXYGEN CONCENTRATIONS AT HIGH ALTITUDE AND
SEA LLwEL A66-EGLBB
MOUNTAIN INHABITANTS
OF ALTITUOE ACCLIBATIZATION
ALTITUDE ACCLINATIZAT|ON IN NATIVES OF THE
PERUVIAN ANDES A66-BO136
PULMONARY CIRCULATION IN HIGH ALTITUDE NATIVES
A66-80183
EDEMA AT HIGH ALTITUDE IN RELATION TO
CARDIOVASCULAR PHYSIOLOGY A66-80276
PHYSIOLOGY OF NATURAL ACCL[MAT|ZATiGN OF MAN BORN
AND LIVING IN HIGH ALTITUDE ENVIRONMENT
A66-80632
MORTALITY FROM HEART DISEASE AT HIGH ALTITUDE
A66-80660
NORNAL VALUE OF BLOOD PRESSURE IN RESIDENTS OF
KiRGIZIA MOUNTAINS A66-B1284
MOUSE
PHYSICAL STRESS EFFECTS ON MUSCLE AND LIVER
GLYCOGEN CONTENT IN MICE A66-BO01S
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF HIGHLY OXYGENATED
ENVIRONMENT AND SURVIVAL IN MOUSE
A64-BO193
ELECTRIC FIELD EFFECT ON ACTIVITY AND RADIATION
STRESS IN NICE A66-B0336
DECOMPRESSION OF MICE AND SURVIVAL IN ATMOSPHERES
CONTAINING HELIUM OR ARGON IN PLACE OF NITROGEN
A64-BO699
ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE AND ITS EFFECTS ON
OXYGEN TOXICITY IN MICE AND GIANT AMOEBA,
PELDNYXA CAROLINENSIS A6_-BOSO5
COSMIC RADIATION AND HIGH ALTITUDE EFFECTS ON
SURVIVAL, LUNGS, AND SPLEEN OF TUBERCULAR NICE
OF BOTH SEXES A66-80616
A-17|
_OUSE CONT
IMMUNITY AND BODY kEIGHT IN NICE INJECTED WITH
TUBERCLE BACILLI EXPOSED TO DIRECT AND LEAD
SHIELDED COSMIC RADIATION A66-80615
COSMIC RADIATION EFFECT ON TUBERCLE BACILLI
INOCULATED HALE AND FEMALE MICE AT HIGH ALTITUDE
AND AT SEA LEVEL A66-80616
RESPIRATORY FREQUENCY AND TIDAL VOLUME OF GUINEA
PIGS INHALING LON CONCENTRATIONS OF OZONE AND
NITROGEN DIOXIDE AND OF RUNNING ACTIVITY OF MICE
A66-B0657
BRADYKININ AND ANTAGONISTS /AMZNOPYRINE AND OTHER
EXPERIMENTAL DRUGS/ AS RELATED TO DECOMPRESSION
SICKNESS IN NICE A66-BO68T
DIURNAL RHYTHM OF SENSITIVITY TO X-RAY IRRADIATION
IN T_D STRAINS OF MICE A64-BOT26
FORCED EXERCISE OF MOUSE AS RELATED TO BODY
TEMPERATURE AND AMPHETAMINE TOXICITY AND
PROTECTIVE RODE OF CHLORPROMAZINE
A64-80729
CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM ANO ADRENAL CORTICOSTERONE
ELABORATION OF STARVED AND UNSTARVED MICE OF
DIFFERENT AGES EXPOSED TO CHANGES IN GRAVITY
A64-80815
ERYTHRDCYTESr LEUKOCYTESt AND HEMOGLOBIN OF ROUSE
EXPOSED TO HOMOGENEOUS AND INHOMOGENEOUS MAGNETIC
FIELDS A64-80eBI
POST-MGRTEN PULMONARY CHANGES OCCURRING IN NICE
EXPOSED TO tOO PER CENT OXYGEN AT 760 NN HG
A66-BOB56
VITAMIN E EFFECT ON HEMOLYSIS AND CONVULSIONS
OCCURRING IN MICE EXPOSED TO PURE OXYGEN UNDER
HIGH PRESSURE A64-80S20
REDUCTION OF RETROACTIVE EFFECT OF INTERPOLATED
HAZE TRAINING IN HYPOTHERNIC NICE
A64-81015
FUNCTIONAL STATE OF ORGAN OF EQUILIBRIUM IN HHITE
MOUSE GROWN NITH DAILY EXPOSURE TO ACCELERATION
A66-B1023
GRONTH OF BONE MARROW TRANSPLANT IN TOTALLY
IRRADIATED NICE AFFECTED BY ANOXIA
A66-81121
RADIATION PROTECTION EFFECT IN HOUSE OF NEN
PSYCHOTROPIC DRUGS A64-BII5T
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECT ON 26-HOUR RHYTHM OF
MITOSIS IN CORNEAL EPITHELIUM OF MOUSE
A64-81308
MITOTIC CYCLE OF BONE MARRON CELLS IN MICE BY
AUTORADIDGRAPHY
JPRS-21629 N64-10069
RADIATION DAMAGE TO OVARIES, AND ELECTRICAL
STIMULATION OF HEART IN MICE - BIBLIOGRAPHY
JPRS-18065 N64-10_53
IRRADIATION EFFECTS ON MICE AND RABBITS_ THYROID
FUNCTION DETERMINATIONt RADIOBIOLOGY, AND MAMMARY
CANCER PREOPERATIVE IRRADIATION
JPRS-18904 N64-10BOT
IONIZING 6 X-RAY RADIATION EFFECTS ON MICE -
GLANDS 8 PROTECTIVE SUBSTANCES
JPRS-2D¢21 N64-11355
EFFECT OF PROTECTIVE SUBSTANCES ON REACTIVITY
CHANGES DF THIOL GROUPS IN LIVER OF X-RAY
IRRADIATED MICE
JPRS-22125 N64-11359
INFLUENCE OF SPACE FLIGHT FACTORS ON HENATOPOIETIC
ORGANS IN MICE N64-1167T
EFFECT OF SPACE FLIGHT ON HEMATDPOIETIC ORGANS OF
MICE N66-11679
SUBJECT INDEX
CONTAINER NITH FEEDING DEVICE FOR ANIMAL STUDY
DURING SPACE FLIGHT OF NICE N64-11703
MICROWAVE MODIFICATION OF X-RAY LETHALITY IN MICE
RADC-TDR-63-352 N66-122TO
LEUKOSIS IN RICE DUE TO IONIZING RADIATION
NBk-1Z726
EFFECT OF TRYflTANINE ON FORMATION OF HEMORRHAGES
IN IRRADIATED NICE N66-12B02
ANTIBIOTIC THERAPY OF RADIATION SICKNESS IN NICE -
STREPTOMYCIN EFFECTIVENESS_ TREATMENT TIMING,
HINDERING FACTORS_ AND DETOXICATING MIXTURE
JPRS-Z2625 N64-13161
RADIOSENSITIVITY OF CHROMOSOMES OF EMBRYONIC
FIBROBLASTS IN GUINEA PIGS AND MICE IN VITRO
JPRS-22719 N66-13163
BIOCHEMISTRY - IONIZING RADIATION EFFECT ON MOUSE
TISSUE, THERAPEUTIC AGENTS FOR RADIATION INJURIESt
AND IRRADIATION EFFECT DN ANIMAL LIFESPAN
QPR-69 N66-13501
CYANIOE AND NITRILE COMPOUNDS FOR THERAPY OF
RADIATION EXPOSURE IN NICE N64-13505
RECOVERY OF MOUSE TISSUE FROM RADIATION INJURY BY
SODIUM SULFITE DR THIAZOLIDINE TREATMENT
N66-13506
ACETYLATION OF SULFANILAMIDE IN FEMALE MOUSE LIVER
DURING CHRONIC IRRAOIATION N66-1350B
MORTALITY RATE DF MICE HOUSED IN PLASTIC G METAL
CAGES AFTER SINGLE X-RAY DOSE N64-13509
EFFECT OF EXPOSURE TO LOH TEMPERATURE ON BLOOD
CLEARANCE OF CARBON & BACTERIA IN NICE
AAL-TDR-63-1 N64-13629
TRYPTOPHAN PYRROLASE ACTIVITY EFFECT IN BACTERIAL
ENDOTOXIN POISONING IN MICE
AAL-TDR-63-13 N66-13662
COURSE OF RADIATION SICKNESS IN PROTON IRRADIATED
MICE N66-15203
RELATIVE BIOLOGIC EFFECT OF IRRADIATION OF NICE
NITH VARIOUS HEAVY IONS N6k-15217
STUDY OF IRRADIATION EFFECTS DN PEROGNATHUS
LDNGIMEMBRIS AND EVALUATION OF SUITABILITY FOR
SPACE BIOLOGY RESEARCH
NASA-CR-55553 N66-1590Z
SURVIVAL OF MICE IN ABSENCE OF INERT GAS
N66-17953
EFFECT OF INJECTION OF BONE NARRON CELLS ON
MORPHOLOGICAL MANIFESTATIONS OF INFLUENZA IN X-RAY
IRRADIATED NICE
JPRS-26056 N66-1B096
EFFECT OF INHALED RADON ON SURVIVALe BODY NEIGHTI
AND HEMOGRAM OF MOUSE AFTER SEVERAL EXPOSURES
UR-626 N66-18609
EXPOSURE OF NICE TO LON TEMPERATURES FOR
SUSCEPTIBILITY TESTS TO KLEBSIELLA PNEUNDNIAE
AAL-TDR-63-9 N66-18876
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECTS ON MAMMALIAN TISSUESe
THERAPEUTIC AGENTS FOR RADIATION SICKNESS AND
EFFECTS OF LON LEVEL EXPOSURE ON LIFESPAN OF MICE
QPR-51 N66-20181
ADDITION OF NODES OF RADIATION INJURY IN PRODUCING
LETHALITY IN DOGSv MICE, AND RATS
UR-656 N66-20696
COLD EXPOSURE EFFECT ON ACTION OF MORPHINE IN RATS
AND MICE
AAL-TOR-62-50 N66-23109
VIRUS AND MORPHOLOGICAL STUDY OF INDUCED RADIATION
SICKNESS IN MICE
A-174
SUBJECT INOER
JPRS-25277 N66-24630
HYPOXIA, HYPOTHERMIAt AND RADIATION RESPONSE OF
POCKET NICE
NASA-CR-SB526 N64-ZBB3B
RACIDSENSITIVITV OF NICE AFTER SPLENECTOMY AND
APPLICATION OF HOMOGENATE OF SPLEEN TISSUE IN
CHRONIC RADIATION SICKNESS N66-3026T
DIVIDED DR PROLONGED IONIZATION RADIATION OF NICE
UNTIL DEATH
OR-669 N66-31035
DISTRIEUTION AND EXCRETION OF BETA-NERCAPTO"
PRCPYLANINEt TAGGED MITH SULFUR-35t FROM OOOIES OF
MICE N66-31348
SEARCH FOR HEMATOLOGICAL PARAMETER INDICATING
EFFECT OF COLD ACCLIMATIZATION ON FORMEO ELEMENTS
IN MOUSE PERIPHERAL BLO00
AAL-TCR-63-3 N66-31936
NUCOCELE
FRONTAL MUCOCELE REVEALED BY BAROTRAUMA
A66-BOO36
NULT|PLE--_EGRE&-OF-FREEOOfl SYSTEM
HUPAN PERFORMANCE AS MONITOR AND CONTROLLER OF
MULTICEGREE-OF-FREEDON SYSTEMS N66-18796
MUSCLE
RESPIRATORY MUSCLE ACTIVITY AND RESPIRATORY MORK
DURING POSITIVE PRESSURE BREATHING
A66-13751
HIGH ALTITUDE EFFECTS IN MUSCULAR EXERCISE
INCLUDING NORK RATE, OXYGEN INTAKE, VENTILATION
AND HEART RATE A6_-Z3257
ELECTRDMYOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OF SIMPLE VOLUNTARY
MOVEMENT AND SPREAO OF EXCITATION TO CONTRALATERAL
INACTIVE EXTREMITY A66-BOOBT
AUTOKINETIC EFFECT INDUCED BY UNBALANCED FATIGUE
OF OCULAR AND NECK MUSCLES A66-BOOT2
MUSCLE LOADING AND ENDURANCE IN MALES AND FEMALES
A66-BO093
HEAD MOVEMENTS OF VESTIBULAR ORIGIN REGULATED BY
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM IN RABBIT
A66-BOZ39
EAR DRUM MOVEMENTS FOLLOHING STIMULATION DF MIDDLE
EAR MUSCLES A66-B0296
REFLEX CONTROL OF ABDOMINAL MUSCLES DURING
POSITIVE PRESSURE BREATHING A66-BD310
RESPIRATORY THORACIC ABDOMINAL MECHANICS IN NAN
A66-BO312
DECOMPRESSION PHENOMENA IN MAN DURING ASCENT TO
HIGH ALTITUDE - INDUCTION IN SPECIFIC JOINTS AND
MUSCLES BY EXERCISE A66-B0411
AORENOCORTICOTROPIN ANO ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE
EFFECTS ON HEXOKINASE ACTIVITY OF SKELETAL MUSCLES
AND HEART DURING HYPOXIA IN RATS
A66-80606
AUDITORY INPUT DURING SLEEP AND NAKEFULNESS
RELATED TO FUNCTION OF MIDDLE EAR MUSCLES IN CAT
Ab6-BOT26
UTILIZATION OF FREE FATTY ACIDS IN MUSCLE OF
PIGEON DURING EXERCISE A66-BOT36
LYMPH FLON AN_ BLOOD VOLUME CHANGES IN
EXERCISING SKELETAL MUSCLE OF CAT
A66-BD958
ELECTRDMYOGRAPHIC STUDY OF AGING OF SKELETAL
MUSCLE IN HUMAN A66-80966
FL0¼ AND PROTEIN CONTENT OF LYMPH IN RESTING AND
EXERCISING SKELETAL MUSCLE OF CAT
A66-80985
MUSCULAR FUNCTION
LOCAL REGULATION OF BLOOD FLON IN SKELETAL MUSCLE
OF DOG AB_-EII33
CHLORPROMAZINE EFFECT ON PERIPHERAL CIRCULATION
AND OXYGEN CONSUMPTION IN MUSCLE OF EXTREMITIES IN
MAN AND DOG A66-B1209
FLUID EXCHANGE ACROSS CAPILLARY MEMBRANES IN
SKELETAL MUSCLE, SKIN, AND INTESTINE OF CAT AS
AFFECTED BY CARDIOVASCULAR REFLEX
A66-B1266
BLOOD, TISSUE, ENZYME, ANO ISOENZYME CHANGES OF
RAT EXERCISING A1 GROUND LEVEL AND AT 28,000 FEET
A64-B1321
ULTRAVIOLET FLUORESCENCE OF AMINO ACIDS IN FROG
MUSCLES
JPRS-192BT N66-11068
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECT ON LIVER PROTEIN G
BIOELECTRIC CURRENT IN MUSCLES
JPRS-IBTBO N66-11366
EFFECT OF BODY TEMPERATURE IN BRAIN AND MUSCLE ON
ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHORIC ACID AND CREATINE
PHOSPHATE CONTENT N66-125T2
X-RAY EFFECT ON MAMMALIAN HEART MUSCLE AND
SHIELDING AGENT ACTION AFTER REPEATED IRRADIATION
JPRS-22OB2 N66-1ZBB6
X-RAY EFFECT ON MAMMALIAN HEART MUSCLE
N66-12887
RELATIVISTIC EFFECT, USE, ANO RESPIRATORY
PHYSIOLOGY OF MUSCLE RELAXANTS
JPRS-22995 N66-14OT4
VELOCITY OF MUSCLE CONTRACTION IN RESPIRATORY
SYSTEM AIRFLON N66-1792E
RESPIRATORY PHYSIOLOGY OF ABDOMINAL MUSCLE AND
DIAPHRAGM IN PRESSURE BREATHING
N66-17929
REFLEX CONTROL OF ABDOMINAL MUSCLES IN POSITIVE
PRESSURE BREATHING N66-17930
RELAXATION OF MAMMALIAN SMOOTH MUSCLE BY ELECTRIC
CURRENT STIMULATION
FR-2 N66-|gOB6
HUMAN MUSCLE SYNCHRONIZATION NHILE MAINTAINING
FIXED POSITION
JPRS-26606 N66-21826
ELECTROMYDGRAM MEASUREMENT OF BIOELECTRIC CURRENT
AS MEASURE OF HUMAN MUSCLE TONUS AND EFFECTS OF
NEIGHTLESSNESS AND INCREASED ACCELERATION STRESS
N6_-23661
EFFECTS OF X-RAY IRRADIATION ON ENZYME ACTIVITY
IN BRAIN AND MUSCLE TISSUE OF RATS
JPRS-Z5630 N66-27319
ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF NERVE AND MUSCLE FIBERS
BY MEANS OF SURFACE EXTRACELLULAR ELECTRODES
N66-31566
MUSCULOMOTDR SENSATIONS IN PHYSICAL EXERCISE
JPRS-27192 N66-33761
MUSCULAR FATIGUE
HOT AND COLD MATER IMMERSION EFFECT ON RECOVERY OF
MUSCULAR STRENGTH FOLLOWING FATIGUING ISOMETRIC
EXERCISE A66-80080
MUSCULAR FUNCTION
CF KINESTHESIS
FUNCTIONAL RELATIONSHIP BETNEEN RESPIRATORY
MUSCLES AND MUSCLES PERFORMING DYNAMIC NORK
A66-BOO65
ELECTROMYDGRAPHIC STUDY OF HIP AND THIGH MUSCLE
FUNCTION IN ROMBERG POSITION AND STANDING AT EASE
A6_-BO3B3
MUSCULAR SYSTEM FUNCTION IN ADAPTATION TO VARIOUS
A-I'/5
MUSCULARSTRENGTH
ENVIRONMENTS DR CIRCUMSTANCES A64-80438
EYE MOVEMENTS AND MUSCLE ACTIVITY RESULTING FROM
ELECTRICAL STIMULATION OF SEMICIRCULAR NERVES IN
CAT A66-80661
RIB CAGE AND DIAPHRAGM CONTRIBUTIONS TO
VENTILATION IN MAN A66-B0765
BRCNCHIAL MUSCLE FUNCTION A64-B0956
LATENT PERIOD OF MOTOR FUNCTION AND DEPRESSION OF
ALPHA RHYTHM DURING MUSCULAR WORK_
HYPERVENTILATION AND RESPIRATION ARREST
A66-BIC56
WEIGHT LOAD EFFECT AND MOVEMENT SPEED ON
COORDINATED ACTION OF ANTAGONIST PAIR OF
MUSCLES IN HUMAN A66-B1055
MUSCULAR INACTIVITY AND EFFECT ON DIURNAL RHYTHM
OF BODY FUNCTION A66-81056
REACTICN TIME AFEECTEO BY NEUROMUSCULAR
JUNCTIONAL TRANSMISSION IN MUSCLES UNDER MAXIMAL
STRETCH A66-BI163
DEGREE OF ACTOMYOSEN VISCOSITY IN MUSCLE
CONTRACTION IN HYPDXIA IN RAT ABk-B126B
MUSCULAR STRENGTH
MUSCLE TONE EFFECT ON CHANGES IN PERCEPTUAL
LOCALIZATION OF VISUAL STIMULI IN UP-DOWN
DIMENSION OF SPACE A66-20690
HOT AND COLD WATER IMMERSION EFFECT ON RECOVERY OF
MUSCULAR STRENGTH FOLLOWING FATIGUING ISOMETRIC
EXERCISE A64-BOO80
PRECEDING MUSCULAR ACTIVITY EFFECTS ON CAPACITY OF
UNFAIIGUED MUSCLES IN YOUNG AND OLD SUBJECTS
A64-BO6DO
EFFECT OF PRIOR MUSCLE EFFORT ON SYMMETRIC
MUSCULAR STRENGTH AND ENDURANCE
JPRS-25593 N64-26659
mUSCULAR SYSTEM
SA MOTOR SYSTEM /BIOL/
ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY IN HUMAN SKELETAL NUSCLESt
SKIN AND HEART INVESTIGATED TC DETERMINE ACTION
POTENTIAL OF MUSCLE GROUPS A66-26825
COLD STRESS - INTENSITY AND DISTRIBUTION OF REFLEX
MUSCULAR ACTIVITY IN MAN A66-80343
COLD STRESS - REGULATION AND OISTRIBUTION OF
REFLEX MUSCLE ACTIVITY IN MAN A66-80366
BODY TREMOR RELATED TO DIFFERENTIAL STIMULATION OF
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM A66-80389
WEIGHTLESSNESS AND ITS EFFECT ON METABCLISMv
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEMt MUSCLEw BONEr OTCLITHt AND
SEMICIRCULAR CANAL A66-80665
NICROVIBRATION, CONTINUOUS MUSCLE-ACTIVITY AND
CONSTANCY OF BODY TEMPERATURE A66-80TI2
MYOCARDIAL TENSION IN RAT AS RELATED TO PRESSURE
OF OXYGEN AND DURATION OF EXPOSURE
A64-80813
ACTION POTENTIALS RECORDED BY SURFACE ELECTRODES
OF QUADRICEPSt HAMSTRINGSt TIBIALIS ANTERIOR_ AND
TRICEPS SURAS MUSCLES DURING POSTURE CHANGE
A66-BID20
ROLE OF AEROBIC WORK CAPACITY IN DETERMINING
PHYSICAL PERFORMANCE OF ORGANISM DURING PHYSICAL
EXERCISE A66-810T2
THALAMUS CONTROL OF VOLUNTARY MOVEMENT IN RAT
A66-811T9
AUTOREGULATION OF BLOOD CIRCULATION IN SKELETAL
MUSCLE OF DOG A66-B1236
ISOMETRIC CONTRACTION OF HAND AND EFFECT ON BLOOD
SUBJECT INDEX
SUPPLY TO FOREARM A66-81311
EIGHT CONGRESS OF PHYSIOLOGY AND BIOCHEMISTRY OF
MUSCULAR ACTIVITYI HELD IN VOLGOGRAO, USSR
A64-BI313
ELECTROMYOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF MUSCLE
ACTIVITY WITH VARYING LOADS AND RATES OF
MOVEMENT IN HUMANS A66-81315
ASYMMETRY INMUSCULAR SENSE OF WEIGHT IN HUMAN
ARMS A66-81316
PHYSICAL EXERCISE AND EFFECT ON BLOOD SERUM
PROTEIN FRACTIONS IN ELDERLY PERSONS
A64-81332
DEVELOPMENT OF SYNAPSES AND CONNECTIONS OF NERVOUS
SYSTEM WITH SOMATIC MUSCULAR SYSTEM
JPRS-21615 N66-10595
VIBRATION STIMULUS TEST OF NEUROMUSCULAR, CENTRAL
NERVOUS ANO CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEMS
N64-10782
SENSORIMOTOR RESPONSE OF MAN IN EVALUATING WEIGHTS
UNDER INCREASED GRAVITY OF ACCELERATION
N66-11523
EFFECT OF SPACE FLIGHT CONDITIONS ON FUNCTIONAL
STATE OF VESTIBULAR TONIC E FLEXOR REFLEX IN
GUINEA PIGS N66-11861
ELECTROMYOGRAPHY OF HUMAN MUSCLE TONE IN NORMAL K
PATHOLOGICAL STATES
JPRS-22782 N66-133T6
PHARMACOLOGICAL BLOCKING EFFECT OF METHYL OIAZA-
BICYCLONONANE DERIVATIVES ON NEUROMUSCULAR
ACTIVITY N66-15386
MUSCULAR TONUS
VESTIBULAR INFLUENCE ON MUSCLE TONUS VIA GAMMA
EFFERENT MOTOR SYSTEM IN CAT A6_-BO2¢O
TDNUS CHANGE EFFECT WITH POSTURE CHANGE ON
PERCEIVED LOCATION OF VISUAL STIMULI
A66-80696
STATIC VOLUME-PRESSURE CHARACTERISTICS OF
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM DURING MAXIMAL EFFORT IN
RELATION TO MUSCLE TONUS A64-81000
MUTATION
SA CONGENITAL ANOMALY
CF GENETICS
DOMINANT LETHAL MUTATIONS OF MALE DROSOPHILAS
/FRUIT FLIES/ RESULTING FROM ORBITAL FLIGHT
ONBOARD VOSTOK SPACESHIPS A66-185T7
MUTATION FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE FOR DROSOPHILA
NELANOGASTER CARRIED BY VOSTOK SPACECRAFT
A66-236TO
BIOLOGICAL AND MUTATIONAL EFFECTS OF COSMIC
RADIATION ON HUMAN SKIN TISSUE A66-80663
SPACE FLIGHT EFFECT ON INCIDENCE OF LETHAL GENETIC
MUTATION OF DROSOPHILA MELANOGASTER INSECTS
N66-II6BD
INCIDENCE OF DOMINANT LETHAL MUTATIONS IN MALE
DROSOPHILA DURING SATELLITE FLIGHT
N66-116BI
RADIATION EFFECT ON SPERM MUTATION_ YEAST CELL
RESTDRATIONe £ LIVER REGENERATION. AND SHIELDING
ACTION OF CYSTAMINE
JPRS-220B3 N66-12T93
GENETIC MUTATION OF MOUSE SPERM BY FAST NEUTRONS
N64-12794
TRYPTOPHAN SYNTHETASE MUTANTS OF YEAST - SUPER-
SUPPRESSOR ACTION IN RELATION TO ALLELIC MAPPING
COMPLEMENTATION
UCRL-IIIgl N64-1TTOT
MUTAGENIC AND ANTIMUTAGENIC ACTION OF VARYING
A-IT6
SUBJECT INDEX
CONCENTRATIONS DF SODIUM GALLATE ON GERMINATING
SEEDS OF RUSSIAN BLACK HORSE BEANSw VIOLA FABA
JPRS-23787 N66-ITBOS
MUTATIONAL SYNERGISM BETNEEN ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION
AND PURINES IN ESCHERICHIA DOLl
N64-19566
BIOSATELLITE PROJECT - MUTATION BY RADIATION AND
BIOPHYSICAL STUDIES
NASA-OR-SOD66 N66-22757
NAPPING OF GENETIC SITES ON CHROMOSOMES OF YEAST
BY X-RAY IRRADIATION AND INDUCED MUTATION
N6_-22852
EFFECT OF SPACE FLIGHT FACTORS ON INCIDENCE OF SEX
LINKED RECESSIVE LETHAL MUTATIONS IN FLIES
NASA-TT-F-BB26 N66-23063
MUTATION-CLONE THEORY OF BURNET ANTIBODY FORMATION
N66-Z3655
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL STUDY OF IONIZING
RADIATION EFFECTS CN HUMAN METABOLISM AND
BIOLOGICAL MUTATION
UCRL-11387 N66-ZT799
TAUTOMER TRANSFORMATIONS DF NUCLEIC ACID
COMPONENTS AND ROLE IN MUTAGENESIS
N66-Z8035
MYOPIA
VISUAL ACUITY FOR MOVING OBJECTS IN INDIVIDUALS
NITH NORMAL VISION AND NITH VARIOUS VISUAL
ANOMALIES A66-B1033
N
NASA PROGRAM
CF SPACE PROGRAM
SPACE MEDICINE IN THE MANNED SPACE FLIGHT PROGRAM
OF NASA A66-BOZI3
PHYSIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PIG-TAILED
MONKEYI MACACA NEMESTRINAI USEFUL FOR LIFE SUPPORT
SYSTEM DESIGN FOR ZERO GRAVITY STUDY BY NASA
BIDSATELLITE PROGRAM A64-80261
COMPARISON OF SELECTION STANDARDS FOR ASTRONAUTS
AND PILOTS A66-BO391
FUNCTION OF PROJECTS GEMINI AND APOLLO IN MANNED
SPACE FLIGHT A64-80523
BICTECHMOLDGY AND HUMAN RESEARCH PROGRAM OF NASA -
BICASTRONAUTICS
A63-1020B N66-10302
NASA SPACE MEDICINE PROGRAMe BIOMEDICAL RESEARCHv
AND LIFE SCIENCES RESEARCH
NASA-TM-X-51364 N64-16866
NAVIGATION
CF MARINE NAVIGATION
CF NAVIGATION AND GUIOANCE
STIMULUS CONTROL FOR BIRD ORIENTATION AND
NAVIGATION A66-81175
NAVIGATION AND GUIDANCE
SUN COMPASS ORIENTATION IN PIGEONS AFTER
TRANSLOCATION NORTH OF ARCTIC CIRCLE
A64-80907
NAVIGATION E GUIDANCE OF INSECT BY SENSE OF SMELL
LRMS-3C27 N66-17261
NEON
CF RARE GAS
SOLUBILITY OF NEON IN MATER AND EXTRACTED HUMAN
FAT
SAM-TDR-66-Z8 N66-Z6141
NEPHRITIS
CF KIDNEY
NEPHRITIS AND RENAL CALCULUS IN FRENCH AIRCREMS
A66-80032
NERVOUS SYSTEM
NERVA
S NUCLEAR ENGINE FOR ROCKET VEHICLE /NERVAI
NERVOUS SYSTEM
CF BRAIN
CF CENTRAl NERVOUS SYSTEM
CF CEREBRAL CORTEX
CF CEREBROSPINAL FLUID
CF PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
CF SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM
CF SYNAPSE
FINDINGS IN NEUROPHYSIOLOGYt PSYCHOLOGY AND
INSTRUMENTATION THAT SUGGEST INNOVATIONS IN
MONITORING OF ASTRONAUT BRAIN
AAS PAPER 62-11 A66-11653
PROBABILIST|C AUTOMATA PROPOSED AS MODEL TO HANDLE
CIRCUIT ACTION OF RETICULAR FORMATION
A66-24821
NERVOUS SYSTEM INVOLVEMENT IN ADAPTATION TO
ENVIRONMENTAL STIMULI A66-80616
ULTRASOUND EFFECTS ON NERVOUS SYSTEM, THYROID,
BLOOD. AND TISSUE RESPIRATION IN RAT AND RABBIT
A66-80560
NEUROMUSCULAR AND RESPIRATORY DISTURBANCES IN RATS
EXPOSED TO OXYGEN AT HIGH PRESSURE
A66-80629
NERVOUS FACTORS CONTROLLING RESPIRATION AND
CIRCULATION DURING EXERCISE EMPLOYING BLOCKING OF
BLOOD FLON A66-B0957
ANALYSIS OF NERVE ACTIVITY IN INTACT NERVE BY
CROSS-CORRELATION AND USE IN AUTOMATIC CONTROL
SYSTEM A66-B1039
CIRCULATORY RESPONSE TD HYPOXIA IN
UNANESTHETIZED DOG NITH AND NITHOUT
CARDIAC OENERVATIDN A66-B1061
PHYSIOLOGICAL CHANGES IN HUMAN UNDERGOING
ACCLIMATIZATION TO SUBARCTIC ATMOSPHERIC
CONDITIONS A66-BII06
AGE FACTOR IN ADAPTATION OF HUMAN TO HYPOXIA
A66-B126T
NERVOUS SYSTEM CHANGES OF HUMAN ORGANISM AT 2000
METER ALTITUDE A66-B1275
AGE FACTOR IN MAMMALIAN RESPONSE TO HYPOXIA
A66-B1291
NERVE-REFLEX PROCESSES AND HOMEOSTATIC MECHANISMS
IN PERMEABILITY CHANGES DF HISTOHEMATIC BARRIERS
IN RADIATION SICKNESS
JPRS-21692 N66-10066
DEVELOPMENT OF SYNAPSES AND CONNECTIONS OF NERVOUS
SYSTEM NITH SOMATIC MUSCULAR SYSTEM
JPRS-21615 N66-10595
NERVOUS SYSTEM DATA - ANALYSIS OF HUMAN BEHAVIOR
DURING SPACEFLIGHT N66-10757
PATHOLOGICAL AND MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES OF NERVOUS
SYSTEM CAUSED BY VIBRATION N66-IOT81
VIBRATION STIMULUS TEST OF NEUROMUSCULARt CENTRAL
NERVOUS AND CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEMS
N66-10782
FUNCTIONAL AND BEHAVIORAL EFFECT OF IRRADIATION ON
NERVOUS SYSTEM N66-10936
EFFECT OF IONIZING RADIATION ON NERVOUS SYSTEM
JPRS-IgZ84 N66-11067
IONIZING RADIATION - EFFECT ON NERVOUS SYSTEM AND
CHANGES IN NEURAL TISSUE DUE TO IRRADIATION
JPRS-20317 N66-11136
SENSORIMOTOR RESPONSE OF MAN IN EVALUATING NEIGHTS
UNDER INCREASED GRAVITY OF ACCELERATION
N66-11523
A-177
NETWORK
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE OF NERVOUS SYSTEM
COMPONENTS
IPST-gB5 N66-1Lg66
EXCRETION RATE OF SODIUM-Z4 FROM SODIUM CHLORIOE
AND CAFFEINE AS FUNCTION DF RATS NERVOUS SYSTEM
N66-12637
MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR NERVOUS DEFENSES AGAINST
STIMULATION ANO INHIBITION N64-12515
RECORDING OF EFFERENT IMPULSE OF FROG NERVOUS
SYSTEM
SAN-TDR-63-66 N64-13869
REGIONAL METABOLISM AND CIRCULATION OF CEREBRAL
CORTEX AND EFFECT ON SELECTIVE VULNERABILITY TO
ANDXENIA N64-14587
PATTERN AND MODE OF DISTRIBUTION OF LESIONS IN
CHRONIC CASES OF HYPOXENIC AND BILIRUBIN
ENCEPHALOPATHY N64-14597
ENZYME HISTOCHENISTRY OF NERVOUS SYSTEM
N64-1460B
FUNCTIONS OF CIRCULATORY, RESPIRATORY, 8 NERVOUS
SYSTEMS IN HUMAN BODY
AMRL-TCR-63-105 N66-16B07
HIGH NERVOUS ACTIVITY AND CONDITIONED REFLEXES
JPRS-23833 N66-17351
BIOELECTRONICS - HALL EFFECT AND ELECTROMAGNETIC
EFFECTS ON NERVOUS SYSTEM
REPT.-63-27 N66-21680
BIDELECTRIC RECORDING OF NERVOUS SYSTEM RESPONSES
FTD-TT-63-1196/l_2_4 N66-25655
RHYTHM VARIATIONS OF NEURONS OF RETICULAR
FORMATION DURING LATERAL OVERLOADS
NASA-TT-F-230 N64-26786
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF AUTOMATION IN
STUDYING ACTIVITY OF HIGHER NERVOUS SYSTEMS
JPRS-25861 N66-27D66
INFLUENCE OF GRAVITATIONAL OVERLOAD ON ARTERIAL
SYSTEM OF NERVES AT EXTREMITIES
JPRS-25275 N66-27501
DETECTION OF LABELLED RIBONUCLEIC ACID IN NERVOUS
SYSTEM OF WHITE RATS
JPRS-26042 N6_-27636
NEUROLOGIC ASPECTS OF HIGH BAROMETRIC PRESSURE
PHENOMENA AND EFFECT OF ATMOSPHERIC CONTAMINANTS
UPON NERVOUS SYSTEM ACTIVITY
AD-AOC259 N66-27693
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECT ON NERVOUS SYSTEM
FTD-TT-63-582/182 N66-2B_48
DERIVING THEORY OF RETICULAR FORMATION FROM
SWITCHING THEORY, MATHEMATICAL LOGIC, AND
NONLINEAR CONTROL THEORY CONSIDERATIONS
ERL-8-OOO9-622 N66-28916
CONDUCTION BLOCKAGE OF ISOLATED SCIATIC NERVE OF
FROG BY HIGH ENERGY IRRADIATION
N66-29725
NERVOUS RESPONSE OF BLIND RAT TO STIMULATION BY
IONIZING RADIATION
USNRDL-TR-ATO N66-3IlT5
PHYSIOLOGY OF NERVOUS SYSTEMS OF HUMANS G ANIMALS
JPRS-26627 N66-3145T
MECHANISM OF NERVOUS RESPONSES IN LIZARDS
N66-31665
SPONTANEOUS MOTOR ACTIVITY IN CATS AND ACTIVITY
ALTERATION AFTER BILATERAL DESTRUCTION OF CAUDAL
NUCLEI N66-31563
ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF NERVE AND MUSCLE FIBERS
BY MEANS OF SURFACE EXTRACELLULAR ELECTRODES
A-17B
SUBJECT INDEX
N64-31546
ELECTRODE ATTACHMENT TECHNIQUES FOR EXPERIMENTS IN
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY OF NERVOUS SYSTEM
N64-31546
PROTEIN EXCHANGE IN NERVOUS SYSTEM
JPRS-26846 N66-32767
BIOLOGY AND MEDICAL STUDIES - SKIN PERCEPTION,
NERVOUS SYSTER, AND RAOIATION SICKNESS
JPRS-26T25 N66-32776
MECHANISM OF OSNORECEPTOR STIMULATION - DETECTION
OF OSMOTIC PRESSURE OSCILLATIONS
N66-32777
NERVOUS SYSTEM SENSITIVITY TD INJURY IN RADIAT[DN
THERAPY
JPRS-27289 N66-33975
NETWORK
S GRIO
NEURAL NET
CF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
NEURAL NET FOR MODIFICATION OF YOUNG SAMPLED DATA
MODEL FOR EYE TRACKING MOVEMENTS
A66-23810
LIVING NEURAL NETWORKS IN ELECTRONIC TARGET
RECOGNITION SYSTEMS FOR MISSILE GUIDANCE
A66-25996
NEURONS 8 NERVE NETWORKS, INFORMATION COOING 8
STORAGE NETWORKS_ AND ANALYZERS G PERCEPTORS -
CYBERNETICS
JPRS-I8372 N66-I0759
NEURASTHENIA
ELECTROENCEPHALCGRAPHIC PATTERNS IN CASES OF
CHRONIC EXPOSURE TO CARBON MONOXIDE CORRELATED
WITH NEURASTHENIC SYMPTOMS A66-80692
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOGENIC ASPECTS OF ACUTE_
SUBACUTE, AND CHRONIC FATIGUE A66-80930
NEUROLOGY
CF DYSBARISM
EFFECTS OF GRAVITY ON CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM,
SPECIFICALLY EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION AND VIBRATION
A66-26970
SENSORY PHYSIOLOGICAL P_ENOMENA FROM STANDPOINT OF
INFORMATION THEORY A66-80013
NEUROLOGICAL ABNORMALITIES IN CIVILIAN PILOTS AND
AIR TRAFFIC PERSONNEL REQUIRING MEDICAL
CERTIFICATION A64-80836
HISTOLOGICAL CORTICAL NEURON REGENERATION VERSUS
CORTICAL ELEMENT DISPLACEMENT AFTER BILATERAL
OCCIPITAL LOBECTOMY - NEUROLOGY
JPRS-22690 N64-13086
CYBERNETIC RELATION TO SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
NEUROLOGY, PATHOLOGY, MATHEMATICS, AND PHILOSOPHY
JPRS-23236 N66-16966
PHARMACOLOGICAL 8LOCKING EFFECT OF METHYL OIAZA-
BICYCLONONANE DERIVATIVES ON NEUROMUSCULAR
ACTIVITY N64-15384
ORGANIZATION OF NEUROPSYCHIATRIC AIDS IN CITIES
JPRS-23666 N66-15916
STRUCTURE AND FUNCTIONS OF COMPONENTS OF BRAIN -
NEURONS, VASCULAR CAPILLARY NETWORKj NEUROGLIAt
CEREBROSPINAL FLUID
IPST-990 N64-22203
NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF MECHANICAL,
INTEGRATED FUNCTIONS OF ANIMAL MOTOR SYSTEM
IPST-IO16 N66-22232
NEUROLOGIC ASPECTS OF HIGH BAROMETRIC PRESSURE
PHENOMENA AND EFFECT OF ATMOSPHERIC CONTAMINANTS
UPON NERVOUS SYSTEM ACTIVITY
AD-600259 N66-27693
SUBJECTINDEX NIGHTVISION
NEURON
OPTOKINETIC NYSTAGRUS-STUDY OF NEURONAL MECHANISM
A66-BO241
ELECTROMECHANICAL METHOD FOR CONTINUOUS
REGISTRATION OF ACTION POTENTIALS AND FREQUENCY
SUITABLE FOR SYNCHRONOUS RECORDING NITH OTHER
BIOLOGICAL VARIABLES A66-BO676
VESTIBULAR NEURON ACTIVITY IN CATS DURING NATURAL
SLEEP AND WAKEFULNESS AT RELATED TO
ELECTRONENCEPHALOGRAPHIC ELEOTROMYOGRAPHICv AND
ELEOTRONYSTAGMOGRAPHIC RECORDINGS
A66-80681
VARIATIONS IN NEURON RHYTHN OF RETICULAR FORMATION
TO TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION STRESS
A66-80896
SPONTANEOUS ACTIVITY OF SINGLE VESTIBULAR NEURON
CF CAT DURING SLEEP AND NAKEFULNESS AS
DETERMINED THROUGH ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM
A64-BIO67
ELECTRON MICROSCOPIC STUDY OF EARLY CHANGES IN
NEURONS CUE TO HYPOXIOOSIS AND ULTRASTRUCTURAL
ASPECTS OF NEURONAL NECROSIS IN CEREBRAL CORTEX
N66-16592
BINAURAL INTERACTION IN ACCESSORY SUPERIOR OLIVARY
NUCLEUS OF CAT - ELEOTRDPHYSIOL_IOAL STUDY OF
SINGLE NEURONS
MIT-TR-416 N66-1BC62
GLIAL AND OTHER NONNEURONAL CELL CONTROL OF NEURON
A_TIYITY - RETINA N64-LBB32
MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF NEURAL ACTIVITY
N66-18835
BIOPHYSICS OF POLYMERS, NUCLEIC ACIOSt ANO BRAIN
NEURONS
JPRS-26261 N66-1943T
MATHEMATICAL METHOD FOR INVESTIGATING IMPULSE
ACTIVITY OF CENTRAL NEURONS OF BRAIN
N66-19440
NUCLEAR MEMBRANE STRUCTURE OF NERVE CELL
JPRS-246CT N66-20233
STRUCTURE AND FUNCTIONS OF COMPONENTS OF BRAIN -
NEURONS, VASCULAR CAPILLARY NETNORK, NEUROGLIA, £
CEREBROSPINAL FLUID
IPST-9_O N66-22203
NEURAL MECHANISMS FOR RESPONSE OF MIDDLE EAR
MUSCLES
REPT.-112B N66-25125
RHYTHM VARIATIONS OF NEURONS OF RETICULAR
FORMATION DURING LATERAL OVERLDAOS
NASA-IT-F-230 N64-Z6784
REACTION OF NEURONS OF VESTIBULAR NUCLEI TO
STIMULATION OF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS THRI_JGH
PASSIVE VERTICAL NOTION OF ANIMALS
JPRS-25896 N66-ZT323
COMPUTER ALGORITHM FOR ANALYZING iMPULSE ACTIVITY
OF CENTRAL NEURONS N64-31538
NEURON TRANSMISSION
ANALOG COMPUTER SIMULATION OF A NEURAL ELEMENTe
USING LOCUS CONCEPT NITH EMPHASIS ON SYNAPTIC
FUNCTIONS A66-16966
COMPUTATIONAL PRINCIPLES IN LIVING ORGANISMS,
COVERING PARALLEL NETNDRKS NITH UNALTERABLE
INTERNAL STRUCTURE AND DYNAMICALLY ADAPTIVE
SYSTEMS A66-26605
LOCAL EFFECT OF ACETYLCHOLINE, ATROPINEt
TETRAETHYLAMMONIURt AND ISOFLUROPHATE IOFPI ON
VESTIBULAR FUNCTION IN RABBIT A66-80981
REACTION TIME AFFECTEO BY NEUROMUSCULAR
JUNCTIONAL TRANSMISSION IN MUSCLES UNDER MAXIMAL
STRETCH A66-BII43
NEUROPHYSIOLOGY
CF PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY
PRDBABELISTIO AUTOMATA PROPOSED AS MODEL TO HANDLE
CIRCUIT ACTION OF RETICULAR FORMATION
A66-Zq821
ORTHOSTATIC TOLERANCE LOSS IN REDUCED GRAVITY
ENVIRONMENTt OBSERVING CHANGES IN BLOOD VOLUME
CIRCULATION AND NEURDAORENERGIC SYMPATHETIC
NERVOUS SYSTEM A64-26971
STIMULATION AND INHIBITION OF RODENT CEREBRAL
CORTEX AND SUBCDRTEX DUE TO PROLONGEO TRANSVERSE
ACCELERATIONS A66-Z5600
VISUAL ILLUSIONS OF MOTION USING FLASHING LIGHTS
AND THEIR ASSISTANCE IN CLARIFYING NEURAL
MECHANISMS A64-26707
AUDITORY CORTEX RESPONSE OF UNANESTHETIZED CATS TO
ACOUSTIC STIMULI A64-27135
ISOLATION AND SENSORY DEPRIVATION PHENOMENA
RELATED TO REUROPHYSIOLOGICAL DATA AND DISRUPTION
OF BIOLOGICAL RHYTHMS A64-80166
NEURO-PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS IN
AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS A64-80263
NEUROHUNORAL CHANGES IN BLOOD OF DOG AND DOMESTIC
FONL AT HIGH ALTITUDE AG4-B1ZT9
NEUROPHYSIOLOGY - THEORY OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
FUNCTION, AND OPTICAL PHENOMENA
N66-1T8B§
NEUROPHYSIDLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF MECHANICAL,
INTEGRATED FUNCTIONS OF ANIMAL MOTOR SYSTEM
IPST-1016 N66-22232
NEUTRON
CF FAST NEUTRON
RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS OF NEUTRONS AND
PROTONS
FTD-TT-63-1066/l£4 N66-Z565§
MECHANISM OF IONIC EXCHANGE OF POTASSIUM AND
SODIUM - NATURE OF NEUTRON DISCHARGE
N66-ZBO3B
NEUTRON IRRADIATION
COMBINED ACTION OF NEUTRON IRRADIATION AND
ELEVATED TEMPERATURE ON ANIMALS
JPRS-203T9 N66-11633
HEMATOLOGICALt PHYSIOLOGICALt AND PSYCHOLOGICAL
RESPONSE FROM MASSIVE DOSES OF MIXED GAMMA AND
NEUTRON IRRADIATION IN GOATS
RTO-TDR-63-3077 N64-13827
HIGH ENERGY NEUTRON ANO PROTON RADIATION EFFECTS
ON LIFESPANt PERIPHERAL BLOOD, AND RATE OF
APPEARANCE OF TUMORS IN RATS
FTD-TT-63-LO4911_2&6 N66-19220
PHYSICAL VALUES FOR GAMMA AND NEUTRON RADIATION
DOSAGES
FTD-TT-63-105OlI_ZE6 N66-23437
EFFECT OF IONIZING RADIATION ON BIOCHEMISTRY OF
MAMMALIAN TISSUE - PHARMACOLOGICAL _ TOXICOLOGICAL
AGENTS FOR RADIATION PROTECTION - EFFECT OF GAMMA
8 NEUTRON IRRADIATION ON ANIMAL LIFESPAN
QPR-S2 N66-29BT2
NEUTRON SPECTRUM
FAST NEUTRON SPECTRUM AND DOSIMETRY OF REACTOR
MEDICAL THERAPY FACILITY BEAN
MITNE-BT N64-'25472
NEVADA
INCREASED RADIATION IN SOILt PLANTS, AND ANIMALS
IN SOUTHERN NEVADA
UCLA-SLB N64-12898
NIGHT VISION
BLOOD-ALCOHOL CONCENTRATION IN SIMULATED DAY AND
NIGHT DRIVING AND ITS EFFECT ON VISION
A6z_,--BOOO9
A-179
NIOBIUM
NIOBIUM
CONTROL FEMALE ALBINO RATS POISONED BY NIOBIUM
INJECTION TO MEASURE RENAL FUNCTION BY DILUTION
TEST
UR-666 N66-19865
NITRILE
CYANIDE AND NITRILE COMPOUNDS FOR THERAPY OF
RADIATION EXPOSURE IN NICE N64-13505
CYANIDES AND NITRILES FOR RADIATION THERAPY -
MEDICAL RADIOLOGY
JPRS-2688T N66-32306
NITROBACTER
MECHANISM OF ELEMENTARY BIOSYNTHESIS - ENERGY-
TRANSFORMING PROCESSES IN NITROBACTER
NASA-OR-55562 N66-16322
NITROGEN
ATMOSPHERIC NITROGENS ROLE IN BIOLOGICAL PROCESSES
WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO PHYSIOLOGICAL
RESPIRATION A66-20648
DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS IN RAT RELATED TO BODY FAT
A64-80328
TRANSPORT PROCESSES IN ORGANISM - EQUATIONS AND
ELECTRCHYCRAULIC ANALOGS APPLIED TO GAS EXCHANGE
OF NITROGEN A6_-80562
OXYGEN PARTIAL PRESSURE IN PRESENCE OR ABSENCE OF
NITROGEN AS RELATED TO VITAL CAPACITYe OXYGEN
DONSUMPTIONt AND CARBON DIOXIDE PRODUCTION
A66-80626
INCREASED OXYGEN PARTIAL PRESSURE IN ABSENCE OR
PRESENCE OF NITROGEN AS RELATED TO EAR, NOSEt DARK
ADAPTATIDNw AND KIDNEY FUNCTION IN SPACE CABIN
SIMULATOR A66-8062T
UTILIZATION OF URINARY NITROGEN BY CHLGRELLA
PYRENOIDOSA FOR BIOLOGICAL REGENERATION SYSTEM
FOR LONG TERN SPACE FLIGHT A66-80828
DETERMINATION OF NITROGEN CONCENTRATION DURING
BREATHING WITH MULTIPLE BREATH METHOD AND RELATION
TO NORMAL PULMONARY VENTILATION
A66-80885
UTILIZATION AND METABOLISM OF PURINES AS NITROGEN
SOURCE FOR CHLORELLA PYRENOIDCSA
A66-80965
CORRELATION OF DISSOLVED NITROGEN IN WHOLE BLOOD
WITH SELECTED WHOLE BLOOD CONSTITUENTS
SAM-TOR-63-92 N64-15T43
EFFECTS DN DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS OF BREATHING
OXYGEN OR OXYGEN-NITROGEN MIXTURES PRIOR TO RAPID
OECONPRESSION AND PROLONGED LOW PRESSURE
N66-15856
DETERMINATION OF BLOOD NITROGEN CONTENT BY GAS
CHROMATOGRAPHY N66-1793T
NEASUREMENT OF OXYGEN_ CARBON DIOXIDE, { NITROGEN
GAS PRESSURES IN ALVEOLUS AND ARTERY REGIONS
N66-17960
NITROGEN GAS IN BIOLOGICAL PROCESSES OF THE LUNG
N66-17952
NITROGEN SOLUBILITY IN WATER AND EXTRACTED HUMAN
FAT - GAS CHROMATOGRAPHIC DETERMINATION
SAM-TCR-64-I N64-1gB22
NEW FREELY LIVING NITROGEN FIXING MICROORGANISMS -
SOIL ENRICHMENT
FTD-TT-63-1010/1 N66-22161
NITROGEN-FIXATIONt CHLOROPHYLLe ANO TEMPERATURE
CONTROL STUDIES IN ALGAE AND MICROORGANISMS
FTD-TT-63-1OI6/1E2 N64-23655
OPTIMAL CONCENTRATION OF METALS AND RADICALS ON
GROWTH AND NITROGEN FIXATION OF BLUE-GREEN ALGAE -
BOTANY N66-23656
SUBJECT INDEX
SOUND ATTENUATION IN ATMOSPHERES OF AIRt NITROGENt
OXYGEN, HELIUM AND 50-50 HELIUM-DXYGEN MIXTURES
AT LOW PRESSURES
SAM-TDR-66-63 N66-31051
NITROGEN COMPOUND
SURVIVAL TIME OF NICE PROTECTED WITH NITRO-
SUBSTITUTED HYDROCARBONS AFTER LETHAL DOSE OF
X-RAYS N66-1350T
TIME AND DOSE DEPENDENCY OF NITROGEN CONPOUND
EXCRETION FROM ISOLATED FROG LIVER AFTER WHOLE-
BODY IRRADIATION
NIJS-R-_22 N64-2106B
NITROGEN COMPOUNDS EXCRETED BY ISOLATED LIVER OF
NONIRRAOIATEO AND IRRADIATED FROGS
NIJS-R-_21 N66-21056
NITROGEN DIOXIDE
RESPIRATORY FREQUENCY AND TIDAL VOLUME OF GUINEA
PIGS INHALING LOW CONCENTRATIONS DF OZONE AND
NITROGEN DIOXIDE AND OF RUNNING ACTIVITY OF MICE
A66-8065T
NITROGEN OXIDE
S NITROGEN DIOXIDE
NITROPROPANE
NITROPROPANE POISONING. ANIMAL EXPERIMENTS AND
HUMAN CASE REPORTS A64-BI152
NOISE
SA AIRCRAFT NOISE
CF BACKGROUND NOISE
CF CONTINUOUS NOISE
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NOISE EFFECTS ON DISCRIMINATION REACTION TIME
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PERFORMANCE OF ARITHMETIC TASK UNDER INTENSE NOISE
A66-800TT
NOISE EFFECT ON DETECTION OF VISUAL SIGNALS
A66-80169
BINAURAL HEARING UNDER INFLUENCE OF INTERFERING
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NOISE EFFECTS ON PERFORMANCE OF INTELLIGENCE AND
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CUMULATIVE EFFECTS OF REPEATED EXPOSURE TO HIGH
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NOSE
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PLETHYSMOGRAPHY OF HUMAN VASCULAR SYSTEM RESPONSE
TO COLD STIMULUS IN NOSE CAVITY
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NUCLEAR ENERGY
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SAFETY PROBLEMS IN NUCLEAR SPACE SYSTEMS
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NUCLEAR PROPULSION
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BIOLOGICAL AND ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF SPACE
EXPLORATION A66-BOT86
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NUCLEAR RESEARCH
GAMMA RADIATION EXPOSURES RECEIVED BY PERSONNEL
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NUCLEAR SUBMARINE
SUBMARINE AND SPACECRAFT ATMDSPHERESt EXAMINING
HUMAN TOLERANCE LIMITS FOR EXTENDED CONTINUOUS
EXPOSURE TO CARBON DIOXIDE AND INCREASED OXYGEN
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FEASIBILITY OF OXYGEN PRODUCTION BY ALGAE FOR
NUCLEAR SUBMARINES
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AIR PURIFICATION AND CONTROL ON NUCLEAR POWERED
SUBMARINES
NRL-6053 N64-18868
SYMPOSIUM Off TOXICITY IN NUCLEAR SUBMARINES AND
MANNED SPACECRAFT
AD-660942 N64-24606
ATMOSPHERIC CONTAMINATION IN NUCLEAR SUBMARINES
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CONTAMINATION ANALYSIS OF NUCLEAR SUBMARINE AND
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TOXICITY OF CONTAMINANTS IN NUCLEAR SUBMARINES
N66-26609
CARBON MONOXIDE CONTAMINANT IN NUCLEAR SUBMARINE
ATMOSPHERE N64-26619
NUCLEAR WARFARE
EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICE IN SHELTERS IN POST-
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INSTRUMENTATION FOR AIRCRAFT PILOT TRAINING IN
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NUCLEATE BOILING
S HEAT TRANSFER
NUCLEIC ACIO
CF CHROMOSOME
CF NUCLEOSIDE
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A64-BXI26
EFFECT OF SODIUM GALLATE ON NUCLEIC ACID CONTENT
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NUCLEIC ACID METABOLISM IN RAT SPLEEN AND BONE
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N64-12781
CYTOPHOTOMETRIC METHOD FOR MEASURING HEMOGLOBIN
AND NUCLEIC ACID IN ERYIHROCYTE PRECURSORS
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NUCLEIC ACIOS- RIBONUCLEIC AND DESDXYRIBONUCLEIC
ACIDS - PHYSICAL G CHEMICAL PROPERTIES AND ROLE
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METACHROMATIC REACTION OF NUCLEIC ACIDS_ DNA AND
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BIOPHYSICS OF POLYNERSt NUCLEIC ACIDSt AND BRAIN
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OPTICAL PROPERTIES AND MOLECULAR STRUCTURE OF
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THROUGH DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID N64-19639
BIOLOGICAL SYNTHESIS OF NUCLEIC ACID CONSTITUENTS
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NUCLEIC ACIDS AND CHLOROPHYLL BIOSYNTHESIS AND
ELECTROMYOGRAMS UNDER ACCELERATION STRESSES
FTD-TT-63-1052/182 N64-23659
ROLE OF NUCLEIC ACIDS AND ALBUMIN IN BIOSYNTHESIS
OF CHLOROPHYLL N66-23660
NUCLEIC ACIDS AND VISUAL PERCEPTION STUDIES
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TAUTOMER TRANSFORMATIONS OF NUCLEIC ACID
COMPONENTS AND ROLE IN MUTAGENESIS
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NONENZYMATIC SYNTHESIS OF NUCLEIC ACID COMPONENTS
AND ABIOGENESIS OF NEURINES, PYRIMIDINES,
PENTOSRIBOSE AND DEOXYRIBOSE N64-29699
EFFECTS OF SOUND NAVES AND NUCLEIC ELEMENTS ON
CELLS
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INFLUENCE OF ULTRASONIC NAVES ON NUCLEIC ACIDS -
RIBONUCLEIC ACID N66-32957
RADIATION EFFECTS ON NUCLEIC ACIDS
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NUCLEOSIDE
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A-182
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NUCLEOSYNTHESIs
6ICLOGICAL SYNTHESIS OF NUCLEIC ACID CONSTITUENTS
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RIBONUCLEIC ACIDS
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EFFECTS OF CORTISONE ON METABOLISM OF RIBONUCLEIC
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NUCLEUS
RELATION BETWEEN NUCLEAR ELEMENTS AND CYTOPLASM -
BIOLOGICAL CELL N66-32956
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL STUDY OF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS
MECHANISMS AND INTERCONNECTIONS BETWEEN CANALS AND
NUCLEI IN MEDULLA OBLONGATA OF CATS
NASA-TT-F-9167 N66-33_D8
NUTRITION
CF DIET
CF FOOD
CF NUTRITIONAL REQUIREMENTS
COMPOSITION AND FOOD VALUE OF ALGAE FOR USE IN
SPACE FLIGHTS A66-BOG38
CALORIC REQUIREMENTS OF MAN UNDER SPACE FLIGHT
CONDITIONS A66-BO039
PHOSPHORUS METABOLISM IN COLD EXPOSED RAT
A66-80088
BLOOD CHOLESTEROL AND LIPIOS IN WORKERS AT
ALTITUDE A66-BO182
NUTRITIONAL REQUIREMENTS IN SPACE TRAVEL
A66-B0395
FQOD MANAGEMENT AND NUTRITION FOR MANNED SPACE
STATIONS A66-80396
SPACE MENUS DEVELOPED FOR PROJECTS MERCURY AND
GEMINI A64-BO39T
PHYSIOLOGICAL, PSYCHOLOGICAL, AND NUTRITIONAL
FACTORS IN MOUNTAIN EXPLORATION ABOVE 5,000 METERS
A66-B0433
BIOLOGISTICS FOR MANNED SPACE STATION BASED ON
NETABDLIC APPROACH A66-80666
NUTRITIONAL ACCEPTABILITY OF FREEZE-DEHYDRATED
DIET FOR SPACE FLIGHT MISSION A66-80863
SUPPLEMENTARY FEEDING OF CARBOHYDRATE AND EFFECT
ON PLASMA FREE FATTY ACIDS DURING PHYSICAL
EXERCISE A66-80886
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN FOOD DEPRIVATION DURATIONt
BLOOD SUGAR LEVEL, AND MEAL COMPOSITION AND TASTE
SENSITIVITY A66-80966
ENHANCEMENT OF PILOT PERFORMANCE CAPACITY BY
ADEQUATE NUTRITION A64-8125T
PROBLEMS OF NUTRITION AND FEEDING FOR MANNED SPACE
FLIGHT Nb6-10266
ALGAE FOR HUMAN NUTRITION AND CALCIUM _ PHOSPHORUS
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SKELETON
JPRS-22295 N64-12642
LITERATURE SURVEY - USE OF UNICELLULAR ALGAE FOR
HUMAN NUTRITION N66-L2663
NUTRIENT REQUIREMENTSt PROTEIN CONTENTt AND
ABILITY TO FIX CARBON DIOXIDE OF PLANT TISSUE
CULTURES
AMRL-TDR-63-126 N66-IT866
NUTRIENT MEDIA FOR CULTIVATION OF CHLGRELLA
NYSTAGNUS
PYRENOIDOSA N66-237TT
PHOTOSYNTHESIS OF HIGHER PLANTS AND MINERAL
NUTRITION NBA-23TB2
HIGHLY NUTRITIOUS FOOD DEVELOPED FOR SPACE FLIGHT
AMRL-TDR-B6-38 N66-29939
NUTRITIONAL REQUIREMENTS
CF DIET
BIOCHEMICAL NUTRITIONAL NEEDS OF PROVIDING FOOD
FOR MEN ON SPACE MISSION A66-26616
HATER AND FOOD SUPPLY TREATMENT OF NASTE AND
NUTRITIONAL REQUIREMENTS IN MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
A6_-80134
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF FOOD
REQUIREMENTS IN SPACE A64-80666
PROPERTIES AND CHARACTERIZATION OF MICROORGANISMS
BY NUTRITIONAL REQUIREflENTS
NASA-CR-SO39T N66-ZZT68
NYSTAGNUS
CF EYE MOVEMENT
VESTIBULAR RESPONSE OF FOUR CATS EXPOSED TO
HARMONIC STIMULATION OF THE HORIZONTAL
SEMICIRCULAR CANAL A66-1025T
ELICITATION OF SECONOARY AND INVERTED PRIMARY
NYSTAGflUS FROM THE CAT WITH VESTIBULAR STIMULATION
BY REPEATED UNILATERAL CALORIC IRRIGATION
A66-13521
HEAD MOVEMENTS OF VESTIBULAR ORIGIN REGULATED BY
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM IN RABBIT
A66-80239
OPTOKINETIC NYSTAGNUS-STUOY OF NEURONAL MECHANISM
A66-BO241
OTOLITH INFLUENCE ON NYSTAGMUS EVOKED BY CALORIC
STIMULATION A66-80262
NYSTAGNUS EVOKED BY LINEAR ACCELERATION ACTING ON
OTOLITH ORGANS OF RABBITS LYING IN LATERAL
POSITION ON PARALLEL SWING A64-80266
VESTIBULAR FUNCTION - DECLINE IN DURATION OF
POSTRDTATORY NYSTAGNUS THROUGH TRAINING WITH
REPEATED NOTIONS A66-80265
VESTIBULAR CORIOLIS EFFECT DURING ADDITIONAL
LINEAR ACCELERATION Ab6-SQ2SO
POSTROTATORY NYSTAGNUS AS TEST OF VESTIBULAR
FUNCTION - ITS RELATIDN TO AUTONONIC NERVOUS
SYSTEM STABILITY A66-80256
OTOLITH FUNCTIONS IN HUMANS AND ANIMALS IN
RESPONSE TO LINEAR ACCELERATION
A66-80256
NYSTAGMUS IN NAN AND RABBIT - STUDY OF SECONDARY
PHASE Abq-BO25T
NEUROTIC ANXIETY AND VESTIBULAR FUNCTION REFLECTED
IN VERTIGO AND NYSTAGMUS UPON REPEATED CALORIC
STIMULATION ABA-B03OL
HABITUATION, EFFERENCEt ANO VESTIBULAR INTERPLAY
A64-80305
NYSTAGMUS RECORDED SIMULTANEOUSLY IN THREE
ORTHOGONAL PLANES A66-80339
VESTIBULAR REFLEXES - HABITUATION IN DARKNESS OF
CALORIC NYSTAGNUS, LATEROTORSION, AND VERTIGO IN
MAN A66-80360
ROTATIONAL STIMULUS THRESHOLDS OF VERTICAL
SEMICIRCULAR CANALS BY ELECTRO- AND
PHOTOELECTRONYSTAGMOGRAPHY A66-80373
VESTIBULAR HABITUATION ACHIEVED BY UNIDIRECTIONAL
ROTATION A66-BO386
HABITUATION TO ROTATION RESULTING IN CHANGES IN
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OBSERVATION
PRIMARY, SECONDARY, AND CALORIC NYSTAGNUS
A66-80620
CENTRALLY EVOKED NYSTAGMUS IN ANIMALS SUBJECTED TO
VESTIBULAR INFLUENCES INCLUDING MOTION SICKNESS
DRUG A66-80953
AMPLITUDE, FREQUENCY AND DURATION OF NYSTAGMUS IN
RESPONSE TO ANGULAR ACCELERATION RELATED TO
VESTIBULAR REGULATION, AGE AND STIMULUS INTENSITY
A66-80986
THRESHOLD OF CALORIC NYSTAGMUS DURING CONSTANT
RADIAL ACCELERATION IN PIGEON A66-BZ026
FUNCTIONAL CORRELATION BETNEEN DIENCEPHALIC AND
VESTIBULAR NYSTAGMDGENIC AREA A66-BlOT3
ANALYSIS OF CHARACTERISTICS OF NYSTAGNUS INDUCED
BY COMPLEMENTARY CORIOLIS ACCELERATION
A64-81120
VESTIBULAR FUNCTION OF MANe GUINEA PIG, RABBIT_
AND OAT AS AFFECTED BY CHLORPROMAZINE
A66-B1208
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF TRANSLATIONS OF FOREIGN
LANGUAGE ARTICLES ON NYSTAGMUS, VESTIBULAR
STINULATION_ E CORIOLIS EFFECTS
N66-10632
NYSTAGNUS RESPONSES OF CATS TO ROTATION AND
DIRECTIONAL STIMULI AFTER CALORIC HABITUATION OF
ONE EAR - VESTIBULAR EFFECT
CARI-63-16 N64-11949
PRIMARYt SECONDARY, AND CALORIC NYSTAGMUS OF CATS
FOLLOWING HABITUATION TO ROTATION
CARI-63-13 N66-L6566
EVALUATION OF POSITIONAL ALCOHOL NYSTAGMUS AS
INDICATOR OF CTOLITH FUNCTION
NASA-OR-55619 N66-15350
INSTRUMENTATION TO MEASURE NYSTAGMUS PRODUCED BY
ANGULAR ACCELERATION
NASA-CR-SS61T N66-15352
FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF HUMAN SEMICIRCULAR CANALS TO
ANGULAR ACCELERATION USING NYSTAGMUS TRANSITION
TECHNIQUE
NASA-OR-55626 N66-15560
REDUCTION OF NYSTAGMUSt DISORIENTATION_ AND NAUSEA
IN HUMAN SUBJECTS
NASA-CR-55756 N64-I6330
CONTINUOUS ROTATION EXPOSURE EFFECTS ON NYSTAGNUS
PHASE SHIFT
NASA-OR-53618 N64-IB42I
HUMAN PERFORMANCE - NYSTAGMUS FLUCTUATION DURING
ADAPTATION TO LIVING IN ROTATING ROOM
N64-22433
VISUAL CONTROL OF ACCLIMATIZATION TO COMPLEX
VESTIBULAR STIMULATION IN MAN
NASA-OR-S6896 N64-27889
EFFECT OF REPEATED MILD ANGULAR ACCELERATIONS IN
TOTAL DARKNESS ON HUMAN VESTIBULAR NYSTAGNUS MHILE
SUBJECTS PERFORM ATTENTION-DEMANDING TASKS
CARI-63-29 N64-2984T
PHYSIOLOGICAL STUDIES - BIOLOGICAL CYBERNETICSw
FLOATING RECORDING DEVICE FOR DIGESTIVE SYSTEM,
AND NYSTAGMUS RECORDING INSTRUMENTATION
FTG-TT-66-386/I_2 N64-31074
ORIENTATION OF ROTATION AXIS RELATIVE TO GRAVITY -
INFLUENCE ON NYSTAGMUS AND SENSE OF ROTATION
NASA-CR-59286 N64-33331
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OCULAR CIRCULATION
RECORDING METHOD FOR MONITORING BRAIN AND EYE
CIRCULATION A64-12942
OCULAR CONVERGENCE
SA EXOPHORIA
SA HETEROPHORIA
VISUAL FIELD LOSS PATTERN DURING POSITIVE
ACCELERATION DENONSTRATEO AND REFINED NITH
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A66-27606
ACCOMMODATION AND CONVERGENCE CONSIDERED NITHIN
CONTEXT OF ADJUSTMENT TO SPATIAL ENVIRONMENT AS
FUNCTION OF EXOPHORIA AND HYPEROPIAo
A66-80026
EFFECTS OF ALCOHOL AND HYPOXIA ON HETEROPHORIAS -
REVIEH OF EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
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OCULOGRAVIC ILLUSION
RADIAL ACCELERATION EFFECT ON POSITION SENSE,
CONSIDERING PSYCHIC FUNCTIONS AND OCULOGRAVIC
PHENOMENON A66-22063
VISUAL PERCEPTION OF MOVEMENT AND ILLUSIONS
CONSIDERED FROM VIENPOINT OF AEROSPACE MEDICINE
A64-80216
CONTRIBUTING FACTORS IN PERCEPTION OF OCULOGRAVIC
ILLUSION N66-22434
OOULOGYRAL ILLUSION
SENSITIVITY OF SEMICIRCULAR CANALS TO STIMULATION
DURING NEIGHTLESSNESSt BY TIMING ROTATION OF
OCULOGYRAL ILLUSION AND THE PERCEPTION OF ROTATION
AFTER STIMULATION A66-13509
VISUAL PERCEPTIGN OF MOVEMENT AND ILLUSIONS
CONSIDERED FROM VIENPOINT OF AEROSPACE MEDICINE
A6A-802Ik
OIL
S FUEL
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OLFACTORY PERCEPTION
NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF EARLY SENSORY
RESTRICTION ON DOG A66-B0693
OPERATION
S OPERATION HIDEOUT
OPERATION HIDEOUT
RESPIRATORY ACCLIMATIZATION TO CARBON DIOXIDE
A66-80109
OPERATIONAL PROBLEM
GEOGRAPHICAL ORIENTATION, OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS,
HUMAN PERFORMANCE DURING VIBRATION, AND PHYSICAL
AND GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS AFFECTING VISIBILITY IN
LON ALTITUDE HIGH SPEED FLIGHT
ACR-95 N64-31508
OPERATOR
S OPERATOR PERFORMANCE
OPERATOR PERFORMANCE
RANDOM SAMPLING BEHAVIOR OF HUMAN MONITORS AND
CONTROLLERS OF MULTIPLE INSTRUMENT DISPLAY SYSTEMS
A64-26126
OPERATOR DECISION PERFORMANCE COMPARED FOR
PROBABILISTIC AND NONPROBABILISTIC DISPLAYS OF
OBJECT LOCATION A66-24IZB
NAN-MACHINE TRACKING CONTROL SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION_
USING PREDICTED INPUT DISPLAY SYSTEM NITH FAST
TIME OUTPUT SOLUTION A66-26129
NONLINEAR CHARACTERISTICS OF CLOSED LOOP MANUAL
CONTROL SYSTEM NITH COMPENSATORY TRACKING
A-184
SUBJECTINDEX
A64-26130
HUMAN OPERATOR PERFORMANCE IN BANG-BANG CONTROL
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EXERCISE A66-BO26B
OXYGEN UPTAKE AND OLO00 LACTATE RELATIONSHIP IN
SUBJECTS OF O|FFERENT SONATOTYPE DURING EXERCISE
A66-80269
MAXIMUM OXYGEN CONSUMPTION OF SUBJECTS PERFORMING
THE STEP TEST A66-80251
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION OURING LIGHT MUSCULAR WORK ANO
ZONE OF LEAST ENERGY EXPENDITURE WITH BINANUAL
MOVEMENTS A66-80341
LOAD EFFECT ON OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND HEART RATE
DURING LIGHT MUSCULAR WORK A64-80362
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS ON
PERFORMANCE OF PHYSICAL WORK A66-B0379
MUSCULAR EXERCISE AT GREAT ALTITUDES IN HIMALAYAS
AS RELATED TO OXYGEN |NTAKE, VENTILATION, AND
HEART RATE A64-80515
AGE IN RELATION TO OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND NORK
CAPACITY IN ALTITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION
A66-80518
HYPOTHERMIC EFFECT ON GLYCOLYS|S AND OXYGEN
CONSUMPTION IN DOG KIDNEY A64-80569
PULMONARY FUNCTION, OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND PULSE
RATE RELATED TO EXCESS BOOY WEIGHT DURING EXERCISE
A66-80728
VENTILATCRY EXCHANGE RATIO DURING EXERCISE AS
RELATED TO CARDIOPULMONARY FUNCTION AND
METABOLIC ACIDOSIS A66-BOT37
LUNG MECHANICS AND VENOUS ADMIXTUPE AS AFFECTED BY
NEGATIVE PRESSURE BREATHING OF 100 PER CENT OXYGEN
IN DOG A66-GOT38
RESPIRATORY CENTER REFLEX EXCIfABILITY CHANGES IN
DOG INHALING OXYGEN A66-80753
METABOLISE AND X-RAY SENSITIVITY OF CHICK EMBRYO
INCUBATED IN HELIUM-OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE
A66-80852
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION
AMPHETAMINE, CAFFEINE, ASCORBIC ACIDt AND
RECORDIL AS RELATED TO OXYGEN CONSUMPTION,
PERFORMANCE TIME, BLOOD LACTIC ACID, AND HEART
RATE OF TRAINED ATHLETES A66-BDB83
HEART RATE, ARTERIAL LACTATE CONCENTRATION, AND
OXYGEN UPTAKE DURING EXERCISE IN OLD AND YOUNG MEN
A66-80986
CARDIAC OUTPUT AND OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AS RELATED
TO LACTATE AND PYRUVATE IN ARTERIAL BLOOD DURING
EXERCISE IN NORMAL AND HEART DISEASED SUBJECT
A64-BO990
CIRCULATORY RESPONSE TO PROLONGED STRENUDUS LEG
EXERCISE A66-BO996
HEART RATE AND OXYGEN CONSUMPTION OF HEALTHY
HUMANS DIFFERING IN AGE AND SEX DURING TRANSITION
FROM REST TO EXERCISE IN RELATION TO EXERCISE
TOLERANCE A66-BIOOT
SKIN AND RECTAL TEMPERATURE AND OXYGEN CDNSUMPTION
OF CAUCASIAN FEMALE IN LDN TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENT
COMPARED TO CAUCASIAN AND NONCAUCASIAN MALE
A66-B10OB
MAXIMAL OXYGEN INTAKE PREDICTION STUDIED WITH
RESPECT TO CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM IN TRAINED ANO
UNTRAINEO INDIVIDUALS DURING EXERCISE
A66-81017
ORIGIN OF SUBJECTIVE EXPERIENCE OF STRESS DURING
PHYSICAL WORK - INVESTIGATION OF CAROIOVASCULAR
AND METABOLIC CORRELATES IN MAN
A66-81OBB
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION COLOR CHANGES IN HUMAN
EPIOERNIS, AND EFFECTS OF PURE OXYGEN INHALATION
MEASURED IN VIVO NITH CYCLOPS OXIMETER
A66-B1207
CHLORPROMAZINE EFFECT ON PERIPHERAL CIRCULATION
AND OXYGEN CONSUMPTION IN MUSCLE OF EXTREMITIES IN
NAN ANO DOG A64-B1209
ADRENALIN EFFECT ON RELATIONSHIP BETNEEN OXYGEN
NEED AND SUPPLY IN HEART IN DOG
A66-81210
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND RELATION TO HEART RATE
DURING EXERCISE AT HIGH ALTITUDE
A66-81231
EVIDENCE FOR TISSUE OXYGEN DEMAND AS MAJOR FACTOR
IN AUTOREGULATION IN DOG A66-8123B
RELATIONSHIP BETNEEN TISSUE REQUIREMENT AND OXYGEN
UPTAKE DURING HYPOXENIA A66-81262
DEPRESSION OF OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND CARBON
DIOXIDE REMOVAL IN PRESSURE BREATHING UTILIZING
MASK A66-B1265
CEREBRAL HYPOXIA IN RESPONSE TO GRAVITY EFFECT
MH|LE BREATHING OXYGEN
JPRS-21984 N66-10388
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND CATECHOLAMINE RELEASE FROM
ADRENAL SLICES AND RATE OF RESPIRATION
SAN-TON-63-50 N66-12835
MATERS CUVETTE MONITORING OF HUMAN ARTERIAL OXYGEN
CONSUNPTION DURING TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION
NADC-MA-6323 N66-13831
BRAIN CIRCULATION, OXYGEN SUPPLY, ANO ANOXIC
SURVIVAL N66-16584
REGIONAL METABOLISM AND CIRCULATION OF CEREBRAL
CORTEX AND EFFECT ON SELECTIVE VULNERABILITY TO
ANOXEMIA N66-1658T
BLCO0 PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS OF OXYGEN UPTAKE AND
RESPIRATORY RATE OF RAT LIVER - HYPOXlA
N66-16602
GLUCOSE UTILIZATION OF BRAIN CORRELATED WITH
INSUFFICIENT OXYGEN CONSUMPTION IN LIVER - HYPOXIA
A-lO9
OXYGEN DEFICIENCY
N66-16606
HYPERVENTILATIDN-ALKALDSIS AND BICARBONATE
CONCENTRATION EFFECT DN ACID-BASE EQUILIBRIUM FOR
OXYGEN TRANSFER AND CONSUMPTION
N66-15C37
GAS CONSUMPTION AND METABOLISM OF COLD-BLOODED
ANIMALS AND MIGRATION 8 RADIOACTIVITY OF
MARINE ANIMALS
JPRS-23285 N66-15336
FACTORS AFFECTING CELLULAR OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AT
LOW OXYGEN TENSIONS
SAF-TDR-63-68 N64-15761
OXYGEN STORAGE IN HUMAN BODY N66-17951
CARBON DIOXIDE REMOVALv CONVERSIONt AND OXYGEN
REGENERATION N66-2462T
OXYGEN INHALATION EFFECTS ON COLD RESPONSE
THRESHOLDS AND ON GAS TRANSPORT AND ACID-BASE
BALANCE OF BLOOD
AD-6OOCT7 N66-26550
PROTEIN-BOUND IODINE IN SERUM OF RATS BREATHING 99
PERCENT OXYGEN - MICROSCOPIC CHANGES IN THYROID
N64-32223
DELIVERY APPARATUS OF PURE OXYGEN TD CLOSED
SYSTEM AND CONSUMPTION MEASUREMENT IN CHRONIC
EXPERIMENTS WITH SMALL ANIMALS
FTD-TT-63-1118/18286 N66-32663
OXYGEN DEFICIENCY
CF HYPOXIA
ARTERIAL OXYGEN SATURATION REDUCTION DUE TO
INDUCED HYPERLIPIOAEMIA IN HUMANS BY INTRAVENOUS
INFUSICN OF FAT EMULSION A66-ZO789
PROTECTIVE MECHANISMS FOR ANOXIA ON BONE NARROW
GRAFTS IN WHOLLY IRRADIATED NICE WITH IONIZING
RADIATION A66-26100
TRAINING FOR OXYGEN DEFICIENCY IN WHITE RATS
IMMEDIATELY AFTER SEVERE BURN INJURY
JPRS-21999 N64-10391
OXYGEN DEFICIENCY INFLUENCE ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE
AND NETABOLIC FUNCTIONS - AVIATION MEDICINE
DVL-205 N64-15034
OXYGEN DEFICIENCY INDEX FOR PILOT SENSITIVITY
DETERMINATIONS N64-15035
ADAPTATION OF PILOT STRESS-SENSITIVITY TD OXYGEN
DEFICIENCY IN LOW PRESSURE CHAMBER
N66-15036
ACTIVITY CHANCE OF GLUTANIC-DXALACETIC ACID
TRANSAMINASE BY ALBUMIN METABOLISM DUE TO OXYGEN
DEFICIENCY - BIOCHEMISTRY N66-15039
ENZYME ACTIVATION DETERMINATION OF OXYGEN
DEFICIENCY EFFECT ON BIOSYNTHESIS OF HERE
FORMATION N66-15063
ERYTHRCCYTE COUNT FOR QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION OF
HUMAN BLOOD CHANGES DURING PHYSICAL WORK AND
OXYGEN DEFICIENCY N66-15044
EFFECTS OF RADIATION ON OXYGEN BALANCE IN BRAIN
TISSUES N64-16907
KINETIC REGULARITIES OF PRIMARY REACTIONS AND
CHEMICAL PROTECTION IN RADIATION DAMAGE
N64-16908
ADAPTATION AND ACCLIMATIZATION OF HUMAN ORGANISM
TO HYPCXIA
JPRS-25796 N64-28076
RH VALUESt BICARBONATE CONTENTS AND CARBONIC ACID
PRESSURE OF HUMAN BLOOD IN SHORT TERM OXYGEN
DEFICIENCY
DVL-225 N66-32326
SUBJECT INDEX
OXYGEN flASK
CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONAL TESTING OF OXYGEN-BREATHING
EQUIPMENT BY DIRECT OBSERVATION OF OXYGEN
CONCENTRATION CHANGES IN THE DEAD SPACE OF THE
MASK AND IN THE INLET TUBING A64-10255
TOLERANCE TO RAPID DECOMPRESSION UP TO 60,000 FEET
WEARING STANDARD OXYGEN MASK A64-80268
CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONAL TESTING OF OXYGEN BREATHING
EQUIPMENT
SAN-TDR-63-56 N64-12176
MODIFICATION TO FACEPIECE OF P AND Q TYPE OXYGEN
MASKS FOR AIRCREWS
FPRC/MEMD-196 N64-20666
OXYGEN METABOLISM
SYMPATHOADRENALt ADRENDCORTICAL AND METABOLIC
EFFECTS OF SHORT DURATION HYPEROXIA
A64-19136
CHANGE OF GAS NETABOLISM IN NAN DURING PHYSICAL
EXERCISE IN LOW PRESSURE ENVIRONMENT
A66-19173
BALANCE AND KINETICS OF ANAEROBIC ENERGY RELEASE
DURING STRENUOUS EXERCISE IN MAN
A64-BO735
EVIDENCE OF CHEMICAL NATURE OF ORIGIN OF LIFE ON
EARTH AND IN SPACE A64-80962
INFLUENCE OF NUCLEUS ON ENDOGENOUS CIRCADIAN
RHYTHM DF OXYGEN BALANCE IN CYTOPLASM OF GREEN
ALGA, ACETABULARIA A64-81320
EFFECTS OF RADIATION ON OXYGEN BALANCE IN BRAIN
TISSUES N64-16907
ADAPTATION OF ORGANISMS TO CHRONIC OXYGEN
STARVATION - ACCLIMATIZATION OF HUMANS TO ALTITUDE
AND HYPOXIA CHAMBER CONDITIONS N66-31539
OXYGEN PRODUCTION
ELECTROLYTIC DECOMPOSITION OF WATER IN WEIGHTLESS
ENVIRONMENT TO OBTAIN OXYGENe USING WASTE PRODUCTS
A64-256OT
PHOTOSYNTHETIC PRODUCTIVITY OF CHLORELLA CULTURE
INCREASED TD OBTAIN MORE OXYGEN IN AIR
REGENERATION SYSTEM A64-25609
BIOREGENERATING SYSTEMS - USE OF HYDROGEN-
DXIOIZING BACTERIAt CLDSTRIOIUM AND HYOROGENDMONAS
IN REGENERATION OF EXPIRED AIR A64-80468
SUPEROXIDES FOR OXYGEN PRODUCTION AND CARBON
DIOXIDE REMOVAL IN CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS
A64-BOB31
FEASIBILITY OF OXYGEN PRODUCTION BY ALGAE FOR
NUCLEAR SUBMARINES
NRL-5956 N66-10551
OXYGEN PRODUCTION BY ALGAE IN SMALL CULTURE UNIT
NRL-5979 N64-10557
THERMOCHENICALLY SELF-PROPAGATING OXYGEN-
GENERATING COMPOSITION USING LITHIUM PERCHLORATEt
MANGANESE POWDER, G LITHIUM PEROXIDE
AMRL-TDR-66-1 N66-18600
OBTAINING OXYGEN BY ELECTROLYTIC DECOMPOSITION OF
WATER UNDER CONDITIONS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS
N64-23773
HYDROGEN-OXIDIZING BACTERIA FOR USE WITH
ELECTROLYSIS IN CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS FOR
REGENERATION OF FOOD AND OXYGEN FROM WATER AND
CARBON DIOXIDE
AMRL-TDR-66-35 N66-27432
OXYGEN SUPPLY AND CARBON OIDXIDE CONTROL IN CLOSED
FALLOUT SHELTER
NRD-1262-2530 N66-28161
INORGANIC SYSTEM FOR OXYGEN RECOVERY FOR LIFE
SUPPORT IN SPACECRAFT
A-19O
SUBJECT INDEX
AmRL-TCR-66-30 N66-32626
MATER PHOTOLYSIS AND OXYGEN PRODUCTION FROM
ILLUMINATION OF CHLOROPLAST IN PRESENCE OF
SUITABLE ANODE ACCEPTOR
NASA-CR-59220 N66-33126
6XYGEN SYSTEM
ATMOSPHERE CONSIDERATION FOR SUSTAINED SPACE
FLIGHT NOTING USE OF AN INERT GAS FOR REGENERATING
OXYGEN A66_11628
DECONPRESSION TESTS FOR 6-58 ESCAPE CAPSULE SYSTEM
A66-80331
SEAT-MC_JNTEO OXYGEN SUPPLY SYSTEM Fun LIGHTNING
AIRCRAFT
FPRC/NENO-202 N64-25845
HAZAROS IN _XYGEN ENVIRONMENT N66-3072T
OXYGEN TENSION
CRITICAL OXYGEN TENSION ICoOoTo/ OF YEAST SUPPORTS
EVIDENCE THAT C.O.T. OF CELLS AND TISSUES IS
RELATED TO THE DEGREE OF OXIDATION DR REDUCTION OF
CVTOCHRONE SYSTEM A66-13513
METABOLIC COST OF PILOTING LIGHT AIRCRAFT TO
EXAMINE HYPERVENTILATION TENDENCY UNDER INDUCED
HYPOXIA ANO SIMULATED INSTRUMENT FLYING TASK
A66-20696
RESPIRATORY RESPONSE TO EXPOSURE OF INCREASED
ALVEOLAR PARTIAL PRESSURE OF OXYGEN IN PRESENCE OR
ABSENCE OF NITROGEN A64-2Z056
ERYTHRCPCIESIS RESPONSE TO EXPOSURE OF ATMOSPHERE
MITH INCREASED OXYGEN PARTIAL PRESSURE
A64-2ZC55
CARDIAC RESPONSES OF GUINEA PIGS AND RABBITS TO
HIGH OXYGEN EXPOSURE UNDER PRESSURE ANO STRESS
LOADINGS A66-Z376T
HYPERCXIA EFFECT ON PROTEOLYSIS OF BRAIN OF MHITE
RATS FOLLOMING OXYGEN EXPOSURE OF 6 AND 3°5
ATMOSPHERES FOR VARYING TiME A66-ZT73q
BRAIN OXYGEN TENSION IN DOGS DURING PDSITTVEt
NEGATIVEt AND TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION
A66-80063
ARTERIAL ANO VENOUS BLOOD OXYGEN AND CARBON
DIOXIDE TENSIONS DURING BRIEF HYPERVENTILATION
NITH NITROGEN IN NAN A66-80122
OXYGEN DISSOCIATION CURVES OF HEMOGLOBIN IN BLOOO
SUBJECTED TO MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS
A66-80127
ALVEOLAR AND ARTEREJL GAS TENSIONS AS RELATED TU
ALTITUDE ANO AGE A66-BOITO
INSPIRED OXYGEN TENSION VARIATION AND ALVEOLAR-
ARTERIAL OXYGEN TENSION DIFFERENCE IN SITTING AND
SUPINE MALES AND FEMALES A66-BDIBT
OXYGEN DIFFUSION CAPACITY OF HUMAN LUNG AND
ANALYSIS OF BLOOD GASES A66-BO24T
HUMAN RESPONSE TO CARBON DIOXIDE IN LON PRESSURE.
OXYGEN RICH ATMOSPHERE A66-80323
REGULATION OF RESPIRATION AND CIRCULATION THROUGH
OXYGEN TENSION IN MIXED VENOUS BLOOO
k66-B0355
BRAIN OXYGEN TENSION IN DOG DURING POSITIVEt
NEGATIVE, AND TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION
A64-80359
NERVOUS SYSTEM INVOLVEMENT IN ADAPTATION TO
ENVIRONMENTAL STIMULI A66-80616
PARTIAL PRESSURE CHANGES OF OXYGEN AND CARBON
DIOXIDE IN ALTITUDE ASCENTS - EFFECTS ON MAN
A66-80631
QUANTITATIVE INTERACTIONS OF INCREASED OXYGEN AND
OXYGEN TENSION
CARBON DIOXIDE TENSIONS UPON RESPIRATION IN MAN
A66-80653
ALTITUDE EFFECT ON RESPIRATORY REGULATION AND
CHEMORECEPTOR A66-80656
BLOOD. CARBON OIOXIOEt AND REGULATION OF
RESPIRATION DURING EXERCISE A66-BOBS5
RELATIONSHIP BETMEEN RESPIRATORY HORN AND ARTERIAL
CARBON DIOXIDE TENSION A66-80656
NEGATIVE ACCELERATION IN RELATION TO ARTERIAL
OXYGEN SATURATIDNw SUBENDOCAROIAL HEMORRHAGE. ANO
VENOUS PRESSURE IN THE FOREHEAD
A6_-80500
OXYGEN PARTIAL PRESSURE IN PRESENCE OR ABSENCE OF
NITROGEN AS RELATED TO VITAL CAPACITY. OXYGEN
CONSUMPTION. AND CARBON DIOXIDE PRODUCTION
A66-B0626
INCREASED OXYGEN PARTIAL PRESSURE EFFECT Oh
HEMATOPOIESIS A66-BO6Z5
INCREASED OXYGEN PARTIAL PRESSURE IN ABSENCE OR
PRESENCE OF NITROGEN AS RELATED TO EAR. NOSE. DARK
ADAPTATION. ANO KIONEY FUNCTION IN SPACE CABIN
SIMULATOR A66-80627
LUNG VOLUME. COMPLIANCE. AND ARTERIAL OXYGEN AND
CARBON DIOXIDE TENSIONS DURING CONTROLLED
VENTILATION OF DOGS NITH PURE OXYGEN
A66-8OTOO
OXYGENATION OF BRAIN TISSUE IN DOG DURING
BREATHING OF VARIOUS CONCENTRATIONS OF CARBON
DIOXIDE AND OXYGEN A66-BOT93
MYOCARDIAL TENSION IN RAT AS RELATED TO PRESSURE
O_ OXYGEN AND DURATION OF EXPOSURE
A66-80813
FDRNARD ACCELERATION EFFECT ON BLOOD OXYGEN IN
ANESTHETIZEO OOG BREATHING ROOM AIR AND BREATHING
99°6 PER CENT OXYGEN A66-BOBI7
TIME COURSE OF BLOOD GAS CHANGES PROVOKED BY LIGHT
AND MODERATE EXERCISE IN MAN A66-BODB2
HYPERBARIC OXYGEN BREATHING AND PERSISTENCE _F
VISION IN RETINAL ISCHE_IA A66-81016
OXYGEN CONCENTRATION EFFECT ON PHOTOSYNTHESIS AND
RESPIRATION RATE IN CHLCRELLA PYRENGIDOSAt
SCENEDESMUS OBLIQUUS AND ELUDEA CANADENSIS
A66-BlOSI
OXYGEN TENSION DETERMINATION - OXYGEN DIFFUSION IN
GREY MATTER OF BRAIN AT CAPILLARY LEVEL
N64-16583
CHANGE IN METABOLIC PATTERN OF BRAIN OUE TO OXYGEN
TENSION REDUCTION IN BLOOD - HYPOXIA
N66-16603
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF EXPOSURE TO INCREASED
OXYGEN TENSION
SAM-TDR-63-66 N66-16660
BREATH HOLDING METHODS OF STUOYING CARBON DIOXIOEt
OXYGEN TENSIONt AND EFFECTS OF ALTITUDE
ACCLIMATIZATION ON RESPIRATION N66-17936
OXYGEN DISSOCIATION CURVE DETERMINATION -
POLAROGRAPHIC MEASUREMENTS OF OXYGEN TENSION
N66-17938
OXYGEN G CARBON DIOXIDE TENSIONS IN DOG PULMONARY
VEIN N66-17963
EFFECT OF TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION ON OXYGEN
TENSION IN BRAIN T_SSUE
FTO-TT-63-12151162G6 N66-ZZ665
POLARDGRAPHIC METHOD OF DETERMINATION OF OXYGEN
TENSION IN BRAIN TISSUES DURING HIGH ALTITUDE
FLIGHT N66-27636
A-191
OXYGENTOXICITY SUBJECTINOEX
OXYGEN TENSION IN LIVING BRAIN TISSUE OF DOG
DURING LONG ACCELERATION
FTD-TT-63-8681182 N66-29278
SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERES - HIGH OXYGEN TENSION IN
ANIMALS AND HUMANSt OXYGEN TOXICITYt AND DRUG
THERAPY
NASA-SP-47 N66-31219
OXYGEN TOXICITY
PHYSIOLOGICALLY DESIRABLE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
OXYGEN CONCENTRATION IN THE INSPIRED GAS AND THE
ABSOLUTE PRESSURE WITHIN A PRESSURE OR SEALED
CABIN A6k-IO2kB
EFFECTS OF HIGH PARTIAL PRESSURES OF OXYGEN ON THE
VISUAL SYSTEM OF NATURE ANIMALS /OCULAR HYPEROXIA/
A66-10256
TOXIC EFFECTS OF ELEVATED OXYGEN LEVELS ON PLANTSt
INVERTEBRATES AND HUMAN CELLS A66rlO258
HIGHEST SURVIVAL TIME OF MICE LIVING IN PURE
OXYGEN ENVIRONMENT IS 13 DAYS A64-IglT4
ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE EFFEC T ON MICE AND
AMOEBA EXPOSED TO ATMOSPHERIC OXYGEN
A66-20699
CLINICAL PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF EXPOSURE TO
ATMOSPHERE DE INCREASED OXYGEN PARTIAL PRESSURE
AND NITROGEN A66-22D53
CHRONIC HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN TOXICITY EFFECT ON
RATS A64-22058
SUBMARINE AND SPACECRAFT ATMCSPHERESt EXAMINING
HUMAN TOLERANCE LIMITS FOR EXTENDED CONTINUOUS
EXPOSURE TO CARBON DIOXIDE AND INCREASED OXYGEN
A66-25319
VITAMIN E PREVENTS HEMOLYTIC ANEMIAt DECREASES
CONVULSIONS AND MORTALITY DUE TO HIGH PRESSURE
OXYGEN EXPOSURE A6_-25566
LIPID PEROXIDATION EFFECT ON LYSIS OF
ERYTHROCYTESt GLYCOLYSIS AND OTHER METABOLIC
SYSTEMS, DISCUSSING ITS RELATION TO OXYGEN
TOXICITY A66-Z5550
OXYGEN INTOXICATION UNDER NORMAL AND INCREASED
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE A66-80221
ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE AND ITS EFFECTS ON
OXYGEN TOXICITY IN MICE AND GIANT AMOEBAt
PELOMYXA CAROLINENSIS A66-80505
DEVELOPMENT OF TOLERANCE TO TOXIC EFFECT OF OXYGEN
EXCESS IN AMBIENT AIR BY HYPOXIC TRAINING IN
RRESSURE CHAMBER A66-B1263
TIME-CONCENTRATION EFFECTS OF OXYGEN TOXICITY IN
MAN N64-12866
LACK OF PREDICTABILITY IN RATS TO EXHIBIT CHRONIC
OXYGEN POISONING
NADC-MA-6326 N66-15363
HIGH OXYGEN ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS ON VISUAL
MECHANISMS AND OCULAR PHYSIOLOGY
SAM-REVIEW-3-66 N66-26269
ACUTE AND CHRONIC TOXICITY IN RATS FROM OXYGEN AT
HIGH PRESSURE
NADC-MA-6331 N64-27954
SPACE CAEIN ATMOSPHERES - HIGH OXYGEN TENSION IN
ANIMALS AND HUMANS, OXYGEN TOXICITYt AND DRUG
THERAPY
NASA-SP-BT N66-31219
OXYHEMOGLOBIN
OXYGEN-COMBINING PROPERTIES OF CIRCULATING-BLOOD
HEMOGLOBIN IN ORGANISM DURING PROLONGED HYPOXIA IN
RAT A66-81270
OZONE
SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERE CONTAMINANTS EFFECTt
PARTICULARLY OZONE, ON VISUAL PERCEPTION
A66-10631
TIME-TEMPERATURE RELATIONSHIP OF AIR COMPRESSORS
OF TURBOJET, TURBORAMJET, OR SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT
PROPULSION TO DEVELOP ADEQUATE TECHNIQUES OF OZONE
DESTRUCTION A66-21181
RESPIRATORY FREQUENCY AND TIDAL VOLUME OF GUINEA
PIGS INHALING LOW CONCENTRATIONS OF OZONE AND
NITROGEN DIOXIDE AND OF RUNNING ACTIVITY OF MICE
A66-BO65T
OZONE IN HIGH ALTITUDE AIRCRAFT CABINS
A66-BO661
PULNONARY FUNCTION AND EFFECT ON LUNG IN MAN
BREATHING LOW CONCENTRATIONS OF OZONE
A66-EO762
OZONOSPHERE
S ATMOSPHERE
P
PACIFIC OCEAN
BIOLOGY ANO STRATIGRAPHY OF BOTTOM SEDIMENTS IN
EQUATORIAL PACIFIC
JPRS-23603 N66-15730
PAIN
BODY REACTION TO PAINFUL STIMULI - ACTIVE AND
PASSIVE
JPRS-21617 N66-1011T
PAIN SENSITIVITY
PAIN SENSITIVITY AS MEASURE OF SENSORY DEPRIVATION
TOLERANCE A66-12936
SKIN TEMPERATUREt PAIN SENSITIVITY AND BURN INJURY
FROM SIMULATED NUCLEAR FLASH ON AIRCREN MEMBERS
A66-BO327
NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF EARLY SENSORY
RESTRICTION ON DOG A66-80693
PAINT
SPACECRAFT SURFACE STERILIZATION OF BACILLUS BY
SELF-STERILIZING F_RMALOEHYDE PAINT - INTERNAL
STERILIZATION BY ETHLENE OXIDE A66-80463
PAPER CHROMATOGRAPHY
EXTRATERRESTRIAL'LIFE DETECTOR, AND AUTOMATIC
PAPER CHROMATOGRAPHY DEVICE FOR ANALYSIS OF
SOLUBLE CONSTITUENTS OF PLANETARY SOIL
NASA-CR-56523 N66-22783
PARACHUTE
RUSSIAN COSMONAUT REENTERS SPACE FLIGHT TRAINING -
WORKING DAY DESCRIPTION - PARACHUTE JUMPS
FTD-TT-66-169/166 N66-33669
PARACHUTING INJURY
SURFACE WIND IVELOCITIES CORRELATED WITH PARACHUTE
LANDING INJURIES A66-27602
EJECTION SEAT INJURIES IN ROYAL CANADIAN AIR FORCE
AS RELATED TO EQUIPMENT AND TRAINING
A64-BO175
PARALLAX
ERROR ANALYSIS OF PARALLAX IN INDIVIDUAL SCALE
READINGS A66-13081
PARANAGNETIC RESONANCE
PARAMAGNETIC ELECTRON RESONANCE IN COLD BOKKEVELD
METEORITE AS INDICATION OF BIOGENIC ORIGIN
A66-B11IQ
PARANASAL SINUS
FRONTAL:MUCOCELE REVEALED BY BAROTRAUMA
A64-BO034
PARASITIC DISEASE
PARASITIC DISEASES SPREAD BY AIR TRANSPORTATION
A66-B0313
PAROTIO
IDENTIFICATION AND SIGNIFICANCE OF PAROTID FLUID
CORTICOSTEROIDS
A-192
SUDJECT INDEX
SAP-TDR-63-86 N66-15742
PAROTID FLUID AND SERUM RESPONSES TO INTRAMUSCULAR
INJECTION OF AORENOCORTICOTROPIN /AOTHI IN YOUNG
ADULT MALES
SA_-TDR-64-3T NbB-ZQ286
PAROTID FLUID CORTTCOSTEROID LEVELS IN ADULT MALES
ONE AND TMO HOURS AFTER RECEIVING GRADEO
INTRAMUSCULAR DOSES OF AORENOCORTICOTROPIN
SA_-TDR-66-50 N66-31053
PARTIAL PRESSURE
PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS IN THE TRAINING OF AIRCREM
IN USE OF THE R.A.F. PARTIAL PRESSURE SUITS
A66-13512
INCREASED OXYGENPARTIAL PRESSURE EFFECT ON
HEMATOPOIESI_ A66-I0625
PARTICLE
S CHARGED PARTICLE
S RZCRDPARTICLE
PARTICLE ACCELERATOR
S LINEAR ACCELERATOR
S SYNCHROTRON
PARTICLE BEAM
S MOLECULAR BEAN
PARTICLE _IZE
PARTICLE SIZE CONSIOERATIONS OF AIRBORNE
CONTAMINANTS N66-26628
PASSIVITY
PASSIVE TELEMETRY OF PHYSIOLOGICAL PHENOMENA
NASA-CR-56962 N66-27314
PATH
S TRAJECTORY
PATHOLOGICAL EFFECT
RELATIONSHIP OF FREQUENCY OF PATHOLOGICAL DEFECTS
OF SAMPLE PILOTS IN AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS TO SANE
DEFECTS IN TOTAL PILOT POPULATION
A66-25569
IMPACT AND SUPPORT RESTRAINT CONDITIONS EFFECT ON
PATHOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGY DF GUINEA PIGS
A66-25551
PROLONGED HEIGHTLESSNESS AND DISUSE EFFECTS ON
CARDIOVASCULAR DECCNDITIONING AND BODY FLUID
DISTRIBUTION A66-28360
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PATHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF
VIBRATION ON TOTALLY IMMERSED CATS
A66-80119
PATHOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF MHIPLASH
INJURY AbB-B0233
CYANOSISv HEMATOLOGIC CHANGEr EYE AND NOSE
IRRITATION OF RAT AND DOG OUE TO VARYING
CONCENTRATION AND EXPOSURE OF TETRAFLUOROHYORAZINE
AbB-8OBTO
PATHOLOGICAL EFFECT OF ACCELERATION, IONIZING
RADIATION, AND HEIGHTLESSNESS DURING MANNED SPACE
FLIGHT A66-8109T
PATHOLOGICAL AND MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES OF NERVOUS
SYSTEM CAUSED BY VIBRATION N66-10781
INFLUENCE OF HYPOXIA ON VARIOUS PATHOLOGICAL
CHANGES - HYPOXENIC LESIONS N66-16598
STRUCTURE, PROPERTIES, AND PATHOLOGICAL CHANGES OF
ELASTIC FIBROUS COMPONENTS OF CONNECTIVE TISSUE
JPRS-25252 N66-26056
PATHOLOGY
CF DISEASE
HISTOPATHOLOGY OF EXPERIMENTAL DECOMPRESSION
SICKNESS IN THE COG1 NOTING BONE MARROH EMBOLI AND
FAT EMBCLIZATION A66-13516
PATHOLOGY INVESTIGATION OF AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS
PATTERN RECOGNITION
A66-B0132
PATHOLOGY OF LIGHT AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS
A66-8017T
NEUROVEGETATIVE CONDITIONS AND OCCUPATIONAL
PATHOLOGY A66-BII27
MEDICAL CONFERENCES ON MINERAL NATER USE,
CLIMATOPATHOLOGY, CORONARY SURGERYt HIGH ALTITUDE
PHYSIOLOGY, AND EPIDENIOLOGY
JPRS-21836 N66-10515
PATHOLOGICAL PHYSIOLOGY AND EXPERIMENTAL THERAPY -
RADIATION SICKNESS, CONGENITAL DISEASEt AND
HETEROHENDTRANSFUS|ON REACTIONS
JPRS-1TBI? N66-10723
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM TISSUE AND CELLULAR
PATHOLOGY IN HYPOXERIC STATE N66-16596
CYBERNETIC RELATION TO SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
NEUROLOGYt PATHOLOGYt NATHEMATICSw AND PHILOSOPHY
JPRS-23236 N66-16966
PATHOLOGICAL STUDIES ON STEROID SEX HORMONES,
RADIATION EFFECT ON METABOLISE, LEUKEMIA,
PARATHYROID, AND HYPOTHYROIDISM
ARCH-20 N66-15398
PATHOGENETIC MECHANISMS IN DEVELOPMENT OF BURN
SICKNESS
JPRS-24338 N66-189T6
PHYSIOLOGY AND PATHOLOGY OF CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
NASA-TT-F-1T3 N66-23206
PATHOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGY OF ADAPTIVE CONTROL AND
PROTECTION MECHANISMS IN ANIMALS
FTD-TT-62-LSBB/1G2_6 N66-23663
ADAPTATION REACTIONS AND PATHOLOGICAL STUDIES OF
ORGANISM EXPOSED TO HARMFUL STIMULI
N64-23665
FORMATION OF COMPLEX SPATIAL NOTIONS IN NORMAL ANO
PATHOLOGICAL SUBJECTS'- ROLE OF SPEECH
N66-25163
PATHOLOGY AND TOXICOLOGY OF REPEATED DOSES OF
HYORAZINE AND OIMETHYLHYORAZINE IN MONKEYS AND
RATS
AMRL-TDR-66-BB N66-29938
ULTRASONICS FOR SOFT TISSUE AND ORGAN STUDY -
DIAGNOSIS OF PATHOLOGICAL PROCESSES
N66-30238
PHYSIOLOGY [ PATHOLOGY OF HATER _ SALT METABOLISM
AND FLUID BALANCE OF HORKERS IN HOT ENVIRONMENTS
NASA-TT-F-9120 N66-33399
PATIENT
AIR TRANSPORTATION OF PATIENTS NITH CONGENITAL
HEART DISEASE A66-80029
ANALYSIS OF AIR EVACUATION FACTORS IN 366 BURN
CASES IN FRANCE A66-80286
AIR TRANSPORT OF SICK AND HOUNDED -NEOICAL
CONSIDERATIONS A66-80306
AIR EVACUATION OF PATIENTS HTTH ACUTE RESPIRATORY
PROBLEMS USING INTERMITTENT POSITIVE PRESSURE
BREATHING A66-BOB05
AIR TRANSPORTATION OF CARDIAC PATIENTS
A66-BO775
HELICOPTER USE IN AIR EVACUATION OF PATIENTS AS
RELATED TO PROTECTION UNDER FIRST GENEVA
CONVENTION A66-BIO69
ASSIMILATION OF LARGE SUDDENLY INGESTED QUANTITIES
OF HATER BY PATIENTS
NASA-IT-F-9116 N66-33396
PATTERN RECOGNITION
OBJECT CLASSIFICATION DISCUSSED AS PRACTICAL TOOL
A-193
PEDAL
FORVISIBILITYENGINEERING A66-17625
COLOR AND PATTERN PERCEPTION TESTS USING ISHIHARA
CHARTS AS TARGETS FOR STABILIZED RETINAL IMAGE
A66-25825
AUTOMATIC COMMAND CONTROL SYSTEM USING PHONETIC
VOICE PATTERN RECOGNITION A66-26660
BEHAVIORAL TESTING DURING 7-DAY CONFINEMENT IN
SIMULATED SPACE CAPSULE - PATTERN RECOGNITION TASK
NASA-TN-C-lg76 N66-11569
SIGNAL DISCRIMINATOR FOR CLASSIFICATION OF
MACHINE LEARNING PATTERNS
RADC-TDR-66-165 N66-25235
LEARNING MACHINE - PATTERN RECOGNITION MODEL
IN-1 N66-25296
PEDAL
FOOT PEDAL DESIGN AFFECTING OPERATION TIME
A66-80092
PELONYXA
ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE AND ITS EFFECTS ON
OXYGEN TOXICITY IN MICE AND GIANT AMOEBA,
PELOMYXA CAROLINENSIS 666-80505
PELTIER EFFECT
PELTIER REFRIGERATORS AS TRANSDUCERS FOR
PSYCHOPHYSICAL STUDY OF TEMPERATURE SENSE
N66-11259
PENTABORANE
PENTABORANE INTOXICATION DIAGNOSED WITH
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM AND OTHER MEANS AND TREATMENT
TECHNIQUE 666-81066
PENTABORANE POISONING AND RELATION BETWEEN LETHAL
AND INCAPACITATING DOSAGES IN MAMMAL
A66-81177
TRANSFER AND ADMINISTRATION OF PENTABORANE-9 TO
SMALL MAMMALS
ANRL-TDR-63-128 N66-I6585
PENTOBARBITAL SODIUM
HYPOTHERMIC EFFECT ON CORTEX AND BRAIN STEM IN
RELAXANT CAT UNDER ACTION OF BARBITUATES AND
MUSCLE 666-80365
VISUAL SIGNAL-FROM-NOISE DETECTION BY MONKEY UNDER
INFLUENCE OF CHLORPROMAZINE HYDROCHLDRIDE AND
SODIUM PENTOBARBITAL 666-80906
PEPTIDE
CF PROTEIN
ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION ABSORPTION BY PEPTIDES FOR
DETECTION OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL!LIFE ON MARS
NASA-CR-55655 N66-16109
PERCEPTION
CF RECOGNITION
PERCEPTUAL THEORY OF RELATIVITY REGARDING SPACE
AND TIME AS INSEPARABLE A66-26606
AGING EFFECT ON PERFORMANCE OF AUDITORY AND VISUAL
VIGILANCE TASKS AT VARYING SPEEOS
PHS-G-GM-O5385 A66-80129
REACTION TIME INFLUENCED DIFFERENTIALLY BY WARNING
SIGNAL IN YOUTH AND OLD AGE 664-80166
HANOEDNESS AND DIFFERENTIAL PERCEPTION OF VERBAL
STIMULI IN LEFT AND RIGHT VISUAL FIELDS
666-80202
SELECTIVE ATTENTION IN NAN - BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH
664-80376
INFORMATION THEORY APPLIED TO DEVELOPMENT OF SKILL
IN MAN 666-80381
DECISION-MAKING RELATED TO CERTAIN PERSONALITY
VARIABLES 666-B0660
PERCEPTUAL RECHANISNS AIMED AT ERROR-CORRECTION
666-B0471
SUBJECT INDEX
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND VERBAL STRESS RESPONSES INTOTAL
AND PARTIAL PERCEPTUAL ISOLATION
A66-80513
AGING - SOCIAL, PHYSIOLOGICAL, AND PSYCHOLOGICAL
ASPECTS A66-80531
AUTONOMIC LEVELS AND LABILITY PERFORMANCE TIME
ON PERCEPTUAL AND SENSORIMOTOR TASKS
A66-BOSB5
PERCEPTUAL SPEED IN RELATION TO QUANTA OF
SIMULTANEOUSLY PRESENTED MATERIAL IN VISUAL OR
TACTILE TASKS 666-80655
THRESHOLDS FOR PERCEPTION OF LINEARLY INCREASING
ANGULAR ACCELERATIONS AS RELATED TO AIRCRAFT
ATTITUDE CONTROL AND SEMICIRCULAR CANALS
666-B0692
PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR SKILLS - BIBLIOGRAPHY
A66-8070B
PERCEPTION BIBLIOGRAPHY WITH REFERENCES TO VISUAL,
AUDITORY, TIME, GUSTATORY, AND TACTILE PERCEPTION
666-80710
WEBERS LAW AND NOISE - DISCRIMINATION OF
BRIGHTNESS AND OTHER DIMENSIONS
A66-80810
RESPONSE UNCERTAINTY AS RELATED TO OVERALL
REACTION TIME 664-80812
AGE FACTOR AND REACTION TIME IN PERFORMANCE OF
CARD SORTING TASK BY AGED AND YOUNG ADULT HUMAN
A66-80973
AUDIBILITY OF BINAURAL BEATS AS FUNCTION OF
FREQUENCYw LOUDNESS, AND THRESHOLD LEVELS
A66-80978
PERCEPTION OF VERTICALITY IN YOUNG, MIDDLE-AGED,
AND OLD INDIVIDUALS OF SIMILAR NONVERBAL
INTELLIGENCE 666-81115
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF AUDITORY AND VISUAL PERCEPTION
666-81169
COMPUTER AND RELATION TO HUMAN PERCEPTION
A66-B1166
AGE, INFORMATION TRANSMISSION AND POSITIONAL
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SIGNAL AND RESPONSE IN
PERFORMANCE OF MULTIPLE-CHOICE REACTION TIME TASK
A66-BIIgD
DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION AS MODEL FOR PERCEPTION
666-B1299
PHYSIOLOGIC MECHANISM FOR PERCEPTION OF KNOWLEDGE
THROUGH SENSORY ORGANS IN MAN
JPRS-I9762 N66-11352
BINAURAL BEAT PERCEPTION STUDY USING RELATIVE
PROCEDURES
CARI-63-1T N66-16611
PERCEPTION OF POSTURAL VERTICAL AFTER PROLONGED
BODILY TILT IN NORMALS £ SUBJECTS WITH VESTIBULAR
DEFECTS
NASA-CR-55616 N66-15355
DISARRANGED EYE-HAND COORDINATION
N66-22061
CONTRIBUTING FACTORS IN PERCEPTION OF OCULOGRAVIC
ILLUSION N66-22636
INCENTIVE EFFECT ON INTERPERSONAL PERCEPTION -
PSYCHOLOGY
AD-636602 N66-26236
HUMAN PERCEPTION OF ENVIRONMENTAL SPACE-TIME
RELATIONSHIPS N66-25OT8
HUMAN BEHAVIOR - EVOLUTION OF PERCEPTUAL REFERENCE
SYSTEMS
AO-600319 N66-27094
A_-196
SUBJECTINDEX
GIBSON THEORY ON VISUAL PERCEPTION AND HUMAN
FACTORS - SENSORY CUES AND DYNAMIC DISTORTION IN
HELICOPTER FLIGHT SIMULATOR
NAVTRADEVCEN-296-5 N66-28636
INFORMATION THEORY AND HUMAN THINKING, INFORMATION
PERCEPTICNt [ ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM ANALYSIS USING
PROBABILITY THEORY
JPRS-26839 N66-33010
PERCEPTROM
STRUCTURE AND USES DF SIMPLE ANDSEGUENTIALLY
FUNCTIONING PERCEPTRDNS - COMPUTER PROGRAM
N66-11536
PERCEPTUAL DEPRIVATION
S SENSORY DEPRIVATION
PERFORMANCE
S OPERATOR PERFORMANCE
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL INTEGRITY
ASSESSED THROUGH RADIO-TELEMETRY DURING MANNED
SPACE FLIGHT A66-BO635
PERFORMANCE DECREMENT
AGE AND TENDENCY TO WITHHOLD RESPONSE IN
RECOGNITION OF WORDS PRESENTED TACHISTDSCDPZCALLY
A66-80131
PERFORMANCE PREDICTION
LOOKING AHEAD MECHANISMS TO CHARACTERIZE HUMAN
OPERATORS SENSING AND USING FUTURE ;MPUT DATA IN
FORCED PACE CONTROL TASKS A66-26B39
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL CORRELATION AND ANALYSIS FOR
MAN-MACHINE SYSTENS A04-80566
APTITUDE TEST MEASURES FOR SELECTION OF TONER AIR
TRAFFIC CONTROL TRAINEES A66-81336
PERFUSION
VENTILATIDN-PERFUSION RELATIONSHIP IN GAS EXCHANGE
OF LUNGS N66-17939
TOPOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF PERFUSIDN AND
VENTILATION OF BLOOD IN LUNGS N64-17962
DETERMINATION OF PERFUSION & PERFUSION-VENTILAT|ON
RATIO OF LUNG N66-IT?66
PERFUSIDN OF LUNGS OF HUMAN WITH ASTHMA
N66-17965
PERIODICITY
PERIODICITY ANALYSIS FOR BIDMETEOROLOGY RESEARCH
N66-32350
PERIODICITY /BIOL/
PHYSIOLOGY OF SLEEP-WAKEFULNESS CYCLE AND RELATED
PHENOMENA A66-B0186
SLEEP RESPONSES TO AUDITORY STIMULI AS FUNCTION CF
SLEEP DEPRIVATION AND EEG STAGE OF SLEEP
_66-80316
TIME ESTIMATES AS MEASURED BY REPRODUCTION RELATED
TO INTERNAL RHYTHMS A66-80590
TIME JUDGMENT-CONSISTENCY OF INDIVIDUAL
DIFFERENCES A66-BO765
26-HOUR PERIODICITY OF MITOTIC DIVISION OF CELLS
AND GLYCOGEN CONTENT IN LIVER OF RAT
A66-B130T
PERIPHERAL CIRCULATION
VIBRATORY THRESHOLD AS AFFECTED BY AGING AND
IMPAIRMENT OF PERIPHERAL CIRCULATION
A66-BOOO2
NOISE EFFECT ON PERIPHERAL CIRCULATION g PHYSICAL
EXERCISE A66-80613
CENTIMETER WAVE RADIATION OF VARYING INTENSITY AND
EFFECT ON PERIPHERAL BLOOD AND HEMATOPGIETIC
SYSTEM A66-B1211
PERSONNEL
SEARCH FUR HEMATOLOGICAL PARAMETER INDICATING
EFFECT OF COLD ACCLIMATIZATION ON FORMED ELEMENTS
IN MOUSE PERIPHERAL BLOOD
AAL-TDR-63-3 N66-31936
PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
HYPOTHERMIA EFFECT ON THE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
AND PERIPHERAL NERVES IN THE RAT
A_4--80066
VESTIBULAR INFLUENCE ON MUSCLE TONUS VIA fiAMMA
EFFERENT ROTOR SYSTEM IN CAT A66-80260
PERMEABILITY
NERVE-REFLEX PROCESSES AND HOMEOSTATIC MECHANISMS
IN PERMEABILITY CHANGES OF HISTOHEMATIC BARRIERS
IN RADIATION SICKNESS
JPRS-21492 N66-IOD66
PERMEABILITY OF HEMATDENCEPHALIC BARRIER TO
INORGANIC PHOSPHATE IN ACUTE RADIATION SICKNESS
JPRS-21628 N66-10119
ACTH INJECTION OF RATS IRRADIATED WITH X-RAYS, AND
ORGAN PERMEABILITY CHANGES N66-15681
PEROXIDE
INHIBITIDN OF GROWTH OF CHLORELLA VULGARIS BY
ORGANIC PEROXIDES A66-80901
PERSONALITY
DF APTITUDE
PSYCHOLOGICAL CORRELATES OF BIODYNAMIC STRESS -
DESCRIPTION OF SIX MEN SUSTAINING OVER 500
ACCUMULATED G A66-BO095
RDRSCHACH PERFORMANCE AND INTELLECTUAL FUNCTIONING
IN AGED INDIVIDUALS A66-8012B
RISK-TAKING BEHAVIOR OF INDIVIDUALS AND GROUPS
RELATED TO CERTAIN PERSONALITY TRAITS
A66-80211
NEUROTIC ANXIETY AND VESTIBULAR FUNCTION REFLECTED
IN VERTIGO AND NYSTAGMUS UPON REPEATED CALORIC
STIMULATION A66-80301
DECISION-MAKING RELATED TO CERTAIN PERSONALITY
VARIABLES A66-80660
RISK-TAKING BEHAVIOR EVALUATED AS UNITARY
DIMENSION OF PERSONALITY A66-BOq6T
AGING - SOCIAL, PHYSIOLOGICAL, AND PSYCHOLOGICAL
ASPECTS A66-80531
PERSONALITY VARIABLES AS DETERMINED BY MMPI
RELATED TO RESPONSE TO ELECTRICAL VESTIBULAR
STIMULATION A66-80582
AROUSAL EFFECT ON FIELD DEPENDENCE ASSESSED BY
ROD AND FRAME TEST UNDER QUIET AND NOISE
CONDITIONS A66-BII62
PURSUIT ROTOR PERFORMANCE WITH POSITIVE AND
NEGATIVE APPROVAL MOTIVATION A66-B1216
SPATIAL ORIENTATION WITHIN ROTATING ROOM AS
DETERMINED ON TILTING CHAIR AND ROD-AND-FRAME
TESTS A66-B1329
PERSONALITY ORIENTATION AND SUCCESS IN FLIGHT
TRAINING
REPT.-38 N66-30168
PERSONNEL
CF ASTRONAUT
CF FLYING PERSONNEL
CF MANPOWER
CF PILOT
JOB ANALYSIS IN UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
A64-B0266
VISUAL EXAMINATIONS FOR CIVILIAN AIR PERSONNEL
A64-B0660
STANDARD HEALTH AND SAFETY REQUIREMENTS FOR USE BY
NUCLEAR REACTOR TEST SITE PERSONNEL
1D0-12028 N64-10428
A-195
PERSONNEL PROPULSION SYSTEM SUBJECT INDEX
e_
WORKING CONDITION EVALUATION g HEALTH STATUS OF
PERSONNEL DEALING WITH ULTRAHIGH FREQUENCY
ELECTRIC CURRENTS N66-1185B
VISUAL AIDS FOR MANUFACTURING PERSONNEL IN
RROOUCTION OF ATOMIC WEAPONS
SC-4959/MZ N64-14997
MANPOWER 6 PERSONNEL FOR ADVANCED WEAPON SYSTEMS -
ESTIMATION OF REQUIREMENTS
ANRL-TCR-63-110 N64-18599
RREDICTION DF ADAPTABILITY OF BASIC AIRMEN
REFERRED FOR MENTAL HYGIENE CLINIC EVALUATION
AD-6365TI N64-18906
PROFICIENCY TEST FOR TECHNICIANS MAINTAINING
TELEMETERING GROUND STATION EQUIPMENT - OPERATOR
PERFORMANCE
ND-66-3T N64-21373
HAZARD TO PERSONNEL WEARING TORN PROTECTIVE
CLOTHING WHILE EXPOSED TO VAPOROUS ROCKET
PROPELLANTS
AD-431540 N64-21673
GAMMA RADIATION EXPOSURES RECEIVED BY PERSONNEL
AT NUCLEAR RESEARCH FACILITY
AECL-2050 N64-32308
PERSONNEL TRAINING PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
HUMRRO-RB-11 N64-32681
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS IN AVIATION PERSONNEL -
PHYSIOLOGICAL SYNCOPE
REPT.-I6 N66-335TO
PERSONNEL PROPULSION SYSTEM
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS FOR ASTRONAUTS IN
PLANETARY ENVIRONMENTS A66-BOB53
PERSONNEL SELECTION
SA PILOT SELECTION
CF PHYSICAL EXAMINATION
PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PHYSICAL CRITERIA RECOMMENDED
FOR SELECTION OF ASTRONAUTS A64-11427
EYE DISEASE IN CONSIDERING SELECTION OF FLIGHT
PERSONNEL A66-25007
OPTIMUM ASTRONAUT SELECTION WITH REGARD TO IN
FLIGHT TESTING AND ACTUAL MISSION PERFORMANCE
REQUIREMENTS A64-28344
ELECTROCARDIOGRAM IN SINUS TACHYCARDIA AND
AURICULAR HYPERTROPHY A64-80024
ROYAL NAVAL HIGH-ALTITUDE SELECTION TEST AS
MEASURE OF DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS SUSCEPTIBILITY
A64-B0225
ASTHMA TEST BY PNEUMOTACHOGRAPHY AFTER INHALATION
OF ACETYLCHOLINE AND ALEUDRINE A64-B0286
THCRACIC RADIOPHOTOGRAPHY AND RADICSCOPY IN
SELECTION AND PERIODIC EXAMINATION OF MILITARY
FLYING PERSONNEL IN FRANCE A64-80303
AIR TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT - IMPLICATIONS OF AGE AT
ENTRY FOR IRAINING AND JOB PERFORMANCE OF AIR
TRAFFIC CONTROL SPECIALISTS A64-B0325
PERSONNEL SELECTION PROCEDURE AND SPACE SIMULATION
STUDY IN RELATION TO HUMAN PERFORMANCE IN SPACE
FLIGHT A66-BO45T
AUOIOMETRIC EXAMINATION OF MILITARY PERSONNEL
A66-80570
CORONARY DISTURBANCES AND FLYING AS RELATED TO
RILOT SELECTION EXAMINATIONS A64-BOT69
SELECTION AND TRAINING REQUIREMENTS FOR BIOMEDICAL
AND HUMAN FACTORS RESEARCH IN EARTH ORBITING
STATIONS A64-BO850
APTITUDE TEST MEASURES FOR SELECTION OF TOWER AIR
TRAFFIC CONTROL TRAINEES A64-81336
SPACECREW SELECTION AND TRAINING - LITERATURE
SURVEY
SID-63-707 N64-16423
VISUAL REQUIREMENTS FOR FLIGHT QUALIFICATION -
PERSONNEL SELECTION
AD-442707 N64-29650
PERSONNEL SUBSYSTEM
SYSTEM DESIGNS APPROACH TO PERSONNEL RELIABILITY
IN X-15 AIRCRAFT A64-22635
PERSPECTIVE
CF DEPTH PERCEPTION
ACCOMMODATION AS DISTANCE CUE IN VISUAL PERCEPTION
A64-80161
PERT PROJECT
PREPARATION OF PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION FOR
AUTONATEO TRAINING IN DECISION MAKING - PERT
PROGRAM
ESD-TDR-63-60B N66-12319
PETROLEUM
CF FUEL
CF GASOLINE
BIDGENIC AND ABIOGENIC EVIDENCE OF ORIGIN OF OIL
AND LIFE A64-8037I
ROLE OF BACTERIA IN CONVERSION OF PETROLEUM CARBON
AND ASPHALT COMPONENTS UNDER ANAEROBIC CONDITIONS
FTD-TT-62-I46g/182_4 N64-16396
PH
PH OF FOREHEAD SWEAT AND SALIVA DURING PHYSICAL
EXERCISE A64-B0370
BLOOD PRESSUREI PHt AND NICTITATING MEMBRANE
RESPONSES TO ADRENALINE AND NORADRENALINE OF CATS
DURING HYPOXIA_ HYPERVENTILATIONt AND HYPERDXIA
A66-BOg26
TIME COURSE OF BLOOD GAS CHANGES PROVOKED BY LIGHT
AND MODERATE EXERCISE IN MAN A64-BO982
PH-TEMPERATURE CONVERSION FACTOR AND CARBON
DIOXIDE FACTOR IN HYPOTHERMIA IN ILL AND NORMAL
ADULTS A64-BlO10
TEMPERATURE AS RELATED TO PH AND CARBON DIOXIDE IN
BLOOD OF HUMAN ADULT AND NEWBORN
A64-B1012
UTILIZATION OF GASTROINTESTINAL RADIOCAPSULE IN
STUDY OF ACIDITY OF DUODENAL CONTENT
A64-B1021
USE OF RAOIOCAPSULE IN PH DETERMINATION OF
GASTROINTESTINAL CONTENT A66-81022
RADIO TELEMETRY STUDY OF PH OF DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
NASA-TT-F-gO26 N66-27367
PH FACTOR
RESPIRATION AND ACID-BASE EQUILIBRIUM AFTER
ADAPTATION TO ALTITUDE OF BLOOD AND CEREBROSPINAL
FLUID A66-BO160
DEVELOPMENT OF LIFE DETECTOR FOR PLANETARY SOILS -
DETECTION BY CHANGES IN LIGHT TRANSMISSION AND IN
PH FACTOR OF SELECTED MEDIUM
NASA-CR-56528 N64-22789
PH VALUESt BICARBONATE CONTENTS AND CARBONIC ACID
PRESSURE OF HUMAN BLOOD IN SHORT TERN OXYGEN
DEFICIENCY
0VL-225 N66-32326
PHARMACOLOGY
OF DRUG
OF TOXICOLOGY
PROTECTIVE EFFICACY OF VITAMIN B 6 CONGENERSv
PYRIDOXINE AND PYRIDOXAMINE, IN THE THERAPY OF
ACUTE I,I-DIMETHYLHYDRAZINE /UDMH/ INTOXICATION
A64-10250
PHARMACOLOGY RESEARCH ANO APPLICATIONS IN
AEROSPACE MEDICINE, NOTING KREBS CYCLE AND
METABOLIC ACTIVITY IN HUMAN BODY
A-196
SUBJECT INDEX PHOSPHORYLATION
A66-11639
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PHARMACOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS OF
AOENOSINETRIPHOSPHOR]O ACID AND OOCARBOXYIASE IN
TREATMENT DE PILOTS AFFLICTED MITH FLIGHT FATIGUE
A66-260S9
MICE IRRADIATION TESTS FOR EFFECTIVENESS OF
PHARNADO-CHENICAL PROTECTION AGAINST GAMMA AND 660
AND 120 NEV ENERGY PROTONS A66-26812
PSYCHOPHARMACOLOGICAL COMPOUNDS - CLASSIF[CATIONt
SYNONYMS, OFFICIAL NANESt CHEMICAL STRUCTURE, USEr
OOSAGEt AND NOTES Off EFFECT
JPRS-22062 N66-11269
ACTION MECHANISM OF MEDICINAL SUBSTANCES ON HUMAN
CELLS AND TISSUES ANO TREATMENT OF ENSUING ILLNESS
JPRS-22292 N66-11TBI
RADIOBIOLOGY, BIOCHEMISTRY, PHARRACOLOGYe
TDXICCLCGYt [ RADIATION HAZARDS
UCLA-520 N66-15361
DRUGS FOR DISEASES OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
JPRS-23256 N66-15362
PHARNACOLOG]CAL BLOCKING EFFECT OF METHYL OIAZA-
BICYCLONCNANE DERIVATIVES ON NEUROMUSCULAR
ACTIV]TY N66-15386
BIOCHEMICAL AND PHARMACOLOGICAL STUDIES OF
DIPETHYLHYORAZINE
ANRL-TCR-63-127 N66-16586
PHARMACOLOGICAL PREPARATIONS HAVING PSYCHOLOGICAL
EFFECTS
JPRS-24675 N66-19691
RAG[AT]ON SICKNESS - PHARNACOLDGiCAL PROTECTION
JPRS-24817 N66-Z1729
PHARNACOLOGY & TOXICOLOGY OF DRUGS ]N CLOSED
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS N66-26617
DRUG EFFECT ON RAT LEVER-PRESSING RESPONSE
NASA-RP-262 Nb6-25975
RELATION BETNEEN CHEMICAL STRUCTURE OF SUBSTANCE
AND B[CLOGIOAL EFFECT
FTG-TT-66°581/I_6 N66-26736
PHARMACOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SEVERAL
PREPARATIONS - ANIMAL STUDY
JPRS-26665 N66-31361
ANIMAL STUDY FOR PHARMACOLOGICAL EFFECTS ON BRAIN
STEM FROM AON]NESTRAT|ON OF ARECOL]NE HYOROBRONIOE
AND PHENARINE N66-31342
PHARMACOLOGICAL EFFECTS ON CATS OF TETRANETHYL-
CYSTARINE N66-31366
PHASE
S PHASE SHIFT
PHASE SHIFT
CONTINUOUS ROTATION EXPOSURE EFFECTS ON NYSTAGHUS
PHASE SHIFT
NASA-CR-S361B N66-18621
PHEIM)L
PROTECTIVE AND THERAPEUTIC ANT[RADIATION & ANTI-
OX]OATION PROPERTIES OF VARIOUS PDLYPHENOL
STRUCTURES - CHEMOTHERAPY
JPRS-23567 N66-16563
PHENOMENON
S PHYSIOLOGICAL PHENOMENA
PHEN_THIAZINE
VESTIEULAR MECHANISM, MOTION SICKNESS, AND DRUG
THERAPY OF DOG AND HUMAN SUBJECTS MITH
PHENOTHIAZ]NE, THIETHYLPERAZENE
A66-BlOgB
PHILOSOPHY
RELATIONSHIP BETNEEN EMPIRICAL AND THEORETICAL IN
SC[ENCE, PHYSIOLOGICAL BASIS OF CONSCIOUSNESS -
EPISTEMOLOGY
JPRS-18208 N66-lOT§]
CYBERNETIC RELATION TO SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
NEUROLOGY, PATHOLOGYt HATHENAT]CS, ANO PHILOSOPHY
JPRS-23236 N64-IBg66
PHONEME
NONACQUST]C MEASURES OF EVENTS ASSOCIATED H[TH
SPEAKING INCLUDING L]P READER, SENSING ELEMENT,
THROAT AND NOSE MICROPHONES A66-26835
PHONOCARDIOGRAPHY
INTEGRATED PHONOCAROIOGRAPH|C AMPLIFIER FOR
TRANSRISS]ON OF HEART MUSCLE SIGNALS FROM
SPACECRAFT N66-11706
PULSE TECHNIQUE FOR RECORD[NG BLOOD PRESSURE
OF DOGS DURING SPACE FLIGHTS - PHONOCARDIOGRAPHY
N66-11705
PHONOCARDIOGRAPH FOR RECORDING HEART SOUND
FTO-TT-&3-1I?3/1GZG6 N66-25658
]NSTRUMENTATION FOR SIMULTANEOUS RECORDING OF
BLGO0 PRESSURE CURVE, PHONOOAROIOGRAM, AND
ELECTROCARDIOGRAM
JPRS-2589T N66-27125
PHOSPHATE
SA ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE
PERMEABILITY OF HENATOENCEPHALIC BARRIER TO
INORGANIC PHOSPHATE ]N ACUTE RAD]ATiON S]CKNESS
JPRS-21628 N66-10119
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSTS BY RAOIOACT]VE PHOSPHORUS-3Z
OF TRICALCIUN PHOSPHATE SOLUBILIZEO BY BACILLI
N64-13674
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECT ON THIOPHOSPHATE
OXIDIZING ENZYME IN RAT LIVER - BIOCHEMISTRY
N66-13503
PHOSPHINE
ENTOPIC VISUAL PHENOMENA /PHOSPHENE/ PRODUCED BY
ACCELERATION STRESS A66-8017B
POSSIBLE DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUE FOR DETERMINING
BODY REACTION TO SMALL DOSES OF IONIZING RADIATION
BY OBSERVING PHCSPHINE THRESHOLD OF RETINA
N66-15679
PHOSPHOR
S RADIOPHOSPHOR
PHOSPHORUS
ALGAE FOR HUMAN NUTRITION AND CALCIUM E PHOSPHORUS
USED TO REDUCE STRONTIU_-90 CONTENT OF RAT
SKELETON
JPRS-22295 N66-12662
CALCIUM AND PHOSPHORUS DIETARY SUPPLEMENT AS
MEANS OF REOUCING STRONTIUN-9O AOCUNULAT[DN IN
SKELETAL BONES OF RATS N66-12666
BEO REST STUDY OF RADIOGRAPHIC BONE DENSITY AND
URINE ANALYSIS FOR CALCIUM AND PHOSPHORUS
NASA-OR-55313 N66-16898
PHOSPHORUS COMPOUND
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS BY RADIOACTIVE PHOSPHORUS-32
OF TRICALCIUH PHOSPHATE SOLUBILIZEO BY BACILLI
N66-13676
PHOSPHORUS METABOLISM
PHOSPHORUS METABOLISM IN COLD EXPOSED RAT
A66-BOOBB
PHDSPHDPROTEIN PETABOLISM ]N CEREBRAL CORTEX
FUNCTIONING
AD-630176 N6k-15955
PHOSPHORUS 32
BIOLOG[CAL EFFECT OF LON DOSES OF RADIOACTIVE
ISOTOPES - SODIUM-26 AND PHOSPHORUS-32 IN RATS,
RABBITS, ANO DOGS N66-12633
PHOSPHORVLATION
PHOTOSYNTHETIC PROCESSES AND THEIR SCIENTIFIC
A-IDT
PHCTIC STINULATIDN SUBJECT INDEX
IMPORTANCE IN ALGAE AND BACTERIA
A66-B1C36
ROLE DF ANAEROBIC E OXIDATIVE PHOSPHORYLATION
RROCESSES IN PROTECTIVE FUNCTIONS OF ORGANISMS
N66-17[T2
PHOTOSYNTHETIC RESEARCH - PHOTOREACTEVATIDN,
OXYGEN EXCHANGEr PHQSPHORYLATIQN ANO DIFFERENCE
SPECTRESCDPY
NASA-CR-59206 N66-3321[
PHUTIC STIMULATION
BRAIN BIOPCTENTIALS - ELECTROENCEPHALCGRAPHIC
VARIATIONS IN RESPONSE TO RHYTHMIC PHOTIC
STINULATID_ A66-80669
LIGHT STIMULATION EFFECT ON VISUAL CORTEX AND
BRAIN POTENTIALS IN RABBIT A66-81297
PHOTO SYNTHESIS
PHOTOSYNTHESIS EXPERIMENTATION IN ORDER TD STUDY
FEASIBILITY OF SYNTHETIC MANUFACTURE OF FOOD
PRCDUCTS 666-13765
PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTION
CONVERSION CF LIGHT INTO CHEMICAL ENERGY BY LIVING
ORGANISMS
AFCSR-66-[lg2 N66-31031
PHOTOCHEMISTRY
S PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTION
S PHOTOSYNTHESIS
PHOTOELECTRIC APPARATUS
PHOTOELECTRIC RECORDING APPARATUS AND MEASUREMENT
DF ACCELERATION TOLERANCE OF HUMAN HEAD
AMRL-TCR-63-[06 N66-168CB
PHOTOELECTRIC CELL
SELF-MAINTAINING PHOTOELECTRIC CELL OF BLUE-GREEN
ALGAL MAT AND BACTERIA AS LAYERED ECOSYSTEM IS
EXAMINED FOR ELECTRICAL AND ORGANIC POTENTIAL
ENERGY 664-14152
PHCTCGRANMETRY
S NAPPING
S PHOTOGRAPHY
PHOTOGRAPH
S PHOTOGRAPH INTERPRETATION
PHOTOGRAPH INTERPRETATION
FIGURAL AFTEREFFECT STUDIED BY TACHISTDSCOPIC
EXPOSURES OF STIMULI A66-80586
VOLUME JUDGMENT FRCM PHOTOGRAPHS OF COMPLEX SHAPES
6NO UTILIZATION IN AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
A66-BO5EB
HUMAN FACTORS OF PHOTO INTERPRETATION
RACC-TDR-63-326 N66-10526
CONTRIBUTIONS OF AUTOMATION TO PHOTO
INTERPRETER FUNCTIONS - OPTICAL PROCESSING AND
TEXTURAL ANALYSIS N66-10527
HUMAN FACTOR PROBLEMS IN PHOTO INTERPRETATION
N66-10528
PHOTO INTERPRETATION PERFORMANCE AS FUNCTION
OF PHOTOGRAPHIC RESOLUTION AND CONTRAST
N66-10529
DEVELOPMENT OF TECHNIQUES RELATED TO TEMPORAL
ASPECTS CF PHOTO INTERPRETATION - EXPOSURE
TIME [ WORK-REST CYCLES N66-10536
FLASH AND REAL-TIME IDENTIFICATION OF HIGH
PRIORITY TARGETS - PHOTO INTERPRETATION
N66-10535
OUTLINE FOR PHOTO INTERPRETATION COURSES AND
SELECTION AND TESTING OF STUDENTS
N66-10536
ACCURACY OF TARGET RECOGNITION BY VISUAL
RHOTOGRAPH INTERPRETATION OF OBLIQUE FORMS
RADC-TDR-66-166 N66-33536
A-198
PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORDING
SYSTEM FOR VISUAL DISPLAY AND PHOTOGRAPHIC
RECORDING OF MULTIPLEXED SIGNALS FROM NULTICHANNEL
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPH
FTD-TT-63-119011_2[6 N66-26212
PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORDING INSTRUMENT
PHOTO RECORDING ELECTRONYOGRAPH FOR PHYSIOLOGICAL
PHENOMENA A66-B0260
PHOTOGRAPHY
CF AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
CF RADIOGRAPHY
FACTORS AFFECTING PHOTOGRAPHIC CHANGE
DISCRIMINATION N66-10533
PHOTOGRAPHIC AND VISUAL OBSERVATIONS MADE AT
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY OBSERVATORY
N66-1632T
PHOTOLYSIS
EFFECT OF ORGANIC LIQUID /DINETHYLSULFOXIDE/ AND
CAFFEINE ON PHOTOLYTIC ACTIVITY OF CHLOROPLASTS IN
SOLUTION
NASA-OR-S6130 N66-20705
MATER PHDTOLYSIS AND OXYGEN PRODUCTION FROM
ILLUMINATION OF CHLOROPLAST IN PRESENCE OF
SUITABLE ANODE ACCEPTDR
NASA-DR-59220 N66-33126
PHOTOMETRY
SA SPECTROPHOTOMETRY
BETA LYRAE - THEORY OF PHOTOMETRIC AND
SPECTROGRAPHIC BEHAVIOR WITH NGDEL
NASA-RP-78 N66-I0668
CYTOPHOTONETRIC METHOD FOR NEASURING HEMOGLOBIN
AND NUCLEIC ACID IN ERYTHROCYTE PRECURSORS
N66-15216
RUBIDIUM IN AGRICULTURALLY IMPORTANT MATERIALS
THROUGH ATOMIC ABSORPTION - FLAME PHOTOMETRY
NIJS-R-625 N66-21698
PHOTOMICROGRAPHY
S PHOTOGRAPHY
PHOTON
S X-RAY
PHOTOSTRESS
PHDTOSTRESS AND FLASH BLINDNESS USED TO DETERMINE
WHETHER THERE IS A CONSISTENT RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN VISUAL DISCRIMINATION RECOVERY AND
INTENSITY OF DAZZLING FLASH A66-13511
PHOTOSYNTHESIS
CF CHLOROPHYLL
CF METABOLISN
PHOTOSYNTHESIS EXPERINENTATION IN ORDER TO STUDY
FEASIBILITY OF SYNTHETIC MANUFACTURE OF fOOD
PRODUCTS A66-13765
DESIGN OF ALGAL PHOTOSYNTHETIC GAS EXCHANGER TO BE
USED FOR SUPPORT OF HUMANS IN SPACE
664-26976
BACTERIAL AND GREEN PLANT PHOTOSYNTHESIS REVIEWING
HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT A66-25318
TOXIC GAS EMISSION BY CHLORELLA ALGAE RESULTING
FROM PHOTOSYNTHESIS DURING CULTIVATION PROCESS
A66-2558B
PHOTOSYNTHETIC PRODUCTIVITY OF CHLORELLA CULTURE
INCREASED TO OBTAIN MORE OXYGEN IN AIR
REGENERATION SYSTEM 666-25609
CAPILLARY-MANOMETRIC AND POLAROGRAPHIC METHODS FOR
MEASURING PHOTOSYNTHESIS INTENSITY OF CHLORELLA
A66-25610
AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR STUDYING EFFECT OF MINERAL
NUTRIENT SOLUTION COMPOSITION ON PHOTOSYNTHESIS IN
HIGHER PLANTS A66-25616
RAOIOPHOSPHORS AS LIGHT SOURCES FOR PHOTOSYNTHESIS
BY ALGAL CULTURES IN CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM
SUBJECTINDEX PHYSICALEXERCISE
A66-BO326
CARBONDI XIDE CONCENTRATION AS RELATED TO
PHOTOSYNTHESIS IN MASS CULTURE OF ALGAE
A6A-BO6OB
PHOTOSYNTHESIS AND FLUORESCENCE DURING VARIOUS
STAGES OF CELL GRONTH IN SYNCHRONIZED CULTURES OF
CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA A66-BOBO5
PHOTOSYNTHESIS AND FLUORESCENCE OF CULTURES OF
CHLORELLA VULGARIS EXPOSED TO INCREASING
CONCENTRATIONS OF CALCIUM CHLORIDE AND SUCROSE
A66-80BD8
RESPIRATION AND PHOTOSYNTHESIS OF CHLORELLA IN
CLCSEO ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM WITH AND NITHOUT GAMMA
RAY IRRADIATION A66-B1CD1
PHOTOSYNTHETIC PROCESSES AND THEIR SCIENTIFIC
IMPORTANCE IN ALGAE AND BACTERIA
A66-81C36
OXYGEN CONCENTRATION EFFECT ON PHOTOSYNTHESIS AND
RESPIRATICK RATE 1N CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA,
SCENEOESPUS OBLIQUUS ANO ELODEA CANADENSIS
a66-BlOSl
DIURNAL RHYTHM IN PHOTOSYNTHETIC CAPACITY AND CELL
OIVISICN OF ALGA PHaEODACTYLUM TRICORNUTUM
A66-81118
AUTOMATIC CONTROL OF GREEN PLANT SYSTEMS FOR
PHOTOSYNTHETIC AIR REGENERATION - MANNED SPACE
FLIGHT USE
JPRS-21610 N66-10201
PIGMENTS IN PURPLE AND GREEN PHOTOSYNTHESIZING
BACTERIA - LUMINESCENT SPECTRA
FTO-TT-63-86T/IE2 N64-12628
RHCTOSYNTHETIC ELECTRON TRANSPORT
N66-13199
RELATIONS BETNEEN OXIDATION, RESPIRATICNt LIGHT
INTENSITYw AND OXYGEN PRODUCTION IN GREEN PLANTS
N64-133TO
PHOTOSYNTHETIC GAS EXCHANGERS FOR CLOSEO
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM N66-13715
TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF METABOLIC PROCESSES IN
PHOTOSYNTHETIC CELLS N66-I530T
GROkTH MEASUREMENTS AND PHOTOSYNTHESIS STUDY OF
ANGIOSPERMS
AMRL-TCR-63-131 N66-18773
PURPLE SULFUR, PURPLE NONSULFURt AND GREEN SULFUR
PHETOSYNTHESIZING BACTERIA
JPRS-24319 N64-18975
ELECTRONIC POLARIZABILITY CHANGES OF EXCITED
ELECTRONS IN PHOTOSYNTHETIC AND MODEL SYSTEMS
N64-19665
PHOTOSYNTHETIC VARIABILITY IN ALGAE CELLS
N64-19495
EFFECT CF LIGHT INTENSITY ON USE OF CARBON DIOXIDE
AND ORGANIC COMPOUNDS DURING PHOTOSYNTHESIS OF
CHLCRCPSEUDCMCMAS ETHYLICUM N64-23433
INCREASE IN PHOTOSYNTHETIC PRODUCTIVITY OF
CHLORELLA CULTURE N64-23775
CAPILLARY-MANOMETRIC AND POLAROGRAPHIC METHODS FOR
MEASURING RATE OF PHOTOSYNTHESIS OF CHLORELLA
N64-23776
PHOTOSYNTHESIS OF HIGHER PLANTS AND MINERAL
NUTRITION N6_-23782
EFFECT OF LIGHT ON GRONTH AND PHOTOSYNTHESIS OF
CHLORELLA
FTD-TT-66-24611£2£4 N66-Z6113
BIOPHYSICS - THERMODYNAMICS OF PHOTOSYNTHESISt
AND TRANSITION PROBABILITIES IN flOLECULES MITH
CONJUGATE SYSTEM OF PI-ELECTRONS
JPRS-25733 N66-28309
THERMODYNAMICS OF PHOTOSYNTHESIS
N66-28310
CARBOXYLATION MECHANISMS IN PHOTOSYNTHESIS -
PRODUCTION OF GLYCOLLATE FROM LABELLED GLUCOSE AS
FUNCTION OF CARBON DIOXIDE PARTIAL PRESSURE
ASR-3 N66-30570
PIGMENTS FOUNO IN PHOTOSYNTHETIC NICROORGANISMSw
AND ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE SIGNALS
A0-602396 N66-32295
QUINONES IN PHOTOSYNTHETIC REACTIONS OF ISOLATEO
CHLOROPLASTS
AFCRL-66-T60 N66-33106
PHOTOSYNTHETIC RESEARCH - PHOTOREACTIVATION,
OXYGEN EXCHANGE, PHOSPHORYLATION AND DIFFERENCE
SPECTROSCOPY
NASA-CR-59206 N66-33211
ENHANCEMENT DEPENDENCE ON SHORT NAVE AND FAR RED
ILLUMINATIONS - PHOTOSYNTHESIS RATES
N66-33261
ENHANCEMENT OF PHOTOSYNTHESIS OF CHLORELLA
PYRENOIDOSA AS FUNCTION OF FAR-RED AND SHORT NAVE
ILLUMINATIONS N66-33456
PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
BIOLOGY - DISCUSSION ON CELL-CELL INTERACTIONS,
MEMBRANE STRUCTURE, ENZYMATIC REACTIONSt AND
PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY OF INTERFACES
NASA-CR-53290 N64-17601
ISOLATION, CRYSTALLIZATION, AND PHYSICOCHEfllCAL
PROPERTIES OF BEEF AND CHICKEN ENZYMES - LACTIC
OEHYDROGENASES
PUBL.-281 N66-28295
PHYSICAL ENDURANCE
CF MORK CAPACITY
HYPOXIA RESISTANCE TEST FOR EVALUATING PHYSICAL
RESERVES OF PILOT A66-ZTO25
MUSCLE LOADING AND ENDURANCE IN MALES AND FEMALES
A64-BOO93
MUSCULAR SYSTEM FUNCTION IN ADAPTATION TO VARIOUS
ENVIRONMENTS OR CIRCUMSTANCES A66-80638
SERUM CHOLESTEROL AND TOBACCO SMOKING AS RELATED
TO CAPACITY FOR PHYSICAL NORK OF HEN OF
DIFFERENT AGES A64-81068
PHYSICAL EXAMINATION
CF PERSONNEL SELECTION
EYE DISEASE IN CONSIDERING SELECTION OF FLIGHT
PERSONNEL A64-25OOT
ELECTROCARDIOGRAM IN SINUS TACHYCAROIA AND
AURICULAR HYPERTROPHY A66-BOOZ6
PATHOLOGY INVESTIGATION OF AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS
A64-80132
THORACIC RADIOPHOTOGRAPHY AND RADIOSCOPY IN
SELECTION AND PERIODIC EXAMINATION OF MILITARY
FLYING PERSONNEL IN FRANCE A66-80303
CORONARY DISTURBANCES AND FLYING AS RELATEO TO
PILOT SELECTION EXAMINATIONS A66-80769
PHYSICAL EXERCISE
CF NUSCULAR FATIGUE
CF NORK CAPACITY
PHYSICAL EXERCISES REDUCE BEHAVIORAL AND
PHYSIOLOGICAL IMPAIRMENT DURING PROLONGED
PERCEPTUAL DEPRIVATION A66-10093
SEASONAL VARIATIONS IN PULSE RATE DURING
ERGOflETRIC NORK TEST OF SMEDISH AIR FORCE PILOTS
A64-lZ991
AGE INFLUENCE ON MORK PERFORMANCE AS SHONN BY
EXERCISE TESTS A64-12994
A-199
PHYSICALEXERCISECONT SUBJECT INDEX
PHYSICAL PERFORMANCE IN RELATION TO BODY SIZEt
COMPOSITION AND OXYGEN CONSUMPTION
A66-12_95
CHANGE DF GAS METAEDLISM IN NAN DURING PHYSICAL
EXERCISE IN LOW PRESSURE ENVIRONMENT
A66-IglT3
PHYSICAL INACTIVITY EFFECTt DISREGARDING
WEIGHTLESSNESS_ ON CARDIOVASCULAR OECONDITIONING
OURING ORTHDSTATIC TESTING A66-22D60
TRYPTOPHAN-RICH PREALBUMIN EXCRETION AFTER
STRENUEUS EXERCISE A66-80006
PHYSICAL STRESS EFFECTS ON MUSCLE AND LIVER
GLYCOGEN CONTENT IN NICE A66-80C15
CARDICVASCULARt RESPIRATORY, AND METABOLIC
RESPONSES TD EXERCISE IN YOUNG AND OLD SUBJECTS
A66-8DC66
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION DURING DIFFERENT TYPES OF
EXERCISE A66-BOO55
FUNCTIONAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RESPIRATORY
MUSCLES AND RUSCLES PERFORMING DYNAMIC WORK
A66-BOD65
GROWTH, MAZE LEARNING_ AND ORGAN WEIGHT OF RAT AS
AFFECTED BY CONFINEMENT AND EXERCISE
AAk-BOC67
RESPIRATORY AND METABOLIC CHANGES DURING PASSIVE
AND ACTIVE MOVEMENT OF THE LOWER EXTREMITIES IN
SUPINE POSITION A66-BOC79
HOT AND COLD HATER IMMERSION EFFECT ON RECOVERY OF
MUSCULAR STRENGTH FOLLOWING FATIGUING ISOMETRIC
EXERCISE A66-80C80
CARDIOVASCULAR, RESPIRATORYI AND METABOLIC FITNESS
TESTED BY EXERCISE A66-BOCBI
BLOOD CIRCULATION CHANGES IN LUNGS DURING EXERCISE
A66-80082
TEMPERATURE REGULATION IN EXERCISE AT DIFFERENT
CLIMATIC CONDITIONS A66-80C83
CONTINUOUS RECORDINGS OF HEART BEHAVIOR IN BABOONS
DURING SPONTANEOUS ACTIVITY_ POSTURAL CHANGES, AND
EXERCISE A66-BODB7
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND HEART RATE AS INDICATORS OF
PHYSIOLOGICAL STRAIN DURING WORK IN WARM AND COOL
ENVIRONMENTS A66-80111
HEART RATE AS INDICATOR OF CARDIAC STRAIN INDUCED
"BY MUSCULAR ACTIVITY IN NORMAL AND WARM
ENVIRCEMENTS A66-BOI12
REGULATION CF BREATHING AT BEGINNING OF EXERCISE
A66-BO11T
RESPIRATORY GAS CHANGES IN MAN DURING PHYSICAL
EXERCISE AT SIMULATED ALTITUDE A66-BC15T
DIURNAL RHYTHM OF URINARY ELECTROLYTE EXCRETION AS
RELATEC TO PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AND DIETARY INTAKE
A66-8CIE6
EXERCISE AND SPACE THRESHOLD OF THE TACTILE
OIFFERENTIDN A66-80192
ARTERIAL PRESSURE AND HEART RATE DURING AND AFTER
EXERCISE A66-BO2D7
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION ASSESSMENT IN MEN VARYING IN
AGE AND PHYSICAL FITNESS A64-BO222
ELECTRDCARCIOGRAPHIC CHANGES DURING WORK AND
PROLONGED EFFORT A66-80228
ELECTRCENCEPHALOGRAPHIC CHANGES IN VARIOUS AREAS
CF CEREBRAL CORTEX DURING PHYSICAL WORK BY MAN
AAk-B0237
OXYGEN UPTAKE AND BLOOD LACTATE RELATIONSHIP IN
SUBJECTS OF DIFFERENT SOMATOTYPE DURING EXERCISE
A66-BO269
MAXIMUM OXYGEN CONSUMPTION OF SUBJECTS PERFORMING
THE STEP TEST A64-80251
RADIOTELEMETRY APPLIED TD STUDIES OF PHYSIOLOGY OF
WORK AND SPORTS A66-80353
PH OF FOREHEAD SWEAT AND SALIVA DURING PHYSICAL
EXERCISE A66-BO3TO
D-AMPHETAMINE SULFATE INFLUENCE ON PHYSICAL
PERFORMANCE A66-BO38B
DECOMPRESSION PHENOMENA IN MAN DURING ASCENT TO
HIGH ALTITUDE - INDUCTION IN SPECIFIC JOINTS AND
MUSCLES BY EXERCISE A64-EDAll
NOISE EFFECT CN PERIPHERAL CIRCULATION _ PHYSICAL
EXERCISE A66-80413
CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSES TO HEAT, COLO, DIVING,
HYPUDYNAMIC STATES, EXERCISEr AND HIGH ALTITUDE
A64-8D418
MUSCULAR SYSTEM FUNCTION IN ADAPTATION TO VARIOUS
ENVIRONMENTS DR CIRCUMSTANCES A64-80638
BLOOD, CARBON DIOXIDE, AND REGULATION OF
RESPIRATION DURING EXERCISE A64-80455
PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY METHOD DURING EXERCISE -
STUDY OF HEART AND RESPIRATORY RATE
A64-BO474
TELEMETRIC RECORDING OF RESPIRATORY AND PULSE RATE
DURING EXERCISE - EVALUATION OF FATIGUE AND
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM A64-BOATS
MUSCULAR EXERCISE AT GREAT ALTITUDES IN HIMALAYAS
AS RELATED TO OXYGEN INTAKE_ VENTILATIONv AND
HEART RATE A64-BO515
CIRCULATORY AND RESPIRATORY RESPONSE OF NORMAL MEN
TO GRADED TREADMILL EXERCISE A64-80516
CARDIAC OUTPUT DURING MUSCULAR EXERCISE AS A
FUNCTION OF ALTITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION AT 19,000
FEET IN THE HIMALAYAS A64-BOS17
THIRSTy HUNGER_ ENVIRDNMENTAL TEMPERATURE, AND
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AS RELATED TO BODY WATER
A66-8056T
MINIMAL WATER REQUIREMENTS UNDER CONDITIONS OF
HEAT AND PHYSICAL EXERCISE IN MAN
A66-80569
MOTOR SENSORY FEEDBACK AS RELATED TO SELF-PRODUCED
MOVEMENT IN ADAPTING TO PRISM-PRODUCED VISUAL
FIELD REARRANGEMENT A64-805B1
ANATOMY, PHYSIOLOGY AND MECHANICS OF HUMAN MOTION
WITH APPLICATIONS TO PHYSICAL EXERCISE
A64-80596
PRECEDING MUSCULAR ACTIVITY EFFECTS ON CAPACITY OF
UNFATIGUEO MUSCLES IN YOUNG AND OLD SUBJECTS
A66-80600
NONESTERIFIED FATTY ACIDS IN VENOUS BLOOD AS
RELATEO TO VARIOUS LEVELS OF EXERCISE PLUS
HYPOXIAt HYPERDAPNIA, HYPOCAPNIAt ALKALOSIS, AND
PURE OXYGEN BREATHING A66-BO633
RESPIRATORY FREOUENCY AND TIDAL VOLUME OF GUINEA
PIGS INHALING LOW CONCENTRATIONS OF OZONE AND
NITROGEN DIOXIDE AND OF RUNNING ACTIVITY OF MICE
A64-80657
HEAT REACTIONS OF CAUCASIANS AND BANTU MALES IN
ACCLIMATIZED AND UNACCLIMATIZED STATES DURING
PHYSICAL EXERCISE IN HOT ENVIRONMENT
A66-80696
TURNOVER RATE AND OXIDATION OF DIFFERENT FREE
FATTY ACIOS IN NAN DURING EXERCISE
A64-80698
A-20O
SUBJECT INDEX PHYSICAL EXERCISE CONT
RESPIRATORY OUTPUT DURING MORK AS AFFECTED BY
AMPHETAMINE AND NETHAMPHETAMINE COMBINATION
A66-BOT21
PULMONARY FUNCTIONt OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND PULSE
RATE RELATED TO EXCESS BODY NEIGHT DURING EXERCISE
A66-80728
FORCED EXERCISE OF MOUSE AS RELATED TO BODY
TEMPERATURE AND ANPHETAMINE TOXICITY AND
PROTECTIVE MODE OF CHLORPRONAZINE
A66-BDT29
ANTICIPATORY AND RECOVERY HEART RATES IN SKIERS
THROUGH ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC TELEMETRY
A66-80731
EXERCISE IN NORMAL ANO DIABETIC SUBJECTS AS
RELATED TC GLUCOSE UTILIZATION A66-BOT32
UTILIZATION OF FREE FATTY ACIDS IN MUSCLE OF
PIGEON DURING EXERCISE A66-80736
BALANCE AND KINETICS OF ANAEROBIC ENERGY RELEASE
DURING STRENUOUS EXERCISE IN RAN
A66-BOT35
BASE-LINE EFFECTS ON RESPONSE ON STROKE VOLUME TO
LEG EXERCISE IN THE SUPINE POSITION
A66-BOT36
VENTILATERY EXCHANGE RATIO DURING EXERCISE AS
RELATED TO CARCIOPULNONARY FUNCTION AND
_ETABCLIC ACIDOSIS A64-BOT3T
PULMONARY BLOOD FLON DURING EXERCISE IN
COMPARISON TO RESPONSE TO HYPOXTA ANO
AMINDPHYLLTNE A66-BO739
HYPOXIC HYPERVENTILATION IN RESTING AND NORKING
SUBJECTS AS RELATED TO HYPERCAPNIA AND MENTAL
FACILITIES A66-80772
HUMAN SERUM ELECTROLYTE AND IRON CONCENTRATION
CHANGES DURING PHYSICAL EXERCISE
A66-BOTT6
EXERCISE TEST TO DEMONSTRATE CORONARY
INSUFFICIENCY A66-BCTTT
INTERCORRELATIDN OF EXERCISEr BODY CORPCSITIONt
FOOD RESTRICTION1 SERUM AND LIVER CHOLESTEROLt AND
AORENAL NEIGHT IN RAT A66-BOTB5
EFFECT OF PROLONGED INACTIVITY NITH AND NITHOUT
BODY TILT DN WORK CAPACITYt NITROGEN AND CALCIUM
BALANCEI AND RELEVANCE TO WEIGHTLESSNESS
A66-BOB20
CALORIC EXPENDITURE DURING PHYSICAL EXERCISE AND
RELATIONSHIP TO VENTILATION AND BODY HEIGHT
A66-BOBTT
SHEATING ANO HEAT ACCLINATIZATION RELATEO TO
TEMPERATURE REGULATION DURING REST AND EXERCISE
A64-BOBB2
ANPHETARINEt CAFFEINE, ASCORBIC ACID, AND
RECOROIL AS RELATED TO OXYGEN CONSUMPTION.
PERFORMANCE TIME, BLOOD LACTIC ACIDe AND HEART
RATE OF TRAINED ATHLETES A66-BOBB3
SUPPLEMENTARY FEEDING OF CARBOHYDRATE AND EFFECT
ON PLASMA FREE FATTY ADIOS DURING PHYS]CAL
EXERCISE A66-80866
INDDCYANINE GREEN EXTRACTION AND ESTIMATED HEPATIC
BLOOD FLCN DURING EXERCISE IN UPRIGHT MAN
A64-80869
BLOOD VELOCITY TELEMETERED FROM UNRESTRAINED
EXERCISING ANIMALS A66-BOg16
THERMAL RESPONSE OF SUBJECT NEARING FULL PRESSURE
SUIT CURING EXERCISE IN ARCTIC ENVIRONMENT
A66-80918
ELECTRECARDIOGRANS OF MARATHON RUNNERS
A66-8OQSI
NERVOUS FACTORS CONTROLLING RESPIRATION AND
CIRCULATION DURING EXERCISE EMPLOYING BLOCKING OF
BLOOO FLON A66-BO95T
LYMPH FLOM AND BLOOD VOLUME CHANGES IN
EXERCISING SKELETAL MUSCLE OF CAT
A66-Bo95B
TIME COURSE OF BLOOD GAS CHANGES PROVOKED BY LIGHT
AND MODERATE EXERCISE IN RAN A66-BOgB2
HEART RATE. ARTERIAL LACTATE CONCENTRATION_ AND
OXYGEN UPTAKE DURING EXERCISE IN OLD AND YOUNG REN
A66-B0986
FLON ANO PROTEIN CONTENT OF LYMPH IN RESTING AND
EXERCISING SKELETAL NUSCLE OF CAT
A64-BOQ85
CARDIAC OUTPUT AND OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AS RELATED
TO LACTATE AND PYRUVATE IN ARTERIAL BLOOD OURING
EXERCISE IN NORMAL AND HEART DISEASED SUBJECT
A66-BOg90
HEART RATE BEFORE! DURING AND AFTER STRENUOUS
PHYSICAL EXERCISE IN FEMALE MEASURED MITH
TELEMETRY A66-BOg92
CIRCULATORY RESPONSE TO PROLONGED STRENUOUS LEG
EXERCISE A64-80996
PRESSOR RESPONSES TO CHANGES IN POSTURE. EXERCISE.
VARIOUS DRUGS AND OTHER ORGANIC SUBSTANCES, AND
HAND AND/OR FOREARM COLD EXPOSURE OF NURMAL AND
HYPERTENSIVE SUBJECTS A64-BlO02
HEART RATE AND OXYGEN CONSUMPTION OF HEALTHY
HUMANS DIFFERING IN AGE AND SEX DURING TRANSITION
FROM REST TO EXERCISE IN RELATION TO EXERCISE
TOLERANCE A66-BIOOT
PHYSICLOGICAL EFFECT OF HEAT DURING EXERCISE AND
REST IN ACCLIMATIZED AND NONACCLINATIZED BANTU
A66-81016
MAXIMAL OXYGEN INTAKE PREDICTION STUDIED NITH
RESPECT TO CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM IN TRAINED AND
UNTRAINED INDIVIDUALS DURING EXERCISE
A66-B101T
STRENUOUS EXERCISE AND WORKING CONDITIONS AND
EFFECT ON BLOOD PLASMA AND RED CELL VOLUME
&66-BlOlE
ACTION POTENTIALS RECORDED BY SURFACE ELECTRODES
OF _UADRICEPS. HAMSTRINGSt TIBIALIS ANTERIOR. ANO
TRICEPS SURAS MUSCLES DURING POSTURE CHANGE
A66-BlO20
HEART VOLURE_ STROKE VOLUNE, AND CARDIAC OUTPUT
DURING EXERCISE OF OLD MEN COMPARED TO YOUNG MEN
A66-81031
LATENT PERIOD OF MOTOR FUNCTION AND DEPRESSION OF
ALPHA RHYTHM DURING MUSCULAR NORKv
HYPERVENTILATION AND RESPIRATION ARREST
A66-B1054
NEIGHT LOAD EFFECT AND ROVERENT SPEED ON
COORDINATED ACTION OF ANTAGONIST PAIR OF
MUSCLES IN HUMAN A66-81055
ROLE OF AEROBIC NORK CAPACITY IN DETERMINING
PHYSICAL PERFORMANCE OF ORGANISM DURING PHYSICAL
EXERCISE AbA-BIOT2
HEMODYNAMZC RESPONSES TO EXERCISE IN CLINICALLY
NORMAL MIDDLE-AGED MEN AND IN THOSE WITH ANGINA
PECTORIS AbA-B10?T
ORIGIN CF SUBJECTIVE EXPERIENCE OF STRESS DURING
PHYSICAL NORK - INVESTIGATION OF CARDIOVASCULAR
AND METABOLIC CORRELATES IN MAN
AbA-81088
HEART RATE IN MEN DF OIFFERENT AGE GROUPS DURING
PHYSICAL EXERCISE A66-81093
POLE-CLIRB PERFORMANCE OF RAT AS AFFECTED BY
A-201
PHYSICALF CTOR SUBJECTINDEX
INHALATION OF NINE SOLVENT VAPORS
A64-81096
ACCLIMATIZATION TO HEAT OURING EXERCISE IN
PHYSICALLY FIT SUBJECTS A64-81116
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPIC STUDY OF FATIGUE INDUCED BY
MUSCULAR AND RENTAL WORKt OR SLEEP DEPRIVATION
A66-81153
GLUTANIC ACID-PYRUVIC ACID TRANSANINASE AND
GLUTANIC AC|D-OXALACETIC ACID TRANSANINASE UNDER
INFLUENCE OF CHLORPRONAZINE, RESERPINEw SEROTONINe
AND PHYSICAL STRESS A64-81156
TELEMETERED HEART RECORD FROM GYMNASTS DURING ROPE
CLIMBING A66-81196
CARBON DIOXIDE VENTILATORY STIMULUS AND RELATION
TO NEUROGENIC VENTILATORY STIMULUS OF MUSCULAR
EXERCISE A64-81219
PHYSICAL EXERCISE AND EFFECT ON ALIMENTARY
HYPERLIPAEMIA AND RELATION TO CATECHOLAMINE
A64-B1225
INITIAL REFLEX COMPONENT OF HYPERVENTILATION IN
FIRST SECONDS OF PHYSICAL EXERCISE
A64-BI227
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND RELATION TO HEART RATE
DURING EXERCISE AT HIGH ALTITUDE
A64-81231
BLOOD CELL CHANGE IN ATHLETES DURING EXERCISE AND
SAUNA BATH AND RELATION TO ADAPTATION IN SPORTS
A64-B1232
CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSE TO BREATHHOLDING DURING
PHYSICAL EXERCISE IN ATHLETE AND UNTRAINED
INDIVIDUAL A64-81243
HIGH ALTITUDE EFFECT ON OXYGENATING PROCESS IN
ATHLETES A64-81276
AUTOCORRELATION AND CROSSCORRELATIDN ANALYSIS OF
RARKEC RHYTHM IN HUMAN EEG DURING MUSCULAR
ACTIVITY A64-81316
ELECTROMYOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF MUSCLE
ACTIVITY WITH VARYING LOADS AND RATES OF
MOVEMENT IN HUMANS A64-81315
URINARY CAST FORMATION OF TH-NUCOPROTEIN AND
CREAIININE EXCRETION DURING EXERCISE
A64-81318
HEART RATE AND RECTAL TEMPERATURE OF RAT SWIMMING
IN COLD WATER A64-BI319
BLOOD, TISSUE, ENZYME, AND ISOENZYNE CHANGES OF
RAT EXERCISING AT GROUND LEVEL AND AT 28,000 FEET
A64-81321
FREE FATTY ACIDS AND BLOOD SUGAR IN ATHLETES AFTER
GRADED PHYSICAL STRESS A64-B1327
PHYSICAL EXERCISE AND EFFECT ON BLOOD SERUM
PROTEIN FRACTIONS IN ELDERLY PERSONS
A64-81332
ORGANISM FUNCTIONS AND METABOLISM DURING
PHYSICAL TRAINING A66-81333
ELECTROCARDIOGRAMS IN EVALUATING STATE OF ATHLETIC
TRAINING AND PHYSICAL TRAINING METHODS
JPRS-225C8 N64-12142
ASCORBIC ACID PROPHYLAXIS AND TREATMENT FOR
ILLNESS, TRAUMA, EXPOSURE TO COLD WEATHER, AND
EXTREME PHYSICAL EXERCISE
AD-429526 N64-25323
MONITORING ELECTROCARDIOGRAMS ON ACTIVELY
EXERCISING SUBJECTS
SAM-TDR-66-3B N64-31050
MUSCULDMOTCR SENSATIONS IN PHYSICAL EXERCISE
JPRS-ZT192 N64-33761
A-202
PHYSICAL FACTOR
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF PHYSICAL CONDITIONS IN SPACE
FLIGHT INCLUDING RADIATION, VACUUNe TEMPERATURE,
NOISE, VIBRATION, ACCELERATION, WEIGHTLESSNESS,
FOOD AND ARTIFICIAL ATMOSPHERE A64-25570
RELATION OF INTRAPULMONARY MECHANICAL FACTORS TO
RESPIRATORY RATE A66-B0598
ADAPTATION OF RESPIRATORY SYSTEM DURING ALTITUDE
ACCLIMATIZATION AS RELATED TO AGE AND EXERCISE
A64-80666
ELECTRONYSTAGMOGRAPH RECORDING OF RESPONSE TO
VARIED LIGHT AND SOUND, MENTAL PROBLEMS, ACTIVITY,
AND CHEMICAL FACTORS RELATED TO TRAVEL SICKNESS
A64-80980
PHYSICAL FITNESS
SA FLIGHT FITNESS
CF MUSCULAR STRENGTH
ASTRONAUT TRAINING REQUIRING MEDICAL KNOWLEDGE AND
PHYSICAL FITNESS DEVELOPED BY SCUBA DIVING AND
CENTRIFUGE CONDITIONING A64-26403
RELATIONSHIP OF FREQUENCY OF PATHOLOGICAL DEFECTS
OF SAMPLE PILOTS IN AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS TO SAME
DEFECTS IN TOTAL PILOT POPULATION
A64-25549
CARDIOVASOULARI RESPIRATORY, AND METABOLIC FITNESS
TESTED BY EXERCISE A64-BOO81
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION ASSESSMENT IN MEN VARYING IN
AGE AND PHYSICAL FITNESS A64-BO22Z
AEROMEDICAL SELECTION STANDARDS OF NATONATIONS
FOR AIRCREWS REEVALUATED A64-BO269
PHYSICAL FITNESS TESTS EVALUATED BY MORPHOLOGICAL
INDEX VERSUS CARDIOVASCULAR STRESS TESTS
A64-BO412
MASTER EXERCISE TOLERANCE TEST IN DIAGNOSIS AND
PROGNOSIS OF REDUCED CORONARY CIRCULATION
A66-BO520
EARLY DIAGNOSIS AND THERAPY IN CARDIOVASCULAR
DISTURBANCES IN MAINTAINING FLYING STATUS OF AGING
AIRCREW A66-BOB65
PHYSICAL DEFECTS OF CIVILIAN PILOTS RELATED TO
AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS A64-80923
HYPEROPIA, MYOPIA, AND ASTIGMATISM - DIAGNOSIS AND
EVALUATION OF PHYSICAL FITNESS FOR OCCUPATIONAL
OPERATION OF VEHICLES A66-81296
PHYSICAL PROPERTY
NUCLEIC ACIDS - RIBONUCLEIC AND DESOXYRIBONUCLEIC
ACIDS - PHYSICAL 8 CHEMICAL PROPERTIES AND ROLE
IN PROTEIN SYNTHESIS
JPRS-24070 N64-18328
PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF SINGLE-STRAND
DESOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID N64-18329
EFFECTS OF PHYSICAL AND GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS AND
HUMAN VISUAL LIMITATIONS ON VISIBILITY DURING
LOW ALTITUDE HIGH SPEED FLIGHT N64-31511
PHYSICAL WORK
CALORIC REQUIREMENTS OF MAN UNDER SPACE FLIGHT
CONDITIONS A64-BD039
VITAMIN C ADMINISTRATION AND THE MECHANICAL
EFFICIENCY OF HUMAN SUBJECTS DURING PHYSICAL
EXERCISE A64-80248
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION DURING LIGHT MUSCULAR WORK AND
ZONE OF LEAST ENERGY EXPENDITURE WITH BIMANUAL
MOVEMENTS A64-80341
LOAD EFFECT ON OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND HEART RATE
DURING LIGHT MUSCULAR WORK A64-BO342
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS ON
PERFORMANCE OF PHYSICAL WORK A64-B0399
SUBJECTINDEX
RELATIONSHIPBETNEENR SPIRATURYMO KAND ARTERIAL
CARBON DIOXIDE TENSION A66-BO456
PHYSICIAN
PHYSICIAN ROLE IN SPACE NEDICINE
A64-16118
ROLE AND QUALIFICATIONS OF FLIGHT SURGEON IN
AEROSPACE MEDICINE A66-BOT56
AIRLINE FLIGHT SURGEON DUTIES AS RELATED TO
GROUND AND FLYING PERSONNEL A66-BOTT6
PHYSICS IGENI
CF BIOPHYSICS
CF ELECTRONICS
CF MOLECULAR PHYSICS
CF POLYMER PHYSICS
CF PSYCHOPHYSICS
CF RAOIOPHYSICS
UNIVERSITY OF AUSTRALIA RESEARCH PROGRANS IN
PHYSICSt CHEMISTRYt CIVIL AND ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERINGt AND MATHEMATICS N64-32986
PHYSIOCHEMESTRY
CF BIOCHENISTRY
PHYSECOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF CEREBRAL PROTEINS
DURING EXCITATION OF NERVOUS ACTIVITY BY CAMPHOR
JPRS-26119 N66-18085
PHYSICOCHEMICAL SYNTHESIS OF CARBOHYDRATES IN
SPACESHIP CABIN N64-23TT6
PHYSIDCHEMTCAL PROCESSES IN BIOCHEMISTRY AND
APPLICATIONS IN INDUSTRY
JPRS-27063 N66-33366
PHYSIOLOGICAL ACCELERATION
NEGATIVE ACCELERATION IN RELATION TO ARTERIAL
OXYGEN SATURATIONt SUBENDCCARDIAL HEMORRHAGE ANO
VENOUS PRESSURE IN THE FOREHEAD
A66-20696
IN FLIGHT ACCELERATION CONSIDERING APPLIED AND
INERTIAL FORCESt HUMAN TOLERANCEt VIBRATION AND
IMPACT A66-24617
PHYSIOLOGICAL DEFENSE
PHYSIOLOGICAL LINITATIONS OF ASTRONAUT AND HIS
TEMPERATURE REGULATORY CAPACITY IN THERMAL
ENVIRONMENT A66-26613
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECT
ATMOSPHERIC NITROGENS ROLE IN BIDLOGICAL PROCESSES
HITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO PHYSIOLOGICAL
RESPIRATION A64-20648
HUMAN THERMAL ENVIRONMENT IN HET TROPICAL REGIONt
EXANINING PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOMOTOR RESPONSES
A66-23168
SYMPOSIUM ON PHYSICLOGICAL EFFECTS DF HIGH
ALTITUDE AT INTERLAKEN, SNITZERLANB IN SEPTEMBER
1962 A64-23253
HIGH ALTITUDE EFFECTS IN MUSCULAR EXERCISE
INCLUDING NORK RATEr OXYGEN INTAKE, VENTILATION
AND HEART RATE A66-Z325T
CARDIAC RESPONSES OF GUINEA PIGS AND RABBITS TO
HIGH OXYGEN EXPOSURE UNDER PRESSURE AND STRESS
LOADINGS A66-2376T
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS OF CATS DURING ROCKET
FLIGHT A66-26Z59
BIOLOGICAL RHYTHMS OEFINED TO DETERMINE ALTERATION
DUE TC EXTRATERRESTRIAL SPACE ENVIRONMENT
A64-24399
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF SPACEFLIGHT INCLUDING
LABYRINTHINE DISTUREANCEe SENSORY OEPRIVATION,
CIRCULATORY IMPAIRMENT AND MUSCLE AND ECNE ATROPHY
A64-26606
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS AND CONSTITUENTS OF GASEOUS
ENVIRONMENT IN SPACE TRAVEL A66-26615
DISTURBANCES IN HUMAN CALCIUM METABOLISM DUE TO
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECT
MEIGHTLESSNESS AND IMMOBILIZATION
A66-26972
SENSORY AND PERCEPTUAL DEPRIVATION EFFECTS ON
BEHAVIORAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
A66-25632
HEMATOLOGY AND BIOCHEMICAL STRESS EFFECTS OF
CORIOLIS ACCELERATION DURING ZERO-GRAVITY
PARABOLIC FLIGHT A66-2556T
IMPACT ANU SUPPORT RESTRAINT CONDITIONS EFFECT ON
PATHOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGY OF GUINEA PIGS
A66-25551
BODK ON SPACE BIOLOGY AND AEROSPACE MEDICINE
A66-25568
SPACE FLIGHT FACTORS IN SPACE BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE
INCLUDING ACCELERATION, ISOLATIDNt TEMPERATURE
FLUCTUATIONS AND PRESSURE GRADIENTS
A66-25569
BIOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF SPACE
FLIGHT USING GEOPHYSICAL ROCKET AND MANNED
SATELLITE OBSERVATIONS A66-Z5571
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF gEIGHTLESSNESS INCLUDING
SENSORYt MOTOR, VEGETATIVE AND HISTOMORPHOLOGICAL
VARIATIONS A66-ZSST2
PHYSIOLOGICAL INTERACTION OF VESTIBULAR, VISUAL
AND PROPRIOCEPTIVE ANALYZERS OURING LONG SPACE
FLIGHTS A66-25575
LANDING IMPACT STRESS TOLERANCE OF ANIMALS
IMMERSED IN NATERt NOTING CARDIOVASCULAR AND
RESPIRATORY SYSTEN DISTURBANCES
A66-25597
INTERNAL ORGAN CHANGES IN DOGS UNDER ACCELERATION
STRESS IN VENTROOORSAL DIRECTION AND RELATION TO
VASCULAR AND PARENCHYNAL ELEMENTS
A64-ZS598
U.S. AND U.S.S.R. DATA ON PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF
SPACE FLIGHT ON ASTRONAUT PERFORNANCE
A66-26380
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS ON MICE AND DOGS OF LANDING
IMPACT OVER LOADSv INCLUOING CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEN
A6q-27274
TEST METHOD FOR STUDYING PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF
FLUCTUATING CARBON MONOXIDE EXPOSURES FROM
MULTIPLE SOURCES A6k-BOOTS
ACCELERATION EFFECTS AND SOME PROTECTIVE METHODS
A66-80106
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PATHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF
VIBRATION ON TOTALLY IMMERSED CATS
A66-80119
PHYSIOLOGIC AND PSYCHOLOGIC EFFECTS OF SUBGRAVITY
AND NEIGHTLESSNESS A64-80126
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF CORIOLIS ACCELERATION
A64-BOlS6
PROLONGED EXPOSURE OF YOUNG RATS TO AN OXYGEN
ATMOSPHERE AT REDUCED PRESSURE A66-80169
PHYSIOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF DIVERS NET SUIT IN
SIMULATED FLIGHT AND EMERGENCY ENVIRONMENTS AS
RELATED TO SKIN AND RECTAL TEMPERATURES
A64-BO179
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF HIGHLY OXYGENATED
ENVIRONMENT AND SURVIVAL IN HOUSE
A64-BO193
PENTABORANE TOXICITY IN NICE, RATS, AND DOGS
DURING SHORT EXPOSURE INHALATION
A66-80206
HIGHER NERVOUS ACTIVITY AND AUTONOMIC NERVOUS
SYSTEM FUNCTION DURING RELATIVE SENSORY
0EPRIVATION A66-BOZ35
A-203
PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTOR SUBJECT INDEX
COLD EFFECT IN RAT FOLLOWING WHOLE BODY OR ADRENAL
IRRADIATION A64-802TO
PHYSIOLOGICALe PSYCHOLOGICALw AND NUTRITIONAL
FACTORS IN MOUNTAIN EXPLORATIDN ABDVE 5_000 METERS
A64-80433
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS IN SPACE
FLIGHT ON ANIMALS AND MEN - A REVIEW
A64-80488
HUMAN RESPONSE TO LDNG-TERN_ LOW-LEVEL EXPOSURE TO
ETHYLENE OXIDE A64-80511
CARDIOVASCULAR PHYSIOLOGY IN PIG-TAILED MACAQUE_
NACACA NENESTRINA_ DURING SPACE FLIGHT
A64-80544
BIOMEDICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL INSTRUMENTATION FOR
MONITORING PERFORMANCE DURING CENTRIFUGE
SIMULATION OF SPACE FLIGHT A64-B0554
PHYSIOLOGICAL STATE OF MAN DURING SPACE FLIGHT AS
RELATED TO GASEOUS ENVIRONMENT AND PRESSURE LEVELS
A64-80643
HUMORAL FACTOR AND INMUNIZATICN CHANGES IN RABBIT
AFTER BENZENE POISONING A64-BO670
CHANGES IN RED BLOOD CELLSv PLASMA VOLUHEt BLOOD
PRESSUREt AND ORGANS DURING DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS
IN DOG A64-80762
FORWARD ACCELERATION EFFECT ON BLOOD OXYGEN IN
ANESTHETIZED DOG BREATHING ROOM AIR AND BREATHING
99.6 PER CENT OXYGEN A64-80817
MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON LIGHT EMISSION BY
MICROORGANISM A64-80855
IDENTIFICATION OF VARIABLES IN REPORTING
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION SIRESS
A64-8086T
RAPID ACCELERATION EFFECT ON SYMPATHICOTONID
CHARACTER OF ELECTROCARDIOGRAM IN PILOTS
EJECTED FROM CATAPULTS A64-80929
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOGENIC ASPECTS OF ACUTEt
SUBACUTEt AND CHRONIC FATIGUE A64-80930
PSYCHOLOGICAL_ PHYSIOLOGICALw AND BIOCHEMICAL
EFFECTS GF STRESS IN FASTING MAN
A64-81005
LUNG CAPACITY AND RESPIRATION PATTERN IN
WIND-INSTRUMENT PLAYER A64-81019
STARVATION AND REFEEDING EFFECTS ON LIPCGENESIS
AND FREE FATTY ACID METABOLISM IN OBESE AND
NONOBESE HUMAN A64-81047
RECIPROCAL EFFECT OF VESTIBULAR AND DCULOMOTOR
SYSTEM STIMULUS ON OPTICAL BRAIN CENTER
A64-81053
GRADIENT LOAD EFFECT ON HUMAN DUE TO
ACCELERATION STRESS DURING FLIGHT
A64-81059
FUNCTIONAL CORRELATION BETWEEN DIENCEPHALIC AND
VESTIBULAR NYSTAGNOGENIC AREA A64-81073
PHYSIOLOGICAL STUDIES - COMPUTER PROCESSING OF
DATA, BIOINSTRUNENTAIIONw EFFECTS OF HYPOXIA_
AND ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY
JPRS-26444 N64-31536
PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTOR
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF FOOD
REQUIREMENTS IN SPACE A64-80644
PHYSIOLOGICAL INDEX
PHYSIOLOGICAL CHANGES EXPERIENCEO DURING SPACE
FLIGHTy NOTING TECHNIQUES DETERMINING TRANSVERSE
ACCELERATION EFFECTS A64-28458
BIOMEDICAL TELEMETRY REVIEWED IN CONJUNCTION WITH
STUDIES OF F-ID5 PILOTS A6_-80094
PHYSICAL FITNESS TESTS EVALUATED BY MORPHOLOGICAL 4
INDEX VERSUS CARDIOVASCULAR STRESS TESTS
A64-80412
POLYGRAPHIC INVESTIGATION OF EMOTIONAL INFLUENCE
ON PHYSIOLOGICAL INDICES AND AFTER CENTRALLY
EFFECTIVE DRUG IN MAN A64-80654
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL TEST PROCEDURE FOR OBJECTIVE
MEASUREMENT OF STRESS INTENSITY
A66-BO711
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES ASSOCIATED WITH TIME
ESTIMATION IN HUMAN OPERANT SITUATION
A64-BOBO1
RATE-ANALOG DATA PROCESSING METHOD FOR MONITORING
REPETITIVE PHYSIOLOGICAL VARIABLES DURING MANNED
SPACE FLIGHT
AMRL-TOR-64-1D N64-32480
PHYSIOLOGICAL PHENOMENA
BOOK ON BIOASTRONAUIICS INCLUDING PHYSIOLOGICAL
PROBLEMS OF SPACEFLIGHT, MAN-MACHINE SYSTEMS_
SPACE FLIGHT OPERATIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
A64-24392
ELECTRIC RECORDING PROCEDURE FOR EXAMINING
ARTICULATION MOTIONS IN SPEECH IN ESTABLISHMENT OF
AUTOMATIC SPEECH RECOGNITION SYSTEM
A64-25601
ANIMAL AND HUMAN PHYSIOLOGICAL PROCESSES
REPRESENTED BY RANDOM FUNCTIONS
A64-25606
PHYSIOLOGIC AND MEDICAL ASPECTS OF PROTECTIVE
SHELTER HABITABILITY UNDER SURVIVAL CONDITIONS
A64-80007
PHYSIOLOGY OF SLEEP-WAKEFULNESS CYCLE AND RELATED
PHENOMENA A64-80186
PHOTO RECORDING ELECTROMYOGRAPH FOR PHYSIOLOGICAL
PHENOMENA A64-BO26D
PHYSIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PIG-TAILED
MONKEY_ MACACA NEMESTRINAv USEFUL FOR LIFE SUPPORT
SYSTEM DESIGN FOR ZERO GRAVITY STUDY BY NASA
BIOSATELLITE PROGRAM A64-B0261
SENSORY DEPRIVATION STUDIES CONDUCTED AT PRINCETON
REVIEWED IN DETAIL A64-BO37B
ACING - SDCIAL_ PHYSIOLOGICAL, AND PSYCHOLOGICAL
ASPECTS A64-80531
AUTOMATIC PATTERN RECOGNITION OF PHYSIOLOGICAL
PHENOMENA BY COMPUTERS A64-80533
MEASUREMENT OF PHYSIOLOGICAL EVENTS BY IMPEDANCE
CHANGE A64-80541
HIGH ALTITUDE PHYSIOLOGY IN RELATION TO
ANAESTHESIA AND INHALATION THERAPY OF MOUNTAIN
INHABITANT A64-BOBgO
MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR PHYSIOLOGICAL PHENOMENA -
CYBERNETICS N64-12513
APPLICATIONS OF CYBERNETICS TO PHYSIOLOGICAL
PHENOMENA
FTD-TT-63-52111_4 N64-22182
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE
CF BIOLOGICAL EFFECT
PHYSICAL EXERCISES REDUCE BEHAVIORAL AND
PHYSIOLOGICAL IMPAIRMENT DURING PROLONGED
PERCEPTUAL DEPRIVATION A64-10093
METABOLIC CONSEQUENCES AND PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
OF EXTENDED SPACE MISSIONS FOR WHICH THERE IS NC
CAPABILITY FOR RE-SUPPLY DR CREW ROTATION
A64-10115
VESTIBULAR RESPONSE OF FOUR CATS EXPOSED TO
HARMONIC STIMULATION OF THE HORIZONTAL
SEMICIRCULAR CANAL A64-1025T
a-204
SUBJECT INDEX
PERCEPTION OF MOTION, EQUILIBRIUM AND ORIENTATION
IN SPACE DURING WEIGHTLESSNESS A64-11629
HIGH ALTITUDE EFFECTS ON HANw COMPARING
ENVIRONMENT ADAPTATION OF TRAINED AND UNTRAINED
SUBJECTS A66-I]660
PILOT AUTOGENOUS RESPONSE TO CAUSES OF ESSENTIAL
HYPERTENSION MEASURED BY NEURCVCLTMETERt ANO
METHODS FOR OVERCOMING THIS RESPONSE
A64-11441
OCULAR DEFECTS DISQUALIFYING AIR FORCE RECRUITS
A64-12142
RANGE OF PHYSIOLOGICAL TOLERANCE ENCOUNTERED IN
AIRCRAFT AND SPACE VEHICLES A64-I2379
BOOK ON HUMAN RESPONSE TO ENVIRONHENTAL CONDITIONS
ENCOUNTERED IN SPACE A_-12973
EFFECTS OF CARDIOVASCULAR, THERNALw VISUAL AND
RESPIRATORY STRESSES INDUCED BY UNUSUAL
ENVIRONMENT A66-12976
HUMAN STRESS MODELt VIEWING ORGANISM AS SYSTEM
WITH ENERGY AND INFORMATION INPUTS AND OUTPUTS,
PROVIDING PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PSCHOPHYSIGLOGICAL
INDICES OF STRESS A64-12975
MEIGHTLESSNESS WITH RESPECT TC ORIENTATION,
PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORMANCE AND PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTION
A66--12982
FATIGUING TONE EFFECT ]NVEST|_ATED AS FUNCTION OF
LEVEL OF MENTAL ACTIVITY A64-13302
PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS IN THE TRAINING OF RIRCREN
IN USE OF THE RoA.F. PARTIAL PRESSURE SUITS
A64-13512
HISTOPATHOLOGY OF EXPERIMENTAL DECOMPRESSION
SICKNESS IN THE DOG, NOTING BONE MARROW EI_BOLI AND
FAT EMBOLIZATION A66-13516
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES OF MAN IN ORBITt
EMPHASIZING WEIGHTLESSNESS AND IONIZING RADIATION
EFFECT A66-16313
NASA BIOSATELLITE PROGRAM TO STUDY PHYSIOLOGICAL,
EVOLUTIONARY AND GENETIC EFFECTS OF WEIGHTLESS-
NESS, RADIATION AND REMOVAL FROM EARTH ROTATION
A66-18756
HUMAN TOLERANCE TO ROTATION IN SPACE STATION
SIMULATOR, USING NECK BRACES TO REDUCE HEAD
MOVEMENT AND HENCE NAUSEA
AIAA PAPER 64-219 A66-18878
FREQUENCY, AMPLITUDE, LATENCY AND MAGNITUOE
MEASUREMENTS OF CONOITIONED EYEL]O REFLEX
A64-19521
METABOLIC COST OF PILOTING LIGHT AIRCRAFT TO
EXAMINE HYPERVENTILATEON TENDENCY UNDER INDUCED
HYPOXIA AND SIMULATEO INSTRUMENT FLYING TASK
A64-20696
CLINICAL PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECT CF EXPOSURE TO
ATMOSPHERE OF INCREASED OXYGEN PARTIAL PRESSURE
ANO NITROGEN A66-Z2053
ACOUSTIC REFLEX OF MIDDLE EAR UPON STEP
STIMULATION OF WHITE NOISE STUDIED BY VARIATION OF
INPUT IMPEDANCE TO HUMAN SUBJECTS
A66-Z380B
ELECTROSTATIC EXCITATION OF VIBRATIONS IN
TISSUES USED IN PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL STUDY OF
AUDITORY OR VIBROTACTILE SYSTEMS
A66-25545
GRADUAL STIMULATION OF SEMICIRCULAR CANALS TO
DETERMINE TIME CORRELATION BETWEEN VESTIBULAR
STIMULI STRENGTH AND VEGETATIVE REACTIONS
A66-25596
STIMULATION AND INHIBITION OF RODENT CEREBRAL
CORTEX AND SUBCORTEX DUE TO PROLONGED TRANSVERSE
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE
ACCELERATIONS A64-Z5600
GAMMA IRRADIATION EFFECTS ON VESTIBULAR ANALYZER
SENSITIVITY AND RESPONSE IN TESTS ON RABBITS AND
DOGS A64-25603
SENSITIVITY AND REACTION CAPABILITY OF
CRANIOCEREBRAL CAVITY VASCULAR SYSTEM TO
LONGITUDINAL GRAVITATIONAL LOADS DURING CHANGE OF
BODY POSITION A66-Z5606
VISUAL EVOKED POTENTIALS CAUSED BY STIMULI CF
CONSTANT DURATION AND VARYING LUMINANCE AND BY
FLASHES A66-26089
QUIET THRESHOLD OF HUMAN AUDIBILITY DETERMINED AT
FREQUENCIES OF 125 TO 10,000 CPS AS FUNCTION OF
TONE STIMULUS DURATION A64-26635
FACILITATIVE INTERACTION BETNEEN TWO SEPARATE
CONTROL ELEMENTS MANIPULATED SIMULTANEOUSLY,
CALLED RESPONSE-RESPONSE COMPATIBILITY, APPLIED TO
TNO-HANO CRANKING TASK A66-26851
ENDURANCE VARIATIONS IN MICE SUBJECTED TO
ACCELERATIONe X-RAY AND PROTON IRRADIATION
A64-ZTZ73
SPACE FLIGHT AND SIMULATION EXPERIMENT
REQUIREMENTS FOR DETERMINING ASTRONAUT PHYSIOLOGY
AND SURVIVAL IN NEAR EARTH ORBIT
k66-28339
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EFFECT OF WEATHER AND CLIMATE ON PHYSIOLOGY
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POLAROGRAPHIC METHOD FOR STUDY OF OXYGEN
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PHYSIOLOGICAL MECHANISH OF ADAPTATION TO HIGH
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PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF SPACE FLIGHT CONDITIONS -
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PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF INDUCED HYPOXIA ON PILOT
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SLEEP CYCLES IN RODENTS REGULATED BY METABOLIC
FACTORS IN LONER BRAIN STEM A64-80509
CIRCULATORY AND RESPIRATORY RESPONSE OF NORMAL MEN
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ANATOMY, PHYSIOLOGY AND MECHANICS OF HUMAN MOTION
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TETRACHLCRETHYLENE INGESTION PRODUCING ACUTE BRAIN
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PHYSICLCGY OF DIURNAL RHYTHMS A64-80943
TECHNICUES AND NETHOOS OF CONDUCTING
PHYSICT_ERAPEUTIC PROCEDURES
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OUTLINE CF SOVIET LITERATURE ON HUMAN
ENGINEERING - PHYSIOLOGYt PSYCHCLOGY_ AND HYGIENE
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MEDICAL CCNFERENCES ON MINERAL WATER USE,
CLIPATCPATHCLOGY, CORONARY SURGERYw HIGH ALTITUDE
PHYSIOLOGY, ANO EPIOEMIDLCGY
JPRS-21836 N64-10515
HUMAN PHYSIELOGY AND PATHOLOGY IN HIGH-ALTITUDE
AREAS N66-10516
BRAIN ACTIVITY ANALYSIS BY INFORMATION SYNTHESIS
OBTAINEO BY PHYSIOLOGICAL, BIOCHEMICAL, AND
STRUCTURAL-MORPHOLOGICAL TECHNIQUES
JPRS-I7717 N66-10713
PATHOLOGICAL PHYSIOLOGY AND EXPERIMENTAL THERAPY -
RADIATION SICKNESS! CONGENITAL DISEASE_ AND
HETEROHEMCTRANSFUSION REACTIONS
JPRS-17819 N66-LO723
RELATICNSHIP BETNEEN EMPIRICAL AND THEORETICAL IN
SCIENCE, PHYSIOLOGICAL BASIS OF CONSCIOUSNESS -
EPISTEPCLCGY
JPRS-1B208 N66-10751
PHYSICLOGIC MECHANISM FOR PERCEPTION OF KNOWLEDGE
THROUGH SENSORY OREANS IN MAN
JPRS-19762 N66-11352
ELECTRICAL STIMULATION AS THERAPEUTIC APPARATUS
FOR ULTRASONIC PHYSIOTHERAPY
JPRS-22280 N66-11ETI
CYBERNETICS IN MEDICINE _ PHYSIOLOGY
JPRS-22377 N66-II91B
IN VIVC METHOD FOR QUANTITATIVE ESTIMATION OF
TOTAL GAS PRESSURE IN MAMMALIAN TISSUE
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PHYSIOLOGY _ PROBLEMS OF CYBERNETICS
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INFORPATION PROCESSING OF PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA FOR
FUNCTIONS CF ENTIRE ORGANISM - CYBERNETICS
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PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF ELECTRODESI SIGNAL
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PHYSICLOGICAL MONITORING SYSTEM
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PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTOR OF ACOUSTIC FATIGUE IN
HEARING PURE TONES
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PHYSICLCGY_ BIOPHYSICSe 8 BIONICS
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INTERRELATIONSHIP EETNEEN PHYSIOLOGY _ CYBERNETICS
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ELECTRCPHYSIOLOGIC CHARACTERISTICS AND
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ANATOMICAL 8 PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA OF GASTRO-
INTESTINAL TRACT FOR CALCULATING LEVELS OF
RACIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION IN FOOD CHAIN
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INFLUENCE OF PHYSICAL AGENTS ON PHYSIOLOGICAL
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N66-17]71
ELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF TISSUES N66-17539
GASEOUS ENVIRCNVENT AND ATELECTASIS - RESPIRATORY
PHYSIOLOGY N64-17955
RESPIRATORY PHYSIOLOGY AND GAS EXCHANGE IN WATER
MEDIUM N64-17956
SIMULATION WITH CARBON PARTICLES OF BACTERIAL
INVASION DF HUMAN GINGIVAL TISSUES - PHYSIOLOGY
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PHYSIOLOGY ANO BIOCHEMISTRY OF PLANTS - EFFECT OF
INDOLYL ACETIC ACID AND INDOLYL BUTYRIC ACID ON
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USE OF ANATOMICAL 8 PHYSIOLOGICAL EVIDENCE FOR
CONSTRUCTING THEORIES OF INFORMATION PROCESSING OR
SENSORY DISCRIMINATION - AUDITORY SYSTEM
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TUNING BETWEEN CENTRAL SENSORY PATHWAYS AND SENSE
ORGANS - AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION
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PHYSIOLOGICAL MECHANISMS FOR STUDYING HUMAN BODY
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ANALYSIS OF DATA FROM BIOCHEMICAL AND
PHYSIOLOGICAL TRACER EXPERIMENTS - LINEAR SYSTEM
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PHYSIOLOGICAL MECHANISMS OF CHEMICAL
THERMOREGULATION N66-22169
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MIXTURE AT REST AND DURING EXERCISE
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EMERGENT ORGANIC CHEMISTRY UNDER VARIOUS PLANETARY
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PROPERTIES OF SERUM FROM RABBITS IMMUNIZED WITH
HUMAN URINARY ERYTHROPOIETIN - HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY
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LIPID TRANSFER BETWEEN HIGH DENSITY AND VERY LOW
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PHYSIOLOGY AND PATHOLOGY OF CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
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METHODS OF PHYSIOLOGICAL TESTING IN HUMANS
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PATHOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGY OF ADAPTIVE CONTROL AND
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AND PROTECTION - ANIMAL STUDY N64-23466
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TRANSLOCATION NORTH OF ARCTIC CIRCLE
A64-80907
THRESHOLD OF CALORIC NYSTAGMUS DURING CONSTANT
RADIAL ACCELERATION IN PIGEON A66-BI026
BEHAVIORAL EFFECTS IN PIGEONS EXPOSED TO MERCURY
VAPOR
UR-ENG-69-T N66-19921
PIGMENT
CF MELANIN
RAOIOSENSITIVITY OF ORGANISMS TO IONIZING
RADIATION - PROTECTION BY VEGETABLE PIGMENTS IN
PLANT CELLS E ANTIOXIOANTS IN ANIMAL ORGANISMS
JPRS-19363 N64-11069
PIGMENTS IN PURPLE AND GREEN PHOTOSYNTHESIZING
BACTERIA - LUMINESCENT SPECTRA
FTD-TT-63-B6TI182 N66-1262B
BIOLOGICALLY RESISTANT FIGMENT FROM AEROBIC HASTE
DIGESTERS
SAM-TDR-63-ST N64-13852
PIGMENTS FOUND IN PHOTOSYNTHETIC MICROORGANISMS.
AND ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE SIGNALS
AD-602396 N64-32295
PILOCARPINE
PILOCARPINE INDUCED MIOSIS AND PROTECTION OF
RETINA AGAINST THERMAL RADIATION
A66-80626
PILOT
SA JET PILOT
SA TEST PILOT
STEROID AND CATECHOLAMINE EXCRETION OF PILOTS
IN SPACE CABIN SIMULATOR A66-IZg3B
A-209
PILOTERROR
POSTUREEPFECTSINPILOTS AND IN RECRUITS IN OTHER
OCCUPATIONS A66-12992
BACK INJURIES IN PILOTS AFTER CATAPULT EJECTION
A66-12993
NEPHRITIS AND RENAL CALCULUS IN FRENCH AIRCRENS
A66-80032
FRONTAL MUCCCELE REVEALED BY BAROTRAUMA
A66-80036
CONTACT DERMATITIS OF HANDS OF PILOT DUE TO
NEARING UNLINED FLIGHT GLOVESt NO. B3A
A66-80098
CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE ANO DISORDER FOUND IN
MILITARY AND CIVILIAN PILOTS INVOLVED IN AIRCRAFT
ACCIDENTS A66-BD223
VERTIGO AND ANXIETY OF PSYCHIC ORIGIN IN A PILOT
A66-80280
DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS AT 18t500 FEET - CASE
HISTORY OF PILOT A66-80662
SPEECH DISCRIMINATION TEST WITH NOISE BACKGROUND
PROPOSED FOR SENIOR NAVAL AVIATORS
A66-80698
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF INDUCED HYPOXIA ON PILOT
DURING INSTRUMENT FLYING AND FLIGHT SIMULATION
A64-B0502
HAND PREFERENCE IN PILOTS AS RELATED TO FLYING
SKILL A66-80690
FSYCHCSGHATIC BASES FOR EYE DISEASES IN THE
AVIATOR A66-80755
SPEECH DISCRIMINATION TEST FOR AGING NAVAL
AVIATORS PRESENTED TOGETHER NITH AIRCRAFT
BACKGROUND NOISE A66-80856
AGE EFFECT ON SEQUENTIAL DECISIONS AND
CARDIOVASCULAR STATUS AMONG PILOTS
A66-80866
PHYSICAL DEFECTS OF CIVILIAN PILOTS RELATED TO
AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS A66-80923
RAPID ACCELERATION EFFECT ON SYMPATHICCTONIC
CHARACTER OF ELECTROCARDIOGRAM IN PILOTS
EJECTED FROM CATAPULTS A66-80929
ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE AND COCARBOXYLASE TREATMENT
OF JET PILOT WITH FLIGHT FATIGUE
A64-81069
EFFECTS CF MILD HYPOXIA ON HEMOGLOBIN FRACTION
CHANGES IN BLOOD OF PILOTS
REPT.-63-2 N66-10633
VOCATIENAL INTERESTS OF AIRLINE PILOT CANDIDATES
N66-12752
GEOGRAPHIC ORIENTATION 8 DISORIENTATION OF
AIRCRAFT PILOTS
TR-751-1 N66-136OB
PARAMETERS OF MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF HUMAN PILOTS
NASA-OR-S6362 N66-26040
NEASUREO VARIATION IN TRANSFER FUNCTION OF HUMAN
PILOT
NASA-RP-206 N66-25000
DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS OF PILOT IN UNPRESSURIZED
AIRCRAFT IN TROPOSPHERE
FPRC-MEME-199 N64-29768
_ILOT ERROR
NEURO-PHYSIGLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS IN
AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS A64-80243
PILOTING ERRORS AND AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS
RSIC-89 N64-12238
SUBJECT INDEX
PILOT PERFORMANCE
MEASUREMENT OF AMPLITUDES OF VISUAL ACCOMMODATION
UNDER RED AND WHITE ILLUMINATION LEVELS
APPROXIMATING COCKPIT CONDITIONS
A66-1025I
SHORT TERM PSYCHDTHERAPEUTIC TREATMENT OF AVIATORS
WITH PSYCHOGENIC PRDBLEMS_ AND SUBSEQUENT FLIGHT
STATUS A66-10261
CASE REPORT ON 36-YEAR OLD COMMERCIAL PILOT
SUFFERING FROM RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS AND PROBLEM OF
THERAPY RELATIVE TO FLYING SAFETY
A66-10262
VIGILANCE DEFINED AS THE PROBABILITY DF DETECTING
SIGNALS WHICH ARE WEAK AND RELATIVELY RARE IN
MANNED SPACEFLIGHT A66-10627
INCREASED AND ZERO GRAVITY EFFECTS ON HUMAN VISION
FOR MANNED SPACE FLIGHT A66-10628
VESTIBULAR STIMULATION EFFECTS ON VISUAL
PERCEPTION FROM MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
A66-10629
REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF RESPONSE TIMEr FOR PILOT
SENSORY MOTOR PERFORMANCE IN RELATION TO AGE
A64-11507
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS IN
SELECTION OF FLYING PERSONNEL ASSIGNED TO
SUPERSONIC AND HYPERSONIC TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
A66-11728
RELATIONSHIP OF VESTIBULAR TEST RESPONSES,
ESPECIALLY THOSE WHICH ARE ELECTRONYSTAMOGRAPHIC,
TO PILOT PERFORMANCE DURING FLIGHT TRAINING
A64-12380
FEASIBILITY OF PILOT CONTROL OF THE X-20/
TITAN III BOOSTER, GIVING RESULTS OF SIMULATION
WITH BOOST CONSTRAINTS A66-12899
TRANSFER FUNCTION OF HUMAN PILOT OPERATING IN
CLOSED LOOP CONTROL SITUATION_ USING SINGLE AXIS
AND TWO AXES TESTS, AND COMPARISON OF PILOT AND
MODEL PILOT PERFORMANCE A66-16652
ALCOHOL IN PILOTS INVOLVED IN FATAL GENERAL
AVIATION ACCIDENTS A64-IgI3B
POSITION AND FORM EFFECTS ON COMBINATION OF
INFORMATION IN SUPERIMPOSED VISUAL FIELDS SHOWN
FROM PILOT PERFORMANCE OF CONCURRENT TASKS
A64-19526
TEST PILOT - HIS ROLEt PERFORMANCE AND ASSESSMENT
A64-19803
PILOT PERFORMANCE IN COPING NITH CRITICAL SYSTEM
FAILURES DURING MERCURY ORBITAL FLIGHIS
AIAA PAPER 66-222 A64-2012T
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC FINDINGS AND CALORIC
IRRIGATION OF RIGHT EAR STUDIED IN DIAGNOSIS OF
INFLIGHT LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS IN PRIVATE PILOT
FLYING ALONE A64-20702
TACTILE COMMUNICATION AND CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR MAN-
MACHINE COMPATIBILITY IN HIGH SPEED AIRCRAFT
AIAA PAPER 66-621 A66-20783
LATERALITY FACTOR IN RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HAND
PREFERENCE PATTERN AND FLYING SKILL IN AIRCREW
TRAINING A64-2281T
EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION ENVIRONMENT DN ASTRONAUT
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PERFORMANCE CAPABILITIES
A64-23213
VISUAL GUIDANCE AIDS FOR MANUAL FLIGHT CONTROL
A64-23298
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PHARMACOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS OF
ADENOSINETRIPHGSPHDRIC ACID AND COCARBOXYLASE IN
TREATMENT OF PILOTS AFFLICTED WITH FLIGHT FATIGUE
A64-24099
e
A-21O
SUBJECTINDEX PITCHATTITUDE
ROCKETASSISTEDEJECTIONADVANTAGE OVER BALLISTIC
EJECTICNv CONSIDERING SYSTEM MALFUNCT|ON, PILOT
INJURIESe ACCIOENT CAUSES AND ALTITUOE
A66-25552
FLASHELINDNESS PROBLEMS EVALUATED, DISCUSSING
RELATION OF ADAPTATION OF EYE TO CHANGING
LIGHTING CONDITIONS AND RECOVERY OF SENSITIVITY TO
FUNCTIONAL LEVEL A66-25555
PSYCHCPHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF SPACE FLIGHT ON
PILOT PERFORMANCE AND CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN
A66-25576
HYPOXIA RESISTANCE TEST FOR EVALUATING PHYSICAL
RESERVES OF PILOT A66-2T025
OYNAMIO PROBLEMS OF HUMAN BODY IN SPACE
ENVIRONMENT EXAMINING EFFECTS OF NOISEw VIBRATION
AND IMPACT ON PILOT EFFICIENCY A66-27026
HIGH SPEED LOW LEVEL FLIGHT - PHYSIOLOGICAL
RESPONSES DURING AND AFTER FLIGHT
A66-80333
ANALYSIS OF AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS OF UNDETERMINED
ORIGIN A66-80717
NIGHT AND DAY WEAPON DELIVERY ACCURACY BY PILOTS
OF HIGH PERFORMANCE AIRCRAFT AS RELATED TO
SYMPATHETIC NERVESt ADRENAL ACTIVITY, MINERAL
METABOLISM, ANO ACID-BASE BALANCE
Ab4-B0823
ENHANCEMENT OF PILOT PERFORMANCE CAPACITY BY
ADEQUATE NUTRITION A64-81257
HUMAN PILOT CONTROL OF AIRCRAFT - BIBLIOGRAPHY
N66-1016T
PILOT BIONEOICAL ANO PSYCHOLOGICAL INSTRUMENTATION
FOR MONITORING PERFORMANCE DURING CENTRIFUGE
SIMULATIONS OF SPACE FLIGHT
NADC-MA-6308 N66-12256
PILOTAGE OF HELICOPTERS NITH REACTION CONTROL
N66-13699
ANTIEMETICS, TRANQUILIZERS, SEDATIVES, AND
ANALEPTICS INFLUENCE ON PILOTPERFORflANCE
N66-15061
HUMAN TOLERANCE AND PILOT PERFORMANCE DURING LONG
ACCELERATIONS IN CENTRIFUGE N66-15106
HUMAN ENGINEERING, TOLERANCE, AND PERFORMANCE IN
SIMULATED SPACE FLIGHTS ANO HIGH ALTITUDES
N66-151OT
PILOT REACTION TO HIGH SPEED ROTATION
NASA-RP-133 N66-1SBBI
MEASURED HUMAN TRANSFER FUNCTIONS - MATCHING
ANALOG SIMULATION TO PILOT PERFORMANCE DURING 1 £
2-AXIS TASKS WITH & WITHOUT COCKPIT MOTION
NASA-TN-O-21TT N66-171ST
PILOT PERFORMANCE DURING BOOST OF X-1SA AIRCRAFT
TO HIGH ALTITUOE
NASA-TN-C-2289 N66-19002
AIRLINE PILOT EYE MOVEMENTS OURING TAKEOFF ANO
LANDING IN VISUAL METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS
ARLIHE-15 N66-22133
PILOT PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS IN LIFTING BODY
AND REENTRY VEHICLES IN HYPERSONIC AND SUBSONIC
FLIGHTS
NASA-TR-X-S6005 N66-22660
PILOT PERFORMANCE DURING MERCURY SYSTEMS FAILURE
AIAA PAPER-66-222 N66-23609
CONTINUOUS NOBEL MATCHING TECHNIQUES APPLIED TO
PARAMETER DETERMINATION OF TIME VARYING HUMAN
PILOT MODELS
NASA-CR-56376 N6_-23993
EFFECTS OF HiGH SUSTAINED ACCELERATION ON PILOT
PERFORMANCE AND DYNAMIC RESPONSE
NASA-TN-D-ZOBT N66-24815
MEASURING PILOT PERFORMANCE AND CONTROL IN FLIGHT
TASK SIMULATOR
IAM-TM-226 N66-25828
HUMAN BEHAVIOR - RELATION OF CONSISTENCY AND
STRENGTH OF LATERAL PREFERENCE IN ONE-HAND TASKS
TO AIRCRAFT PILOT PERFORMANCE
FPRC/NEMO-2Q3 N66-26000
AUTOMATIC COMPUTER METHODS FOR DETERMINING
PARAMETERS OF HUMAN PILOT PERFORMANCE OESORIBEO BY
LINEAR TIME-INVARIANT MODEL
NASA-OR-56373 N66-27385
PILOT PERFORMANCE ANO PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO
STNULATED LON-ALTITUOE HIGH-SPEED FLIGHT
N64-2896B
INTERVENING LEVELS OF CONTROL BETNEEN FULL MANUAL
AND FULL AUTOMATIC - EFFECT UPON PILOT PERFORMANCE
AD-461953 N64-30199
ONOOARD TRAINING FOR MAINTAINING PILOT PROFICIENCY
FOR EXTENDED SPACE FLIGHTS
NASA-TN-D-2162 N66-33080
PILOT SELECTION
EYE MOTILITY EXAMINATION BY OBJECTIVE TECHNIQUES
TO SUPPLEMENT AVIATION PHYSICAL EXAMINATION
A66-13995
CORRELATION OF FLYING APTITUDE NITH ELECTRO-
ENCEPHALOGRAM FOR AIROREN SELECTION
AbB-1913T
AERONEDICAL ASSISTANCE TO INDUSTRIAL PHYSICIANS IN
PILOT AND PASSENGER SELECTION FOR BUSINESS FLIGHTS
A66-22820
RESPIRATORY VOLUME PER SECONO AND TIFFENEAU INOEX
IN OVER 1000 PILOT CANOIOATES FOR SCREENING
A66-26098
EYE DISEASE IN CONSIDERING SELECTION OF FLIGHT
PERSONNEL A66-25007
OPTIMUM ASTRONAUT SELECTION MITH REGARD TO IN
FLIGHT TESTING AND ACTUAL MISSION PERFORMANCE
REQUIREMENTS A66-28366
VESTIBULAR REACTIONS IN REVOLVING ROOM OBSERVED
QUANTITATIVELY A66-80255
AEROMEDICAL SELECTION STANDARDS OF NATO NATIONS
FOR AIRCRENS REEVALUATED A66-B0269
KINETIC VISUAL ACUITY IN PILOT SELECTION AND
EVALUATION OF FATIGUE A66-80315
COMPARISON OF SELECTION STANOAROS FOR ASTRONAUTS
AND PILOTS A66-80391
MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENTS OF FLYING AND NONFLYING
AIR FORCE PERSONNEL AS RELATED TO SELECTION AND
TRAINING A66-B0686
CORONARY DISTURBANCES AND FLYING AS RELATED TO
PILOT SELECTION EXAMINATIONS A66-80769
STEREOTYPED IMAGE OF NILITARY PILOT EXPLORED IN
RELATION TO PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS APPARENT ON
PHOTOGRAPHS A66-81182
PILOT TRAINING
PSYCHOLOGICAL CONTRIBUTIONS OF AEROSPACE
PHYSICIANS TO PILOT TRAINING A64-ZBST8
PILOTED CENTRIFUGE
CENTRIFUGES USED TO TEST ACCELERATION VARIABLES
AND EFFECTS ON HUMAN ORGAN SYSTEMS
A64-26393
PITCH ATTITUDE
SEMICIRCULAR CANAL DYNAMICS COMPARED IN ROLL,
PITCH, AND YAH DURING ROTATIONAL STIMULI EXPOSURE
A66-BOB61
A-211
PITUITARY GLAND
PITUITARY GLAND
WHOLE BODY VIBRATION EFFECTS ON PLASMA AND URINARY
CORTICOSTERDID LEVELS 466-80636
THIOL-ACTIVATED AMINOPEPTIDASE OF PITUITARY
EXTRACT
NASA-RP-55 N64-10293
HORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN ANTERIOR LOBE OF
PITUITARY GLANDw THYNUS_ E AORENAL GLAND UNDER
IRRADIATION AND COOLING
JPRS-2DO3T N64-11320
ALPHA PARTICLE AND PROTON BEAMS IN RADIATION
THERAPY OF PITUITARY GLANO TUMORS AND ADENDMA
N64-15205
EFFECT OF ANESTHESIA ON STRESS REACTION OF RAT
PITUITARY AND ADRENAL GLANDS N64-31344
PLANET
CF MARS IPLANET/
EQUATIONS OF EQUAL PLANET SYSTEM VIEWED FROM
SURFACE WAVE N64-13575
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERE
OF MARS ATMOSPHERE
EMERGENT ORGANIC CHEMISTRY UNDER VARIOUS PLANETARY
CONDITIONS - ABIOGENESISt PLANETARY ATMOSPHERESt
PLANTS, CHROMOSOMES, [ FERTILIZATION PHYSIOLOGY
NASA-DR-56526 N64-22787
PLANETARY BASE
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS IN SPACE VEHICLES CONTRASTED
WITH THOSE IN PERMANENT OR SEMIPERMANENT LUNAR OR
PLANETARY BASES A64-BO486
PLANETARY ENVIRONMENT
SA MARS ENVIRONMENT
GRAVITATIONAL, MAGNETICw RADIATION, ATMOSPHERIC,
HYDROSPHERIC, LITHOSPHERICw AND BIOTIC
ENVIRONMENTAL DATA NEEDED FOR SUCCESSFUL MANNED
FLIGHT TD MARS A64-10101
COLD AND ARIDITY AS CONSTRAINTS ON SURVIVAL OF
TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISMS IN SIMULATED MARTIAN
ENVIRONMENT A64-1466I
BIOLOGICAL CONTAMINATION OF MARS BASED ON
TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISM SURVIVAL IN SIMULATED
MARTIAN ENVIRONMENTS A64-249TB
PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL ENVIRONMENTS OF THE PLANETS
AND SOLAR RADIATION ENVIRONMENT OF INTERPLANETARY
SPACE A64-BOOAI
SPACE TRAVEL AND PLANETARY ENVIRONMENT EFFECT ON
MICROORGANISMS A64-80354
ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS OF MARS AND VENUS
A66-8OT87
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS FOR ASTRONAUTS IN
PLANETARY ENVIRONMENTS A64-80853
PRIMARY COMPONENTS OF PROPOSED INSTRUMENTED
ANALYTICAL SYSTEM FOR EXTRATERRESTRIAL ATMOSPHERE,
LIFE FORMSw AND SOIL STUDY A64-80860
BIOLOGY IN PLANETARY _ SPACE ENVIRONMENTS - AMINO
ACID AND PROTEINOID STUDIES
NASA-CR-50483 N64-22775
TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISMS IN SIMULATED PLANETARY
ENVIRONMENT - MARS AND MOON
NASA-CR-56529 N64-22790
PLANETARY EXPLORATION
ORBITAL AND UNMANNED LANDING VEHICLES FOR THE
BIOLOGICAL EXPLORATION OF MARS A64-10128
DESCRIPTION OF MULTIVATOR, DEVICE DESIGNED TO
DETECT SIGNS OF LIFE ON OTHER PLANETSv
SPECIFICALLY MARS A64-26949
SCIENTIFICALLY TRAINED ASTRONAUTS IMPORTANT FOR
LUNAR AND PLANETARY EXPLORATION
A64-28343
SUBJECT INDEX e
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS FOR FUTURE ORBITAL AND
EXPLORATORY MISSIONS FOR PERIODS UP TO A YEAR
A66-B0563
PLANETARY SPACEFLIGHT
SPACE TRAVEL AND PLANETARY ENVIRONMENT EFFECT ON
MICROORGANISMS A64-80356
PLANETARY SURFACE
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE DETECTOR, AND AUTOMATIC
PAPER CHROMATOGRAPHY DEVICE FOR ANALYSIS OF
SOLUBLE CONSTITUENTS OF PLANETARY SOIL
NASA-DR-56523 N64-22783
PLANKTON
LUMINESCENT ANALYSIS OF LACUSTRINE ZOOPLANKTON
N66-1269B
PLANNING
S MANAGEMENT PLANNING
PLANT /BIOL/
CF ANGIOSPERM
CF THERMOPHILIC PLANT
PHYSICAL CONSTANTS OF VERMICULITE, PENOSHAMOTEt
CERAMSITE AND PERLITE SUBSTRATES FOR CLOSED
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS A64-25587
AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR STUDYING EFFECT OF MINERAL
NUTRIENT SOLUTION COMPOSITION ON PHOTOSYNTHESIS IN
HIGHER PLANTS A64-25616
NATURAL RADIATION AS RELATED TO INNATE RADIOACTIVE
LEVELS IN PLANTS AND ANIMALS A64-BO49T
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS, AND
ASSOCIATED PHENOMENA ON CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM IN
HUMAN AND ON PLANT PROCESSES A66-81195
INFLUENCE OF SPACE FLIGHT FACTORS ON HEREDITY 8
DEVELOPMENT IN ACTINOMYCETES AND PLANTS
N64-11682
INFLUENCE OF SPACE FLIGHT CONDITIONS INCLUDING
COSMIC RADIATION ON SPRING ONION G NUTMEG FLOWER
SEEDS N66-11683
EFFECTS OF SPACE ENVIRONMENT ON PLANTS 8 HUMANS
FTD-TT-62-I609/1 N66-I6053
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN BIOCHENILUMINESCENCE AND HEAT
RESISTANCE OF PLANTS
JPRS-23735 N64-16950
NUTRIENT REQUIREMENTS! PROTEIN CONTENTI AND
ABILITY TO FIX CARBON DIOXIDE OF PLANT TISSUE
CULTURES
AMRL-TDR-63-124 N64-17864
PHYSIOLOGY AND BIOCHEMISTRY OF PLANTS - EFFECT OF
INDOLYL ACETIC ACID AND INDOLYL BUTYRIC ACID ON
ALGAE
FTD-MT-63-49 N64-18672
DATA ON ACCUMULATION COEFFICIENTS OF RADIOACTIVE
ISOTOPES IN MARINE PLANTS AND ANIMALS
JPRS-24227 N66-18969
PLANT STUDY - EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE, MOISTURE AND
LIGHT ON COMPOSITION OF PLANTS GROWN BY USE OF ION
EXCHANGE RESINS AS MEDIA
RAOC-TDR-63-183 N64-21353
EFFECT OF SPACE FLIGHT CONDITIONS IN VGSTOK III
SPACECRAFT ON SEED OF HIGHER PLANTS
N66-21643
EFFECT OF SPACE FLIGHT CONDITIONS ON CHROMOSOMES
OF PRIMARY ROOTLETS OF GERMS IN PEA AND WHEAT
SEEDS IN VOSTOK III AND VOSTOK IV SPACECRAFT
N64-21664
EMERGENT ORGANIC CHEMISTRY UNDER VARIOUS PLANETARY
CONDITIONS - ABIOGENESIS, PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES,
PLANTSw CHROMOSOMES, 8 FERTILIZATION PHYSIOLOGY
NASA-DR-56526 N64-22787
PHOTOSYNTHESIS OF HIGHER PLANTS AND MINERAL
NUTRITION N64-23782
A-212
SUBJECT INDEX POLIOMYELITIS
AEROSPACE MEDICINE - WEIGHTLESSNESS AND ARTIFICIAL
GRAVITY EFFECTS ON PLANTS, ANIMALS, AND HUMAN
PERFORMANCE
FTD-TT-64-14OlIG4 N64-24012
PLASMA
CF BLOOD PLASMA
WHOLE BODY VIBRATION EFFECTS ON PLASNA AND URINARY
CORTICCSTEROIO LEVELS A66-80636
PLASMA CHANGES DUE TO CHANGES IN CONCENTRATION OF
CHLORIDE AND CARBON DIOXIDE BY THERMAL DEHYDRATION
N66-10TB3
SIGNIFICANCE OF PLASMA CELLS IN PRODUCTION OF
ANTIBODIES DURING IONIZING RADIATION
JPRS-18020 N64-11023
PLASMA PHYSICS
S THERMODYNAMICS
PLASNOLYSIS
FLUORESCENCE OF CULTURES OF CHLORELLA
PYRENOIOOSA EXPOSED TO VARYING CONCENTRATIONS OF
PLASMDLYTICS AT DIFFERENT STAGES OF CELL
DEVELOPMENT A64-80B06
PHOTOSYNTHESIS ANO FLUORESCENCE OF CULTURES DF
CHLORELLA VULGARES EXPOSED TO INCREASING
CONCENTRATIONS OF CALCIUM CHLORIDE AND SUCROSE
A64-8OBOB
PLASTIC DEFORMATION
OPERATOR VARIANCE IN OETERMINATION OF PLASTIC
LIMIT OF COHESIVE SOILS
RR-II7 N66-27606
PLASTIC MATERIAL
MECHANICAL PROPERTY CHANGES OF PLASTIC TUBULE
SUBSTITUTED FOR BLOOD VESSEL IN CARDIOVASCULAR
SYSTEM OF DOGS
JPRS-1B666 N66-11316
ROLE OF CYBERNETICS AND PLASTICS IN MEDICINE
FTD-TT-63-732/166 N64-16333
USE OF PLASTIC MATERIALS IN MEDICINE
N66-16335
PLASTIC PROPELLANT
S PROPELLANT
PLUTONIUM
RADIOLOGICAL SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS - EVALUATION OF
STORAGE, HANDLING, & TRANSPORTATION OF PLUTONIUM-
BEARING WEAPONS
SC-6973/RR/ N66-16066
PLUTONIUM-239
BIOSYNTHESIS OF UREA IN LIVER AND BLDOD PROTEIN
FRACTION AFTER PLUTONIUM-239 INJURY
N66-12571
RADIOLOGY - EFFECTS OF PLUTONIUI_-239 ON METABOLIC
FUNCTIONS OF MAMMALS
FTD-TT-63-559/1G2 N66-1637T
PNEUNDGRAPHY
IMPEDANCE PNEUMOGRAPHY FOR LONG-TERM MONITORING AS
COMPARED TO OTHER PNEUMOGRAPHIC METHODS FOR HUMAN
AND CHIMPANZEE STUDIES A64-BOB*8
PNEUMOTHORAX
SPONTANEOUS PNEUflOTHORAX IN FLYING PERSONNEL - ITS
ETIOLOGY, PATHOLOGY, DIAGNOSIS, AND TREATMENT
A66-8DD96
POISON
TOXICOLOGICAL METHODS FOR DETECTION OF POISONOUS
COMPOUNDS OF INTEREST IN AEROSPACE MEDICINE
A66-80349
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS ASSOCIATED WITH POISONS,
INCLUDING CARBON MONOXIDE, AND VARIOUS DRUGS
A66-80716
POISONING
SA BENZENE POISONING
SA BERYLLIUM POISONING
SA CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING
SA HYDROCARBON POISONING
SA OXYGEN TOXICITY
TETRACHLORETHYLENE INGESTION PRODUCING ACUTE BRAIN
SYNDROME A66-BOB93
PYRIDOXINE THERAPY OF INDUCED LEAD AND BENZENE
POISONING IN RABBIT A66-B1052
PENTABORANE POISONING AND RELATION BETWEEN LETHAL
AND INCAPACITATING DOSAGES IN MAMMAL
A66-BI17T
CASE HISTORY AND TREATMENT OF OXYGEN POISONING
NITHA_UT HYPOVENTILATION AFTER CONTINUOUS OXYGEN
THERAPY A6_-81181
LACK OF PREDICTABILITY IN RATS TO EXHIBIT CHRONIC
OXYGEN POISONING
NAOC-MA-6326 N64-15363
CONTROL FEMALE ALBINO RATS POISONED BY NIOBIUM
INJECTION TO MEASURE RENAL FUNCTION BY DILUTION
TEST
UR-666 N66-1?B65
COMPILATION OF ARTICLES ON MEDICINE - RADIATION
SICKNESSe URANIUM POISONING, PROTEIN STABILITY IN
BLOOD, RADIOSENSITIVITY, AND RADIATION THERAPY
JPRS-26216 N64-30261
UNITHIOL EFFECT UPON CASES OF ACUTE URANIUM
POISONING N66-30245
CHROMIUM COMPOUND POISONING
JPRS-26768 N66-31267
WATER INTOXICATION OUE TO GASTRIC LAVAGE IN CASES
OF SUSPECTED ANILINE POISONING
NASA-IT-F-9056 N66-31665
POLAR REGION
ACCLIMATIZATION OF MAN TO POLAR REGIONS
A66-80626
POLARIZABILITY
ELECTRONIC POLARIZABILITY CHANGES OF EXCITED
ELECTRONS IN PHOTOSYNTHETIC AND MODEL SYSTEMS
N64-19665
POLARIZATION
VESTIBULAR STIMULUS EFFECTS ON ELECTROCORTICOGRAN
IN CAT A64-80670
POLARIZATION EFFECTS OF LABYRINTH AND BRAIN ON
STIMULI CONDUCTION IN VISUAL SYSTEM IN CAT
Ab4-80871
POLAROGRAPHY
POLAROGRAPHIC METHOD FOR STUDY OF OXYGEN
SATURATION OF BRAIN TISSUE IN DOG
A66-B1254
OXYGEN SATURATION IN BRAIN TISSUE IN DOG INHALING
VARIOUS GASEOUS MIXTURES A66-81255
OXYGEN SATURATION ANO TEMPERATURE OF BRAIN TISSUES
UNDER CONDITIONS OF PHYSIOLOGICAL STRESS
DETERMINED BY POLAROGRAPHIC METHOD IN DOG
A66-81256
OXYGEN OISSOCIATION CURVE DETERMINATION -
POLAROGRAPHIC MEASUREMENTS OF OXYGEN TENSION
N66-1793B
POLAROGRAPHIC METHOD OF DETERMINATION OF OXYGEN
TENSION IN BRAIN TISSUES DURING HIGH ALTITUDE
FLIGHT N66-27636
POLARDGRAPHIC DETERMINATION OF OXYGEN CONTENT AND
CAPACITY IN SINGLE BLOOD SAMPLE
SAM-TDR-66-39 N66-29287
BLOOD POLAROGRAPHY FOR USE IN BIOLOGICAL AND
MEDICAL STUDIES
JPRS-27237 N66-33675
POLIOMYELITIS
BIOCHEMICAL CHANGES RESULTING FROM IRRADIATION,
A-213
POLLUTION
HIGH TENPERATURE_ BURNS, g POLIOMYELITIS - MINERAL
8 PROTEIN METABOLISM, K IMMUNOLOGICAL DATA
JPRS-2D298 N66-11226
POLLUTION
CF AIR POLLUTION
DETERMINING POLLUTION OF SURFACE WATERS BY EGGS OF
ECHINOCOCCUS
AAL-TDR-63-37 N64-32102
POLONIUM
PROTECTION AGAINST RADIATION HAZARDS IN WORKING
WITH POLONIUM
JPRS-23699 N64-15992
RADIATION SICKNESS STUDIES - RADIOPROTECTIVE
PROPERTIES OF ADRENOCORTICOTROPIN IACTHI, USE OF
DRUGS IN SICKNESS INDUCED BY POLONIUM INJECTIONS,
AND TREATMENT OF SKIN LESIONS
JPRS-26542 N66-29759
POLYMER
EFFECTS OF NOLECULAR WEIGHT AND DOSAGE UN
COAGULATION INHIBITION BY HIGH-WEIGHT POLYMERS IN
RABBITS N64-31363
POLYNER CHEMISTRY
PROTECTIVE AND THERAPEUTIC ANTIRADIATIDN & ANTI-
OXIDATION PROPERTIES OF VARIOUS POLYPHENDL
STRUCTURES - CHEMOTHERAPY
JPRS-2356T N64-16563
POLYMER PHYSICS
POLYVINYL PYRROLIDINE EFFECTIVENESS IN
REDUCING RETENTION OF RADIOISOTOPES IN BODY
N64-10039
BIOPHYSICS OF POLYMERS, NUCLEIC ACIDSw AND BRAIN
NEURONS
JPRS-24261 N64-19437
POLYMERIZATION
CARBOHYDRATE SYNTHESIS IN SPACECRAFT CABIN BY
FORMALDEHYDE POLYMERIZATION REACTION
664-2560B
POLYMERIZATION OF AMINO ACIDS TO GIVE PROTEINS AND
FORMED MICROPARTICLES N66-19151
POLYMETHYL METHACRYLATE
PLEXIGLAS CONTAINERS FOR BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL IN
SPACECRAFT ENVIRONMENT DURING FLIGHT
N66-1ITO2
POLYSACCHARIDE
DEXTRAN INFLUENCE ON ELECTROCARDIOGRAM CF
HYPOTHERMIC DOGS A64-BOOB6
COLD AND RESTRICTION STRESS EFFECT DN ACID
MUCOPOLYSACCHARIDE CONTENT OF DERMAL CONNECTIVE
TISSUE AND ENDOCRINE GLANDS IN RAT
664-80516
EXTRACELLULAR PULYSACCHARIDES PRODUCED BY
CHLDRELLA AND OTHER ALGAE USED IN CLOSED
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS AS RELATED TO RECYCLING
TIME DF GROWTH 664-80784
SYNTHESIS OF ANTIGENS CONTAINING KNOWN SUGARS
AD-430601 N64-16098
EXTRACELLULAR POLYSACCHARIDE PRODUCED BY ALGAE AND
INFLUENCE ON RECYCLING IN LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM
N64-2gT22
CYTOCHEMICAL IDENTIFICATION AND LOCALIZATION OF
POLYSACCHARIOE /CHITIN/ IN CELL WALLS OF FUNGI
AMRL-TOR-66-52 N64-29gT4
QUANTITATIVE ANALYIS OF POLYSACCHARIDES PRODUCED
BY FRESH WATER ALGAE N64-33019
POLYURETHANE
S SYNTHETIC RESIN
POLYVINYL ALCOHOL
HISTOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY OF RETICULOENDOTHELIAL
SYSTEM FCLLOWING INFUSION OF BLOOD EXPANDER -
POLYVINYL ALCOHOL N64-18523
SUBJECT INDEX
POPULATION
BISECTION OF DESIGNATED VISUAL SPACE AS FUNCTION
OF LUMINANCE AREA AND SEPARATION OF FIDUCIAL LINES
664-81300
ANIMAL POPULATION AND ECOLOGY AT ATOMIC POWER-
PLANTS
TID-19562 N64-16556
POROSITY
S GAS INJECTION
PORPHYRIN
CF CHLOROPHYLL
CF HEMOGLOBIN
PDRPHYRINS FOUND IN THE ORGUEIL METEORITE AND
THEIR RELATION TO THE ORIGIN OF LIFE
664-80368
ENZYMATIC REACTION BETWEEN IRON _ PROTOPORPHYRIN
UNDER OXYGEN DEFICIENCY CONDITIONS - HYPOXIA
N66-15038
PORTABILITY
PORTABLE ELECTROMANOMETER FOR DIRECT BLOOD
PRESSURE MEASUREMENT UNDER FIELD CONDITIONS
664-B0295
POSITION INDICATOR
S AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENT
POSITRON
POSITRON SCINTILLATION CAMERA FOR DETECTING REAL
AND SIMULATED BRAIN TUMORS N66-15215
DISTRIBUTION OF BONE MARROW IN SKELETON OF HUMAN
BODY, RABBIT, AND RAT, USING RADIOACTIVE IRON
ISOTOPE AND POSITRON SCINTILLATION CAMERA
N64-22853
SCINTILLATION CAMERA WITH LARGE SODIUM IODIDE
CRYSTAL FDR OBSERVING POSITRONS AND GAMMA
RADIATION EMITTED BY ISOTOPES N64-22858
PQSTFLIGHT
POSTFLIGHT MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS OF U.S.S.R.
ASTRONAUTS N64-25168
POSTURE
CF DRTHOSTATIC TOLERANCE
POSTURE EFFECTS IN PILOTS AND IN RECRUITS IN OTHER
OCCUPATIONS A64-12992
IMPACT TOLERANCE OF GUINEA PIGS RELATED TO POSTURE
AND CONTAINMENT A64-14002
ARTERIAL AND END-EXPIRATORY CARBON DIOXIDE
PRESSURE, RESPIRATORY VOLUMEt AND PHYSIOLOGICAL
DEAD SPACE WITH CHANGES IN BODY POSITION
A64-B0016
RESPIRATORY RATE AT HIGH ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE
RELATED TO BODY POSITION IN RABBIT
AAk-8OOAD
PULMONARY DYNAMIC WORK MEASUREMENT IN STANDING AND
RECUMBENT POSITION A64-8005B
AUTOKINETIC EFFECT INDUCED BY UNBALANCED FATIGUE
OF OCULAR AND NECK MUSCLES 664-80072
RESPIRATORY AND METABOLIC CHANGES DURING PASSIVE
AND ACTIVE MOVEMENT OF THE LOWER EXTREMITIES IN
SUPINE POSITION A64-80079
CONTINUOUS RECORDINGS OF HEART BEHAVIOR IN BABOONS
DURING SPONTANEOUS ACTIVITY, POSTURAL CHANGES, AND
EXERCISE A66-8008T
SCOTOPIC ACUITY THRESHOLDS IN UPRIGHT AND TILTED
BODY POSITION A64-80140
AGING EFFECT ON POSTURE CONTROL
A64-80185
NYSTAGMUS EVOKED BY LINEAR ACCELERATION ACTING ON
OTOLITH ORGANS OF RABBITS LYING IN LATERAL
POSITION ON PARALLEL SWING 666-B0244
A-214
SUBJECT INDEX
OTCLITH FUNCTIONS IN HUMANS AND ANIMALS IN
RESPONSE TC LINEAR ACCELERATION
A66-80256
BLOOD PRESSURE EFFECTS OF DEHYDRATION AND HEAT
AFTER SHORT PERIOD IN RECLINING POSITION
A66-80271
ROTARY ENVIRONMENT RESULTING IN ADAPTATIONAL
BEHAVIOR BY CHICKEN A66-80321
ROTATIONAL STIMULUS THRESHOLDS OF VERTICAL
SEMICIRCULAR CANALS BY ELECTRO- AND
PHCTOELECTRONYSTAGMDGRAPHY A66-80373
ELECTRCMYOGRAPEIC STUDY OF HIP AND THIGH MUSCLE
FUNCTION IN ROMBERG POSITION AND STANDING AT EASE
A66-BO3B3
TDNUS CHANGE EFFECT WITH POSTURE CHANGE DN
PERCEIVED LOCATION OF VISUAL STIMULI
A66-B0696
VERTEBRAL FRACTURES AS RELATED TO EJECTION SEAT
DESIGNt POSTUREr AND EJECTION FORGES
A66-BOSD1
ROLE OF GRAVITY AND BODY POSITION IN SPATIAL
ORIENTATION A66-80691
RESPIRATORY FLCH RESISTANCE OF COMPONENTS DE
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM IN MAN IN SEATED POSTION
A66-BO699
GALVANIC STIMULATION OF VESTIBULAR SYSTEM AND
PERCEPTION OF VERTICAL IN PRESENCE OF TILTED
VISUAL FIELD AB_-BO703
BASE-LINE EFFECTS ON RESPONSE DN STROKE VOLUME TO
LEG EXERCISE IN THE SUPINE POSITION
A66-80736
HEADHARD TO FODTMARD DECELERATION TOLERANCE OF
X-15 IMPACT AS COMPARED TD FODTNARO TO HEAOMARD
IMPACTS A6_-BD858
PRESSCR RESPONSES TO CHANGES IN POSTURE, EXERCISEr
VARIOUS DRUGS AND OTHER ORGANIC SUBSTANCESt AND
HAND AND/OR FOREARM COLD EXPOSURE OF NORMAL AND
HYPERTENSIVE SUBJECTS A66-B1002
PSYCHOMOTOR ARDUSALI HEMORRHAGE_ ANO UPRIGHT
POSTURE EFFECTS ON CIRCULATION OF CHIMPANZEE
ARL-TDR-63-28 N66-13856
PERCEPTION DF PDSTURAL VERTICAL AFTER PROLONGED
BODILY T1LT IN NORMALS _ SUBJECTS WITH VESTIBULAR
DEFECTS
NASA-OR-55616 N66-15355
POTASSIUM
|DE EXCHANGE OF ISOTOPIC SODIUM-26 AND POTASSIUM-
32 BETNEEN BLOOD ANO CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DURING
HYPDXIA N66-1658B
MECHANISM OF IONIC EXCHANGE OF POTASSIUM AND
SODIUM - NATURE OF NEUTRON DISCHARGE
N66-28038
POTASSIUR CCNPOUNO
PHYSICAL METABOLIC FATIGUE DUE TO SPARTASE -
ASPARTIC ACID SALTS OF POTASSIUM AND MAGNESIUM
CARI-63-12 N64-14409
POMER
S NUCLEAR PONER
S PQNER GENERATOR
POllER GENERATOR
HUMAN ENGINEERING IN PONER GENERATOR AND VOICE
COMMUNICATION LINK SUBSYSTEMS OF MOBILE AIR
TRAFFIC CONTROL _ COMMUNICATION SYSTEMt AN/TSQ-B7
ESD-TDR-63-656 N66-15752
POMER SUPPLY
BENEFICIAL USES OF RADIATION EFFECTS - POWER,
ILLUMINATICNt RADIOGRAPHY, TELETHERAPYt AND
TRACER TECHNOLOGY
REID MEMO-25 N66-2496T
PRESSURE BREATHING
PRACTICE
CF MEMORY
REMINISCENCE IN PURSUIT ROTOR PERFORMANCE AS
AFFECTED BY INTERPOLATED MONOCULAR AND BINOCULAR
VISUAL PURSUIT A66-12936
REACTION TIME TO REGULARLY RECURRING VISUAL
STIMULI A66-BDS83
CHANGES IN DISTANCE JUDGMENTS AS RELATED TO
CORRECTED AND NONCDRRECTED PRACTICE
A66-BI13T
PSYCHOMOTOR TASK PERFORMANCE NITH PERFECT RECALL
AFTER FIFTY NEEKS DF NO PRACTICE
A66-BI145
PRECOROIUM
TIMING AND MAVEFORM VARIATIONS DF VIBROCARDIDGRAMS
FROM MULTIPLE POSITIONS ON PRECDROIUM
A66122816
VIBROGARDIOGRAM VARIATIONS OVER PRECORDIUM AND
SOUND TRANSMISSION RATE A66-BO689
TESTING HEART FUNCTION BY ANALYSIS OF ITS
PREGORDIAL VIBRATION SPECTRUM
NASA-DR-53818 N66-19313
PRESERVATION
IONIZING RADIATION AS A FOOD PRESERVATIVE
JPRS-17530 N66-10696
PRESERVATION OF FRUITS AND VEGETABLES BY IONIZING
RADIATION
TID-19206 N66-12968
PRESSURE
SA ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
SA BLOOD PRESSURE
SA HIGH ALTITUDE PRESSURE
SA HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE
SA INTRACRANIAL PRESSURE
SA INTRAQCULAR PRESSURE
SALON PRESSURE
SA PARTIAL PRESSURE
SA STATIC PRESSURE
CF COMPRESSION
ABDOMINAL _ THORACIC PRESSURES AT DIFFERENT LUNG
VOLUMES N66-1792T
PRESSURE BREATHING
RESPIRATORY MUSCLE ACTIVITY AND RESPIRATORY NORK
DURING POSITIVE PRESSURE BREATHING
A66-13751
RESPIRATORY RESPONSE TO EXPOSURE OF INCREASED
ALVEOLAR PARTIAL PRESSURE OF OXYGEN IN PRESENCE OR
ABSENCE OF NITROGEN A66-22056
PURE OXYGEN INHALATION, ALTITUDE AND PRESSURE
BREATHINGS EFFECT ON MAXIMUM BREATH HOLDING TIME
A64-23766
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM OF PILOTS TESTEO TO
DETERMINE ADAPTATION AT GROUNO AND LON PRESSURE
MITH AND HITHDUT PRESSURE SUIT A66-28657
ELECTRDMYDGRAM OF INSPIRATORY AND EXPIRATORY
MUSCLES DURING POSITIVE PRESSURE BREATHING
A66-BOOfiO
PRESSURE-VOLUME DIAGRAM TD EXPLAIN MAINTENANCE OF
NORMAL BREATHING RHYTHM DURING POSITIVE PRESSURE
BREATHING A66-80OfiT
DETERMINATION OF STATIC PULMONARY AND
THORACDPULMONARY COMPLIANCE DURING POSITIVE
PRESSURE BREATHING A66-80059
PULMONARY DAMAGE AND CHANGES IN SULPHYDRYL AND
DISULPHIDE GROUPS DUE TO HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN
BREATHING IN RATS A66-BOOT3
PRESSURE BREATHING PATTERN VARIATION AND ALVEOLAR
ARTERIAL GRADIENTS IN DOGS A66-80106
HEMATOCRIT CHANGES 1N DOG UNDER HYPERBARIC OXYGEN
A66-BOI§4
A-215
PRESSURECABIN SUBJECTINDEX
OXYGENINTOXICATIONUNDERORMALANDINCREASEDATMOSPHERICPRESSURE A64-8OZZ1
REFLEXCONTROLDF ABDOMINAL MUSCLES DURING
POSITIVE PRESSURE BREATHING A64-80310
AIR EVACUATION DF PATIENTS gITH ACUTE RESPIRATORY
PROBLEMS USING INTERMITTENT POSITIVE PRESSURE
BREATHING A64-80605
LUNG MECHANICS AND VENOUS ADMIXTURE AS AFFECTED BY
NEGATIVE PRESSURE BREATHING OF 100 PER CENT OXYGEN
IN DOG A64-80738
HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN AND CARBON DIOXIDE TENSION AS
RELATED TO RETINAL BLOOD VESSELS AND INTRAOCULAR
PRESSURE A64-80908
VITAMIN E EFFECT ON HEMOLYSIS AND CONVULSIONS
OCCURRING IN MICE EXPOSED TO PURE OXYGEN UNDER
HIGH PRESSURE A64-80920
MAXIMUM BREATH HOLDING TIME IN NAN AS AFFECTED BY
PURE OXYGEN INHALATIONt ALTITUDE, AND PRESSURE
BREATHING A64-80960
HYPERBARIC OXYGEN BREATHING AND PERSISTENCE OF
VISION IN RETINAL ISCHENIA A64-81016
PATHGGENESIS OF HIGH-ALTITUDE EMPHYSEMA HITH AND
WITHOUT PRESSURE BREATHING A64-B1158
DEPRESSICN OF OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND CARBON
DIOXIDE REMOVAL IN PRESSURE BREATHING UTILIZING
MASK A64-81265
RESPIRATORY PHYSIOLOGY OF ABDOMINAL MUSCLE AND
DIAPHRAGM IN PRESSURE BREATHING
N64-17929
REFLEX CONTROL OF ABDOMINAL MUSCLES IN POSITIVE
PRESSURE BREATHING N66-17930
LUNG MECHANICS 8 VENOUS ADMIXTURE IN NEGATIVE
PRESSURE BREATHING N66-17931
PRESSURE CABIN
PHYSIOLOGICALLY DESIRABLE RELATIONSHIP BETNEEN
OXYGEN CONCENTRATION IN THE INSPIRED GAS AND THE
ABSOLUTE PRESSURE HITHIN A PRESSURE DR SEALED
CABIN A66-10268
PRESSURE CHAMBER
OXYGEN PARTIAL PRESSURE IN PRESENCE OR ABSENCE OF
NITROGEN AS RELATED TO VITAL CAPACITYt OXYGEN
CONSUMPTICNv AND CARBON DIOXIDE PRODUCTION
A64-B0624
CARDIAC FUNCTION DURING INDUCED HYPOXIA IN DOG AT
SIMULATED HIGH ALTITUDE A64-81249
HYPOXIC EFFECT ON NUMBER AND FRAGILITY OF
ERYTHRCCYTES IN YOUNG AND NATURE DOG
A66-B1250
AGE EFFECT ON ADAPTATION AND PHYSIOLOGICAL
RESPONSE TO ACUTE HYPOXIA IN RAT AND COG
A64-81251
MODERATE HVPOXIC EFFECT ON THRESHOLD OF MOTDR
CENTER ACTIVITY DF CEREBRAL CORTEX AND SENSITIVITY
TO STIMULANT DRUG A64-B1252
HYPOXIC EFFECT ON POTENTIALS OF CEREBRAL CORTEX
AND SUECDRTICAL AREAS OF BRAIN IN RABBIT
A64-B1253
DEVELOPMENT OF TOLERANCE TO TOXIC EFFECT OF OXYGEN
EXCESS IN AMBIENT AIR BY HYPOXTC TRAINING IN
PRESSURE CHAMBER A66-81263
TOLERANCE TO HYPOXIA IN RAT EXPOSED TO LETHAL DOSE
OF X-RAYS A66-81267
RECOMMENDED SAFETY PRACTICES FOR MANNED SPACE
SIMULATOR PRESSURE CHAMBERS
ARTC-41 N66-27335
PRESSURE EFFECT o
MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF LUNG FOR MECHANICAL STRESS
STUDIES A66-80539
EFFECTS OF AMBIENT PRESSURE ON TOLERANCE OF NICE
TO AIR BLAST
DASA-1683 N66-21078
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF HIGH BLAST-FREE PRESSURE ON
ALBINO RATS
DVL-3S9 N64-3234T
PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
CF IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENT
CF TONONETRY
IN VIVO METHOD FOR QUANTITATIVE ESTIMATION OF
TOTAL GAS PRESSURE IN MAMMALIAN TISSUE
CARI-63-11 N64-12346
TECHNIGUES FOR MEASURING ]NTRAPLEURAL AND
PERICARDIAL PRESSURES IN DOGS
ANRL-TDR-63-107 N64-16809
AUSCULTATDRY VERSUS DIRECT PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS
FOR NEHTONIAN FLUIDS AND BLOOD IN SIMULATED
ARTERIES
NASA-DR-56470 N64-22625
PRESSURE PULSE
CONFUTATION OF BLOOD FLOg VELOCITY FROM PRESSURE
PULSE COMPARED WITH MEASUREMENT BY ULTRASONIC
FLDHMETER A64-80259
PRESSURE TRANSDUCER
PRESSURE TRANSDUCER FOR RECOROING OSCILLOGRAPH AND
PLETHYSMOGRAPHY OF VASCULAR SYSTEM RESPONSE TO
COLD STIMULUS IN NOSE
FTD-TT-63-869/182 N66-31103
PRESSURE TRANSDUCER FOR OPTICAL RECORDING
OSCILLOGRAPH N66-31105
PRESSURE-VOLUME DIAGRAM IBIOLI
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE EFFECT ON MAXIMUM PRESSURE-
VOLUME RELATIONSHIP OF HUMAN RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
A66-22059
PRESSURE-VOLUME DIAGRAM TO EXPLAIN MAINTENANCE OF
NORMAL BREATHING RHYTHM DURING POSITIVE PRESSURE
BREATHING A64-80057
MAXIMUM PRESSURE-VOLUME RELATIONSHIPS IN HUMAN
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
SAN-TOR-66-Z1 N66-25338
PRESSURIZATION
CF PRESSURIZED CABIN
CF PRESSURIZED SUIT
EMERGENCY LIFE SUSTAINING SYSTEM FOR USE DURING
FAILURE OF NORMAL PRESSURIZATION IN SPACECRAFT
AMRL-TDR-63-82 N66-12214
PRESSURIZEO CABIN
CF AIRCRAFT CABIN
SPACE CABIN FOR HOUSING ANIMALS DURING SPACE
FLIGHT N64-11689
SANITARY DEVICES FOR ANIMALS IN SEALED SPACE CABIN
N66-11693
BIOLOGICAL 8 PHYSIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS CARRIED
OUT ON DOGS IN PRESSURIZED SPACE CABIN DURING
SPACE FLIGHT N66-11696
PRESSURIZED SUIT
SA SPACE SUIT
CF FLIGHT CLOTHING
PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS IN THE TRAINING OF AIRCREN
IN USE OF THE R.A.Fo PARTIAL PRESSURE SUITS
A64-13512
PROJECT APOLLO SPACE SUIT AND LIFE SUPPORT
EQUIPMENT DESIGN ANALYSIS _[TH EMPHASIS ON THERNAL
INPUT AND SOURCES A66-18257
PRESSURE SUIT NEARING EFFECT ON RATE, AMPLITUDE
AND EFFICIENCY OF NORK IN NORMAL AND REDUCED
TRACTION ENVIRONMENTS A66-22815
A-216
SUBJECTINOEX
THERMALRESPONSEOFHUMAN SUBJECT IN FULL
PRESSURE SUIT UNDER ARCTIC FIELD CONDITIONS
A66-25562
PRESSURE SUIT COOLING USING LIQUID HEAT TRANSPORT
LOOPS NITH HEAT EXCHANGERS INSIDE ENVIRONMENTAL
SUIT A66-276O6
CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSE TO PASSIVE TILTING AT
NORMAL AND ELEVATED TEMPERATURE WITH DR WITHOUT AN
ANTI-G SUIT A66-BCI62
PULNDKARY PRESSURE CHANGES CURING EXPLOSIVE
DECOMPRESSION IN SUBJECTS HEARING A FRENCH HIGH-
ALTITUDE SUIT A66-BO282
PRESSURE SUIT NEARING AS RELATED TC WORK OUTPUT!
HEAT PRDCUCTIONw AND SUIT AND SYSTEM DESIGN
A66-SO6BB
MOTION PERFORMANCE OF PRESSURE SUITED SUBJECTS
UNOER ZERO AND LUNAR GRAVITY CONDITIONS
A66-BOE3T
THERMAL RESPONSE OF SUBJECT WEARING FULL PRESSURE
SUIT DURING EXERCISE IN ARCTIC ENVIRONMENT
A66-BO918
VENTILATING AIRFLOM EFFECT ON HATER RECUIRENENTS
OF MEN gEARING PARTIALLY AND FULLY DONNED PRESSURE
SUITS
SAM-TCR-63-59 N66-12855
URINE EVACUATING SYSTEM FOR USE IN FULLY
PRESSUPIZEC SUITS
SAM-TOE-66-13 N66-1795B
RRESSURIZEC SUITS FOR AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT CONTROL
FTD-TT-62-162611638_ N66-21920
SPACE SUIT - BREATHING, VENTILATION, PRESSURE AND
DECOMPRESSION
FTE-TT-66-136/16266 N66-21973
X-20 DYNA-SCAR FULL PRESSURE SUIT ASSEMBLY
AMRL-TCR-64-2T N64-269C5
FIkGER DEXTERITY OF PRESSURE-SUITED SUBJECTS MIT_
AND NITHCUT GLOVES
AMRL-TER-66-61 N64-27666
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS DF PRESSURIZED SUITS
EXPOSED TO SIMULATEO DYNA-SOAR MISSION
CONDITIONS
AMRL-TCR-64-36 N66-28565
PREVENTION
S ACCIDENT PREVENTION
S FIRE PREVENTION
PROTECTIVE AND PREVENTIVE ASPECTS IN HEARING LOSS
DUE TC HIGH INTENSITY NOISE EXPOSURE IN MILITARY
A66-80568
TOXICITY DF RED NITRIC FUMING ACIOw OINETHYL
HYDRAZINEt H-3 PRUPELLANT, NITROGEN PERDXIDEw
ETHYLENE OXIDE¢ AND PREVENTIVE MEASURES AND
TREATMENT A66-BOBBT
PRISN
COLOR DISCRIMINATION WITHOUT CHROMATIC VISION
USING PRISM GLASS
REPT.-2 N66-285B1
PROBABILITY
SA TRANSITION PROBABILITY
DECISION THEORY -NEASURENENTS OF SUBJECTIVE
PROBABILITY AND UTILITY PROBLEMS
ESC-TDR-63-622 N66-I6076
PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION
CPERATCR DECISION PERFORMANCE COMPARED FOR
PRDBABILISTIC AND NONPRGBABIL|STIC DISPLAYS OF
OBJECT LOCATION A66-26128
PROBABILITY THEORY
INPORNATION THEORY AND HUMAN THINKINGt INFORMATION
PERCEPTIONt £ ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM ANALYSIS USING
PROBABILITY THEORY
JPRS-2EB39 N66-33010
PROPELLANT STORAGE
PROBE
CF METEOROLOGICAL PROBE
CF SPACE PROBE
RACIOISCTOPIC BIOCHEMICAL PROBE FOR DETECTING
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE
NASA-CR-SS318 N66-22756
PROBLEM SOLVING
EVOKED RESPONSES OF ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM TO
NUHERICAL AND BLANK VISUAL STIMULI WHILE PROBLEM
SOLVING A64-BII35
PROCESS
S STOCHASTIC PROCESS
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
S MANAGEMENT PLANNING
PROFICIENCY MEASUREMENT
PRACTICE AND EXPOSURE TIMES EFFECT ON DIAL
REAOING_ COMPARING CIRCULAR AND LINEAR SCALES FOR
ACCURACY A66-26855
B|ELIOGRAPHY ON PROFICIENCY MEASUREMENT FOR
TRAINING QUALITY CONTROL
AD-668362 N64-32813
PROGRAM
S CDNPUTER PROGRAM
S NASA PROGRAM
S SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER /SNAP/ PROGRAM
S TEST PROGRAM
PROGRAMMING
SA COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
CF CODING
CF LINEAR PROGRAMMING
PREPARATION OF PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION FUR
AUTOMATEO TRAINING IN DECISION MAKING - PERT
PROGRAM
ESD-TDR-63-608 N66-12319
PROGRAMMING NEEDS FOR AUTOMATED LABORATORY FOR
PSYCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH
ESD-TDR-63-353 N66-1666g
CONTROL SYSTEMSt CODINGw PROGRAMMING, AND
COMPUTERS IN CYBERNETICS
JPRS-Z3TOO N66-16860
MODELING IN TEACHING FOREIGN LANGUAGES AND
PROBLEMS OF PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION USING
PSYCHOLOGY
JPRS-2TL66 N66-33685
PROJECT
S APOLLO PROJECT
S GEMINI PROJECT
S NERCURY PROJECT
PRDMETHIUN
DEGREE OF RETENTION IN NINIATURE SWINE OF
INGESTED AND INTRAVENOUSLY INJECTED
RADIONUCLIOES USED IN SNAP /SYSTEM FOR
NUCLEAR AUXILIARY PONER/ PROGRAM
A64-BO839
PROPAGATION VELOCITY
PROPAGATION OF ULTRASONIC MAVES IN BLOOD OF DOGS -
DYNAMICS OF ACUTE RADIATION SICKNESS
JPRS-21775 N66-10206
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT FOR MEASURING PULSE WAVE
PROPAGATION VELOCITIES IN ARTERIES
N66-30393
PROPELLANT
CF FUEL
CF LIQUID PROPELLANT
CF SOLID PROPELLANT
CF STORABLE PROPELLANT
TOXICITY AND SAFETY HAZARD OF PROPELLANTS FOR
TITAN II A66-80273
PROPELLANT GRAIN
S SOLID PROPELLANT
PROPELLANT STORAGE
CREDIBLE CATASTROPHIC EVENTUALITIES FROM
A-21T
PROPERTY
PROPELLANTTRANSPORTATIONtROCKETStAIRCRAFTNO
WEATHER CONTROL
NASA-CR-5B165 N66-30506
RROPERTY
S CHEMICAL PROPERTY
S ELECTRIC PROPERTY
S OPTICAL PROPERTY
S PHYSICAL PROPERTY
S THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTY
PROPIONIC ACID
INHIBITION AND ENHANCEMENT OF RADIATION EFFECTS ON
BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS WITH AMIDES OF ACRYLIC AND
PROPIONIC ACIDS N66-18611
PROPULSION SYSTEM
S NUCLEAR PROPULSION
PROSTATE GLANO
LONG-TERN STRESS AND PREMATURE AGING IN RAT WITH
EFFECT ON BASAL METABOLIC RATEr ADRENAL GLANDt
PROSTATE GLANOe AND WHITE BLOOD CELL
A66-80566
PROSTHETICS
UPPER EXTREMITY PROSTHETICS, SENSORY MOTOR CONTROL
AND HUMAN PERFORMANCE IN TRACKING
REPT.-66-30 N66-33689
PROTECTION
SA ACCELERATION PROTECTION
SA METEOROIO PROTECTION
5A THERMAL PROTECTION
SA VIBRATION PROTECTION
DECOMPRESSION TESTS FOR B-§8 ESCAPE CAPSULE SYSTEM
A66-B0331
ADAPTATION TO AND PROTECTION OF RAN FROP VARIOUS
NOISE LEVELS A66-B0636
RAOIATION HAZARD AND PROTECTION OURING MANNED
SPACE FLIGHT A66-B0526
PROTECTIVE ANO PREVENTIVE ASPECTS IN HEARING LOSS
DUE TO HIGH INTENSITY NOISE EXPOSURE IN MILITARY
A66-8056B
FORCED EXERCISE OF MOUSE AS RELATED TO BODY
TEMPERATURE AND AMPHETAMINE TDXIC1TY AND
PROTECTIVE MODE OF CHLORPROHAZINE
A66-8OT29
RROBLENS IN OPERATING MANNED NUCLEAR SPACECRAFT
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VISUAL FIELD A66-80703
ATROPINE, CATECHOLAMINE, AND EXPERIMENTAL DRUGs AS
RELATED TO REFLEX VASODILATATION PRODUCED BY
RADIANT HEATING OF TRUNK A64-BO99B
EVOKED RESPONSE FROM AUDITORY CORTEX IN CAT IN
RELATION TO LOCAL INJURY TO CORTEX, ANESTHESIA,
AND SLEEP A66-8102T
A-242
SUBJECT INOEX
NONSPECIFIC ACOUSTIC RESPONSES IN RABBIT IN
RELATION TO VIGILANCEt MDVEMENT_ SLEEP_ AND
AROUSAL A66-81028
CAROTID SINUS DEPRESSOR REFLEXES OF DOG DURING
HYPOTHERMIA A66-BIO62
ELECTROMYDGRAPHIC STUDY OF SPINAL REFLEXES
INDUCED BY ELECTRICAL STIMULATION OF MUSCLE
AFFERENTS DURING SLEEP AND WAKEFULNESS IN CAT
A66-B1066
SELECTIVE MECHANISM OF ORIENTATION REFLEX IN
RESPONSE TO COMBINED STIMULUS A66-8109_
INITIAL REFLEX COMPONENT OF HYPERVENTILATION IN
FIRST SECONDS OF PHYSICAL EXERCISE
A66-B122T
FLUID EXCHANGE ACROSS CAPILLARY MEMBRANES IN
SKELETAL MUSCLEt SKIN, AND INTESTINE OF CAT AS
AFFECTED BY CARDIOVASCULAR REFLEX
A66-BI266
REFLEX MECHANISM OF PERIODIC RESPIRATION IN
HYPOXIA A66-81261
DYNAMICS OF FATIGUE CONDITION DETERMINATION USING
REFLEXOMETER AND TREMONETER TO MEASURE MOTOR
REACTION TIME AND FINGER TREMOR
JPRS-21976 NbB-103B5
HIGH NERVOUS ACTIVITY AND CONDITIONED REFLEXES
JPRS-23833 N66-17351
REFLEX CONTROL OF ABDOMINAL MUSCLES IN POSITIVE
PRESSURE BREATHING N64-17930
HUMAN EYE REFLEX RESPONSE TO VERTICAL ACCELERATION
AND RELATIONSHIP TO LABYRINTH - ELEVATOR ILLUSION
FPRC-1213 N66-25646
EFFECTS OF ATROPINE ON REFLEXES OF SCHIZOPHRENIA
PATIENTS N66-31460
REFRACTION
SA STELLAR REFRACTION
STATIC REFRACTORY ERROR OF CHIMPANZEE EYE UNOER
SERNYL ANESTHESIA
ARL-TOR-66-? N66-32026
REFRACTIVE INDEX
AXIAL LENGTH AND REFRACTIVE INDEX OF EMMETRDPIC
LIVING EYE IN MEN AND WOMEN A66-81OT6
THEORETICAL TOTAL REFRACTION INDEX OF
UNACCOMMODATED LIVING EYE CALCULATED FROM SIMPLE
OPTICAL MODEL A66-BZOT5
REFRACTORY MATERIAL
S GLASS
REFRIGERATOR
PELTIER REFRIGERATORS AS TRANSDUCERS FOR
PSYCHOPHYSICAL STUDY OF TEMPERATURE SENSE
N66-11259
REGENERATION
ELECTRON NICRDSCOPE INVESTIGATION OF CARTILAGE
CELL DIFFERENTIATION IN REGENERATING BONE
N64-IZ_D7
REGENERATION OF RAT LIVER AFTER LOCAL X-RAY
IRRADIATION N66-X2TQ6
HISTOLOGICAL CORTICAL NEURON REGENERATION VERSUS
CORTICAL ELEMENT DISPLACEHENT AFTER BILATERAL
OCCIPITAL LDBECTOMY - NEUROLOGY
JPRS-22690 N66-13086
REPARATIVE REGENERATION OF CUTANEOUS & INTESTINAL
EPITHELIA AT ANAL JUNCTION AFTER THERMAL INJURY
OUE TO X-RAY IRRADIATION OF RATS
N66-16252
HYDROGEN-OXIDIZING BACTERIA FOR USE WITH
ELECTROLYSIS IN CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTENS FOR
REGENERATION OF FOOD AND OXYGEN FROM MATER AND
CARBON DIOXIDE
RELIABILITY
AMRL-TDR-66-35 N66-Z7632
REGENERATIVE CYCLE
SELF-SUSTAINED LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM DEVELOPED ON
BASIS OF SYMBIOSES EXISTING BETMEEN ANIMALS AND
PLANTS AND BETWEEN AUTDTRDPHIC AND HETEROTROPHIC
PLANTS A66-27028
REGENERATION OF CARBOHYDRATES IN CLOSED CIRCUIT
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
NASA-CR-52972 N64-LL801
REGION
S POLAR REGION
REGRESSION ANALYSIS
REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF RESPONSE TIMEj FOR PILOT
SENSORY MOTOR PERFORMANCE IN RELATION TO AGE
A6_-IISOT
REGULATION
SA THERMOREGULATION
AUTOREGULATION OF BLOOD CIRCULATION IN SKELETAL
MUSCLE OF DOG A66-81236
EVIDENCE FOR TISSUE OXYGEN DEMAND AS MAJOR FACTOR
IN AUTOREGULATION IN DOG A64-81238
BIOCHEMICAL SELF-REGULATION MECHANISMS OF CELL -
CYBERNETICS N66-12528
REINFORCEMENT
RELATION OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE IN AUDITORY
VIGILANCE TO CHANGES IN REINFORCEMENT
TR-19 N66-27097
RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS IRBEI
RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS OF RADIATION IN
RELATION TO SPACE MEDICINE RESEARCH
A66-BO2TT
HAZARDS OF EXPOSURE TO PROTON RADIATION DURING
SPACE FLIGHT, RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS
AND LINEAR ENERGY TRANSFER
NASA-CR-S5189 N66-13186
RELATIVE BIOLOGIC EFFECT OF IRRADIATION OF MICE
WITH VARIOUS HEAVY IONS N66-1521T
RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS OF NEUTRONS AND
PROTONS
FTO-TT-63-1066/1G_ N66-25655
CORRELATION OF LINEAR ENERGY TRANSFER WITH
RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS OF SPACE
RADIATIONS
NASA-CR-SB289 N64-295T3
RELATIVISTIC EFFECT
RELATIVISTIC EFFECT, USE, AND RESPIRATORY
PHYSIOLOGY OF MUSCLE RELAXANTS
JPRS-22q95 N66-16OT6
RELATIVITY THEORY
PERCEPTUAL THEORY OF RELATIVITY REGARDING SPACE
ANO TIME AS INSEPARABLE A66-26606
THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS OF RELATIVITY ON AGING -
PHYSIOLOGICAL PROCESSES IN SPACE TRAVELERS
A6_-60350
MOTION PERCEPTION - STUDY OF RELATIVITY9 ERRORe
AND SEX DIFFERENCES IN PERCEPTION OF VELOCITY,
TIME, AND DISTANCE A6_-80_02
LIFE AND SPACE ENVIRONMENT, AND TEST OF RELATIVITY
THEORY N66-16353
RELIABILITY
CF SYSTEM FAILURE
RELATIONSHIP DF NAN TO TOTAL SYSTEM RELIABILITY
AND CONTROLS TO INSURE SPACECRAFT MISSION SUCCESS
A66-22636
MECHANICAL ENERGY CONVERSION AND CONTROL EQUIPMENT
SHOWING HUMAN LEARNING AS CONTRIBUTION TO
RELIABILITY A66-2263T
HUMAN RELIABILITY IN PERFORMANCE OF MAINTENANCE
A-243
RELIABILITY ENGINEERING SUBJECT INDEX
FOR TITAN I[ ENGINE
LRP-3171TCR-63-218 N64-26025
PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS ON RELIABILITY OF ASTRONAUT
UNDER FLIGHT CONDITIONS
FTD-TT-63-?61/[G2 N64-29277
RELIABILITY ENGINEERING
S QUALITY CONTROL
REMOTE CONTROL
REMOTE CONTROL OF LUNAR SURFACE VEHICLES FROM
EARTH, EXAMINING HUMAN AND SIMULATION ASPECTS
A66-2329T
COMPARISON OF JOY STICK WITH MULTIPLE LEVERS FOR
EFFECTIVE CCNTRCL-EFFECTOR RELATIONSHIPS IN REMOTE
MANIPULATOR APPLICATIONS A64-2685Z
CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION DISPLAY SYSTEM FOR
REMOTE CONTROLLED LUNAR LANDING SIMULATION
A66-278CB
AUDITORY SIGNAL FOR FEEDBACK IN SIMPLE REMOTE
CONTROL HANDLING TASKS
AMRL-TDR-Ek-46 N64-27433
RENAL CALCULUS
NEPHRITIS AND RENAL CALCULUS IN FRENCH AIRCREHS
A66-80032
INTRAVENOUS UROGRAPHY IN AIRCREHS
A66-80033
RENAL FUNCTION
TRYPTDPHAN-RICH PREALBUMIN EXCRETION AFTER
STRENUOUS EXERCISE A64-80C06
INCREASED OXYGEN PARTIAL PRESSURE IN ABSENCE OR
PRESENCE OF NITROGEN AS RELATED TO EARL NOSEt DARK
ADAPTATIONt AND KIDNEY FUNCTION IN SPACE CABIN
SIMULATOR A64-BO627
HIGH ALTITUDE EFFECT ON SALIVARY SECRETION AND
KIDNEY FUNCTION IN DOG A64-81277
KIDNEY FUNCTION AT HIGH ALTITUDE IN DOG
A64-B1278
MECHANISMS OF INTRARENAL HENODYNAMIC CHANGES
FOLLOWING ACUTE ARTERIAL OCCLUSION
CARI-63-22 N64-16576
CONTROL FEMALE ALBINO RATS POISONED BY NIOBIUM
INJECTION TO MEASURE RENAL FUNCTION BY DILUTION
TEST
UR-646 N6_-19865
CUANTITATIVE MEASUREMENT OF FRACTIONAL RENAL BLOOD
FLCW BY TRACER TECHNIQUES FOR EVALUATING RENAL
ISCHEMIA
UCLA-12-523 N64-21215
EFFECTS CF INSECTICIDE ENDRIN ON RENAL FUNCTION g
HEMODYNANICS IN COGS
CARI-63-26 N64-23TOO
RENDEZVOUS
S ORBITAL RENDEZVOUS
REPLACEMENT
REPLACEMENT OF MOTCR RESPONSES WITH VERBAL
RESPONSES IN HUMAN PERFORMANCE
JPRS-2TI72 N66-33960
REPRODUCTION
RECOVERY CF REPRODUCTION CAPACITY OF X RAY
IRRADIATED YEAST CELLS
JPRS-2161g N64-10118
CONTINUOUS PROPAGATION OF MICROORGANISMS - LIFE
CYCLE STUDIES INVOLVING AGE DISTRIBUTION
N66-11636
MECHANISR CF REPRODUCTION /REDUPLICATION/ OF
DESOXYRIBCNUCLEIC ACID N66-18331
STIMULATING EFFECT OF HIGH FREQUENCY ULTRASONICS
ON YEAST CELL REPRODUCTION N66-32955
REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM
SEASONAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL CLIMATE VARIATIONS -
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND STRUCTURAL MODIFICATIONS
IN BIRD AND MAMMAL A64-80421
COMPARATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF FAST NEUTRONS AND
X-RAYS UPON MOUSE REPROOUCTIVE SYSTEM
JPRS-21521 N64-10326
X-RADIATION EFFECTS ON LIFESRAN_ G CARDIOVASCULAR
AND REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEMS OF DOG
UCD-IOT N64-12111
GAMMA RADIATION EFFECT ON THERMAL STRESS
RESISTANCE AND REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM IN RATS AND
MAMMALS
AD-600960 N64-253OB
EFFECT OF CONTINUOUS AND FRACTIONATED RADIATION
DOSE ON REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM - SPERM LIFESPANe
COUNTy ACTIVITY N64-25314
RESEARCH FACILITY
BIOASTRONAUTIC RESEARCH CONDUCTED BY U.S. AIR
FORCE A66-12986
VESTIBULAR ACCLIMATIZATION TO REPETITIVE COMPLEX
STIMULATION BY RADIAL ACCELERATION
A66-BO999
INTERDISCIPLINARY APPROACH TO B1DASTRONAUTIC
RESEARCH A64-BIO34
GAMMA RADIATION EXPOSURES RECEIVED BY PERSONNEL
AT NUCLEAR RESEARCH FACILITY
AECL-2OSO N66-323OBi
RESERPINE
ANOXIC GUINEA PIG AND CAT RESPIRATORY ACTIVITY
AND ELECTROENCEPHALDGRAN AS AFFECTED BY
DIPHENYLHYDANTOIN_ TRIMETHADIONE, IODOACETATEt AND
RESERPINE A66-BOBOO
RESERPINE AND CHLORPROMAZINE - EFFECT ON RATS
SUBJECTED TO EXPERIMENTAL STRESS
A64-81132
GLUTAMIC ACID-PYRUVIC ACID TRANSANINASE AND
GLUTAMIC ACID-OXALACETIC ACID TRANSAMINASE UNDER
INFLUENCE OF CHLORPROMAZINE_ RESERPINE, SERDTONIN_
AND PHYSICAL STRESS A64-BlI56
RESIN
S ION EXCHANGE RESIN
S SYNTHETIC RESIN
RESISTANCE
CF ELECTRIC CONDUCTIVITY
CF HEAT RESISTANCE
CF IMNUNITY
CF IMPEDANCE
CF RADIATION RESISTANCE
INCREASED HOST RESISTANCE TO ACCELERATION STRESS -
DRUGS, CONDITIONINGt HYPOPHYSECTONY, RETICULO-
ENDOTHELIAL STIMULATION N64-13466
RESISTANCE HEATING
ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE HEATING SYSTEM FOR HEATING
FOODS DURING AEROSPACE FLIGHTS
MR-1187-60 N64-IEB12
RESOLUTION
PHOTO INTERPRETATION PERFORMANCE AS FUNCTION
OF PHOTOGRAPHIC RESOLUTION AND CONTRAST
N64-10529
MEASUREMENT OF STIMULUS COMPLEXITY IN HIGH
RESOLUTION SENSOR IMAGERY
ANRL-TDR-66-29 N64-26960
RESONANT FREOUENCY
EFFECT OF ANESTHESIA, HIGH OXYGEN AND FEEDING ON
RESONANT FREQUENCIES OF VISCERAL ORGANS
AMRL-TDR-66-16 N66-22328
RESPIRATION
SA HIGH ALTITUDE BREATHING
CF ASPHYXIA
CF INHALATION
A-244
SUBJECT INDEX RESPIRATION
CF OXYGEN METABOLISM
CF PRESSURE BREATHING
RESPIRATORY RESPONSE TO EXPOSURE OF INCREASED
ALVEOLAR PARTIAL PRESSURE OF OXYGEN IN PRESENCE OR
ABSENCE CF NITROGEN A66-22054
PULMONARY VENTILATION ADJUSTMENT TO HIGH ALTITUOE
EXERCISE A66-23256
LUNG DIFFUSION CAPACITY EFFECTS ON OXYGEN
CONSUMPTION AT HIGH ALTITUDES A64-23258
HIGH ALTITUDE EFFECTS ON QUALITATIVE ANO
_UANTITATIVE CHANGES IN NANS NORK CAPACITY
A66-23259
HYPOXIC AND HYPERCAPNIC STIMULI INTERACTION IN
VENTILATCRY RESPONSE OF HIGH ALTITUDE ACCLIMATIZEO
SUBJECTS A64-23260
OEREBRCSPINAL FLUID EFFECTS ON HIGH ALTITUDE
RESPIRATORY ACCLIMATIZATION DE MAN
A64-23261
PURE OXYGEN INHALATIONt ALTITUDE AND PRESSURE
BREATHINGS EFFECT ON MAXIMUM BREATH HOLDING TIME
A66-23766
RESPIRATORY VOLUME PER SECOND AND TIFFENEAU INDEX
IN OVER 1000 PILOT CANDIDATES FOR SCREENING
A66-26C_8
ABOOMINAL REFLEX INHIBITION IN RAT DURING
HYPERVENTILATION A64-BCC22
CIRCULATORY ANO RESPIRATORY EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT
OXYGEN CONCENTRATIONS A64-80036
RESPIRATORY RATE AT HIGH ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE
RELATED TO BODY POSITION IN RABBIT
AB.6-BOO40
EARLY RESPIRATORY AND CIRCULATORY RESPONSE OF
ANESTHETIZED DOG TO HYPOTHERNIA
A66-80069
PRESSURE-VOLUNE DIAGRAM TO EXPLAIN MAINTENANCE OF
NORMAL BREATHING RHYTHM DURING POSITIVE PRESSURE
BREATHING A64-8OOST
FUNCTIONAL RELATIONSHIP BETNEEN RESPIRATORY
PUSCLES AND MUSCLES PERFORMING DYNAMIC gDRK
A64-80065
RESPIRATORY CONTROL AT ALTITUDE SUGGESTING ACTIVE
TRANSPORT REGULATION OF CEREBROSPINAL FLUID PH
A64-80114
REGULATION OF EREATHING AT BEGINNING OF EXERCISE
A66-BDXIT
REFLEX CONTROL OF ABDOMINAL MUSCLES DURING
POSITIVE PRESSURE BREATHING A66-BD310
RESPIRATORY THORACIC ABDOMINAL MECHANICS IN NAN
A66-80312
RADIOTELEMETRY APPLIED TO STUDIES OF PHYSIOLOGY OF
NORK AND SPORTS A64-80353
STRESS-RELATIONSHIP BETMEEN PHYSIOLOGICAL ANO
PSYCHOLOGICAL RESPONSES A64-B0361
_UANTITATIVE MORPHOLOGIC ANALYSIS OF HUMAN LUNG BY
NEN METHCCDLOGY A66-OC386
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES OF NORMAL AND PATHOLOGICAL
SUBJECTS TC MODIFIED MORK CAPACITY TEST
A66-80387
£UANTITATIVE INTERACTIONS OF INCREASED OXYGEN ANO
CARBON CICXIOE TENSIONS UPON RESPIRATION IN MAN
A66-80653
ALTITUDE EFFECT ON RESPIRATORY REGULATION AND
CHEMORECEPTOR A66-80654
8LCOOj CARBON OIOXIDEI AND REGULATION OF
RESPIRATION DURING EXERCISE A66-B0655
RELATIONSHIP BETHEEN RESPIRATORY NORK AND ARTERIAL
CARBON DIOXIDE TENSION A64-BO456
CIRCULATORY ANO RESPIRATORY RESPONSE OF NORMAL HEN
TO GRADED TREADMILL EXERCISE A66-B0516
PRESSURE VOLUNE RELATIONSHIPS AT 30tOOO FEET
ALTITUDE AND AT GROUND LEVEL NHILE BREATHING PURE
OXYGEN A66-80630
RESPIRATORY FLOM RESISTANCE OF COMPONENTS OF
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM IN MAN IN SEATED POSTION
A64-B0699
AIRNAY RESISTANCE MEASURED MITH VOLUME
DISPLACEMENT BODY PLETHYSNOGRAPH
A66-80702
RESPIRATORY OUTPUT DURING NORK AS AFFECTED BY
AMPHETAMINE AND METHAMPHETAMINE COMBINATION
A66-BOT21
HYPOXIC EFFECT CN ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM AND ON
EXCITABILITY OF CAROTID SINUS CHEMORECEPTORS UNDER
DIFFERENT CONDITIONS OF OXYGEN DIFFUSION
A64-BOT52
RIB CAGE AND DIAPHRAGM CONTRIBUTIONS TC
VENTILATION IN MAN A66-BO765
ANOXIC GUINEA PIG AND CAT RESPIRATORY ACTIVITY
AND ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM AS AFFECTED BY
DIPHENYLHYDANTOIN, TRIMETHADIONE, IODOACETATE, AND
RESERPINE A66-BOBCO
VESTIBULAR AND CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSES TO
NEIGHTLESSNESS AND ADAPTATION TO INCREASED G
FORCES AS RELATED TO PULSE, BLOOD PRESSUREt
RESPIRATIONt AND ELECTROCARDIOGRAM
A66-BOB65
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES TO HIGH ENVIRONMENTAL
TEMPERATURE AND HYPERTHERMIA A66-80BTB
ENVIRONMENTAL COLD AS RELATED TO METABOLISM,
RESPIRATIONv CIRCULATICNw BLOODj CENTRAL NERVOUS
SYSTEM_ KIDNEY, LIVERw AND ACCLIMATIZATION OF MAN
A66-BOBT9
RETINAL VASCULAR RESPONSE TO BREATHING INCREASED
CARBON DIOXIDE AND OXYGEN CONCENTRATIONS
A66-B0962
BRONCHIAL MUSCLE FUNCTION A66-B0956
NERVOUS FACTORS CONTROLLING RESPIRATION AND
CIRCULATION DURING EXERCISE EMPLOYING BLOCKING OF
BLOOD FLON A64-BOgST
VENTILATORY RESPONSE OF DOG TO INTERMITTENT
INSPIRED CARBON DIOXIDE A66-BO993
RESPIRATION AND PHOTOSYNTHESIS OF CHLORELLA IN
CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM kITH AND MITHOUT GAMMA
RAY IRRADIATION A66-81001
LUNG CAPACITY AND RESPIRATION PATTERN IN
MIND-INSTRUMENT PLAYER A66-81019
CONDITIONED HEART RESPONSE IN HUMAN IN RELATION TO
CONTROLLED AND UNCONTROLLED RESPIRATION
A64-81061
OXYGEN CONCENTRATION EFFECT ON PHOTOSYNTHESIS AND
RESPIRATION RATE IN CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA_
SCENEDESNUS OBLIOUUS AND ELODEA CANADENSIS
A66-81051
LATENT PERIOD OF POTOR FUNCTION AND DEPRESSION OF
ALPHA RHYTHM DURING MUSCULAR NDRK_
HYPERVENTILATION AND RESPIRATION ARREST
A66-B1056
MUSCULAR INACTIVITY AND EFFECT ON DIURNAL RHYTHM
OF BODY FUNCTION A66-81056
METHOD FOR SYNCHRCNIZED RECORDING OF THORAX
MOVEMENTS AND SOUND PARAMETERS DURING VOCAL
EXERCISE A66-BIOST
A-245
RESPIRATORY DISEASE SUBJECT INDEX
ROLE OF AEROBIC WORK CAPACITY IN DETERMINING
PHYSICAL PERFORMANCE OF ORGANISM DURING PHYSICAL
EXERCISE k64-81072
PHYSIOLOGICAL CHANGES IN HUMAN ORGANISM DURING
_CCLIMATIZATION OF NEW ARRIVALS TO ARCTIC
A66-81103
BODY VOLUME DETERMINATION USING HELIUM DILUTION AS
AFFECTEB BY GASESw HEATr AND MOISTURE EMITTED BY
TRANSPIRATION AND RESPIRATION A64-81186
ELECTRCENCEPHALOGRAMI HEART RATEr SKIN TEMPERATURE
RESPIRATIONt AND GALVANIC SKIN RESPONSE DURING
SLEEP AFTER LONG WAKEFULNESS PERIOD
A66-81206
PHYSICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
CHILDREN LIVING AT HIGH ALTITUDE
A66-81268
ADAPTATION AND PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE OF HUMAN
URGANISM T[ HYPOXIA AT HIGH ALTITUDE
A66-81259
MECHANISM OF INTERACTION OF RESPIRATORY CENTERS
UNDER VARIOUS TYPES OF HYPOXIA IN RABBIT AND OAT
A66-81260
REFLEX MECHANISM OF PERIODIC RESPIRATION IN
HYPCXIA A66-81261
PHASES OF ACAPTATIDN PROCESS TO HIGH ALTITUDE
A66-812T3
PHYSIOLOGICAL MECHANISM OF ADAPTATICN TO HIGH
ALTITUDE A6q-81276
HIGH ALTITUDE EFFECT ON OXYGENATING PROCESS IN
ATHLETES A66-81276
PHYSIOLOGY DF ADAPTATION IN HUMAN TO HIGH ALTITUDE
A66-B12B7
EFFICIENCY CF RESPIRATION AS ENERGY SOURCE IN
THERNCPHILIC PLANT
JPRS-215D1 N66-10C67
RESPIRATICN AND ENERGY TRANSFORMATION IN LIVING
ORGANISMS N66-10797
CXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND CATECHCLAMINE RELEASE FROM
ADRENAL SLICES AND RATE OF RESPIRATION
SAM-TDR-63-50 N66-I2835
RELATICNS BETWEEN OXIDATION, RESPIRATIONr LIGHT
INTENSITY_ AND OXYGEN PRODUCTION IN GREEN PLANTS
N66-I3370
DEVICE FOR MEASUREMENT OF RADON IN BREATH
UR-660 N66-17666
RESPIRATORY REQUIREMENTS FOR GAS MIXTURES IN
MANNER SPACE CAPSULES
NAEC-ACEL-518 N66-17659
BREATH HOLDING METHODS OF STUDYING CARBON DIOXIDE,
OXYGEN TEKSIDNt AND EFFECTS OF ALTITUDE
ACCLIMATIZATION ON RESPIRATION N66-17_36
ABSORPTION OF INERT GASES FROM SUBCUTANEOUS GAS
ROCKETS IN RATS DURING RESPIRATION
N66-17967
EFFECT OF PROLONGED OXYGEN RESPIRATION ON TASTE
SENSITIVITY N66-23695
AIRWAY RESISTANCE IN NORMAL RESPIRATION MEASURED
BY VOLUME DISPLACEMENT PLETHYSNOGRAPH
SAM-TCR-6¢-IT N66-299BB
EFFECT CF ROTATIONAL STIMULUS ON HUMAN RESPIRATION
T-B6-J N64-33696
RESPIRATORY DISEASE
REVIEW DF THE SYMPTONSr ETIOLOGY AND TREATMENT 0F
THE CDNNCN COLOr WITH SPECIAL ATTENTION TO THE
AERONECICAL PROBLEM IT PRESENTS
A64-10265
EUSTACHIAN TUBE - VALVE AND LOCKING MECHANISM
A64-B0306
AIR EVACUATION OF PATIENTS WITH ACUTE RESPIRATORY
PROBLEMS USING INTERMITTENT POSITIVE PRESSURE
BREATHING A66-80605
AIR TRANSPORTATION OF PATIENTS WITH PULMONARY
DISEASE A66-80757
TUBERCULOSIS IN AIR FORCE PERSONNEL AND MEDICO-
LEGAL ASPECTS A66-Bl160
RESPIRATORY PHYSIOLOGY
PHYSIOLOGICALLY DESIRABLE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
OXYGEN CONCENTRATION IN THE INSPIRED GAS AND THE
ABSOLUTE PRESSURE WITHIN A PRESSURE OR SEALED
CABIN A66-1024B
REVIEW OF THE SYMPTOMS1 ETIOLOGY AND TREATMENT OF
THE COMMON COLD, WITH SPECIAL ATTENTION TO THE
AERDMEDICAL PROBLEM IT PRESENTS
A66-10265
BIOLOGICAL REGENERATION IN CONFINED ENVIRONMENT OF
SPACECRAFT, EMPHASIZING CLOSED CIRCUIT SYSTEM FOR
REGENERATING RESPIRATORY GASES DURING LONG SPACE
JOURNEYS A66-11632
EFFECTS OF CARDIOVASCULARI THERMALt VISUAL AND
RESPIRATORY STRESSES INDUCED BY UNUSUAL
ENVIRONMENT A64-12976
CRITICAL OXYGEN TENSION /C.O.T./ OF YEAST SUPPORTS
EVIDENCE THAT C.OoT. OF CELLS AND TISSUES IS
RELATEO TO THE DEGREE OF OXIDATION OR REDUCTION OF
CYTOCHROME SYSTEM A66-13513
HUMAN REsPoNsE TO A SELF-CONTAINED AIR SYSTEM AND
PROTECTIVE SUIT DESIGNED TO PROTECT INDIVIDUAL
FROM HAZARDOUS ENVIRONMENTAL VAPORS
A66-13522
RESPIRATORY MUSCLE ACTIVITY AND RESPIRATORY WORK
DURING POSITIVE PRESSURE BREATHING
A66-1375I
REACTION TIME DURING RESPIRATORY CYCLE
A66-80012
ARTERIAL AND END-EXPIRATORY CARBON DIOXIDE
PRESSUREv RESPIRATORY VOLUME, AND PHYSIOLOGICAL
DEAD SPACE WITH CHANGES IN BODY POSITION
A66-BOO16
WATER LOSS THROUGH RESPIRATION A66-80028
LABYRINTHINE AND EMOTIONAL FACTORS IN THE RESPONSE
OF HEART AND RESPIRATORY RATES OF RATS TO
ACCELERATION A6¢-80031
CARDIDVASCULARw RESPIRATORYt AND METABOLIC
RESPONSES TO EXERCISE IN YOUNG AND OLD SUBJECTS
A66-80066
ELECTROMYOGRAM OF INSPIRATORY AND EXPIRATORY
MUSCLES DURING POSITIVE PRESSURE BREATHING
A64-80050
PULMONARY DIFFUSION CAPACITY IN RELATION TO SIZE_
AGE, AND SEX IN ADULT HUMAN A66-80051
CONTINUOUS MEASUREMENT OF ALVEOLAR AIR COMPOSITION
A64-80056
PULMONARY DYNAMIC WORK MEASUREMENT IN STANDING AND
RECUMBENT POSITION A66-80058
DETERMINATION OF STATIC PULMONARY AND
THORACOPULMONARY COMPLIANCE DURING POSITIVE
PRESSURE BREATHING A66-80059
GAS DENSITY AND VISCOSITY EFFECTS ON MAXIMAL
EXPIRATORY FLOW VOLUME RELATIONSHIP
A64-80068
RESPIRATORY FREQUENCY AND COMPLIANCE AT DIFFERENT
LUNG VOLUMES A66-80108
A-266
SUBJECTINDEX RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
RESPIRATORY ACCLIMATIZATION TO CARBON DIOXIDE
A66-80109
OXYGEN OISSOCIATION CURVES OF HEMOGLOBIN IN BLOOD
SUBJECTEO TO MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS
A66-BOI2T
RESPIRATORY GAS CHANGES IN MAN OURING PHYSICAL
EXERCISE AT SIMULATED ALTITUDE A66-BOIST
RESPIRATION AND ACID-BASE EQUILIBRIUM AFTER
ADAPTATION TO ALTITUDE OF BLOOD ANO CEREBROSPINAL
FLUID A66-80160
PULMONARY CIRCULATION IN HIGH ALTITUDE NATIVES
A66-80183
HUPAN TOLERANCE - RESPIRATORY IMPAIRMENT FROM
FDRMARO ACCELERATION N66-13460
RESPIRATERY PHYSIOLOGY OURING FORNARO ACCELERATION
AND PROTECTIVE MEASURES N66-13661
RELATIVISTIC EFFECTt USEr AND RESPIRATORY
PHYSIOLOGY OF MUSCLE RELAXANTS
JPRS-22995 N66-16C76
RESPIRATORY RATE
STATOK[NETIC STIMULI EFFECT ON FUNCTIONS OF HUMAN
ORGANISMS A64-25596
HIGH SPEED LDN LEVEL FLIGHT - PHYSIOLOGICAL
RESPONSES CURING ANO AFTER FLIGHT
A66-B0333
PHYSIELOGICAL TELEMETRY NETHO0 DURING EXERCISE -
STUDY CF HEART AND RESPIRATORY RATE
A66-B0676
TELEMETRIC RECORDING OF RESPIRATORY AND PULSE RATE
DURING EXERCISE - EVALUATION OF FATIGUE AND
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM A6_-80475
RELATIEN OF INTRAPULNONARY MECHANICAL FACTORS TO
RESPIRATORY RATE A64-BO§qB
RESPIRATORY FREQUENCY AND TIDAL VOLUME OF GUINEA
PIGS INHALING LON CONCENTRATIONS DE OZONE AND
NITROGEN DIOXIDE ANO OF RUNNING ACTIVITY OF MICE
A66-B0657
RESPIRATORY REFLEX
REFLEX CONTROL OF ABDOMINAL MUSCLES DURING
POSITIVE PRESSURE BREATHING A66-80310
RESPIRATORY CENTER REFLEX EXCITABILITY CHANGES IN
DOG INHALING OXYGEN A66-BOT53
CONDITIONED RESPIRATORY REFLEX AND RESPONSE TO
CARBON DIOXIDE UNDER INFLUENCE OF CHLORPRDNAZINE
FTD-TT-66-69/IG2G6 N66-33102
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
CF CAROIORESPIRATORY SYSTEM
RESPIRATORY RESPONSE TO HYPOXIA AND HYPERCAPNIA
DURING HIGH ALTITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION
A66-1298B
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE EFFECT ON MAXIMUM PRESSURE-
VOLUME RELATIDNSHIP OF HUMAN RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
A66-22059
LANDING IMPACT STRESS TOLERANCE OF ANIMALS
IMMERSED IN MATER, NOTING CARDIOVASCULAR AND
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM DISTURBANCES
A66-2559T
CARDIOVASCULARt RESPIRATDRYt AND METABOLIC FITNESS
TESTED BY EXERCISE A66-BOOB1
OXYGEN DIFFUSION CAPACITY OF HUMAN LUNG AND
ANALYSIS OF BLOOD GASES A66-8026T
ELECTROMYGGRAM OF OIAPHRAGMt NEOK_ ABDONINALt AND
INTERCOSTAL MUSCLES IN RELATION TO RESPIRATORY
PHASE DURING TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION
A66-BO279
CONTINUOUS MEASUREMENT OF RESPIRATORY AIR
TEMPERATURE IN RELATION TO RESPIRATORY PHASE,
AMBIENT AIR TEMPERATURE, AND AMBIENT AIR HUMIDITY
A66-80281
DAROIOVASOULARw RESPIRATORYt AND METABOLIC EFFECTS
OF AMPHETAMINEt MEPRODAMATEt SODIUM AND POTASSIUM
ASPARTATE, AND ETHYL ALCOHOL AT REST AND DURING
EXERCISE A66-80352
REGULATION OF RESPIRATIDN AND CIRCULATION THROUGH
OXYGEN TENSION IN NIXED VENOUS BLDOD
A66-80355
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF INOUGEO HYPOXIA ON PILDT
DURING INSTRUMENT FLYING ANO FLIGHT SIMULATION
A66-80502
NEUROMUSCULAR AND RESPIRATORY DISTURBANCES IN RATS
EXPOSED TO OXYGEN AT HIGH PRESSURE
A66-80629
ADAPTATION OF RESPIRATORY SYSTEM DURING ALTITUDE
ACCLIMATIZATION AS RELATED TO AGE AND EXERCISE
A64-80666
RESPIRATORY FLON RESISTANCE OF COMPONENTS OF
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM IN MAN IN SEATED PDSTION
A66-80699
RESPIRATORY PHYSIOLOGY IN AEROSPACE MEOICINE
A66-B0718
ALVEOLAR CARBON DIOXIDE EQUILIBRIA IN
BREATH-HOLDING EXPERIMENTS NITH HUMANS
A66-80761
HYPOXIC EFFECT ON ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM AND ON
EXCITABILITY OF CAROTID SINUS CHEMORECEPTORS UNDER
OIFFERENT CONDITIONS OF OXYGEN DIFFUSION
A66-80752
OETERMINATION OF NITROGEN CONCENTRATION DURING
BREATHING NITH MULTIPLE BREATH METHOD AND RELATION
TO NORMAL PULMONARY VENTILATION
AbB-BOB85
OEGREE CF ABSORPTION OF IONIZED AIR IN UPPER
RESPIRATORY TRACT OF MAMMAL AND BIRD
A66-80895
PERCENTAGE CARBON MONOXIDE ABSORPTION AND RELATION
TO PULMONARY DIFFUSING CAPACITY
A64-80900
BACTERIAL, AND HISTOLOGICAL CHANGES OF RESPIRATORY
MUCOUS MEMBRANE OF RAT AFTER EXPOSURE TO COLD
A64-80956
S02 ABSORPTION IN RESPIRATORY TRACT OF RABBIT AS
RELATED TO CONCENTRATION AND BREATHING PHASE
A66-80963
THORACIC AND ABDOMINAL MASS LOAOING EFFECT ON
VOLUME PRESSURE CURVES IN CONSCIOUS AND
ANESTHETIZEO, OBESE AND NORMAL SUBJECTS
A66-BO99T
PATHOGENESIS OF HIGH-ALTITUOE EMPHYSEMA MITH AND
NITHOUT PRESSURE BREATHING A66-81158
VITAL CAPACITY_ MAXIMUM EXPIRATORY VOLUME, AND
TIFFENAU INDEX MEASURED IN MALES BETNEEN 1S AND 18
A64-BI163
CARBON DIOXIDE VENTILATORY STIMULUS AND RELATION
TO NEURDGENIC VENTILATORY STIMULUS OF MUSCULAR
EXERCISE A64-BZ219
CARDIOVASCULAR AND RESPIRATORY FUNCTION TESTING
UNDER HYPOXIA - METHOD DEVELOPED FOR FLIGHT
FITNESS EXAMINATION A66-B1233
PHYSIOLOGY OF DOG RESPIRATORY AND CARDIOVASCULAR
SYSTEMS DURING STRESS OF ACCELERATION
N66-11699
REGENERATION OF CARBOHYDRATES IN CLOSED CIRCUIT
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
NASA-CR-529T2 N64-11801
A-267
RESPONSE
RESPONSE OF ANIMAL CARDIOVASCULAR AND RESPIRATORY
SYSTEMS TO HIGH ALTITUDE FLIGHT
N66-11853
METHOD OF INFLICTING BURNS ON RESPIRATORY TRACT
N64-12770
OXYGEN DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS RESULTS ON RATS
APPLIED TO HUMAN RESPIRATION PHYSIOLOGY
N66-15042
REACTION OF CIRCULATION, RESPIRATION_ AND
METABOLIC FUNCTIONS TO CHANGING CLIMATE AT HIGH
ALTITUDE N66-15046
CARDIORESPIRATORY RESPONSES OF ANESTHETIZED DOGS
TO COMPRESSION THERAPY FOLLOWING EXPERIMENTAL
DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS
SAM-TDR-63-g4 N64-15744
CANCELLATION OF RESPIRATION EFFECTS ON TRANS-
THORACIC IMPEDANCE
SAN-TOR-63-99 N66-15745
FUNCTIONS OF CIRCULATORY_ RESPIRATORY, 6 NERVOUS
SYSTEMS IN HUMAN BODY
AMRL-TDR-63-105 N66-16807
RESPIRATORY PHYSIOLOGY AND PULMONARY CIRCULATION
AMRL-TDR-63-IO3111 N64-17926
VELOCITY OF MUSCLE CONTRACTION IN RESPIRATORY
SYSTEM AIRFLOW N64-1792B
GASEOUS ENVIRONMENT AND ATELECTASIS - RESPIRATORY
PHYSIOLOGY N66-17955
RESPIRATORY PHYSIOLOGY AND GAS EXCHANGE IN WATER
MEDIUM N64-17956
DESIGN AND FABRICATION OF MASK AND HELMET FOR
CHIMPANZEE RESPIRATORY SYSTEM RESEARCH
ARL--TOR-64-3 N66-21311
CIRCULATING DEVICE FOR CLOSED CIRCUIT RESPIRATORY
SYSTEM
AMRL-TDR-66-8 N66-21633
RESISTANCE OF MICE TO RESPIRATORY INFECTION AFTER
EXPOSURE TO ALTITUDE OF 35,000 FEET - SPACE CABIN
ENVIRONMENT
SAM-TDR-66-9 N66-22506
MAXIMUM PRESSURE-VOLUME RELATIONSHIPS IN HUMAN
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
SAM-TOR-64-21 N66-25338
EFFECTS OF CONPRESSIBILITY OF ALVEOLAR GAS ON
DYNAMICS OF BREATHING CYCLE - RESPIRATORY
PHYSIOLOGY
SAM-TOR-63-71 N64-26653
RESPONSE
S CONDITIONED RESPONSE
S FREQUENCY RESPONSE
S HEMDDYNARIC RESPONSE
RESTRAINT
IMPACT TOLERANCE OF GUINEA PIGS RELATED TO POSTURE
AND CONTAINMENT A66-I6002
COLD AND RESTRICTION STRESS EFFECT ON ACID
NUCOPCLYSACCHARIOE CONTENT OF DERMAL CONNECTIVE
TISSUE AND ENDOCRINE GLANDS IN RAT
A66-80516
IMMOBILIZATION AND PHYSICAL INACTIVITY AS RELATED
TO ORTHOSTATIC TOLERANCE AND CIRCULATORY DYNAMICS
A64-BO632
BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH IN ACCELERATION, IMPACT,
WEIGHTLESSNESS, VIBRATIONt AND EMERGENCY ESCAPE
AND RESTRAINT SYSTEM - BIBLIOGRAPHY
CARI-E3-3O N66-22711
RESUSCITATION
RESUSCITATION OF AN ORGANISM FROM CLINICAL DEATH
JPRS-2COI3 N64-I0600
SUBJECT INDEX
CHANGES IN MORPHOLOGY OF BLOOD IN ATHLETES AFTER
UNDERWATER SUBMERSION - RESUSCITATION OF DOGS
AFTER DEATH BY ELECTRIC TRAUMA
JPRS-18855 N66-10867
CARDIAC ARREST 8 RESUSCITATION
JPRS-220IO N66-11225
LONG-RANGE CONSEQUENCES OF ACUTE CARDIAC ARREST IN
SUCCESSFULLY RESUSCITATED PATIENTS
JPRS-22012 N64-11226
BLOOD SUBSTITUTION AND OXIDATION OF INTERMEDIATE
METABOLIC PRODUCTS DURING RESUSCITATION AFTER
CLINICAL DEATH N6k-12768
RETINA
SA RETINAL IMAGE
FOVEAL ABSOLUTE VISUAL THRESHOLD FOR SHORT LIGHT
FLASHES SUBTENDING SMALL AREA OF VISUAL FIELD
A66-BO123
MOTION AFTEREFFECT CONSIDERED WITH RESPECT TO ITS
ORIGIN A66-80670
HYPERCARNIA AND RETINAL VESSEL SIZE AT CONSTANT
INTRACRANIAL PRESSURE IN DOG A66-B0611
PILOCARPINE INDUCED MIOSIS AND PROTECTION OF
RETINA AGAINST THERMAL RADIATION
A64-80626
HUMAN ADAPTION TO LONGTERM EXPOSURE TO OPTICAL
DISTORTION PRODUCED BY WEDGE PRISM
A66-80896
HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN AND CARBON DIOXIDE TENSION AS
RELATED TO RETINAL BLOOD VESSELS AND INTRAOCULAR
PRESSURE A64-80908
RETINAL VASCULAR RESPONSE TO BREATHING INCREASED
CARBON OIOXIDE AND OXYGEN CONCENTRATIONS
A66-80961
NOISE STRESS AS CAUSE OF DECREASED ARTERIAL
PRESSURE IN RETINA AND LINK TO VASOMOTOR REACTION
IN MAN A66-80952
RELATIVE DEPTH JUDGMENT AS FUNCTION OF EYE
MOVEMENT A66-80976
SIMULTANEOUS BRIGHTNESS CONTRAST IN PERIPHERAL AND
FOVEAL VIEWING OF TEST PATCHES A66-8IOO3
HYPERBARIC OXYGEN BREATHING AND PERSISTENCE OF
VISION IN RETINAL ISCHEMIA A64-BIOI6
VISUAL AFTERIMAGE PROLONGED BY POST-STIMULATION
CONDITION IN VISUAL FIELD A66-81076
LIGHT AS REGULATOR OF NEUROENDOCRINE FUNCTION
A66-BlO90
CENTRAL MECHANISM RELATED TO DIVERSE BRIGHTNESS
PHENOMENA A66-Bl134
SLANT PERCEPTION - GESTALTt HELNHOLTZ, AND GIBSON
THEORIES A66-81159
INTERACTIVE EFFECTS WITHIN VISUAL PATTERN ON
DISCRIMINABILITY OF INDIVIDUAL ELEMENT
A66-Bl198
CODING SYSTEM FOR COLOR INFORMATION TRANSMISSION
IN RETINA - CYBERNETICS N66-12521
VISUAL INFORMATION PROCESSING IN RETINA BY OPTIMAL
ENCODING - CYBERNETICS N66-12523
POSSIBLE DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUE FOR DETERMINING
BODY REACTION TO SMALL OOSES OF IONIZING RADIATION
BY OBSERVING PHOSPHINE THRESHOLD OF RETINA
N66-15679
GLIAL AND OTHER NONNEURONAL CELL CONTROL OF NEURON
ACTIVITY - RETINA N64-18832
EFFECT OF IONIZING RADIATION ON RETINA AND OTHER
PHOTOSENSITIVE SYSTEMS
$
A-268
SUBJECTINDEX ROTATINGE VIRONMENT
FTD-TT-63-163/16266 N66-22363
EFFECTSOFVARIOUS HIGH INTENSITY LIGHT SOURCES
ON RETINAL SENSITIVITY
REPT.-IS_g-TDR-1 N66-28288
RETINAL IMAGE
CONTROL SYSTEM OF EYE IN TARGET TRACKING
INVESTIGATED BY SYSTEMS ANALYSIS, SHOWING RETINAL
IMAGE MOTION SERVING AS FEEDBACK
A66-25TCT
COLOR AND PATTERN PERCEPTION TESTS USING ]SHIHARA
CHARTS AS TARGETS FOR STABILIZED RETINAL IMAGE
A64-25825
SPECTRAL RADIATION HUE IN TERMS OF WAVELENGTH FOR
THREE RETINAL ECCENTRICITIESt USING COLOR NAMING
METHOD A66-2861T
SIZE CONSTANCY- FUNCTIONAL RELATION BETWEEN
VISUALLY PERCEIVED SIZE AND DISTANCE
A66-BOlgO
ALPHA FREQUENCY OF ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM AND
STABILIZED RETINAL IMAGE A66-81261
VISUAL SYSTEM STRUCTURE AND PHOTORECEPTCRS FOR
RETINAL IMAGE - CYBERNETICS N66-12522
RETRIEVAL
S DATA RETRIEVAL
RHENIUM
HYGIENIC CHARACTERISTICS OF INDUSTRIAL RHENIUM
AEROSOL
JPRS-26069 N66-276T1
RHYTHM
S BIOLOGICAL RHVTHR
RIB
RIB CAGE AND DIAPHRAGM CONTRIBUTIONS TO
VENTILATION IN MAN A66-80T65
RIBOFLAVIN
SHORT PERIODS OF FOOD DEPRIVATION AND INCREASE
IN URINARY RIBOFLAVIN OF HUMAN A66-BOB76
THIAMINE AND RIBOFLAVIN CONTENT OF TISSUES IN
BURN SFOCK N66-1OOlO
RIBONUCLEIC ACID
CF NUCLEOSIDE
CF NUCLEOTIDE
BIOCHEMICAL TEMPLATTNG OF DESOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID-
RIBONUCLEIC ACID INTO PROTEIN
JPRS-17811 N66-10566
SPIRALIZATION OF TRANSPORT RIBONUCLEIC ACID
REASURED BY DURATION OF FLUCRESCENCE OF ACRIDINE
ORANGE DYE
JPRS-22521 N66-I206T
TRANSFER OF AMINO ACID STRUCTURE TO RIBOSOMES FROM
DESOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID BY RIBONUCLEIC ACID CODING
OF PROTEIN N66-12511
VARIATIONS OF RNA IN GIANT CHROMOSOMES OF LARVAE
DURING METAMORPHOSIS
JPRS-22666 N66-13229
MACROMCLECULAR STRUCTURE OF RIBONUCLEIC ACIDS
JPRS-2_068 N66-17973
INTERPRETATION OF NUCLEOTIDE SEQUENCE IN CONVEYING
RIBONUCLEIC ACIDS
JPRS-26CB6 N66-I7976
NUCLEIC ACIDS - RIBONUCLEIC AND DESOXYRIBONUCLEIC
ACIDS - PHYSICAL & CHEMICAL PROPERTIES AND ROLE
IN PROTEIN SYNTHESIS
JPRS-26DTO N66-18328
RIBONUCLEIC ACID IN PROTEIN SYNTHESIS
N66-18330
EFFECT OF RADIATION INJURY OF NUCLEI ON SYNTHESIS
OF INFORMATIONAL RIBONUCLEIC ACID IN FISH EMBRYO
JPRS-23966 N66-18336
SPECIFICITY OF COMPLEMENTARY RIEONUCLEIC ACID
FORMED BY BACILLUS SUBTILIS INFECTED NITH
BACTERIOPHAGE SP8 N66-258BO
EFFECTS OF CORTISONE ON METABOLISM OF RIBONUCLEIC
ACID AND ITS NUCLEOTIDES IN RAT LIVER
NASA-IT-F-226 N66-2T036
DETECTION OF LABELLED RIBONUCLEIC ACID IN NERVOUS
SYSTEM OF WHITE RATS
JPRS-26062 N66-27636
INFLUENCE OF ULTRASONIC WAVES ON NUCLEIC ACIDS -
RIBONUCLEIC ACID N66-32957
RING STRUCTURE
RING STRUCTURE OF SINGLE STRAND DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC
ACIO SHOMN BY ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
N66-30785
RISK-TAKING
RISK-TAKING BEHAVIOR EVALUATED AS UNITARY
DIMENSION OF PERSONALITY A66-8066T
ROCK
S MINERAL
ROCKET
S ESCAPE ROCKET
S ROCKET SONDE
ROCKET ENGINE
S SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINE
ROCKET SONOE
BIOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL STUDIES IN ROCKET AND
SATELLITE FLIGHTS N66-2373T
RODENT
CF GUINEA PIG
OF MOUSE
CF RAT
SLEEP CYCLES IN RODENTS REGULATED BY METABOLIC
FACTORS IN LONER BRAIN STEM A66-8050Q
CUNIROL OF RODENT POPULATION AND POTENTIAL
VECTORS OF INFECTIOUS MICROORGANISMS IN AIRPORTS
A6_-B0913
PRESSURE CHANGES IN GERBIL, MERIONES CRASSUS,
AFTER VARIATION OF AMBIENT AIR PRESSURE AND LOUD
PURE TONES A66-81161
ROLL ATTITUOE
SEMICIRCULAR CANAL DYNAMICS COMPARED IN ROLL,
PITCH, AND YAW DURING ROTATIONAL STIMULI EXPOSURE
A66-80861
ROTATING ENVIRONMENT
HUMAN TOLERANCE TO ROTATION IN SPACE STATION
SIMULATOR, USING NECK BRACES TO REDUCE HEAD
MOVEMENT AND HENCE NAUSEA
AIAA PAPER 64-219 A66-18BT8
HUMAN TOLERANCE TO PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF HEAD
NOTIONS IN ROTATING ENVIRONMENT
AIAA PAPER 66-218 A66-20093
MOTION PERCEPTION - ADAPTATION IN PERCEPTION OF
ROTATING PATTERN A66-B0357
PENSACOLA SLOW ROTATION ROOM IN DISORIENTATION AND
MOTION SICKNESS STUDIES A66-BODT6
VESTIBULAR ACCLIMATIZATION TO REPETITIVE COMPLEX
STIMULATION BY RADIAL ACCELERATION
A66-B0999
HUMAN PERFORMANCE DURING TNO WEEKS IN PENSACOLA
SLOW ROTATING ROOM A64-B1326
CANAL SICKNESS TEST IN SLOW ROTATING ENVIRONMENT
FOR PREDICTION OF SUSCEPTIBILITY TO SEASICKNESS
AND AIRSICKNESS
NASA-CR-55620 N66-15368
HUMAN PERFORNANCE IN ROTATING ENVIRONMENT AT THREE
A-249
ROTATION
REVOLUTIONSPERMI UTE
NASA-OR-55622 N66-15369
PILOT REACTION TO HIGH SPEED ROTATION
NASA-RP-133 N66-15861
HUMAN REACTIONS TO SLOW ROTATIONAL MOTION
NASA-OR-53988 N66-2OT31
HUMAN PERFORMANCE - NYSTAGNUS FLUCTUATION DURING
AOAPTATION TO LIVING IN ROTATING ROOM
N66-22633
ROTATION
CF TORQUE
ROTARY ENVIRONMENT RESULTING IN ADAPTATIONAL
BEHAVIOR BY CHICKEN A66-80321
ROTATIONAL STIMULUS THRESHOLDS OF VERTICAL
SEMICIRCULAR CANALS BY ELECTRO- AND
PHOTOELECTRONYSTAGMOGRAPHY A66-80373
VESTIBULAR HABITUATION ACHIEVED BY UNIDIRECTIONAL
ROTATION A66-80386
HABITUATION TO ROTATION RESULTING IN CHANGES IN
PRIRARYt SECONOARY_ AND CALORIC NYSTAGMUS
A66-80620
SEMICIRCULAR CANAL DYNAMICS COMPARED IN ROLL!
PITCHI AND YAW DURING ROTATIONAL STIMULI EXPOSURE
A66-BO861
DISADVANTAGE OF PREDOMINANCE OF ANTICOMPENSATORY
EYE MOVEMENTS OURING RAPIO HORIZONTAL ROTATION OF
HEAD A66-80862
RECIPROCAL EFFECT OF VESTIBULAR AND OCULOMOTOR
SYSTEM STIMULUS ON OPTICAL BRAIN CENTER
A66-81053
CONTINUOUS ROTATION EXPOSURE EFFECTS ON NYSTAGMUS
PHASE SHIFT
NASA-CR-53618 N66-18621
HEMOOYNAMIC RESPONSES TO VESTIBULAR STIMULATION BY
ROTATION
FTO-TT-66-32/l£2 N64-22365
TOLERANCE TO VEHICLE ROTATION OF ASTRONAUTS USING
TURNING AND NODDING MOTION OF HEAD WHILE
PERFORMING SIMPLE TASKS
AIAA PAPER-64-218 N66-23608
HUMAN PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL RESPONSES TO
SLOg ROTATION N66-23696
FUNCTIONAL CONDITION OF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS OF
WHITE RAT UNDER DAILY ROTATIONAL ACCELERATION
STRESS
NASA-TT-F-9025 N66-27138
ORIENTATION OF ROTATION AXIS RELATIVE TO GRAVITY -
INFLUENCE ON NYSTAGMUS AND SENSE OF ROTATION
NASA-CR-59286 N66-33331
EFFECT OF ROTATIONAL STIMULUS ON HUMAN RESPIRATION
T-BA-J N66-33696
ROTOR
S WING
RUBIDIUM
RUBIDIUM IN AGRICULTURALLY IMPORTANT MATERIALS
THROUGH ATOMIC ABSORPTION - FLAME PHOTOMETRY
NIJS-R-625 N66-21698
RUBIDIUM 86
EXCRETION RATE OF BROMINE-B2e RUBIOIUM-86_ AND
IODINE-131 FROM RATS N66-12636
RULE
S LAW
S REGULATION
RUPTURE
S FAILURE
SUBJECT INDEX
S
SACCHARIOE
S POLYSACCHARIOE
SAFETY
SA AIRCRAFT SAFETY
SA FLIGHT SAFETY
SA INDUSTRIAL SAFETY
CF HAZARD
IMPROVEMENT OF ROCKET EJECTION SYSTEM LIFE-SAVING
CAPABILITY THROUGH SYSTEM REFINEMENT AND AIRCREW
TRAINING A64-80946
RADIOACTIVITY ANO RAOIOCHEMIOAL ANALYSIS - HEALTH
ANOSAFETY LABORATORY MANUAL
NYO-ATOOv REVo N66-1599T
SAFETY MEASURES AGAINST RADIATION HAZARD DURING
VOSTOK III AND IV SPACE FLIGHTS
NASA-TT-F-8823 N66-22936
SAFETYt HAZARDS G ACCIDENTS
NASA-OR-56623 N66-26119
ENGINEERING SAFETY IN MISSILE-SPACE SYSTEMS
N66-25823
RECOMMENDED SAFETY PRACTICES FOR MANNED SPACE
SIMULATOR PRESSURE CHAMBERS
ARTC-61 N66-27335
MEDICAL SAFETY MEASURES DURING MANNED CENTRIFUGE
EXPERIMENTS
NADC-ML-6610 N66-30169
SAFETY DEVICE
LAP BELT TIGHTENER IMPROVEMENT - SAFETY DEVICE
FA-M66-23-1 N66-17669
SAFETY FACTOR
INTERRELATION OF ADOEO WEIGHT EFFECTS AND SAFETY
FACTORS IN MANNED SPACECRAFT SHOWING NEED FOR
SUBSYSTEMS REQUIRING MINIMUM CREW
A64-I1656
RADIOLOGICAL SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS - EVALUATION OF
STORAGE, HANDLINGt 8 TRANSPORATATION 0_ PLUTONIUM-
BEARING WEAPONS
SC-6973/RR4 N64-16046
SAFETY FACTOR AND COMPUTATION FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC
DEVICE OF GIVEN DEPENDABILITY
FTD-TT-63-3T/182 N66-23295
SAFETY HAZARD
POLE-CLIMB PERFORMANCE OF RAT AS AFFECTED BY
INHALATION OF NINE SOLVENT VAPORS
A66-81096
SALMONELLA
INTERRELATION OF PROTOCGCCAL ALGAE CULTURES AND
SALMONELLA THYPIMURIUM
JPRS-18092 N66-11211
SALT
CF PHOSPHATE
CF SODIUM CHLORIDE
CF SULFATE
VIBRATION EFFECT ON METABOLIC SYSTEMS AND THERMAL
DEHYORATION OF SALTS
JPRS-185T6 N66-IOTBO
CORTICAL REGULATION OF WATER 8 SALT METABOLIC
BALANCE
JPRS-22523 N66-12392
SAMPLED DATA
SAMPLED DATA MODEL FOR EYE MOVEMENT CONTROL SYSTEM
A64-11282
NEURAL NET FOR MODIFICATION OF YOUNG SAMPLED DATA
MODEL FOR EYE TRACKING MOVEMENTS
A66-23810
SAMPLE-DATA MODEL FOR HUMAN CONTROLLER IN TIME
INVARIANT CONTROL SYSTEM A66-26833
A-250
SUBJECT INDEX SEOIRENT
SAMRLI_ DEVICE
RANDOM SAMPLING BEHAVIOR OF HUMAN MONITORS AND
CONTROLLERS OF MULTIPLE INSTRUMENT DISPLAY SYSTEMS
A64-24126
SANITATION
CF HYGIENE
ATMOSPHERIC GAMMA RADIATION & CHLORINE FOR WATER
PURIFICATION AND SANITATION
JPRS-21975 N66-10386
HYGIENE G SANITATION - EFFECT OF LOW CONCENTRATION
QF FLUORINE, SANITARY INDICES FOR HATER RESERVOIR,
AND AIR IONIZATION
JPRS-IgO67 N64-11C6_
SANITARY DEVICES FOR ANIMALS IN SEALED SPACE CABIN
N64-11693
HYGIENE AWO SANITATION IN USSR
JPRS-263G5 N6_-28630
SATELLITE
OF BIOSATELLITE
CF METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE
CF SATELLITE INSTRUMENTATION
CF SPACE VEHICLE
CF SPACECRAFT
REVIEN OF COSMIC RAY EFFECTS ON BIOLOGICAL
MATERIAL ON EARTH, IN AIR, AND IN SATELLITE
A66-80912
SATELLITE TO EARTH VISIBILITY OF CREWMAN - HUMAN
PERFORPANCE N6_-30720
SATELLITE TO SATELLITE VISIBILITY OF CREWMEN -
HUMAN PERFORMANCE N64-3OT2L
SATELLITE INSTRU|qENTATION
DATA REDUCTION OF BIOLOGICAL INFORMATION DURING
PROLONGED FLIGHT MISSIONSe NOTING CASE OF
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAMS A_-25556
SPUTNIK II AND Ill SATELLITE INSTRUMENTATION FOR
MEASURING BIOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF
SPACE FLIGHT A64-25580
INOUCEC RADIOACTIVITY IN BIDNATERIAL G INSTRUMENTS
OF SATELLITES CURING SPACE FLIGHT
N64-11686
SATELLITE OBSERVATION
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS ON HUMAN VISUAL OBSERVATION
OF SATELLITE FROM ANOTHER SATELLITE NHILE IN
ORBITAL FLIGHT A66-18321
SCANNING
SMALL & LARGE SIZE RADIDALBUMIN AGGREGATES FOR
PHCTDSCANNING LIVER, SPLEEN, LUNGS, G OTHER ORGANS
UCLA-SI9 N64-13CC6
RHOTOSCAMNING OF HUMAN LUNG NITH MACROAGGREGATES
DF HUMAN SERUM RAOIDALBURIN
UCLA-12-521 N66-20672
SCATTERING
S DIFFUSION
S ELECTRON SCATTERING
S LIGHT SCATTERING
SCHIZOPHRENIA
RERCEPTUAL-MDTDR DEFICITS IN SLEEP DEPRIVATION AND
CHRONIC SCHIZOPHRENIA RELATED TO ENERGY DEFICIT
A64-BO760
EFFECTS CF ATROPINE ON REFLEXES OF SCHIZOPHRENIA
PATIENTS N66-31660
SCIENCE /GEM/
SA SPACE SCIENCE
CF ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
CYBERNETICS AND PROGRESS IN SCIENCE _ TECHNOLOGY
N64-12508
HEALTH, SPACE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, BIOLOGY,
AND PHYSIOLOGY
JPRS-25506 N66-28009
GENERAL SCIENCE - METABOLISM, MICROBIOLOGY, AND
CHEMISTRY
JPRS-26991
SCIENTIST
TRAINING OF SCIENTISTS IN USSR
JPRS-27116
SCINTILLATION
S SCINTILLATION COUNTER
SCINTILLATION COUNTER
POSITRON SCINTILLATION CAMERA FOR DETECTING REAL
AND SIMULATED BRAIN TUMORS N64--1S215
WHOLE-BODY SCINTILLATION COUNTER IN STUDY OF
CALCIUM 47 TURNOVER N6_-15216
SCINTILLATION CAMERA WITH LARGE SODIUM IODIDE
CRYSTAL FOR OBSERVING POSITRONS AND GAMMA
RADIATION EMITTED BY ISOTOPES N66-Z285B
SCOPOLAMINE
MOTION SICKNESS- EFFICIENCY OF LABORATORY TESTS
OF ORUG TREATMENT A66-BO151
ATROPINE AND SCOPOLAMINE EFFECTS ON BLOOD
CIRCULATION AND HEART FUNCTION IN MAN
A66-80319
SCREENING TECHNIQUE
SCREENING TECHNIQUES, TRAINING STANDARDS, AND
SUCCESS PROBABILITIES FOR AVIATION TRAINEES AND
CANDIDATES N66-15105
SEA
S SEA WATER
SEA WATER
PORTABLE SOLAR STILL FOR RECOVERY OF POTABLE WATER
BY AIRCREW SURVIVORS AT SEA A66-81030
EXTRACTION OF OXYGEN FROM SEA WATER BY DIFFUSION
THROUGH THIN PLASTIC MEMBRANES
A0-637359 N66-26807
MATER RECOVERY FROM SEA WATER AND FROM HUMAN URINE
REPTo-3 N66-30696
SEASONAL VARIATION
SEASONAL VARIATIONS IN PULSE RATE DURING
ERGOMETRIC WORK TEST OF SkECISH AIR FORCE PILDTS
A66-12991
SEASONAL VARIATION OF BLOOD AND PLASMA VOLUMES IN
HEALTHY MEN IN FINLAND AB_-B0252
SEASONAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL CLIMATE VARIATIONS -
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND STRUCTURAL MODIFICATIONS
IN BIRD AND MAMMAL A66-80621
SEAT
SA EJECTION SEAT
BODY SUPPORT CHARACTERISTICS DF NET FABRIC SEAT
CONFIGURATIDNS FOR AEROSPACE VEHICLES, EVALUATED
FROM ACCELERATION, IMPACT AND VIBRATION TESTS
SAE PAPER 851C A66-206BB
CHAIR ANGLES, DURATION OF SITTING, AND COMFORT
RATINGS A66-81193
HIGH ALTITUDE MAN SEAT STABILIZATION STUDY
CEPE-1681 N61t-26368
SEDIMENT
GENETIC RELATIONSHIPS BETNEEN ABIOTIC AND BIOGENIC
ORGANIC MATTER IN METEORITES AND SEDIMENTS
A66-B0592
BIOLOGY AND STRATIGRAPHY OF BOTTOM SEDIMENTS IN
EQUATORIAL PACIFIC
JPR5-23603 N66-15730
HYDROCARBON ANALYSIS AS MEANS DF DETECTING LIFE IN
SPACE - ABIOTIC, BIOLOGICAL, SEDIMENTAL, AND
METEORITIC ALKANES
NASA-CR-58500 N66-29202
PREPARATIDN, SEDIMENTATION, ELECTROPHDRETIC
PROPERTIES, AMINO ACID COMPOSITION, IMMUNOLOGYt
N64-3395T
N66-33855
A-251
SEEBECR EFFECT
AND CRYSTALLIZATION OF TRIOSE PHOSPHATE
OEHYDRCGENASE N64-32048
SEEBECK EFFECT
S PELTIER EFFECT
SEEDING
PHYLOGENETIC STUDY OF ANAEROBIC SEED GERMINATION,
ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS ON GERMINATION, AND SEEDLING
GROWTH
NASA-CR-52635 N64-15895
SEIZURE
S EPILEPSY
SELECTION
S PERSONNEL SELECTION
SELF-AOAPTIVE SYSTEM
SELF-LEARNING AS BASIC STEP IN DESIGN OF SELF-
ADJUSTING SYSTEMS N66-11039
SELF-ORGANIZING SYSTEMS INVOLVED IN HUMAN LEARNING
AND PERFCRMANCE - INTERACTION BETWEEN MAN ANO
ADAPTIVE MACHINE N64-1BB41
SELF ADJUSTING SYSTEM WITH PATTERN
N66-26TCO
SEMICIRCULAR CANAL
VESTIBULAR RESPONSE OF FOUR CATS EXPOSEO TO
HARMONIC STIMULATION OF THE HORIZONTAL
SEMICIRCULAR CANAL A64-10257
SENSITIVITY OF SEMICIRCULAR CANALS TO STIMULATION
DURING WEIGHTLESSNESS, BY TINING ROTATION OF
OCULOGYRA1 ILLUSION AND THE PERCEPTION OF ROTATION
AFTER STIMULATION A64-13SD9
OTCLITHIC STIMULUS EFFECT ON DISORIENTATION AND
TROUBLESCME ILLUSIONS IN HUMAN STUDIED_ USING
lINEAR ACCELERATION OR ORBITING WITHOUT
ACCELERATION A66-25556
GRADUAL STIMULATION OF SEMICIRCULAR CANALS TO
DETERMINE TIME CORRELATION BETWEEN VESTIBULAR
STIMULI STRENGTH AND VEGETATIVE REACTIONS
A66-25596
ROTATIONAL STIMULUS THRESHOLDS OF VERTICAL
SEMICIRCULAR CANALS BY ELECTRO- AND
PHCTCELECTRCNYSTAGMOGRAPHY A66-B0373
WEIGHTLESSNESS AND ITS EFFECI ON METABOLISMt
GARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM, MUSCLE, BONEr OICLITH, AND
SEMICIRCULAR CANAL A66-80665
THRESHOLDS FOR PERCEPTION OF LINEARLY INCREASING
ANGULAR ACCELERATIONS AS RELATED TO AIRCRAFT
ATTITUDE CONTROL AND SEMICIRCULAR CANALS
A66-80692
SEMICIRCULAR CANAL DYNAMICS CGMPAREO IN ROLLt
PITCHI AND YAW DURING ROTATIONAL STIMULI EXPOSURE
A66-BOB61
ROLE CF CTCLITHS IN DISORIENTATION DURING AND
AFTER WEIGHTLESSNESS AND CHANGES IN LINEAR
ACCELERATION A64-BO926
FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF HUMAN SEMICIRCULAR CANALS TO
ANGULAR ACCELERATION USING NYSTAGMUS TRANSITION
TECHNICUE
NASA-CR-55624 N64-L5540
IDENTIFICATION OF RUDIMENTARY SENSORY ORGAN AT
JUNCTION OF INFERIOR UTRICULAR SINUS AND
SEMICIRCULAR CANAL IN MAN AND OTHER MAMMALS -
PHYSIOLOGY
NASA-CR-59374 N66-33906
SENSING
S HORIZON SENSING
SENSITIVITY
SA IMPACT SENSITIVITY
SA PAIN SENSITIVITY
SA RAOIOSENSITIVITY
SENSITIZATION OF TUMOR CELLS TO ACTION OF IONIZING
SUBJECT INDEX
RADIATION BY RADICAL-REACTION INHIBITORS
N64-12896
OXYGEN DEFICIENCY INDEX FOR PILOT SENSITIVITY
DETERMINATIONS N64-15035
ADAPTATION OF PILOT STRESS-SENSITIVITY TO OXYGEN
DEFICIENCY IN LOW PRESSURE CHAMBER
N64-15036
SKIN VISION - TACTILEv VIBRATIONALt THERMAL, AND
COLOR SENSITIVITY OF SKIN OF FINGERS
N66-32778
SENSITIVITY OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM OF RABBIT TO
CONTINUOUS ULTRAHIGH FREQUENCY ELECTROMAGNETIC
FIELD N64-32782
SENSOR
SA OPTICAL SENSOR
METHOD FOR SYNCHRONIZED RECORDING OF THORAX
MOVEMENTS AND SOUND PARAMETERS DURING VOCAL
EXERCISE A64-B1C57
MEASUREMENT OF STIMULUS COMPLEXITY IN HIGH
RESOLUTION SENSOR IMAGERY
AMRL-TDR-66-29 N66-26960
SENSORY AID
PHYSIOLOGIC MECHANISM FOR PERCEPTION OF KNOWLEDGE
THROUGH SENSORY ORGANS IN MAN
JPRS-I9762 N66-11352
SENSORY DEPRIVATION
CF CONFINEMENT
PHYSICAL EXERCISES REDUCE BEHAVIORAL AND
PHYSIOLOGICAL IMPAIRMENT DURING PROLONGED
PERCEPTUAL DEPRIVATION A64-10093
VALUE OF AEROSPACE MEDICAL RESEARCH TO CLINICAL
MEDICINE ILLUSTRATED BY CONSIDERATION OF EFFECTS
OF ACCELERATION_ WEIGHTLESSNESS, RADIATION AND
SENSORIAL DEPRIVATIONS A66-11630
PAIN SENSITIVITY AS MEASURE OF SENSORY DEPRIVATION
TOLERANCE A64-12936
DATA FROM ANIMAL EXPERIMENTATION, HUNAN BEHAVIOR
STUDIES AND PERSONAL REPORTS ON EFFECTS OF
ISOLATION, SENSORY DEPRIVATION AND EXTREME HAZARD
A66-12979
PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL ALTERATION OF LACK
OF VISUAL_ AUDITORY AND TACTILE STIMULATION IN
SPACE FLIGHT A66-23766
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF WEIGHTLESSNESSI
VIGILANCE AND SENSORY DEPRIVATION SIMULATED BY
IMMERSION EXPERIMENTS A64-2440D
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF SPACEFLIGHT INCLUDING
LABYRINTHINE DISTURBANCE, SENSDRY DEPRIVATIONv
CIRCULATORY IMPAIRMENT AND MUSCLE AND BONE ATROPHY
A66-26604
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF
ISOLATION AND CONFINEMENT ON HUMAN RELIABILITY
A66-26977
PERCEPTUAL MOTOR REACTICNS AFTER ONE WEEK PERIOD
OF PERCEPTUAL DEPRIVATION A64-25346
SENSORY AND PERCEPTUAL DEPRIVATION EFFECTS ON
BEHAVIORAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
A66-25632
LATENT PERIOD OF MOTOR RESPONSE OF MAN UNDER
ISOLATION CONDITIONS NOTING ROLE OF ORIENTING
REFLEX A66-25592
ISOLATION EFFECT ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE AND
STABILITY OF DEVELOPED HABIT OF TRANSMITTING
INFORMATION A64-25593
ADAPTION TO DESERT CONDITIONS - A PSYCHIATRIC
SURVEY AMONG U.S. ARMY PERSONNEL IN THE LIBYAN
SAHARA RELATING FINDINGS TO SENSORY DEPRIVATION
A66-80018
.6
,J
A-252
SUBJECTINDEX SENSORYPERCEPTION
NONDEPRIVATIONF CTORSI PRODUCTION OF SENSORY
DEPRIVATION EFFECTS- PSYCHOLOGY OF PANIC BUTTON
A66-80137
ISOLATION AND SENSORY DEPRIVATION PHENOMENA
RELATED TO NEURDPHYSIOLOGICAL DATA AND DISRUPTION
OF BIOLOGICAL RHYTHMS A66-80166
SENSORY DEPRIVATION STUDY - REPORT ON KAYAK-ANGST
AMONG ESKIMO OF NEST GREENLAND A66-80215
HIGHER NERVOUS ACTIVITY AND AUTONOMIC NERVOUS
SYSTEM FUNCTION DURING RELATIVE SENSORY
DEPRIVATION A66-80235
SENSORY DEPRIVATION AND SOCIAL ISOLATION - EFFECTS
ON PERFORMANCE OF UNSTRUCTURED COGNITIVE TASK
A66-80267
SENSORY DEPRIVATION - ANALYSIS OF ELEMENTS LEADING
TO SYMPTOM FORMATION A66-BO28T
SENSORY ISOLATION - SEX DIFFERENCES IN RESPONSE
A6k-803(5
SENSORY DEPRIVATION - HYPOTHESES OF MENTAL
OETERICRATICN AND MENTAL FACILITATION
A66-BO366
SENSORY OEPRIVATION STUDIES CONDUCTED AT PRINCETON
REVIEWED IN DETAIL A66-BO378
SENSORY AND PERCEPTUAL DEPRIVATION - ANALYSIS OF
EFFECTS CN HUMAN AND ANIMAL BEHAVIOR
A66-80382
PROBLEMS CF WEIGHTLESSNESS, VIGILANCEt ANO SENSORY
DEPRIVATICN IN MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
A66-BOBB_
NEUROPSYCHCLOGECAL EFFECTS DF EARLY SENSORY
RESTRICTIC_ ON COG A66-80693
SUGGESTION AS POSSIBLE SOURCE OF REPORTEO VISUAL
SENSATIONS IN PERCEPTUAL ISOLATION
A66-BOSlO
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND VERBAL STRESS RESPONSES IN TOTAL
AND PARTIAL PERCEPTUAL ISOLATION
A66-80513
SENSORY DEPRIVATION AND BUTTON-PRESSING FOR
TI_E-CFF REWARD A66-805T6
AUTOKIEETIC ILLUSION - FREQUENCY AND DIRECTION DF
NDVENEKT OF LIGHT STIMULUS RELATED TO SUGGESTION_
EYE MCVEMENTt AND RELATIVE SENSORY DEPRIVATION
A66-BOST6
LIGHT EXCLUSION AND ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY IN CORTEX
AND RETICULAR FORMATION OF RABBIT BRAIN
A66-80651
METHODELCGICAL ARTIFACT DUE TO DIRECTIONS
IRPLICATED IN PRODUCTION OF SENSORY DEPRIVATION
EFFECTS A66-806T6
SENSORY DEPRIVATION AND LYSERGIC ACID
DIETHYL/_EDE /LSD/ EFFECT-PHYSIOLOGICAL
CONSIDERATIONS A66-806T8
VISUAL HALLUCINATIONS DURING SENSORY
DEPRIVATION - PROBLEM OF CRITERIA
A64-80679
COGNITIVE STRUCTURINGt FIELD DEPENDENCE-
INDEPENDENCEt AND PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO
PERCEPTUAL ISOLATION A66-BOT27
SENSORY AND SLEEP DEPRIVATION - ROLE OF
NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL CORRELATES IN PRODUCTION OF
PSYCHOLOGICAL DISTURBANCES A66-80761
VISUAL DEPRIVATION EFFECTS ON IMAGERY
EXPERIENCED BY DEAF SUBJECTS A66-80799
PERCEPTUAL ISOLATION - ANALYSIS OF VARIABLES
INSTRUMENTAL IN REPORTEO VISUAL AND AUDITORY
SENSATIONS A66-BO89T
BUTTON-PRESSING FOR TIME-OFF REWARD DURING SENSORY
DEPRIVATION RELATED TO SUBJECTIVE RATING OF
NELL-BEING A66-B1166
HALLUCINATEONI ARCUSALe AND RAPID EYE MOVEMENTS
DURING SENSORY DEPRIVATION A66-81212
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF SHORT-TERM SENSORY
DEPRIVATION
TR-9 N66-26053
SENSORY DISCRIMINATION
SA AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION
CONTINUOUS AND GUANTAL THEORIES OF SENSORY
DISCRIMINATION A66-12939
DISTANCE PERCEPTION OF TWO AUDITORY SIGNALS, ONE
EMITTED FROM HEAOPHONE AND OTHER FROM NEARBY
LOUDSPEAKER A66-25826
WEBER FRACTION EXPLORED AS FUNCTION OF PHYSICAL OR
PERCEIVED SENSORY INPUT A66-BOBT2
SENSORY PERCEPTION
CF KINESTHESIS
HUMAN SENSORY DISCRININABILITY NEASURED ON BASIS
OF UNBIASED WORD INTELLIGIBILITY TESTSt NOTING
HIGHER VALUES FOR EXPECTED WORDS THAN FOR
UNEXPECTED WORDS A66-19519
SPACE ORIENTATION IN HUMAN BEINGS WITH REGARD TO
GRAVITY RECEPTOR PERFORMANCE UNDER DIFFERENT FIELD
STRENGTHS A66-Z2818
SENSORY AND PERCEPTUAL CAPABILITIES IN RELATION TO
TASKS PERFORMED DURING SPACE FLIGHT
A66-24619
RELATION OF PHYSICAL PROTECTION OF MAN TO
ISOLATION AND DISORIENTATION DURING SPACE TRAVEL
A66-26620
EXPERIMENT TO DETERMINE ACCURACY WITH WHICH
INDIVIDUALS PRODUCE ANGLES IN RANGE OF 15 TO 90
DEGREES NHEN GIVEN HORIZONTAL OR VERTICAL LINE OF
REFERENCE A66-25365
HUMAN PERFORMANCE IN VIGILANCE TESTS, STUDYING
AUDITORY DETECTION_ VISUAl DETECTION AND
COMBINATION OF BOTH A66-26869
OXYGEN INHALATION EFFECT ON COLD THRESHOLD IN
RELATION TO COLD TOLERANCE A66-BOI07
TACTILE SENSITIVITY THRESHOLD OF FINGER IN
RELATION TO SKIN TEMPERATURE A66-BO120
MOTOR SENSORY FEEDBACK AS RELATED TO SELF-PRODUCEO
MOVEMENT IN ADAPTING TO PRISM-PRODUCED VISUAL
FIELD REARRANGEMENT A66-BC581
SENSORY AND PERCEPTUAL RESPONSE TO SPACE FLIGHT
STRESSES A66-80666
ROLE OF THYROID GLAND AND SENSE ORGANS IN
AOAPTATION TO HYPOXIA A66-BI272
EFFECT OF PROLONGED OXYGEN RESPIRATION ON TASTE
SENSITIVITY N66-23695
PHYSIOLOGICAL INTERACTION OF SENSE ORGANS UNDER
SPACE FLIGHT CONDITIONS N66-23741
SPATIAL PERCEPTION OF OBJECTS BY VARIOUS SENSORY
ORGANS - EYESt FINGERS_ HANDS N66-2513T
CYBERNETIC APPROACH TO PROBLEM OF SENSUAL IMAGE
AND PERCEPTION
JPRS-25761 N64-Z6¥65
SENSITIVITY OF VESTIBULAR ANALYZERS AND SENSORY
REACTIONS IN NAN DURING BRIEF NEIGHTLESSNESS
N66-27633
SENSORY INTERACTION AND OPERATOR PERFORMANCE
REACTION TO BISENSORY PRESENTATION OF INFORMATION
FPRC-1209/AI N64-29T66
BIOLOGY AND MEDICAL STUDIES - SKIN PERCEPTIONt
A-253
SENSORYSTIMULATION
NERVOUSSY TEMIANORADIATIONSICKNESSJPRS-26725 N64-32776
SKIN VISION - TACTILEv VIBRATIONALe THERMALI AND
COLOR SENSITIVITY OF SKIN OF FINGERS
N64-3ZTTB
RELATION BETWEEN OPTIC AND SKIN PERCEPTION OF
LIGHT IN NAN N66-32779
NUSCULCMCTCB SENSATIONS IN PHYSICAL EXERCISE
JPRS-27192 N66-33761
SENSORY STIMULATION
DISORDER IN THE MOTOR-SENSORY LOOP CAUSES
INSTABILITY IN HUMAN PLASTIC SYSTEMS OF
COCRDINATICN A66-1OOgO
REPETITIVE TURNING ON AND OFF OF REINFORCING BRAIN
STIMULATION EXAMINED FOR LOCATION OF AVERSIVE
NEURAL SYSTEMS A66-26013
ELECTREENCEPHALOGRAPHIC RESPONSE TO TACTILE AND
AUDITORY STIMULATION IN MAN A66-80236
INTERACTION OF VISUAL, VESTIBULARe AND MOTOR SENSE
ORGANS UNDER SIMULATED FLIGHT CONDITIONS
N64-11522
SENSORIMCTCR RESPONSE OF NAN IN EVALUATING WEIGHTS
UNDER INCREASED GRAVITY OF ACCELERATION
N66-11523
MOBILITY RESPONSES IN ANTENATALLY IRRADIATED OOGS
AT VARIOUS AGES - SENSORY STIMULATION
N66-11526
BICLOGICAL ANALYZER SYSTEMS STUDY - CYBERNETICS
N64-12520
PROCESS OF CORRECTLY SIGNALLING LOCATION OF
STIMULUS TD CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
N64-18833
SENSORY STIMULATION G CONDITIONED RESPCNSE
N66-22618
INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES AS FACTORS IN RESPONSES OF
HUMAN BRAIN POTENTIALS TO RHYTHMIC LIGHT
STIMULATIDN N66-3145B
HUMAN REACTIONS TO FEARED ELECTRIC SHOCK AND TO
PRETENDEO PAINFUL STIMULUS SHOWN BY HEART RATE 8
OTHER PHYSIOLOGICAL CHANGES N66-31659
SEPARATOR
S FILTER
SEROTONIN
TESTS ON WHITE RATS TO INVESTIGATE RADIATION
PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF HISTAMINE WHILE BODY IS
INFLUENCED BY BIOGEN AMINES A66-27581
ULTRASONIC EFFECT ON CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
FUNCTION REFLECTED IN CHANGED SEROTININ METABOLISM
IN RABBITS A64-80398
SEROTQNIN AND 5-HYOROXYTRYPTOPHAN LOADS IN RABBITS
INTOXICATED WITH TETRAETHYL LEAD
A64-80606
GLUTAMIC ACID-PYRUVIC ACID TRANSAMINASE AND
GLUTAMIC ACID-OXALACETIC ACID TRANSAMINASE UNDER
INFLUENCE OF CHLORPROMAZINEe RESERPINEe SEROTONINt
AND PHYSICAL STRESS A66-81156
SLEEP-WAKEFULNESS RHYTHM RELATED TO NOREPINEPHRINE
AND SEROTONIN CONTENT IN CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM OF
HAMSTER A66-81186
INFLUENCE OF SPACE FLIGHT FACTORS ON SERDTONIN
LEVEL IN BLOOD OF ANIMALS N66-11685
ORAL ADMINISTRATION OF SEROTONIN AND SULFUR DRUGS
AND EFFECT ON RADIATION CHANGES OF SPLEENy THYMUS
GLANDt AND INTESTINE ENZYME ACTIVITIES
N64-13504
BRAIN SERGTONIN AND BEHAVIOR IN SELECTED STRAINS
SUBJECT INOFX
OF RATS
UCRL-11179 N64-25204
X-RAY PROTECTIVE EFFECTS OF SEROTONIN AND ALLIED
SUBSTANCES
REPT.-1 N66-32583
ANIMAL STUDIES ON EFFECTS OF ANTISEROTONIN DRUGS
A0-667866 N66-33662
SERUM
PROTEIN
_ISOLATION OF ANTIBODIES FROM 'AGGLUTINATING ANTI-
PLAGUE & ANTICHDLERA SERUMt AND PURIFICATIONt
USING NEW LUMINESCENT STAIN
JPRS-19936 N66-11220
EFFECTS OF VARIOUS SERA ON MALIGNANT GROWTHS -
IMMUNOLOGY G RADIATION SICKNESS
JPRS-20060 N66-11356
X-RAY SPECTROGRAPHY OF LEVELS OF CHEMICAL ELEMENTS
IN BLOOD SERUM
UCRL-IOBT3 N66-15262
RADIATION SICKNESS - PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF
BACTERIAL ANTIGENS_ ACCUMULATION OF IODINE 131, E
REGENERATION OF SCIATIC NERVE
JPRS-26T06 N66-2OB2T
SERUM PROPHYLAXIS AND THERAPY OF BACTERIAL
INTOXICATIONS IN IRRADIATED ANIMALS
N66-20966
PROPERTIES OF SERUM FROM RABBITS IMMUNIZED WITH
HUMAN URINARY ERYTHROPOIETIN - HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY
N66-22856
ELECTROPHORESIS CONCENTRATION OF SEPARATED SERUM
PROTEIN FRACTIONS N66-22856
INTERRELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN SERUM LIPIDSj SERUM
LIPOPROTEINS_ AND LIPOPROTEIN COMPOSITION
N66-22860
INFRARED SPECTROPHOTONETRY FOR NICRODETERNINATION
OF SERUM TRIGLYCERIDES AND CHOLESTERYL ESTERS
N66-22862
SERVOCONTROL
MYOELECTRIC POTENTIALS USED TO OPERATE SERVE
BOOST SYSTEM THROUGH PREPROGRAMNED COMPUTER
A64-80553
SEX FACTOR
PULMONARY DIFFUSION CAPACITY IN RELATION TO SIZE_
AGEt AND SEX IN ADULT HUMAN A66-80051
MUSCLE LOADING AND ENDURANCE IN MALES AND FEMALES
A64-80093
INSPIRED OXYGEN TENSION VARIATION AND ALVEOLAR-
ARTERIAL OXYGEN TENSION DIFFERENCE IN SITTING AND
SUPINE MALES AND FEMALES A66-80187
SENSORY ISOLATION - SEX DIFFERENCES IN RESPONSE
A66-BO365
PH OF FOREHEAD SWEAT AND SALIVA DURING PHYSICAL
EXERCISE A66-BO3TO
MOTION PERCEPTION -STUOY OF RELATIVITY_ ERRORt
AND SEX DIFFERENCES IN PERCEPTION OF VELOCITYt
TIMEe AND DISTANCE A66-B0602
ACCOMMODATION TABLES AND NORMAL VARIATIONS
REEXAMINED IN RELATION TO AGE AND SEX
A66-B0666
COSMIC RADIATION AND HIGH ALTITUDE EFFECTS ON
SURVIVALt LUNGSt AND SPLEEN OF TUBERCULAR MICE
OF BOTH SEXES A64-B0614
COSMIC RADIATION EFFECT ON TUBERCLE BACILLI
INOCULATED MALE AND FEMALE MICE AT HIGH ALTITUDE
AND AT SEA LEVEL A66-80616
PERMANENT THRESHOLD SHIFT CHANGES PRODUCED IN BOTH
SEXES BY NOISE EXPOSUPE AND AGING
A-254
SUBJECT INDEX SIGNAL DETECTION
A66-80656
FATIGUEt ENDURANOEe AND REACTION TIME OF WOMEN IN
ARM MOVEMENT RESPONSE TO VISUAL STIMULI AS
COMPARED TO MEN A66-80683
SEX DIFFERENCES IN REACTIONS TO DELAYED AUDITORY
FEEDBACK A66-BOTO6
HEMATOLOGICAL AND VITAMIN C DISTURBANCES IN MEN
ANO WOMEN DURING BENZENE POISONING AS AFFECTED BY
FOLIO ACIO AND CYSTEINE AB6-80750
TIME PERCEPTION DURING TWO-MEEK CONFINEMENT AS
AFFECTED BY AGEe SEX, IQ, AND TIME OF DAY
A66-BOTT9
CIRCULATION TIME AS FUNCTION DF AGE, SEX, AND
HEIGHT A66-8OTgT
SEX DIFFERENCES IN SCORES ON TAYLOR MANIFEST
ANXIETY SCALE A66-80936
PRIOR |NSTRUCTIONSI TIME ORIENTATION! SEX, AND
SKILL IN SCUBA DIVING AS RELATED TO TOLERATION OF
SENSORY ISOLATION A66-80965
SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF MEN ANO WOMEN MEASURED BY AIR
DISPLACEMENT AND HELIUM DILUTION PROCEDURES
A66-80996
HEART RATE AND OXYGEN CONSUMPTION OF HEALTHY
HUMANS DIFFERING IN AGE AND SEX DURING TRANSITION
FROM REST TO EXERCISE IN RELATION TO EXERCISE
TOLERANCE A66-BIOOT
SKIN AND RECTAL TEMPERATURE AND OXYGEN CONSUMPTION
OF CAUCASIAN FEMALE IN LOW TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENT
COMPARED TO CAUCASIAN AND NONCAUCASIAM MALE
A66-BlOOB
AXIAL LENGTH AND REFRACTIVE INDEX OF EMMETROPIC
LIVING EYE IN MEN AND WOMEN A66-BIOT6
ADULT PERCEPTION OF HORIZONTAL BY BOTH SEXES AS
COMPARED TO CHILDREN A66-81136
EFFECT OF SPACE FLIGHT FACTORS ON INCIDENCE OF SEX
LINKED RECESSIVE LETHAL MUTATIONS IN FLIES
NASA-TT-F-B826 N66-23043
SHELTER
CF SURVIVAL
PHYSIOLOGIC AND MEDICAL ASPECTS OF PROTECTIVE
SHELTER HABITABILITY UNDER SURVIVAL CONDITIONS
A64-BOOOT
SIMULATED AND HUMAN OCCUPANCY TESTS OF lOO NAN
SHELTER - ATMOSPHERE AND TEMPERATURE STUDIES
USNRDL-TR-618 N66-12256
EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICE IN SHELTERS IN POST-
NUCLEAR ATTACK
OU-IOT N66-20811
OXYGEN SUPPLY AND CARBON DIOXIDE CONTROL IN CLOSED
FALLOUT SHELTER
NRD-1262-2530 N66-2B[61
SHIELDING
CF SPACECRAFT SHIELDING
HAZARDS CONTROL - VARIOUS METHODS OF PROTECTION
FROM RADIATION, LASERS, & MERCURY VAPOR
UCRL-TSTI N64-16880
SHIFT
S PHASE SHIFT
SHOCK
OF IMPACT
HUMAN REACT[ONS TO FEARED ELECTRIC SHOCK AND TO
PRETENDED PAINFUL STIMULUS SHOWN BY HEART RATE E
OTHER PHYSIOLOGICAL CHANGES N64-31659
SICKNESS
S DISEASE
S RADIATION SICKNESS
SIEVE
S MOLECULAR SIEVE
SIGHT
S BL[NDNESS
SIGMA T
RADIATION DOSIMETRY ABOARD MERCURY /HA-B/
SPACECRAFT
NASA-TN-D-IB62
SIGNAL
CF OPTICAL SIGNAL
CF SIGNAL DETECTION
CF SIGNAL DISCRIMINATOR
OF SIGNAL NOISE
CF SIGNAL RECEPTION
CF MARNING SIGNAL
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF ELECTRODES, SIGNAL
MODIFIERS, AND GRAPHIC RECORDING COMPONENTS IN
PHYSIOLOGICAL MONITORING SYSTEM
AMRL-TDR-62-9B/Z/ N66-I3872
SIGNAL DETECTION
DETECTION OF TONAL SIGNAL IN BACKGROUNO OF
GAUSSIAN NOISE, EXAMINING STATISTICS OF STIMULUS
A66-18001
6ANDPASS FILTERING EFFECTS ON LOUDNESS OF GATED
AUDITORY SIGNALS RELATIVE TO UNFILTERED SIGNALSe
RELATING OETECTABILITY SCALE AND LOUDNESS-MATCHING
DATA A6_-19520
TASK PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS EXAMINING EFFECT OF
INSERTED ARTIFICIAL SIGNALS ANO RESPONSE
COMPLEXITY ON VIGILANCE A66-2685T
FORM RECOGNITION AT BRIEF DURATION AS FUNCTION OF
ADAPTING FIELD AND INTERVAL BETWEEN STIMULATIONS
k66-BOOTO
SLEEP LOSS EFFECT ON VIGILANCE LESSENED BY
INCREASE IN RATE OF SIGNAL PRESENTATION
A64-BOO78
AGE EFFECT ON AUO]TORY VIGILANCE PERFORMANCE AT
LOW SIGNAL FREQUENCY A66-80130
NOISE EFFECT ON DETECTION OF VISUAL SIGNALS
A66-80169
DETECTION OF RANOON AUDITORY AND VISUAL SIGNALS
UNDER DIFFERENT SCHEDULES A66-BDZ01
BINAURAL HEARING UNDER INFLUENCE OF INTERFERING
NOISE - CONTRIBUTION TO CENTRAL NERVOUS
PROCESSING OF ACOUSTIC INFORMATION
A66-BO363
REVTEM OF VIGILANCE STUDIES A66-803TT
VIGILANCE AS FUNCTION OF SIGNAL FREQUENCY AND
FLASH RATE A66-BO639
STEREOSCOPIC FACILITATION OF SIGNAL DETECTION
DURING TARGET TRACKING A66-BO5TT
VIGILANCE PERFORMANCE INFLUENCED BY THREE
DIFFERENT TYPES OF KNOWLEDGE OF RESULTS
A66-BOSB9
VIGILANCE PERFORMANCE IN COMPLEX TASK SITUATIONS
AND WITH PARTIALLY REDUNOANT CUTANEOUS INFORMATION
INPUT A66-80618
ALERTED EFFECTIVE THRESHOLD IN AUDITORY
VIGILANCE TASK
EYE MOVEMENTS RECORDED DURING VIGILANCE
N66-28320
ABk-B0662
ABk-BOT?5
MEBERS LAW AND NOISE - DISCRIMINATION OF
BRIGHTNESS AND OTHER DIMENSIONS
A66-BOBIO
VISUAL SIGNAL-FROM-NOISE DETECTION BY MtJNKEY UNDER
INFLUENCE OF CHLORPROMAZIME HYOROOHLQRIOE AND
SODIUM PENTDBARBITAL A66-80906
A-255
SIGNAL DISCRIMINATOR SUBJECT INDEX •
VIGILANCE DECREMENT AS FUNCTION OF PRETEST
EXPECTANCY A66-80938
VISUAL MONITORING PERFORMANCE AS INFLUENCED BY
SECONDARY TASK OF SIMPLE MENTAL ARITHMETIC
A64-81141
CONSISTENCY OF AUDITORY OETECTION JUDGMENTS
A66-81203
VISUAL DETECTION OF STIMULI WITH NOVELTY
ATTRIBUTE _N BACKGROUND OF FAMILIAR SYMBOLS
A66-BI206
SIGNAL DETECTION BY HUMAN OBSERVERS - PSYCHO-
PHYSICS
ESO-TOR-64-176 N64-18588
EFFECT OF SIMULTANEOUS AUDITORY STIMULATION ON
PERCEPTION OF VISUAL SIGNALS
FPRC-1209/B/ N64-29767
SIGNAL DISCRININATOR
MAINTENANCE OF VIGILANCE IN AN AUDITORY
MONITORING TASK A66-80203
SIGNAL DISCRIMINATOR FOR CLASSIFICATION OF
MACHINE LEARNING PATTERNS
RAOC-TDR-66-165 N66-25235
SIGNAL NOISE
COMPARISON OF BROADBAND NOISE AND CONTINUOUS
SPECTRUM NOISE IN CAUSING TEMPORARY HEARING LOSS
A64-21336
SIGNAL RECEPTION
SENSORY PHYSIOLOGICAL PHENOMENA FROM STANDPOINT OF
INFORMATION THEORY A66-BOO13
SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO
THRESHOLD SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIOS FOR FILTERED
THERMAL NOISE SIGNAL PRESENTED IN THERMAL NOISE
MASKER A66-16090
SPEECH DISCRIMINATION TEST TO DETERMINE SENIOR
AVIATORS QUALIFICATION TO PERFORM IN BACKGROUND OF
HIGH INTENSITY NOISE FOUND IN AN AIRCRAFT COCKPIT
A64-20692
MODEL FOR INTERPRETING DATA_ DESCRIBING BINAURAL
MASKED THRESHOLD DEPENDENCE ON PROPORTION OF NOISE
IN MASKING SIGNALS A66-276?T
PERFORMANCE OF SINGLE G MULTIPLE VOICE RADIO
TRANSCRIBERS WORKING UNDER THREE SPEECH-TO-NOISE
RATIOS
USAPRD-TRN-135 N66-2LT41
SIGNAL TRANSMISSION
INFORMATION RATE NECESSARY FOR ADEQUATE
TRANSMISSION OF PITCH SIGNAL FROM SPOKEN MESSAGE
A64-21731
INTEGRATED PHONOCARDIOGRAPHIC AMPLIFIER FOR
TRANSMISSION OF HEART MUSCLE SIGNALS FROM
SPACECRAFT N64-11704
SILVER CHLORIDE
SILVER CHLORIDE 8 IODIDE AS SEQUESTERING AGENTS
FOR RADIOACTIVE IODINE N66-30036
INORGANICALLY BOUND IODINE-131 SEPARATEO FROM
URINARY CONSTITUENTS BY ION EXCHANGE ON SILVER
CHLORIDE COLUMN
ANL-6887 N66-30602
SILVER IODIDE
SILVER CHLORIDE 8 IODIDE AS SEQUESTERING AGENTS
FOR RADIOACTIVE IODINE N64-30036
SINICOR
S SIMULTANEOUS IMAGE CORRELATION /SIMICORI
SIMULATEO ALTITUDE
RESPIRATORY GAS CHANGES IN MAN DURING PHYSICAL
EXERCISE AT SIMULATED ALTITUDE A66-80157
DELAYED EFFECTS OF ETHYL ALCOHOL AND HYPDXIA ON
PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORMANCE IN DECOMPRESSION CHAMBER
A64-80819
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF MAGNETIC FIELD ON DROSOPHILA
NASA-CR-55625 N64-15366
SINULATION
SA ALTITUDE SIMULATION
SA COMPUTER SIMULATION
SA SINULATED ALTITUDE
OF ACOUSTIC SIMULATION
CF ANALOG SIMULATION
CF BIOSIMULATION
CF ENVIRONMENT SINULATION
CF FLIGHT SIMULATION
CF SP'ACE SINULATION
NOON I'LLUSION TESTED UNDER SIMULATED CONDITIONS
PROVIDING VARIETY OF VISUAL CUES
A66-80623
OUTER SPACE ENVIRONMENT EFFECT ON SIMULATION OF
SPACE VEHICLES DURING TRAINING A64-BI222
GERMINATION AND GROWTH OF BACTERIAL SPORES IN
SIMULATED MARTIAN ENVIRONMENT
SAM-TDR-63-75 N66-12360
ELECTRONIC SIMULATION OF BIOLOGICAL CLOCK - ANIMAL
STUDY AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
ASO-TDR-63-136 N64-15592
GRAVITY SIMULATION TECHNIQUE FOR STUDIES OF
SELF-LOCOMOTION IN LUNAR ENVIRONMENT
NASA-TN-D-21T6 N64-16916
BLOOD PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS IN SIMULATED ARTERIES
USING AUSCULTAIORY TECHNIQUES
NASA-CR-56024 N66-20588
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON ENGINEERING PSYCHOLOGYt TRAINING
PSYCHOLOGY_ ENVIRONMENTAL STRESS_ SIMULATION
TECHNIQUES_ AND PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY
A0-600806 N66-22515
SIMULATION OF CONTROLLED TETHERLINE OPERATIONS IN
SPACE
MP-1266 N66-23650
HARMONIC ANALYSIS OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE OF TRACKING
IN T-33 AIRCRAFT, IN CENTRIFUGE SIMULATION, AND IN
STATIONARY SIMULATION
NAOC-AC-6606 N66-28696
SIMULATOR
S COCKPIT SIMULATOR
S CONTROL SIMULATOR
S FLIGHT SINULATDR
S SPACE CABIN SIMULATOR
S SPACE SIMULATOR
S TEST FACILITY
SIMULATOR TRAINING
TRANSFER OF TRAINING FRUM SIMULATED TO REAL
CONTROL SITUATION A66-12933
ACCELERATION TOLERANCE AND PERFORMANCE AS
RELATED TO SIMULATOR TRAINING OF ASTRONAUT
A66-80666
PILOT CONTROL OF ORBITAL DOCKING OF ATTITUDE-
STABILIZED VEHICLE BY VISUAL-CUE GUIDANCE - FIXED-
BASE SIMULATOR
NASA-IN-D-2036 N66-12715
SIMULTANEOUS INAGE CORRELATION ISIMICOR/
HYPOXIC EFFECT ON SIMULTANEOUS VISUAL CONTRAST Ih
MAN A66-80206
SINUS
CAROTID SINUS DEPRESSOR REFLEXES OF DOG DURING
HYPOTHERMIA A66-81062
IDENTIFICATION OF RUDIMENTARY SENSORY ORGAN AT
JUNCTION OF INFERIOR UTRICULAR SINUS AND
SEMICIRCULAR CANAL IN MAN ANO OTHER MAMMALS -
PHYSIOLOGY
NASA-CR-59376 N64-33g06
SINUSOID
HUMAN PERFORMANCE DURING SINUSOIDAL AND RANDOM
A-256
SUBJECT INDEX SKIN TEMPERATURE IBICLI
VIBRATION IN LOg SPEED1 HIGH ALTITUDE FLIGHT
N66-31512
SIZE
S PARTICLE SIZE
S SIZE PERCEPTION
SIZE PERCEPTION
VARIATION OF VISUAL PERCEPTION OF PERCEIVED
FRDNTOPARALLEL SIZE AND DEPTH WITH OBSERVATION
DISTANCE A66-151TO
THRESHOLD NIOTH OF OBJECT MOVING BEHIND SLIT
DETERMINED FOR DIFFERENT SPEEDS
A66-20346
INTERRELATION BETMEEN PERCEIVED ABSOLUTE SIZE AND
PERCEIVED ABSOLUTE DISTANCE A66-BO139
ACCOMMODATION AS DISTANCE CUE IN VISUAL PERCEPTION
A64-BO141
SIZE CONSTANCY- FUNCTIONAL RELATION BETMEEN
VISUALLY PERCEIVED SIZE AND DISTANCE
A64-8019B
PERCEPTION OF RELATIVE SIZE EXAMINED AS SOLE
STIMULUS FOR DISTANCE PERCEPTION
A66-80561
DEPTH PERCEPTION - EFFECTIVE DIFFERENCE 1N
INFLUENCE OF RELATIVE SIZE ON PERCEIVED RELATIVE
DISTANCE A66-BOT96
CHANGES IN DISTANCE JUDGMENTS AS RELATED TO
CORRECTED AND NONCORRECTED PRACTICE
A66-B113T
SIZE CUE OPERATING IN VISUALLY PERCEIVED DISTANCE
A66-81295
RELATIONSHIP BETNEEN APPARENT SIZE AND DISTANCE
STUDIED UNDER CONDITION OF REDUCTION OF CUES
A66-B129B
MONOCULAR AND BINOCULAR COMPARISON OF APPARENT
SIZE A66-81303
ADJACENCY PRINCIPLE APPLIED TO PERCEPTION OF
RELATIVE DEPTH FROM SIZE CUES
CARI-63-28 N66-23619
SKELETON
SOME DISTRIBUTION CHARACTERISTICS OF STRONTIUM 90
IN SKELETONS OF DOGS AFTER SINGLE AND LONG-TERN
DOSES
JPRS-Z199T N66-103B9
CALCIUM AND PHOSPHORUS DIETARY SUPPLEMENT AS
MEANS OF REDUCING STRDNTIUN-90 ACCUMULATION IN
SKELETAL BONES OF RATS N66-12666
SKIN IBIDL/
CF CUTANEOUS PERCEPTION
CF DERMATOLOGY
SKIN ROLE DURING ADAPTATION TO ENVIRONMENTAL
CHANGES A64-BO61T
BIOLOGICAL AND MUTATIONAL EFFECTS OF COSMIC
RADIATION ON HUMAN SKIN TISSUE A66-BO663
COLD AND RESTRICTION STRESS EFFECT ON ACID
MUCOPCLYSACCHARIDE CONTENT OF DERMAL CONNECTIVE
TISSUE AND ENDOCRINE GLANDS IN RAT
A66-80516
PROLONGED SOLAR RADIATION EFFECT ON MELANOCYTES OF
HUMAN EPIDERMIS A66-B0536
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION COLOR CHANGES IN HUMAN
EPIDERMIS, AND EFFECTS OF PURE OXYGEN INHALATION
MEASUREO IN VIVO gITH CYCLOPS OXIMETER
A66-B120T
FLUID EXCHANGE ACROSS CAPILLARY MEMBRANES IN
SKELETAL MUSCLEt SKIN, AND INTESTINE _F CAT AS
AFFECTED BY CARDIOVASCULAR REFLEX
A66-81246
REMOVAL OF LARGE AREA OF SKIN DUE TO THERMAL
RACIATION INJURY N66-10008
MORPHDLGICAL CHANGES IN INTERNAL ORGANS AND SKIN
FROM LOCAL ULTRASONIC IRRADIATION
JPRS-ZITT6 N64-IO2OT
HUMAN SKIN REACTION TO ACUTE LOCAL EXPOSURE TD
RADIATION N66-IZT86
ELECTROSLEEP INFLUENCE ON THERMOREGULATIDN REFLEX
AND ELECTRIC RESISTANCE OF SKIN IN PATIENTS NITH
PRURITIC DERNATOSIS
RSIC-lO5 N66-13BL2
CHANGES IN EPITHELIUM OF RATS UNOER INFLUENCE OF
RADIATION
JPRS-22556 N64-16251
TEMPERATURE REACTION OF SKIN DURING LOg INTENSITY
MICROMAVE IRRADIATION
JPRS-2328T N66-15335
ELECTROPHYSIDLDGTC CHARACTERISTICS AND
INTERPRETATION OF SKIN POTENTIALS
SAM-TDR-63-95 N66-155TO
DERMATOLOGICAL STUDIES AND CUTANEOUS TOXICI]¥
OF CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS
AMRL-TDR-66-13 N66-18932
DISTRIBUTION OF BLOOD FLOg IN HUMAN SKIN
AD-6057TT N66-ZO645
DISTRIBUTION OF BLOOD FLOg IN HUMAN SKIN
AD-6111T1 N66-Z5383
DETERMINING HEART PARAMETERS ON BASIS OF SKIN
POTENTIAL MEASUREMENTS - MATHEMATICAL MODEL
RELATING VENTRICULAR DIPOLES TO SURFACE POTENTIALS
RM-613B-NIH N66-Z66TS
BIOLOGY AND MEDICAL STUDIES - SKIN PERCEPTIDNt
NERVOUS SYSTEMt AND RADIATION SICKNESS
JPRS-Z6T25 N64-3ZTTB
SKIN VISION - TACTILE1 VIBRATIONALt THERMALt AND
COLOR SENSITIVITY OF SKIN OF FINGERS
N66-32778
RELATION BETMEEN OPTIC AND SKIN PERCEPTION OF
LIGHT IN NAN N66-32TT9
SKIN RESISTANCE
HEAT EFFECT AND AROUSAL EFFECT ON SWEATING AND
ELECTROOERNAL RESPONSE OF HAND AND CHEST
A66-12937
BASAL RESISTANCE LEVEL IN RATS UNDER STRESS USED
AS INOEX OF AROUSAL COMPONENT OF MOTIVATION
A66-80005
TEMPERATURE EFFECT ON MEASURES OF ELECTROOERMAL
ACTIVITY AND THEIR INTERRELATIONSHIP
A66-BOZ20
STRESS-RELATIONSHIP BETgEEN PHYSI[LOGICAL AND
PSYCHOLOGICAL RESPONSES A66-80361
EFFECT OF ADJACENT COOLING ON GALVANIC SKIN
RESPONSE AND SKIN RESISTANCE OF ISOTHERMAL AREA
SAM-TDR-63-TO N64-32602
SKIN TEMPERATURE IBIDLI
CF TEMPERATURE CONTROL
TEMPERATURE REGULATION ANb HYPOTHALANIC AND SKIN
TEMPERATURES IN DOG AND RHESUS MONKEY
A66-80113
TACTILE SENSITIVITY THRESHOLD OF FINGER IN
RELATION TO SKIN TEMPERATURE A66-80120
HUMAN SKIN TEMPERATURE AND NONEVAPORATIVE HEAT
EXCHANGE NITH THE ENVIRONMENT A64-80163
SKIN TEMPERATURE, PAIN SENSITIVITY AND BURN INJURY
FROM SIMULATED NUCLEAR FLASH ON AIRCREg MEMBERS
A66-8032T
A-257
SLEEP
SKINANDRECTALTEMPERATURESASRELATEDDCIRCULATORYDISTURBANCES A66-B0605
LOCALSWEATINGRESPONSETOH ATINGANDLOCALSNEAT
SUPPRESSION DURING AOCLINATIZATION OF NHOLE BODY
A66-80960
ELECTROENCEPHALDGRAMt HEART RATEr SKIN TEMPERATURE
RESPIRATION1 AND GALVANIC SKIN RESPONSE DURING
SLEEP AFTER LONG WAKEFULNESS PERIOD
A66-81204
SLEEP
SA ELECTRONARCDSIS
CF HIBERNATION
ISOLATION ANO SENSORY DEPRIVATION PHENOMENA
RELATEO TO NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL DATA AND DISRUPTION
OF BICLOGICAL RHYTHMS A66-80146
PHYSIOLOGY OF SLEEP-NAKEFULNESS CYCLE AND RELATED
PHENOMENA A66-80186
SLEEP RESPONSES TO AUDITORY STIMULI AS FUNCTION OF
SLEEP CEPRIVATION AND EEG STAGE OF SLEEP
A66-80316
SLEEP CYCLES IN RODENTS REGULATED BY METABOLIC
FACTORS IN LOWER BRAIN STEM A66-80509
IMMOBILIZATION AND PHYSICAL INACTIVITY AS'RELATED
TD ORTHDSTATIC TOLERANCE AND CIRCULATORY DYNAMICS
A66-80632
VESTIBULAR NEURON ACTIVITY IN CATS DURING NATURAL
SLEEP AND WAKEFULNESS AT RELATED TO
ELECTRONENCEPHALOGRAPHIC ELECTROMYOGRAPHICt AND
ELECTRONYSTAGNOGRAPHIC RECORDINGS
A64-80681
AUDITORY INPUT DURING SLEEP AND NAKEFULNESS
RELATED TO FUNCTION OF MIDDLE EAR MUSCLES IN CAT
A64-80724
SNEATING AND HEAT ACCLIMATIZATION RELATED TO
TEMPERATURE REGULATION DURING REST AND EXERCISE
A64-80882
FLCN AND PROTEIN CONTENT OF LYMPH IN RESTING AND
EXERCISING SKELETAL MUSCLE OF CAT
A66-80985
HEART RATE AND OXYGEN CONSUMPTION OF HEALTHY
HUMANS DIFFERING IN AGE AND SEX DURING TRANSITION
FROM REST TO EXERCISE IN RELATION TO EXERCISE
TOLERANCE A66-BIDO7
EVOKED RESPONSE FROM AUDITORY CORTEX IN CAT IN
RELATIEN TO LOCAL INJURY TO CORTEX, ANESTHESIA!
AND SLEEP A66-BID27
NONSPECIFIC ACOUSTIC RESPONSES IN RABBIT IN
RELATION TO VIGILANCE_ MOVEMENT, SLEEP, AND
AROUSAL A66-81028
ELECTRCMYCGRAPHIC STUDY OF SPINAL REFLEXES
INDUCED BY ELECTRICAL STIMULATION OF MUSCLE
AFFERENTS CURING SLEEP AND NAKEFULNESS IN CAT
A66-81066
SPCNTAEECUS ACTIVITY OF SINGLE VESTIBULAR NEURON
OF CAT DURING SLEEP AND NAKEFULNESS AS
DETERMINED THROUGH ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM
A66-81067
SLEEP-NAKEFULNESS RHYTHM RELATED TO NDREPINEPHRINE
AND SERDTCNIN CONTENT IN CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DE
HAMSTER A64-81186
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM, HEART RATE! SKIN TEMPERATURE
RESPIRATICNt AND GALVANIC SKIN RESPONSE DURING
SLEEP AFTER LONG NAKEFULNESS PERIOD
A66-B12D6
ELECTRIC SLEEP - NEUROTROPIC TREATMENT OF
ESSENTIAL HYPERTENSION N66-10686
INOUCED SLEEP FOR CURE OF CHRONIC INSDMNIAt
BRONCHIAL ASTHMAt ULCERS, AND HYPERTENSION
JPRS-1BO21 N66-11621
SUBJECT INDEX
OGRTICAL-SUBCORTICAL RELATIONSHIPS OF CHIMPANZEE
DURING DIFFERENT PHASES OF SLEEP - EEG COMPUTER
ANALYSIS
NASA-CR-55689 N66-16326
STABILITY OF ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM TRACINGS
IN SLEEP
NASA-OR-56908 N64-27395
MEDICAL MONITORING OF HEART RATE PATTERNS DURING
CONDITIONS DF SLEEP, QUIET REST, BREATH-HOLDINGw
HYPDXIAw AND INCREASED G FORCES OF AIRCRAFT FLIGHT
N64-28950
ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY OF CORTEX AND DEEP BRAIN
STRUCTURES OF MACAQUE MONKEY DURING SLEEP USING
BIPOLAR SURFACE 8 IMPLANTED ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPH
ELECTRODES
NASA-CR-59001 N66-33061
SLEEP DEPRIVATION
CF NAKEFULNESS
AFTEREFFECT OF SLEEP DEPRIVATION ON VIGILANCE AND
CHOICE SERIAL REACTION RELATED TO DISTURBED
DIURNAL RHYTHM A66-12966
SLEEP OEPRIVATIDN AS ACTIVATING PROCEDURE IN
ELECTROENCEPHALDGRAPHY A66-25557
SLEEP LOSS EFFECT ON VIGILANCE LESSENED BY
INCREASE IN RATE OF SIGNAL PRESENTATION
A66-80078
SLEEP RESPONSES TO AUDITORY STIMULI AS FUNCTION OF
SLEEP DEPRIVATION AND EEG STAGE OF SLEEP
A66-E0316
STARVATION AND SLEEP DEPRIVATION-EFFECT ON
EXCRETION DF 17-HYDROXYCORTICOSTEROIDS AND STRESS
RESPONSIVE INDOLE SUBSTANCE A66-80675
PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR DEFICITS IN SLEEP DEPRIVATION AND
CHRONIC SCHIZOPHRENIA RELATED TD ENERGY DEFICIT
A66-80760
SENSORY AND SLEEP DEPRIVATION - ROLE OF
NEUROPHYSIDLOGECAL CORRELATES IN PRODUCTION OF
PSYCHOLOGICAL DISTURBANCES A66-80761
BEHAVIOR IMPAIRMENT DUE TO STRESS - EXPERIMENT IN
LONG-TERM PERFORMANCE OF 21 HOURS
A64-B0798
ELECTROENCEPHALDGRAPHIC EFFECTS OF SLEEP
DEPRIVATION AS RELATED TO CONVULSIONS IN HEALTHY
AIR FORCE CRENS AND RECRUITS A66-BO967
SLEEP DEPRIVATION EFFECT ON HEART RATE AND
PERFORMANCE IN MAN A66-81116
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPIC STUDY OF FATIGUE ]NDUCEO BY
MUSCULAR AND MENTAL _ORK, OR SLEEP DEPRIVATION
A66-B1153
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC SIGNS OF FATIGUE CAUSED BY
SLEEP DEPRIVATION A66-81156
EFFECT DF SLEEP DEPRIVATION AND DEMANDING NDRK-
REST SCHEDULE ON CREN PERFORMANCF
AMRLITDR-66-63 N66-3182T
SLUDGE
TREATMENT OF UNDILUTED HUMAN NASTE BY ACTIVATED
SLUDGE PROCESS
AAL-TOR-63-36 N66-32115
SLURRY PROPELLANT
S PROPELLANT
SNALLPOX
SMALLPOX IMMUNITY SURVEY AT LARGE INTERNATIONAL
AIRPORT A66-80D97
IMMUNOLOGY STUDIES - PREVENTION OF RADIATION
SICKNESS, ANTHRAX VACCINEw LENGTH OF IMMUNITY TO
SMALLPOX, AND EFFECTIVENESS DF PROPHYLACTIC
VACCINATION
JPRS-27281 N66-33961
m
A-258
SUBJECT INDEX SPACE BIOLOGY
EFFECTS CF FREQUENCIES, INTENSITIES AND DURATIONS
OF AUDITORY SIGNAL AND INTERFERENCE ON JUDGMENT OF
SIGNAL SCURCE LOCATION A64-1qS16
INTERCRANIAL PERCEPTION OF LATERAL POSITION OF
BINAURAL TONE SOUND IMAGES IN PRESENCE OF
[NTERAURAL TIME DELAY AND A_PLITUDE DIFFERENCE
A64-1951T
TEMPORAL SUMMATION PROCEOURE USEO TO DETERMINE
BACKMARO MASKING AS FUNCTION OF TiME ]NIERVAL
BETMEER SIGNAL AND NOISE ONSET A64-19518
VIEROCARCIOGRAM VARIATIONS OVER PRECOROIUM AND
SOUND TRANSMISSION RATE Ab4-DOB89
COMMUN|CATION AND SOUND TRANSMISSION IN SPACE
CABIN ATMOSPHERE OF HELIUM AND OTHER GASES AT
REDUCED PRESSURE A66-81323
SOUND NAVE
SPECTRAL OBSERVATION OF VOCAL SOUND HAVES AND HAVE
FILTERING PROCESSES OF TRACHEAL OUTER WALL
E-T-J-63-6 N64-166TS
EFFECTS OF SOUND WAVES AND NUCLEIC ELEMENTS ON
CELLS
JPRS-26712 N66-32956
INFLUENCE OF ULTRASONIC WAVES ON NUCLEIC ACIDS -
RIBONUCLEIC ACID N66-3295T
SPACE
S CISLUNAR SPACE
S INTERPLANETARY SPACE
S INTERSPACE
S NONEUCLIDIAN GEOMETRY
SPACE BIOLOGY
MDMPREVALENCE OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE IN OUR
SOLAR SYSTEMt URGING CONCENTRATION ON TERRESTRIAL
LIFE A66-15475
ULTRAHIGH VACUUM EFFECTS ON MICROORGANISMS
A64-18TBO
LIMONITE ENVIRONMENT NAY PROVIDE ECOLOGICAL BASIS
FOR RESPIRATORY AND PHOTOSYNTHETIC MARTIAN
ORGANISMS A64-1883T
POTENTIAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO BIOLOGY FROM
EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES IN SPACE - RADIATION EFFECT
N66-10266
COSMIC RADIATION HAZARO FOR MANNED SPACE FLIGHT -
PHARMACOLOGICAL PROTECTION, PHYSICAL _ BIOLOGICAL
DDSIMETRY N66-10516
SPACE EIULOGY - EFFECT OF RADIATION EXPOSURE AND
WEIGHTLESSNESS ON ORGANISMS, AND SPACE FOOD STUDY
N66-l166T
RADIOBIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS DUE TO COSMIC RADIATION
EXPOSURE DURING SPACE FLIGHT - BIBLIOGRAPHY
N66-11668
TELEMETRY SYSTEM FOR TRANSMiSSiON OF BIOLOGICAL
DATA FROM SPACE FLIGHTS N66-11669
MICROBIOLOGICAL ANO CYTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF
CONDITIONS IN OUTER SPACE, & GENETIC EFFECTS OF
SPACE FLIGHT N64-11670
POSSIBILITY OF EXISTENCE AND METHODS OF DETECTING
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE N66-11671
PROBLEM OF SUPPLYING SPACECREW WITH FOOD OF ANIMAL
ORIGIN N64-11672
BIOCHEMICAL iNVESTIGATION OF BLOOD & URINE OF DOGS
AFTER SPACE FLIGHT N66-11673
BIOCHEMICAL INVESTIGATION OF BLOOD OF DOGS AFTER
SPACE FLIGHT NbB-IIBT6
BLCO0 CIRCULATION IN EARS OF DOGS AFTER SPACE
FLIGHT NBk-II6TS
CONDITIONED RESPONCE OF wHITE RATS OBSERVED AFTER
A-261
SPACE FLIGHT N6_r-11676
INFLUENCE OF SPACE FLIGHT FACTORS ON HEMATOPOIETIC
ORGANS IN NICE N66-11677
EFFECT OF SPACE FLIGHT CONDITIONS IN SATELLITE ON
PRESERVATION OF VIABILITY OF CHORELLA CULTURE
N64-116T8
EFFECT OF SPACE FLIGHT ON HEMATOPOIETiC ORGANS OF
MICE N66-11bT9
SPACE FLIGHT EFFECT ON INCIDENCE OF LETHAL GENETIC
MUTATION OF DROSOPHILA NELANOGASTER INSECTS
N64-116BO
INCIDENCE OF DOMINANT LETHAL MUTATIONS iN MALE
DROSOPHILA DURING SATELLITE FLIGHT
N66-11681
INFLUENCE OF SPACE FLIGHT FACTORS ON HEREDITY 8
DEVELOPMENT IN ACTINOMYCETES AND PLANTS
N66-11682
INFLUENCE OF SPACE FLIGHT CONDITIONS INCLUDING
COSMIC RADIATION ON SPRING ONION g NUTMEG FLOWER
SEEDS N64-11683
SPACE FLIGHT EFFECT ON NDNDISJUNCTION OF
CHROMOSOMES IN DROSOPHILA INSECT
N64-11684
INFLUENCE OF SPACE FLIGHT FACTORS ON SERDTDNIN
LEVEL IN BLOOD OF ANIMALS N64-11685
INDUCED RADIOACTIVITY IN BIOMATERIAL 8 INSTRUMENTS
OF SATELLITES DURING SPACE FLIGHT
N64-11666
MAINTENANCE OF LIFE CONDITIONS, AND MEDICAL &
BIOLOGICAL RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS ABOARD SECOND
SOVIET SATELLITE N66-1168T
CHOICE OF ANIMAL g LOGISTICS FOR BIOLOGICAL
EXPERIMENTS IN SATELLITE N64-11688
SPACE CABIN FOR HOUSING ANIMALS DURING SPACE
FLIGHT N64-11689
METHOOS FOR RECORDING PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA IN DOG
LAYKA DURING SOVIET SPACE FLIGHT
N64--11690
AIR REGENERATION SYSTEM FOR SEALED CAPSULE
OCCUPIED BY ANIMALS DURING SPACE FLIGHTS
N64-11691
SELECTION & PREPARATION OF DOGS FOR SPACE FLIGHT
EXPERIMENTATION N64-11692
HARNESS FOR AFFIXING SENSORS TO DOGS FOR
REGISTRATION OF PHYSIOLOGICAL PHENOMENA DURING
SPACE FLIGHT N64-11694
PROW!BIND FOOD AND MATER FOR DOGS DURING SPACE
FLIGHT N64--11695
BIOLOGICAL _ PHYSIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS CARRIED
OUT ON OOGS IN PRESSURIZED SPACE CABIN DURING
SPACE FLIGHT N64-11696
CHLORELLA PYRENOIOUSA PROTEIN ANALYSIS FOR
ESSENTIAL AMINO ACIDS - SPACE BIOLOGY
N64-I16gT
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE OF CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM TO
VIBRATION STRESS OF SPACE FLIGHT
N64-116?B
PHYSIOLOGY OF DOG RESPIRATORY AND CARDIOVASCULAR
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SPACE FOOC
FOOD PACKAGING AND HANDLING UNDER ZERO-G
CONDITIONS CF SPACE A66-22656
BIOCHEMICAL NUTRITIONAL NEEDS OF PROVIDING FOOD
FOR MEN CN SPACE HISSION A66-26616
COMPOSITION AND FOOD VALUE OF ALGAE FOR USE IN
SPACE FLIGHTS A66-80C38
TECHNOLOGICAL PROBLEMS OF HATER AND ECDD SUPPLY IN
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT A66-80133
SPACE FEEDING PROBLEMS SURVEYED
A66-80199
ALGAE, OTHER PLANTS, AND ANIMALS AS FOOD FOR SPACE
TRAVEL A66-80208
NUTRITIONAL REQUIREMENTS IN SPACE TRAVEL
A66-80395
FOOD MANAGEMENT AND NUTRITION FOR HANNEU SPACE
STATIONS A66-80396
SPACE MENUS DEVELOPED FOR PROJECTS MERCURY AND
GE¥INI A66-BO39T
CONTINUOUS CULTURE TECHNIQUE FOR GROHTH OF ALGA_
CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA 7-11-05 AS SOURCE OF SPACE
FOOD A66-BO666
MAN IN SPACE - FQODy HATER, ENVIRONMENTAL
REGUIREMENTS, HASTE UTILIZATION AND LIFE SUPPORT
SYSTEMS A66-BOTB8
NUTRITIONAL ACCEPTABILITY OF FREEZE-DEHYDRATED
DIET FOR SPACE FLIGHT MISSION A66-80863
IDENTIFICATION OF CELL HALL SUBSTANCES IN ALGAE 8
FUNGI - SPACE FOOD FOR ASTRONAUTS
AMRL-TCR-63-72 N66-116EL
SPACE EICLCGY - EFFECT OF RADIATION EXPOSURE AND
WEIGHTLESSNESS ON ORGANISMSt AND SPACE FOOD STUDY
N66-11667
BRCBLE_ CF SUPPLYING SPACECREH HITH FOOD OF ANIMAL
CRIGIN N66-11672
HIGHLY NUTRITIOUS FOOD DEVELOPED FOR SPACE FLIGHT
ANRL-TDR-G6-38 N66-29939
SPACE MAINTENANCE
CF ORBITAL HDRKER
HUMAN FACTORS FOR EXTRAVEHICULAR SPACE
ENVIRONMENT - _UNAN ADAPTIVE CAPACITY AND
NECESSARY EGUIPMENT A66-80816
SPACE MISSION
LIFE SUPPORT SUBSYSTEMS CONSIDERING FDCD_ HATER,
WASTEw ATMOSPHERIC AND THERMAL CONTROLS
A66-2025T
A-266
LECTURES IN AEROSPACE MEDICINE - LIFE SUPPORT
SYSTEMSt HUMAN PERFORMAHCEe AND LANDING SIMULATION
FOR MANNED LUNAR LANDING, ORBITING LABORATORY, AND
MARS MISSIONS
AD-665253 N66-307[Z
CREH TRAINING AND HUMAN PERFORMANCE ON SPACE
MISSIONS N66-30718
SPACE NAVIGATION
S ASTRONAUTICS
SPACE PROBE
STERILIZATION OF SPACE PROBE COMPONENTS
NASA-OR-56676 N66-23019
STERILIZATION OF SPACE PROBE COMPONENTS
NASA-CR-SB2B6 N66-28228
SPACE PROGRAM
S NASA PROGRAM
HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING AS APPLIED TO AEROSPACE
PROGRAM A66-26820
SPACE PROGRAM, HUMAN ENGINEERINGe AND MEDICAL
RESEARCH N64-11516
NAVAL MEDICAL SUPPORT OF SPACE PROGRAM
N66-3OT15
AIR FORCE MEDICAL SUPPORT OF SPACE PROGRAM
N66-30716
SPACE RADIATION
S GAMMA RADIATION
RADIATION EFFECTS ON BLOOD TISSUE DURING SPACE
FLIGHT A66-11637
ENERGETIC PARTICLES IN COSMIC AND GEOMAGNETICALLY
TRAPPED RADIATION AS HAZARDS TO MANNED SPACE
TRAVEL A66-1165T
ENVIRONMENTAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS
ENCOUNTERED BY MAN IN SPACE EXPLORATION
A66-12932
DOSAGE LEVELS AND BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF RADIATION
HAZARDS FOR MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
A66-19133
GENETIC EFFECTS OF SPACE RADIATION ON LYSOGENIC
BACTERIA, USING MICROBIOLOGY AND CYTOLOGY
A66-25585
RADIATION DOSES DUE TO VAN ALLEN BELTSI GALACTIC
COSMIC RAYS AND SOLAR COSMIC RAYS FOR
INTERPLANETARY FLIGHT A66-27129
PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL ENVIRONMENTS OF THE PLANETS
AND SOLAR RADIATION ENVIRONMENT OF INTERPLANETARY
SPACE A66-80061
BIDS I RECOVERY VEHICLE DESIGN AND EXPERIMENTAL
MISSION A66-80275
RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS OF RADIATION IN
RELATION TO SPACE MEDICINE RESEARCH
A66-80277
SPACE RADIATION ROLE IN SYNTHESIS OF ORGANIC
COMPOUNDS LEADING TO CREATION OF LIFE
A66-80668
DOSIMETRY OF RADIATION FIELDS IN SPACE AND
RELATION TO MANNED SPACEFLIGHT A66-80681
SPACE RADIATION HAZARDS TO MAN AND MEANS OF
PROTECTION A66-80668
COSMIC RADIATION EFFECT CN LIVING ORGANISMS AND
PROBLEMS OF PROTECTION A66-80911
CORRELATION OF LINEAR ENERGY TRANSFER WITH
RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS OF SPACE
RADIATIONS
NASA-CR-SB2B9 N66-29573
SOLAR FLARES AND SPACE RADIATION
N66-3071T
SUBJECTINDEX SPACECRAFT
SPACE RADIATION PROTECTION IN SPACECRAFT
N66-30TI9
SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERES - HIGH OXYGEN TENSION IN
ANIMALS AND HUMANS! OXYGEN TOXICITYt AND DRUG
THERAPY
NASA-SP-67 N66-3121g
SPACE SCIENCE
TECHN|_UES AND EFFECTIVENESS OF CHEMICAL
STERILIZATION IN SPACE RESEARCH
A66-269BI
SPACE PSYCHOLOGY
FTC-MT-63-6BlIG3&6 N66-16375
HEALTHt SPACE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGYe BIOLOGY,
AND PHYSIOLOGY
JPRS-2SS06 N64-2BDD9
SPACE SIMULATION
CF ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION
SIMULATION OF LUNAR GRAVITYI FOR PRELIMINARY
TESTING OF MANNED LUNAR MISSION, SPACECRAFT AND
INSTRUMENTATION A66-15206
HUPAN TOLERANCE TO ROTATION IN SPACE STATION
SIMULATOR, USING NECK BRACES TO REDUCE HEAD
MOVEMENT AND HENCE NAUSEA
AIAA PAPER 66-219 A66-18878
SPACE FLIGHT AND SIMULATION EXPERIMENT
REQUIREMENTS FOR DETERMINING ASTRONAUT PHYSIOLOGY
AND SURVIVAL IN NEAR EARTH ORBIT
A66-28339
SPACE FEEDING PROBLEMS SURVEYED
A66-801_9
PERSONNEL SELECTION PROCEDURE AND SPACE SIMULATION
STUOY IN RELATION TO HUMAN PERFORMANCE IN SPACE
FLIGHT A66-BO45T
VIABILITY OF MICROORGANISMS IN SIMULATED SPACE
NASA-CR-59092 N66-33099
SPACE SINULATOR
IN FLIGHT ACCELERATION CONSIDERING APPLIED AND
INERTIAL FORCES, HUMAN TOLERANCEI VIBRATION AND
IMPACT A66--26617
DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL REQUIREMENTS FOR
ADAPTING ULTRAHIGH VACUUM EQUIPMENT TO STUDY OF
EFFFCTS DF SIMULATED SPACE ENVIRONMENT ON
MICROERGANISMS A66-26980
RECCMMENDEC SAFETY PRACTICES FOR MANNED SPACE
SIMULATOR PRESSURE CHAMBERS
ARTC-61 N66-ZT335
SPACE STATICN
SA ORBITAL SPACE STATION
CF MANNED ORBITAL LABORATORY IMOLI
PHYSICAL EFFECTS OF NOBBLE, STATIC AND DYNAMIC
UNBALANCE, COCKING AND CREN MOVEMENTS ON ROTATING
SPACE STATION
AIAA PAPER 66-335 A66-20358
SPACE SUIT
CF PRESSURIZED SUIT
EMERGENCY LIFE SUSTAINING SYSTEM FOR SPACECRAFT
A66-1399T
RRCJECT APOLLO SPACE SUIT AND LIFE SUPPORT
EQUIPMENT DESIGN ANALYSIS MITH EMPHASIS ON THERMAL
INPUT AND SOURCES A66-1025T
MERCURY PRESSURE SUIT AND SPACE SUIT DESIGN FOR
PROJECT GEMINIt NOTING TEMPERATURE CONTROL BY
VENTILATION DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
A66-18995
INTEGRATED SPACE SUIT, SUIT LCGP AND BACKPACK
SYSTEM FOR NORMAL AND EMERGENCY SPACECRAFT
CPERATION
AIAA PAPER 66-214 A66-20487
TEST SCOPE FOR OPERATIONAL INTEGRITY OF SPACE SUIT
MATERIALS A66-23266
A-26T
HUMAN FACTORS FOR EXTRAVEHICULAR SPACE
ENVIRONMENT - HUMAN ADAPTIVE CAPACITY AND
NECESSARY EQUIPMENT A66-BO816
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS TO ACCELERATION STRESS AND
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING N66-13653
RESTRAINT E PROTECTION CF HUMAN EXPERIENCING
SMOOTH OR OSCILLATING ACCELERATIONS SIMULATING
SPACE FLIGHT N66-13659
ATTENUATION OF EQUILIBRIUM TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS
IN SPACE SUITS USING MATER
AMRL-TDR-63-8D N66-13653
SPACE SUIT DESIGN FACTORS OF TEMPERATURE VARIATION
NITH TIMEr TEMPERATURE OISTRIBUTION, AND FLU|O
CIRCULATION FOR TEMPERATURE EQUALIZATION
AMRL-TDR-63-XO2 N66-15093
SPACE SUIT - BREATHINGt VENTILATION! PRESSURE AND
DECOMPRESSION
FTD-TT-66-136/182G6 N66-21973
DONNING AND DOFFING OF SPACE SUIT IN _EIGHTLESS
CONDITIONS
AMRL-TDR-66-32 N66-22382
SPACE SUIT - LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM
NASA-TT-F-8852 N66-22960
SPACE SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
SAFETY PROBLEMS IN NUCLEAR SPACE SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING, INCLUDING STUDY OF SNAP AND NERVA
PROJECTS A66-11918
SPACE SYSTEM DESIGN OPTIMIZATION BASED ON HUMAN
REQUIREMENTS DURING ACCELERATION
N66-11808
ENGINEERING SAFETY IN MISSILE-SPACE SYSTEMS
N66-25823
HUMAN ENGINEERING CRITERIA FOR USE IN SPACE
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING, ESPECIALLY IN MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR OF ADVANCED SPACE SYSTEMS
NASA-CR-SB5T5 N66-295ST
HUMAN FACTORS INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS FOR SPACE
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
NASA-CR-5?05O N66-33208
SPACE-TIME CONT|NUUR
PERCEPTUAL THEORY OF RELATIVITY REGARDING SPACE
AND TIME AS INSEPARABLE A66-26606
HUMAN PERCEPTION OF ENVIRONMENTAL SPACE-TIME
RELATIONSHIPS N66-25OTB
SPACE TOOL
HUMAN FACTORS FOR EXTRAVEHICULAR SPACE
ENVIRONMENT - HUMAN ADAPTIVE CAPACITY AND
NECESSARY EQUIPMENT A66-BOBI6
SPACE VEHICLE
CF SATELLITE
CF SPACECRAFT
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS IN SPACE VEHICLES CONTRASTED
NITH THOSE IN PERMANENT OR SEMIPERMANENT LUNAR OR
PLANETARY BASES A66-BQBB6
CARBON DIOXIDE REDUCTIONt ATMOSPHERIC REGENERATION
SYSTEMS, AND MATER RECOVERY FOR LONG MISSION
MANNED SPACE VEHICLE
SSO-TDR-66-95 N66-31QT9
SPACECRAFT
CF APOLLO SPACECRAFT
CF LUNAR SPACECRAFT
CF MANNED SPACECRAFT
CF REENTRY VEHICLE
CF SATELLITE
CF SPACE VEHICLE
CF SPACECRAFT CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL
CF SPACECRAFT CONTAMINATION
CF SPACECRAFT ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
CF SPACECRAFT ENVIRONMENT
CF SPACECRAFT [NSTRUNENTAT|ON
CF SPACECRAFT SHIELDING
SPACECRAFT COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM SUBJECT INDEX
CF UNMANNED SPACECRAFT
CF VOSTOK III SPACECRAFT
DF VDSTDK IV SPACECRAFT
CF VOSTOK V SPACECRAFT
CF VOSTOK V] SPACECRAFT
CF VOSTOK SPACECRAFT
VISUAL OBSERVATIONS BY PILOTS OF AMERICAN AND
SOVIET SFACECRAFTS A64-10625
EMERGENCY LIFE SUSTAINING SYSTEM FOR USE DURING
FAILURE OF NORMAL PRESSURIZATION IN SPACECRAFT
AMRL-TDR-63-82 N64-12214
TOLERANCE TO VEHICLE ROTATION OF ASTRONAUTS USING
TURNING AND NODDING MOTION DF HEAD WHILE
PERFORMING SIMPLE TASKS
AIAA PAPER-64-218 N64-Z3608
RACIATION DQSIMETRY ABOARD MERCURY /MR-E/
SPACECRAFT
NASA-TN-C-1862
SPACE RADIATION PROTECTION IN SPACECRAFT
N64-28320
N64-30719
SPACECRAFT COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
COMFORT PROBLEMS RELATED TO SPACECRAFT
COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT
AO-46282B N64-323TT
SPACECRAFT COMPONENT
CONTROLLED CONTAMINATION OF SEALED ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS FOR STUDY OF SPACECRAFT STERILIZATION
RRCCEDURES
SA_-TCR-63-73 N64-25040
SPACECRAFT CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL
INDUCED RADIOACTIVITY IN BIGMATERIAL { INSTRUMENTS
OF SATELLITES DURING SPACE FLIGHT
N64-11686
SPACECRAFT CONTAMINATION
COLD AND ARIDITY AS CONSTRAINTS ON SURVIVAL OF
TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISMS IN SIMULATED MARTIAN
ENVIRCNNENT A64-14661
PREVENTION OF BIOLOGICAL CONTAMINATION ON
EXTRATERRESTRIAL BODIES A64-1882T
REVIEW OF BIOLOGICAL AND PHYSICAL FACTORS IN DRY
HEAT STERILIZATION A64-24979
STERILIZATION OF LUNAR AND PLANETARY SPACECRAFT TO
AVOID CONTAMINATION BY TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISMS
AND ORGANIC MATTER A64-28656
SPACE TRAVEL AND PLANETARY ENVIRONMENT EFFECT ON
MICROORGANISMS A64-BO354
SPACECRAFT SURFACE STERILIZATION OF BACILLUS BY
SELF-STERILIZING FORMALDEHYDE PAINT - INTERNAL
STERILIZATION BY ETHLENE OXIDE A66-80463
MICROBIOLOGICAL CONTAMINATION OF MANNED AND
UNMANNED SPACECRAFT N64-24611
CONTROLLED CONTAMINATION OF SEALED ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS FOR STUDY OF SPACECRAFT STERILIZATION
PROCEDURES
SAM-TCR-63-73 N64-25040
DRY HEAT STERILIZATION OF SPACE PROBES -
BIOLOGICAL_ CHEMICAL, AND PHYSICAL FACTORS
INFLUENCING EFFECTIVENESS
NASA-CR-58285 N64-28764
SPACECRAFT DESIGN
IMPORTANCE OF PILOT VIEWPOINT AND EXPERIENCE IN
MANNED SPACECRAFT DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
A66-26713
METABOLIC INTERCHANGES OF MAN FOR DESIGN OF SPACE
VEHICLES
SM-45905 N64-27338
SPACECRAFT ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
CYBERNETICS ROLE IN SPACE FLIGHT INCLUDING CONTROL
CIRCUITS FOR GUIDANCE AND ELECTRONIC E{UIPMENT
AUTOMATION AND DEVELOPMENT A64-28379
SPACECRAFT ENVIRONMENT
CF CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM
METABOLIC CONSEQUENCES AND PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
OF EXTENDED SPACE MISSIONS FOR WHICH THERE IS NG
CAPABILITY FOB RE-SUPPLY OR CREW ROTATION
A64-10115
SPACECRAFT AND SATELLITE PROGRAMS REVIEWING RECENT
MAJOR FLIGHTS AND EMPHASIZING ADVANCES IN LIFE-
SUPPORT SYSTEMS A64-10151
LIGHTING REQUIREMENTS OF GENERAL CREW STATIONS FOR
MANNED SPACECRAFT A64-1063O
SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERE CONTAMINANTS EFFECTt
PARTICULARLY OZONE, ON VISUAL PERCEPTION
A64-10631
ATMOSPHERE CONSIDERATION FOR SUSTAINED SPACE
FLIGHT NOTING USE OF AN INERT GAS FOR REGENERATING
OXYGEN A64-11428
BIOLOGICAL REGENERATION IN CONFINED ENVIRONMENT OF
SPACECRAFT, EMPHASIZING CLOSED CIRCUIT SYSTEM FOR
REGENERATING RESPIRATORY GASES DURING LONG SPACE
JOURNEYS A66-11632
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT
EXAMINED, PROPOSING NORMAL SEA-LEVEL ENVIRONMENT
FOR EARLY MANNED SPACE OPERATIONS
A64-11456
FOOD FOR ASTRONAUTS DURING SPACE FLIGHTS, NOTING
PROBLEMS AND PECULIAR ASPECTS OF EATING AND
DRINKING IN SPACE ENVIRCNMENT A64-13649
ENGINEERING AND PHYSIOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS
INVOLVED IN SELECTION AND VALIDATIONS OF
ARTIFICIAL GASEOUS ATMOSPHERE FOR GEMINI AND
APOLLO MISSIONS A64-13517
STORABLE PROPELLANT UTILIZATION EXTENDED TO
INCLUDE ATMOSPHERE REPLENISHMENT, THERMAL CONTROL
AND WATER AND PDWER PRODUCTION
AIAA PAPER 64-213 A64-1BB77
HIGHER HEAT CONDUCTIVITY RESULTING FROM
SUBSTITUTION OF HELIUM FOR ATMOSPHERIC NITROGEN IN
SPACESHIP CABINS A64-21118
OXYGEN MANAGEMENT, TOXICITY AND ENVIRONMENT
SELECTION FOR MANNED SPACECRAFT
A64-21182
ENVIRONMENTAL TEST PROGRAM FOR MANNED SPACECRAFT
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS A64-23200
HUMAN ADAPTABILITY LIMITATION TO VARIOUS
ATMOSPHERIC ENVIRONMENTS WITH TOXIC TRACE
CONTAMINANTS A64-24395
HUMAN THERMAL BALANCE, HEAT TOLERANCE AND
PROTECTION IN ARTIFICIAL SPACECRAFT ENVIRONMENT
A64-24396
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS_
VIGILANCE AND SENSORY DEPRIVATION SIMULATED BY
IMMERSION EXPERIMENTS A64-24400
LIFE SCIENCE RESEARCH REQUIRED TO ACHIEVE
INTEGRATED MAN-MACHINE SYSTEMS A64-24401
CLOSED ENVIRONMENT LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS DEPENDENT
ON PROPULSION SYSTEMS AND MISSION REQUIREMENTS
A64-24402
OPERATION OF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS AND RELATED
NERVE CENTERS UNDER CONDITIONS OF ZERO GRAVITY
A64-26975
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF
ISOLATION AND CONFINEMENT ON HUMAN RELIABILITY
A64-24977
SUBMARINE AND SPACECRAFT ATMOSPHERES_ EXAMINING
HUMAN TOLERANCE LIMITS FOR EXTENDED CONTINUOUS
EXPOSURE TO CARBON DIOXIDE AND INCREASED OXYGEN
A64-25319
A-268
SUBJECT INDEX SPATIAL ORIENTATION
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS FOR ARTIFICIAL ATMOSPHERES IN
SPACECRAFT CABINS A66-25ST3
REUTILIZATION CF HUMAN HASTE MATERIALS IN
SPACECRAFT LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
A66-25536
WATER REGENERATION METHODS FOR SPACECRAFT LIFE
SUPPORT SYSTEMS A66-25577
SPACECRAFT CABIN ARRANGEMENT EFFECTS ON ASTRONAUTS
PSYCHIC AND PHYSICAL TONUS A66-25579
PHYSTCCCHEMICAL REUTILIZATTCN OF HUMAN NASTE FOR
SPACECRAFT LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
A66-25586
EMISSION OF TOXIC CASES BY HUMANS IN HERMETICALLY
SEALED CABIN MITH REFERENCE TO AIR PURIFICATION
REgUIREHENTS A66-25SB9
ASTRONAUT EFFICIENCY IN SIMULATED SPACECRAFT
ENVIRONMENT NITH RESPECT TO WORK AND REST
CCNDITIDNSt SPACE SUIT CONFINEMENT AND FLIGHT
TASKS A66-25591
ELECTROLYTIC DECOMPOSITION OF MATER IN NEIGHTLESS
ENVIRONMENT TO OBTAIN OXYGENt USING WASTE PRODUCTS
A66-25607
LIFE SUPPORT MANAGEMENT HITHIN SPACECRAFT DURING
EMERGENCY THAT HAY REQUIRE RESCUE
A66-27823
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL FOR SPACECRAFT INCLUDING
CRYOGENIC GAS STORAGE, TEMPERATURE CONTROLt
ATMOSPHERE CONTROL AND HATER MANAGEMENT
A66-28087
RADIATION FIELD WITHIN SPACE VEHICLES
A66-BO1T3
SPACE CABIN ENVIRONMENT AND SPACE FLIGHT STRESSES
A66-BO226
THIRST PREVENTION AND HATER RECOVERY FROM SEA
HATER AND FROM URINE BY FREEZE-DRYING DURING
PROLONGED SPACE FLIGHT ABq-BO550
FORMATION OF ARTIFICIAL ENVIRONMENT IN SPACESHIP
CABIN N66-Z3739
ENVIRONMENT OF SPACESHIP CABIN OR ORBITAL STATION
N64-73745
PHYSICAL EFFICIENCY OF ASTRONAUTS IN SPACECRAFT
ENVIRONMENT N64-2375T
SUSPENSION OF UNICELLULAR ALGAE AS COMPONENT OF
CLOSED CYCLE FOR CREATION OF NORMAL HUMAN ACTIVITY
CONDITIONS IN LONG-TERM SPACE FLIGHTS
N64-Z3768
SPACECRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL ACOUSTIC TEST FACILITY -
LISTENING FATIGUE AND COMFORT
AD-462_27 N64-323T6
SPACECRAFT INSTRURENTATION
RADIOTELEMETRY IN BIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS ON
VOSTOK llI AND VOSTOK IV FLIGHTS
A64-80639
SPACECRAFT RENDEZVOUS
VISUAL OBSERVATION BY AN ASTRONAUT OF ANOTHER
SPACE VEHICLE FOR SPACECRAFT RENDEZVOUS PURPOSES
A66-10626
VISUAL CAPABILITIES IN ACOUISITIONt HOMING AND
DOCKING PHASES OF SPACECRAFT RENDEZVOUS
A64-10634
ASTRONAUT ROLE IN SPACECRAFT ORBITAL RENDEZVOUS
A66-27816
SPACECRAFT SHIELDING
SOLAR FLARE RADIATION HAZARDS, DISCUSSING PARTICLE
FLUX CALCULATIONS AND RADIATION DOSAGE UNDER
VARIOUS SHIELDING THICKNESSES Ab4-1347T
RADIATION DOSES AND BIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS
CONDUCTED DURING FLIGHTS OF VOSTDK I11 AND
VOSTDK IV A64-2366T
RADIATION SHIELOING DEPENDENT ON OOSIMETRY OF
FLARE-PRODUCED AND VAN ALLEN BELT PROTON BEAMS
A64-2439T
RADIATION FIELD MITHIN SPACE VEHICLES
A64-BO1T3
SPACECRAFT TELEVISION
CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION DISPLAY SYSTEM FOR
REMOTE CONTROLLED LUNAR LANDING SIMULATION
A64-2TBO8
SPACECREN
SPACECRAFT PILOT SELECTION AND TRAINING FOR
MERCURYt GEMINI, X-15 AND X-20 PROGRAMSe NOTING
ASTRONAUT TRAINING AND AEROSPACE RESEARCH PILOT
SCHOOL A64-11340
PHYSICAL EFFECTS OF HOBBLE, STATIC AND DYNAMIC
UNBALANCE, DOCKING AND CREW MOVEMENTS ON ROTATING
SPACE STATION
AIAA PAPER 64-335 A64-2035B
INFECTION OF SPACECREH BY EXTRATERRESTRIAL
MICROORGANISMS A64-81OZ6
STRESSES ON FLIGHT CREH IN SPACE FLIGHT
N64-1164g
PROBLEM OF SUPPLYING SPACECREN HITH FOOD OF ANIMAL
ORIGIN N64-11672
SPACECREM SELECTION AND TRAINING - LITERATURE
SURVEY
$1D-63-707 N64-16623
PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF RESTRICTED HDRKSPACE AND
MONK-REST CYCLE ON CREN FOR LUNAR MISSION
NASA-TN-D-2OBS N64-16519
SELECTION OF SPACE CREMS FOR EXTENDED
JOURNEYS - APPLICATION OF PSYCHOLOGICAL CRITERIA
JPRS-23853 N64-17536
MEDICAL PROBLEMS OF CREM HEALTH IN CLOSED
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM N64-24629
CREW TRAINING AND HUMAN PERFORMANCE ON SPACE
MISSIONS N64-30718
SATELLITE TO EARTH VISIBILITY OF CRENMAN - HUMAN
PERFORMANCE N64-30720
SPATIAL ORIENTATION
PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF SUBMARINE ENVIRONMENT ON
HUMAN BEHAVIOR AND ADJUSTMENT POTENTIALITY OF
PERSONNEL FOR EXTENDED SUBMERGED DUTY
A64-I29TT
DISORIENTATION INDUCEO BY HALLUCINOGENIC DRUGS IN
NACACA NEMESTRINA A64-16000
SPACE ORIENTATION IN HUMAN BEINGS NITH REGARD TO
GRAVITY RECEPTOR PERFORMANCE UNDER DIFFERENT FIELD
STRENGTHS A64-22818
SCOTOPIC ACUITY THRESHOLDS IN UPRIGHT AND TILTED
BODY POSITION A64-80140
ACCELERATION TOLERANCE, ACCELERATION PROTECTION,
AND EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION ON VISION AND
ORIENTATION A64-80163
RESPONSE OF OTOLITH ORGANS TO BODY TILT IN CAT
A64-80217
BLOOD PRESSURE EFFECTS OF DEHYDRATION AND HEAT
AFTER SHORT PERIOD IN RECLIN]NG POSITION
A66-80271
SPATIAL ORIENTATION IN MAN VIA VISUAL,
KINESTHETIC, LABYRINTHINE, AND CUTANEOUS
SENSATIONS A64-80445
RESPONSE TO NEIGHTLESSNESS AS RELATED TO ASTRONAUT
A-269
SPATIAL PERCEPTION
TRAINING AND SELECTION A64-80525
GRAVITATIONAL STRESS AND PERCEPTION OF POSITION IN
SPACE A64-80635
ROLE OF GRAVITY AND BOOV POSITION IN SPATIAL
ORIENTATION A64-BO691
GALVANIC STIMULATION OF VESTIBULAR SYSTEN AND
PERCEPTION OF VERTICAL IN PRESENCE OF TILTED
VISUAL FIELD A64-80703
ROLE OF OTDLITHS IN DISORIENTATION DURING AND
AFTER WEIGHTLESSNESS AND CHANGES IN LINEAR
ACCELERATION A64-80924
SPATIOTEMPORAL RELATIONS IN AFTEREFFECTS OF
I-FIGURE ON CRITICAL FLICKER FREQUENCY
A64-80934
PENSACOLA SLOW ROTAIION ROOM IN DISORIENTATION AND
MOTION SICKNESS STUDIES A64-80976
PERCEPTION OF VERTICALITY IN VOUNGt NIDDLE-AGED_
AND OLD INDIVIDUALS OF SIMILAR NONVERBAL
INTELLIGENCE A64-81115
AROUSAL EFFECT ON FIELD DEPENDENCE ASSESSED BY
ROD AND FRAME TEST UNDER QUIET AND NOISE
CONDITIONS A64-81142
STIMULUS CONTROL FOR BIRD ORIENTATION AND
NAVIGATION A64-81175
SPATIAL ORIENTATION DURING SPACE TRAVEL AND USE OF
HALLUCINOGENS TO TRAIN ASTRONAUTS TO PERFORM UNDER
CONDITIONS OF DISORIENTATION A64-81325
SPATIAL ORIENTATION WITHIN ROTATING ROOM AS
DETERMINED ON TILTING CHAIR AND ROD-AND-FRAME
TESTS A64-81329
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ROTATIONAL ACCELERATION
IN RELATION TO MOTION SICKNESSt SPATIAL
OISORIENTATIONt 6 BLACKOUT N6_-13454
MECHANISMS OF SPATIAL ORIENTATION IN BATS
JPRS-27285 N64-33974
SPATIAL PERCEPTION
ACCOMMODATION AND CONVERGENCE CONSIDERED WITHIN
CONTEXT OF ADJUSTMENT TO SPATIAL ENVIRONMENT AS
FUNCTION OF EXOPHORIA AND HYPEROPIA.
A64-80026
SPACE PERCEPTION AND RELATION TO TINE BASED ON
MINKOWSKI THEORY A64-80690
HYPERBOLIC SPACE STRUCTURE COMPARED WITH EUCLIDEAN
STRUCTURE OF VISUAL SPACE A64-B049I
COGNITIVE STRUCTURINGt FIELD DEPENDENCE-
INDEPENDENCE_ AND PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO
PERCEPTUAL ISOLATION A64-80727
APPARENT DISTANCE IN HORIZONTAL PLANE WITH
TACTILE-KINESTHETIC STINULI IN RELATION TO SPACE
PERCEPTION A64-80969
PROBLEMS ON HUMAN ENGINEERING PSYCHOLOGY AND
VISUAL AND SPATIAL PERCEPTION
JPRS-LBTI9 N66-1OT86
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MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF LUNG FOR MECHANICAL STRESS
STUDIES A66-80539
WATER AND FOOD INTAKE INFLUENCE ON MONKEY /MACACA
MULATTAZ DURING EXPOSURE TO COLD AND HEAT STRESS
A66-B0551
LONG-TERN STRESS AND PREMATURE AGING IN RAT WITH
EFFECT ON BASAL METABOLIC RATE, ADRENAL GLAND,
PROSTATE GLAND, AND WHITE BLOOD CELL
A64-80566
CATECHOLAMINE EXCRETION PATTERNS DURING VARIOUS
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PATHOPHYSIOLOGICAL CONDITIONS
A64-E0652
STARVATION AND SLEEP DEPRIVATION-EFFECT ON
EXCRETION OF 17-HYDROXYCORTICDSTEROIDS AND STRESS
RESPONSIVE INDOLE SUBSTANCE A64-BO6TS
CATECHOLAMINE EXCRETION AND PERFORMANCE DURING
STRESS A66-8OT63
NOISE STRESS AS CAUSE OF DECREASED ARTERIAL
PRESSURE IN RETINA AND LINK TO VASOMOTOR REACTION
IN MAN A64-BO952
THORACIC AND ABDOMINAL MASS LOADING EFFECT ON
VOLUME PRESSURE CURVES IN CONSCIOUS AND
ANESTHETIZED, OBESE AND NORMAL SUBJECTS
A64-80ggT
PSYCHOLDGICALt PHYSIOLOGICAL_ AND BIOCHEMICAL
EFFECTS OF STRESS IN FASTING MAN
A66-81005
PERIPHERAL VASOCONSTRICTION INDUCED BY EMOTIONAL
A-274
SUBJECTINDEX SUBGRAVITY
STRESS IN RATS A66-81CBT
ORIGIN OF SUBJECTIVE EXPERIENCE OF STRESS DURING
PHYSICAL MORK - INVESTIGATION OF CARDIOVASCULAR
AND METABOLIC CORRELATES IN MAN
A66-BICBB
RESERPINE AND CHLDRPROMAZINE - EFFECT ON RATS
SUEJECTEO TO EXPERIMENTAL STRESS
A66-B1132
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF COGNITIVE DISSONANCE UNOER
STRESS AND DEPRIVATION A66-BI176
STRESSES ON FLIGHT CREN IN SPACE FLIGHT
N66-11669
ROLE OF FUNCTIONAL STRESS IN LOCALIZATION OF
RACIATION SICKNESS
JPRS-22586 N66-12576
FLIGHT MEOICINE- VEGETATIVE-HORMONAL STRESS
RESPONSE IN RANt HYPOXIA _ METABOLISM, FAT
EMBOLISM DURING DECOMPRESSION
CVL-2T3 N66-12751
VEGETATIVE-HORMONAL STRESS RESPONSE IN MAN
FOLLDNING STRESS ADAPTATION - EOSINOPHILE COUNT IN
BLOOD E AORENO-CORTICAL HORMONE LEVEL IN PLASMA
N66-12753
ERROR ANALYSIS OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE ON TRACKING
TASKS UNOER STRESS
AD-428112 N66-14168
STIMULATION OF ORGANISM METABOLIC PROCESSES UNOER
OXYGEN OEFICIENCY, MUSCULAR MORKw HEATt COLD, OR
ACCELERATION STRESS N64-15065
HUFAN INFORMATION PROCESSING UNDER TASK STRESS
ESO-TCR-63-65T N66-16088
#_ACHINE DISCRIMINATION OF SPEECH AND CARDIAC
SOUNDS TC MEASURE PILOT STRESS BY CHANGES IN VOICE
ANO HEART FUNCTION SOUNO
NASA-CR-53501 N64-205_T
STRESS ANO FATIGUE IN HUMAN BEHAVIOR DURING
ISOLATION FROM EXIERNAL STIMULI
JPRS-2_961 N66-212B8
CARDIOVASCULAR EFFECTS OF REFEEOING STRESS
FOLLOWING STARVATION
TR-62-_ N66-21553
STRESS AND FATIGUE UNDER ISOLATED CONDITIONS
FTO-TT-63-IC15/I_2£6 N66-Z193B
YOONGS MODULUS E BREAKING STRENGTH DF BODY TISSUES
AMRL-TCR-66-23 N66-2231T
INFORMATION PROCESSING IN COMPLEX TASK UNDER SPEED
STRESS
REPT.-1129 N64-2255T
STRESS EFFECT ON RAOIOSENSITIVITY OF RATS AND
EFFECTIVENESS OF RACIOPROTECTIVE ACTION OF
MERCAMINE
JPRS-25130 N66-23255
LANDING IMPACT STRESS ON ANIMALS IMMERSED IN MATER
N66-23763
ASCORBIC ACID PROPHYLAXIS AND TREATMENT FOR
ILLNESSe TRAUMAt EXPOSURE TO COLD NEATHERt AND
EXTREME PHYSICAL EXERCISE
AD-629526 N6_-25323
EFFECT OF ANESTHESIA ON STRESS REACTION OF RAT
PITUITARY AND AORENAL GLANDS N66-31344
EFFECT OF STRONG STRESS AND HIGH DOSES OF
AORENOCORTICDTROPIN HORMONE ON MORPHOPHYSIOLOGICAL
REERGANIZATION OF RAT ADRENAL GLAND
N6_-31365
KETONE PRODUCTION AS HUMAN REACTION TO BIOLOGICAL
STRESSES - COLOw EXERCISEr AND STARVATION
APR-2 N64-32146
CHANGE IN FUNCTION OF THYROID GLAND DURING STRESS
JPRS-26911 N66-32748
HUMAN ADAPTATION TO ALTITUDEw HEATv COLDt PHYSICAL
EXERTIONt ACOELERATIONt RAOIATIONm IN SPACE FLIGHT
NASA-TT-F-915B N66-33410
STRESS TENSOR
S MINKOMSKI THEORY
STRONTIUM 90
DEGREE OF RETENTION IN MINIATURE SWINE OF
INGESTED AND INTRAVENOUSLY INJECTED
RAOIONUCLIOES USED IN SNAP /SYSTEM FOR
NUCLEAR AUXILIARY PONERI PROGRAM
R66-80839
SOME DISTRIBUTION CHARACTERISTICS OF STRONTIUM 90
IN SKELETONS OF DOGS AFTER SINGLE AND LONG-TERM
DOSES
JPRS-2199T N64-10389
TRANSFER OF STRENTIUM 90 THROUGH MILK IN LACTATING
MONKEYS AND RATS
UR-635 N66-10616
ALGAE FOR HUMAN NUTRITION AND CALCIUM £ PHOSPHORUS
USED TO REDUCE STRONTIUM-90 CONTENT OF RAT
SKELETON
JPRS-22295 N66-126_2
CALCIUM AND PHOSPHORUS DIETARY SUPPLEMENT AS
MEANS OF REDUCING STRONTIUM-90 ACCUMULATION IN
SKELETAL BONES OF RATS N66-12666
FALLOUT - RADIONUCLIOE LEVELS IN MILKt TAP MATER,
& UPPER AIR - STRONTTUM-90 FALLOUT & LEVELS IN
HUMAN DIET G BONE
HASL-135 N6q-12909
PASSAGE OF STRONTIUM 90 INTO BROTH FORMED DURING
COOKING OF BONES, MEATe POTATOESv AND CABBAGE
JPRS-26139 N64-18114
STRONTIUM 90 TOXICITY IN RAT EMBRYO
UR-639 N66-18348
RETENTION OF STRONTIUM 90 IN RATS AS FUNCTION OF
DOSEt AGEt & AOM|NISTRATION RATE
UR-662 N64-2OTIS
EFFECT OF STRONTIUM 90 AND RADIUM 226 ON BEAGLE
UCD-472-110 N66-26043
STRUCTURE
SA MEMBRANE STRUCTURE
SA MICRDSTRUCTURE
SA MOLECULAR STRUCTURE
STRUCTURAL-MEDICAL ANALYSIS OF CIVIL AIRCRAFT
ACCIDENT INJURIES AND MEANS OF INCREASING SAFETY
A64-80851
LOGIC SYSTEMS - THEORY OF STRUCTURES AND FUNCTION
IN SCIENCE OF BEHAVIOR
ESO-TDR-66-193 N66-21533
SUBGRAVITV
SPACE FLIGHT PROBLEMS OF SUBGRAVITY TACKLED BY
SIMULATION METHODS AND EY ACTUAL METHODS MITH
RESULTS ON PSYCHOMOTOR BEHAVIOR OF SUBJECTS AND ON
SPACE-ORIENTATION FUNCTION OF THE LABYRINTH
A64-11635
WEIGHTLESSNESS AND SUEGRAVITY EFFECT ON
PHYSIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS PARTICULARLY NUSCULO-
SKELETAL_ CARDIOVASCULAR AND EQUILIBRIUM SENSES
A66-2661B
ACCELERATION EFFECT ON PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORMANCE_
EFFECTS OF SUBGRAVITY AND _EIGHTLESSNESS ON THE
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEMt AND TECHNIQUES FOR THE
STUDY OF ACCELERATION AND MEIGHTLESSNESS
A66-80125
PHYSIOLOGIC AND PSYCHOLOGIC EFFECTS OF SUBGRAVITY
AND MEIGHTLESSNESS A6_-80126
ELEVATOR ILLUSION OBSERVED IN FLIGHT DURING
SUBGRAVITY PRECEDED BY NEGATIVE ACCELERATION
A-2T5
SUBLIMINALSTIMULUS
A64-BO174
BIDSI RECOVERYHICLED SIGNA DEXPERIMENTALMISSION A64-BO275
SUBATMCSPHERIC EFFECT AND VENOUS PRESSURE ON
BLOOD FLOW IN HUMAN FOREARM AND DIGIT
666-81239
SUBLIMINAL STIMULUS
FORM RECOGNITION AT BRIEF DURATION AS FUNCTION OF
ADAPTING FIELD AND INTERVAL BETWEEN STIMULATIONS
A64-80070
SUBLIMINAL PERCEPTION - LEARNED RESPONSES TO
TARGETS AT SUBCEPTUAL LEVELS AND CENTRAL NERVOUS
SYSTEM RESPONSE CAPACITY A64-BOSTL
SUBMARINE
SA NUCLEAR SUBMARINE
ORGANIC CONTAMINANTS - ATMOSPHERE ABOARD SUBMARINE
NRL-6076 N64-19393
ANALYZER FOR DETECTION OF ORGANIC COMPOUNDS IN
ATMOSPHERE OF NUCLEAR SUBMARINE
NRL-AO66 N66-19607
EFFECTS OF ATMOSPHERIC CONTAMINANTS ON SUBMARINE
AND SPACECRAFT EQUIPMENT N64-26613
SUBMERSION
CF IMMERSION
CHANGES IN MORPHOLOGY OF BLOOD IN ATHLETES AFTER
UNDERWATER SUBMERSION - RESUSCITATION OF DOGS
AFTER DEATH BY ELECTRIC TRAUMA
JPRS-I8855 N64-10867
SUBORBITAL FLIGHT
BIEMECICAL TELEMETRY REVIEWED IN CONJUNCTION WITH
STUDIES CF F-lOS PILOTS 664-80096
SUBSTRATE
PHYSICAL CONSTANTS OF VERMICULITEt PENOSHAMOTEt
CERAMSITE AND PERLITE SUBSTRATES FOR CLOSED
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS A64-25587
CHARACTERISTICS CF ARTIFICIAL SUBSTRATES FOR USE
IN CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS N64-23753
SUO-AVIATION SE-21O AIRCRAFT
SUBJECTIVE EVALUATION OF DISCOMFORT CAUSED BY DO-8
AND CARAVELLE AIRCRAFT NOISE 664-80673
SUGAR
S POLYSACCHARIDE
SUGGESTION
SUGGESTION AS POSSIBLE SOURCE OF REPORTED VISUAL
SENSATIONS IN PERCEPTUAL ISOLATION
A64-BO510
AUTOKINETIC ILLUSION - FREQUENCY AND DIRECTION CF
MOVEMENT OF LIGHT STIMULUS RELATED TO SUGGESTION,
EYE MOVEMENT, AND RELATIVE SENSORY DEPRIVATION
A66-80576
SUGGESTION - INFLUENCE OF INSTRUCTION ON
PERCEPTION DF AUTOKINETIC EFFECT
A66-80617
TECHNIQUE FOR CONTROLLING SUGGESTION EFFECT DURING
PERFORMANCE OF VISUAL TASK 664-81215
SUIT
S PRESSURIZED SUIT
S SPACE SUIT
SULFANILAMIDE
ACETYLATION OF SULFANILAMIDE IN FEMALE MOUSE LIVER
DURING CHRONIC IRRADIATION N64-135OB
SULFATE
CF AMPHETAMINE SULFATE
CONVULSIONS PREVENTED BY TREATMENT WITH MANGANESE
SULFATE IN RATS EXPOSED TO OXYGEN UNDER PRESSURE
A64-80283
SULFATE REDUCTION BY BACTERIA
UCRL-IC966 N64-119BT
SUBJECT INDEX
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SULFIDE
S CARBON DISULFIDE
S COPPER SULFIDE
S HYDROGEN SULFIDE
SULFITE
S SODIUM SULFITE
SULFUR
BIOGEOCHENISTRY OF SULFUR IN LITHOSPHERE AND
BIOGENIC OXIDATION OF HYDROGEN SULFIDE TO SULFUR 8
SULFATES
JPRS-22672 N64-13007
SULFUR COMPOUND
INTERACTION OF FREE RADICAL FROM INHIBITORS OF
ENZYMES WITH PROTEIN SULFUR COMPOUNDS
N66-1OB54
ANTIRADIATION ACTIVITY OF SULFUR AMINO ACID
COMPOUNDS ON ANIMAL TISSUE N64-12797
ORAL ADMINISTRATION OF SEROTONIN AND SULFUR DRUGS
ANO EFFECT ON RADIATION CHANGES OF SPLEEN_ THYMUS
GLAND, AND INTESTINE ENZYME ACTIVITIES
N64-13504
PURPLE SULFUR, PURPLE NDNSULFURt AND GREEN SULFUR
PHOTOSYNTHESIZING BACTERIA
JPRS-24319 N64-18975
SULFUR OXIDE
S02 ABSORPTION IN RESPIRATORY TRACT OF RABBIT AS
RELATED TO CONCENTRATION AND BREATHING PHASE
AAk-BO963
SUNSPOT
S SOLAR FLARE
SUPERCONDUCTIVITY
S ELECTRIC CONDUCTIVITY
SUPEROXIDE
SUPEROXIOES FOR OXYGEN PRODUCTION AND CARBON
DIOXIDE REMOVAL IN CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS
A64-B0831
SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT
PROBLEMS OF VISUAL PERCEPTION ANO REACTION TIME
FOR PREVENTION OF SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT COLLISIONS
N64-I5047
SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS IN
SELECTION OF FLYING PERSONNEL ASSIGNED TO
SUPERSONIC AND HYPERSONIC TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
666-11728
HUMAN ENGINEERING FACTORS AND LIMITATIONS APPLIED
AT INITIAL DESIGN STAGES OF SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT
A64-16438
SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT DESIGN WITH REGARD TO
BIOENGINEERING REQUIREMENTS FOR DISPLAY AND
CONTROL SYSTEMS A64-26717
IONIZING RADIATION OPERATIONAL HAZARDS OF
SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT 664-25786
PILOTED SIMULATOR STUDIES OF LOW-SPEED
LONGITUDINAL HANDLING QUALITIES OF SUPERSONIC
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT N64-10909
PILOTED SIMULATOR STUDY OF HANDLING QUALITIES OF
SUPERSONIC TRANSPORTS IN LANDING MANEUVERS
NASA-TN-D-2251 N66-17993
SUPPLY
S POWER SUPPLY
SUPPORT
HUMAN REACTION TO TORQUE REQUIRED FOR SUPPORT OF
MASS ON ROD WITH EXTENDED ARM AND HAND
TR-20 N66-2709B
SUPPORT INTERFERENCE
IMPACT AND SUPPORT RESTRAINT CONDITIONS EFFECT ON
PATHOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGY OF GUINEA PIGS
664-25551
A-276
SUBJECT INDEX SNEATING
• SUPRORT SYSTEM
S LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM
SUPPRESSOR
TRYPTCPHAN SYNTHETASE MUTANTS OF YEAST - SUPER-
SUPPRESSOR ACTION IN RELATION TO ALLELIC NAPPING 8
COMPLEMENTATION
UCRL-IIIgl N66-ITTDT
SURFACE
S PLANETARY SURFACE
S SURFACE COOLING
S SURFACE GEOMETRY
S SURFACE NAVE
SURFACE CQQI. ING
EFFECT OF AOJACENT COOLING ON GALVANIC SKIN
RESPONSE AND SKIN RESISTANCE OF ISOTHERMAL AREA
SAP-TCR-63-TO N66-32602
SURFACE GEOMETRY
EFFECTS OF PHYSICAL AND GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS AND
HUMAN VISUAL LIMITATIONS ON VISIBILITY DURING
LOW ALTITUDE HIGH SPEED FLIGHT N64-31511
SURFACE MAVE
EQUATIONS OF EQUAL PLANET SYSTEM VIEWED FROM
SURFACE WAVE N66-135TS
SURGERY
INTERVERTEBRAL DISK DISEASE IN PLYING PERSONNEL
A66-13996
SURGERY FOR MASSIVE UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL
HEMORRHAGE IN FLYING PERSONNEL A66-80869
SOVIET MEDICINE - VASCULAR SURGERYv METABOLISMe
HYPERTENSIDNe AND THERAPEUTIC UNDERWEAR
JPRS-IT69B N66-10683
EFFECT OF IONIZING RADIATION ON WOUNDS - SURGERY
TEXTBOOK
JPRS-1927B N66-11066
HYDROXYCORTICOSTEROIO LEVEL OF PATIENTS SCHEDULED
FOR DENTAL SURGERY
SAM-TOR-63-11 N66-12366
CLINICAL RADIOLOGY RELATION TO SURGERY AND STUDIES
OF ORGANS AND TISSUES
JPRS-23317 N66-15336
SURGICAL TREATMENT OF BURN INJURIES
JPRS-23933 N66-IB39B
SURVIVAL
CF LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM
CF SHELTER
SURVIVAL FOLLOWING CONTROLLED AIRCRAFT CRASHES
A66-13996
PHYSIOLOGIC AND NEOICAL ASPECTS OF PROTECTIVE
SHELTER HABITABILITY UNDER SURVIVAL CONDITIONS
A6_-BOOOT
PARACHUTING HISTORY A66-80165
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF HIGHLY OXYGENATED
ENVIRONMENT AND SURVIVAL IN MOUSE
A66-BOIB3
HISTORY OF ESCAPE SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT FOR AIRy SEAw
AND SPACE USE A66-BOIBB
DECOMPRESSION OF RICE AND SURVIVAL IN ATMOSPHERES
CONTAINING HELIUM OR ARGON IN PLACE OF NITROGEN
a6k-80699
AIR FORCE AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS RESULTING IN INJURIES
AND FATALITIES - RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SURVIVAL
A66-80503
COSMIC RADIATION AND HIGH ALTITUDE EFFECTS ON
SURVIVAL, LUNGS, AND SPLEEN OF TUBERCULAR MICE
OF BOTH SEXES A66-80616
COSMIC RADIATION EFFECT ON TUBERCLE BACILLI
INOCULATED MALE AND FEMALE MICE AT HIGH ALTITUDE
AND AT SEA LEVEL A66-80616
SUBARCTIC SURVIVAL-EFFECT OF SUPPLEMENTS OF FLUID
AND SODIUM COMPOUNDS ON WATER LOSS DURING
STARVATION A66-80696
PROLONGEO ANOXIC SURVIVAL OF RAT DUE TO ANOXTA
PRE-EXPOSURE AS RELATEO TO BRAIN ADENOSINE
TRIPHOSPHATE, LACTATE, AND PYRUVATE CONCENTRATIONS
A66-BOBI6
LEARNING SET PERFORMANCE, VISION, HEARING,
LOCOMOTIONt EATING, BODY WEIGHT, AND SURVIVAL OF
SQUIRREL MONKEYSe SAIMIRI SCIUREUS, EXPOSED TO
RAPID DECOMPRESSION A66-BO836
HYPOXIA, HYPERCAPNIAt AND/OR PENTOBARBITONE
ANESTHESIA AS RELATEO TO BODY TEMPERATURE AND
SURVIVAL TIME OF RABBIT EXPOSEO TO COLD
A64-BO92T
PORTABLE SOLAR STILL FOR RECOVERY OF PGTABLE MATER
BY AIRCREN SURVIVORS AT SEA A66-81030
BLOOD, TISSUE, ENZYME, AND ISOENZYRE CHANGES OF
RAT EXERCISING AT GROUND LEVEL AND AT 28,000 FEET
A64-B1321
DIURNAL FREEZE-THAWING AND SURVIVAL OF SELECTED
BACTERIA N66-10989
HUMAN SURVIVABILITY OF EXTREME IMPACTS IN FREE
FALL
CARI-63-15 N66-11995
AEROSPACE MEDICINE - ESCAPE FROM HIGH SPEED
AIRCRAFT AND SURVIVAL UNDER ENVIRONMENTAL STRESS
AGAROOGRAPH-52 N66-13693
SURVIVAL TIME OF NICE PROTECTED WITH NITRO-
SUBSTITUTED HYDROCARBONS AFTER LETHAL DOSE OF
X-RAYS N66-13507
BACTERIAL SURVIVAL IN SIMULATED EXTRATERRESTRIAL
ENVIRONMENT
NASA-CR-53106
SURVIVAL OF NICE IN ABSENCE OF INERT GAS
N66-I6765
N64-17953
BACTERIAL SURVIVAL IN SIMULATED MARTIAN
ENVIRONMENT
NASA-CR-SOSI6 N64-Z2759
SURVIVAL OF MICROORGANISMS IN SIMULATED
ENVIRONMENT OF MARS SURFACE N66-25115
SURVIVAL OF BACILLUS SUBTILIS IN SIMULATED MARTIAN
ENVIRONMENT N64-29559
EFFECT OF VIBRATION AND RESTRAINT ON BODY WEIGHT
AND SURVIVAL OF ALBINO RAT
REPT.-5 N64-29583
SUSPENSION
S SOLID SUSPENSION
SWEATING
HEAT EFFECT AND AROUSAL EFFECT ON SWEATING AND
ELECTROOERMAL RESPONSE OF HAND AND CHEST
A66-12937
VALIDATION OF TWO MEASURES OF ANXIETY, AFFECT
ADJECTIVE CHECK LIST AND PALMAR SWEAT INDEX
A66-80069
INSENSIBLE WEIGHT LOSS OF CLOTHED RESTING SUBJECTS
1N COMFORT ZONE TEMPERATURES A66-BOllB
CARBON OIOXIDE INHALATION AND SWEATING DURING
EXPOSURE TO DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES IN
ENVIRONMENTAL CHANBER A66-801TI
PH CF FOREHEAD SWEAT AND SALIVA DURING PHYSICAL
EXERCISE A66-80370
HEAT REACTIONS OF ACCLIMATIZED AND UNACCLIMATIZEO
CAUCASIANS IN TEMPERATE, IN HOT AND DRY, ANO IN
HOT AND HUMID CLIMATES A66-BO69T
INSENSIBLE PERSPIRATION AND BODY WEIGHT AS RELATED
a-277
SWITCHING SUBJECTINDEX
TO VARIOUS ATMOSPHERIC HUMIDITY LEVELS
A64-80771
SWEATING AND HEAT ACCLIMATIZATION RELATED TO
TEMPERATURE REGULATION DURING REST AND EXERCISE
A64-80882
LOCAL SWEATING RESPONSE TO HEATING AND LOCAL SWEAT
SUPPRESSION DURING ACCLIMATIZATION OF WHOLE BODY
A64-80940
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF HEAT DURING EXERCISE AND
REST IN ACCLIMATIZED AND NONACCLINATIZE_ BANTU
664-81014
EXCRETION DF LIPIDS £ LIPIDIC SUBSTANCES IN HUMAN
SWEAT
REPT.-280 N64-23896
MEASUREMENT OF PHYSIOLOGIC EVAPORATIVE WATER LOSS
CARI-63-25 N64-29846
SWITCHING
TRAINING PLAN FOR PERSONNEL TD MONITOR FLIGHT
CONTROL SYSTEM FOR DETECTING SLOW MALFUNCTION
PRDBLEMS N64-25355
DERIVING THEORY OF RETICULAR FORMATION FROM
SWITCHING TEEORYw MATHEMATICAL LOGICt AND
NONLINEAR CONTROL THEORY CONSIDERATIONS
ERL-8-COCg-622 N64-28916
SWITCHING FUNCTION
AUTOMATIC CONTROL SYSTEMS WITH VARIABLE STRUCTURE
HAVING DISCONTINUOUS SWITCHING FUNCTION
N64-24TD6
SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM
DRIHOSTATIC TOLERANCE LOSS IN REDUCED GRAVITY
ENVIRONMENTt OBSERVING CHANGES IN BLOOD VOLUME
CIRCULATION AND NEUROADRENERGIC SYMPATHETIC
NERVOUS SYSTEM A64-2697L
BLOOD PRESSURE EFFECT UPON THE DISCHARGE RATE OF
CHEMORECEPTOR DURING HYPOXIA AND HYPERCXIA WITH
MODIFICATION BY ADRENALINE AND NORADRENALINE
A64-80326
NIGHT AND DAY WEAPON DELIVERY ACCURACY BY PILOTS
OF HIGH PERFORMANCE AIRCRAFT AS RELATED TO
SYMPATHETIC NERVES, ADRENAL ACTIVITY, MINERAL
METABOLISM_ AND ACID-BASE BALANCE
A64-80823
SYNAPSE
ANALOG COMPUTER SIMULATION OF A NEURAL ELENENT_
USING LOCUS CONCEPT WITH EMPHASIS ON SYNAPTIC
FUNCTIONS A64-[4966
DEVELOPMENT OF SYNAPSES AND CDNNECTIONS OF NERVOUS
SYSTEM WITH SOMATIC MUSCULAR SYSTEM
JPRS-21615 N64-10595
SYNCHROCYCLOTRON
RADIATION HAZARDS IN SYNCHROCYCLOTRON BEAMS AND
NEAR BEAM ZONES
NASA-TT-F-gI36 N64-33402
SYNCHRONIZATION
HUMAN MUSCLE SYNCHRONIZATION WHILE MAINTAINING
FIXED POSITIDN
JPRS-26606 N66-21826
STROBOSCOPE WITH SYNCHRONIZING FEEDBACK FOR STUDY
OF VOCAL CORDS N66-30396
SYNCHROTRDN
RADIATION THERAPY/ SYNCHROTRON UPERATIONt
RADIOBIOLOGY, K RADIATION GENETICS STUDIES
UCSF-23 N64-13133
RADIATION THERAPY OF BRAIN TUMOR WITH HIGH ENERGY
ALPHA PARTICLE BEAN FROM LARGE SYNCHROCYCLOTRON
N64-22865
SYNTHESIS
SA NUCLEOSYNTHESIS
SA PHOTOSYNTHESIS
CHENOSYNTHETIC GAS EXCHANGE SYSTEM FOR LONG
DURATION MANNED SPACE FLIGHT A64-80262
ORGANIC SYNTHESIS BY GREEN_ HIGH TEMPERATURE ALGAE
IN VARIOUS DEVELOPMENTAL STAGES
N64-12001
ANTIHYPERTENSIVE DRUG SYNTHESIS
JPRS-22524 N66-12146
SYNTHESIS OF ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE UNDER POSSIBLE
PRIMITIVE EARTH CONDITIONS
NASA-RP-94 N64-1316B
SYNTHESIS OF ANTIGENS CONTAINING KNOWN SUGARS
AD-430401 N64-16098
MECHANISM OF ELEMENTARY BIOSYNTHESIS - ENERGY-
TRANSFORMING PROCESSES IN NITRDBACTER
NASA-CR-55562 N64-16322
RIBONUCLEIC ACID IN PROTEIN SYNTHESIS
N66-18330
EFFECT OF RADIATION INJURY OF NUCLEI ON SYNTHESIS
OF INFORMATIONAL RIBONUCLEIC ACID IN FISH EMBRYO
JPRS-23944 N66-18336
HUMAN BODY TEMPERATURE CONTROL AND MECHANISM OF
BIOLOGICAL SYNTHESIS OF CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS
NASA-CR-56293 N64-22470
MOLECULAR EVOLUTION IN PROTOBIOLDGICAL SYSTEMS -
CATALYSTS AND CATALYTIC ACTIVITY IN INTERMEDIATE
SYSTEMS FORMED DURING SYNTHESIS OF LOW MOLECULAR
WEIGHT ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
BL-86 N64-22781
NUCLEIC ACIDS AND CHLOROPHYLL BIOSYNTHESIS AND
ELECTROMYOGRAMS UNDER ACCELERATION STRESSES
FTD-TT-63-I05211_2 N64-23659
ROLE OF NUCLEIC ACIDS AND ALBUMIN IN BIOSYNTHESIS
OF CHLOROPHYLL N66-2366D
NONENZYMATIC SYNTHESIS OF NUCLEIC ACID COMPONENTS
AND ABIOGENESIS OF NEURINES, PYRINIDINES_
PENTOSRIBDSE AND DEOXYRIBOSE N66-29699
POSSIBLE SYNTHESIS OF ARTIFICIAL FOODS FROM ALGAE
NASA-TT-F-9166 N66-33407
SYNTHETIC RESIN
CF POLYHETHYL METHACRYLATE
CF POLYVINYL ALCOHOL
INFLIGHT TOXIC HAZARD IN USAF C-54 RESULTING FROM
FUMES FROM FLUOROCARBON RESIN PYROLYSIS
A64-22065
SYSTEM
S AOAPTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM
S CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
S CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
S CLOSED LOOP SYSTEM
S CODING SYSTEM
S COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
S DISPLAY SYSTEM
S ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM
S LINEAR SYSTEM
S MAN-MACHINE SYSTEM
S MISSILE SYSTEM
S NERVOUS SYSTEM
S REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM
S RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
S SELF-ADAPTIVE SYSTEM
S VISUAL SYSTEM
S WEAPON SYSTEM
SYSTEM DESIGN
PRESSURE SUIT WEARING AS RELATED TO WORK OUTPUTI
HEAT PRODUCTIONt AND SUIT AND SYSTEM DESIGN
A64-B0688
SYSTEM FAILURE
PILOT PERFORMANCE DURING MERCURY SYSTEMS FAILURE
AIAA PAPER-66-222 N66-23609
SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER /SNAP/ PROGRAM
SAFETY PROBLEMS IN NUCLEAR SPACE SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING_ INCLUDING STUDY OF SNAP AND NERVA
A-278
SUBJECT INOEX TARGET RECOGNITION
PREJUCTS A66-11918
DEGREE OF RETENTION IN MINIATURE SWINE OF
INGESTED AND INTRAVENOUSLY INJECTED
RACIONUCLIDES USED IN SNAP /SYSTEM FOR
NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER/ PROGRAM
A66-BOB39
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
CONTROL SYSTEM OF EYE IN TARGET TRACKING
INVESTIGATED BY SYSTEMS ANALYSISt SHOWING RETINAL
IMAGE MOTION SERVING AS FEEDBACK
A66-25767
FAULT ISOLATION PRESENTATION
ANRL-TOR-66-S7 N66-31966
SYSTEMS DESIGN
HUMAN FACTORS IN DESIGNING MORE RELIABLE SYSTEMSt
EMPHASIZING THAT HUMAN ERROR IS DUE PRIMARILY TO
INAPPROPRIATE DESIGN A66-15953
MAN-MACHINE INTERACTION MODELS USED TO SHORTEN
RRELIMINARY SYSTEM DESIGN A66-26865
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
S SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
S SYSTEMS OESIGN
T
T-33 AIRCRAFT
HARMONIC ANALYSIS DF HUMAN PERFORMANCE OF TRACKING
IN T-33 AIRCRAFT, IN CENTRIFUGE SIMULATION, AND IN
STATIONARY SIMULATION
NADC-AC-6606 N66-28696
TACTILE DISCRIMINATION
CF CUTANEOUS PERCEPTION
EXERCISE AND SPACE THRESHOLD OF THE TACTILE
DIFFERENTION A66-80192
PERCEPTUAL SPEED IN RELATION TO QUANTA OF
SIMULTANEOUSLY PRESENTED MATERIAL IN VISUAL OR
TACTILE TASKS A66-BO65S
EVIDENCE FOR ACGUIRED EQUIVALENCE DF CUES
/TACTUAL AND VISUAL CUES/ IN RECOGNITION OF SHAPES
A66-BOT66
APPARENT DISTANCE IN HORIZONTAL PLANE NITH
TACTILE-KINESTHETIC STIMULI IN RELATION TO SPACE
PERCEPTION A66-80769
PSYCHOPHYS|CAL SCALES FOR KINESTHETIC WIDTH
MEASUREMENT A66-81089
APPARATUS FOR MEASURING TACTILE DISCRIMINATION
A66-81304
APPARATUS FOR MEASURING KINESTHETIC JUDGMENTS
A66-81305
SKIN VISION - TACTILE, VIBRATIDNALe THERMAL, AND
COLOR SENSITIVITY OF SKIN OF FINGERS
N66-32778
TACTILE SENSATION
NUMBER OF CODE SIGNALS AFFECT LEARNING TIME FOR
TACTILE COMMUNICATION A66-16199
TACTUAL SPEECH COMMUNICATION IN RELATION TO SKIN
SENSITIVITY AND COOING PARAMETERS
A66-17093
TACTILE SENSITIVITY THRESHOLD OF FINGER IN
RELATION TO SKIN TEMPERATURE A66-80120
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURE OF TACTILE
SENSATION USING CYBERNETICAL CONCEPTS
JPRS-19565 N66-IO6§B
ENGINEERING PSYCHOLOGY - INVESTIGATION OF TACTILE
SENSATIONe GRAPHIC ACTIVITY, [ SPATIAL PERCEPTION
OF MAN-MACHINE SYSTEMS
JPRS-22300 N66-11872
ELECTROSLEEP INFLUENCE ON THERMOREGULATION REFLEX
AND ELECTRIC RESISTANCE OF SKIN IN PATIENTS NITH
PRURITIC DERMATOSIS
RSIC-IOS N64-13B12
DERNO-OPTICAL SENSE IN MAN
JPRS-23068 N66-16562
PSYCHDPHYSICAL EXPERIMENTS ON TACTILE STIMULATION
BY SMALL AIR JETS TO DETERMINE PARAMETERS FOR
DESIGN OF TACTILE COMMUNICATION DEVICE
ASD-TDR-63-732 N66-16689
TAKEOFF
S LANDING
TAKEOFF AND LANDING
AIRLINE PILOT EYE MOVEMENTS DURING TAKEOFF AND
LANDING IN VISUAL METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS
ARL/HE-IS N6_-22133
TANK
OBSERVATIONS DURING WEIGHTLESSNESS SIMULATION WITH
SUBJECT IMMERSED IN ROTATING WATER TANK
NASA-TN-O-2195 N66-30096
TAPE
S MAGNETIC TAPE
TAR
S ASPHALT
TARGET
INFLUENCE OF VESTIBULAR ORGANS ON ABILITY TO ALIGN
VISUAL TARGET WITH HORIZONTAL
NASA-DR-55616 N66-15354
TARGET DISCRIMINATION
VISIBILITY PREDICTION, OSING DATA ON HUMAN VISUAL
PERFORMANCE CAPABILITIES A66-17621
VISUAL DETECTION LOBES IN CALCULATING DETECTION
PRUBABILITY IN VISUAL SEARCH STRATEGIES
A66-17626
CONTROL SYSTEM OF EYE 1N TARGET TRACKING
INVESTIGATED BY SYSTEMS ANALYSIS, SHONING RETINAL
IMAGE MOTION SERVING AS FEEDBACK
A66-2576T
INTERACTIVE EFFECTS NITHIN VISUAL PATTERN ON
DISCRIMINABILITY OF INDIVIDUAL ELEMENT
A66-BlI9B
COLOR FILTERING AND DISPLAY TECHNIQUE EFFECTS ON
VISUAL PERCEPTION - SPECTRA ZONAL PHOTOGRAPHY AND
TARGET DETECTION
PR-63-11-287 N66-13866
PREDICTING DIFFICULTY ENCOUNTERED IN LOCATING
TARGETS USING AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
AMRL-TOR-66-19 N66-22§66
SIMULATED AIRCRAFT SPEED EFFECT ON DETECTING AND
IDENTIFYING TARGETS FROM SIDE-LOOKING RADAR
IMAGERY
AMRL-TOR-66-60 N66-26BT6
TARGET RECOGNITION
SAMPLED DATA MODEL FOR ACTION OF A CONTROL SYSIEM
FOR DIRECTING HUMAN GAZE AT A MOVING TARGET
A66-16356
VISUAL PROBLEMS IN SPACECRAFT DOCKING INCLUDING
ASTRONAUTS CAPABILITIES AND LIGHT EFFECTS ON
TARGET
AIAA PAPER 66-221 A66-20103
LIVING NEURAL NETWORKS IN ELECTRONIC TARGET
RECOGNITION SYSTEMS FOR MISSILE GUIDANCE
A66-25996
IMAGE QUALITY AND MILITARY TARGET RECOGNITION
PERFORMANCE N64-10532
FLASH AND REAL-TIME IDENTIFICATION OF HIGH
PRIORITY TARGETS - PHOTO INTERPRETATION
N66-10535
EFFECT OF DIRECTION AND SPEED OF IMAGE MOTION ON
TARGET RECOGNITION BY OBSERVER OF SIDE-LOOKING
A-2T9
TASK SUBJECT INDEX
RADAR
ANRL-TCR-64-65 N64-28604
ACCURACY OF TARGET RECOGNITION BY VISUAL
PHCTOGRAPH INTERPRETATION OF OBLIQUE FORMS
RADC-TCR-66-144 N64-33536
TASK
SA AUDITORY TASK
SA VISUAL TASK
EFFECTS OF MODIFIED TASK FEEDBACK DURING TRAINING
ON PERFORMANCE OF SIMULATED ATTITUDE CONTROL TASK
AFTER THIRTY DAYS
AMRL-TDR-63-125 N66-1681L
DEVELOPMENT OF TASK ANALYSIS METHOD AS PART OF
TRAINING PROGRAM
NAVTRACEVCEN-121B-1 N64-2924T
TASK COMPLEXITY
TASK PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS EXAMINING EFFECT OF
INSERTED ARTIFICIAL SIGNALS AND RESPONSE
COMPLEXITY ON VIGILANCE A66-26857
TAYLOR MANIFEST ANXIETY SCALE
SEX DIFFERENCES IN SCORES ON TAYLOR MANIFEST
ANXIETY SCALE A64-80936
MANIFEST ANXIETY RELATED TO PHENOMENON OF
NARROWING VISUAL FIELD WITH INCREASE IN DISTANCE
A64-B1196
TEACHING MACHINE
TRAINING AND INSTRUCTION BY MEANS OF TEACHING
MACHINES IN FIELD OF AVIATION A64-2816B
LEARNING SYSTEM - TAUGHT BY HUMANS, AUTOMATICALLY
TAUGHT, _ SELF-TAUGHT
JPRS-2ITTO N64-10204
AUTOMATIC TEACHING MACHINE FOR VISUAL
PERCEPTION - CYBERNETICS N64-L2524
TECHNIQUE
S SCREENING TECHNIQUE
TECHNOLOGY /GENI
SA AEROSPACE TECHNOLOGY
SA BIDTECHNOLOGY
CYBERNETICS AND PROGRESS IN SCIENCE _ TECHNOLOGY
N64-L25OB
TELECOMMUNICATION
TELECONFERENCING STUDIED AS MEANS OF GRCUP
COMMUNICATION A64-24634
TELEMETRY
SA PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY
RADIOTELENETRY IN BIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS ON
VOSTOK III AND VOSTOK IV FLIGHTS
A66-80639
PRIMARY COMPONENTS OF PROPOSED INSTRUMENTED
ANALYTICAL SYSTEM FOR EXTRATERRESTRIAL ATMOSPHEREt
LIFE FORNSt AND SOIL STUDY A66-B0860
TELEMETRY PROBLEMS IN MEDICAL AND BIOLOGICAL
RESEARCH
JPRS-IT6T2 N66-10629
UTILIZATION OF COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS AND TELEMETRY
IN HOSPITALS
JPRS-IT536 N66-11004
ANIMAL BEHAVIOR STUDIES WITH MULTI-ENCLOSURE,
PRCGRAMMED ENVIRONMENT, AND TELEMETRY SYSTEMS
N64-11258
TELEMETRY SYSTEM FOR TRANSMISSION OF BIOLOGICAL
DATA FROM SPACE FLIGHTS N64-LI669
TELEMETRY PERFORMANCE TEST FOR MISSILE TECHNICIANS
MAINTAINING GROUND STATION EQUIPMENT
ND-64-36 N64-21220
PROFICIENCY TEST FOR TECHNICIANS MAINTAINING
TELEMETERING GROUND STATION EQUIPMENT - OPERATOR
PERFORMANCE
ND-66-37 N64-21373
TELEMETRIC BIOMETRY OF ASTRONAUTS DURING SPACE
FLIGHT N64-25166
PASSIVE TELEMETRY OF PHYSIOLOGICAL PHENOMENA
NASA-CR-56962 N66-27314
TELEPHONE
TRANSMISSION QUALITY DEGRADATION IN TELEPHONE
COMMUNICATIONS BY TIME DELAY AND ECHO SUPPRESSORS
A64-10566
TELEVISION
LITERATURE REVIEW OF TELEVISION MICROSCOPY IN
BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE
JPRS-I8229 N64-10501
TEMPERATURE
S CRYOGENIC TEMPERATURE
S ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE
S TEMPERATURE CONTROL
S TEMPERATURE GRADIENT
TEMPERATURE CONTROL
CF SKIN TEMPERATURE /BIDL/
MERCURY PRESSURE SUIT AND SPACE SUIT DESIGN FOR
PROJECT GEMINI, NOTING TEMPERATURE CONTROL BY
VENTILATION DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
A64-18995
PHYSIOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS OF ASTRONAUT AND HIS
TEMPERATURE REGULATORY CAPACITY IN THERMAL
ENVIRONMENT A64-266L3
THERMAL CONTROL IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT - DESIGN AND
RELIABILITY CONSIDERATIONS
NASA-CR-55279 N64-141BO
SPACE SUIT DESIGN FACTORS OF TEMPERATURE VARIATION
WITH TIME, TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION, AND FLUID
CIRCULATION FOR TEMPERATURE EQUALIZATION
AMRL-TDR-63-102 N64-I5093
VENTILATION OF AIRCRAFT CREW FLIGHT CLOTHING -
TEMPERATURE REGULATION
FTO-TT-63-T74/182 N64-22180
HUMAN BODY TEMPERATURE CONTROL AND MECHANISM OF
BIOLOGICAL SYNTHESIS OF CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS
NASA-CR-56293 N64-22470
BODY TEMPERATURE REGULATORY SYSTEM OF WHITE RATS
BEFORE AND AFTER COLD ADAPTATION
N64-22879
NITROGEN-FIXATIONt CHLOROPHYLL7 ANO TEMPERATURE
CONTROL STUDIES IN ALGAE AND MICROORGANISMS
FTD-TT-63-1016/1G2 N64-23655
AUTOMATIC TEMPERATURE CONTROL SYSTEM FOR
MICROORGANISM CULTURES N64-23658
TEMPERATURE EFFECT
CF HEAT EFFECT
PHYSICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS OF TEMPERATURE
EFFECT ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE A64-129B1
CHROMATID DELETIONS PRODUCED IN KB HUMAN CELL
CULTURES BY 250 KV X-RAYS AT LIQUID NITROGEN
TEMPERATURES A66-13516
ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE EFFECT ON MICE AND
AMOEBA EXPOSED TO ATMOSPHERIC OXYGEN
A64-20699
CONTINUOUS MEASUREMENT OF RESPIRATORY AIR
TEMPERATURE IN RELATION TO RESPIRATORY PHASE,
AMBIENT AIR TEMPERATUREt AND AMBIENT AIR HUMIDITY
A64-BO281
TEMPERATURE EFFECT ON PROTECTIVE ACTION OF
CYSTEAMINE IN RADIATION DAMAGE IN CANCER CELL
CULTURES A64-80966
EFFECT OF EXPOSURE TO LOW TEMPERATURE ON BLOOD
CLEARANCE OF CARBON _ BACTERIA IN MICE
AAL-TDR-63-1 N66-13629
LOW TEMPERATURE EFFECT ON ISOLATED HEARTS OF
GROUNO SQUIRRELS
A-280
SUBJECTINDEX THEORY
AAL-TOR-63-4 N66-13630
TEPPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF BACTERIOVIRIDIN
LUMINESCENT iNTENSITY IN PHOTOSYNTHETIC BACTERIA
JPRS-23056 N66-16529
TEMPERATURE REACTION OF SKIN DURING LOW INTENSITY
MICROWAVE IRRADIATION
JPRS-23287 N66-15335
TEMPERATURE GRADIENT
ATTENUATION OF EQUILIBRIUM TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS
IN SPACE SUITS USING MATER
AMRL-TOR-63-80 N66-13653
TEMRERATURE MEASUREMENT
CF CALORIMETRY
TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS AND OBSERVATIONAL
EVIDENCE OF LIFE IN THE FORM OF VEGETATION IN THE
O&RK REGIONS OF MARS A66-10126
CONTINUOUS MEASUREMENT OF RESPIRATORY AIR
TEMPERATURE IN RELATION TO RESPIRATORY PHASEt
AMBIENT AIR TEMPERATURE_ AND AMBIENT AIR HUMIDITY
A66-80281
SEASONAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL CLIMATE VARIATIONS -
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND STRUCTURAL MODIFICATIONS
IN BIRD AND MAMMAL A66-80621
EXTREMELY HOT ENVIRONMENT EXPOSURE EFFECT ON THE
TYMPANIC, ESOPHAGEALt AND RECTAL TEMPERATURE OF
MAN
ANRL-TOR-63-BS N66-12215
OETERNINATION OF TEMPERATURE OF PULMONARY
CAPILLARY BLOOD N66-17932
TEMPERATURE REACTION TO GAMMA RADIATION IN MONKEYS
N64-20965
TEMPERATURE TRANSDUCER
PELTIER REFRIGERATORS AS TRANSDUCERS FOR
RSYCHOFHYSICAL STUDY OF TEMPERATURE SENSE
N66-11259
TENSION
SA HYPERTENSION
SA OXYGEN TENSION
PARTIAL PRESSURE CHANGES OF OXYGEN AND CARBON
DIOXIDE IN ALTITUDE ASCENTS - EFFECTS ON MAN
A66-BD631
TERMINAL GUIDANCE
CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION DISPLAY SYSTEM FOR
REMOTE CCNTROLLEC LUNAR LANDING SIMULATION
A66-278C8
TERRAIN FOLLOMING AIRCRAFT
HEAD-UP DISPLAY SYSTEM FOR LOV FLYING OVER HILLS
AND POOR WEATHER APPROACHES A64-28S8B
INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS AND PERFORMANCE
CAPABILITES OF HUNAN OPERATOR FOR CONTROLLING
AIRCRAFT IN LON ALTITUDE TERRAIN FOLLONING FLIGHT
CAL-IH-1TIS-E-5 N64-16689
TERRESTRIAL DUST BELT
S OUST
TEST
S ALTITUDE TEST
S BODY SMAY TEST
S FLIGHT TEST
S FUNCTION TEST
S NATERIAL TESTING
S SPIN TEST
TEST EQUIPMENT
CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONAL TESTING OF OXYGEN-BREATHING
EQUIPMENT BY DIRECT OBSERVATION OF OXYGEN
CONCENTRATION CHANGES IN THE DEAD SPACE OF THE
MASK AND IN THE INLET TUBING A66-10255
TEST FACILITY
SPACECRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL ACOUSTIC TEST FACILITY -
LISTENING FATIGUE AND COMFORT
AO-66282T N66-32376
TEST METHOD
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION ASSESSMENT ]N MEN VARYING IN
AGE AND PHYSICAL FITNESS A66-B0222
NEUROTIC ANXIETY AND VESTIBULAR FUNCTION REFLECTED
IN VERTIGO AND NYSTAGMUS UPON REPEATED CALORIC
STIMULATION A66-80301
DISTURBANCES PRODUCED BY TEMPORARY, LOCALIZED
CEREBRAL ISCHEMIA SIMILAR TO THOSE CAUSEO BY
ACCELERATION AND DECELERATION A66-BOBSQ
DETERMINATION OF NITROGEN CONCENTRATION DURING
BREATHING NITH MULTIPLE BREATH METHO0 AND RELATION
TO NORMAL PULMONARY VENTILATION
A66-BOB85
VIGILANCE OECREMENT AS FUNCTION OF PRETEST
EXPECTANCY A66-80938
S02 ABSORPTION IN RESPIRATORY TRACT OF RABBIT AS
RELATED TO CONCENTRATION AND BREATHING PHASE
A66-BO963
METHODS OF TESTING E MEASUREMENT OF NONORGANIC
HEARING IMPAIRMENT
A0-625085 N66-13615
TEST PILOT
PILOT TRAINING PROGRAM FOR THE HYPERSONIC X-20
AIRCRAFT COVERING GROUND TRAININGe FLIGHT
SIMULATOR AND X-15 EXPERIENCE A66-11361
TEST PILOT - HIS ROLE, PERFORMANCE AND ASSESSMENT
A66-19803
TEST PROGRAM
ENVIRONMENTAL TEST PROGRAM FOR MANNED SPACECRAFT
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS A66-23200
TESTING
S PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING
TESTIS
EYE, TESTISt AND CARDIOVASCULAR AND NERVOUS
SYSTEMS OF ANIMALS AS AFFECTED BY MICRONAVE
RADIATION A66-EOBB5
TETHERLINE
MECHANICAL TETHERING SYSTEM USING ANGULAR MOMENTUM
TO RETRIEVE ASTRONAUT SEPARATED FROM SPACE VEHICLE
AIAA PAPER 66-393 A66-21862
SIMULATION OF CONTROLLEC TETHERLINE OPERATIONS IN
SPACE
MP-1266 N66-23650
TETRACHLORIOE
TETRACHLORETHYLENE INGESTION PRODUCING ACUTE BRAIN
SYNDROME A66-80893
TETRAETHYL
TOXIC EFFECT OF TETRAETHYL LEAD ON VISUAL
APPARATUS IN INDIVIDUALS A66-81101
TETRAFLUQROHYDRAZlNE
CYANOSIS, HEMATOLOGIC CHANGEr EYE AND NOSE
IRRITATION OF RAT AND OOG DUE TO VARYING
CONCENTRATION ANO EXPOSURE OF TETRAFLUOROHYORAZINE
A64-BQg70
THALLIUM
ASEPTIC INFLAMMATION OF CORNEA UNDER INFLUENCE OF
BETA RADIATION FROM RADIOACTIVE THALLIUM
JPRS-26936 N66-21285
INDUSTRIAL SAFETY IN PRODUCTION OF METALLIC
THALLIUM AND ITS SALTS
JPRS-25206 N66-23257
THEORY
S COMMUNICATION THEORY
S GAME THEORY
S GROUP THEORY
S INFORMATION THEORY
S KINETIC THEORY
S MINKDMSKI THEORY
S PROBABILITY THEORY
S QUANTUM THEORY
A-281
THERAPY
S RELATiViTY THEORY
S STATiSTiCAL DECISION THEORY
THERAPY
CF CHEMOTHERAPY
CF ELECTRONARCOSIS
CF RADiATiON THERAPY
TREATMENT OF SEVERE DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS IN
AVIATORS A66-80216
PATHOLCGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF NHIPLASH
INJURY A66-80233
WHIPLASH iNJURY - MECHANICSw SITE OF INJURYt
DIAGNOSIS! ANO TREATMENT A66-BO55T
DIAGNOSIS ANO TREATMENT DF CORNEAL ENDOTHELIAL
DYSTROPHY IN FLYING PERSONNEL A66-80693
EARLY DIAGNOSIS AND THERAPY IN CARDIOVASCULAR
DISTUREANCES IN MAINTAINING FLYING STATUS OF AGING
AIRCREW A66-8OB65
HIGH ALTITUDE PHYSIOLOGY IN RELATION TD
ANAESTHESIA AND iNHALATiON THERAPY OF MOUNTAIN
INHABITANT A66-80890
SECRETERY RATES OF ALDOSTERONE AND CORTISDL
MEASURED BEFORE_ DURING AND AFTER BED REST
A66-BO922
PENTABERANE INTOXICATION OIAGNOSEO WITH
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM AND OTHER MEANS AND TREATMENT
TECHNIQUE A66-B1066
PYRIOCXINE THERAPY OF INDUCED LEAD AND BENZENE
POiSONiNG IN RABBIT A66-81052
ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE AND COCARBOXYLASE TREATMENT
OF JET PILOT NITH FLIGHT FATIGUE
A66-81069
DIURNAL VARIATION IN PLASMA VOLUME AND HEMOGLOBIN
CONCENTRATION OF NORMAL AND HYPERTENSIVE SUBJECTS
TREATED NITH GUANETHIDINE OR OTHER DRUGS
A66-81095
VESTIBULAR MECHANISM, MOTION SICKNESS, AND DRUG
THERAPY CF COG AND HUMAN SUBJECTS NITH
PHEHGTHIAZINE. THIETHYLPERAZINE
A66-81098
VARIATION IN PLASMA FREE FATTY ACIDS IN RESTED
FASTING SUBJECTS A66-81173
CASE HISTORY AND TREATMENT OF OXYGEN POISONING
WITHOUT HYPOVENTILATION AFTER CONTINUOUS OXYGEN
THERAPY A66-81181
TREATMENT OF BENZENE, TOLUENE AND XYLENE POISONING
IN WOMEN AFTER FORTY A66-B1266
ENHANCEMENT OF PILOT PERFORMANCE CAPACITY BY
ADEQUATE NUTRITION A64-812ST
TECHNIQUES ANO METHODS OF CONDUCTING
PHYSICTHERAPEUTIC PROCEDURES
JPRS-21725 N66-10050
SOVIET MEDICINE - VASCULAR SURGERY. METABOLISM.
HYPERTENSION. AND THERAPEUTIC UNDERWEAR
JPRS-l?698 N66-10683
PATHOLOGICAL PHYSIOLOGY AND EXPERIMENTAL THERAPY -
RADIATICN SICKNESS. CONGENITAL DISEASE. AND
HETERCHEMCTRANSFUSION REACTIONS
JPRS-ITB19 N66-1D?23
ELECTRICAL STIMULATION AS THERAPEUTIC APPARATUS
FOP ULTRASONIC PHYSIOTHERAPY
JPRS-222BO N66-11871
RRCBLEMS OF PATHOGENESIS, DISEASE PREVENTION,
THERAPY CF RADIATION INJURY N66-128C6
ANTIBIOTIC THERAPY OF RADIATION SICKNESS IN MICE -
STREPTOMYCIN EFFECTIVENESS, TREATMENT TiMiNG,
HINDERING FACTORS_ AND OETOXICATING MIXTURE
JPRS-22625 N66-13161
SUBJECT INDEX
RADIATION MEDICINE - THERAPEUTIC PASTE FOR
TREATMENT OF RAOIATION LESIONS N66-156T8
CARDIORESPIRATORY RESPONSES OF ANESTHETIZED DOGS
TO COMPRESSION THERAPY FOLLOWING EXPERIMENTAL
DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS
SAH-TOR-63-96 N66-15766
FOUR EXPERIMENTAL STUOIES ON RADIATION SICKNESS
THERAPY FOR ANIMALS
JPRS-23678 N66-16696
RADIATION PROTECTION AND THERAPY FOR RADIATION
SICKNESS - GALLATE THERAPY
JPRS-23836 N66-17555
BENEFICIAL USES DF RADIATION EFFECTS -PONER,
ILLUMINATIDNt RADIOGRAPHY, TELETHERAPY, AND
TRACER TECHNOLOGY
REIC RERO-25 N66-2696T
FAST NEUTRON SPECTRUM AND DOSINETRY OF REACTOR
MEDICAL THERAPY FACILITY BEAM
HITNE-67 N66-25672
MICROHAVE TREATMENT OF DISEASES
JPRS-26038 N66-276TO
DERMATOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF AIRCRAFT FUEL AND
THERAPY
JPRS-16055 N66-28631
APPARATUS FOR SYNCHRONIZED TREATMENT OF BIOLOGICAL
ORGANISMS WITH PULSE MODULATED NICRONAVES
N66-30396
THERMAL DECOMPOSITION
CHEMICAL CHANGES OF HUMAN WASTE UNDERGOING THERMAL
DECOMPOSITION AND GROMTH OF CHLORELLA ON ASH FROM
VOLATILIZATION PROCESS
TN-62-13 N66-19556
THERMAL ENVIRONMENT
CF HIGH TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENT
HIGHER HEAT CONDUCTIVITY RESULTING FROM
SUBSTITUTION OF HELIUM FOR ATMOSPHERIC NITROGEN IN
SPACESHIP CABINS A66-2III8
HUMAN THERMAL ENVIRONMENT IN WET TROPICAL REGION.
EXAMINING PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOMOTOR RESPONSES
A66-23188
THERMAL ENVIRONMENT AND PHYSIOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS
AS RELATED TO NEED FOR HEAT ACCLIMATIZATION IN
ASTRONAUT TRAINING A66-80663
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS OF CAUCASIAN AND BANTU
MALES IN ACUTE EXPOSURE TO COLD AND POSSIBLE
RACIAL DIFFERENCE A66-80766
PSYCHOLOGICAL RESPONSES AND HUMAN ADAPTIBILITY TO
HEAT AND COLD - INSTRUMENTATION
AD-603074 N64-30859
THERHAL INSULATION
RADIAL VENTILATEO GARMENT FOR USE IN TEMPERATURES
UP TO 200 DEG CENTIGRADE A66-80875
THERMAL NOISE
THRESHULO SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIOS FOR FILTERED
THERMAL NOISE SIGNAL PRESENTED IN THERMAL NOISE
MASKER A66-16090
THERMAL PROTECTION
PROJECT APOLLO SPACE SUIT AND LIFE SUPPORT
EQUIPMENT DESIGN ANALYSIS WITH EMPHASIS ON THERMAL
INPUT AND SOURCES A66-1825T
HEAT PROTECTIVE CLOTHING A66-BO31T
SKIN TEMPERATURE. PAIN SENSITIVITY AND BURN INJURY
FROM SIMULATED NUCLEAR FLASH ON AIRCREW MEMBERS
A66-BO32T
HEAT REGULATION. HEAT TOLERANCE. AND THERMAL
PROTECTION IN MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
A66-BD68D
PILOCARPINE INDUCED MIOSIS AND PROTECTION OF
A-282
SUBJECTINDEX
RETINA AGAINST THERMAL RADIATION
A66-80626
THERMAL _ METABOLIC RESPONSE OF MEN TO MODERATE
COLD EXPOSURE AT NIGHT
AAL-TDR-62-66 N66-13665
THERMAL RADIATION
SKIN TEMPERATURE, PAIN SENSITIVITY AND BURN INJURY
FROM SIMULATEO NUCLEAR FLASH ON AIRCREN MEMBERS
A64-BO32T
REMOVAL CF LARGE AREA OF SKIN OUE TO THERMAL
RADIATION INJURY N66-10DDB
ANNDTATEO BIBLIOGRAPHY ON PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
OF THERMAL RADIATION AND RADIATION SOURCESt AND
PROTECTION AGAINST BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
TOCK-33500 N64-32018
THERMAL SHIELDING
SPACE SUIT CESIGN FACTORS OF TEMPERATURE VARIATION
WITH TIME, TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION, AND FLUID
CIRCULATION FOR TEMPERATURE EGUALIZATION
AMRL-TDR-63-102 N66-15093
THERMAL STRESS
HUMAN THERMAL BALANCE, HEAT TOLERANCE AND
PROTECTION IN ARTIFICIAL SPACECRAFT ENVIRONMENT
A66-26396
EFFECT DF ASCORBIC ACIO ON FUNCTION OF STRESSED
SUPRARENAL GLANBS OF RATS IN HIGH TEMPERATURE
ENVIRONMENT
JPRS-2C011 N66-11319
GAMMA RADIATION EFFECT ON THERMAL STRESS
RESISTANCE ANO REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM IN RATS AND
_APMALS
AO-600960 N66-25308
EFFECTS CF CONTINUOUS AND FRACTIONATEO LOM-
INTENSITY GAMMA RADIATION ON ALBINO RAT ABILITY TO
MITHSTAND ENVIRONMENTAL THERMAL STRESSES
N66-25311
EFFECT OF CONTINUOUS OR FRACTIONATED LOi INTENSITY
GAMMA RADIATION ON RESISTANCE TO THERMAL STRESS IN
ALBINO RAT N66-25312
THEI_|STOR
C_NTINUOUS REGISTRATION OF LOCAL CEREBRAL BLO00
FLCN USING THERMISTOR
FTO-TT-63-IITS/1E286 N64-ZTE60
THERMCCHE_ISTRY
THERNCCHEMICALLY SELF-PROPAGATING OXYGEN-
GENERATING COMPOSITION USING LITHIUM PERCHLORATEt
MANGANESE PONOERt 8 LITHIUM PEROXIDE
AMRL-TDR-66-1 N66-10600
THERMCCONCUCT|VITY
THERMAL AND ELECTRICAL CONOUCTIVITIES CF
BIOLOGICAL FLUIOS AND TISSUES
GLR-26 N66-2SB92
THERMCCQUPLE
S TEMPERATURE MEASUREflENT
THEONOOYNANIC PROPERTY
ORIGIN _ DEVELOPMENT OF RADIATION LESIONS IN BLOOD
PROTEIN - INVESTIGATION USING THERMAL PROPERTIES
OF BLOOD SOLUTIONS N66-127TT
THERMODYNAMICS
RELATIONSHIP OF TMO-PHASE TOXICITY AND
THERMODYNAMIC ACTIVITY IN TOXICOLOGY
N66-2336T
BIOPHYSICS - THERMCOYNAMTCS OF PHOTOSYNTHESIS,
AND TRANSITION PROEABILITIES IN MOLECULES MITH
CONJUGATE SYSTEM OF PI-ELECTRONS
JPRS-25733 N66-28309
THERMODYNAMICS OF PHOTOSYNTHESIS
N66-28310
THERMCMETRY
S CALORIMETR;
THERMOREGULATION
THERMOPHILIC PLANT
EFFICIENCY OF RESPIRATION AS ENERGY SOURCE IN
THERflOPH|LIC PLANT
JPRS-21501 N66-1OO6T
THERNOREGULATION
CF HEAT REGULATION
CF SKIN TEMPERATURE IBlOL/
HEAT EFFECT ANO AROUSAL EFFECT ON SNEATING AND
ELECTROOERMAL RESPONSE OF HAND AND CHEST
A6_-1293T
TEMPERATURE REGULATION AND HYPOTHALAMIC AND SKIN
TEMPERATURES IN DOG AND RHESUS MONKEY
A66-80113
COLD STRESS - INTENSITY AND DISTRIBUTION OF REFLEX
MUSCULAR ACTIVITY IN MAN A66-803_3
COLD STRESS - REGULATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF
REFLEX MUSCLE ACTIVITY IN MAN A6A-B0366
BODY TREMOR RELATED TO DIFFERENTIAL STIMULATION OF
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM A66-B0389
SKIN ROLE DURING ADAPTATION TO ENVIRONMENTAL
CHANGES A66-BOB1T
THERMOREGULATORY SYSTEM OF HOMEOTHERMS AND
POIKILOTHERMS IN COLD AND HOT ENVIRONMENTS
A66-B0419
THERMOREGULATORY RESPONSES OF NAN TO HOT DESERT
CONDITIONS A66-BO62T
HEAT REGULATION, HEAT TOLERANCE, AND THERMAL
PROTECTION IN MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
A64-BO_BO
MATER AND FOOD INTAKE INFLUENCE ON MONKEY IMACACA
NULATTA/ DURING EXPOSURE TO COLD ANO HEAT STRESS
A66-80551
PRESSURE SUIT NEARING AS RELATEO TO MORK OUTPUTw
HEAT PROOUCT|ON, ANO SUIT AND SYSTEM DESIGN
A66-BC688
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS OF MEN TO COLD IN
ANTARCTICA A66-BO695
HEAT REACTIONS OF CAUCASIANS AND BANTU MALES IN
ACCLIMATIZED AND UNACCLIMATIZED STATES DURING
PHYSICAL EXERCISE IN HOT ENVIRONMENT
A64-B0696
MICROVIBRATIONt CONTINUOUS MUSCLE-ACTIVITY AND
CONSTANCY OF BODY TEMPERATURE A66-BOTI2
COLD RESPONSE OF THYROID IN HEAT-ADAPTED RAT
FOLLOMING BILATERAL LESION OF HABENULAR NUCLEI
A66-BOB80
SWEATING ANO HEAT ACCLIMATIZATION RELATED TO
TEMPERATURE REGULATION DURING REST AND EXERCISE
A64-BDBB2
MEAN HYPOTHALAMIC, THALANIC, AND RECTAL
TEMPERATURES OF NORMAL ANO COLD ACCLIMATED RAT
EXPOSED TO LON ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE
A64-BOgT5
SKIN TEMPERATURE, HEAT LOSS ANO METABOLIC RATES OF
BUSHMEN, BANTU, AND CAUCASIAN MALES EXPOSED TO
COLD A66-81011
THERMOREGULATION AND MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF HUMAN
HEAT TRANSFER SYSTEM FOR ANALOG SIMULATION
A66-81038
BRONN AND NHITE ADIPOSE TISSUE METABOLISM IN
COLD EXPOSED RAT A64-81065
FACTORS CONCERNED IN TEMPERATURE REGULATION IN MAN
A66-81296
ANIMAL AND HUMAN CALORIMETRY, HUMAN RESPONSES TO
COLD SKIN ANO TO HiGH CORTICAL TEMPERATURE, HUMAN
THERMOREGULATCR
ASAE PAPER 62-622 N66-13169
A-283
THIAMINE SUBJECT INDEX
ELECTRCSLEEP INFLUENCE ON THERMOREGULATION REFLEX
AND ELECTRIC RESISTANCE OF SKIN IN PATIENTS WITH
PRURITIC OERMATOSIS
RSIC-1C5 N66-IBB12
ANALOG CCMPUTER SIMULATION OF THERMOREGULATORY
MECHANISMS OF HUMAN BODY
AMRL-TDR-63-116 N66-16966
PHYSIOLOGICAL MECHANISMS OF CHEMICAL
THERMCREGULATICN N64-22169
THIAMINE
HYPDTHERNIC EFFECT ON CORTEX ANO BRAIN STEM IN
RELAXANT CAT UNDER ACTION OF BARBITUATES ANO
MUSCLE A66-BO365
ADENOSINE TRIPHDSPHATE AND COCARBOXYLASE TREATMENT
OF JET PILOT WITH FLIGHT FATIGUE
A66-81069
THIAMINE AND RIBOFLAVIN CONTENT OF TISSUES IN
BURN SHOCK N64-10010
EARLY ONSET OF THIANINELESS DEATH IN BACTERIAL
STRAINS AFTER EXPOSURE TO ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT
PN-611T N66-I3204
INFLUENCE OF RADIOACTIVE THYMIDINE DN X-RADIATION
EFFECTS CN CESCXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID SYNTHESIS
N66-19150
THIAZCLE
RECOVERY CF MOUSE TISSUE FROM RADIATION INJURY BY
SODIUM SULFITE OR THIAZDLIDINE TREATMENT
N64-13506
YHIOL
THICL-ACTIVATED AMINDPEPTIDASE OF PITUITARY
EXTRACT
NASA-RP-55 N64-10293
EFFECT OF PROTECTIVE SUBSTANCES ON REACTIVITY
CHANGES OF THIOL GROUPS IN LIVER OF X-RAY
IRRADIATED MICE
JPRS-22125 N66-11359
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECT ON THIDPHCSPHATE
OXIDIZING ENZYME IN RAT LIVER - BIOCHEMISTRY
N66-13503
INHIBITION DF THIOL-ACTIVATED AMINCPEPTIDASE
ENZYME BY BACTERIA-PUROMYCIN
NASA-RP-252 N66-26711
UNITHICL EFFECT UPON CASES OF ACUTE URANIUM
POISONING N66-30265
RAOIATION PROTECTION FOR MONKEY WITH L-CYSTEINE
AND ANINOBTHYLISOTHIURONIUN DIBROMIDE
SAM-TDR-66-40 N64-32031
THIRD STAGE
S SATELLITE
S SPACECRAFT
THIXOTROPIC PROPELLANT
S PROPELLANT
THCJ_SCN EFFECT
S PELTIER EFFECT
THORAX
THORACIC AND ABDOMINAL MASS LOADING EFFECT ON
VOLUME PRESSURE CURVES IN CONSCIOUS AND
ANESTHETIZEDt CEESE AND NORMAL SUBJECTS
A66-BO_gT
DIFFERENCES IN DISPLACEMENT OF RIBS AND COSTAL
INTERSPACES AS RELATED TO LUNG DAMAGE OF RABBIT
EXPOSED TO AIR SHOCK WAVES A66-81C63
ESTIMATION OF BODY WEIGHT ACCORDING TO HEIGHT AND
THORACIC PERIMETRY IN HUMAN A66-8112B
MEASURING IMPEDANCE CHANGE IN PEAK-TO-PEAK
AMPLITUDE ACROSS THORAX _ HEART RATE AS BEAT-TO-
8EAT OIRECT CURRENT VOLTAGE
SAM-TCR-63-69 N66-11TT3
THORACIC RESPIRATION AND NODE OF INSPIRATION
INFLUENCE ON IMPEDANCE PNEUMOGRAPH CALIBRATION
SAN-TDR-63-IOO N64-17312
ABDCNINAL 8 THORACIC PRESSURES AT DIFFERENT LUNG
VOLUMES N6_-17927
IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENT OF CARDIAC OUTPUT - THORACIC
CAGE IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENTS
SAM-TDR-66-15 N6_-2159T
TISSUE RESISTIVITY IN VlVC AND TRANSTHORACIC
IMPEDANCE
SAN-TDR-66-5 N6_-21BO3
THRESHOLD
SA NOISE THRESHOLD
THRESHOLD FOR VISUAL PERCEPTION OF RANDOM FORMS
UNDER DEGRADATION AND STEREOSCOPIC CONDITIONS
ESD-TDR-63-136 N66-13656
TWO FUSION THRESHOLDS OF LIGHT STIMULI IN VISUAL
ANALYZER OF MAN
JPRS-23966 N66-17B06
THRESHOLD DETECTOR
THRESHOLD WIOTH OF OBJECT MOVING BEHIND SLIT
DETERMINED FOR DIFFERENT SPEEDS
A66-20346
THRESHOLD DF VISUAL DETECTION OF ACCELERATED
NOTION
AFOSR-66-O189 N66-213BI
THROMBIN
THROMBDPLASTINt THRDNBIN AND FIBRIN FORMATION IN
BLOOD COAGULATION HENCSTATIC PROCESS
JPRS-19219 N66-113IB
THROMBOPLASTIN
THROMBOPLASTIN_ THRONBIN AND FIBRIN FORMATION IN
BLOOD COAGULATION HEMOSTATIC PROCESS
JPRS-19219 N66-11318
THYMIDINE
LABELLED THYMIOINE AND RADIOAUTDGRAPHY TO ASSESS
ADRENAL CELL FORMATION IN ANIMALS AFTER VARIOUS
TIMES OF COLD EXPOSURE
AAL-TDR-63-7 N66-13631
X-RAY AND TRITIUN-LABELED-THYMIDINE STUDIES OF
CHROMOSOME DIVISION DELAY AND RATE OF
DESDXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID SYNTHESIS
UCRL-IO979 N64-16628
INFLUENCE OF RADIOACTIVE THYNIDINE ON X-RADIATION
EFFECTS ON DESOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID SYNTHESIS
N64-19150
RADIATION EFFECTS OF CARBON-LABELED AND TRITIUM-
LABELED THYMIDINE ON CELL GROWTH
NASA-RP-196 N64-22071
RENEWAL 8 LOSS OF INTESTINAL EPITHELIUM CELLS IN
TURTLES STUDIED BY LABELLED TRITIATED THYNIDINE &
MITGTIC INHIBITING TECHNIQUE WITH CDLCHICINE
N64-22077
AUTDRADIOGRAPHIC STUDY CF INCORPORATION OF
TRITIATEO THYMIDINE INTO DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID
MOLECULE
LFEN-NI.II /ALPHA/ N66-29885
THYROID
HYPDXIA EFFECTS ON BLOOD PRESSURE AND THYROID
FUNCTIONS IN RENAL HYPERTENSIVE WHITE RATS
A66-2325_
ULTRASOUND EFFECTS ON NERVOUS SYSTEM, THYROIO_
BLCODw AND TISSUE RESPIRATION IN RAT AND RABBIT
A64-80560
TOTAL FASTING EFFECT ON IODINE METABOLISM IN NAN
A66-806OT
WHOLE BODY VIBRATION EFFECTS ON PLASMA AND URINARY
CORTICOSTEROID LEVELS A66-80636
COLD RESPONSE OF THYROID IN HEAT-ADAPTED RAT
A-284
SUBJECT IMOEX TISSUE
FOLLONING BILATERAL LESION OF EABENULAR NUCLEI
A64-BOBBO
ROLE CF THYROID GLAND AND SENSE ORGANS IN
ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA A66-BI272
INHIBITOR CF THYROID AND EFFECT ON ADAPTATION TO
HIGH ALTITUDE [fl DOGS A66-81280
THYROICAL INFLUENCE ON SURVIVAL OF ALTITUDE-
EXPOSED ANXMALSt PROTECTIVE EFFECTS OF CDRTISOL
SAP-TCR-63-101 N6_-LST46
PRODUCTION ANO DISTRIBUTION OF RADIOACTIVE IODINE
IN MILK AND HUMAN THYROID
UCRL-T716 N66-lQC97
BICELECTRIC ACTIVITY OF VISUAL AND PARIETAL
REGIONS CF CEREBRAL CORTEX STUDY BY X-RAY
FTC-TT-63-231 N66-22666
METABOLISM OF COMPOUNDS OF RADIOACTIVE BROMINE
ISOTOPE IN THYROID GLANDS OF RATS
N66-22869
PROTEIK-BOUND IODINE IN SERUM OF RATS BREATHING 99
PERCENT OXYGEN - MICROSCOPIC CHANGES IN THYROID
N66-32223
CHARGE IN FUNCTION OF THYROID GLAND DURING STRESS
JPRS-26911 N66-32768
TIHE
CF REACTION TIHE
CF REAL TIME
SPACE PERCEPTION AND RELATION TO TIME BASED ON
MIHKONSK[ THEORY A66-BD690
TINE CELAV
TRANSMISSION QUALITY DEGRADATION IN TELEPHONE
COHPAJNICATIDNS BY TIME DELAY AND ECHO SUPPRESSORS
A66-1D566
TIRE DEPENDENCY
TIME-CONCENTRATION EFFECTS CF OXYGEN TOXICITY IN
NAN N66-12866
TIME DISCRIMINATION
ACCELERATION FORCES CAUSING DISRUPTION OF TIRING
8EHAVIER IN NHITE RAT A66-L3768
TIME DISCRIMINATION RELATED TO BOOY TEMPERATURE
ANO PULSE RATE IN HOT ENVIRONMENT
A66-80066
TIHE DISCRIMINATION - AUDITORY AND VISUAL TIME
JUDGMENT A66-80358
NOTION PERCEPTION - RELATION BETMEEN SUBJECTIVE
VELOCITY, SPACE, AND TIME AS RELATED TO
CORRESPONDING PHYSICAL VARIABLES
A66-80666
TIME ESTIMATES AS MEASURED BY REPRODUCTION RELATED
TO INTERNAL RHYTHMS A66-80590
PERCEPTION BIBLIOGRAPHY KITH REFERENCES TO VISUAL,
AUDITORY, TIME. GUSTATORY, AND TACTILE PERCEPTION
A66-BOTIO
TIFE JUDGMENT-CONSISTENCY OF INDIVIOUAL
DIFFERENCES A66-EOT45
CIRCADIAN ACTIVITY AND NOISE COMPARISONS OF TNO
CONFINED GROUPS KITH AND NITHOUT REFERENCE TD
CLOCK TIRE A66-80767
TIPE PERCEPTION DURING TNO-MEEK CONFINEMENT AS
AFFECTED BY AGE, SEX, IOt AND TIME OF DAY
A66-BOTT9
PHYSICLOGICAL RESPONSES ASSOCIATED WITH TIME
ESTIMATION IN HUMAN OPERANT SITUATION
A64-BOBDI
JUCGMEKT CF VISUAL AND AUDITORY SIGNAL DURATION
A66-80869
PHYSIOLOGY OF DIURNAL RHYTHMS A66-80963
CRITICAL FLICKER FREQUENCY THRESHOLD AS FUNCTION
OF ARTIFICIALLY MANIPULATED PHENOMENAL TIME
A66-BllSO
AUDITORY-VISUAL DIFFERENCES IN TIME JUDGMENT
MAINTAINED KITH NHITE LIGHT AND MHITE SOUND
STIMULI Ab4-B121T
TINE FACTOR
INTERACTION OF FDRNARD AND BACKNARD MASKING IN
LISTENING TO TONAL PULSE A66-80662
ALERTED EFFECTIVE THRESHOLD IN AUDITORY
VIGILANCE TASK A64-_0662
ABILITY TO DISCRIMINATE SMALL SPATIAL SEPARATIONS
IN MOVING VISUAL TARGET /DYNAMIC VISUAL ACUITY/
AND EFFECT OF INCREASING TARGET VELOCITY AND
EXPOSURE TIHE A64-BOB32
SHORT PERIODS OF FOOD DEPRIVATION AND INCREASE
IN URINARY RIBOFLAVIN OF HUMAN A66-BOBT6
AMPHETAMINE, CAFFEINE, ASCORBIC ACID, AND
RECDRDIL AS RELATED TO OXYGEN CONSUMPTION,
PERFORMANCE TIRE, BLOOD LACTIC ACID, AND HEART
RATE OF TRAINED ATHLETES A66-BO883
PRIOR INSTRUCTIONS, TIRE ORIENTATION, SEX, ANO
SKILL IN SCUBA DIVING AS RELATED TO TOLERATION OF
SENSORY ISOLATION A66-80965
TIME COURSE OF BLOOD GAS CHANGES PROVOKED BY LIGHT
AND MODERATE EXERCISE IN MAN A66-BOqB2
BIOLOGICAL MATERIALS AFFECTED BY MAGNETIC FIELDS
OF DIFFERENT STRENGTHS FOR VARYING TIME PERIODS
A66-BIIIT
TIRE FUNCTION
MYOCARDIAL TENSION IN RAT AS RELATED TO PRESSURE
OF OXYGEN AND DURATION OF EXPOSURE
A66-80BI3
TIMING APPARATUS
S ACCELEROMETER
TISSUE
SA AOTPOSE TISSUE
SA CONNECTIVE TISSUE
EFFECT OF IMPACT VELOCITY ON LDH ISOENZYMES AND
RELATED TISSUE DAMAGE IN CHIMPANZEE
A66-8086T
MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSION OF OSCILLATORY PROPERTIES
OF HUMAN BODY DUE TO ELASTICITY OF TISSUES
A66-80939
TEMPERATURE EFFECT ON PROTECTIVE ACTION OF
CYSTEAMINE IN RADIATION DAMAGE IN CANCER CELL
CULTURES A66-80966
UTILIZATION OF AUTOMATIC CHEMICAL ANALYTICAL
DEVICES FOR DETECTION OF PROTEIN
A66-81025
RELATIDNSHIP BETMEEN TISSUE REQUIREMENT AND OXYGEN
UPTAKE DURING HYPOXEMIA k66-BI262
THIAMINE AND RIBOFLAVIN CONTENT OF TISSUES IN
BURN SHOCK N66-10010
TRAUMATIC SHOCK CAUSED BY SOFT TISSUE COMPRESSION
IN RABBITS AFTER ACUTE RADIATION INJURY
JPRS-22001 N66-10393
ACTION KECHANISM CF MEDICINAL SUBSTANCES ON HUMAN
CELLS AND TISSUES AND TREATMENT OF ENSUING ILLNESS
JPRS-Z2292 N66-11TB1
RACIOPHYSICS RESEARCH - RADIATION EFFECT DN
TISSUE CULTURE CELLS
NYD-10651 N66-12123
CLINICAL RADICLEGY RELATION TO SURGERY AND STUDIES
OF ORGANS AND TISSUES
JPRS-2331T N66-15336
ELECTRIC PRDPERTIES OF TISSUES N66-17539
A-2B5
TITAN II ICBH
NUTRIENT REGUIREMENISt PROTEIN CONTENT, AND
ABILITY TO FIX CAREON DIOXIDE OF PLANT TISSUE
CULTURES
ANRL-TDR-63-I24 N64-17864
SINULATICN WITH CAREON PARTICLES OF BACTERIAL
INVASION OF HUNAN GINGIVAL TISSUES - PHYSIOLOGY
SAN-TER-64-6 N64-17963
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECTS ON MANNALIAN TISSUESI
THERAPEUTIC AGENTS FOR RADIATION SICKNESS AND
EFFECIS OF Log LEVEL EXPOSURE ON LIFESPAN OF NICE
QPR-51 N64-20181
TISSUE NECHANISNS- ADAPTATION OF AN1NALS TO
REDUCED OXYGEN CONTENT IN ENVIRONMENT
JPRS-lEl05 N66-21480
YDUNGS MODULUS _ BREAKING STRENGTH OF BODY TISSUES
ANRL-TCR-64-23 N66-22317
EFFECT OF TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION ON OXYGEN
TENSION IN ERAIN TISSUE
FID-TT-63-1215/1G2G4 N64-22665
DENTAL TISSUE CHANGES IN RATS AFTER REPEATED SHALL
DOSES OF IONIZING RADIATION
NASA-TT-F-8851 N64-23046
THERMAL AND ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITIES OF
BIOLOGICAL FLUIOS AND TISSUES
GLR-24 N64-2SB92
STRUCTURE! PROFERTIESt AND PATHOLOGICAL CHANGES OF
ELASTIC FIBROUS COMPONENTS OF CONNECTIVE TISSUE
JPRS-25252 N64-26056
ETIOLOGY OF DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS - GAS-BUBBLE
FORMATION IN VASCULAR SYSTEM AND TISSUES
OVL-3§l N64-26665
RHYTHN VARIATIONS CF NEURONS OF RETICULAR
FORMATION DURING LATERAL OVERLOADS
NASA-IT-F-230 N64-26784
EFFECIS OF X-RAY IRRADIATION ON ENZYME ACTIVITY
IN BRAIN AND MUSCLE TISSUE OF RATS
JPRS-25630 N64-27319
PARTICIPATION OF ANIONS IN FUNCTION OF EXCITABLE
TISSUES N64-28040
GLASS NICRODOSINETER ROD MEASUREMENT OF RADIATION
DOSE WITHIN TISSUE
UR-AS1 N64-31C59
GAMMA GLOBULIN AND IONIZING RADIATION EFFECTS ON
ANTIBODY PRODUCTION IN IRRADIATED _ NONIRRADIATED
TISSUE
JPRS-26956 N64-32750
DISTURBANCE OF OSMOTIC TISSUE REGULATION IN WATER
TOXICITY
NASA-II-F-91IO N64-33393
TITAN II ICBM
TOXICITY AND SAFETY HAZARD OF PROPELLANTS FOR
TITAN II A64-80273
HUMAN RELIAEILITY IN PERFORMANCE OF MAINTENANCE
FOR TITAN IT ENGINE
LRP-317/TDR-63-218 N64-26025
TITAN Ill ICBM
FEASIBILITY OF PILOT CDNTROL OF THE X-20/
TITAN III BOOSTERv GIVING BESULIS OF SIMULATION
WITH BOOST CONSTRAINTS A64-12899
TITAN LAUNCH VEHICLE
FEASIBILITY OF PILOT CONTROL OF THE X-2O/
TITAN IIl BOOSTERt GIVING RESULTS OF SIMULATION
WITH EOOST CONSTRAINTS A64-I2899
TOBACCO
SERUM CHOLESTEROL AND TOBACCO SMOKING AS RELATED
TO CAPACITY FOR PHYSICAL WORK OF MEN OF
DIFFERENT AGES A64-81068
SUBJECT INDEX
TDCOPHEROL
VITAMIN E PREVENTS HEMOLYTIC ANEMIAt DECREASES
CONVULSIONS AND NCRTALITY DUE TO HIGH PRESSURE
OXYGEN EXPOSURE A64-25566
VITAMIN E EFFECT CN HEMOLYSIS AND CONVULSIONS
OCCURRING IN MICE EXPOSED TO PURE OXYGEN UNDER
HIGH PRESSURE A64-80920
TOLERANCE
SA HEAT TOLERANCE
SA NOISE TOLERANCE
TOLERANCE IBIOLI
PAIN SENSITIVITY AS MEASURE OF SENSORY DEPRIVATION
TOLERANCE A64-1293_
HUMAN TOLERANCE TO ROTATION IN SPACE STATION
SINULATOR_ USING NECK BRACES TO REDUCE HEAD
MOVEMENT AND HENCE NAUSEA
AIAA PAPER 64-219 A64-18878
ORTHOSTAIIC INTOLERANCE, WITH ASSESSMENT OF
CIRCULATORY PROBLEM OF WEIGHTLESSNESS IN PROLONGED
SPACE FLIGHT A64-19130
CARDIOVASCULAR DECONDITIDNING FROM SPACE CABIN
SIMULATOR CONFINEMENT A64-19131
STINULATION AND INHIBITION OF RODENT CEREBRAL
CORTEX AND SUBCORIEX DUE TO PROLONGED TRANSVERSE
ACCELERATIONS A64-25600
TOLERANCE OF NICE X-IRRADIATED IN HYPEROXIC
ENVIRONMENT TO EXPLOSIVE DECOMPRESSION A64-B0661
LIDOCAINE HYDROCHLORIDE AND VIBRATIONAL STRESS AS
RELATED TO DECOMPRESSION TOLERANCE OF RAT
A64-80763
DEVELGPNENT OF TOLERANCE TO TOXIC EFFECT OF OXYGEN
EXCESS IN AMBIENT AIR BY HYPOXIC TRAINING IN
PRESSURE CHAMBER A66-BI263
EFFECTS OF AMBIENT PRESSURE ON TOLERANCE OF MICE
TO AIR BLAST
OASA-1483 N64-21078
WORK CAPACITY AND TOLERANCE INFLUENCED BY AGE AND
ALTITUDE - PHYSIOLOGY
CARI-63-33 N66-29849
RADON TOLERANCE OF HUMAN GASTROINTESTINAL SYSTEM
UR-668 N66-31319
TONONETRY
INTRAOCULAR PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS EMPLOYING
SCHIOTZ TONOMETRY TO DETERMINE SIGNIFICANCE OF
GLAUCOMA INCIDENCE IN AVIATORS A64-20700
TOOTH
CLEANING TEETH IN SPACE FLIGHT SIMULATION TEST
A64-80566
HEMATOLOGIC CHANGES FOLLOWING TOOTH EXTRACTION
SAM-TR-63-82 N64-30498
CDRTISONE ORAL GLUCOSE TESTS OF RELATIONSHIP OF
TOOTH CAVITY INCIDENCE AND GLUCOSE LEVEL IN YOUNG
ADULT NALE HUMANS
SAN-TDR-64-ST N64-32981
TOPDGRAPHY
S NAPPING
S SURFACE GEOMETRY
TORQUE
HUMAN REACTION TO TORQUE REQUIRED FOR SUPPORT OF
MASS ON ROD WITH EXTENDED ARM AND HAND
TR-20 N64-27098
TOXICITY
SA OXYGEN TOXICITY
KEROSENE AND OTHER HYDROCARBON POISONING IN RATS
A64-BOOO1
PENTABORANE TOXICITY IN NICEr RATS, AND DOGS
DURING SHORT EXPOSURE INHALATION
A66-80204
A-286
SUBJECT INDEX
HYCRAZINE EFFECT ON LIVER LIPIDS
A66-B0329
ROCKET FUEL EFFECT ON COMPLEX AVOIDANCE BEHAVIOR
IN JAVA MONKEY A66-80335
POLE-CLIMB PERFORMANCE OF RAT AS AFFECTED BY
INHALATION OF NINE SOLVENT VAPORS
A66-81096
PENTABORANE POISIDNING AND RELATION BETWEEN LETHAL
AND INCAPACITATING DOSAGES IN MAMMAL
A66-BllTT
BEHAVIOR AND BODY HEIGHT OF RAT INHALING
TRICHLOROETHYLENE AND CARBON DISULFIDE VAPORS
A66-81262
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF LITERATURE OF DETECTION
INSTRUMENTS USEO TO MONITOR TOXIC GAS
CONCENTRATION IN ATMOSPHERE
$1D-63-755 N66-10137
DETECTION INSTRUMENTS FOR TOXIC GASES. VAPORSt AND
DUSTS
JPRS-Z1771 N66-10205
CLINICAL EVALUATION OF BIOCHEMICAL TOXICITY OF
MANGANESE OXIDES
JPRS-18698 N66-10506
PAPERS ON INDUSTRIAL SAFETY INCLUDING TOXIC
AGENTSe CHRONIC IRRADIATION EFFECTS. AND X-RAY
WORKERS SAFETY
JPRS-22156 N66-1ZTBT
MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE CONCENTRATIONS OF MEN CHEMICAL
GASES. VAPORS. OUSTS. AND AEROSOLS ALLDNING FOR
INDUSTRIAL HYGIENIC SAFETY FROM TOXIC SUBSTANCES
N66-12768
TOXICITY OF RAT 8LODO PLASMA DURING RADIATION
SICKNESS N66-12783
TOXIC CHEMICALS ANO LABOR CONDITIONS IN CHEMICAL
INDUSTRY
JPRS-23065 N64-16526
STRONTIUM 90 TOXICITY IN RAT EMBRYO
UR-639 N64-18368
DERMATOLOGICAL STUDIES AND CUTANEOUS TOXICITY
OF CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS
AMRL-TDR-66-13 N6_-18932
CAUSE OF DECREASE IN NATURAL RESISTANCE OF
IRRADIATED ANIMALS 10 LIVE BRUCELLOSIS VACCINE
JPRS-Z6896 N66-21282
BIOLOGICAL CONTAMINATION BY RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
FTD-TT-63-666/I N66-22069
TOXICITY HAZARDS IN SOLID PROPELLANT OPERATION
ARS PAPER-2766-63 N66-22240
MECHANISM OF ACUTE TOXIC EFFECTS OF HYDRAZINE AND
HYDRAZINE COMPOUNDS
AMRL-TCR-64-26 N66-22373
TOXIC GASEOUS SUBSTANCES DISCHARGED BY CHLORELLA
N66-Z3756
TOXIC GASEOUS PRODUCTS EXCRETED BY HUMANS ENCLOSED
IN AIRTIGHT CHAMBER N66-23755
SYMPOSIUM ON TOXICITY IN NUCLEAR SUBMARINES AND
MANNED SPACECRAFT
AD-660962 N66-Z6606
TOXICITY OF CONTAMINANTS IN NUCLEAR SUBMARINES
N66-Z6609
ENVIRONMENTAL TOXICITY OF SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERE
N66-Z6616
TOXICITY OF ISOALCDHOLSw HIGHER ALCOHOLS. AND
MELAMINE-FORMALDEHYDE RESINS
FTD-TT-66-OTIIG6 N66-25662
TOXICITY AND SAFETY HAZARD
EFFECTIVENESS OF USING ENZYMES AS INDICATORS FOR
TOXIC SUBSTANCE OETECTION
JPRS-25986 N66-ZT_68
PATHOPHYSIOLOGY OF PULMONIC TOXICITY IN RATS
BREATHING PURE OXYGEN AT REDUCED ATMOSPHERIC
PRESSURE
NADC-NL-6603 N66-Z7953
RAPID SCREENING TECHNIQUE IN VlVO FOR METABOLIC
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EFFECTS OF SIMULATED SPACE ENVIRONMENT ON
M I CRDDRGAN I SMS A66-26980
EXPOSURE OF MICROORGANISMS UNDER ULTRAHIGH VACUUR
TO EXTREME TEMPERATURES
NASA-CR-55288 N66-15181
ULTRASONIC AGITATION
ULTRASONIC NAVE EXCITATION IN ORGANIC MATTER DUE
TO LASER BEAM IRRADIATION A66-22695
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ULTRASONICINSPECTION SUBJECT INDEX
ULTRASONIC INSPECTION
ACCUSTIC PARAMETERS E ULTRASONIC VISUALIZATION DF
ORGANS E TISSUES OF MAN 8 ANIMALS
JPRS-22860 N66-13350
ULTRASCNICS FOR SOFT TISSUE AND ORGAN STUDY -
OIAGNOSIS OF PATHOLOGICAL PROCESSES
N66-3023B
ULTRASONIC RADIATION
ULTRASENIC EFFECT ON CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
FUNCTION REFLECTEO IN CHANGED SEROTININ METABOLISM
IN RABEITS A66-80398
ULTRASEUND EFFECTS ON NERVOUS SYSTEM, THYROID,
BLOODe AND TISSUE RESPIRATION IN RAT AND RABBIT
A66-B0560
NORPHCLGICAL CHANGES IN INTERNAL ORGANS AND SKIN
FROM LOCAL ULTRASONIC IRRADIATION
JPRS-2]776 N66-102OT
BIOLOGICAL ACTIVITIES OF INSULIN UNDER ULTRASONIC
TREATMENT N64-10798
METACHRCNATIC REACTION OF NUCLEIC ACIOSe DNA AND
RNAt PRODUCED BY ULTRASONIC RADIATION
JPRS-24353 N64-I8978
ULTRASCNIC TESTING
COMPUTATICN OF BLOOD FLOW VELOCITY FROM PRESSURE
PULSE COMPARED WITH MEASUREMENT BY ULTRASONIC
FLCWMETER A64-80259
ULTRASEUND AND TEMPERATURE EFFECT ON COLLOID
PROPERTIES OF HUMAN SERUM A64-80360
ULTRASONIC WAVE
CHEMICAL E BIOLOGICAL ACTION OF ULTRASONIC NAVES
J_RS-21-SgC N66-10198
PRCPAGATICM CF ULTRASONIC WAVES IN BLOOD OF DOGS -
DYNAMICS OF ACUTE RADIATION SICKNESS
JPRS-21775 N6_-10206
ULTRASCNIC WAVES AND MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS
JPRS-25651 N66-26CB6
ULTRASONICS
HISTOLOGICAL, THERMAL AND BIOCHEMICAL EFFECTS OF
ULTRASOUND CN LABYRINTH AND TEMPORAL BONE
A64-80979
ULTRASONIC DEVICE FOR REMOVAL OF DENTAL CALCULUS
JPRS-21998 N66-I0390
ELECTRICAL STIMULATION AS THERAPEUTIC APPARATUS
FOR ULTRASENIC PHYSIOTHERAPY
JPRS-222BO N66-11871
CRYOGENIC TEMPERATURE g ULTRASONIC VIBRATION
EFFECT CN ACTOMYOSIN N64-13693
STIMULATING EFFECT OF HIGH FREQUENCY ULTRASONICS
ON YEAS1 CELL REPRODUCTION N64-32955
ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT
EARLY ONSET OF THIANINELESS DEATH IN BACTERIAL
STRAINS AFTER EXPOSURE TO ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT
RN-611T N64-13204
ELECTRON PARANAGNETIC RESONANCE SPECTRA OF AMINO
ACID _ PROTEIN UNDER ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT
N64-18519
INACTIVATION AND RECOVERY OF MICROORGANISMS AFTER
TREATMENT WITH ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT, X-RAYS, OR
NITROGEN PUSTARC N64-3OT86
ULTR_LVIDLET RADIATION
SOLAR ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION EFFECTS ON
M:ICROCRGANISNS AND RELATION TO GERM TRANSPORTATION
IN INTERPLANETARY SPACE A64-26973
ULTRAVIOLET FLUORESCENCE OF AMINO ACIDS IN FROG
MUSCLES
_PRS-I9267 N64-ZZOEB
FORMATION EF ADENOSINE BY ULTRAVIOLET IRRADIATION
OF ADENINE ANO RIBOSE N64-11375"
EFFECT OF ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION ON RADIATION
SICKNESS IN RATS N66-12803
ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION ABSORPTION BY PEPTIDES FOR
DETECTION OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE ON MARS
NASA-CR-55655 N66-16109
MUTATIONAL SYNERGISM BETWEEN ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION
AND PURINES IN ESCHERICHIA COLI
N64-19546
LUMINESCENCE CAUSED BY PROTEIN COMPONENT OF RAT
LIVER CELLS UNDER ULTRAVIOLET RAY EXCITATION
JPRS-24605 N66-20232
EFFECT OF SIMULATED SPACE ENVIRONMENT ON VIABILITY
OF MICROORGANISMS - ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION EFFECT
NASA-OR-56525 N64-22T86
ULTRAVIOLET SPECTRUM
ULTRAVIOLET ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF STEROID AND
CATECHOLE DERIVATIVES
ARL-TDR-63-29 N64-16971
UNIT
RESPONSES OF SINGLE UNITS IN AUDITORY CORTEX TO
AUDITORY STIMULI IN CATS N64-2796B
UNIVERSE
SPECULATIONS ON LIFE IN UNIVERSEt EVOLUTION OF
MAN, AND BEGINNINGS OF UNIVERSE
A64-eO595
UNMANNED SPACECRAFT
CF MANNED SPACECRAFT
UNMANNED SPACECRAFT STERILIZATION AND NAVIGATION
TO AVOID INTERPLANETARY CONTAMINATION
A64-24982
UNSATURATION
X-RAY FLUORESCENCE STUDY OF OSMIUM TETROXIDE-
TRIGLYCERIDE INTERACTION AS FUNCTION OF DEGREE OF
UNSATURATION N64-22863
UPPER ATMOSPHERE
COLLECTING MICROORGANISMS IN UPPER ATMOSPHERE
AD-_28703 N6_-19877
URANIUM
UNITHIOL EFFECT UPON CASES OF ACUTE URANIUM
POISONING N64-30265
EFFECT OF URANIUM ON ALKALINE PHOSPHATASE ENZYME
OF SOME ORGANS CF RATS N64-31367
UREA
BIOSYNTHESIS OF UREA IN LIVER AND BLOOD PROTEIN
FRACTION AFTER PLUTONIUM-239 INJURY
N64-12571
UREA USED FOR TREATMENT OF IMPAIRED EXCRETORY
FUNCTION OF KIDNEYS IN BURN INJURY
JPRS-25928 N64-27326
URINE
CF HUMAN WASTE
URINARY OUTPUT OF ADRENALINE AND NORADRENALINEt
PULSE RATE AND BLOOD PRESSURE OF SUBJECTS AFTER
WATER IMMERSION STUDIED, TO DETERMINE THE
SYMPATHOADRENAL RESPONSE AND ORTHOSTATIC TOLERANCE
A64-10252
SPACE FLIGHT AND TRAINING EFFECTS ON METABOLIC
WASTE CONTENT OF ASTRONAUTS BLOOD AND URINE
A6_-255BI
VIBRATION STRESS AND ELECTROLYTE, CREATININE, AND
URINE EXCRETION A64-B0155
DIURNAL RHYTHM OF URINARY ELECTROLYTE EXCRETION AS
RELATED TO PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AND DIETARY INTAKE
A64-80186
ACCLIMATIZATION TO CARBON DIOXIDE AND EFFECT ON
ACID-BASE BALANCE, BLOOD, URINE ELECTROLYTES,
NITROGEN RETENTION, AND BODY WEIGHT
A64-B0232
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THIRST PREVENTION AND MATER RECOVERY FROM SEA
EATER AND FROM URINE BY FREEZE-DRYING DURING
PROLONGED SPACE FLIGHT ACB-B0550
MHCLE BODY VIBRATION EFFECTS DN PLASMA AND URINARY
CDRTICCSTEROID LEVELS A66-80636
BLCOO SUGAR, PYRUVIC AND LACTIC ACIOt AND
CREATININE CONTENT CF URINE OF NORKERS EXPOSED 10
CJENTIMETER EAVES FOR 26 HOURS A66-80715
CHANGES IN URINARY EXCRETION OF 17-KETOSTEROIDS
AND ELECTROLYTE LEVEL IN BLOOD INDUCED EY
INTER_|TTENT AUDITORY STTMULAIIDN
A66-BD722
UTILIZATION OF URINARY NITROGEN BY CHLDRELLA
PYRENOIDCSA FOR BIOLOGICAL REGENERATION SYSTEM
FOR LONG TERM SPACE FLIGHT A64-BOE28
SHORT PERIODS OF FOOD DEPRIVATION AND INCREASE
IN URINARY RIBOFLAVIN OF HUMAN A66-BOB76
URINARY EXCRETION DF 5-HYDRDXYINOOLE ACETIC ACID
IN TETRAETHYL LEAD POISONING OF RABBITS
A66-BICB5
URINARY CAST FORMATION DF TH-MUCDPRDTEIN AND
CREATININE EXCRETION DURING EXERCISE
A66-BI318
URINE ULTRAFILTRATION FOR EATER RECOVERY USING
I_EMBRA_E FILTERS
HASA-CR_S1ST5 N66-11383
MEDICAL CLINIC INVESTIGATION OF EATER
RECOVERED FROM HUMAN URINE
AIRRL-TCR-63-TO N66-11465
BIECHEMICAL INVESTIGATION OF BLOOD [ URINE OF DOGS
AETER SPACE FLIGHT N66-11673
URINARY DATECNOLAMINE OUTPUT CHANGES ASSOCIATED
MITH _CTICN SICKNESS OUR TO TURBULENT FLIGHT
SAM-TDR-63-9 N66-13_3L
EXPERIMENTAL ULTRAFILTRATION SYSTEM FOR RECOVERING
POTABLE MATER FROM URINE USING MEMBRANE FILTERS
AMRL-TCR-63-113 N66-16695
BED REST STUDY OF RADIOGRAPHIC BONE DENSITY AND
URINE ANALYSIS FOR CALCIUM AND PHOSPHORUS
NASA-CR-SS313 NB_-IkBDB
URINE EVACUATING SYSTEM FOR USE IN FULLY
PRESSURIZED SUITS
SAP-TCR-66-13 NEB-ITQSB
EATER RECOVERY FROM URINE BY FREEZE DRYING PROCESS
USING _[CRCMAVE ENERGY SOURCE
AMRL-TCR-63-13D NB_-IB7B9
EFFECTS OF HIGH CONCENTRATION OF CARBON DIOXIDE
AND OF LIQUID DIET ON URINE EXCRETION OF STEROIDS
AND CATECHCLAMINES
SAP-TDR-63-63 N66-21096
INORGANICALLY BOUND IODINE-131 SEPARATED FROM
URINARY CONSTITUENTS BY ION EXCHANGE ON SILVER
CHLORIDE COLUMN
ANL-6807 N66-30602
EATER RECOVERY FROM SEA MATER AND FROM HUMAN URINE
REPT.-3 N66-30696
CHANGES IN HUMAN I?-KETOSTEROID URINE EXCRETION
N66-33652
URi_:RAI_HV
INTRAVENOUS URCGRAPHY IN AIRCREM3
A66-80C33
V
VACUUM EQUIPMENT
CJESCRIPTICN OF EXPERIMENTAL REQUIREMENTS FOR
ADAPTING ULTRAHIGH VACUUM EQUIPMENT TO STUDY OF
EFFECTS OF SIMULATED SPACE ENVIRONMENT DN
MICROORGANISMS A66-24980
VACUUM ADAPTATION OF BASEFLATE MATERIALS TO
DENTAL CASTS
SAM-TDR-66-51 N66-31056
VADOSE
S GEOLOGY
S EATER
VALSALVA MANEUVER
VALSALVA MANEUVER AND HYPERVENTILATION AS RELATED
TO ARTERIAL BLOOD GAS TENSIONSe GLUCOSE
CONCENTRATION, AND BLOOD PRESSURE
A66-'BOBDB
VAN ALLEN BELT
RADIATION SHIELDING DEPENDENT ON DDSINETRY OF
FLARE-PRODUCED AND VAN ALLEN BELT PROTON BEAMS
A66-263?T
VANADIUM OXIDE
TOXICOLOGY OF VANADIUM TRIOXIDE DUSTt GERMANIUM
TETRACHLORIDE, AND ALIPHAIlC AMINES
JPRS-Z5116 N66-23366
EFFECT OF VANADIUM TRIOXIDE DUST ON ORGANISM -
TOXICCLGY N66-23368
VAPOR
CF GAS
CF MERCURY VAPOR
CF MATER VAPOR
DETECIICN INSTRUMENTS FOR TOXIC GASESt VAPORS, AND
DUSIS
JPRS-21771 N66-1020S
VASCULAR SYSTEM
INTERNAL ORGAN CHANGES IN DOGS UNDER ACCELERATION
SIRESS IN VENTRODDRSAL DIRECTION AND RELATION TO
VASCULAR AND PARENCHYMAL ELEMENTS
A66-25598
SENSITIVITY AND REACTION CAPABILITY OF
CRANIOCEREBRAL CAVITY VASCULAR SYSTEM TO
LONGITUDINAL GRAVITATIONAL LOADS DURING CHANGE OF
BODY POSITION A66-2560_
HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN AND CARBON DIOXIDE TENSION AS
RELATED TO RETINAL BLOOD VESSELS AND INTRAOCULAR
PRESSURE A66-BODDB
RETINAL VASCULAR RESPONSE TO BREATHING INCREASED
CARBON DIOXIDE AND OXYGEN CONCENTRATIONS
A66-BO961
PULMONARY AND SYSTEMIC HEMODYNAMICS OF PASSIVELY
HYPERVENTILATED DOG AS RELATED TO PH AND CARBON
DIOXIDE 1ENSIDN A66-B1OD9
G-FORCE EFFECTS ON VASCULAR SYSTEM STRUCTURE
JPRS-22956 N66-14136
STRUCTURE AND FUNCTIONS OF COMPONENTS DF BRAIN -
NEURONS_ VASCULAR CAPILLARY NETMORKt NEUROGLIAt [
CEREBROSPINAL FLUID
IPST-990 N66-22203
REACTIONS OF VASCULAR SYSTEM OF CRANIAL CAVITY
DURING LONGITUDINAL G-LOADS N66-237TO
ETIOLOGY OF DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS - GAS-BUBBLE
FORMATION IN VASCULAR SYSTEM AND TISSUES
DVL-3S1 N66-26665
PRESSURE TRANSDUCER FOR RECORDING OSCILLOGRAPH AND
PLETHYSMDGRAPHY OF VASCULAR SYSTEM RESPONSE TO
COLD STIMULUS IN NOSE
FTD-TT-63-869/1_2 N66-31103
PLETHYSMOGRAPHY OF HUMAN VASCULAR SYSTEM RESPONSE
TC COLD STIMULUS IN NOSE CAVITY
N66-31106
VASOCONSIRICTION
CARBON DIOXIDE EFFECT DN PULMONARY VASCULAR
RESISTANCE A66-BOT01
PERIPHERAL VASOCONSTRICTION INDUCED BY EMOTIONAL
STRESS IN RATS A66-BlOBT
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VAS_QDILATIDN SUBJECT INDEX
VASOOILATICN
CF RECCRDIL
ATRDPIKEt CATECHDLAMINEt AND EXPERIMENTAL DRUGS AS
RELATEE TE REFLEX VASODILATATION PRODUCED BY
RAOIANT HEATING OF TRUNK A64-809_8
VEGETATION
EFFECTS CF CESIUM CONCENTRATION IN FEED SOLUTION
AND IN SOIL ON ACCUMULATION IN PEA PLANTS 8 WHEAT
JPRS-22656 N64-13OD6
NAPPING CF GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF VEGETATION
J_RS-25347 N64-28CO7
VEHICLE
S SATELLITE
S SPACE VEHICLE
S SPACECRAFT
VEIN
OXYGEN 8 CARBON DIGXLDE TENSIONS IN DOG PULMONARY
VEIN N64-17943
VELOCITY
CF ACCELERATION
ABILITY TE DISCRIMINATE SMALL SPATIAL SEPARATIONS
IN MOVING VISUAL TARGET /DYNAMIC VISUAL ACUITY/
AND EFFECT OF INCREASING TARGET VELOCITY AND
EXPOSURE TIME 664-80e32
VELOCITY MEASUREMENT
S ACCELERCNETER
VENTILATION
MUSCULAR EXERCISE AT GREAT ALTITUDES IN HIMALAYAS
AS RELATED TO OXYGEN INTAKEt VENTILATIONt AND
HEART RATE A64-80515
RELATIVE COMPLIANCES OF WELL AND POORLY VENTILATED
SPACES IN NGRMAL HUMAN LUNG A64-81C13
VENTILATING AIRFLOW EFFECT ON WATER REQUIREMENTS
OF MEN WEARING PARTIALLY AND FULLY DONNED PRESSURE
SUITS
SAM-TDR-63-59 N64-12855
VENTILATICN-PERFUSION RELATIONSHIP IN GAS EXCHANGE
CE LUNCS N64-17939
TOPOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF PERFUSIDN AND
VENTILATIDk DF BLOOD IN LUNGS N64-I7942
SPACE SUIT - EREATHINGt VENTILATIONw PRESSURE AND
DECOMPRESSION
FTD-TT-64-134/18284 N64-21973
VENTILATICN OF AIRCRAFT CREW FLIGHT CLOTHING -
TEPPERATURE REGULATION
FTD-TT-63-T74/182 N64-22180
HELIUM REPLACEMENT FOR NITROGEN IN SPACECRAFT
CABIN AND HELIUM-OXYGEN VENTILATION FOR PRESSURE
SUIT N64-31535
VENUS
ENVIRCNMENTAL CONDITIONS OF MARS AND VENUS
A64-8C787
VENUE ATMOSPHERE
M_RINER II SPACE PROBE STUDIES OF MARS AND VENUS
ATMOSPHERES 664-81044
VENUS FLY TRAP ROCKET
S COLLECTOR
VERTEBRAL COLUMN
EJECTICN ESCAPE SYSTEMS AND VERTEBRAL INJURIES
A64-20698
BICMECHANICS OF HUMAN SPINAL COLUMN AT LOW
FREQUEKCY VIBRATIONS A64-80C27
VERTEBRAL FRACTURES AS RELATED TO EJECTION SEAT
DESIGNt POSTUREr AND EJECTION FORCES
A64-805C1
EJECTICN SEAT ACCELERATIONS AND INJURIES OF
VERTEBRAL COLUMN A64-80504
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF VERTEBRAE BREAKING
STRENGTH AND ENDPLATE FRACTURES RELATED TO
ACCELERATION STRESS 664-81D06
VERTICAL MOTION
REACTION OF NEURONS OF VESTIBULAR NUCLEI TO
STIMULATION OF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS THROUGH
PASSIVE VERTICAL MOTION OF ANIMALS
JPRS-25896 N64-27323
VERTICAL PERCEPTION
MUSCLE TONE EFFECT ON CHANGES IN PERCEPTUAL
LOCALIZATION OF VISUAL STIMULI IN UP-DOWN
DIMENSION OF SPACE A64-2069C
VERTIGO
VESTIBULAR REACTIONS IN REVOLVING ROOM OBSERVED
QUANTITATIVELY A64-80255
VERTIGO AND ANXIETY OF PSYCHIC ORIGIN IN A PILOT
A64-80280
NEUROTIC ANXIETY AND VESTIBULAR FUNCTION REFLECTED
IN VERTIGO AND NYSTAGMUS UPON REPEATED CALORIC
STIMULATION A64-80301
VESTIBULAR REFLEXES - HABITUATION IN DARKNESS OF
CALORIC NYSTAGMUSt LATEROTORSION_ AND VERTIGO IN
MAN 666-80360
INFLIGHT VERTIGO AND LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS IN
PRIVATE PILOT LEADING TO AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT - CASE
HISTORY A64-B05C8
ELECTRONYSTAGMOGRAPHY AS VALUABLE AID IN STUDY ON
VESTIBULAR APPARATUS FUNCTICN AND TREATMENT OF
VERTIGO IN RABBIT 666-81123
INFLIGHT VERTIGO AND LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS -
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC STUDIES
CARI-63-21 N64-14952
VERY HIGH FREQUENCY RADIO EQUIPMENT
VERY HIGH FREQUENCY RADIOTELENETRY IN SIMULATED
ANIMAL INTERIOR ENVIRDNMENT_ AND TRANSPARENCY OF
HUMAN BODY TO RADIO WAVES
SAM-TDR-63-80 N64-16642
VESTIBULAR APPARATUS
GAMMA IRRADIATION EFFECTS ON VESTIBULAR ANALYZER
SENSITIVITY AND RESPONSE IN TESTS ON RABBITS AND
DOGS A64-25603
RESPONSE OF OTOLITH ORGANS TO BODY TILI IN CAT
A64-80217
MECHANISN OF MOTION SICKNESS IN CAT
A64-B0234
OTOLITH INFLUENCE ON NYSTAGMUS EVOKED BY CALORIC
STIMULATION A64-80242
NYSTAGMUS EVOKED BY LINEAR ACCELERATION ACTING ON
OTOLITH ORGANS OF RABBITS LYING IN LATERAL
POSITION ON PARALLEL SWING A64-80244
VESTIBULAR FUNCTION - DECLINE IN DURATION OF
POSTROTATORY NYSTAGMUS THROUGH TRAINING WITH
REPEATED MOTIONS 664-B0245
VESTIBULAR CORICLIS EFFECT DURING ADDITIONAL
LINEAR ACCELERATION A64-80250
POSTROTATORY NYSTAGMUS AS TEST OF VESTIBULAR
FUNCTION - ITS RELATION TO AUTONOMIC NERVOUS
SYSTEM STABILITY 666-80256
VESTIBULAR REACTIONS IN REVOLVING ROOM OBSERVED
QUANTITATIVELY A64-80255
OTOLITH FUNCTIONS IN HUMANS AND ANIMALS IN
RESPONSE TO LINEAR ACCELERATION
A64-80256
NYSTAGMUS IN MAN AND RABBIT - STUDY OF SECONDARY
PHASE A64-80257
VERTIGO AND ANXIETY OF PSYCHIC ORIGIN IN A PILOT
A64-BO2EO
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VESTIBULAR EFFECT
NEUROTIC ANXIETY AND VESTIBULAR FUNCTION REFLECTED
IN VERTIGO AND NYSTAGMUS UPON REPEATED CALORIC
STIMULATION A66-803C1
VESTIEULAR RECEPTORS - FINE STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION
A66-BO3D2
HABITUATION, EFFERENCE, AND VESTIBULAR INTERPLAY
A64-BO3DS
NYSTAGPUS RECORDED SIMULTANEOUSLY IN THREE
CRTHDGCNAL PLANES A66-80339
VESTIBULAR REFLEXES - HABITUATION IN DARKNESS OF
CALORIC NYSTAGMUSt LATEROTORSION, AND VERTIGO IN
NAN A66-80340
SENSORY-PHYSIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS IN SPACE FLIGHT
ARISING FROM STIMULATION OF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS
A66-80351
VESTIBULAR HABITUATION ACHIEVED BY UNIDIRECTIONAL
R_TATICN A66-BO3B6
ADAPTATION TO MOTION - RELATION TO VESTIBULAR
APPARATUS AND CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
A64-BO43T
EYE MOVEMENTS ANO MUSCLE ACTIVITY RESULTING FROM
ELECTRICAL STIMULATION OF SEMICIRCULAR NERVES IN
CAT A66-B0661
PERSONALITY VARIABLES AS DETERMINED BY MNPI
RELATED TD RESPONSE TO ELECTRICAL VESTIBULAR
STIMULATION A66-BOSB2
GALVANIC STIMULATION OF VESTIBULAR SYSTEM AND
PERCEPTION OF VERTICAL IN PRESENCE OF TILTED
VISUAL FIELD A64-BOTO3
VESTIBULAR AND CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSES TO
HEIGHTLESSNESS AND ADAPTATION TO INCREASED G
FORCES AS RELATED TO PULSEe BLOOD PRESSURE,
RESPIRATION, AND ELECTROCARDIOGRAM
A64-BO845
CENTRALLY EVOKED NYSTAGMUS IN ANIMALS SUBJECTED TO
VESTIBULAR INFLUENCES INCLUDING MOTION SICKNESS
DRUG A64-BOQ53
LOCAL EFFECT DF ACETYLCHOLINE, ATROPINE,
TETRAETHYLANMONIUM, AND ISDFLURCPHATE IOFP/ ON
VESTIBULAR FUNCTION IN RABBIT A66-809B[
AMPLIT_Ee FRECUENCY AND DURATION _F NYSTAGMUS iN
RESPONSE TO ANGULAR ACCELERATION RELATED TO
VESTIBULAR REGULATION, AGE AND STIMULUS INTENSITY
A64-80986
VESTIBULAR ACCLIMATIZATION TO REPETITIVE COMPLEX
STIMULATION BY RADIAL ACCELERATION
A66-B0999
FUNCTIONAL STATE OF ORGAN OF EQUILIBRIUM IN MHITE
MOUSE GRONN MITH DALLY EXPOSURE TO ACCELERATION
A64-81023
THRESHOLD CF CALORIC NYSTAGNUS DURING CONSTANT
RADIAL ACCELERATION IN PIGEON A66-BI026
RECIPROCAL EFFECT OF VESTIBULAR ANO OCULOMOTOR
SYSTEM STIMULUS ON OPTICAL BRAIN CENTER
A66-81053
SPONTANEOUS ACTIVITY OF SINGLE VESTIBULAR NEURON
OF CAT DURING SLEEP AND NAKEFULNESS AS
DETERMINED THROUGH ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM
A64-B106T
FUNCTIONAL CORRELATION BETMEEN DIENCEPHALIC AND
VESTIBULAR NYSTAGMDGENIC AREA A64-81073
VESTIBULAR MECHANISM, NOTION SICKNESSI AND DRUG
THERAPY OF DOG AND HUMAN SUBJECTS MITH
PHENOTHIAZINEt THIETHYLPERAZINE
A64-B1098
ELECTRONYSTAGNUGRAPHY AS VALUABLE AID IN STUOY ON
VESTIBULAR APPARATUS FUNCTION AND TREATMENT OF
VERTIGO IN RABBIT A66-BlI23
VESTIBULAR FUNCTION CF _AN, GUINEA PIGe RABBIT,
AND CAT AS AFFECTED BY CHLDRPRONAZINE
A66-812OB
PERCEPTION IN HUMAN OF RHYTHMICALLY REPEATED
LINEAR MOTION IN VERTICAL PLANE AT DIFFERENT
FREQUENCIES AND EFFECT CF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS
A66-81230
ROLE OF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS IN DPTDKINETIC
NYSTAGNUS IN RABBIT A66-81310
PROTON AND GAMMA IRRADIATION EFFECT ON FUNCTION OF
VESTIBULAR ANALYZER IN COGS
JPRS-22120 N66-112T3
STUDY OF VESTIBULAR SUPPRESSION PHENOMENA IN CATS
AMRL-TDR-63-119 N64-16810
EFFECTS OF UNUSUAL GRAVITATIONAL AND INERTIAL
FORCE ENVIRONMENT ON VESTIBULAR AND VISUAL SYSTEMS
NASA-CR-S6080 N66-20729
FUNCTIONAL CISTUREANCE OF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS AND
IMPLICATIONS FOR RANNED SPACE FLIGHT
NASA-CR-539SB N64-2OT30
EXCITABILITY OF HUMAN VESTIBULAR ANALYZER UNDER
CONDITIONS OF SHORT TERN MEIGHTLESSNESS
N66-23769
MINIMUM ARTIFICIAL GRAVITY NEEDED TO PREVENT
EFFECTS OF gEIGHTLESSNESS ON VESTIBULAR APPARATUS
N66-23TSO
AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM REACTIONS FROM
STIMULATION OF VESTIBULAR ANALYZER
N66-23762
SENSITIVITY AND REACTIVITY OF VESTIBULAR ANALYZER
UNDER INFLUENCE OF IONIZING RADIATION
N66-23769
FUNCTIONAL CONDITION OF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS OF
NHITE RAT UNDER DAILY ROTATIONAL ACCELERATION
STRESS
NASA-TT-F-?025 N66-2713B
REACTION OF NEURONS OF VESTIBULAR NUCLEI TO
STIMULATION OF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS THROUGH
PASSIVE VERTICAl MOTION OF ANIMALS
JPRS-25896 N66-27323
SENSITIVITY OF VESTIBULAR ANALYZERS AND SENSORY
REACTIONS IN MAN DURING BRIEF NEIGHTLESSNESS
N66-gT633
EFFECT OF REPEATED MILD ANGULAR ACCELERATIONS IN
TOTAL DARKNESS ON HUMAN VESTIBULAR NYSTAGMUS NHILE
SUBJECTS PERFORM ATTENTION-DEMANDING TASKS
CAR1-63-29 N64-29847
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL STUDY OF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS
MECHANISMS AND INTERCONNECTIONS BETgEEN CANALS AND
NUCLEI IN MEDULLA OBLONGATA OF CATS
NASA-TT-F-BIBT N64-3360B
VESTIBULAR EFFECT
VESTIBULAR RESPONSE OF FOUR CATS EXPOSED TO
HARMONIC STIMULATION OF THE HORIZONTAL
SEMICIRCULAR CANAL A66-IOZBT
VESTIBULAR STIMULATION EFFECTS ON VISUAL
PERCEPTION FROM MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
A66-10629
RELATIONSHIP OF VESTIBULAR TEST RESPONSESt
ESPECIALLY THOSE MHICH ARE ELECTRONYSTAMOGRAPHIC,
TO PILOT PERFORMANCE DURING FLIGHT TRAINING
A66-12380
SENSITIVITY OF SEMICIRCULAR CANALS TO STIMULATION
DURING MEIGHTLESSNESS, BY TIMING ROTATION OF
OCULOGYRAL ILLUSION AND THE PERCEPTION OF ROTATION
AFTER STIMULATION A66-13509
ELICITATEON OF SECONOARY AND INVERTED PRIMARY
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VESIIBULARTEST SUBJECT ]NOEX
NYSTAGNUS FROM THE CAT WITH VESTIBULAR STIMULATION
BY REPEATED UNILAIERAL CALORIC IRRIGATION
A64-13521
RADIAL ACCELERATION EFFECT ON POSITION SENSE.
CONSIDERING PSYCHIC FUNCTIONS AND CCULOGRAVIC
PHENOMENON A66-22063
SPACE ORIENTATION IN HUMAN BEINGS WITH REGARD TO
GRAVITY RECEPTOR PERFORMANCE UNDER DIFFERENT FIELD
STRENGTHS A64-22818
THRESHOLDS FOR PERCEPTION OF LINEARLY INCREASING
ANGULAR ACCELERATIONS WITH REGARD TO THEIR
DEPENDENCE ON ACCELERATION GRADIENT FOR AIRCRAFT
CONTROL A66-22819
RELATION OF PHYSICAL PROTECTION OF MAN TO
ISOLATION AND DISORIENTATION DURING SPACE TRAVEL
A64-26620
OPERATION OF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS AND RELATED
NERVE CENTERS UNDER CONDITIONS OF ZERO GRAVITY
A6_-26975
OTOLITHIC STIMULUS EFFECT ON DISORIENTATION AND
TROUBLESOME ILLUSIONS IN HUMAN STUDIED. USING
LINEAR ACCELERATION OR ORBITING WITHOUT
ACCELERATION A64-25554
WEIGHTLESSNESS EFFECTS ON EXCITABILITY OF HANS
VESIIBULAR ANALYZER A64-25583
VIBRATIONAL AND RADIATION EFFECTS ON VESTIBULAR
AND FLEXOR REFLEXES IN GUINEA PIGS AND MICE
A64-25595
GRADUAL STIMULATION OF SEMICIRCULAR CANALS TO
DETERMINE TIME CORRELATION BETWEEN VESTIBULAR
STIMULI STRENGTH AND VEGETATIVE REACTIONS
A66-25596
ACCELERATION TOLERANCE. ACCELERATION PROTECTIONt
AND EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION ON VISION AND
ORIENTATION A66-BO163
HEAD MOVEMENTS OF VESTIBULAR ORIGIN REGULATED BY
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM IN RABBIT
A66-80239
VESTIBULAR INFLUENCE ON MUSCLE TONUS VIA GAMMA
EFFERENT MOTOR SYSTEM IN CAT A64-BO240
VESTIBULAR STIMULUS EFFECTS ON ELECTRCCCRTICOGRAN
IN CAT A64-8OBTO
HISTOLOGICALt THERMAL AND BIOCHEMICAL EFFECTS OF
ULTRASOUND ON LABYRINTH AND TEMPORAL BONE
A64-80979
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF TRANSLATIONS OF FOREIGN
LANGUAGE ARTICLES ON NYSTAGNUSt VESTIBULAR
STINULATIDNv 8 CORIOLIS EFFECTS
N66-10632
EFFECT OF SPACE FLIGHT CONDITIONS ON FUNCTIONAL
STALE OF VESTIBULAR TONIC 8 FLEXOR REFLEX IN
GUINEA PIGS N66-IIBA1
MORPHOLOGICAL & HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION OF
VESTIBULAR APPARATUS OF ANIMALS IN CHANGING
GRAVITATIONAL FIELD N64-LIB62
NYSTAGMUS RESPONSES OF CATS TO ROTATION AND
DIRECTIONAL STIMULI AFTER CALORIC HABITUATION OF
ONE EAR - VESTIBULAR EFFECT
CARI-63-16 N66-11969
BIOINSTRUMENTATION CONTROL CENTER FOR VESTIBULAR
RESEARCH PROGRAMS ON THE HUMAN DISORIENTATION
DEVICE
NASA-CR-55615 N64-15353
INFLUENCE OF VESTIBULAR ORGANS ON ABILITY TO ALIGN
VISUAL TARGET WITH HORIZONTAL
NASA-CR-55616 N66-15356
PERCEPTION OF POSTURAL VERTICAL AFTER PROLONGED
BODILY TILT IN NDRNALS 6 SUBJECTS WITH VESTIBULAR
DEFECTS
NASA-CR-S5616 N66-15355
VESTIBULAR DISORIENTATION DUE TO CORIOLIS
ACCELERATION
NASA-CR-55786 N66-16331
HEMODYNANIC RESPONSES TO VESTIBULAR STIMULATION BY
ROTATION
FTD-TT-64-32/l_2 N66-22365
VISUAL PERCEPTION STUDY OF POSTURAL VERTICAL IN
NORMALS AND SUBJECTS WITH VESTIBULAR DEFECTS
N66-22438
COMPARISON OF AUTONOMIC AND SOMATIC MOTOR OUTFLOW
TO VESTIBULAR STIMULATION - MOTION SICKNESS STUDY
NASA-RP-215 N66-23377
EFFECTS OF VIBRATION AND IONIZING RADIATION ON
VESTIBULAR AND MOTOR-DEFENSE REFLEXES
N66-23761
VISUAL CONTROL OF ACCLIMATIZATION TO COMPLEX
VESTIBULAR STIMULATION IN MAN
NASA-CR-56896 N66-2TBB9
VESTIBULAR TEST
PERSONALITY VARIABLES AS DETERMINED BY NMPI
RELATED TO RESPONSE TO ELECTRICAL VESTIBULAR
STIMULATION A66-80582
VESTIBULAR CLINICAL EXAMINATION USING
ELECTRONYSTAGMOGRAPHY A64-8096B
VIABILITY
EFFECT OF SPACE FLIGHT CONDITIONS IN SATELLITE ON
PRESERVATION OF VIABILITY OF CHORELLA CULTURE
N64-11678
EFFECT OF SIMULATED SPACE ENVIRONMENTS ON
VIABILITY OF MICROORGANISMS
NASA-CR-SO333 N66-2275Z
EXISTENCE AND IDENTITY OF VIABLE MICROORGANISMS IN
STRATOSPHERE
NASA-CR-5069B N64-22769
EFFECT OF SIMULATED SPACE ENVIRONMENT ON VIABILITY
OF MICROORGANISMS - ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION EFFECT
. NASA-CR-56525 N64-22786
VIABILITY OF MICROORGANISMS 1N SIMULATED SPACE
NASA-CRU59092 N66-33099
VIBRATION
BIOMECHANICS OF HUMAN SPINAL COLUMN AT LOW
FREQUENCY VIBRATIONS A64-BO027
TRANSIENT ACCELERATION. VIBRATION. AND NOISE
PROBLEMS IN SPACE FLIGHT - A REVIEW
A64-BO478
ION MIGRATION IN TISSUE OF NAN AND ANIMAL UNDER
HYPOXIA CAUSED BY LOW AMBIENT PRESSURE_
ACCELERATION STRESS AND VIBRATION
A64-81266
GEOGRAPHICAL URIENTATIONt OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS_
HUMAN PERFORMANCE DURING VIBRATION_ AND PHYSICAL
AND GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS AFFECTING VISIBILITY IN
LOW ALTITUDE HIGH SPEED FLIGHT
ACR-95 N66-31508
VIBRATION EFFECT
VIBRATORY FORCE EFFECT UPON BIOLOGICAL SYSTENS.
PARTICULARLY HUMAN ORGANISM A64-12983
VIBRATION EFFECTS ON THE VISUAL ACUITY OF MAN
A6_-14993
VIBRATIONAL AND RADIATION EFFECTS ON VESTIBULAR
AND FLEXOR REFLEXES IN GUINEA PIGS AND NICE
A64-25595
VIBRATION EFFECTS ON VISUAL PERFORMANCE
A66-BO165
WHOLE BODY VIBRATION EFFECTS ON PLASMA AND URINARY
A-296
SUBJECTINOEX VIGILANCE
CDRTICGSTEROIDL VELS A66-80636
VIBRATIONEFFECT ON METABOLIC SYSTEMS AND THERMAL
DEEYORATION OF SALTS
JPRS-1ES76 N66-107BO
PATHOLOGICAL ANO MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES OF NERVOUS
SYSTEM CAUSED BY VIBRATION N66-10781
VIBRATION STIMULUS TEST OF NEUROMUSCULARt CENTRAL
NERVOUS AND CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEMS
N66-10782
EFFECTS OF EXTERNALLY APPLIED PHYSICAL VIBRATION
ON TISSUES OF DOG EYE
/UqRL-TOR-63-120 N66-16696
I_tOLE-BOOY VIBRATION EFFECT ON VISUAL PERFORMANCE
D3-3512-6 N66-15855
VIBRATION ENVIRONMENTt HUMAN TOLERANCE TO
EXTREME VIBRATIONAL STRESS, 8 EFFECT OF VIBRATION
ON OPERATOR PERFORMANCE - ABSTRACTS
N66-16676
EFFECTS OF VIBRATION AND IONIZING RADIATION ON
VESTIBULAR AND MOTOR-DEFENSE REFLEXES
N66-23761
EFFECT OF VIBRATION AND RESTRAINT ON BODY WEIGHT
AND SURVIVAL OF ALBINO RAT
REPT.-_ N66-29583
EFFECTS OF LO_ FREQUENCY MECHANICAL VIBRATIONS ON
BLOOD CHANGES IN HHITE RATS
FTO-TT-66-ZB2/1 N66-30T03
WHOLE-BODY VIBRATION EFFECT ON PLASMA AND URINARY
CORTICOSTEROID LEVELS IN MAN
ANRL-TDR-6_-53 N66-31962
ENDOCRINE AND METABOLIC RESPONSE OF RESTRAINED
DOGS TO HHOLE-BDDY VIBRATION
ANRL-TDR-66-S6 N66-31963
VIBRATION EFFECTS ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE OF DEAL
READING
CAL-VH-X838-E-1 N64-32208
VIBRATION MEASURING APPARATUS
VIBROGRAPH MEASUREMENT OF OVERALL VIBRATION
N66-22730
VIBRATION PERCEPTION
NUMBER OF CODE SIGNALS AFFECT LEARNING TIME FOR
TACTILE COMMUNICATION A66-16199
VIBRATORY THRESHOLD AS AFFECTED BY AGING AND
IMPAIRMENT OF PERIPHERAL CIRCULATION
A66-80002
VIBRATION PROTECTION
VIBRATION STRESS REVIEWED NITH RESPECT TO
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTSt HUMAN TOLERANCEt AND
PROTECTIVE MEASURES A66-BO16B
VIBRATIONAL FREQUENCY
HANS SHORT TIME TOLERANCE TO SINUSOIOAL
VIBRATIONS AT FREQUENCIES BETHEEN 3 AND 20 CPS IN
THREE ORTHOGONAL AXES A64-ZT596
VOCAL SOUND PITCH VARIATIONS OBSERVED FROM
VIBRATIONS IN TRACHEAL OUTER HALL
E-'-T-J-63-S NbB-1S3T6
VIBRATIONAL STRESS
BODILY EFFECTS OF VERTICAL VIBRATION AT 600 CPM
AND S MN AMPLITUDE UPON HATER METABOLISM OF
HEALTHY MALE SUBJECT A64-19170
VIBRATIONAL STRESS ON PLASMA AND URINARY
CORTICCSTEROID LEVELS A66-22066
HUMAN BODY RESPONSE TO ACCELERATION[ VIBRATION AND
IMPACT IN PRESENCE OF OTHER STIMULI
A66-28345
HORMONE CHANGES IN RESPONSE TO CENTRIFUGATTON,
VIBRATION, AND ISOLATION HTTH RESTRAINT IN MONKEY
A66-BOl15
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PATHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF
VIBRATION ON TOTALLY IMMERSED CATS
A66-B0119
VIBRATION STRESS REVIEWED HITH RESPECT TO
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTSt HUMAN TOLERANCEt AND
PROTECTIVE MEASURES A66-80168
VIBRATION STRESS AND ELECTROLYTE, CREATININEt ANO
URINE EXCRETION A66-B0155
HHOLE BODY VIBRATION EFFECTS ON PLASMA AND URINARY
CORTICOSTEROIO LEVELS A66-80636
SUGAR AND GLYCOGEN BLOOD LEVELS OF RABBIT AND
DOG EXPOSED TO PROLONGED VIBRATION
AbB-BOT25
LIDOCAINE HYDRDCHLORIOE AND VIBRATIONAL STRESS AS
RELATED TO DECOMPRESSION TOLERANCE OF RAT
A66-BOT63
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE OF CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM TO
VIBRATION STRESS OF SPACE FLIGHT
N66-11698
VIBROCARDIOGRAM
TIMING AND MAVEFORM VARIATIONS OF VIBROCARDIOGRAMS
FROM MULTIPLE POSITIONS ON PRECDROIUM
A66-22816
VIBROCARDIOGRAM VARIATIONS OVER PRECORDIUM AND
SOUND TRANSMISSION RATE A66-BO689
TESTING HEART FUNCTION BY ANALYSIS OF ITS
PRECORDIAL VIBRATION SPECTRUM
NASA-CR-53818 N66-19313
MEASUREMENT OF ISOMETRIC CONTRACTION AND EJECTION
TIME BY VIBROCAROIOGRAN OF ANESTHETIZED DOG
N66-21366
VIGILANCE
AFTEREFFECT OF SLEEP DEPRIVATION ON VIGILANCE AND
CHOICE SERIAL REACTION RELATED TO DISTURBED
DIURNAL RHYTHM A66-12966
VIGILANCE TEST SHOHING EFFECT OF EVENT RATE ON
OBSERVATION PERFORMANCE AND NOTING DECISION THEORY
APPROACH A66-15676
HUMAN PERFORMANCE IN VIGILANCE TESTS, STUOYING
AUDITORY DETECTION, VISUAL DETECTIUN AND
COMBINATION OF BOTH A66-26869
VISUAL DISPLAY MODE EFFECTS ON OVERALL MEAN
PERFORMANCE FOR VIGILANCE TASKS
A66-26850
TASK PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS EXAMINING EFFECT OF
INSERTED ARTIFICIAL SIGNALS AND RESPONSE
COMPLEXITY ON VIGILANCE A66-2685T
SLEEP LOSS EFFECT ON VIGILANCE LESSENED BY
INCREASE IN RATE OF SIGNAL PRESENTATION
A66-80078
AGING EFFECT ON PERFORMANCE OF AUOITORY AND VISUAL
VIGILANCE TASKS AT VARYING SPEEDS
PHS-G-GM-05385 A66-80129
AGE EFFECT ON AUDITORY VIGILANCE PERFORMANCE AT
LON SIGNAL FREQUENCY A66-80130
DETECTION OF RANDOM AUDITORY AND VISUAL SIGNALS
UNDER DIFFERENT SCHEDULES A66-80201
MAINTENANCE OF VIGILANCE IN AN AUDITORY
MONITORING TASK A66-80203
MENTAL AND VIGILANCE PERFORMANCE DURING INCREASED
BODY TEMPERATURE A66-BOZT2
REVIEW OF VIGILANCE STUDIES A66-803TT
VIGILANCE AS FUNCTION UF SIGNAL FREQUENCY AND
FLASH RATE A66-BO63q
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VINYLPOLYMER SUBJECTINDEX
PROBLEMSOF WEIGHTLESSNESSt VIGILANCE! AND SENSORY
DEPRIVATION IN MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
A66-80684
VIGILANCE PERFORMANCE INFLUENCED BY THREE
DIFFERENT TYPES OF KNOWLEDGE OF RESULTS
A64-80589
VIGILANCE PERFORMANCE IN COMPLEX TASK SITUATIONS
AND WITH PARTIALLY REDUNDANT CUTANEOUS INFORMATION
INPUT A66-80618
CORTICAL EVOKED POTENTIALS AND ATTENTIVENESS AS
RELATED TO SIGNAL DETECTION IN VIGILANCE TASK
A64-80619
ALERTED EFFECTIVE THRESHOLD IN AUDITORY
VIGILANCE TASK A64-80662
PHYSICAL AND PSYCHOPHYSIOLDGICAL ASPECTS OF NOISE
AS RELATED TO VIGILANCE A66-BOT19
COMPARISON OF SUBJECTIVE AND OBJECTIVE DATA
PERTAINING TO VIGILANCE TESTSt PSYCHOMOTOR
PERFORMANCEw AND NOISE EFFECTS A64-80723
EYE MOVEMENTS RECORDED DURING VIGILANCE
A64-8OT95
BEHAVIOR IMPAIRMENT DUE TO STRESS - EXPERIMENT IN
LONG-TERM PERFORMANCE OF 21 HOURS
A64-8OTg8
VIGILANCE DECREMENT AS FUNCTION OF PRETEST
EXPECTANCY A64-80938
NONSPECIEIC ACOUSTIC RESPONSES IN RABBIT IN
RELATION TO VIGILANCE_ MOVENENTe SLEEPt AND
AROUSAL A64-81028
SLEEP DEPRIVATION EFFECT ON HEART RATE AND
PERFORMANCE IN MAN A64-81116
VISUAL MONITORING PERFORMANCE AS INFLUENCED BY
SECONDARY TASK OF SIMPLE MENTAL ARITHMETIC
A64-81161
VISUAL REACTION TIME RELATED TO EXPECTANCY OF
STIMULUS A64-81151
VISUAL AND AUDITORY VIGILANCE DURING EXPOSURE TO
HOT AND HUMID CONDITIONS A64-81191
CONDITIONS AFFECTING VIGILANCE BEHAVIOR AND
RELATION TO VARIATION IN DETECTION RESPONSE
HUMRRO-RB-IO N64-13106
EFFECT OF REFERENCE DISPLAY ON HUMAN DETECTION
PERFORMANCE IN VISUAL VIGILANCE TASK
TR-750-2 N64-20609
HUMAN PERFORNANCE IN LONG TESTS OF VIGILANCE USING
SIMULATED RADAR SCREEN
ESD-TDR-63-320 N64-2108I
RELATION OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE IN AUDITORY
VIGILANCE TO CHANGES IN REINFORCEMENT
TR-I9 N64-27097
EFFECTS OF VISUAL DISPLAY MODE ANO NONITORING ON
PERFORMANCE IN COMPLEX VIGILANCE TASK
SAM-TDR-64-34 N66-29796
VINYL POLYMER
POLYVINYL PYRROLIOINE EFFECTIVENESS IN
REDUCING RETENTION OF RADIOISOTOPES IN BODY
N66-10039
VIRUS
INHIBITING ACTION OF DEOXYRIBONUGLEASE DN
ADENOVIRUSES
JPRS-22050 N66-I2883
INHIBITING CAPACITY OF DEOXYRIBONUCLEASE ON
ADENOVIRUSES IN TISSUE CULTURE N64-12884
THERAPEUTIC VALUE OF OEOXYRIBONUCLEASE IN
TREATMENT OF PATIENTS WITH ADENOVIRUS
CONJUNCTIVITIS N64-12BB5
INOCULATION OF DOG LIVER WITH VIRUS FOR
SUSCEPTIBILITY TEST
LF-IO N64-13344
EXAMINATION OF GROUND S_UIRREL EXCRETION FOR
ANIMAL _ BACTERIAL VIRUSES
TN-62-I2 N64-I39BB
INFLUENCE OF HIBERNATION ON COXSACKIE VIRUS
INFECTIONS IN ALASKAN GROUND SQUIRREL
AAL-TDR-63-25 N66-31935
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF UREA-EXTRACTABLE
COMPONENTS OF PLAGUE VIRUS EV
JPRS-26858 N66-32165
VISCERA
EFFECT OF ANESTHESIAI HIGH OXYGEN AND FEEDING ON
RESONANT FREQUENCIES OF VISCERAL ORGANS
AMRL-TDR-64-16 N64-22328
VISIBILITY
EYE ACTIVITY IN VISUAL SEARCH SITUATIONSt NOTING
RELEVANCE TO VISIBILITY PROBLEM
A66-17622
OBJECT CLASSIFICATION DISCUSSED AS PRACTICAL TOOL
FOR VISIBILITY ENGINEERING A64-17625
SATELLITE TO SATELLITE VISIBILITY DF CREWMEN -
HUMAN PERFORMANCE N66-3OT2I
GEOGRAPHICAL ORIENTATIDNw OPERATIONAL PROBLEMSt
HUMAN PERFORMANCE DURING VIBRATION_ AND PHYSICAL
AND GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS AFFECTING VISIBILITY IN
LOW ALTITUDE HIGH SPEEO FLIGHT
ACR-95 N66-31508
EFFECTS OF PHYSICAL AND GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS AND
HUMAN VISUAL LIMITATIONS ON VISIBILITY DURING
LOW ALTITUDE HIGH SPEED FLIGHT N64-31511
VISIBLE RADIATION
SPECTRAL RADIATION HUE IN TERMS OF WAVELENGTH FOR
THREE RETINAL ECCENTRICITIESt USING COLOR NAMING
METHOD A66-28417
VISION
SA NIOSIS
CF BINOCULAR VISION
CF EYE
CF STEREOSCOPIC VISION
ACCOMMODATION AND CONVERGENCE CONSIDERED WITHIN
CONTEXT OF ADJUSTMENT TO SPATIAL ENVIRONMENT AS
FUNCTION OF EXOPHORIA AND HYPEROPIA.
A66-80026
FOVEAL ABSOLUTE VISUAL THRESHOLD FOR SHORT LIGHT
FLASHES SUBTENDING SMALL AREA OF VISUAL FIELD
A64-80123
ACCELERATION TOLERANCEt ACCELERATION PROTECTIONI
AND EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION ON VISION AND
ORIENTATION A66-80143
PHYSIOLOGICAL EXPLANATION OF WATERFALL PHENOMENON
AND FIGURAL AFTEREFFECTS A66-80196
REACTION TIME UNDER THREE VIEWING CONDITIONS -
BINOCULARt DOMINANT EYE, AND NONDOMINANI EYE
A64-80229
VISUAL PROBLEMS OF SPACE FLIGHT AND EXPERIENCE OF
RUSSIAN AND AMERICAN ASTRONAUTS
A66-BO278
DEPTH PERCEPTION FROM BINOCULAR DISPARITY
A64-80318
VISUAL PROBLEMS FACING ASTRONAUTS IN ORBITAL
FLIGHT A66-BO462
RECOVERY TIME AFTER EXPOSURE TO GLARE STUDIED AS
FUNCTION OF DURATION_ INTENSITY_ AND CONTRAST
A66-80601
VISUAL AND AUDITORY STIMULI EFFECTS ON
GASTROINTESTINAL MOTILITY A66-80613
A-298
SUBJECTINDEX
LEARNINGSETPERFDRMANCEeVISIONeHEARINGtLOCOMOTION,EATING,BODYEEIGHTj AND SURVIVAL OF
SQUIRREL MONKEYS, SAIMIRI SCIUREUS, EXPOSED TO
RAPIO DECOMPRESSION A66-80836
EYE FIXATION CONTROL BY AUDITORY FEEDBACK
A64-80905
SIMULTANEOUS BRIGHTNESS CONTRAST IN PERIPHERAL AND
FDVEAL VIENING OF TEST PATCHES A66-BIO03
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECT ON VISUAL PATHMAY E EYE
OF CAT
UCRL-IIO05 N66-1109T
ROTARY AUTOKINESIS AND DISPLACEMENT OF THE VISUAL
HORIZONTAL ASSOCIATED NITH HEAD AND BODY POSITION
N66-11396
DISARRANGED EYE-HAND COORDINATION
N64-22C61
COLOR DISCRIMINATION NITHDUT CHROMATIC VISION
QTSR-3 N66-22261
HIGH OXYGEN ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS ON VISUAL
MECHANISMS AND OCULAR PHYSIOLOGY
SAM-REVIEN-3-66 N66-26269
HUMAN ELECTRDRETINDGRAPHY AND VISUAL PERFORMANCE
APR-2 N66-32379
VISUAL ACCQI4NODATION
ACCOMMODATION AND CONVERGENCE CONSIDERED MITHIN
CONTEXT OF ADJUSTMENT TO SPATIAL ENVIRONMENT AS
FUNCTION OF EXOPHDRIA AND HYPEROPIA.
A66-BOOZ6
ACCOMMODATION AS DISTANCE CUE IN VISUAL PERCEPTION
A64-B0141
KINETIC VISUAL ACUITY IN PILOT SELECTION ANO
EVALUATION OF FATIGUE A66-BO315
VISUAL ADAPTATION IN EYE OF NAN - ANTIBIOTIC
EFFECT ON BLOOD CONTENT AND ORGANS OF IRRADIATED
RATS - ELECTRIC RESISTANCE IN SECTION OF
PULMONARY TISSUE IN RAN
JPRS-Z5664 N64-28625
VISUAL RECOVERY FROM EXPOSURES TO VERY HIGH
ILLUMINANCE FLASHES
TDR-2 N64-33659
VISUAL ACUITY
CF MYOPIA
PILOCARPINE MIOSIS AS CHORIORETINAL BURN
PROTECTION FRDH HIGH INTENSITY LIGHT TO STUDY
VISUAL ACUITY A66-Z2056
FLASHBLINDNESS PROBLEMS EVALUATED, DISCUSSING
RELATION OF ADAPTATION OF EYE TO CHANGING
LIGHTING CONDITIONS AND RECOVERY OF SENSITIVITY TO
FUNCTIONAL LEVEL A64-Z5555
RETINAL AREA AND STIMULUS INTENSITY RELATIONSHIP
TO HUMAN REACTION TIME A66-ZTT52
CORTICAL POTENTIALS EVOKED BY PHOTIC STIMULATION
AT VARIOUS LEVELS OF RETINAL ADAPTATION IN NAN
A66-BDDO3
SCCTOPIC ACUITY THRESHOLDS IN UPRIGHT AND TILTED
BODY POSITION A66-80160
IMPROVEMENT OF PERIPHERAL VISUAL ACUITY IN BOTH
EYES FOLLDHING AUDITORY STIMULATION
A66-BO189
KINETIC VISUAL ACUITY IN PILOT SELECTION ANO
EVALUATION OF FATIGUE A66-80315
CORNEAL CONTACT LENSES FOR FLYING PERSONNEL IN
MILITARY AVIATION - CLINICAL EVALUATION
A66-80601
OBJECTIVE MEASUREMENT OF VISUAL ACUITY BY NEM
METHOD A66-BO512
VISUAL DISPLAY
ABILITY TO DISCRIMINATE SMALL SPATIAL SEPARATIONS
IN MOVING VISUAL TARGET /DYNAMIC VISUAL ACUITY/
AND EFFECT OF INCREASING TARGET VELOCITY AND
EXPOSURE TIME A64-BOB3Z
DISADVANTAGE OF PREDOMINANCE OF ANTICOMPENSATORY
EYE MOVEMENTS DURING RAPID HORIZONTAL ROTATION OF
HEAD A66-80862
EYE MOVEMENTS INVESTIGATED IN RELATION TO VISUAL
ACUITY FOR MOVING OBJECT ABk-B1032
VISUAL ACUITY FOR MOVING OBJECTS IN INDIVIDUALS
WITH NORMAL VISION ANO MITH VARIOUS VISUAL
ANOMALIES A66-81033
THEORETICAL TOTAL REFRACTION INDEX OF
UNACCOMMODATED LIVING EYE CALCULATED FROM SIMPLE
OPTICAL MODEL A64-B1075
VISUAL PROBLEMS OF LUMINESENCE, MOTION, AND DESIGN
IN OBSERVING SATELLITE FROM ANOTHER SATELLITE
A66-BI16Z
HYPEROPIA, MYOPIA, AND ASIlGMATISM - DIAGNOSIS AND
EVALUATION OF PHYSICAL FITNESS FOR OCCUPATIONAL
OPERATION OF VEHICLES A66-81296
VISUAL AID
VISUAL GUIDANCE AIDS FOR MANUAL FLIGHT CONTROL
A66-23298
HELMET PDSITION SENSING SYSTEM /HELPS/ INDICATING
PILOTS LINE DF SIGHT AS HEAD ROTATES
A66-24832
VISUAL AIDS FOR MANUFACTURING PERSONNEL IN
PRODUCTION OF ATOMIC MEAPONS
SC-49591M1 N66-16997
VISUAL CONTROL
VISUAL CAPABILITIES IN ACQUISITION, HOMING ANO
OOCKING PHASES OF SPACECRAFT RENDEZVOUS
A66-10636
PILOT CONTROL OF ORBITAL DOCKING OF ATTITUDE-
STABILIZED VEHICLE BY VISUAL-CUE GUIDANCE - FIXED-
BASE SIMULATOR
NASA-TN-D-ZO36 f166-12715
VISUAL CONTROL OF ACCLIMATIZATION TO COMPLEX
VESTIBULAR STIMULATION IN MAN
NASA-CR-56696 N64-ZTBB9
VISUAL CUE
MOON ILLUSION TESTED UNDER SIMULATED CONDITIONS
PROVIDING VARIETY OF VISUAL CUES
A66-BO623
VISUAL DISCRIMINATION RECOVERY
PHOTDSTRESS AND FLASH BLINDNESS USED TO DETERMINE
HHETHER THERE IS A CONSISTENT RELATIONSHIP
BETMEEN VISUAL DISCRIMINATION RECOVERY AND
INTENSITY OF DAZZLING FLASH A66-13511
BLEACHING OF RETINAL PHOTOSENSITIVE PIGMENTS AND
RELATION TO AFTERIMAGES AND VISUAL THRESHOLDS IN
DARK ADAPTATION A66-19573
TINING OF SCANNING PROCESS USED TO ANALYZE HUMAN
PERCEPTION AND THOUGHT MECHANISMS INVOLVED IN
VISUAL SEARCH AND DISCRIMINATION
A66-20838
VISUAL DISPLAY
COLOR CODING AND VISUAL SEPARABILITY IN
INFORMATION DISPLAYS A64-16012
NOISE BURST EFFECT ON PERFORMING TASK GF SEARCHING
VISUAL DISPLAY IN NHICH RANDOM NUMBERS HERE
PRESENTED AT RATE OF FIVE PER SECOND
A66-16TIO
INPUT FACTORS AFFECTING ACCURACY MITH HHICH
OPERATOR CAN IDENTIFY LETTERS FROM BRIEFLY
EXPOSED, RANDOMLY SAMPLED AND POSITIONED ALPHABET
DISPLAYS A66-21610
HUMAN EMOTIONAL REACTION TO ABSTRACT VISUAL FORMS
A-299
VISUAL FIELD SUBJECT INDEX
A64-22062
HEAD MOUNTED ELECTROCULAR DISPLAY SYSTEM COMPARED
WITH CONVENTIONAL CONSOLE DISPLAY FOR TARGET
DETECTION A64-24831
TRUE AND FALSE KNOWLEDGE DF RESULTS EFFECT ON
DETECTING BRIEF PAUSES IN MOVEMENT OF CLOCK HAND
A6_I25479
VISUAL DISPLAY MODE EFFECTS ON OVERALL MEAN
PERFORMANCE FOR VIGILANCE TASKS
A64-2685D
PRACTICE AND EXPOSURE TIMES EFFECT ON DIAL
READING, COMPARING CIRCULAR AND LINEAR SCALES FOR
ACCURACY A66-26855
CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION DISPLAY SYSTEM FOR
REMOTE CONTROLLED LUNAR LANDING SIMULATION
A64-27808
VIGILAECE AS FUNCTION OF SIGNAL FREQUENCY AND
FLASH RATE A66-80439
COLOR VERSUS SHAPE CODING IN INFORMATION DISPLAYS
A64-806C3
EFFECT OF REFERENCE DISPLAY ON HUMAN DETECTION
PERFORMANCE IN VISUAL VIGILANCE TASK
TR-TSO-2 N66-ZOkD9
SYSTEM FOR VISUAL DISPLAY AND PHOTOGRAPHIC
RECORDING OF MULTIPLEXED SIGNALS FROM NULTICHANNEL
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPH
FTD-TT-63-1190/l_2_4 N64-Z6212
EFFECTS DF VISUAL DISPLAY MODE AND MONITORING ON
PERFORMANCE IN COMPLEX VIGILANCE TASK
SAN-TDR-66-34 N64-29794
CERTITUDE JUDGEMENT AND ACCURACY OF INFORMATION
ASSIMILATION FROM VISUAL DISPLAYS
USAPRD-TRN-145 N64-2gg4T
VISUAL FIELO
POSITION AND FORM EFFECTS ON CUNBINATION OF
INFORMATION IN SUPERIMPOSED VISUAL FIELDS SHOWN
FRCN PILOT PERFORMANCE OF CONCURRENT TASKS
A64-19526
VISUAL FIELD LOSS PATTERN DURING POSITIVE
ACCELERATION DEMONSTRATED AND REFINED WITH
PLETHYSMOGRAPHIC GOGGLE TYPE OPHTHALMDDYNAMOMETER
A64-27606
LEFT-RIGHT CIFFERENCES IN TACHISTDSCDPIC
RECOGNITION WITH SIMULTANEOUS OR SUCCESSIVE
PRESENTATION OF STIMULI A64-80063
HANDEDNESS AND DIFFERENTIAL PERCEPTION OF VERBAL
STIMULI IN LEFT AND RIGHT VISUAL FIELDS
A66-80202
COLD STRESS - REGULATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF
REFLEX MUSCLE ACTIVITY IN MAN A64-BO344
PERCEPTUAL MECHANISMS AIMED AT ERROR-CORRECTION
A66-806TI
_OTOR SENSORY FEEDBACK AS RELATED TO SELF-PRODUCED
NDVEMENT IN ADAPTING TO PRISM-PRODUCED VISUAL
FIELD REARRANGEMENT A66-8058I
MANIFEST ANXIETY RELATED TD PHENOMENON DF
NARROWING VISUAL FIELD WITH INCREASE IN DISTANCE
A64-8II96
SEMANTIC ATTRIBUTES DF HOMOGENEOUS VISUAL AND
RIVALRY FIELDS A64-81216
CRITICAL VISUAL FIELD OF EXPLOSIVE-ACTUATED LENS
FILTER /ELF/ HELNET AND VISOR SYSTEN FOR FLASH
BLINDNESS PREVENTION
MR-64-1 N64-32299
VISUAL OBSERVATION
VISUAL DISTANCE ESTIMATION IN SPACE, USING ANGULAR
SUETENSE AND ILLURINANCE AND LUMINANCE OF
CELESTIAL AND ORBITAL BODIES A66-10626"
VISUAL OBSERVATIONS BY PILOTS OF AMERICAN AND
SOVIET SPACECRAFTS A66-10625
VISUAL OBSERVATION BY AN ASTRONAUT OF ANOTHER
SPACE VEHICLE FOR SPACECRAFT RENDEZVOUS PURPOSES
A64-10626
MANNED SPACECRAFT FOR SURVEILLANCE AND
RECONNAISSANCE USING UNAIDED VISION AND
MAN-PERISCOPIC VISION A66-10632
VISIBILITY PREDICTION, USING DATA ON HUMAN VISUAL
PERFORMANCE CAPABILITIES A64-17621
OBJECT CLASSIFICATION DISCUSSED AS PRACTICAL TOOL
FOR VISIBILITY ENGINEERING A66-IT625
VISUAL DETECTION LOBES IN CALCULATING DETECTION
PROBABILITY IN VISUAL SEARCH STRATEGIES
A66-17626
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS ON HUMAN VISUAL OBSERVATION
OF SATELLITE FROM ANOTHER SATELLITE WHILE IN
ORBITAL FLIGHT A64-I832I
DESARGUESIAN PROPERTY IN VISUAL SPACE VERIFIED,
USING POLARIZATION STEREOSCOPIC TECHNIQUE
A66-1836T
EXCLUSION OF ANGULAR ACCELERATIONS AS PRINCIPAL
CAUSE OF VISUAL ILLUSIONS DURING PARABOLIC FLIGHT
MANEUVERS
SAN-TOR-63-T8 N64-I26TT
PHOTOGRAPHIC AND VISUAL OBSERVATIONS MADE AT
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY OBSERVATORY
N64-1632T
POSITIVE VISUAL AFTER-IMAGE OF DISPLAY MATERIAL
FOR RECALL INFORMATION
NAVTRADEVCEN-13D3-3 N64-26953
VISUAL PERCEPTION
SA FORM PERCEPTION
CF ELEVATOR ILLUSION
CF FIGURAL AFTEREFFECT
MEASUREMENT OF AMPLITUDES OF VISUAL ACCOMMODATION
UNDER RED AND WHITE ILLUMINATION LEVELS
APPROXIMATING COCKPIT CONDITIONS
A64-10251
INCREASED AND ZERO GRAVITY EFFECTS ON HUMAN VISION
FOR MANNED SPACE FLIGHT A64-1062B
VESTIBULAR STIMULATION EFFECTS ON VISUAL
PERCEPTION FROM MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
A64-1062g
LIGHTING REQUIREMENTS DF GENERAL CREW STATIONS FOR
MANNED SPACECRAFT A66-10630
SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERE CONTAMINANTS EFFECTw
PARTICULARLY OZONE, ON VISUAL PERCEPTION
A64-10631
PHDTOSTRESS, FLASH BLINDNESS AND RECOVERY FROM
DAZZLE A66-129Bg
COLOR CODING AND VISUAL SEPARABILITY IN
INFORMATION DISPLAYS A64-I4012
VIBRATION EFFECTS ON THE VISUAL ACUITY OF MAN
A64-14993
VARIATION OF VISUAL PERCEPTION OF PERCEIVED
FRONTDPARALLEL SIZE AND DEPTH WITH OBSERVATION
DISTANCE A64-I5170
VISUAL POTENTIALITIES OF MAN IN SPACE
A66-16118
EFFECT OF SEASONAL CHANGES OF NATURAL BACKGROUND
COLORS ON AIRCRAFT VISIBILITY OF AIRFIELD DISTANCE
MARKERS A66-19172
VISUAL PROBLEMS IN SPACECRAFT DOCKING INCLUDING
ASTRONAUTS CAPABILITIES AND LIGHT EFFECTS ON
A-3OD
SUBJECT INDEX VISUAL PERCEPTION
TARGET
AIAA PAPER 66-221 A66-201C3
PILCCARPINE NICSIS AS CHORIORETENAL BURN
BRCTECTICN FROM HIGH INTENSITY LIGHT TO STUDY
VISUAL ACUITY A64-Z2056
PERIPHERAL VISUAL DISPLAY SYSTEM FOR RANGE
PERCEPTION AUGMENTATION IN SIX DEGREE OF FREEDOM
MANUALLY CONTROLLED VEHICLES A6_-23300
SENSORY AND PERCEPTUAL DEPRIVATION EFFECTS ON
BEHAVICRAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
A66-25_32
COLOR AND PATTERN PERCEPTION TESTS USING ISHIHARA
CHARTS AS TARGETS FOR STABILIZED RETINAL IMAGE
A64-25825
VISUAL ILLUSIONS OF NOTION USING FLASHING LIGHTS
AND THEIR ASSISTANCE IN CLARIFYING NEURAL
MECHANISNS A66-Z6TOT
HUPAN PERFORMANCE IN VIGILANCE TESTS, STUDYING
AUDITORY DETECTION, VISUAL DETECTION AND
CBPBINATION OF BOTH A66-26869
LEFT-RIGHT DIFFERENCES IN TACHISTCSCOPIC
RECOGNITION NITH SIMULTANEOUS OR SUCCESSIVE
PRESENTATION OF STIMULI A66-BOC63
FIGURAL AFTEREFFECTS INFLUENCED BY EXPOSURE
VARIAELES IN TACHISTOSCOPIC PRESENTATION
A64-80CTI
AUTCKIWETIC EFFECT INDUCED BY UNBALANCED FATIGUE
OF OCULAR AND NECK MUSCLES A66-BOOT2
AGE AND TENDENCY TO NITHHOLD RESPONSE IN
RECOGNITION OF WORDS PRESENTED TACHISTOSCOPTCALLY
A66-B0131
NOISE EFFECT CN DETECTION OF VISUAL SIGNALS
A66-B0169
VIERATION EFFECTS ON VISUAL PERFORMANCE
A66-B0165
ELEVATOR ILLUSION OBSERVED IN FLIGHT DURING
SUBGRAVITY PRECEDED EY NEGATIVE ACCELERATION
A66-BOIT6
CETECTIC_ CF RANDOM AUDITORY AND VISUAL SIGNALS
UNDER DIFFERENT SCEEDULES A66-80201
VISUAL PERCEPTION CF MOVEMENT AND ILLUSIONS
CONSIDERED FRON VIEWPOINT OF AEROSPACE MEDICINE
A66-80216
VISUAL CONSTANCY DURING FCRNARD AND BACKHARD
MOVEMENT OF SUBJECTS k66-8028B
PERCEPTUAL SPEED RELATED TO BEHAVIORAL PROFICIENCY
IN DIFFERENT NOCALITEES A66-B0289
INTERSENSQRY AND INTRASENSORY EFFECT IN SIMPLE
REACTION TIME A64-B0290
VISUAL REACTION TIME AS FUNCTION OF INTENSITY-
TINE RELATION OF STIMULUS A66-B0322
REACTIEN TIME AS FUNCTION OF INTERVAL BETNEEN TNO
CONSECUTIVE SIGNALS A66-8036T
REVIEN OF VIGILANCE STUDIES A66-BO377
VISUAL PERCEPTION STUOIES ANALYZED FOR
GENERALIZATION TOMARO THEORY OF HUNAN PERCEPTION
A66-BO3T?
VISUAL PROBLEMS FACING ASTRONAUTS IN ORBITAL
FLIGHT A64-8C662
VISUAL PATTERN RECOGNITION AS FUNCTION OF
REDUNDANCY A66-80673
NEUROPSYCHCLOGICAL EFFECTS OF EARLY SENSORY
RESTRICTION ON DOG A66-B0693
SUGGESTION AS POSSIBLE SOURCE OF REPORTED VISUAL
SENSATIONS IN PERCEPTUAL ISOLATION
A64-BO510
SUBLIMINAL PERCEPTION - LEARNED RESPONSES TO
TARGETS AT SUBCEPTUAL LEVELS AND CENTRAL NERVOUS
SYSTEM RESPONSE CAPACITY A66-805TI
PHENOMENAL DISPLACEMENT OF LIGHTS IN APPARENT
MOVEMENT AS FUNCTION OF BACKGROUND STIMULI
A66-80580
FIGURAL AFTEREFFECT STUDIED BY TACHISTGSCOPIC
EXPOSURES OF STIMULI A66-B0586
SUGGESTION - INFLUENCE OF INSTRUCTION ON
PERCEPTION OF AUTOKINETIC EFFECT
A66-8061T
INCREASED OXYGEN PARTIAL PRESSURE IN ABSENCE OR
PRESENCE OF NITROGEN AS RELATED TD EAR, NOSEt DARK
ADAPTATION, ANO KIDNEY FUNCTION IN SPACE CABIN
SIMULATOR A66-8062T
RETINAL RESPONSES OF DARK ADAPTED MONKEYS, MACACA
MULATTA, DURING STIMULATION NITH LIGHT
A66-BO6T2
SHORT TERM STORAGE OF VISUAL INFORMATION ANO
PROPERTY OF MEMORY READ-OUT A66-BOT05
PERCEPTION BIBLIOGRAPHY NITH REFERENCES TO VISUALe
AUDITORYe TIMEr GUSTATORY, AND TACTILE PERCEPTION
A66-BOTIO
VISUAL SYSTEM - SYNCHRONOUS AND CONSECUTIVE
INFORMATION PROCESSING A66-80?TB
MONOCULAR SLANT PERCEPTION AND TEXTURE GRADIENT
CONCEPT A66-BO?81
MEBERS LAH AND NOISE - DISCRIMINATION OF
BRIGHTNESS AND OTHER DINENSIONS
A66-80810
HUMAN ADAPTION TO LONGTERM EXPOSURE TO OPTICAL
DISTORTION PRODUCED BY HEDGE PRISM
A66-BO894
PERCEPTUAL iSOLATION - ANALYSIS OF VARIABLES
INSTRUMENTAL IN REPORTED VISUAL AND AUDITORY
SENSATIONS A66-8OBg7
PROTECTION AGAINST FLASHBLINONESS AND RELATION
BETNEEN LIGHT AND DARK ADAPTATION TO CHANGING
VISUAL STIMULI A66-B0925
TNO ADAPTATION PROCESSES TO ACTIVE AND PASSIVE
EXPOSURE TO OPTICALLY ROTATED VISUAL FIELD
A66-B0933
SPATIOTEMPORAL RELATIONS IN AFTEREFFECTS OF
I-FIGURE ON CRITICAL FLICKER FREQUENCY
A66-80936
VISUAL DISCRIMINATION OF FORM BY HUMANS IN CARD
SORTING AND TACHISTCSCOPIC EXPOSURE TASKS
A66-80968
APPARENT DISTANCE IN HORIZONTAL PLANE NITH
TACTILE-KINESTHETIC STIMULI IN RELATION TO SPACE
PERCEPTION A66-80969
SIMULTANEOUS BRIGHTNESS CONTRAST IN PERIPHERAL AND
FOVEAL VIERING OF TEST PATCHES A66-81003
TIRE-INTENSITY RELATION IN VISUAL PERCEPTION AS
FUNCTION OF OBSERVERS TASK A66-B1060
SPEED OF VISUAL SIGNAL PRESENTATION AND EFFECT ON
VELOCITY AND ACCURACY OF RESPONSE
A64-B1060
VISUAL AFTERIMAGE PROLONGED BY POST-STIMULATION
CONDITION IN VISUAL FIELO A66-BIOT6
CENTRAL MECHANISM RELATED TO DIVERSE BRIGHTNESS
PHENOMENA A66-B1136
A-30I
VISUALPERCEPTIONCONT SUBJECTINDEX
ADULTPERCEPTIONDF H RIZONTAL BY BOTH SEXES AS
COMPARED TO CHILDREN A66-81136
CHANGES IN DISTANCE JUDGMENTS AS RELATED TO
CORRECTEO AND NONCORRECTED PRACTICE
A66-81137
SLANT PERCEPTION RELATED TO ESTIMATE OF AVERAGE
SIZE CF TEXTURE ELEMENTS IN VISUAL PATTERN
A66-81139
SLANT PERCEPTION - GESTALT, HELMHOLTZt AND GIBSON
THEORIES A66-B1159
SET AND SHECK-STRESS EFFECT UPON ILLUSION
PERCEPTION IN HUMAN A64-81183
SPATIAL AFTEREFFECTS WITHIN AND BETWEEN
KINESTHESIS AND VISION A66-BI197
INTERACTIVE EFFECTS WITHIN VISUAL PATTERN ON
DISCRIMINAEILITY OF INDIVIDUAL ELEMENT
A66-81198
CODING STRATEGY EFFECT ON PERCEPTUAL MEMORY
A66-811gg
OPTICAL BASIS PROPOSED FOR MONOCULAR SLANT
PERCEPTICN A66-81202
SEMANTIC ATTRIBUTES OF HOMOGENEOUS VISUAL AND
RIVALRY FIELDS A64-81216
AUDITORY-VISUAL DIFFERENCES IN TIME JUDGMENT
_AINTAINED WITH WHITE LIGHT AND WHITE SOUND
STIMULI A64-B1217
RELATIONSHIP EETWEEN APPARENT SIZE AND DISTANCE
STUDIED UNDER CONDITION OF REDUCTION OF CUES
A64-81298
BISECTION CF DESIGNATED VISUAL SPACE AS FUNCTION
£E LUMINANCE AREA AND SEPARATION OF FIDUCIAL LINES
A66-813GO
INTERMANUAL TRANSFER OF ADAPTATION TO PRISMS IN
HUMAN A64-81302
SIZE CONSTANCY EFFECT ON DECREMENT OF CRITICAL
FLICKER FUSION WITH REDUCED RETINAL SIZE OF
STIMULUS A64-B1328
LABORATORY STUDIES OF ABILITY OF OBSERVERS TO
BERFORM THREE VISUAL TASKS REQUIRED OF PILOTS IN
APPROACH AND LANDING
HSR-RR-63/7-MK-X N64-10466
ABILITY CF HUMAN SUBJECTS TO PERFORM VISUAL TASKS
RE{UIRED IN APPROACH AND LANDING
N66-10445
ABILITY CF HUMAN SUEJECTS TO PERCEIVE SIX BASIC
GECNETRIC DESIGNS AT VARIOUS ANGLES
HSR-RR-61/13-MK-X N64-10666
APPLICATION OF COMPACTNESS HYPOTHESIS TO VISUAL
IMAGE RECEGNITION BY GENERAL-PURPOSE DIGITAL
COMPUTER
J_RS-IB126 N66-1D762
_RCBLEMS EN HUMAN ENGINEERING PSYCHOLOGY AND
VISUAL ARC SPATIAL PERCEPTION
J@RS-IB719 N66-LOTE6
GENERAL PURPOSE DIGITAL COMPUTERS IN CYBERNETICS -
SIMULATIEN OF BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS, SELF-ORGANIZING
AND TEACHING, AND VISUAL IMAGE PERCEPTION
N66-11533
VISUAL PERCEPTION STUDIES £ PSYCHOLOGY
J_RS-Ig61S N66-125C4
VISUAL SIGNALS FOR QUANTITATIVE EXANINATION OF
ATTENTION, DISCRIMINATION_ PERCEPTION - DATA
_RCCBSSING N66-125C5
DECREASE IN VISUAL FACULTY UNDER FATIGUE CONDITION
N66-125C6
AUTOMATIC TEACHING MACHINE FOR VISUAL
PERCEPTION - CYBERNETICS N66-12526
VISUAL PERCEPTION OF ALPHANUMERIC SYMBOLS
LB-316O3 N66-13IOB
THRESHOLD FDR VISUAL PERCEPTION OF RANDOM FORMS
UNDER DEGRADATION AND STEREOSCOPIC CONDITIONS
ESD-TDR-63-136 N64-13656
COLOR FILTERING AND DISPLAY TECHNIQUE EFFECTS ON
VISUAL PERCEPTION - SPECTRA ZONAL PHOTOGRAPHY AND
TARGET DETECTION
FR-63-11-287 N66-13866
PROBLEMS OF VISUAL PERCEPTION AND REACTION TIME
FOR PREVENTION OF SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT COLLISIONS
N66-15047
DEPTH PERCEPTION FROM BINOCULAR DISPARITY
CARI-63-10 N64-15165
WHOLE-BODY VIBRATION EFFECT ON VISUAL PERFORMANCE
D3-3512-6 N66-15855
VISUAL PERCEPTION DE SPATIAL EXTENT - RELATION
BETWEEN PERCEIVED g PHYSICAL DISTANCE
CARI-63-20 N66-17235
COLOR VISION THEORY N66-18829
THRESHOLD OF VISUAL DETECTION DE ACCELERATED
MOTION
AFOSR-66-O189 N66-21381
STIMULATION DUE TO SELF-INDUCED MOVEMENT IN
PRODUCTION OF ADAPTATION TO PRISMATIC DISPLACEMENT
N66-21727
VISUAL PERCEPTION STUDY OF POSTURAL VERTICAL IN
NORNALS AND SUBJECTS WITH VESTIBULAR DEFECTS
N66-22638
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CORTICAL ENDING OF VISUAL
ANALYZER IN BINOCULAR VISION AND VISION
DISTURBANCE - ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY
N64-25136
ROLE OF EYE MOVEMENTS IN SPATIAL VISION
N64-2513B
CONDITIONED REFLEX BASIS OF VISUAL SPATIAL
PERCEPTION N64-25139
PHYSIOLOGICAL MECHANISMS INVOLVED IN VISUAL
PERCEPTION OF DISTANCE TO MOVING OBJECTS
N64-25140
INDIVIDUAL PECULIARITIES IN DEPTH PERCEPTION WITH
OBJECT MOVING AWAY AND TOWARD SUBJECT
N64-25141
PERCEPTION AND REPRESENTATION OF SHORTEST DISTANCE
ON PLANE AND ON SPHERE N64-25153
HUMAN ELECTRORETINOGRAPHY AS GAUGE OF VISUAL
PERCEPTION
AD-602526 N66-25512
HUMAN BEHAVIOR - VISUAL PERCEPTION OF MOTION
FPRC/NEMO-L91 N66-25842
VISUAL ILLUSIONS DUE TO ACCELERATION AND EYE
MOTION
FPRC-1207 N64-258kT
NUCLEIC ACIDS AND VISUAL PERCEPTION STUDIES
JPRS-25824 N66-27062
EMPTY VISUAL FIELD STUDY - EFFECTS OF CORRECTIVE
FILTERS AND STRUCTURES
NAVTRADEVCEN-IH-14 N64-28902
VISUAL REQUIREMENTS FOR FLIGHT QUALIFICATION -
PERSONNEL SELECTION
AD-462TO7 N66-29650
EFFECT OF SIMULTANEOUS AUDITORY STIMULATION ON
PERCEPTION OF VISUAL SIGNALS
A-JO2
SUBJECTINDEX VISUALSYSTEM
FPRC-12Og/B/ N66-2976T
_DRPHCLOGICAL CONNECTIONS AND RESPONSES OF VISUAL
ANALYZER IN CEREBRAL CORTEX OF DOG
N6_-31662
PATHS FOR PRIMARY SPECIFIC INFORMATION CONDUCTION
IN VISUAL ANALYZER SYSTEM OF COG
N66-31663
PJESPOHSE ANO FEEDBACK TECHNIQUES FOR AUTOMATED
TRAINING _F VISUAL IDENTIFICATION SKILLS
NAVTRACEVCEN-TBO-3 N66-3203T
RELATION BETNEEN OPTIC ANO SKIN PERCEPTION OF
LIGHT IN MAN N66-32TT9
DRUG DEVELOPMENT AND PSYCHOPHYSTOLOGIC ASPECTS OF
VISUAL PERCEPTION
AO-66TC92 N66-3369D
VISUAL SIGNAL
SLEEP LOSS EFFECT ON VIGILANCE LESSENED BY
INCREASE IN RATE OF SIGNAL PRESENTATION
A66-BOCT8
REACTIEN TIME INFLUENCED DIFFERENTIALLY BY WARNING
SIGNAL IN YOUTH AND OLD AGE A66-80166
REACTION TIME AS FUNCTION OF RELATIVE SIGNAL
FREQUENCY A64-BO366
PERCEPTUAL MECHANISMS AIMED AT ERROR-CORRECTION
A64-BOBT1
CORTICAL EVOKED POTENTIALS ANO ATTENTIVENESS AS
RELATED TO SIGNAL DETECTION IN VIGILANCE TASK
A64-BO619
JUDGMENT OF VISUAL AND AUDITORY SIGNAL DURATION
A6_-BOB69
SPEED OF VISUAL SIGNAL PRESENTATION AND EFFECT ON
VELOCITY AND ACCURACY OF RESPONSE
A66-81060
VISUAL AND RUE|TORY VIGILANCE CURING EXPOSURE TO
i-_T AND HUMID CONDITIONS A66-Bl191
PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS - SENSORIMOTOR PERFORMANCE
IN AUTOMATIC CONTRCLt VISUAL SIGNALING PARAMETRIC
iNFLUEnCE CN MOTOR REACTION, ALGORITHMIC APPROACH
TO LEARNINGt AND EYE MOVEMENT CONTROL
JPRS-2EC16 N66-30321
LAECRATCRY APPARATUS FOR VISUAL SIGNALLING
INVESTIGATION OF MOTOR REACTION EFFECTIVENESS
N66-30323
VISUAL STIMULUS
ACCLIMATIZATION ANO OTHER EFFECTS OF ANOXIA VIA
EEG, HIPPOCAMPAL DISCHARGES AND EVOKED POTENTIALS
OF THE VISUAL CORTEX OF RABBITS
A66-16992
MUSCLE TCNE EFFECT ON CHANGES IN PERCEPTUAL
LeCALIZATICN OF VISUAL STIMULI IN UP-DONN
DIPENS|OK CF SPACE A66-ZO690
RELATICNSHIP OF FATIGUEw MURK DECREMENT AND
ISCTOWIC ENDURANCE OF NOMEN IN VISUAL STIMULUS
RESPBNSES AS COMPARED TO MALE SUBJECTS UNDER
SIMILAR CONDITIONS A64-22812
VISUAL EVOKED POTENTIALS CAUSED BY STIMULI OF
CONSTANT OURATION ANO VARYING LUMINANCE AND BY
FLASHES A6_-Z6OB9
RETINAL AREA AND STIMULUS INTENSITY RELATIONSHIP
TD HUMAN REACTION TIME A66-ZTT52
SPECTRAL RADIATION HUE IN TERMS OF NAVELENGTH FOR
THREE RETINAL ECCENTRICITIES, USING COLOR NAMING
METHOD A66-ZB61T
CORTICAL POTENTIALS EVOKED BY PHOTIC STIMULATION
AT VARIOUS LEVELS OF RETINAL ADAPTATION IN MAN
A66-BODO3
LEFT-RIGHT DIFFERENCES IN TACHISTOSCOPIC
RECOGNITION MITH SIMULTANEOUS OR SUCCESSIVE
PRESENTATION OF STIMULI A66-BOC63
FIGURAL AFTEREFFECTS INFLUENCED BY EXPOSURE
VARIABLES IN TACHISTOSCOPIC PRESENTATION
A66-BOOT1
DECLINE IN FLICKER FUSION FREQUENCY AFTER
INTERMITTENT STIMULATION NITH LIGHT SIGNALS OR
LETTERS A66-BOO91
TIME DISCRIMINATION - AUDITORY AND VISUAL TIME
JUDGMENT A66-BO3§B
ELECTRORETINOGRAPHIC RESPONSE OF RABBIT TO
INTRAOCULAR PRESSURE ISCHEMIA UNDER DIFFERENT
CONDITIONS OF LIGHT STIMULUS INTENSITY
A66-BO374
AMPLITUDE AND DURATION OF OCCIPITAL
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC RESPONSE TO DIFFERENT
INTENSITIES OF FLASH STIMULATION
A66-80375
TONUS CHANGE EFFECT NITH POSTURE CHANGE ON
PERCEIVED LOCATION OF VISUAL STIMULI
A66-B0696
RETINAL RESPONSES OF DARK ADAPTED MONKEYS, MACACA
MULATTA, DURING STIMULATION NTTH LIGHT
A66-80672
FATIGUE, ENDURANCE, AND REACTION TIME OF MOMEN IN
ARM MOVEMENT RESPONSE TO VISUAL STIMULI AS
COMPARED TO MEN A66-BO683
POLARIZATION EFFECTS OF LABYRINTH AND BRAIN ON
STIMULI CONDUCTION IN VISUAL SYSTEM IN CAT
A66-BOBTI
PROTECTION AGAINST FLASHBLTNDNESS AND RELATION
BETNEEN LIGHT AND DARK ADAPTATION TO CHANGING
VISUAL STIMULI A66-80925
SUMMATION OF EVOKED POTENTIAL RHYTHM AS FUNCTION
OF REPETITIVE FLICKER STIMULUS A66-BlI31
EVOKED RESPONSES OF ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM TO
NUMERICAL AND BLANK VISUAL STIMULI NHILE PROBLEM
SOLVING A66-81135
ADAPTATION OF GALVANIC SKIN RESPONSE UNDER
REPEATED PRESENTATION OF VISUAL STIMULUS
A66-81201
VISUAL DETECTION CF STIMULI NITH NOVELTY
ATTRIBUTE ON BACKGROUND OF FAMILIAR SYMBOLS
A66-B]206
TNO FUSION THRESHOLDS OF LIGHT STIMULI IN VISUAL
ANALYZER OF MAN
JPRS-23966 N66-17806
VISUAL SYSTEM
EFFECTS OF HIGH PARTIAL PRESSURES OF OXYGEN ON THE
VISUAL SYSTEM OF MATURE ANIMALS /OCULAR HYPEROXIA/
A66-10256
EFFECT OF ADDING BODY MOTION CUES, PROVIDED BY
VEHICULAR MOTION, UPON THE INTERPRETATION OF
OUTSIDE-IN AND INSIDE-OUT VISUAL DISPLAY
A66-10260
SITE OF TEMPORARY NORK DECREMENT IN PURSUIT ROTOR
PERFORMANCE A66-12935
VISUAL SYSTEM STRUCTURE AND PHOTORECEPTURS FOR
RETINAL IMAGE - CYBERNETICS N66-12522
VISUAL INFORMATION PROCESSING IN RETINA BY OPTIMAL
ENCODING - CYBERNETICS N64-12523
FACTORS AFFECTING VISUAL 8 AUDITORY SYSTEMS IN NAN
JPRS-22735 N64-13582
EFFECT OF PHYSICAL STRAINt HIGH TEMPERATUREt E
HIGH OXYGEN CONTENT IN INSPIRED AIR ON
EXCITABILITY OF VISUAL MECHANISM IN MAN
A-303
VISUAL TASK SUBJECT INDEX
N64-13583
CLIMATIC EFFECT DN EXCITABILITY DF VISUAL
AUDITORY ORGANS IN NAN N64-13584
EFFECTS OF UNUSUAL GRAVITATIONAL AND INERTIAL
FORCE ENVIRONMENT ON VESTIBULAR AND VISUAL SYSTEMS
NASA-CR-56080 N64-20729
STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN VISUAL ANALYZER OF MONKEYS
AFTER EXTIRPATION OF CERVICAL LOBES
JPRS-2480B N64-21043
VISUAL TASK
EYE ACTIVITY IN VISUAL SEARCH SITUATIONS_ NOTING
RELEVANCE TO VISIBILITY PROBLEM
A64-17622
COMPUTER-AVERAGED POTENTIALS FOR CORTICAL EVOKED
RESPONSES TO STIMULI DURING VISUAL VIGILANCE
TASKS A64-21023
DISPLAY UPDATE RATE EFFECTS ON IMMEDIATE MEMORY OF
HUMAN MONITOR IN CONTROL SYSTEM
A64-ZAB53
DECLINE IN FLICKER FUSION FREQUENCY AFTER
INTERMITTENT STIMULATION WITH LIGHT SIGNALS OR
LETTERS A64-80C_I
AGING EFFECT ON PERFORMANCE OF AUDITORY AND VISUAL
VIGILANCE TASKS AT VARYING SPEEDS
PHS-G-DM-C5385 A64-SD129
VIBRATICN EFFECTS ON VISUAL PERFORMANCE
A64-BOE65
ROCKET FUEL EFFECT ON COMPLEX AVOIDANCE BEHAVIOR
IN JAVA MONKEY A64-BO335
PERCEPTUAL SPEED IN RELATION TO QUANTA OF
SIMULTANEOUSLY PRESENTED MATERIAL IN VISUAL OR
TACTILE TASKS A64-BO655
VISUAL SIGNAL-FROM-NOISE DETECTION BY MONKEY UNDER
INFLUENCE OF CHLORPROMAZINE HYDROCHLORIOE AND
SODIUM PENTOBARBITAL A64-BOgO6
VIGILAKCE OECREMENT AS FUNCTION OF PRETEST
EXPECTANCY A64-80938
EFFECTS OF COMPETITION BETWEEN PERIPHERY AND
CENTER OF ATTENTION IN AUDITORY AND VISUAL TASKS
A64-81C42
SLEEP DEPRIVATION EFFECT ON HEART RATE AND
PERFORMANCE IN MAN A64-81114
TECHNIQUE FOR CONTROLLING SUGGESTION EFFECT DURING
PERFORMANCE OF VISUAL TASK A64-81215
HUMAN EEHAVIOR - DISCRIMINATION OF PRIMARY AND
SECONDARY VISUAL VIGILANCE TASKS
AD-437334 N64-20318
VISUAL TRACKING
REMINISCENCE IN PURSUIT ROTOR PERFORMANCE AS
AFFECTEO BY INTERPOLATED MONOCULAR AND BINOCULAR
VISUAL PURSUIT A64-12934
SAMPLED OATA MODEL FOR ACTION OF A CONTROL SYSTEM
FOR DIRECTING HUMAN GAZE AT A MOVING TARGET
664-14354
VARIATION IN VISUAL SEARCH PERFCRMANCEt WITH
CHANGING VELOCITY AND DENSITY OF OBJECTS IN A
MOVING STRUCTURED FIELD A64-15168
VISUAL-OCULOMOTOR TRACKING IN MAN - CHARACTERISTIC
ELECTRCCCRTICAL ACTIVITY A64-80494
ERROR ANALYSIS OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE ON TRACKING
TASKS UNDER STRESS
AD-428]12 N64-14168
HUMAN TRACKING PERFORMANCE _ TOLERANCE TO
ACCELERATION
NASA-CR-2I N64-16534
EFFECTS OF CURVILINEAR AND DISCRETE
TRANSFORMATIONS OF ERROR INFORMATION ON HUMAN
TRACKING PERFORMANCE
AMRL-TDR-63-Z3T N64-17S1D
HARMONIC ANALYSIS OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE OF TRACKING
IN T-33 AIRCRAFT_ IN CENTRIFUGE SIMULATION, AND IN
STATIONARY SIMULATION
NADC-AC-6606 N66-28696
ENGINEERING ANALOGY FOR PREDICTING HUMAN TRACKING
PERFORMANCE
A0-602861 N64-29762
MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF PERFORMANCE OF HUMAN
OPERATOR IN VISUAL-MANUAL TRACKING SITUATION
TR-EE64-15 N64-30018
VITAMIN
EDIBLE PROTEIN-VITAMIN COMPLEX FOR PROTECTION FROM
RADIATION SICKNESSt AND GAMMA RADIATION EFFECT ON
VITAMIN CONTENT OF RAT LIVER AND BRAIN
FTD-TT-63-10641182_4 N64-22363
MICROBIOLOGICAL DEWAXING PROCESS YIELDING PROTEIN-
VITAMIN CONCENTRATES
NASA-TT-F-233 N64-26836
VITAMIN AND HORMONE EFFECTS ON HEMORRHAGIC DISEASE
IN RATS CAUSED BY IRRADIATED FOOD
PR-14 N64-33993
VITAMIN B 01
S THIAMINE
VITAMIN B 02
S RIBOFLAVIN
VITAMIN B 06
S PYRIDOXINE
VITAMIN C
S ASCO,RBIC ACID
VITAMIN E
S TOCOPHEROL
VITAMIN G
S RIBOFLAVIN
VITAMIN H
S BIOTIN
VITAMIN M
S FOLIC ACID
VOCAL CORD
SPECTRAL OBSERVATION OF VOCAL SOUND WAVES AND WAVE
FILTERING PROCESSES OF TRACHEAL OUTER WALL
E-T-J-63-6 N64-16675
STROBOSCOPE WITH SYNCHRONIZING FEEDBACK FOR STUDY
OF VOCAL CORDS N64-30394
VOICE COMMUNICATION
GROUND COMMUNICATORS INFLUENCE ON SPEECH DURATIONS
OF ASTRONAUTS A64-13544
DETERMINATION OF NUMBER AND NATURE OF BASIC VOICES
PERCEIVED TO DIFFER FROM EACH OTHER BY TYPICAL
LISTENER A64-21333
INFORMATION RATE NECESSARY FOR ADEQUATE
TRANSMISSION OF PITCH SIGNAL FROM SPOKEN MESSAGE
A64-21731
SPEECH SIGNAL TRANSFORMATION FOR USE IN
COMMUNICATIONS AND CYBERNETICS TECHNOLOGY
N64-15169
VOCAL SOUND PITCH VARIATIDNS OBSERVED FROM
VIBRATIONS IN TRACHEAL OUTER WALL
E-T-J-63-5 N64-15376
HUMAN ENGINEERING IN POWER GENERATOR AND VOICE
COMMUNICATION LINK SUBSYSTEMS OF MOBILE AIR
TRAFFIC CONTROL _ COMMUNICATION SYSTEM, AN/TSQ-AT
ESD-TDR-63-656 N64-15752
A-304
SUBJECT INDEX MAKEFULNESS
MACHINE DISCRIMINATION OF SPEECH AND CARDIAC
SOUNDS TO MEASURE PILOT STRESS BY CHANGES IN VOICE
AND HEART FUNCTION SOUND
NASA-CR-53501 N66-ZDSQ7
PERFORMANCE OF SINGLE £ MULTIPLE VOICE RADIO
TRANSCRIBERS WORKING UNDER THREE SPEECH-TO-NOISE
RATIOS
USAPRO-TRN-135 N64-ZIT41
SPEECH DISCRIMINATION, VOICE COMMUNICATIONt AND
STUDIES DF SPEECH TRANSMISSION EFFICIENCY
STL-DPSR-3119631 N66-Z6675
VOICE DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM
AUTOMATIC COMMAND CONTROL SYSTEM USING PHONETIC
VOICE PATTERN RECOGNITION A6_-26660
VOLUNTARY APNEA
ALVEOLAR CARBON DIOXIDE EQUILIBRIA lfl
BREATH-HOLDING EXPERIMENTS MITH HUMANS
AB_-BOT61
MAXIMUM BREATH HOLDING TIME IN MAN AS AFFECTED BY
PURE OXYGEN INHALATIONt ALTITUDE, AND PRESSURE
BREATHING A66-B0960
CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSE TO BREATHHCLDING DURING
PHYSICAL EXERCISE IN ATHLETE AND UNTRAINEO
INDIVIDUAL A66-81263
GAS EXCHANGE WITH AIR DURING BREATH-HOLDING
N66-1T?36
BREATH HOLDING METHODS OF STUDYING CARBON DIOXIOEt
OXYGEN TENSION, AND EFFECTS OF ALTITUDE
ACCLIMATIZATION ON RESPIRATION N66-17936
MEDICAL MONITORING DF HEART RATE PATTERNS DURING
CONDITIONS OF SLEEPt QUIET REST, BREATH-HOLOZNGe
HYPOXIA, ANO INCREASED G FORCES OF AIRCRAFT FLIGHT
N66-28950
VORTEX TUBE
COUNTER VORTEX OSCILLATORS IN AXIALLY SYMMETRIC
VORTEX TUBE N64-23816
VQSTOK llI SPACECRAFT
RADIATION DOSES AND BIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS
CONDUCTED DURING FLIGHTS OF VOSTOK Ill AND
VOSTOK IV A64-2366T
CELLULAR REARRANGEMENT OF TRADESCANTIA PALUDOSA
MICROSPORES PRODUCED BY FLIGHTS ON VOSTDK III
AND IV A64-Z3669
FLIGHTS OF VDSTCK III AND VOSTDK IV
N66-1639B
HUMAN EFFICIENCY, PERFORMANCEw AND COMMUNICATION
DURING FLIGHTS OF VOSTOK Ill _D VOSTDK IV
N66-16399
MEASUREMENT OF RADIATION DOSES RECEIVED BY
COSMONAUTS IN VOSTOK III AND VOSTOK IV
SPACECRAFT FLIGHTS N66-ZI64Z
EFFECT OF SPACE FLIGHT CONDITIONS IN VOSTOK III
SPACECRAFT ON SEEO OF HIGHER PLANTS
N6_-21663
EFFECT OF SPACE FLIGHT CONDITIONS ON CHROMOSOMES
OF PRIMARY ROOTLETS OF GERMS IN PEA AND NHEAT
SEEDS IN VDSTOK Ill AND VOSTOK IV SPACECRAFT
N64-Z1646
NUCLEAR EMULSIONe SCINTILLATION PHDTOOOSINETER,
AND X-RAY FILM FOR MEASUREMENT OF COSMIC RADIATION
DOSE IN VDSTOK III ANO IV SPACECRAFT
NASA-TT-F-8824 N66-2293T
GERM CELL MORTALITY IN DROSOPHILA AFTER VOSTOK
Ill AND IV SPACE FLIGHTS N6_-29093
VQSTOK IV SPACECRAFT
RADIATION DOSES AND BIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS
CONDUCTED OURING FLIGHTS OF VOSTOK III AND
VOSTOK IV A66-Z3667
CELLULAR REARRANGEMENT OF TRADESCANTIA PALUDOSA
MICROSPDRES PRODUCED BY FLIGHTS ON VOSTOK Ill
AND IV A66-23669
FLIGHTS OF VDSTDK III-AND VOSTOK IV
N64-16398
HUMAN EFFICIENCYe PERFORMANCE, ANO COMMUNICATION
DURING FLIGHTS OF VOSTOK III AND VOSTOK IV
N66-16399
MEASUREMENT OF RADIATION DOSES RECEIVED BY
COSMONAUTS IN VOSTOK III AND VOSTOK IV
SPACECRAFT FLIGHTS N64-21662
EFFECT OF SPACE FLIGHT CONDITIONS ON CHROMOSOMES
OF PRIMARY ROOTLETS OF GERMS IN PEA AND MHEAT
SEEDS IN VDSTOK III AND VOSTOK IV SPACECRAFT
N64-21666
SAFETY MEASURES AGAINST RADIATION HAZARD DURING
VOSTOK III AND IV SPACE FLIGHTS
NASA-TT-F-BB23 N66-ZZ936
NUCLEAR EMULSION, SCINTILLATION PHOTOOOSIMETERt
AND X-RAY FILM FOR MEASUREMENT OF COSMIC RADIATION
DOSE IN VOSTOK III AND IV SPACECRAFT
NASA-TT-F-B826 N66-2293T
GERM CELL MORTALITY IN DROSOPHILA AFTER VOSTOK
III AND IV SPACE FLIGHTS N66-29093
VDSTOK V SPACECRAFT
DOSIMETRID MEASUREMENT DF COSMIC RADIATION ONBDARD
VOSTOK V AND VOSTOK VI SPACESHIPS
A66-18573
TANDEM FLIGHT OF VOSTOK V AND VI SPACECRAFT
JPRS-ZIBI3 N66-10068
RADIATION DOSE ON VDSTDK V AND VOSTOK VI
SPACECRAFT N66-23865
EFFECT OF SPACE FLIGHT ON MICRDSPO_ES ABOARD
VOSTOK V AND VI SPACECRAFT N64-ZgO91
VOSTDK Vl SPACECRAFT
DOSIMETRIC MEASUREMENT OF COSMIC RADIATION ONBOARO
VOSTOK V AND VOSTDK VI SPACESHIPS
A64-18573
TANDEM FLIGHT OF VOSTOK V AND V[ SPACECRAFT
JPRS-Z1613 N66-1OOBB
RADIATION DOSE ON VOSTOK V AND VOSTOK VI
SPACECRAFT N66-Z3865
EFFECT OF SPACE FLIGHT ON MICROSPORES ABOARD
VOSTOK V AND VI SPACECRAFT N64-29091
VDSTOK SPACECRAFT
MUTATION FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE FOR DROSOPHILA
MELANOGASTER CARRIED BY VDSTDK SPACECRAFT
A66-236TO
W
WAKEFULNESS
ISOLATION AND SENSORY DEPRIVATION PHENOMENA
RELATED TO NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL DATA AND DISRUPTION
OF BIOLOGICAL RHYTHMS A64-80166
PHYSIOLOGY OF SLEEP-MAKEFULNESS CYCLE AND RELATED
PHENOMENA A66-80186
VESTIBULAR NEURON ACTIVITY IN CATS DURING NATURAL
SLEEP AND NAKEFULNESS AT RELATED TO
ELECTRONENCEPHALOGRAPHIC ELECTROMYOGRAPHICt AND
ELECTRONYSTAGNOGRAPHIC RECORDINGS
A66-80681
AUDITORY INPUT DURING SLEEP AND NAKEFULNESS
RELATED TO FUNCTION OF MIDDLE EAR MUSCLES IN CAT
A64-BOT26
NONSPECIFIC ACOUSTIC RESPONSES IN RABBIT IN
RELATION TO VIGILANCEt MOVEMENT, SLEEP, AND
AROUSAL A66-81028
A-305
SUBJECTINDEXWARNING SIGNAL
ELECTRONYOGRAPHIC STUDY OF SPINAL REFLEXES
INDUCED BY ELECTRICAL STIMULATION OF MUSCLE
AFFERENTS DURING SLEEP AND WAKEFULNESS IN CAT
A64-81066
SPONTANEOUS ACTIVITY OF SINGLE VESTIBULAR NEURON
OF CAT DURING SLEEP AND WAKEFULNESS AS
DETERMINED THROUGH ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM
A64-81067
WARNING SIGNAL
REACTION TIME INFLUENCED DIFFERENTIALLY BY WARNING
SIGNAL IN YOUTH AND OLD AGE A64-80166
REACTION TIME TO REGULARLY RECURRING VISUAL
STIMULI A66-80583
AGE FACTOR AND FORESIGNAL IN CHOICE REACTION TASK
PERFORMANCE IN YOUNG AND AGED ADULT HUNAN
A64-80972
WASTE DISPOSAL
CF METABOLIC WASTE
WATER RECOVERY AND HUMAN WASTE DISPOSAL SYSTEMS
FOR EXTENDED SPACE NISSIONS A64-18626
REMOVAL AND COLLECTION OF EXCRETA FROM DOGS IN
RROLONGED EXPERIMENTS A66-80062
WATER AND FOOD SUPPLY TREATMENT OF WASTE AND
NUTRITIONAL REQUIREMENTS IN MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
A66-80136
DISPOSAL OF DEAD ASTRONAUT IN SPACE
A66-80197
URINE EVACUATING SYSTEM FOR USE IN FULLY
PRESSURIZED SUITS
SAM-TDR-66-13 N66-17958
BURNING FOR DESTRUCTION OF ACTIVITY WASTE OF
ORGANISMS N64-23780
TREATNENT OF UNDILUTED HUNAN WASTE BY ACTIVATED
SLUDGE PROCESS
AAL-TDR-63-36 N66-32115
WASTE UTILIZATION
UTILIZATION OF URINARY NITROGEN BY CHLORELLA
PYRENOIDOSA FOR BIOLOGICAL REGENERATION SYSTEM
FOR LONG TERN SPACE FLIGHT A64-80828
UTILIZATION AND METABOLISM OF PURINES AS NITROGEN
SOURCE FOR CHLORELLA PYRENGIOGSA
A64-80965
WASTE UTILIZATION ON LONG TERN SPACE FLIGHT - LIFE
SUPPORT SYSTEN N64-23742
CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS FUR WATER RECOVERY 8
WASTE UTILIZATION DURING MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
R63SD83 N66-33604
WATER
CF BODY FLUID
WATER AND FOOD SUPPLY TREATMENT OF WASTE AND
NUTRITIONAL REQUIREMENTS IN MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
A64-80134
NAN IN SPACE - FOODt NATERe ENVIRONMENTAL
REQUIREMENTS_ WASTE UTILIZATION AND LIFE SUPPORT
SYSTEMS A64-BOT88
HYGIENE 8 SANITATION - EFFECT OF LOW CONCENTRATION
OF FLUORINEt SANITARY INDICES FOR WATER RESERVOIR_
AND AIR IONIZATION
JPRS-19067 N64-11066
VENTILATING AIRFLOW EFFECT ON WATER REQUIREMENTS
OF NEN WEARING PARTIALLY AND FULLY DONNED PRESSURE
SUITS
SAM-TDR-63-59 N64-12855
ATTENUATION OF EQUILIBRIUM TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS
IN SPACE SUITS USING WATER
ANRL-TOR-63-80 N64-I3653
WATER 8 ION SHIFTS IN CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM OF
FROG - MORPHOLOGY N66-16593
SURVEILLANCE OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS IN AIR,
WATER, AND FOOD
HW-7965Z N64-14924
PSYCHOLOGY OF WATER IMMERSION TECHNIQUE FOR
SIMULATING WEIGHTLESSNESS - AVIATION MEDICINE
NADC-MA-6328 N66-I5755
RESPIRATORY PHYSIOLOGY AND GAS EXCHANGE IN WATER
MEDIUM N64-17956
SOLUBILITY OF NEON IN WATER AND EXTRACTED HUMAN
FAT
SAM-TDR-66-28 N64-2414I
HYDROGEN-OXIDIZING BACTERIA FOR USE WITH
ELECTROLYSIS IN CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTENS FOR
REGENERATION OF FOOD AND OXYGEN FROM WATER AND
CARBON DIOXIDE
AMRL-TDR-66-35 N66-27632
SELF-PURIFICATION OF CESIUM 137 FROM WATER AND
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF ALGAE
JPRS-26056 N64-29032
SELF-PURIFICATION OF CESIUM I37 FROM WATER IN
WEAKLY RUNNING RESERVOIRS N64-29033
SUSPENSION OF ORGANIC MATTER IN WATER TO INCREASE
YIELD OF PORPHINE-LIKE SUBSTANCES
N66-29663
FRESH-WATER, BRACKISH-WATER, AND MARINE ECOLOGY
OF FLORIDA EVERGLADES
NL-63609 N66-30195
DETERMINING POLLUTION OF SURFACE WATERS BY EGGS OF
ECHINODOCCUS
AAL-TDR-63-37 N64-32102
CONPARATIVE EFFECT OF EGUINOLECULAR SOLUTIDNS,
DISTILLED, AND VICHY WATER ON WATER TOXICITY
NASA-TT-F-9108 N66-33392
DISTURBANCE OF OSMOTIC TISSUE REGULATION IN WATER
TOXICITY
NASA-TT-F-9IlO N64-33393
WATER AND MINERAL METABOLIC WASTE IN INSULIN EDEMA
NASA-TT-F-9II2 N64-33395
WATER INTOXICATION 8 DIURESIS IN ADRENAL
INSUFFICIENCY AND SIGNIFICANCE OF ADRENAL GLAND IN
OSNOREGULATIDN
NASA-TT-F-glI5 N64-33397
WATER TOXICITY STUDIES - ERYTHROCYTE AND
HEMOGLOBIN RESISTANCE, AND CARBON DIOXIDE CONTENT
OF BLOOD PLASMA
NASA-TT-F-91Z5 N64-33601
EFFECTS OF HAND IMMERSION IN COLD WATER ON DIGITAL
BLOOD FLOW
AAL-TDR-63-35 N64-33524
WATER BALANCE
THIRSTy HUNGER_ ENVIRONNENTAL TEMPERATURE, AND
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AS RELATED TO BODY HATER
A66-80567
BODY HATER BALANCE AS AFFECTED BY HATER INGESTION
IN MANMAL A64-B0548
MINIMAL WATER REQUIREMENTS UNDER CONDITIONS OF
HEAT AND PHYSICAL EXERCISE IN NAN
A66-80549
THIRST PREVENTION AND WATER RECOVERY FROM SEA
WATER AND FROM URINE BY FREEZE-DRYING DURING
PROLONGED SPACE FLIGHT A64-80550
BODY WEIGHTy WATER AND FOOD INTAKE_ AND URINE
ELECTROLYTE CONCENTRATION IN RAT DURING ADAPTATION
TO WATER DEPRIVATION SCHEDULE A64-80552
RESTRICTED WATER INTAKE AS RELATED TO WATER
BALANCE AND FOOD INTAKE IN RAT A64-80555
WATER AND FOOD DEPRIVATION AS RELATED TO RANDOM
A-306
NDRKDECREMENT
AND EFFICIENCY OF WORK IN NORMAL AND REDUCED
TRACTION ENVIRONMENTS A64-22E15
HIGH ALTITUDE EFFECTS ON _UALITATIVE ANO
QUANTITATIVE CHANGES IN NANS WORK CAPACITY
A64-23259
PHYSICLEGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS ON
PERFORMANCE OF PHYSICAL WORK A64-803_9
MUSCULAR EXERCISE AT GREAT ALTITUDES IN HIMALAYAS
• S RELATED TO OXYGEN INTAKE, VENTILATIDNt AND
HEART RATE A64-80515
AGE IN RELATION TO OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND WORK
CAPACITY I_ ALTITUDE ACCLIMATIZATIDN
A66-80518
PRESSURE SUIT WEARING AS RELATED TO WORK OUTPUT,
HEAT PRCDUCTION, AND SUIT AND SYSTEM DESIGN
A66-80688
EFFECT OF PROLONGED INACTIVITY WITH AND WITHOUT
BODY TILT CN WORK CAPACITY, NITROGEN AND CALCIUM
BALANCE, AND RELEVANCE TO WEIGHTLESSNESS
A66-80820
WORK CAPACITY AS RELATED TO PHYSIOLOGICAL AND
CHRCNCLOGICAL AGING
DARI-63-18 N64-16728
EFFECTS CF TRANQUILIZING, ANALEPTIC, AND
VASODILATI_E DRUGS ON PHYSICAL WORK CAPACITY AND
DRTHDSTATIC TOLERANCE
CARI-63-36 N66-26865
ENHANCEMENT OF WORK PERFORMANCE BY ORALLY
PRESENTED RESULTS
TR-18 N66-27C_6
WORK CJPACITY AND TOLERANCE INFLUENCED BY AGE AND
ALTITUDE - PHYSIOLOGY
CARI-63-33 N66-29869
WORK DECREMENT
REMINISCENCE IN PURSUIT ROTOR PERFORMANCE AS
AEFECTED BY INTERPOLATED MONOCULAR AND BINOCULAR
VISUAL PURSUIT A64-12934
SITE CF TEMPORARY WORK DECREMENT IN PURSUIT ROTOR
PERFORMAECE A66-12935
R_LATICNSHIP OF FATIGUE, WORK DECREMENT AND
ISCTONIC ENDURANCE OE WOMEN IN VISUAL STIMULUS
RESPONSES AS COMPARED TO MALE SUBJECTS UNDER
SIMILAR CENCITIONS A66-22EI2
WORK--REST CYCLE
RATE CF LEARNINO ON PURSUIT ROTOR TASK AT CONSTANT
WORK-REST RATIO WITH VARYING WORK AND REST PERICES
A66-80782
RECOVERY FRCM CECREMENT AS FUNCTION OF WORK-REST
PERIOO A66-8C9C6
DEVELOPMENT OF TECHNIQUES RELATED TO TEMPORAL
ASPECTS EF PHOTO INTERPRETATION - EXPOSURE
TIME _ WORK-REST CYCLES N6k-lC534
PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF RESTRICTED WORKSPACE AND
WORK-REST CYCLE ON CREW FOR LUNAR MISSION
NASA-TN-E-2C65 N66-14519
EFFECT OF SLEEP DEPRIVATION AND DEMANDING WORK-
REST SCHEDULE ON CREW PERFORMANCE
A_RL-ICR-64-63 N64-31E27
X
X-RAY
COMPARATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF FAST NEUTRONS AND
X-RAYS UPON MOUSE REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM
JPRS-21521 N66-10326
RADIATION HAZARD IN X-RAY CLINICS, CAPACITOR
DOSIMETER FOR X-RAY AND GAMMA RADIATION, AND
ELECTRCKYMCGRAPHS
JPRS-17533 N66-10561
SUBJECT INDEX
EFFECTS OF CHRONIC IRRADIATION ON CIRCULATION IN '
WORKERS EXPOSED TO OVERDOSES OF X-RAYS AND GAMMA
RAYS - INDUSTRIAL SAFETY N64-12749
PROTECTION AND INDUSTRIAL SAFETY FOR WORKERS WITH
X-RAY MACHINES - RADIATION HAZARD
N66-12750
INHIBITION BY X-RAYS _ CHEMICAL AGENTS OF ENZYMES
WHICH CATALYZE METABOLISM OF FOREIGN CHEMICALS IN
MAMMALIAN TISSUE - TOXICOLOGY _ IONIZING RADIATION
N66-13502
INFLUENCE OF RADIOACTIVE THYMIDINE ON X-RADIATION
EFFECTS ON DESOXYRIBDNUCLEIC ACID SYNTHESIS
N64-19150
PROBLEMS OF RADIATION ODSIMETRY IN X-RAY
DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT N66-22732
X-RAY FLUORESCENCE
X-RAY FLUORESCENCE STUDY OF OSMIUM TETROXIDE-
TRIGLYCERIDE INTERACTION AS FUNCTION OF DEGREE OF
UNSATURATION N66-22663
X-RAY IRRADIATION
X-RADIATION EFFECTS ON BLOOD CELL CYTOPLASM,
NOTING INCREASE IN DOSAGE AND DAMAGE WITH DURATION
OF EXPOSURE A66-11638
BIGLOGICAL EFFECT OF X-RAY IRRADIATION AND
INCREASED GRAVITY ON ULTRASTRUCTURAL ALTERATION
AND GROWTH CURVE IN PHAGE-FREE ESCHERICHIA COLI B
CELLS A64-22813
X-RAY IRRADIATICN SENSITIVITY OF TESTES GERM CELLS
OF RHESUS MONKEY INACACA NULATTA/ AT DIFFERENT
STATES OF SPERMATDGENESIS A64-27144
NEUROLOGICAL EFFECTS OF IRRADIATION OF HEAD IN DOG
A64-80332
ELECTRIC FIELD EFFECT ON ACTIVITY AND RADIATION
STRESS IN MICE A66-80334
TOLERANCE OF NICE X-IRRADIATED IN HYPEROXIC
ENVIRONMENT TO EXPLOSIVE DECOMPRESSION
A64-80441
METABOLISM AND X-RAY SENSITIVITY OF CHICK EMBRYO
INCUBATED IN HELIUM-OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE
A64-B0852
RECOVERY OF REPRODUCTION CAPACITY OF X RAY
IRRADIATED YEAST CELLS
JPRS-21619 N64-10118
IRRITATING EFFECT OF X-RAY IRRADIATION IN RABBITS
JPRS-19BO6 N66-11353
ICNIZING g X-RAY RADIATION EFFECTS DN MICE -
GLANDS _ PROTECTIVE SUBSTANCES
JPRS-20421 N64-11355
EFFECT OF PROTECTIVE SUBSTANCES ON REACTIVITY
CHANGES OF THIOL GROUPS IN LIVER OF X-RAY
IRRADIATED MICE
JPRS-22125 N64-11359
X-RAY IRRADIATION EFFECT ON PROTHROMBIN AND
THRCHBOPLASTIC FORMATION IN BLOOD COAGULATION
SYSTEM N64-11608
X-RADIATION EFFECTS ON LIFESPAN, _ CARDIOVASCULAR
AND REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEMS OF DOG
UCC-lO7 N64-12111
ENCYCLOPEDIA DESCRIPTIONS OF AIR REGENERATIONt
ROENTGEN, RDENTGEK MACHINES, _ RESPIRATORS
JPRS-22213 N64-12139
MICROWAVE MODIFICATION OF X-RAY LETHALITY IN MICE
RADC-TDR-63-352 N64-12270
PAPERS CN INDUSTRIAL SAFETY INCLUDING TOXIC
AGENTS, CHRONIC IRRADIATION EFFECTS, AND X-RAY
WCRKERS SAFETY
JPRS-22154 N64-12747
4
A-31C
6SUBJECT INDEX YOUNGS MODULUS
REGENERATION CF RAT LIVER AFTER LOCAL X-RAY
IRRADIATICN N66-12796
X--RAY EFFECT ON MAMMALIAN HEART MUSCLE AND
SHIELDING AGENT ACTION AFTER REPEATED IRRADIATION
JPRS-22082 N66-12EE6
X-RAY EFFECT CN MAMMALIAN HEART MUSCLE
N64-1ZEE7
EFFECT OF X-RAY IRRADIATION DURING HIBERNATION ON
TISSUE CATECHDLAMINE CONTENTS N66-12963
SURVIVAL TIME CF MICE PROTECTED MITH NITRO-
SUBSTITUTEO HYDROCARBONS AFTER LETHAL CCSE OF
X-RAYS N66-135OT
PORTALITY RATE OF MICE HOUSED IN PLASTIC [ METAL
CAGES AFTER SINGLE X-RAY DOSE N66-L35C9
INCREASED DESOXYRIBONUCEASE ACTIVITY UNDER X-RAY
IRRADIATION IN LIVER & SPLEEN N66-I3696
CHANGES IN TRANSITIONAL EPITHELIUM IN RATS AFTER
X-RAY IRRADIATION N66-16253
TOTAL EODY X-IRRADIATION OF BIRDS OF DIFFERENT
SPECIES
JPRS-Z31EQ N66-15153
ACTH INJECTION OF RATS IRRADIATED WITH X-RAYSt AND
ORGAN PERMEABILITY CHANGES N66-15681
EFFECT OF INJECTION OF EONE MARROW CELLS ON
_CRPHCLCGICAL MANIFESTATIONS OF INFLUENZA IN X-RAY
IRRADIATED MICE
JPRS-26056 N66-18096
INJURIES FROM X-IRRADIATION
JqPRS-26185 N66-1896T
BICEL_CTRIC ACTIVITY OF VISUAL AND PARIETAL
REGIONS CF CEREBRAL CORTEX STUDY BY X-RAY
FTD-TT-63-231 N66-22666
NAPPING CF GENETIC SITES ON CEROMOSOMES OF YEAST
BY X-RAY IRRADIATION AND iNOUCED MUTATION
N66-Z2e52
X-RAY IRRADIATION EFFECTS ON WORK CAPACITY AND
LIFESPAN OF DOGS
UCC-4T2-IO9 N66-25111
X-RAY IRRADIATION EFFECT ON DEVELOPMENT OF ENZYME
ACTIVITY IN LIVER OF YOUNG RATS
SAM-TOM-66-29 N66-25360
EFFECTS CF X-RAY IRRADIATION ON ENZYME ACTIVITY
IN BRAIN AND MUSCLE TISSUE OF RATS
JPRS-25630 N66-27319
DOSE-DEPENDENT DEPRESSION OF DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID
STUDY BY X-RAY IRRADIATION AND BROMURACIL
DECXYRIBCSICE IN MAMMALIAN CELLS
NASA RP-265 N66-27352
MORTALITY CF RAT FETUS AFTER IRRADIATION OF
RARENTAL GAMETES
NASA IT-F-9036 N66-27369
INACTIVATION AND RECOVERY OF MICROORGANISMS AFTER
TREATMENT NITH ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT, X-RAYSt OR
NITROGEN MUSTARD N66-3OT86
X-RAY PROTECTIVE EFFECTS OF SEROTDN|N AND ALLIED
SUBSTANCES
PJEPTo-1 N66-32583
X-RAY PHOTOGRAPHY
RESTRAINT APPARATUS FOR THORACIC ROENTGENOGRAPHIC
EXAMINATION DF UNANESTHETIZED PRIMATES
SAM-TDR-63-93 N64-12865
3-RAY SCATTERING
GRIDS FOR REDUCING SCATTERED X-RAYS IN MEDICAL
RADIOGRAPHY N66-23275
X-RAY SPECTROSCOPY
X_RAY SPECTROGRAPHY OF LEVELS OF CHEMICAL ELEMENTS
IN ELOO0 SERUM
UCRL-lOE73 N66-15262
X-15 AIRCRAFT
SYSTEM DESIGNS APPROACH TC PERSONNEL RELIABILITY
IN X-15 AIRCRAFT A6_-22635
HEADWARD TO FCOTMARD DECELERATION TOLERANCE OF
X-15 IMPACT AS COMPARED TO FOOTNARD TO HEADNARO
IMPACTS A6_-B0858
PILCT PERFORMANCE DURING ROOST OF X-15A AIRCRAFT
TO HIGH ALTITUDE
NASA-TN-O-2289 N64-I9002
X-20 AIRCRAFT
PILOT TRAINING PROGRAM FOR THE HYPERSONIC X-2Q
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MUTATION-CLONE THEORY OF BURNET ANTIBODY FORMATION
N64-23655
ADAPTATION OF ORGANISMS TO WEIGHTLESSNESS AND
MAXIMUM G-FORCES N66-23456
FOCUSING PROPERTIES OF OPTICAL SYSTEMS AND STELLAR
REFRACTION N64-23462
PATHOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGY OF ADAPTIVE CONTROL AND
PROTECTION MECHANISMS IN ANIMALS
FTD-TT-6Z-I548/l_2&4 N66-23463
ORGANISM PHYSIOLOGICAL MECHANISMS FOR REGULATION
AND PROTECTION - ANIMAL STUDY N64-23464
ADAPTATION REACTIONS AND PATHOLOGICAL STUDIES OF
ORGANISM EXPOSED TO HARMFUL STIMULI
B-6
CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
N66-23465
ASTRONAUT BEHAVIOR ABOARD SATELLITE - REACTION TO
WEIGHTLESSNESSw ACCELERATIONt AND RADIATION HAZARD
N64-23638
MEDICAL AND BIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS OF SPACE FLIGHT
AND EFFECT OF WEIGHTLESSNESS ON HUMANS
N64-23639
NITROGEN-FIXATIONy CHLOROPHYLL, AND TEMPERATURE
CONTROL STUDIES IN ALGAE AND MICROORGANISMS
FTO-TT-63-IOI6/l_2 N64-23655
OPTIMAL CONCENTRATION OF METALS AND RADICALS ON
GROWTH AND NITROGEN FIXATION OF BLUE-GREEN ALGAE -
BOTANY N64-23656
OPTIMIZATION OF ILLUMINATION AND TEMPERATURE
EFFECT ON CHLOROPHYLL CONCENTRATION OF DUNALIELLA
SALINA CELLS N64-2365T
AUTOMATIC TEMPERATURE CONTROL SYSTEM FOR
MICROORGANISM CULTURES N64-23658
NUCLEIC ACIDS AND CHLOROPHYLL BIOSYNTHESIS AND
ELECTROMYDGRAMS UNDER ACCELERATION STRESSES
FTD-TT-63-10521162 N66-23659
ROLE OF NUCLEIC ACIDS AND ALBUMIN IN BIOSYNTHESIS
OF CHLOROPHYLL N64-23660
ELECTROMYOGRAM MEASUREMENT OF BIOELECTRIC CURRENT
AS MEASURE OF HUMAN MUSCLE TONUS AND EFFECTS OF
WEIGHTLESSNESS AND INCREASED ACCELERATION STRESS
N66-23661
BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE
FTD-TT-63-IOI3/I_2 N64-23696
EFFECT OF PROLONGED OXYGEN RESPIRATION ON TASTE
SENSITIVITY N66-23695
HUMAN PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL RESPONSES TO
SLOW ROTATION N64-23696
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE OF HUMAN BODY TO
ACCELERATION N66-23697
COMPUTER SIMULATION OF HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY FOR
DIAGNOSIS OF HEART MALFUNCTION N66-23698
RADIATION DOSE ON VOSTOK V AND VOSTOK VI
SPACECRAFT N66-23865
FLUCTUATIONS IN ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM OF MAN UNDER
EXTENDED ISOLATION N66-Z386T
AEROSPACE MEDICINE - WEIGHTLESSNESS AND ARTIFICIAL
GRAVITY EFFECTS ON PLANTS, ANIMALSt AND HUMAN
PERFORMANCE
FTD-TT-64-14O/l&4 N64-24012
ELECTRONARCDSIS OF LOWER VERTEBRATES AND
COMBINATION WITH DRUG NARCOSIS IN MAMMALS
FTD-TT-63-931/[_2 N64-24064
ELECTRONIC DIFFERENTIATING DEVICES FOR ANALYSIS OF
PHYSIOLOGICAL PROCESSES
FTD-TT-63-1191 N66-24326
HUMAN PERCEPTION OF ENVIRONMENTAL SPACE-TIME
RELATIONSHIPS N64-25078
RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS OF NEUTRONS AND
PROTONS
FTD-TT-63-10_b/I&6 N66-25_55
PHONOCARDIOGRAPH FOR RECORDING HEART SOUND
FTD-TT-63-1193/162&4 N66-2565B
TOXICITY OF ISOALCOHOLS, HIGHER ALCOHOLS, AND
MELAMINE-FORMALDEHYDE RESINS
FTD-TT-64-9711_6 N66-25662
BIOELECTRIC RECORDING OF NERVOUS SYSTEM RESPONSES
FTD-TT-63-1194/l&296 N64-25655
PATTERN ANALYSIS OF CONDITIONED RESPONSE AND
g
CORPORATE SOUtRCE INDEX
THOUGHT PROCESSES OF HUNAN BRAIN
FTO-TT-66-1861[[6 N66-2595Z
AURICULAR ELECTRONYOGRAM -OIAGNOSTIC METHOD FOR
HEMODYNANIC DISORDERS AND CARDIAC DISEASES
FTD-TT-66-ZTllI_ZG3_4 N66-Z6092
EFFECT OF LIGHT ON GROWTH AND PHOTOSYNTHESIS OF
CHLORELLA
FTD-TT-66-266/I_Z&6 N66-26113
SYSTEM FOR VISUAL DISPLAY AND PHOTOGRAPHIC
RECORDING OF MULTIPLEXED SIGNALS FROM MULTICHANNEL
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPH
FTO-TT-63-119011&2&6 N64-26212
ACTION OF ANTIBACTERIAL IMMUNITY ON RESISTANCE TO
RADIATION
FTD-TT-63-93311&2 N66-26722
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECT ON BIOCHEMICAL
PROCESSES AND SUBSTANCES IN LIVING CELLS AND
TISSUES
FTD-TT-63-66111&2 N66-26725
RELATION BETWEEN CHEMICAL STRUCTURE OF SUBSTANCE
AND BIOLOGICAL EFFECT
FTO-TT-66-SBIIl&6 N66-26736
SIMULATED AIRCRAFT SPEED EFFECT ON DETECTING AND
IDENTIFYING TARGETS FROM SIDE-LOOKING RADAR
IMAGERY
AMRL-TDR-64-60 N66-Z6876
CONTINUOUS REGISTRATION OF LOCAL CEREBRAL BLOOD
FLOg USING THERMISTOR
FTD-TT-63-IITS/I£2£6 N64-ZT860
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE OF HUMAN BODY DURING
SPACEFLIGHT - EFFECTS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS
FTD-TT-66-25811&2&6 N6_-27844
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECT ON NERVOUS SYSTEH
FTO-TT-63-SB2/1&2 N66-Z8668
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PRESSURIZED SUITS
EXPOSED TO SIMULATEO DYNA-SOAR MISSION
CONDITIONS
AMRL-TOR-66-36 N64-ZB565
MICROORGANISMS IN PERMAFROST
FTD-TT-63-929/I£Z N66-Z90IB
RADIOLOGY [ PROTECTION OF COMMUNITY FROM RADIATION
FTO-TT-66-163111316 N66-29073
CHEMICAL METHODS TO PROTECT BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS
AGAINST IONIZING RADIATION N64-ZgOT6
ORGANIZATION OF RADIATION PROTECTION MEASURES BY
COMMUNITY N66-Z?OT5
REACTION OF CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM OF MAN AND
ANIMALS UNDER WEIGHTLESSNESS N66-29090
EFFECT OF SPACE FLIGHT ON HICROSPORES ABOARD
VOSTOK V AND VI SPACECRAFT N66-29091
IMPREGNATION, REPRODUCTIONt ANO DEVELOPMENT OF
DROSOPHILA UNDER CONDITIONS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS
N66-2909Z
GERM CELL MORTALITY |N DROSOPHILA AFiER VUSTOK
III AND IV SPACE FLIGHTS N66-29093
PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS ON RELIABILITY OF ASTRONAUT
UNDER FLIGHT CONDITIONS
FTD-TT-63-T61/IGZ N66-Z9ZTT
OXYGEN TENSION IN LIVING BRAIN TISSUE OF DOG
DURING LONG ACCELERATION
FTD-TT-63-86B/1G2 N66-29278
EMERGENCY ABANDONMENT OF AIRCRAFT - CREW RESCUE,
PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT, AND SURVIVAL EQUIPMENT
FTD-TT-63-620 l_Z N64-zgBsT
INTERRELATIONSHIPS AMONG CONDITIONED RESPONSES IN
ANIMALS AND HUMANS
AIR FORCE SYSTEMS COMMAND, WRIGHT- COMT
FTD-TT-66-ZB2/l£2 N64-30156
EFFECTS OF LOW FREQUENCY MECHANICAL VIBRATIONS ON
BLOOD CHANGES IN WHITE RATS
FTD-TT-66-26212 N66-30T03
PROBLEMS IN AEROSPACE MEDICINE - WEIGHTLESSNESS,
RADIATION, METEORITE IMPACT, ARTIFICIAL
ATMOSPHERE, DARKNESS, SILENCE, AND LOg TEMPERATURE
FTD-TT-64-203/1 N66-31OT3
PHYSIOLOGICAL STUDIES - BIOLOGICAL CYBERNETICS,
FLOATING RECORDING DEVICE FOR DIGESTIVE SYSTEMt
AND NYSTAGHUS RECORDING INSTRUMENTATION
FTD-TT-66-38611_2 N66-3IOT6
PRESSURE TRANSDUCER FOR RECORDING OSCILLOGRAPH AND
PLETHYSMOGRAPHY OF VASCULAR SYSTEM RESPONSE TO
COLD STIMULUS IN NOSE
FTD-TT-63-B6911&Z N66-31|03
PLETHYSNOGRAPHY OF HUMAN VASCULAR SYSTEM RESPONSE
TO COLD STIMULUS IN NOSE CAVITY
N66-31106
PRESSURE TRANSDUCER FOR OPTICAL RECORDING
OSCILLOGRAPH N66-31105
INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP FACTORS IN ASTRONAUT
SELECTION
FTO-TT-66-260/] N66-31676
HUMAN PERFORMANCE DURING SINUSOIDAL AND RANDOM
VIBRATION IN LOg SPEEDw HIGH ALTITUDE FLIGHT
N66-31512
HELIUM REPLACEMENT FOR NITROGEN IN SPACECRAFT
CABIN AND HELIUM-OXYGEN VENTILATION FOR PRESSURE
SUIT N64-'31535
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF PILOT HEIGHT-HEIGHT OATA
FOR SIZING OF PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
AMRL-TDR-66-66 N66-31B_2
LABORATORY DEVICE FOR CLOSED AIR LOOP ANALYSIS OF
CARBON DIOXIDE REMOVAL AGENTS
FDL-TDR-66-6T, PT. I N66-3192T
MEDICAL CASE HISTORIES ON EXISTENCE IN ANTARCTIC
REGION
FTO-TT-66-291/I N66-32236
RADIATION EFFECTS - RELATION OF ARTERIAL PRESSURE
AND REGULATING MECHANISMS AND LIPOLYTIC ENZYME
INDUCTION BY CONNECTIVE TISSUE CELLS
FTO-IT-64-329/l£Z[6 N66-32564
INORGANIC SYSTEM FOR OXYGEN RECOVERY FOR LIFE
SUPPORT IN SPACECRAFT
AMRL-TDR-66-30 N64r-32626
EXPONENTIAL MODEL FOR DETERMINING ABSORBED DOSAGE
OF RADIOISOTOPE IN HUMAN BODY
FTD-TT-63-923/162 N66"-3266Z
DELIVERY APPARATUS OF PURE OXYGEN TO CLOSED
SYSTEM AND CONSUMPTION MEASUREMENT IN CHRONIC
EXPERIMENTS WITH SMALL ANIMALS
FTD-TT-63-111B/I&266 M66-32663
CONDITIONEO RESPIRATORY REFLEX AND RESPONSE TO
CARBON DIOXIDE UNDER INFLUENCE OF CHLORPROMAZINE
FTD-TT-66-6911&266 N66-33102
ASTRONAUTS ACCELERATION TOLERANCE PERFORMANCE
IN RETURNING TO ERECT POSITION FROM CROUCH
AMRL-TDR-66-56 N66-33530
RUSSIAN COSMONAUT REENTERS SPACE FLIGHT TRAINING -
WORKING DAY DESCRIPTION - PARACHUTE JUMPS
FTO-TT-64-1691166 N66.-33669
TOXICOLOGY OF RADIOACTIVE IRON
FTD-TT-6_-599/I N66-33963
MULTIPLE ELECTRODE IMPLANTATION INTO SUBCORTICAL
STRUCTURES OF HUMAN BRAIN
FTD-TT-63-1119/I&2_4 N66"-339TO
B-5
CORPORATE SOURCE INDEXALLIED RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, INC., CONCORD,
ALLIED RESEARCH ASSOCIATES! INC., CONCOROt
MASS.
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BIOSENSORS
NASA-CR-56347 N64-24116
BIOLOGICAL MECHANISMS APPLIED TO INSTRUMENT
DESIGN AND ENGINEERING - BIOINSTRUMENTATION
NASA-CR-76 N64-26609
BIOLOGICAL MECHANISMS APPLIEO TO INSTRUMENT
DESIGN - MECHANORECEPTORS_ PHOTORECEPTORSt
CHEMORECEPTIONt 8 THERMORECEPTION
NASA-CR-58560 N64-29546
ALTO SCIENTIFIC CO., INC., PALO ALTO, CALIF.
MACHINE DISCRIMINATION OF SPEECH AND CARDIAC
SOUNDS TO MEASURE PILOT STRESS BY CHANGES IN VOICE
AND HEART FUNCTION SOUND
NASA-CR-53501 N64-2059T
AMERICAN ASTRONAUTICAL SOCIETY, NEW YORK, N.Y.
FINDINGS IN NEUROPHYSIOLOGYt PSYCHOLOGY AND
INSTRUMENTATION THAT SUGGEST INNOVATIONS IN
MONITORING OF ASTRONAUT BRAIN
AAS PAPER 62-11 A64-11453
AMERICAN INST. FOR RESEARCH, PITTSBURGH1 PA.
HUMAN FACTORS INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS FOR SPACE
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
NASA-CR-59050 N64-33208
AMERICAN INST. OF AERONAUTICS ANO
ASTRONAUTICS, NEW YORK, N.Y.
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL, REPLENISHMENT AND STABILITY
OF SPACE LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM WITH PRIMARY
CONSIDERATION GIVEN TO OXYGEN-CARBON DIOXIDE AND
THE WATER CYCLE
AIAA PAPER 63-65 A64-14332
ENUMERATION OF INTERACTIONS THAT MIGHT BE EXPECTED
FROM CONSTITUENTS IN A SEALED ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEM
AIAA PAPER 63-258 A64-1434L
SPACE MEDICINE EXPERIENCE IN MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
APPLIED TO APOLLO
AAS PAPER 64-12 A64-17959
SYNTHESIS OF CARBOHYDRATES FROM THE CARBON DIOXIDE
AND WATER PRESENT IN A CLOSED CIRCUIT RESPIRATORY
SYSTEM TRAVELING THROUGH SPACE
AIAA PAPER 63-143 A64-18468
GENERAL DISCUSSION OF ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS WHICH
ARE IMPORTANT FOR THE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF A
SPACE-STATION LABORATORY
AIAA PAPER 63-140 A64-18471
VISUAL PROBLEMS IN SPACECRAFT DOCKING INCLUDING
ASTRONAUTS CAPABILITIES AND LIGHT EFFECTS ON
TARGET
AIAA PAPER 64-221 A64-20103
PILOT PERFORMANCE IN COPING WITH CRITICAL SYSTEM
FAILURES DURING MERCURY DRBITAL FLIGHTS
AIAA PAPER 66-222 A64-20127
PHYSICAL EFFECTS OF WOBBLE, STATIC AND DYNAMIC
UNBALANCEv DOCKING AND CREW MOVEMENTS ON ROTATING
SPACE STATION
AIAA PAPER 64-335 A64-20358
AMERICAN AND SOVIET APPROACH TO MANNED SPACECRAFT
COMPARED, NOTING LIFE SUPPORT PROBLEMS AND
PROTECTION AGAINST SPACE ENVIRONMENT
AIAA PAPER 64-515 A64-20469
CONTINUOUS MONITORING OF ARTERIAL EXTENSIBILITY
THROUGH PULSE WAVE VELOCITY MEASUREMENT
AIAA PAPER 64-216 A64-20483
INTEGRATED SPACE SUIT, SUIT LOOP AND BACKPACK
SYSTEM FOR NORMAL AND EMERGENCY SPACECRAFT
OPERATION
AIAA PAPER 64-214 A64-ZO4BT
TACTILE COMMUNICATION AND CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR MAN-
MACHINE COMPATIBILITY IN HIGH SPEED AIRCRAFT
AIAA PAPER 64-421 A64-20783
MECHANICAL TETHERING SYSTEM USING ANGULAR MOMENTUM "
TO RETRIEVE ASTRONAUT SEPARATED FROM SPACE VEHICLE
AIAA PAPER 64-393 A64-2LB62
AMERICAN INST. OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES,
WASHINGTON, D.C.
BIOLOGY - DISCUSSION ON CELL-CELL INTERACTIONS,
MEMBRANE STRUCTURE, ENZYMATIC REACTIONS, AND
PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY OF INTERFACES
NASA-CR-53290 N64-17601
AMERICAN INST. OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERS,
NEW YORK, N.Y.
WATER RECYCLING SUBSYSTEM FOR SPACE STATION, USING
ACTIVATED CARBON, ION EXCHANGE RESIN AND FINE PORE
FILTER
AICE PAPER 8C A64-17321
ANTIOCH COLL., YELLOW SPRINGS, OHIO.
EFFECTS OF CURVILINEAR AND DISCRETE
TRANSFORMATIONS OF ERROR INFORMATION ON HUMAN
TRACKING PERFORMANCE
AMRL-TDR-63-137 N64-17510
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF PILOT HEIGHT-WEIGHT DATA
FOR SIZING OF PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
AMRL-TDR-64-66 N64-31842
APPLIED DYNAMICS, INC., ANN ARBOR, MICH.
APPLICATIONS OF ANALOG SIMULATIONS IN BIOMEDICAL
SYSTEMS N64-16691
APPLIED PHYSICS LAB._ JOHNS HOPKINS U._
SILVER SPRING, MD.
ERROR ANALYSIS OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE ON TRACKING
TASKS UNDER STRESS
AD-428112 N64-14168
APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY CORP., ARLINGTON, VA.
DEVELOPMENT OF TECHNIQUES RELATED TO TEMPORAL
ASPECTS OF PHOTO INTERPRETATION - EXPOSURE
TIME 8 WORK-REST CYCLES N64-10534
APPLIED SCIENCE ASSOCIATES, INC., VALENCIA,
PA.
DEVELOPMENT OF TASK ANALYSIS METHOD AS PART OF
TRAINING PROGRAM
NAVTRADEVCEN-121B-1 N64-29247
ARCTIC HEALTH RESEARCH CENTER, ANCHORAGE,
ALASKA.
DETERMINING POLLUTION OF SURFACE WATERS BY EGGS OF
ECHINOCOCCUS
AAL-TDR-63-37 N64-32102
TREATMENT OF UNDILUTED HUMAN WASTE BY ACTIVATED
SLUDGE PROCESS
AAL-TDR-63-36 N64-32115
ARGENTINA. COMISION NACIONAL DE ENERGIA
ATOMICA, BUENOS AIRES.
RADIOACTIVITY TABLE FOR DETERMINATION OF DOSAGE TO
BODY ORGANS N64-11736
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS BY RADIOACTIVE PHOSPHORUS-32
OF TRICALCIUM PHOSPHATE SOLUBILIZED BY BACILLI
N64-13474
RADIOISOTOPES IN CLINICAL MEDICINE - LOCALIZATION
OF PLACENTA IN GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT
N64-24007
SILVER CHLORIDE & IODIDE AS SEQUESTERING AGENTS
FOR RADIOACTIVE IODINE N64-30036
THIN LAYER CHROMATOGRAPHIC SEPARATION OF VITAMIN P
AND CHOLESTEROL N64-32016
EFFECT OF CULTURE MEDIUM PH ON DEVELOPMENT OF
CHLORELLA AND METABOLISM OF CARBON 14 ABSORBED IN
CARBON DIOXIDE BY CHLORELLA N64-33495
ARGDNNE CANCER RESEARCH HOSPITAL,
CHICAGO, ILL.
PATHOLOGICAL STUDIES ON STEROID SEX HORMONES,
RADIATION EFFECT ON METABOLISM, LEUKEMIA,
PARATHYROID, AND HYPOTHYROIDISM
ARCH-20 N64-15398
B-6
CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
'ARGONNE NATIONAL LAB., ILL.
INFLUENCE OF RADIATION EXPOSURES ON PLANT
EMPLOYEES
ANL-6688 N66-12132
BIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO CONTINUOUS ACCELERATIONS IN
ORDER OF MAGNITUDE OF MICRO-G
NASA-CR-51180 N66-22776
OOSIMETRY FOR RADIATION DAMAGE STUDIES
ANL-6826 N66-25205
INORGANICALLY BOUND TOO|ME-131 SEPARATED FROM
URINARY CONSTITUENTS BY ION EXCHANGE ON SILVER
CHLORIDE COLUMN
ANL-688T N66-30602
ARIZONA U-t TUCSON.
ELECTRONIC SIMULATION OF BIOLOGICAL CLOCK - ANIMAL
STUDY AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
AS D-TDR-63-136 N64-15592
ARMED FORCES INST. OF PATHOLOGY, WASHINGTON,
D.C.
CARBOXYHENOGLOBIN IN DECOMPOSED BODIES OF ANIMALS
AMRL-TDR-63-69 N64-22290
RAPID SCREENING TECHNIQUE IN VlVO FOR METABOLIC
STUDY OF CHEMICAL TOXICITY OF HYDRAZINE AND ITS
DERIVATIVES IN RATS N66-28967
ARMY BIOLOGICAL LABS., FORT DETRICK, HD.
COLLECTING MICROORGANISMS IN UPPER ATMOSPHERE
AD-k28703 N66-19877
SAFETY MANUAL FOR PERSONNEL HANDLING RADIOACTIVE
MATERIALS
AD-63816T N6_-27263
ARMY CHEMICAL CENTERm EDGENOOD, MD.
TOXICOLOGY - ACTION OF DRUGS ON ANIMALS
PARTICLE SIZE CONSIDERATIONS OF AIRBORNE
CONTAMINANTS
ARMY COLD REGIONS RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING
LAB.e HANOVER, N.H.
OPERATOR VARIANCE IN DETERMINATION OF PLASTIC
LIMIT OF COHESIVE SOILS
RR-117 N66-27606
ARMY MEDICAL RESEARCH AND NUTRITION LAB.,
DENVER, COLO.
EXCRETION OF LIPIDS & LIPIDIC SUBSTANCES IN HUMAN
SWEAT
REPT.-2BO N6_-23896
ARMY MEDICAL RESEARCH LAD°, FORT KNOX, KY.
PERFORMANCE DECREMENT IN VEHICLE DRIVING SKILL
REPT.-SgT N66-16089
ARMY MISSILE CONflANOt HUNTSVILLE, ALA.
PILOTING ERRORS AND AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS
RS 1C-89 N64-12238
TRANSISTORIZED INSTRUMENTATION FOR MEASUREMENTS IN
HEALTH PHYSICS
RS IC-BT N66-1299T
ELECTROSLEEP INFLUENCE ON THERMOREGULATION REFLEX
AND ELECTRIC RESISTANCE OF SKIN IN PATIENTS WITH
PRURITIC DERMATOSI S
RS IC-lO5 N66-13812
ARMY NATICK LABS. t MASS.
HIGHLY NUTRITIOUS FOOD DEVELOPED FOR SPACE FLIGHT
AMRL-TOR-66-3B N66-29939
ARMY PERSONNEL RESEARCH OFFICEe WASHINGTON,
D.C.
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PSYCHOPHYSICAL JUDGMENTS OF
IMAGE QUALITY AND PHYSICAL IMAGE VARIABLES
N66-10531
PERFORMANCE OF SINGLE r. MULTIPLE VOICE RADIO
TRANSCRIBERS WORKING UNDER THREE SPEECH-TO-NOISE
RATIOS
US APRO-TRN-135 N66-21761
N66-Z6612
N66-2¢628
ATOMIC ENERGY COtlMISSION, WASHINGTON, D.C.
CERTITUDE JUDGEMENT AND ACCURACY OF INFORMATION
ASSIMILATION FROM VISUAL DISPLAYS
USAPRO-TRN-165 N64-29967
INFORMATION ASSIMILATION FROM ALPHA-NUMERIC
DISPLAYS - HUMAN PERCEPTION
AD-601973 N66-30666
ARMY RESEARCH OFFICE, WASHINGTON, D.C°
ASCORBIC ACID PROPHYLAXIS AND TREATMENT FOR
ILLNESSf TRAUMA, EXPOSURE TO COLD WEATHER, AND
EXTREME PHYSICAL EXERCISE
AD-629526 N66-25323
AROt INC., ARNOLD AIR FORCE STATION, TENN.
AERODYNAMIC OPERATION OF HYPERSONIC VON KARMAN GAS
DYNAMIC TUNNEL FACILITY
AD-63578T N66-18632
ATLANTIC RESEARCH CORP., ALEXANDRIA, VA.
TOXICITY HAZARDS IN SOLID PROPELLANT OPERATION
ARS PAPER-2766-63 N64-22260
ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION, IDAHO FALLS, IDAHO.
STANDARD HEALTH AND SAFETY REQUIREMENTS FOR USE BY
NUCLEAR REACTOR TEST SITE PERSONNEL
IDO-1202B N66-10628
ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION, NEW YORK, N.Y.
PATHOLOGICAL ANATOMY OF ACUTE RADIATION SICKNESS
IN RABBITS
AEC-TR-5630 N64-10630
FALLOUT DATA AND INTERPRETIVE NOTES - BIBLIOGRAPHY
HASL-132 N66-I29OB
FALLOUT - RADIONUCLIDE LEVELS IN MILK, TAP WATERe
8 UPPER AIR - STRONTIUM-90 FALLOUT 8 LEVELS IN
HUMAN DIET 8 BONE
HASL-135 N66-12909
RADIOACTIVE NUCLIDE LEVELS IN FALLOUT, MILK, FOOD,
WATER, AND UPPER-AIR SAMPLES - BIBLIOGRAPHY
HASL-162 N64-13329
RADIOACTIVITY AND RADIOCHEMICAL ANALYSIS - HEALTH
AND SAFETY LABORATORY MANUAL
NYO-6TOO, REV. N66-15997
ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSIONe MASHINGTONm D.C.
EFFECTS OF X- AND GAMMA-IRRADIATION ON
EXPERIMENTAL ANIMAL SUBJECTS N64-10935
MANHATTAN PROJECT WORK ON BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF
EXTERNAL RADIATION N6_-10936
ABSTRACTS OF ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION-SPONSORED
BIOLOGICAL AND MEDICAL RESEARCH
TID-4201 N66-12BII
MARINE SCIENCES RELATED TO AEROSPACE USES OF
NUCLEAR POWER N64-1656B
RADIATION AND RADIOISOTOPES EFFECTS ON BIOLOGICAL
SYSTEMS - ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
TID-3098, BK. 1 N64-19035
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON RADIATION EFFECTS ON
BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS
TID-3098, BK. 2 N64-19036
ANALYSIS OF DATA FROM BIOCHEMICAL AND
PHYSIOLOGICAL TRACER EXPERIMENTS - LINEAR SYSTEM
N64-19152
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF RADIOISOTOPE & RADIATION
EFFECTS ON LIFE PROCESSES
TID-30981INDEXI N64-19236
RULES FOR TRANSPORTATION AND SHIPMENT OF
RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS
AEC-TR-6315 N64-20477
MEOICINE_ BIOLQGYm & AGRICULTURE STUDIES USING
RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES AND NUCLEAR RADIATIONS
AEC-TR-629B N64-20823
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON ATOMIC RADIATION EFFECTS
TID-3909 /SUPPL. 2/ N66-33138
B-7
ATOMIC ENERGY OF CANADA LTO. I CHALK RIVER,
RADIATION PROTECTION - CHEMOTHERAPY & RADIOOIOLOGY
AEC-TR-625B N6_-33582
ATOMIC ENERGY OF CANADA LTD., CHALK RIVER,
ONTARIO.
LATENT IMAGE FADING IN RADIATION MONITORING FILMS
DURING STORAGE BEFORE DEVELOPMENT
AECL-IBT2 N66-16731
GAMMA RADIATION EXPOSURES RECEIVED BY PERSONNEL
AT NUCLEAR RESEARCH FACILITY
AECL-2050 N64-32308
AUTDNETICS_ ANAHEIM, CALIF.
EFFECTS OF PHYSICAL AND GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS AND
HUMAN VISUAL LIMITATIONS ON VISIBILITY DURING
LOW ALTITUDE HIGH SPEED FLIGHT N64-31511
AVCD CDRP.r TULSA, OKLA.
CORRELATION OF LINEAR ENERGY TRANSFER WITH
RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS OF SPACE
RADIATIONS
NASA-CR-SB2B9 N6_-29573
B
BATTELLE MEMORIAL INST., COLUMBUS, OHIO.
BENEFICIAL USES OF RADIATION EFFECTS - POWERv
[LLUNINATIDNv RADIOGRAPHYw TELETHERAPYt AND
TRACER TECHNOLOGY
REIC MEMO-25 N66-26967
BAYLOR U., HOUSTONw TEX.
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGIC CHARACTERISTICS AND
INTERPRETATION OF SKIN POTENTIALS
SAM-TDR-63-95 N66-15570
GALVANIC SKIN RESPONSE STUDY USING AUTONATXC
ANALYZER
SAH-TDR-63-74 N66-16641
ELECTRODE FOR RECORDING OF PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL AND
PHYSIOLOGICAL PHENOMENA IN HUMANS
NASA-CR-56205 N6_-25767
EFFECT OF ADJACENT COOLING ON GALVANIC SKIN
RESPONSE AND SKIN RESISTANCE OF ISOTHERMAL AREA
SAM-TDR-63-70 N66-32602
BOEING CO.1 SEATTLEt WASH.
FACTORS AFFECTING PHOTOGRAPHIC CHANGE
DISCRIMINATION N64-10533
BIOLOGICALLY RESISTANT PIGMENT FROM AEROBIC WASTE
DIGESTERS
SAN-TOR-63-ST N66-13852
GROWTH MEASUREMENTS AND PHOTOSYNTHESIS STUDY OF
ANGIOSPERMS
AMRL-TDR-63-13I N6_-IB773
MISCELLANEOUS WASTE EFFECT ON NESOPHILIC ACTIVATED
SLUDGE CELLULOSE - METABOLIC WASTE
SAM-TDR-66-25 N66-27_96
ACCURACY GF TARGET RECOGNITION BY VISUAL
PHOTOGRAPH INTERPRETATION OF OBLIQUE FORMS
RADC-TDR-66-166 N64-33536
BOEING CO.e WICHITAt KAN.
WHOLE-BODY VIBRATION EFFECT ON VISUAL PERFORMANCE
D3-3512-6 N64-15855
BOLTe BERANEK, AND NEWMAN, INC.t CAMBRIDGE,
MASS.
MANUAL CONTROL SYSTEMS AND HUMAN OPERATOR
PERFORMANCE
NASA-CR-55516 N66-16111
ADAPTIVE DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF HUMAN OPERATOR IN
SIMPLE MANUAL CONTROL
NASA-TN-O-2255 N64-18736
HUMAN PERFORMANCE AS MONITOR AND CONTROLLER OF
MULTIDEGREE-OF-FREEOOM SYSTEMS N66-18796
USE OF ANATOMICAL 6 PHYSIOLOGICAL EVIDENCE FOR
CONSTRUCTING THEORIES OF INFORMATION PROCESSING OR
SENSORY DISCRIMINATION - AUDITORY SYSTEM
CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
N64-18830
Q
INFORNATION PROCESSING IN COMPLEX TASK UNDER SPEED
STRESS
REPT.-lIZ9 N66-22557
NEURAL MECHANISMS FOR RESPONSE OF MIDDLE EAR
MUSCLES
REPT.-1128 N66-25125
COMPUTER-AIDED LEARNING OF SOUND IDENTIFICATION
NAVTRADEVCEN-T89-2 N66-26892
HUMAN REACTION TO SONIC BOOM N66-30666
RESPONSE AND FEEDBACK TECHNIQUES FOR AUTOMATED
TRAINING OF VISUAL IDENTIFICATION SKILLS
NAVTRADEVCEN-T8g-3 N66-32037
MANUAL CONTROL SYSTEMS STUDIES - MATHEMATICAL
MODELS DEVELOPMENTw ADAPTIVE CHARACTERISTICS, AND
MULTIAXIS VARIABLES
NASA-CR-59258 N66-333_1
BOYCE THOMPSON INST. FOR PLANT RESEARCH_ INC.,
YONKERS, N.Y.
NUTRIENT REQUIRENENTSt PROTEIN CONTENT, AND
ABILITY TO FIX CARBON DIOXIDE OF PLANT TISSUE
CULTURES
AMRL-TDR-63-126 N66-17866
BRANDEIS U., WALTHAM, MASS.
GENETIC TRANSFER AND MACROMOLECULE FINDINGS FOR
TAXONOMY OF BACTERIA N64-1B056
BIOCHEMISTRY - GENETIC MARKING OF PROPHAGES IN
BACILLUS SUBTILIS N64-23278
ANTIBODIES TO HUMAN AI HEMOGLOBIN AND THEIR
REACTION WITH CERTAIN OTHER HEMOGLOBINS
N64-25691
SPECIFICITY OF COMPLEMENTARY RIBONUCLEIC ACID
FORMED BY BACILLUS SUBTILIS INFECTED WITH
BACTERIOPHAGE SPB N64-25880
BACILLUS SUBTILIS DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID IN
BACTERIOPHAGE LEAD SULFIDE TRANSDUCTIDN
N64-2Blll
ISOLATIONt CRYSTALLIZATION_ AND PHYSICOCHENICAL
PROPERTIES OF BEEF AND CHICKEN ENZYMES - LACTIC
DEHYDROGENASES
PUBL.-281 N64-28295
PREPARATIDNt SEDIMENTATION, ELECTROPHORETIC
PROPERTIES, AMINO ACID COMPOSITION, INMUNOLOGYt
AND CRYSTALLIZATION OF IRIOSE PHOSPHATE
DEHYDROGENASE N66-320_8
BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LAB., UPTONw N.Y.
MONITORING ENVIRONMENTAL RADIOACTIVITY IN VICINITY
OF BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY
BNL-BOT/T-310/ N64-16395
COBALT-60 BULK GRAIN IRRADIATION FACILITY
BNL-810/T-312/ N66-1909[
BIOLOGY OF AGING USING IONIZING RADIATION STUDIES
BNL-854/T-3_O/ N66-21591
TRACE METAL - ESSENTIAL DR DETRIMENTAL TO LIFE
BNL-828-/T-323/ N64-21733
RADIATION EFFECTS OF CARBON-LABELED AND TRITIUM-
LABELED THYNIDINE ON CELL GROWTH
NASA-RP-I96 N66-Z2071
PHYSIOLOGICAL VALUE OF RADIOISOTOPE - KINETIC
BEHAVIOR OF TRACERS
BNL-B5TIT-3_II N64-30623
BRYN MAWR COLLo, PA.
EFFECT OF EXPOSURE TO LOW TEMPERATURE ON BLOOD
CLEARANCE OF CARBON _ BACTERIA IN MICE
AAL-TOR-63-1 N6_-13629
TRYPTOPHAN PYRROLASE ACTIVITY EFFECT IN BACTERIAL
ENDOTOXIN POISONING IN MICE
B-8
CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
AAL-TDR-63-L3 N66-13662
BUFFALO U.! N.Y.
ION EXCHANGE OF ISOTOPIC SODIUM-26 AND POTASSIUM-
32 BETWEEN BLO00 AND CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DURING
HYPOXIA N64-14588
BURDEN NEUROLOGICAL INST. e BRISTOL /GT. BRITo/
HYPOXIC AND ISCHEMIC FACTORS OF BRAIN DAMAGE -
SYMMETRIC LESIONS N66-16599
BUREAU OF MINES, COLLEGE PARKt MD.
CHEMISTRY OF LEACHING COPPER SULFIDE MINERALS WITH
AUTOTROPIC BACTERIA - MINERALOGY
BM-RI-6623 N66-18987
C
CK-INSTITUT FUR HIRNPATHOLOGIEt
ELECTRON MICROSCOPIC STUDY OF EARLY CHANGES IN
NEURONS DUE TO HYPOXIDOSIS AND ULTRASTRUCTURAL
ASPECTS OF NEURONAL NECROSIS IN CEREBRAL CORTEX
N66-14592
LAMINAR LESIONS IN CEREBELLAR CORTEX AND HYPDXEMIA
EFFECT ON CEREBRAL NUCLEI N66-16601
CALIFORNIA COLL. OF MEDICINE, LOS ANGELES.
DRUG DEVELOPMENT AND PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGIC ASPECTS OF
VISUAL PERCEPTION
A0-667092 N66-33690
CALIFORNIA INST. OF TECH.t PASADENA.
GULLIVER PROGRAM - MARS EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE
DETECTION AND ANALYSIS
NASA-CR-55511 N66-22T55
CALIFORNIA U°, BERKELEY.
EVIDENCE FOR EXISTENCE OF LIFE ON MARS
N66-16741
SEDIMENTATION RATES OF NUCLEATED AND NONNUCLEATEO
CELLS OF NORMAL RAT BONE MARROW
N66-15210
CONVECTION IN LON INTENSITY GRAVITATIONAL FIELOSe
AND SIMULATION WITH SIMILAR DENSITY LIQUIDS
N66-15212
LIMIT OF GENETIC CONTROL OF BRAIN STRUCTURE
Nb4-18834
BIOELECTRONICS - HALL EFFECT AND ELECTROMAGNETIC
EFFECTS ON NERVOUS SYSTEM
REPT=-63-2T N66-21680
INFRARED SPECTRUM OF MARS - THEORY OF PRESENCE OF
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE
NASA-CR-50208 N66-22766
TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISMS IN SIMULATED PLANETARY
ENVIRONMENT - MARS AND MOON
NASA-CR-56529 N64-22790
PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA AND INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT FOR
AUTOMATIC MEASUREMENT OF HEMOOYNAMIC AND METABOLIC
PARAMETERS ON PRIMATES OURING WEIGHTLESSNESS
NASA-CR-5636B N66-25768
EFFECTS OF ION BOMBARDMENT OF EMBRYONIC SITES ON
WING GROWTH OF CONFUSED FLOUR BEETLE
N66-ZTSI3
INVESTIGATION OF FUNDAMENTAL NATURE OF BIOCHEMICAL
SYSTEMS IN TERRESTRIAL ORGANISMS
NASA-CR-SB56T N66-28896
CONDUCTION BLOCKAGE OF ISOLATED SCIATIC NERVE OF
FROG BY HIGH ENERGY IRRADIATION
N66-29725
OPTIMUM LIGHT ARRANGEMENT FOR PROMOTING ALGAE
GROMTHt WASTE TREATMENT UNIT DEVELOPMENT, ANO
MICROTERELLA ADVANCED MODEL DESCRIPTION
SERL-66-5 N66-29906
CALIFORNIA U.t BERKELEY. LAWRENCE RADIATION
LAB.
PAPERS ON EXPERIMENTS IN BIOCHEMISTRY, BIOLOGY_
CALIFORNIA U-v BERKELEY. LAWRENCE RADIATION
AND ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
UCRL-10936 N66-10156
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECT ON VISUAL PATHWAY 8 EYE
OF CAT
UCRL-11005 N64-1109T
SULFATE REDUCTION BY BACTERIA
UCRL-10966 N66-1198T
X-RAY AND TRITIUM-LABELED-THYMIDINE STUDIES OF
CHROMOSOME DIVISION DELAY AND RATE OF
DESOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID SYNTHESIS
UCRL-IO9T9 N66-14428
FUNCTION OF ADRENAL GLAND AND HENATOPOIETIC SYSTEM
UNDER TEMPORARY AND PROLONGED HYPOXIA DURING
MOUNTAIN CLIMBING -NEOICAL STUDY
N66-15202
COURSE OF RADIATION SICKNESS IN PROTON IRRAOIATEO
MICE N64-15203
DOSE, PARTICLE ENERGY, AND LINEAR ENERGY TRANSFER
/LET/ DISTRIBUTION IN OMNIDIRECTIONALLY PROTON
IRRADIATED SPHERICAL LUCIIE PHANTOM
N66-15206
ALPHA PARTICLE AND PROTON BEAMS IN RADIATION
THERAPY OF PITUITARY GLAND TUMORS AND ADENONA
N64-L5205
BRAIN INJURIES FOLLOWING ALPHA PARTICLE
IRRADIATION OF PITUITARY GLAND N64-15206
MAGNETIC FIELO INFLUENCE ON RAOIATION EFFECT IN
INSECT WING DEVELOPMENT N66-15207
MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF RADIATION INJURY
INCIDENCE IN CELL CULTURE N66-152OB
DROPLET SEDIMENTATION IN CONTINUOUS FLOWING SYSTEM
TO CONTROL ENZYME-SUBSTRATE REACTION BY DIFFUSION
AND GRAVITY N66-1521L
PATTERNS OF HIGH- AND LOW-DENSITY ULTRACENTRIFUGAL
LIPOPROTEIN OISTRIBUTION IN HEALTHY HUMAN
POPULATION N64-15213
CYTOPHOTOHETRIC METHOD FOR MEASURING HEMOGLOBIN
AND NUCLEIC ACID IN ERYTHROCYTE PRECURSORS
N66-15214
POSITRON SCINTILLATION CAMERA FOR DETECTING REAL
AND SIMULATED BRAIN TUMORS N66-15215
WHOLE-BOOY SCINTILLATION COUNTER IN STUDY OF
CALCIUM 47 TURNOVER N66-15216
RELATIVE BIOLOGIC EFFECT OF IRRADIATION OF MICE
WITH VARIOUS HEAVY IONS N66-15217
X-RAY SPECTROGRAPHY OF LEVELS OF CHEMICAL ELEMENTS
IN BLOOD SERUM
UCRL-LOBT3 N64-15262
TRYPTOPHAN SYNTHETASE MUTANTS OF YEAST - SUPER-
SUPPRESSOR ACTION IN RELATION TO ALLELIC MAPPING &
CONPLENENTATIOM
UCRL-11191 N66-1TTOT
ELECTRONIC POLARIZABILITY CHANGES OF EXCITED
ELECTRONS IN PHOTOSYNTHETIC AND MODEL SYSTEMS
N66-19_65
EFFECT OF INHIBITORS ON CARBON-REDUCTION CYCLE IN
CHLORELLA N64-194TO
QUIMONE COMPOSITION OF CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA
N66-19471
MEDICAL AND BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH
UCRL-11184 N66-Z2851
MAPPING OF GENETIC SITES ON CHROMOSOMES OF YEAST
BY X-RAY IRRADIATION AND INDUCED MUTATION
N64-22852
DISTRIBUTION OF BONE NARROW IN SKELETON OF HUMAN
B-9
CALIFORNIAU-tDAVIS.
BODY,RADBITvANDRAT_USINGRADIOACTIVE IRON
ISOTOPE AND POSITRON SCINTILLATION CAMERA
N64-22853
PROPERTIES OF SERUM FROM RABBITS IMMUNIZED WITH
HUMAN URINARY ERYTHROPOIETIN - HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY
N64-22854
ELECTROPHORETIC BEHAVIOR OF FIXED RAT RED BLOOD
CELLS
UCRL-10898 N64-22855
ELECTROPHORESIS CONCENTRATION OF SEPARATED SERUM
PROTEIN FRACTIONS N66-22856
FREE STREAM FRACTIONATION OF CELLS IN RAT BONE
MARROW N66-22857
SCINTILLATION CAMERA WITH LARGE SODIUM IODIDE
CRYSTAL FOR OBSERVING POSITRONS AND GAMMA
RADIATION EMITTED BY ISOTOPES N64-Z28S8
INTERRELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN SERUM LIPIDS, SERUM
LIPOPROTEINS, AND LIPOPROIEIN COMPOSITION
N64-22860
COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF GAS-LIQUID CHROMATOGRAMS
N64-22861
INFRARED SPECIROPHOTONETRY FOR RICRODETERNINAIION
OF SERUM TRIGLYCERIDES AND CHOLESIERYL ESTERS
N64-22862
X-RAY FLUORESCENCE STUDY OF OSMIUM TETROXIDE-
TRIGLYCERIDE INTERACTION AS FUNCTION OF DEGREE OF
UNSATURATION N66-Z2863
LIPID TRANSFER BETWEEN HIGH DENSITY AND VERY LOW
DENSITY LIPOPROTEINS N64-22864
RADIATION THERAPY OF BRAIN TUMOR WITH HIGH ENERGY
ALPHA PARTICLE BEAM FROM LARGE SYNCHROCYCLDTRDN
N64-22865
RADIATION SICKNESS IN MAMMALS AND RELATIVE
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF HIGH ENERGY PROTONS
N64-22866
VARIABLE ADJACENCY MATRIX AND TRANSFER FUNCTION
OF GRAPHS N64-22868
METABOLISM OF COMPOUNDS OF RADIOACTIVE BROMINE
ISOTOPE IN THYROID GLANDS OF RATS
N64-22869
BRAIN SEROTONIN AND BEHAVIOR IN SELECTED STRAINS
OF RATS
UCRL-IL179 N6_-25204
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL STUDY OF IONIZING
RADIATION EFFECTS ON HUMAN METABOLISM AND
BIOLOGICAL MUTATION
UCRL-I1387 N64-ZT799
IRRADIATION-PRODUCED RADICALS, ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
OF SINGLE-STRAND DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID, AND
IRRADIATION-INDUCED DEFECTS IN DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC
ACID
UCRL-11387, SUPPL. N66-30782
RING STRUCTURE OF SINGLE STRAND DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC
ACID SHOWN BY ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
N66-30TB5
INACTIVATION AND RECOVERY OF MICROORGANISMS AFTER
TREATMENT WITH ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT, X-RAYS, OR
NITROGEN MUSTARD N64-30786
CALIFORNIA U._ DAVIS.
X-RADIATION EFFECTS ON LIFESPAN, E CARDIOVASCULAR
AND REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEMS OF DOG
UCD-IO7 N66-12111
PRESERVATION OF FRUITS AND VEGETABLES BY IONIZING
RADIATION
TID-19206 N64-12968
X-RAY IRRADIATION EFFECTS ON WORK CAPACITY AND
LIFESPAN OF DOGS
CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
UCD-472-109 N66-25111
EFFECT OF STRONTIUM 90 AND RADIUM 226 ON BEAGLE
UCD-672-110 N66-26063
CALIFORNIA U., LIVERMORE. LAWRENCE RADIATION
LAB.
HAZARDS CONTROL - VARIOUS METHODS OF PROTECTION
FROM RADIATION7 LASERS, 6 MERCURY VAPOR
UCRL-7571 NbA-14880
PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF RADIOACTIVE IODINE
IN MILK AND HUMAN THYROID
UCRL-7716 N64-19097
CALIFORNIA U., LOS ANGELES.
HIGH-SPEED HIGH-INTENSITY MOLECULAR BEAM
NASA-CR-52865 N64-11260
INCREASED RADIATION IN SOIL, PLANTS, AND ANIMALS
IN SOUTHERN NEVADA
UCLA-51B N64-1289B
SECOND ANNUAL REPORT OF BRAIN RESEARCH INSTITUTE
INCLUDING BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PUBLICATIONS
N64-12967
SMALL & LARGE SIZE RADIOALBUNIN AGGREGATES FOR
PHOTOSCANNING LIVER, SPLEEN, LUNGS, _ OTHER ORGANS
UCLA-519 N64-13004
RADIOBIOLOGY, BIOCHEMISTRY, PHARMACOLOGY,
TOXICOLOGY, _ RADIATION HAZARDS
UCLA-520 N64-1536I
CORTICAL-SUBCORTICAL RELATIONSHIPS OF CHIMPANZEE
DURING DIFFERENT PHASES OF SLEEP - EEG COMPUTER
ANALYSIS
NASA-CR-55689 N64-16324
ANALYSIS OF DATA FROM BIOCHEMICAL AND
PHYSIOLOGICAL TRACER EXPERIMENTS - LINEAR SYSTEM
N64-19152
PERFORMANCE OF HUMAN OPERATORS OF TRACKING SYSTEMS
AD-628192 N64-19909
PHOTOSCANNING OF HUMAN LUNG WITH MACROAGGREGATES
OF HUMAN SERUN RADIOALBUMIN
UCLA-12-521 N66-20672
QUANTITATIVE MEASUREMENT OF FRACTIONAL RENAL BLOOD
FLOW BY TRACER TECHNIQUES FOR EVALUATING RENAL
ISCHEMIA
UCLA-I2-523 N64-21215
COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF PROLONGED EFFECTS OF LYSERGIC
ACID DIETHYL AMIDE ON ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM RECORDS
DURING DISCRIMINATIVE PERFORMANCE IN CAT
N64-22427
VARIOUS STUDIES OF BRAIN REACTIONS IN MONKEYS
NASA-CR-S8038 N64-2T286
STUDIES IN BIOCHEMISTRY, NUCLEAR MEDICINE,
RADIOBIOLOGYt BIOPHYSICS, AND ENVIRONMENTAL
RADIATION
UCLA-12-529 N64-27343
STABILITY OF ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM TRACINGS
IN SLEEP
NASA-CR-56908 N64-Z7395
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC AND NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL
STUDIES OF BRAIN FUNCTION AND BEHAVIOR
AFOSR-64-1195 N64-30665
ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY OF CORTEX AND DEEP BRAIN
STRUCTURES OF MACAQUE MONKEY DURING SLEEP USING
BIPOLAR SURFACE & IMPLANTED ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPH
ELECTRODES
NASA-CR-59001 N64-3306I
UPPER EXTREMITY PROSTHETICS, SENSORY MOTOR CONTROL
AND HUMAN PERFORMANCE IN TRACKING
REPT.-64-30 N66-33689
CALIFORNIA Uo, SAN FRANCISCO.
RADIATION THERAPY_ SYNCHROTRON OPERATION,
B-10
CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX CLYMER lAD BEN/e COLUMBUSt OHIO.
RADIOBIOLOGY, & RADIATION GENETICS STUDIES
UCSF-23 N64-13133
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS AND HUMAN TOLERANCES -
INFLUENCE ON DESIGN OF LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS FOR
SUBMARINES OR SPACECRAFT N64-26610
CALIFORNIA U-t SANTA BARBARA.
HUMAN REACTIONS TO COLD ENVIRONMENT
AD-644682 N64-33366
CANTONAL HOSPiTALt GENEVA Uo /SMITZERLAND/.
X-RAY PROTECTIVE EFFECTS OF SEROTONIN AND ALLIED
SUBSTANCES
REPT.-I N66-32583
CASE INST. OF TECHow CLEVELANDw OHIO.
MULTILEVEL APPROACH TO SIMULATION OF BIOLOGIC
SYSTEMS - HEURISTIC THEOREM PROVING
N66-18838
CEDARS OF LEBANON HOSPITALw LOS ANGELESt
CALIFo
TESTING HEART FUNCTION BY ANALYSIS OF ITS
PRECORDIAL VIBRATION SPECTRUM
NASA-CR-53818 N66-19313
MEASUREMENT OF ISOMETRIC CONTRACTION AND EJECTION
TIME BY VIBROCARDIOGRAM OF ANESTHETIZED DOG
N66-21346
PRECORDIAL VIBRATION IN CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM -
TRANSFER OF HEART CONTRACTILE ENERGY THROUGH
LUNG-THORAX SYSTEM N66-22612
CENTRE D ENSE|GNENENT ET DE RECHERCHES DE
MEDICINE AERONAUTIQUEw PARIS /FRANCE/.
REPEATED POSITIVE ACCELERATION OF LOW INTENSITY g
LONG DURATION - ANATOMICAL STUDY OF DOG KIDNEY
N66-13662
CENTRIFUGES FOR STUDYING LONG TERM ACCELERATION
STRESS ON MAN AND ANIMALS N66-13665
CHANCE VOUGHT CORP.t DALLASt TEX.
HYPERVELOCITY MIND TUNNEL TESTS FOR DYNAMIC
STABILITY OF CONE MITH NITROGEN GAS INJECTION INTO
FLOM FIELD AT NOSE
REPT.-2-59760/3R-679 N6A,-IS343
CHICAGO MEDICAL SCHOOL. ILL.
EFFECTS OF EXTERNALLY APPLIED PHYSICAL VIBRATION
ON TISSUES OF DOG EYE
AMRL-TDR-63-120 N64-16696
YOUNGS MODULUS 8 BREAKING STRENGTH OF BODY TISSUES
ANRL-TOR-66-23 N64-ZZ317
EFFECT OF ANESTHESIA, HIGH OXYGEN AND FEEDING ON
RESONANT FREQUENCIES OF VISCERAL ORGANS
AMRL-TOR-66-16 N64-ZZ328
OXYGEN INHALATION EFFECTS ON COLD RESPONSE
THRESHOLDS AND ON GAS TRANSPORT AND ACID-BASE
BALANCE OF BLOOD
AD-6OOOTT N66-26550
NHOLE-BODY VIBRATION EFFECT ON PLASMA AND URINARY
CORTICOSTEROID LEVELS IN MAN
AMRL-TDR-66-53 N6_-31962
ENDOCRINE AND METABOLIC RESPONSE OF RESTRAINED
DOGS TO WHOLE-BODY VIBRATION
AMRL-TOR-66-56 N66-31963
CHICAGO U.t ILL.
EFFECTS OF X- AND GAMMA-IRRADIATION ON
EXPERIMENTAL ANIMAL SUBJECTS N66-10935
BIOCHEMISTRY - iONIZING RADIATION EFFECT ON HOUSE
TISSUE, THERAPEUTIC AGENTS FOR RADIATION INJURIES,
AND IRRADIATION EFFECT ON ANIMAL LIFESPAN
QPR-69 N66-13501
INHIBITION BY X-RAYS 8 CHEMICAL AGENTS OF ENZYMES
WHICH CATALYZE METABOLISM OF FOREIGN CHEMICALS IN
MAMMALIAN TISSUE - TOXICOLOGY 8 IONIZING RADIATION
N66-13502
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECT ON THIDPHOSPHATE
OXIDIZING ENZYME IN RAT LIVER - BIOCHEMISTRY
N64-13503
ORAL ADMINISTRATION OF SEROTONIN AND SULFUR DRUGS
AND EFFECT ON RADIATION CHANGES OF SPLEEN, THYMUS
GLAND, AND INTESTINE ENZYME ACTIVITIES
N66-13506
CYANIDE AND NITRILE COMPOUNDS FOR THERAPY OF
RADIATION EXPOSURE IN MICE N66-13505
RECOVERY OF MOUSE TISSUE FROM RADIATION INJURY BY
SODIUM SULFITE DR THIAZOLIDTNE TREATMENT
N66-13506
SURVIVAL TIME OF MICE PROTECTEO NITH NITRO-
SUBSTITUTED HYDROCARBONS AFTER LETHAL DOSE DF
X-RAYS N66-13507
ACETYLATION OF SULFANILAMIDE iN FEMALE MOUSE LIVER
DURING CHRONIC IRRADIATION N66-13508
MORTALITY RATE OF MICE HOUSED IN PLASTIC 8 METAL
CAGES AFTER SINGLE X-RAY DOSE N66-13509
RECORDING OF EFFERENT IMPULSE OF FROG NERVOUS
SYSTEM
SAM-TDR-63-66 N64-13869
EFFECT OF IONIZING RADIATION ON MAMMALIAN TISSUES,
CHEMOTHERAPY FOR RADIATION SICKNESS IN ANIMALSt 8
INFLUENCE OF RADIATION EXPOSURE ON LIFESPAN
AD-630559 N66-16665
MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF NEURAL ACTIVITY
N64-18835
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECTS ON MAMMALIAN TISSUES,
THERAPEUTIC AGENTS FOR RADIATION SICKNESS AND
EFFECTS OF LOM LEVEL EXPOSURE ON LIFESPAN OF RICE
QPR-51 N64-ZO181
CORRELATIVE STUDIES OF BIOLOGICAL MOLECULAR
STRUCTURE BY HiGH RESOLUTION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
NASA-CR-56ZZT N64-26110
X-RAY IRRADIATION EFFECT ON DEVELOPMENT OF ENZYME
ACTIVITY IN LIVER OF YOUNG RATS
SAM-TDR-64-29 N64-Z5360
EFFECT OF IONIZING RADIATION ON BIOCHEMISTRY OF
MAMMALIAN TISSUE - PHARMACOLOGICAL g TOXICOLOGICAL
AGENTS FOR RADIATION PROTECTION - EFFECT OF GAMMA
NEUTRON IRRADIATION GN ANIMAL LIFESPAN
QPR-52 N66-29872
CORRELATIVE STUDIES OF BIOLOGICAL ULTRASTRUCTURE
BY HIGH RESOLUTION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
N64-30791
ELECTRON MICROSCOPE FACILITIES AND RESEARCH
PROGRAM IN MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
NASA-CR-59151 N64-33277
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY AND ELECTRON OPTICAL
TECHNIQUES iN EXOBIOLOGY
NASA-CR-59251 N66-33286
CINCINNATI U., OHIO.
EVALUATION OF BRANCHING AND MOTIVATIONAL PHRASES
IN SCRAMBLED BOOKS
AMRL-TDR-63-122 N66-15518
HUMAN PERFORMANCE - TROUBLESHOOTING STRATEGY
AMRL-MEMO-P-54 N66-26852
METABOLIC CHANGES IN HUMANS FOLLOMING TOTAL BODY
IRRADIATION
DASA-162Z N64-29941
EFFECTIVENESS OF VARIOUS PRESENTATION MODES ON
TRAINER DISPLAY FOR SERIAL LEARNING OR PROBLEM
SOLVING
AD-639668 N64-30699
CLYNER /A. BENIt COLUMBUS, OHIO.
APPLICATIONS OF ANALOG SIMULATIONS IN BIOMEDICAL
SYSTEMS N64-16691
B-11
COLLEGEDEFRANCE,PARIS.
COLLEGEDEFRANCE,PARIS.
GLIAL AND OTHER NONNEURONAL CELL CONTROL OF NEURON
ACTIVITY - RETINA N64-18832
COLOGNE U. /W. GERMANY/.
CRITICAL BLOOD PRESSURE IN CEREBRAL CIRCULATION
N64-14581
COLUMBIA U., NEW YORK, N.Y.
RAOIOPHYSICS RESEARCH - RADIATION EFFECT DN
TISSUE CULTURE CELLS
NYO-IOSPI N6_-12123
DETERMINATION OF BLOOD FLOW THROUGH INTACT VESSELS
UNDER CONDITIONS OF GRAVITATIONAL STRESS AND IN
EXTRATERRESTRIAL SPACE CAPSULES
NASA-CR-53302 N66-17766
MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION FOR PHYSIOLOGICAL
RESPONSE OF EXPERIMENTAL ANIMALS IN BALLOON
FLIGHTS
NASA-CR-53652 N66-2059B
SAFETY, HAZARDS _ ACCIOENTS
NASA-CR-56623 N66-24119
COMMUNICATION RESEARCH INST., MIAMI, FLA.
COMMUNICATION BETWEEN MAN AND OTHER SPECIES -
DOLPHIN STUDIES
NASA-CR-56530 N64-22791
BIOLOGICAL COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH - COMMUNICATION
BETHEEN DOLPHINS
NASA-CR-53228 N66-23391
CORNELL AERONAUTICAL LAB.! INC.t BUFFALOt N.Y.
IMAGE QUALITY CATEGORIZATION OF AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
N64-10530
INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS AND PERFORMANCE
CAPABILITES OF HUMAN OPERATOR FOR CONTROLLING
AIRCRAFT IN LOW ALTITUDE TERRAIN FOLLOWING FLIGHT
CAL-IH-1715-E-5 N66-16489
EFFECTS OF TRANSIENT WEIGHTLESSNESS ON BRIGHTNESS
DISCRIMINATION - VISUAL PERCEPTION
CAL-VH-8137-E N66-18937
IMPROVEMENT OF HUMAN OPERATOR TRACKING PERFORMANCE
IN MAN-MACHINE CONTROL SYSTEMS BY OPTIMUM
FILTERING AND PREDICTION N66-21122
VIBRATION EFFECTS ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE OF DIAL
READING
CAL-VH-1838-E-I N6k-32208
BIBLIOGRAPHY DN HUMAN PERFORMANCE IN TRACKING
SYSTEMS
CAL-131 N64-32606
CORNELL U., ITHACA, N.Y.
PLANT STUDY - EFFECT OF TEMPERATUREr MOISTURE AND
LIGHT ON COMPOSITION OF PLANTS GROWN BY USE OF ION
EXCHANGE RESINS AS MEDIA
RADC-TDR-63-183 N64-21353
CORNELL U., NEW YORK, N.Yo
INFECTION PREVENTION OF WOUNDS AND BURNS IN MASS
CASUALTY SITUATIONS N64-30754
COUNCIL FOR INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS OF
MEDICAL SCIENCES, /CIOHSI PARIS /FRANCE/,
SELECTIVE VULNERABILITY OF BRAIN IN HYPOXEMIA
N64-165BO
CUTLER-HARNERt INC., DEER PARK, N.Y.
THRESHOLD FOR VISUAL PERCEPTION OF RANDOM FORMS
UNDER DEGRADATION AND STEREOSCOPIC CONDITIONS
ESD-TDR-63-136 N64-13656
RATE-ANALOG DATA PROCESSING METHOD FOR MONITORING
REPETITIVE PHYSIOLOGICAL VARIABLES DURING MANNED
SPACE FLIGHT
AMRL-TDR-64-IO N64-32_80
CZECHOSLOVAK ACAOENY OF SCIENCES, PRAGUE,
ELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF TISSUES N64-17539
CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
D
DAYTON U., OHIO,
EFFECTS OF CURVILINEAR AND DISCRETE
TRANSFORMATIONS OF ERROR INFORMATION ON HUMAN
TRACKING PERFORMANCE
AMRL-TDR-63-13T N66-17510
DEFENCE RESEARCH BOARD, OTTAWA /CANADA/.
EFFECT OF ROTATIONAL STIMULUS ON HUMAN RESPIRATION
T-B6-J N66-33696
DEFENCE RESEARCH MEDICAL LABS.,
TORONTO /CANADA/.
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ROTATIONAL ACCELERATION
IN RELATION TO MOTION SICKNESS, SPATIAL
DISORIENTATIONv & BLACKOUT N66-13656
DEFENCE STANDARDS LABS°, NARIBYRNONG
/AUSTRALIA/.
FUNGUS GROWTHS IN AVIATION FUEL SYSTEMS
REPT.-252 N64-1B168
DETROIT U.! MICH.
SUSPENSION OF ORGANIC MATTER IN WATER TO INCREASE
YIELD OF PORPHINE-LIKE SUBSTANCES
N66-29663
DEUTSCHE VERSUCHSANSTALT FUR LUFT- UND
RAUMFAHRT, BAD GODESBERG /W. GERMANY/.
ADAPTATION OF HUMANS TO SPACE FLIGHT CONDITIONS_
AND EFFECTS OF SPACE ENVIRONMENT ON MAN
N64-10146
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC EXAMINATION OF EFFECTS OF AIR
AND SPACE FLIGHT ACCELERATIONS ON HUMAN
CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
DVL-259 N64-10236
FLIGHT MEDICINE - VEGETATIVE-HORHONAL STRESS
RESPONSE IN MANy HYPOX1A & HETABOLISMv FAT
EMBOLISM DURING DECOMPRESSION
DVL-273 N64-12751
VOCATIONAL INTERESTS OF AIRLINE PILOT CANDIDATES
N64-12752
VEGETATIVE-HORMONAL STRESS RESPONSE IN MAN
FOLLOWING STRESS ADAPTATION - EOSINOPHILE COUNT IN
BLOOD £ ADRENO-CORTICAL HORMONE LEVEL IN PLASMA
N64-12753
INTERMEDIARY METABOLISM - INFLUENCE OF CHRONIC
HYPOXIA ON TRANSAMINASE ACTIVITY IN BLOOD
N64-12754
FAT EMBOLISM DURING DECOMPRESSION
N64-12755
FAT EMBOLISM IN ANIMALS DURING DECOMPRESSION
N64-12756
HUMAN CENTRIFUGE FOR TESTING EFFICIENCY IMPAIRMENT
UNDER ACCELERATION N64-13652
OXYGEN DEFICIENCY INFLUENCE ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE
AND METABOLIC FUNCTIONS - AVIATION MEDICINE
DVL_2'B_ N64-15034
OXYGEN DEFICIER_.¥'-I_nEX FOR PILOT SENSITIVITY
DETERMINATIONS N64-15035
ADAPTATION OF PILOT STRESS-SENSITIVITY TO OXYGEN
DEFICIENCY IN LOW PRESSURE CHAMBER
N6_-15036
HYPERVENTILATION-ALKALOSIS AND BICARBONATE
CONCENTRATION EFFECT ON ACID-BASE EQUILIBRIUM FOR
OXYGEN TRANSFER AND CONSUMPTION
N64-15037
ENZYMATIC REACTION BETWEEN IRON _ PROTOPORPHYRIN
UNDER OXYGEN DEFICIENCY CONDITIONS - HYPOXIA
N64-15038
ACTIVITY CHANGE OF GLUTAMIC-OXALACETIC ACID
TRANSANINASE BY ALBUMIN METABOLISM DUE TO OXYGEN
DEFICIENCY - BIOCHEMISTRY N64-15039
t
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• CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX EUROPEAN ATOMIC ENERGY CONMUN|TYt
INTRAVASCULAR AIR BUBBLE FORMATION AFTER OXYGEN
DECOMPRESSION IN ALBINO RATS WITH ELECTROLYTIC
SALT SOLUTIONS IN PLASMA N66-15060
ANTIEMETICS, TRANQUILIZERS, SEDATIVES, AND
ANALEPTICS INFLUENCE ON PILOT PERFORMANCE
OXYGEN DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS RESULTS ON RATS
APPLIED TO HUMAN RESPIRATION PHYSIOLOGY
N6_-15042
ENZYME ACTIVATION DETERMINATION OF OXYGEN
DEFICIENCY EFFECT ON BIOSYNTHESIS OF HERE
FORMATION N6_-15043
ERYTHRDCYTE COUNT FOR QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION OF
HUMAN BLOOD CHANGES OURING PHYSICAL WORK AND
OXYGEN DEFICIENCY N6_-15066
STIMULATION OF ORGANISM METABOLIC PROCESSES UNDER
OXYGEN DEFICIENCY, MUSCULAR WORK, HEAT, COLD, OR
ACCELERATION STRESS N66-15065
REACTION OF CIRCULATION, RESPIRATION, AND
METABOLIC FUNCTIONS TO CHANGING CLIMATE AT HIGH
ALTITUDE N66-15066
PROBLEMS OF VISUAL PERCEPTION AND REACTION TIME
FOR PREVENTION OF SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT COLLISIONS
N66-1506T
HAZARDS OF MANNED SPACE FLIGHT DUE TO TECHNICAL
FAILURE OR MICRORETEOR IMPACT NbB-17550
BEHAVIOR OF EOSINOPHILIC BLOOD CELLS WITH
DIFFERENT TESTS IN SANE INDIVIDUAL - BIBLIOGRAPHY
DVL-310 Nb4-19799
ETIOLOGY OF DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS - GAS-BUBBLE
FORMATION IN VASCULAR SYSTEM AND TISSUES
DVL-351 N6_-26665
PH VALUES, BICARBONATE CONTENTS AND CARBONIC ACIO
PRESSURE OF HUMAN BLOOD IN SHORT TERM OXYGEN
DEFICIENCY
OVL-225 N66-32326
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF HIGH BLAST-FREE PRESSURE ON
ALBINO RATS
DVL-359 N64-3236T
DOCUMENTATION INCORPORATED, BETHESDA, NO.
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON HUMAN FACTORS SYSTEM PROGRAM
NASA-SP-T016 N66-283IT
DORNIER-WERKE G.M.B.H., FR|EORICHSHAFEN
/Wo GERMANY/.
PILOTAGE OF HELICOPTERS WITH REACTION CONTROL
N66-13499
DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT CO., INC., LONG BEACH! CALIF.
VISUAL PERCEPTION OF ALPHANUMERIC SYMBOLS
LB-31603 N66-13108
HUMAN TRACKING PERFORMANCE £ TOLERANCE TO
ACCELERATION
NASA-CR-Z1 Nb6-16536
DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COo, INC., SANTA NONICA,
CALIF.
SPACE SYSTEM DESIGN OPTIMIZATION BASEO ON HUMAN
REQUIREMENTS DURING ACCELERATION
N66-11808
METABOLIC INTERCHANGES OF MAN FOR DESIGN OF SPACE
VEHICLES
SH-65905 N66-27338
DUNLAP ANO ASSOCIATES, INC., SANTA MONICA,
CALIF.
TELEMETRY PERFORMANCE TEST FOR MISSILE TECHNICIANS
MAINTAINING GROUND STATION EQUIPMENT
ND-66-36 N66-21220
PROFICIENCY TEST FOR TECHNICIANS MAINTAINING
TELEMETERING GROUND STATION EQUIPMENT - OPERATOR
PERFORMANCE
ND-66-37 Nb6-21373
DYNAMIC SCIENCE CORP., SOUTH PASADENA, CALIF.
CHEMICAL STERILIZATION N66-16372
SPACE ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS ON STORED HUMAN BLOOD
IN EARTH ORBIT
SSD-TDR-6_- 1 N66-19186
E
EDGERTON, GERMESHAUSEN AND GRIER, INC., SANTA
BARBARA, CALIF.
RAOIOLOGICAL SURVEY CORRELATING GAMMA RADIATION
LEVEL WITH GEOLOGY
CEX-6166 N64-1040T
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH CORP. • CAMBRIDGE• MASS.
GIBSON THEORY ON VISUAL PERCEPTION AND HUMAN
FACTORS - SENSORY CUES AND DYNAMIC DISTORTION IN
HELICOPTER FLIGHT SIMULATOR
NAVTRADEVC EN-Z96-5 NB_-ZB636
ELECTRO-VO|CE, INC.• BUCHANAN• MICH.
SPACECRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL ACOUSTIC TEST FACILITY -
LISTENING FATIGUE AND COMFORT
AD-66282T N66-32376
COMFORT PROBLEMS RELATED TO SPACECRAFT
COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT
AD-662828 N66-323TT
ELECYRONIC ASSOCIATES, INC., PRINCETON• N.J.
COMPUTERS IN LIFE SCIENCES - BIBLIOGRAPHY
N66-17691
ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS DIV.t BEDFORO• MASS.
HUMAN PERFORMANCE IN SOUND LEVEL IDENTIFICATION
FOR LEVELS WITH AN UNBALANCED PROBABILITY OF
OCCURRENCE
USAF ESD-TDR-62-352 A66-10959
HUMAN BEHAVIOR IN FUNGUS EATER GAMES
ESD-TOR-66-23T N64-2226T
EMMANUEL COLL., BOSTON, MASS.
SPECTRAL OBSERVATION OF VOCAL SOUND WAVES AND WAVE
FILTERING PROCESSES OF TRACHEAL OUTER WALL
E-T-J-63-6 N66-16675
VOCAL SOUND PITCH VARIATIONS OBSERVED FROM
VIBRATIONS IN TRACHEAL OUTER MALL
E-T-J-63-5 N66-15374
ERLANGEN Uo /W. GERMANY/.
TUNING BETWEEN CENTRAL SENSOkY PATHWAYS AND SENSE
ORGANS - AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION
N66-18831
ESSO RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING CO., LINDEN,
N.-I.
SIMILARITY OF ORGANIC CONPOUNDS IN CARBONACEOUS
METEORITES TO THOSE IN MARINE SEDIMENTS -
EVOLUTION OF LIFE N64-19586
ORGANIC COMPOUND ANALYSIS - LIFE DETECTION METHOD
FOR SPACE
NAS A-CR-SZ21T N66-20682
HYDROCARBON ANALYSIS FOR DETECTION OF LIFE IN
SPACE - GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY OF ALKANES
NASA-CR-5OT03 N66-22761
BIOTIC AND ABIOTIC HYDROCARBON ANALYSIS FOR
DETECTION OF LIFE IN SPACE
NASA-CR-53096 N64-23392
HYDROCARBON ANALYSIS AS MEANS OF DETECTING LIFE IN
SPACE- ABIOTIC, BIOLOGICAL, SEDIMENTAL, AND
METEORITIC ALKANES
NASA-CR-S8500 N66-29202
EUROPEAN ATOMIC ENERGY COMMUNITY,
BRUSSELS /BELGIUM/.
MOBILE HUMAN DECONTAMINATION UNIT FOR LONGTIME
OPERATION WITHOUT REFUELING
EUR-607.F N66-10665
SEMIAUTOMATIC QUANTITATIVE DETERMINATION OF TRACE
ELEMENTS IN BIOLOGICAL MATERIALS BY ACTIVATION
ANALYSIS r. STUDIES ON BIVALVE MOLLUSK
B-13
FARRCYTOCHEMICALLABS.ICAMOENtM .
EUR-474.E N64-15672
ANATOMICAL 6 PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA OF GASTRO-
INTESTINAL TRACT FOR CALCULATING LEVELS OF
RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION IN FOOD CHAIN
EUR-489.F N64-16927
BONE MARROW TRANSPLANTATION AFTER WHOLE-BODY
IRRAOIATION OF RAT
EUR-484.E N64-19296
F
FARR CYTOCHEMICAL LABS°, CAMDEN, ME.
IDENTIFICATION OF CELL HALL SUBSTANCES IN ALGAE E
FUNGI - SPACE FOOD FOR ASTRONAUTS
AMRL-TDR-63-72 N64-1146I
CYTOCHEHICAL IDENTIFICATION AND LOCALIZATION OF
POLYSACCHARIDE /CHITIN/ IN CELL WALLS OF FUNGI
ANRL-TDR-64-52 N64-Z9974
FEDERAL AVIATION AGENCYe OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA°
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF TRANSLATIONS OF FOREIGN
LANGUAGE ARTICLES ON NYSTAGMUSt VESTIBULAR
STIMULATIONt 6 CORIOLIS EFFECTS
N64-10432
NYSTAGMUS RESPONSES OF CATS TO ROTATION AND
DIRECTIONAL STIMULI AFTER CALORIC HABITUATION OF
ONE EAR - VESTIBULAR EFFECT
CARI-63-I4 N64-II949
HUMAN SURVIVABILITY OF EXTREME IMPACTS IN FREE
FALL
CARI-63-15 N64-II995
IN VIVO METHOD FOR QUANTITATIVE ESTIMATION OF
TOTAL GAS PRESSURE IN MAMMALIAN TISSUE
CARI-63-1I N64-12346
PHYSICAL METABOLIC FATIGUE DUE TO SPARTASE -
ASPARTIC ACID SALTS OF POTASSIUM AND MAGNESIUM
CARI-63-12 N64-I4409
PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTOR OF ACOUSTIC FATIGUE IN
HEARING PURE TONES
CARI-63-19 N64-I4410
BINAURAL BEAT PERCEPTION STUDY USING RELATIVE
PROCEDURES
CARI-63-I7 N64-14411
PRIMARY_ SECONDARY_ AND CALORIC NYSTAGMUS OF CATS
FOLLOWING HABITUATION TO ROTATION
CARI-63-13 N64-I6544
INFLIGHT VERTIGO AND LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS -
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC STUDIES
CARI-63-21 N6_-I4952
DEPTH PERCEPTION FROM BINOCULAR DISPARITY
CARI-63-10 N66-15165
TOXICOLOGY - EFFECTS OF ENDRIN INSECTICIDE ON DOG
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
CARI-63-I6 N64-I654I
MECHANISMS OF INTRARENAL HEMODYNAMIC CHANGES
FOLLOWING ACUTE ARTERIAL OCCLUSION
CARI-63-22 N64-16574
WORK CAPACITY AS RELATED TO PHYSIOLOGICAL AND
CHRONOLOGICAL AGING
CARI-63-18 N64-16728
VISUAL PERCEPTION OF SPATIAL EXTENT - RELATION
BETWEEN PERCEIVED 6 PHYSICAL DISTANCE
CARI-63-20 N64-17235
EFFECTS OF TRANQUILIZER ON BODY TEMPERATURE
CARI-63-23 N64-I7236
MEASUREMENT OF FORCES ON HUMAN BODY DUE TO AIR
MOVEMENT
CARl-63-9 N66-23617
COMBUSTIBILITY OF LIPt HAIRt E FACE PREPARATIONS
UNDER CONDITIONS OF INCREASED TEMPERATURE_ HIGH
CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
OXYGEN CONTENTv AND IN PRESENCE OF STATIC SPARK
CARI-63-27 N64-2361B
ADJACENCY PRINCIPLE APPLIED TO PERCEPTION OF
RELATIVE DEPTH FROM SIZE CUES
CARI-63-2B N64-23619
EFFECTS OF INSECTICIDE ENDRIN ON RENAL FUNCTION
HEMODYNAMICS IN DOGS
CARI-63-26 N64-23700
EFFECTS OF TRANQUILIZINGt ANALEPTICt AND
VASODILATING DRUGS ON PHYSICAL WORK CAPACITY AND
ORTHOSTATIC TOLERANCE
CARI-63-34 N64-26845
MEASUREMENT OF PHYSIOLOGIC EVAPORATIVE WATER LOSS
CARI-63-25 N64-29846
EFFECT OF REPEATED MILD ANGULAR ACCELERATIONS IN
TOTAL DARKNESS ON HUMAN VESTIBULAR NYSTAGMUS WHILE
SUBJECTS PERFORM ATTENTION-DEMANDING TASKS
CARI-63-29 N64-29847
EXPERIENCE AND APTITUDE TESTS FOR PREDICTION OF
TRAINING AND JOB PERFORMANCE OF AIR TRAFFIC
CONTROL SPECIALISTS
CARI-63-3I N64-29848
WORK CAPACITY AND TOLERANCE INFLUENCED BY AGE AND
ALTITUDE - PHYSIOLOGY
CARI-63-33 N64-29849
HUMAN FACTORS IN LIGHT PLANE ACCIDENTS
CARI-63-35 N64-29850
WIND MEASUREMENTS OF BLAST FORCES ON BODY DURING
PRESSURE LOSS - EFFECT OF CLOTHING ON DRAG FORCES
AND BODY MEASUREMENTS DURING WIND TUNNEL TESTS
AD-602207 N64-32066
FEDERAL ELECTRIC CORP.t PARAMUSw N.J.
PROCEDURE FOR PREDICTION OF TIME AND MANPOWER
REQUIRED FOR MAINTENANCE OF ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
REPT.-64-34 N64-22095
FEDERAL RADIATION COUNCIL, WASHINGTONt D.C.
RADIATION PROTECTION STANDARDS TO REDUCE HAZARD
OF RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION OF FOOD
REPT.-5 N64-2675T
FEDERATION OF AMERICAN SOCIETIES FOR
EXPERIMENTAL BIOLOGY_ WASHINGTON, D.C.
BIOMEDICAL PROBLEMS OF ALTITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION
FOR MAINTENANCE OF PHYSICAL AND MENTAL PERFORMANCE
OF TROOPS AT IOtO00 FEET OR ABOVE
AD-428100 N64-I9965
LONG-RANGE TECHNOLOGICAL FORECASTING IN BIOLOGICAL
AND MEDICAL SCIENCES
AD-436723 N64-24070
FLIGHT SAFETY FOUNOATION_ INC., NEW YORK, N°Y°
ETHICS, ECONOMICSt AND ATTITUDES AS FACTORS IN
AIRCRAFT FLIGHT SAFETY N64-22042
FLORIDA STATE U., IALLAHASSEE.
PELTIER REFRIGERATORS AS TRANSDUCERS FOR
PSYCHOPHYSICAL STUDY OF TEMPERATURE SENSE
N64-I1259
AMINO ACID COMPOSITIONS OF PROTEINOIOS
N64-12964
POLYMERIZATION OF AMINO ACIDS TO GIVE PROTEINS AND
FORMED MICROPARTICLES N64-I9151
DYNAMIC PHENOMENA IN MICROSPHERES FROM THERMAL
PROTEINOIO N64-I9825
BIOSATELLITE PROJECT - MUTATION BY RADIATION AND
BIOPHYSICAL STUDIES
NASA-CR-50046 N64-22757
GENETIC STUDIES IN SPACE ENVIRONMENTS
NASA-CR-55359 N64-22767
BIOLOGY IN PLANETARY _ SPACE ENVIRONMENTS - AMINO
ACID AND PROTEINOID STUDIES
B-14
CORPORATESOURCEINDEX
NASA-CR-50683 N66-22775
EMERGENT ORGANIC CHEMISTRY UNDER VARIOUS PLANETARY
CONDITIONS - ABIOGENESISy PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES,
PLANTS, CHROMOSOMES, [ FERTILIZATION PHYSIOLOGY
NASA-CR-56526 N64-227BT
ORIGINS OF AMINO ACIDS AND PROTEINS - MOLECULAR
EVOLUTION N66-ZTT97
CONVERSION OF LIGHT INTO CHEMICAL ENERGY BY LIVING
ORGANISMS
AFOSR-66-1192 N66-31031
FLORIDA U., GAINESVILLEo
EFFECTS OF COMPRESSIBILITY OF ALVEOLAR GAS ON
DYNAMICS OF BREATHING CYCLE - RESPIRATORY
PHYSIOLOGY
SAM-TDR-63-TI N66-26653
AIRWAY RESISTANCE IN NORMAL RESPIRATION MEASURED
BY VOLUME DISPLACEMENT PLETHYSNOGRAPH
SAM-TDR-66-17 N66-29988
FLYING PERSONNEL RESEARCH COMMITTEE
/GT. BRIT./
MODIFICATION TO FACEPIECE OF P AND Q TYPE OXYGEN
MASKS FOR AIRCREWS
FPRCINEHD-196 N66-20666
PULMONARY GAS EXCHANGE AND LUNG FUNCTION IN MAN
DURING POSITIVE ACCELERATION IN SITTING POSITION
FPRC-121Z N64-Z2218
HUMAN BEHAVIOR - VISUAL PERCEPTION OF MOTION
FPRC/MEHO-ID1 N6_-Z5862
TRANSMISSION LOSS DETERMINATION IN BICYCLE
ERGOMETER
FPRC/MEMO-198 N66-Z5B_3
TESTS OF ELECTRICALLY HEATED FLIGHT CLOTHING
FPRC/NEMO-20O N66-25866
SEAT-MOUNTED OXYGEN SUPPLY SYSTEM FOR LIGHTNING
AIRCRAFT
FPRC/NENO-202 N64-25865
HUMAN EYE REFLEX RESPONSE TO VERTICAL ACCELERATION
AND RELATIONSHIP TO LABYRINTH - ELEVATOR ILLUSION
FPRC-I213 N66-25866
VISUAL ILLUSIONS DUE TO ACCELERATION AND EYE
MOTION
FPRC-I207 N6_-2584T
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INSPIRED OXYGEN CONCENTRATION
AND AIRCRAFT CABIN ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE IN HIGH
ALTITUDE FLIGHT
FPRC-1216 N66-Z5868
HUMAN BEHAVIOR - RELATION OF CONSISTENCY AND
STRENGTH OF LATERAL PREFERENCE IN ONE-HAND TASKS
TO AIRCRAFT PILOT PERFORMANCE
FPRC/MENO-Z03 N66-26000
LIST OF REPORTS FOR FLYING PERSONNEL
FPRC-1IT8 N66-2811_
PHYSIOLOGICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR PROTECTION AGAINST
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE CHANGES
FPRCINERO-ZOI N66-28698
SENSORY INTERACTION AND OPERATOR PERFORMANCE
REACTION TO BISENSORY PRESENTATION OF INFORMATION
FPRC-IZOD/A/ NB6-Z9766
EFFECT OF SIMULTANEOUS AUDITORY STIMULATION ON
PERCEPTION OF VISUAL SIGNALS
FPRC-12Og/B/ N64-29767
DECOHPRESSION SICKNESS OF PILOT IN UNPRESSURIZEO
AIRCRAFT IN TROPOSPHERE
FPRC-MEMO-199 N66-29768
FMC CORP.! PRINCETON, N.J.
REGENERATION OF CARBOHYDRATES IN CLOSED CIRCUIT
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
NASA-CR-52972 N66-11801
GEORGE WASHINGTON U., WASHIMGTON_ D.C.
FOOTE MINERAL CO._ EXTONt PA.
THERMOCHEMICALLY SELF-PROPAGATING OXYGEN-
GENERATING COMPOSITION USING LITHIUM PERCHLORATE.
MANGANESE POWDER, & LITHIUM PEROXIDE
AMRL-TDR-6_-I N6k-IB600
FORDHAN U., NEW YORK, N.Y.
SIMILARITY OF ORGANIC COMPOUNDS IN CARBONACEOUS
METEORITES TO THOSE IN MARINE SEDIMENTS -
EVOLUTION OF LIFE N64-19584
FRANKFORD ARSENAL. PHILADELPHIA, PA.
LAP BELT TIGHTENER IMPROVEMENT - SAFETY DEVICE
FA-M6_-Z3-1 N66-IT669
FROST ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT CORP.! DENVERt
COLO.
MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF HUMAN BODY FOR ASSESSMENT OF
LOADS ON BODY DURING ACCELERATION
TECH. REPT.-I15-2 N6_P-14779
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GAUSTAD MENTAL HOSPITAL, OSLO /NORWAY/.
FLIGHT MISSION DATA RECORDING IN BINARY CODE ON
MAGNETIC TAPE OR PUNCHED PAPER TAPE
N66-30536
GENERAL AMERICAN TRANSPORTATION CORP., NILESv
ILL.
ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE HEATING SYSTEM FOR HEATING
FOODS DURING AEROSPACE FLIGHTS
MR-1187-60 N66-16BI2
OXYGEN SUPPLY AND CARBON DIOXIDE CONTROL IN CLOSED
FALLOUT SHELTER
MRD-126Z-Z530 N66-28161
GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP. I GROTON, CONN.
MASH WATER RECOVERY FOR EXTENDED DURATION SPACE
FLIGHTS
AIAA PAPER-66-212 N66-2153B
WASTE DISPOSAL SYSTEM FOR AEROSPACE VEHICLE
U413-66-056 N66-26883
MULTIFILTER SYSTEM FOR RECOVERING POTABLE AND WASH
WATER FROM CABIN AIR DEHUMIDIFIERS
N64-ZB969
GENERAL DYNAMICS/FORT WORTH, TEXo
MECHANICAL TECHNIQUES FOR KILLING. REMOVING OR
CONTROLLING MICROORGANISMS IN HYDROCARBON FUELS
ASD-TDR-63-2_Z N64_I?89Z
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.. CINCINNATI. OHIO.
EFFECT OF NOISE FROM CARRIER DECK JET ENGINE
OPERATION ON HEARING, SPEECH INTERFERENCE. AND
SONIC FATIGUE
AD-432086 N64-ZIB60
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.t PHILADELPHIA, PA.
BIOMEDICAL REQUIREMENTS 8 DESIGN CRITERIA FOR MAN-
MACHINE SYSTEM CONFIGURATION FOR USE IN PROPOSED
AEROSPACE ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER
AEDC-TDR-63-Z56 N66-IZZ26
CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS FOR WATER RECOVERY 8
WASTE UTILIZATION DURING MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
R63SD83 N66-33606
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., SCHENECTADY, N.Y.
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON COMPRESSED AIR SYSTEMS
KAPL-M-TL-I N64-21844
GENERAL NILLS. INC._ MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
EXISTENCE AND IDENTITY OF VIABLE MICROORGANISMS IN
STRATOSPHERE
NASA-CR-5069B N64-22769
GENERAL TECHNICAL SERVICES, INC., CLEVELAND,
OHIO.
DYNAMICS OF PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL SYSTEMS IN
MAMMALS - THERMOREGULATION, CARDIOVASCULAR
SYSTEMS, HORMONES. AND BEHAVIOR
NASA-CR-129 N66-32833
GEORGE WASHINGTON U.. WASHINGTON. D.C.
CONDITIONS AFFECTING VIGILANCE BEHAVIOR AND
B-15
GEORGIAU.t THENS.
RELATIONT VARIATIONINDETECTIONRESPONSEHUMRRO-RB-lO N64-I3106
EXOBIOLOGY - ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
NASA-CR-53806 N66-23393
HALLUCINATIONS AS FUNCTION OF SUSTAINED SENSORY
DEPRIVATION AND SOCIAL ISOLATION
AD-439631 N64-Z5127
TRAINING, MOTIVATION, AND HUMAN ENGINEERING
A0-446668 N64-29918
PERSONNEL TRAINING PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
HUMRRO-RB-11 N64-3268I
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON PROFICIENCY MEASUREMENT FOR
TRAINING QUALITY CONTROL
AD-648362 N64-32813
GEORGIA U., ATHENS.
ANIMAL POPULATION AND ECOLOGY AT ATOMIC POWER-
PLANTS
TID-19562 N64-16554
GEOSCIENCE LTD.t LA JOLLA_ CALIF.
THERMAL AND ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITIES OF
BIOLOGICAL FLUIDS AND TISSUES
GLR-24 N66-Z5892
GOTEBORG U. /SWEDEN/.
PASSAGE OF TRYPAN BLUEt PRUNTOSIL_ AND RADIOACTIVE
CHROMIUM IN CITRATE BUFFER SOLUTION THROUGH BLOOD-
BRAIN BARRIER IN HYPOXIA AND HYPOCAPNIA
N66-I4589
GOTTINGEN U. Ig. GERMANY/.
QUINONES IN PHOTOSYNTHETIC REACTIONS OF ISOLATED
CHLOROPLASTS
AFCRL-66-760 N66-33104
GOVERNMENT HOSPITAL TEL-HASHOMER /ISRAEL/.
LIPID PEROXIDES ROLE IN HYPEROXIA EFFECT ON RAT
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM N64-1460T
GRUMNAN AIRCRAFT ENGINEERING CORP., BETHPAGE,
N.Y.
PRODUCTION METHOD FOR CONTROLLED MICROBIOLOGICAL
CORROSION ON TEST SPECIMENS
ADN-O9-OBA-63.1 N6_-23899
GT. BRIT. DEPTt OF SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL
RESEARCH.
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON HUMAN SCIENCES IN
INDUSTRY - ERGONOMICS N64-28104
H
HAMMERSMITH HOSPITAL_ LONDON /GT. BRIT./
EFFECT OF NEUROMUSCULAR BLOCKING AGENT ON
DIAPHRAGM TISSUE OF RAT
AD-439674 N64-30538
HANFORD ATOMIC PRODUCTS OPERATION, RICHLAND,
MASH.
SURVEILLANCE OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS IN AIR,
WATER, AND FOOD
HW-T9652 N64-14924
HARRY DIAMOND LABS., WASHINGTON, D.C.
PROTECTION OF HUMAN EYE FROM LASER BEAM
TR-II53 N64-26092
HARVARD SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH, BOSTON, MASS.
BIOASTRONAUTICAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO MEDICINE
N64-30343
HARVARD U.t BOSTONj MASS.
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND CATECHOLAMINE RELEASE FROM
ADRENAL SLICES AND RATE OF RESPIRATION
SAM-TDR-63-50 N66-12835
LOW TEMPERATURE EFFECT ON ISOLATED HEARTS OF
GROUND SQUIRRELS
AAL-TDR-63-6 N66-13630
HIBERNATION IN MAMMALS AND BIRDS
AAL-TOR-63-3 N66-13661
CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
HARVARD U., CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
HYGIENIC PROBLEMS IN RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION OF
OUTER SPACE
JPRS-23284 N64-15397
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF HIGH ENERGY PROTON
IRRADIATION OF HUMANS AND OTHER ANIMALS
NASA-CR-588T N64-33195
HINE LABS., INC., SAN FRANCISCO_ CALIF.
MECHANISM OF ACUTE TOXIC EFFECTS OF HYDRAZINE AND
HYDRAZINE COMPOUNDS
AMRL-TDR-64-26 N64-22373
HIROSHIMA U. /JAPAN/.
RELAXATION OF MAMMALIAN SMOOTH MUSCLE BY ELECTRIC
CURRENT STIMULATION
FR-2 N64-19086
HOFSTRA COLL., HEMPSTEAD, N.Y.
AUDITORY PAIN THRESHOLDS FOR INTERMITTENT WHITE
NOISE
AD-23694Z N64-15BB9
HORIZONS INCORPORATED, CLEVELAND, OHIO.
EXTRACTION OF OXYGEN FROM SEA MATER BY DIFFUSION
THROUGH THIN PLASTIC MEMBRANES
AD-437359 N64-24807
HOUSTON U., TEX.
NONENZYMATIC SYNTHESIS OF NUCLEIC ACID COMPONENTS
AND ABIOGENESIS OF NEURINES, PYRIMIDINES,
PENTOSRIBOSE AND DEOXYRIBOSE N64-29699
HRB-SINGER, INC., STATE COLLEGE, PA.
IMPROVING PROFICIENCY OF FIRE CONTROL TECHNICIANS
BY USE OF TRAINING AIDS
NAVTRADEVCEN-II05-1 N64-292BO
HUGHES AIRCRAFT CO., CULVER CITY, CALIF.
MEASUREMENT OF STIMULUS COMPLEXITY IN HIGH
RESOLUTION SENSOR IMAGERY
AMRL-TOR-64-29 N66-26960
HUGHES AIRCRAFT CO., FULLERTON, CALIF.
COLOR FILTERING AND DISPLAY TECHNIQUE EFFECTS ON
VISUAL PERCEPTION - SPECTRA ZONAL PHOTOGRAPHY AND
TARGET DETECTION
FR-63-11-287 N64-13846
HUMAN FACTORS RESEARCH, INC., LOS ANGELES,
CALIF.
GEOGRAPHIC ORIENTATION 6 DISORIENTATION OF
AIRCRAFT PILOTS
TR-751-1 N64-13608
HUMAN BEHAVIOR - DISCRIMINATION OF PRIMARY AND
SECONDARY VISUAL VIGILANCE TASKS
AD-437334 N64-203IB
EFFECT OF REFERENCE DISPLAY ON HUMAN DETECTION
PERFORMANCE IN VISUAL VIGILANCE TASK
TR-TSO-2 N64-20409
GEOGRAPHICAL ORIENTATION DURING LOW ALTITUDE
FLIGHT N64-31509
HUMAN SCIENCES RESEARCH, INC.t MCLEAN, VA.
LABORATORY STUDIES OF ABILITY OF OBSERVERS TO
PERFORM THREE VISUAL TASKS REQUIRED OF PILOTS IN
APPROACH AND LANDING
HSR-RR-63/T-HK-X N64-10666
ABILITY OF HUMAN SUBJECTS TO PERFORM VISUAL TASKS
REQUIRED IN APPROACH AND LANDING
N64-10445
ABILITY OF HUMAN SUBJECTS TO PERCEIVE SIX BASIC
GEOMETRIC DESIGNS AT VARIOUS ANGLES
HSR-RR-61/13-MK-X N64-10446
ABILITY OF HUMAN SUBJECTS TO ALIGN WITH LINEAR
STIMULI
HSR-RR-62/9-MK-X N64-10447
HUMAN PERFORMANCE IN ADJUSTING LINEAR STIMULUS TO
HORIZONTAL POSITION
HSR-RR-63/2-MK-X N64-1046B
e
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lIT RESEARCH INST. w ANNAPOLIS, NO.
BACTERIAL SURVIVAL IN SIMULATED EXTRATERRESTRIAL
ENVIRONMENT
NASA-CR-53106 N64-I6745
lIT RESEARCH INST., CHICAGO, ILL.
SURVIVAL OF EARTH MICROORGANISMS IN SIMULATED MARS
ENVIRONMENT
NASA-CR-52861 N66-11293
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION AND DIGESTIBILITY OF ALGAL
CELL MALLS
IITRI-L6OOZ-4 N6_-15586
BACTERIAL SURVIVAL IN SIMULATED EXTRATERRESTRIAL
ENVIRONMENT
NASA-CR-53106 Nb6-16765
RESISTANCE OF MICE TO RESPIRATORY INFECTION AFTER
EXPOSURE TO ALTITUDE OF 35,000 FEET - SPACE CABIN
ENVIRONMENT
SAN-TDR-66-9 N66-22506
ANAEROBIC BACTERIA SURVIVAL IN EXTRATERRESTRIAL
ENVIRONMENTS
NASA-CR-50936 N64-22758
BACTERIAL SURVIVAL IN SIMULATED MARTIAN
ENVIRONMENT
NASA-CR-50516 Nb4-22T59
SURVIVAL OF MICROORGANISMS IN SIMULATED
ENVIRONMENT OF MARS SURFACE N66-25115
SURVIVAL OF BACILLUS SUBTILIS IN SIMULATED MARTIAN
ENVIRONMENT N64-29559
ILLINOIS U., CHICAGO.
INFLUENCE OF HYPOXIA ON VARIOUS PATHOLOGICAL
CHANGES - HYPOXEMIC LESIONS Iq64-16598
CHANGE IN METABOLIC PATTERN OF BRAIN DUE TO OXYGEN
TENSION REDUCTION IN BLOOD - HYPOXIA
N66-16603
ILLINOIS U., URBANA.
INFORMATION THEORY - LOGIC OF MECHANISM AND
THEORY OF SIMPLIFICATION - BIONICS
N64-18828
MOLECULAR BIONICS N66-1883T
PSYCHOLOGY - TAXONOMY OF LEARNING TASK
CHARACTERISTICS
AMRL-TDR-66-2 N66-19815
HUMAN PERFORMANCE IN LONG TESTS OF VIGILANCE USING
SINULATEO RADAR SCREEN
ESO-TOR-63-3ZO N64-21081
CARDIOVASCULAR EFFECTS OF REFEEDING STRESS
FOLLOWING STARVATION
TM-62-6 N66-21553
THREE-MAY FACTOR ANALYSIS OF MULTITRAIT-
MULTIMETHOD MATRIX APPLIED TO PSYCHOLOGICAL
TEST RESULTS
AD-600302 N66-Z9659
EFFECTS OF VISUAL DISPLAY MODE AND MONITORING ON
PERFORMANCE IN COMPLEX VIGILANCE TASK
SAM-TOM-64-36 N66-ZOT94
KETONE PRODUCTION AS HUMAN REACTION TO BIOLOGICAL
STRESSES - COLD, EXERCISEr AND STARVATION
APR-2 N64-32164
VITAMIN AND HORMONE EFFECTS ON HEMORRHAGIC DISEASE
IN RATS CAUSED BY IRRADIATED FoOD
PR-14 N64-33993
INDIANA U., BLOOMINGTON.
HISTOCHEMICAL DETERMINATION OF OXIDATIVE AND
HYDROLYTIC ENZYMES ON RAT BRAIN TISSUE AND AMINO
ACID CONSUMPTION IN MONKEYS AFTER HYPOXENIA
N66-1_606
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF SHORT-TERM SENSORY
DEPRIVATION
TR-9 N66-Z6053
FREQUENCY AND DIRECTION OF MOVEMENT IN AUTOKINETIC
ILLUSION
TR-IO N64-Z62TB
SATELLITE TO SATELLITE VISIBILITY OF CREWMEN -
HUMAN PERFORMANCE N64-3OT21
INOUSTRIAL BIOLOGY RESEARCH AND TESTING LABS.,
INC., PHILAOELPHIAv PA.
DERMATOLOGICAL STUDIES AND CUTANEOUS TOXICITY
OF CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS
AMRL-TDR-66-13 N64-18932
INFORMATION INTERNATIONAL, INC., NAYNARO,
MASS.
PROGRAMMING NEEDS FOR AUTOMATED LABORATORY FOR
PSYCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH
ESD-TDR-63-353 N64-16469
INNSBRUCK U. /AUSTRIA/.
COLOR DISCRIMINATION WITHOUT CHROMATIC VISION
QTSR-3 N66-22261
COLOR DISCRIMINATION WITHOUT CHROMATIC VISION
USING PRISM GLASS
REPT.-Z N66-285B1
INSTITUT PASTEURw PARIS /FRANCE/°
RADIOCHEMISTRY OF PYRMIDINE BASES - ACTION OF
RADIATION ON TRANSFORMING DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID OF
BACTERIA
EUR-1666.F N66-28659
INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH, STATE COLLEGEt PA.
DECISION THEORY - MEASUREMENTS OF SUBJECTIVE
PROBABILITY AND UTILITY PROBLEMS
ESD-TDR-63-622 N64-16076
HICROSTRUCTURE OF GUESS PROCESSES - PROBABILITY
LEARNING
A0-600476 N66-21312
LOGIC SYSTEMS - THEORY OF STRUCTURES AND FUNCTION
IN SCIENCE OF BEHAVIOR
ESD-TDR-66-193 N64-21533
INSTITUTE OF CANCER RESEARCH. ROYAL CANCER
HOSPITALw LONDON /GT. BRIT./
MECHANISM OF ACTION OF RADIATION PROTECTIVE
CHEMICALS
AD-439992 N64-Z6633
INSTITUTE OF OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH, HELSINKI
/FINLAND/.
EXTREMELY HOT ENVIRONMENT EXPOSURE EFFECT ON THE
TYMPANICt ESOPHAGEAL_ AND RECTAL TEMPERATURE OF
NAN
AMRL-TDR-63-85 N66-12215
THERMAL EXCHANGES OF HUMAN BODY IN EXTREME HEAT
AMRL-TOR-63-86 N66-12216
INSTRUMENT PILOT INSTRUCTOR SCHOOLt RANDOLPH
AFB, TEX.
INTERVENING LEVELS OF CONTROL BETNEEN FULL MANUAL
AND FULL AUTOMATIC - EFFECT UPON PILOT PERFORMANCE
A0-641953 N66-30199
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORP.v
OWEGOt N.Y.
IMAGE QUALITY AND MILITARY TARGET RECOGNITION
PERFORMANCE N66-10532
IOWA STATE U. OF SCIENCE AND TECHoe AMES.
SOCIOLOGICAL SURVEY OF CIVIL DEFENSE TECHNIQUES -
PUBLIC FALLOUT SHELTERS
AD-_03125 N66-3ZS29
ISONET CORP., PALISADES PARK, N.J.
CARBON DIOXIDE REDUCTION SYSTEM
AMRL-TDR-66-62 N64-26906
ISRAEL PROGRAN FOR SCIENTIFIC TRANSLATIONS,
LID°, JERUSALEM.
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE OF NERVOUS SYSTEM
B-IT
ISTITUTQ OI RICERCHE FARMACOLOGICHE /NARIO CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
COMPONENTS
IPST-985 N66-I1946
STRUCTURE AND FUNCTIONS OF COMPONENTS OF BRAIN -
NEURONSt VASCULAR CAPILLARY NETWORK, NEUROGLIAt &
CEREBROSPINAL FLUID
IPST-990 N64-22203
NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF MECHANICAL,
INTEGRATED FUNCTIONS OF ANIMAL MOTOR SYSTEM
IPST-lOI4 N64-22232
BLOOD CIRCULATION IN BRAIN
0TS-63-11171 N66-26351
ISTITUTO OI RICERCHE FARMACOLOGICHE /NARIO
NEGRI/, MILAN /ITALY/.
ANIMAL STUDIES ON EFFECTS OF ANTISEROTONIN DRUGS
AD-467866 N66-33662
ITEK CORP.t PALO ALTOt CALIF.
BLOO0 PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS IN SIMULATED ARTERIES
USING AUSCULTATORY TECHNIQUES
NASA-CR-56024 N64-2058B
AUSCULTATORY VERSUS DIRECT PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS
FOR NEWTONIAN FLUIDS AND BLOOD IN SIMULATED
ARTERIES
NASA-CR-56670 N66-22625
J
JEFFERSON MEDICAL COLL,, PHILADELPHIAt PA.
THYROIDAL INFLUENCE ON SURVIVAL OF ALTITUDE-
EXPOSED ANIMALSt PROTECTIVE EFFECTS OF CORTISOL
SAM-TDR-63-IO1 N66-15766
JET PROPULSION LAB., CALIF. INST° OF TECH.,
PASADENA.
PREPARATION _ PROPERTIES OF UREASE ENZYME IN SOIL
N66-15716
CHEMICAL AND RADIATION STERILIZING AGENTS -
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF EFFECTS ON MICROORGANISMS
NASA-CR-S8123 N66-26372
JEWISH HOSPITAL OF BROOKLYN, N.Y.
ULTRAVIOLET ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF STEROID AND
CATECHOLE DERIVATIVES
ARL-TDR-63-29 N66-I69TI
JOHN B. PIERCE FOUNDATION OF CONNECTICUTt NEW
HAVEN.
REDUCED SET POINT TEMPERATURE IN EXERCISING DOG
AMRL-TDR-B3-93 N64-12219
THERMAL & METABOLIC RESPONSE OF MEN TO MODERATE
COLD EXPOSURE AT NIGHT
AAL-TDR-62-66 N64-13645
JOHNS HOPKINS U-w BALTIMORE, MD.
EFFECT OF COLD ON PROTEIN METABOLISM IN RATS
TN-62-11 N64-13830
REGIONAL BLOOD CIRCULATION OF BRAIN UNDER VARIOUS
PHYSIOLOGICAL CONDITIONS N64-14582
JOINT PUBLICATIONS RESEARCH SERVICEr
WASHINGTON, D.C.
HIGH TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS ON HUMAN AND
ANIMAL BLOOD COMPOSITION AND PROPERTIES
JPRS-2IAO5 N64-I0002
VARIOUS ASPECTS OF BURN INJURIES
JPRS-21680 N64-IOOD6
CYBERNETIC METHOD FOR PROGNOSIS OF BURN INJURY BY
ALGORITHM OPERATION N64-10007
REMOVAL OF LARGE AREA OF SKIN DUE TO THERMAL
RADIATION INJURY N6_-10008
BIOMEDICAL EVALUATION OF BURN SHOCK AGAINST
BACKGROUND OF RADIATION EFFECT N66-10009
THIAMINE AND RIBOFLAVIN CONTENT OF TISSUES IN
BURN SHOCK N66-IOOlO
TOXICOLOGY OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS
JPRS-21511 N64-1003T*
COMPOUNDS USED FOR ELIMINATION OF RADIOACTIVE
IRON-S9 IN ORGANISM N64-10038
POLYVINYL PYRROLIDINE EFFECTIVENESS IN
REDUCING RETENTION OF RADIOISOTOPES IN BODY
N66-10039
TECHNIQUES AND METHODS OF CONDUCTING
PHYSIOTHERAPEUTIC PROCEDURES
JPRS-21725 N64-10050
NERVE-REFLEX PROCESSES AND HOMEOSTATIC MECHANISMS
IN PERMEABILITY CHANGES OF HISTOHENATIC BARRIERS
IN RADIATION SICKNESS
JPRS-2IA92 N66-10066
EFFICIENCY OF RESPIRATION AS ENERGY SOURCE IN
THERMOPHILIC PLANT
JPRS-21501 N64-10067
TANDEM FLIGHT OF VOSTOK V AND VI SPACECRAFT
JPRS-2IAI3 N66-10068
MITOTIC CYCLE OF BONE MARROW CELLS IN MICE BY
AUTORADIOGRAPHY
JPRS-21629 N66-10069
BODY REACTION TO PAINFUL STIMULI - ACTIVE AND
PASSIVE
JPRS-21617 N66-10117
RECOVERY OF REPRODUCTION CAPACITY OF X RAY
IRRADIATED YEAST CELLS
JPRS-21619 N66-1011B
PERMEABILITY OF HENATOENCEPHALIC BARRIER TO
INORGANIC PHOSPHATE IN ACUTE RADIATION SICKNESS
JPRS-21628 N64-10119
EFFECT OF IONIZING RADIATION ON HEREDITARY
MOLECULAR STRUCTURES - BIBLIOGRAPHY
JPRS-21754 N64-10121
EFFECTS OF SPACE ENVIRONMENT CONDITIONS ON
MAN - SELECTION & TRAINING OF ASTRONAUTS, AND
NUTRITION PROBLEMS
JPRS-215B6 N66-I0197
CHEMICAL _ BIOLOGICAL ACTION OF ULTRASONIC WAVES
JPRS-21-590 N64-10198
AUTOMATIC CONTROL OF GREEN PLANT SYSTEMS FOR
PHOTOSYNTHETIC AIR REGENERATION - MANNED SPACE
FLIGHT USE
JPRS-21610 N64-I020I
LEARNING SYSTEM - TAUGHT BY HUMANS, AUTOMATICALLY
TAUGHT, & SELF-TAUGHT
JPRS-217TO N64-10206
DETECTION INSTRUMENTS FOR TOXIC GASES, VAPORS, AND
DUSTS
JPRS-ZITT1 N64-10205
PROPAGATION OF ULTRASONIC WAVES IN BLOOD OF DOGS -
DYNAMICS OF ACUTE RADIATION SICKNESS
JPRS-21TT5 N66-10206
MORPHOLGICAL CHANGES IN INTERNAL ORGANS AND SKIN
PROM LOCAL ULTRASONIC IRRADIATION
JPRS-21TT6 N66-10207
SOVIET SPACE FLIGHT TRAINING OF ASTRONAUTS
JPRS-2IB29 N6_-10208
STRUCTURE _ FUNCTION OF MOLECULAR LEVEL LIFE, AND
CORRELATION BETWEEN FORMS OF MOTION & FORMS OF
MATTER
JPRS-21B06 N66-10269
PHILOSOPHICAL ANALYSIS OF BASIC CYBERNETIC MODELS
JPRS-21807 N64-IO2TO
COMPARATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF FAST NEUTRONS AND
X-RAYS UPON MOUSE REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM
JPRS-ZIBZI N64-IO326
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EFFECT OF SOLAR RADIATION ON HUMAN BLOOD AND
CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
JPRS-21866 N64-10327
RESEARCH IN RADIOBIOLOGY, GENETICSe RADIATION
NEDICINEI AND BIOPHYSICS
JPRS-ZIB6B N66-1032B
BIOPHYSICS, CHEMISTRY _ CYTOLOGY FOR DETERMINATION
OF LIFE PHENOMENA
JPRS-21966 N64-10329
REACTIONS TO ACCELERATION
JPRS-21908 N66-10383
DYNAMICS OF FATIGUE CONDITION DETERMINATION USING
REFLEXOMETER AND TREffONETER TO MEASURE MOTOR
REACTION TIME AND FINGER TREMOR
JPRS-21976 N64-10385
ATMOSPHERIC GAMMA RADIATION & CHLORINE FOR WATER
PURIFICATION AND SANITATION
JPRS-219T5 N6_-10386
CEREBRAL HYPOXIA IN RESPONSE TO GRAVITY EFFECT
WHILE BREATHING OXYGEN
JPRS-219B6 N66-10388
SOME DISTRIBUTION CHARACTERISTICS OF STRONTIUN 90
IN SKELETONS OF DOGS AFTER SINGLE AND LONG-TERM
DOSES
JPRS-21997 N66-10389
ULTRASONIC DEVICE FOR REMOVAL OF DENTAL CALCULUS
JPRS-21998 N66-10390
TRAINING FOR OXYGEN DEFICIENCY IN WHITE RATS
IMMEDIATELY AFTER SEVERE BURN INJURY
JPRS-ZI?99 N6_-10391
EFFECT OF SEX HORMONES ON ACUTE RADIATION SICKNESS
IN RATS AND MICE
JPRS-22000 N6_-10392
TRAUMATIC SHOCK CAUSED BY SOFT TISSUE COMPRESSION
IN RABBITS AFTER ACUTE RADIATION INJURY
JPRS-22001 N6_-10393
RADIATION DAMAGE TO OVARIESw AND ELECTRICAL
STIMULATION OF HEART IN MICE - BIBLIOGRAPHY
JPRS-18045 N64-10_53
REMOVING RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES FROM ORGANISMS BY
CHEMICAL MEANS - CHELATE AND OTHER COMPLEXES
JPRS-18775 N6_-10456
CULTIVATION OF UNICELLULAR GREEN ALGAE TO OBTAIN
PROTEIN RICH BIOMASSES
JPRS-1Tk33 N64-10476
LITERATURE REVIEW DF TELEVISION MICROSCOPY IN
BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE
JPRS-IB229 N64-10501
EFFECT OF VIBRATIONt ACCELERATION, WEIGHTLESSNESS
8 BIOLOGICAL RHYTHMS ON MAN IN SPACE
JPRS-IB627 N64-10503
CLINICAL EVALUATION OF BIOCHEMICAL TOXICITY OF
MANGANESE OXIDES
JPRS-18698 N6_-10504
OUTLINE OF SOVIET LITERATURE ON HUMAN
ENGINEERING - PHYSII_LOGY, PSYCHOLOGY, AND HYGIENE
JPRS-18772 N66-10505
COMPARATIVE ELECTRONIC APPARATUS OPERATION STUDY
OF CYBERNETIC MECHANISM
JPRS-18873 N64-10506
MEDICAL JOURNAL - ACADEMY OF MEDICAL SCIENCES USSR
JPRS-21526 N66-10513
COSMIC RADIATION HAZARD FOR MANNED SPACE FLIGHT -
PHARMACOLOGICAL PROTECTION1 PHYSICAL 8 BIOLOGICAL
DOSINETRY N64-10514
MEDICAL CONFERENCES ON MINERAL WATER USE,
CLIMATDPATHOLOGY, CORONARY SURGERY, HIGH ALTITUDE
PHYSIOLOGYt AND EP[OEMIOLOGY
JPRS-21836 N64-10515
HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY AND PATHOLOGY IN HIGH-ALTITUDE
AREAS N66-10516
BIOLOGICAL CELL SUBSTANCE CHANGES FROM INJURY AND
EXCITATION - STAINABILITY
JPRS-ZIB96 N64-10517
RADIATION HAZARD IN X-RAY CLINICS, CAPACITOR
DOSIMETER FOR X-RAY AND GAMMA RADIATION, AND
ELECTROKYMOGRAPHS
JPRS-IT533 N66-10561
TOXICOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION OF OCCUPATIONAL
MANGANESE POISONING
JPRS-17557 N64-10566
BIOCHEMICAL TEMPLATING DF DESOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID-
RIBONUCLEIC ACID INTO PROTEIN
JPRS-1TBll N64-10566
RADIATION EXPOSURE CONTROL METHODS AND
RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL DOSAGES
JPRS-IB522 N66-IOST5
THEORETICAL TRAINING METHODS FOR RADIO ENGINEERS
JPRS-19999 N6_-10592
RADIOACTIVE CARBON-16 FOR AQUATIC ECOLOGY STUDY -
HYDROBIOLOGY
JPRS-20614 N64-10593
DEVELOPMENT OF SYNAPSES AND CONNECTIONS OF NERVOUS
SYSTEM WITH SOMATIC MUSCULAR SYSTEM
JPRS-21615 N66-10595
EFFECTS OF IRRADIATION AND ANTIRADIATIDN DRUGS ON
METABOLISM
JPRS-214T2 N66-10596
ACCLIMATIZATION OF RAN TO FAR NORTH AND SOUTH
JPRS-21681 N66-10597
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE - METEORITES, PLANETS[
AND OUTER SPACE ENVIRONMENTS
JPRS-22015 N66-10599
RESUSCITATION OF AN ORGANISM FROM CLINICAL DEATH
JPRS-ZOO13 N66-L0600
TELEMETRY PROBLEMS [N MEDICAL AND BIOLOGICAL
RESEARCH
JPRS-17672 N66-10629
HISTORY, NATURE, AND THEORY OF ASTROBIOLOGY
JPRS-IT724 N66-10663
CHEMICAL PROTECTION FOR RESISTANCE TO IONIZING
RADIATION IN MAMMALS
JPRS-1891B N66-1066T
THEORIES ABOUT CREATION OF LIFE FORMS
JPRS-19231 N66-10650
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURE OF TACTILE
SENSATION USING CYBERNETICAL CONCEPTS
JPRS-19565 N64-10658
EFFECT OF GAMMA RADIATION ON HISTOLOGICAL AND
HISTOCHEMICAL STRUCTURES OF RAT SEX GLANDS
JPRS-22017 N64-10664
MEANS 6 METHODS OF USING ELECTRONICS IN SCIENTIFIC
g PRACTICAL MEDICINE
JPRS-17497 N64-IO68Z
SOVIET MEDICINE - VASCULAR SURGERY, METABOLISM,
HYPERTENSION, AND THERAPEUTIC UNDERWEAR
JPRS-IT498 N66-10683
ELECTRIC SLEEP - NEUROTROPIC TREATMENT OF
ESSENTIAL HYPERTENSION N64-10686
BIONICS - ENGINEERING CYBERNETICS USING KNOWLEDGE
OF BIOLOGICAL PROCESSES FOR SOLVING ENGINEERING
TASKS
JPRS-17500 N66-10690
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IONIZING RADIATION AS A FOOD PRESERVATIVE
JPRS-17530 N64-10694
CYBERNETIC FEATURES OF HUMAN OPERATORS IN
AUTOMATIC CONTROL SYSTEMS
JPRS-17544 N64-10695
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES OF NAN UNDER CONDITIONS OF
ALTERNATING OVERLOAD AND WEIGHTLESSNESS
N64-I0703
BRAIN ACTIVITY ANALYSIS BY INFORMATION SYNTHESIS
OBTAINED BY PHYSIOLOGICAL_ BIOCHENICALw AND
STRUCTURAL-MORPHOLOGICAL TECHNIQUES
JPRS-17717 N64-10713
PATHOLOGICAL PHYSIOLOGY AND EXPERIMENTAL THERAPY -
RADIATION SICKNESS, CONGENITAL DISEASE, AND
HETEROHEMOTRANSFUSION REACTIONS
JPRS-17819 N64-10723
APPLICATION OF COMPACTNESS HYPOTHESIS TO VISUAL
IMAGE RECOGNITION BY GENERAL-PURPOSE DIGITAL
COMPUTER
JPRS-18126 N64-10742
BIOMEDICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF GAMMA RADIATION
SICKNESS IN RATS
JPRS-18153 N64-10744
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EMPIRICAL AND THEORETICAL IN
SCIENCEw PHYSIOLOGICAL BASIS OF CONSCIOUSNESS -
EPISTEMOLOGY
JPRS-IB20B N64-10751
RESISTANCE OF INSECT METABOLISM AT ULTRALOW
TEMPERATURE
JPRS-I8218 N64-10752
BIOCHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECT ON
BRAIN ACTIVITY - HUMAN BEHAVIOR
JPRS-18315 N64-IOT56
NERVOUS SYSTEM DATA - ANALYSIS OF HUMAN BEHAVIOR
DURING SPACEFLIGHT N64-1075T
NEURONS 8 NERVE NETWORKS, INFORMATION CODING
STORAGE NETWORKS, AND ANALYZERS 8 PERCEPTORS -
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ADENDVIRUSES
JPRS-22050 N64-12883
INHIBITING CAPACITY OF DEOXYRIBONUCLEASE ON
ADENOVIRUSES IN TISSUE CULTURE N64-12884
THERAPEUTIC VALUE OF DEOXYRIBONUCLEASE IN
TREATMENT OF PATIENTS WITH ADENOVIRUS
CONJUNCTIVITIS N64-12885
X-RAY EFFECT ON MAMMALIAN HEART MUSCLE AND
SHIELDING AGENT ACTION AFTER REPEATED IRRADIATION
JPRS-22082 N64-12BB6
X-RAY EFFECT ON MAMMALIAN HEART MUSCLE
N64-12BB7
CYSTEAMINE ASCORBATE AS SHIELDING AGENT IN ANIMALS
GIVEN PRIMARY 6 SECONDARY IRRADIATION
N64-12888
BIOLOGICAL ACTION OF IONIZING RADIATION
JPRS-20375 N64-12895
SENSITIZATION OF TUMOR CELLS TO ACTION OF IONIZING
RADIATION BY RADICAL-REACTION INHIBITORS
N64-12896
REACTION OF IRRADIATED PROTEIN RADICALS WITH
RADICAL-REACTION INHIBITORS N64-12897
EFFECTS OF CESIUM CONCENTRATION IN FEED SOLUTION
AND IN SOIL ON ACCUMULATION IN PEA PLANTS & WHEAT
JPRS-22656 N64-13006
BIOGEOCHEMISTRY OF SULFUR IN LITHOSPHERE AND
BIOGENIC OXIDATION OF HYDROGEN SULFIDE TO SULFUR {
SULFATES
JPRS-22672 N64-13007
ROLE OF CYBERNETICS IN MEDICAL SCIENCE 8 PRACTICE
JPRS-Z2647 N64-13085
HISTOLOGICAL CORTICAL NEURON REGENERATION VERSUS
CORTICAL ELEMENT DISPLACEMENT AFTER BILATERAL
OCCIPITAL LOBECTOMY - NEUROLOGY
JPRS-22690 N64-13086
ANTIBIOTIC THERAPY OF RADIATION SICKNESS IN MICE -
STREPTOMYCIN EFFECTIVENESSt TREATMENT TIMING,
HINDERING FACTORS, AND DETOXICATING MIXTURE
JPRS-22625 N64-13161
RADIOSENSITIVITY OF CHROMOSOMES OF EMBRYONIC
FIBROBLASTS IN GUINEA PIGS AND MICE IN VITRO
JPRS-22719 N64-13163
VARIATIONS OF RNA IN GIANT CHROMOSOMES OF LARVAE
DURING METAMORPHOSIS
JPRS-22666 N64-13229
CYTOLOGICAL EXAMINATION OF RADIOSENSITIVITY OF
BONE MARROW g LYMPH NODE CELLS IN DIFFERENT
SPECIES OF IRRADIATED MAMMALS
JPRS-2277B N64-13230
DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT OF CONTAMINATION BY
RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
JPRS-22610 N64-13320
ACOUSTIC PARAMETERS 8 ULTRASONIC VISUALIZATION OF
ORGANS & TISSUES OF MAN 6 ANIMALS
JPRS-22840 N64-13350
BIOPHYSICS - DEFINITION g METHODS OF INVESTIGATION
JPRS-22830 N64-13353
ELECTROMYOGRAPHY OF HUMAN MUSCLE TONE IN NORMAL 6
PATHOLOGICAL STATES
JPRS-22782 N64-13376
EQUATIONS OF EQUAL PLANET SYSTEM VIEWED FROM
SURFACE WAVE N64-13575
FACTORS AFFECTING VISUAL 6 AUDITORY SYSTEMS IN MAN
JPRS-22735 N64-13582
EFFECT OF PHYSICAL STRAIN_ HIGH TEMPERATURE, g
HIGH OXYGEN CONTENT IN INSPIRED AIR ON
EXCITABILITY OF VISUAL MECHANISM IN NAN
N64-13SB3
CLIMATIC EFFECT ON EXCITABILITY OF VISUAL &
AUDITORY ORGANS IN MAN N64-13586
CELL REACTIONS UNDER EXTREME ENVIRONMENTAL
CONDITIONS
JPRS-22613 N64-13692
B_24
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CRYOGENIC TENPERATURE g ULTRASONIC VIBRATION
EFFECT ON ACTONYOSIN N64-Z3693
INCREASED DESDXYRIBONUCEASE ACTIVITY UNDER X-RAY
IRRADIATION IN LIVER [ SPLEEN N64-13694
CYSTEAMING PROTECTIVE ACTION AGAINST RADIATION
INJURY N66-13695
RADIORESISTANCE OF THERROTOLERANT STRAINS OF
ESCHERICHIA BACTERIA N66-13696
RELATIVISTIC EFFECT, USE, AND RESPIRATORY
PHYSIOLOGY OF MUSCLE RELAXANTS
JPRS-22995 N66-140T6
CHANGES OF MORPHOLOGICAL 8 FUNCTIONAL PROPERTIES
OF BLOOD _ HEMODYNARICS DURING USE OF
EXTRACORPORAL CIRCULATION SYSTEMS
JPRS-22916 N66-16133
G-FORCE EFFECTS ON VASCULAR SYSTEM STRUCTURE
JPRS-22956 N64-16136
RELATION OF CYBERNETICS TO BIOLOGY, MEDICINE,
ECONDMICS_ AND ENGINEERING
JPRS-Z2931 N66-14162
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN BIOLOGY 8 CYBERNETICS
JPRS-22963 N66-16163
PHYSIOLOGY OF ATTENTION - DYNAMICS OF LATENT
PERIODS OF MOTOR REACTION TO REPEATED STIMULI
JPRS-22892 N66-1616T
LUMINESCENT MICROSCOPY OF HEMATOPOIETIC SYSTEMS
USING IONIZING RADIATION
JPRS-22qI5 N66-1414B
PROSPECTS FOR USE OF LASERS IN BIOLOGY _ NEDICINE
JPRS-22996 N66-16169
CHANGES IN EPITHELIUM OF RATS UNDER INFLUENCE OF
RADIATION
JPRS-22556 N66-16251
REPARATIVE REGENERATION OF CUTANEOUS £ INTESTINAL
EPITHELIA AT ANAL JUNCTION AFTER THERMAL INJURY
DUE TO X-RAY IRRADIATION OF RATS
Nbk-lk25Z
CHANGES IN TRANSITIONAL EPITHELIUM IN RATS AFTER
X-RAY IRRADIATION N64-16253
PHYSIOLOGY, BIOPHYSICS, _ BIONICS
JPRS-23022 N66-16523
TOXIC CHEMICALS AND LABOR CONDITIONS IN CHEMICAL
INDUSTRY
JPRS-23065 N66-16526
TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF BACTERIOVIRIDIN
LUMINESCENT INTENSITY IN PHOTOSYNTHETIC BACTERIA
JPRS-23056 N66-16529
INTERRELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PHYSIOLOGY K CYBERNETICS
JPRS-23060 N66-14530
CYBERNETICS
JPRS-23132 N64-16536
DERMO-OPTICAL SENSE IN NAN
JPRS-2306B N64-14542
CYBERNETICS E AUTOMATIC CONTROL SYSTEMS
JPRS-18127 N66-16613
CYBERNETIC RELATION TO SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
NEUROLOGY, PATHOLOGY, MATHEMATICS, AND PHILOSOPHY
JPRS-23234 N66-16966
TOTAL BODY X-IRRADIATION OF BIRDS OF DIFFERENT
SPECIES
JPRS-23169 N66-15153
MATHEMATICAL AND CYBERNETIC METHODS APPLIED TO
PEDAGOGY N66-1516T
SPEECH SIGNAL TRANSFORMATION FOR USE IN
JOINT PUBLICATIONS RESEARCH SERVICEr CONT
COMMUNICATIONS AND CYBERNETICS TECHNOLOGY
N64-15169
COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF BACTERIA COLLECTOR
EFFECTIVENESS USING FLOW ULTRAMICROSCOPE TO
DETERMINE BACTERIAL AEROSOL CONCENTRATION
JPRS-23283 N66-15293
RADIATION SHIELDING OF HUMAN BEINGS FROM SOLAR
FLAREe RADIATION BELT, AND GALACTIC COSMIC
IONIZING RADIATION DURING SPACE FLIGHTS
JPRS-23306 N66-15327
GAS CONSUMPTION AND METABOLISM OF COLD-BLOODED
ANIMALS AND MIGRATION £ RADIOACTIVITY OF
MARINE ANIMALS
JPRS-Z3285 N66-15336
TENPERATURE REACTION OF SKIN DURING LOW INTENSITY
MICROWAVE IRRADIATION
JPRS-Z328T N66-15335
CLINICAL RADIOLOGY RELATION TO SURGERY AND STUDIES
OF ORGANS AND TISSUES
JPRS-2331T N66-15336
DRUGS FOR DISEASES OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
JPRS-23254 N6_-15382
DERIVATIVES OF DIPHENYLMETHANE_ PROPANOL,
UNSATURATED TERTIARY ALCOHOLS. DIPHENAZIN, AND
NDSTYN FOR TREATMENT DE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
N64-15383
PHARMACOLOGICAL BLOCKING EFFECT OF METHYL DIAZA-
BICYCLONONANE DERIVATIVES ON NEUROMUSCULAR
ACTIVITY N64-15386
RENTAL REFLECTION PROCESSES IN LIGHT OF
CYBERNETICS - PSYCHOLOGY
JPRS-23370 N66-15617
PSYCHOPATHOLOGICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL EXPERIMENTS ON
PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECT PRODUCED BY ANTICHOLINERGICS
JPRS-23296 N66-15622
OBSERVATION, DIAGNOSISe AND TREATMENT OF RADIATION
INJURY AND SICKNESS
JPRS-Z2879 N66-15676
INDUSTRIAL SAFETY - CARE AND OBSERVATION OF
PERSONS WORKING WITH RADIATION SOURCES, AND
ANALYSIS OF MEDICAL OBSERVATIONS
N64-I567T
RADIATION MEDICINE - THERAPEUTIC PASTE FOR
TREATMENT OF RADIATION LESIONS N64-[5678
POSSIBLE DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUE FOR DETERMINING
BODY REACTION TO SMALL DOSES OF IONIZING RADIATION
BY OBSERVING PHOSPHINE THRESHOLD OF RETINA
N66-15679
ANTHRAX VACCINE INJECTION IN ANINALS TO REDUCE
MORTALITY RATE FROM RADIATION SICKNESS
N64-I56BO
ACTH INJECTION OF RATS IRRADIATED WITH X-RAYS, AND
ORGAN PERMEABILITY CH/_GES Nb_._-I5681
BIOLOGY AND STRATIGRAPHY OF BUTTON SEDIMENTS IN
EQUATORIAL PACIFIC
JPRS-2340_ N64-15730
RESTORATIVE PROCESSES IN DUODENAL MUCDSA AFTER
RADIATION EXPOSURE
JPRS-22276 N6_-15828
CANCER CHEMOTHERAPY - BIBLIOGRAPHY
JPRS-23_60 N66-15829
ORGANIZATION OF NEUROPSYCHIATRIC AIDS IN CITIES
JPRS-23666 N64-15916
PROTECTION AGAINST RADIATION HAZARDS IN WORKING
WITH POLONIUM
JPRS-23499 N66-15992
METHODS USED TO ADMINISTER ELECTRICALLY INDUCED
B-25
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SLEEP
JPRS-23524 N64-16002
RADIATION SICKNESS - USSR
JPRS-23566 N64-16296
PROTECTIVE AND THERAPEUTIC ANTIRADIATION g ANTI-
OXIDATION PROPERTIES OF VARIOUS POLYPHENOL
STRUCTURES - CHEMOTHERAPY
JPRS-2356T N64-16543
EXCRETION DF 17-HYOROXYCORTICOSTEROIDS AND
5-HYDROXYINDOLEACETIC ACID DURING JET FLIGHTS
JPRS-23607 N64-16544
STERILIZED FIBERS FOR CLINICAL MEDICINE
JPRS-23609 N64-16545
ENGINEERING PSYCHOLOGY
JPRS-23448 N64-16667
ANALYTICAL METHODS OF ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY FOR
MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS
JPRS-23590 N64-16668
FOUR EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES ON RADIATION SICKNESS
THERAPY FOR ANIMALS
JPRS-23678 N64-16694
CONTROL SYSTENSI CODINGt PROGRAMNING_ AND
COMPUTERS IN CYBERNETICS
JPRS-23TOO N64-16860
PRIMARY AND INITIAL PROCESSES OF BIOLOGICAL EFFECT
OF RADIATION
JPRS-23426 N64-16902
ELECTRON PARAHAGNETIC RESONANCE STUDY OF
RADIOCHENICAL EFFECTS IN CRYSTALLINE AMINO ACIDS
AND PROTEIN TISSUES N64-16903
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF SUPPRESSING MECHANISM OF
CELL DIVISION UNDER INFLUENCE OF IONIZING
RADIATION N64-16904
BIOCHEMICAL MECHANISMS OF RADIATION-INDUCED
DISTURBANCE OF CELL DIVISION N64-16905
CELL OAMAGE IN RADIATION REACTION OF ANIMAL
ORGANISM N64-16906
EFFECTS OF RADIATION ON OXYGEN BALANCE IN BRAIN
TISSUES N64-16907
KINETIC REGULARITIES OF PRIMARY REACTIONS AND
CHEMICAL PROTECTION IN RADIATION DAMAGE
N64-16908
RATIONAL ANALYSIS OF RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN RADIO-
CHEMICAL, BIOLOGICAL, AND CYTOCHEMICAL DATA OF
RADIOBIOLOGY N64-16909
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN BIOCHENILUNINESCENCE AND HEAT
RESISTANCE OF PLANTS
JPRS-23735 N64-16950
CYBERNETICS - AUTOMATIONy LOGICAL NACHINESt
CONTROL, IMPROBABILITY, FEEDBACK, ALGEBRA, AND
COMPUTERS
JPRS-23554 N64-17242
CYBERNETICS IN BIOLOGY, MEDICINE, ANO SPACE FLIGHT
JPRS-23749 N64-17244
HIGH NERVOUS ACTIVITY AND CONDITIONED REFLEXES
JPRS-23833 N64-17351
SELECTION OF SPACE CREWS FOR EXTENDED
JOURNEYS - APPLICATION OF PSYCHOLOGICAL CRITERIA
JPRS-23853 N64-17536
RADIATION PROTECTION AND THERAPY FOR RADIATION
SICKNESS - GALLATE THERAPY
JPRS-2383_ N64-17555
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS OF COSMONAUTS DURING THE
ACTION OF GRAVITY LOADS AND WEIGHTLESSNESS
JPRS-23gI7 N64-IT738
MUTAGENIC AND ANTIMUTAGENIC ACTION OF VARYING
CONCENTRATIONS OF SODIUM GALLATE ON GERMINATING
SEEDS OF RUSSIAN BLACK HORSE BEANS, VICIA FABA
JPRS-23787 N66-17805
TWO FUSION THRESHOLDS OF LIGHT STIMULI IN VISUAL
ANALYZER OF MAN
JPRS-23946 N64-17806
NACRONOLECULAR STRUCTURE OF RIBONUCLEIC ACIDS
JPRS-24068 N64-17973
INTERPRETATION OF NUCLEOTIDE SEQUENCE IN CONVEYING
RIBONUCLEIC ACIDS
JPRS-24086 N64-17976
CALCULATION OF ABSORPTION RATE OF ELECTRONS IN
ATOMIC OUTER ENERGY LEVELS
JPRS-24099 N64-17977
HISTOCHEMICAL AND ELECTRON MICROSCOPIC STUDIES OF
GRAVITY RECEPTOR CELLS OF UTRICLE OF GUINEA PIGS
SUBJECTED TO RADIAL ACCELERATION
JPRS-23B37 N64-1BOB4
PHYSICOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF CEREBRAL PROTEINS
DURING EXCITATION OF NERVOUS ACTIVITY BY CAMPHOR
JPRS-24]19 N66-1BOB5
EFFECT OF INJECTION OF BONE NARROW CELLS ON
MORPHOLOGICAL MANIFESTATIONS OF INFLUENZA IN X-RAY
IRRADIATED MICE
JPRS-24056 N64-1B096
PASSAGE OF STRONTIUM 90 INTO BROTH FORMED DURING
COOKING OF BONES, MEAT, POTATOES, AND CABBAGE
JPRS-24139 Nb4-18114
CHEMISTRY OF BRAIN FUNCTION
JPRS-2_151 N64-1BII5
ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE OF PARAMAGNETIC
CENTERS IN AMINO ACIDS AND PROTEINS DUE TO GAMMA
RADIATION
JPRS-23983 N64-18138
OXYGEN EFFECTS ON SURVIVAL AND RESTORATION RATES
IN YEAST CELLS DUE TO IONIZING RADIATION - RADIO-
BIOLOGY
JPRS-Z3945 N64-18206
MIGRATION OF ENERGY BETWEEN TRYPTOPHAN RADICALS
IN PROTEIN MACROMOLECULE
JPRS-23991 N64-18318
NUCLEIC ACIDS - RIBONUCLEIC AND OESOXYRIBONUCLEIC
ACIDS - PHYSICAL 8 CHEMICAL PROPERTIES AND ROLE
IN PROTEIN SYNTHESIS
JPRS-Z4070 N64-18328
PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF SINGLE-STRAND
DESOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID N64-18329
RIBONUCLEIC ACID IN PROTEIN SYNTHESIS
N64-1B330
MECHANISM OF REPRODUCTION /REDUPLICATION/ OF
DESOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID N64-IB331
EFFECT OF RADIATION INJURY OF NUCLEI ON SYNTHESIS
OF INFORMATIONAL RIBDNUCLEIC ACID IN FISH EMBRYO
JPRS-23944 N64-18334
SURGICAL TREATMENT OF BURN INJURIES
JPRS-23933 N64-18398
ELECTRIC STIMULATION OF HEART AS TREATED FOR HEART
DISEASE
JPRS-24083 N64-18400
BIOCHEMISTRY - BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF VARIOUS
CHEMICALS
JPRS-24050 N64-18410
INHIBITION AND ENHANCEMENT OF RADIATION EFFECTS ON
BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS WITH AMIDES OF ACRYLIC AND
PROPIONIC ACIDS N64-18_11
EFFECT OF DEUTERIUM OXIDE ON PROPERTIES OF
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DESOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID AND PROTEINS
N64-18612
BIOPHYSICS OF AMINO ACIDS 8 PROTEINS
JPRS-24046 N66-IB517
CORRELATION OF AMINO ACID RADICALS IN PROTEIN
MOLECULES N64-18518
ELECTRON PARANAGNETIC RESONANCE SPECTRA OF AMINO
ACID G PROTEIN UNDER ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT
N66-18519
BLOOD TRANSFUSION _ COAGULATION STUDIES
JPRS-26118 N66-18520
RESTORATION OF PLASMA PROTEIN FRACTIONS AFTER
BLOOD LOSS g INFUSION WITH POLYGLUCIN
N64-18521
PROTEIN BLOOD SUBSTITUTE BK-8 EFFECT ON
COAGULATION DURING BLOOD TRANSFUSION
N66-18522
HISTOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY OF RETICULOENDOTHELIAL
SYSTEM FOLLOWING INFUSION OF BLOOD EXPANDER -
POLYVINYL ALCOHOL N66-18523
AMINO ACID COMPOSITION OF PROTEINS
N64-18526
PHYSIOLOGICAL MECHANISMS FOR STUDYING HUMAN BODY
JPRS-26183 N66-18966
INJURIES FROM X-IRRADIATION
JPRS-26185 N66-18967
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECT ON MICROFLORA IN MEATS
AND FOOD - BOTANY
JPRS-26187 Nb4-1896B
DATA ON ACCUMULATION COEFFICIENTS OF RAOIOACTIVE
ISOTOPES IN MARINE PLANTS AND ANIMALS
JPRS-26227 N66-18969
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS TO RADIATION g
BIOTELENETRY
JPRS-26301 N66-18972
HUMAN TOLERANCE TO EXTENDEO PERIOOS OF
WEIGHTLESSNESS
JPRS-26308 N66-18973
PURPLE SULFUR! PURPLE NONSULFUR, AND GREEN SULFUR
PHOTOSYNTHESIZING BACTERIA
JPRS-26319 N64-18975
PATHOGENETIC MECHANISMS IN DEVELOPMENT OF BURN
SICKNESS
JPRS-26338 Nb6-18976
NETACHRONATIC REACTION OF NUCLEIC ACIDSt DNA AND
RNAt PRODUCED BY ULTRASONIC RADIATION
JPRS-24353 N66-IB97B
AIRFLOW DIRECTION ON WING OF FLYING BIRD OBSERVED
BY VANE AND SILK THREAO METHOD -AEROOYNANICS
JPRS-26357 N66-18980
BIOCHEMISTRY OF X-RAY IRRADIATION EFFECT ON BLOOD
PROTEIN REACTIONS, DISULFIDE BONDS OF FIBRINOGENe
AND SYNTHESIS OF AMINO ACIDS
JPRS-26166 N66-19059
BIOPHYSICS OF POLYMERSt NUCLEIC ACIDSt AND BRAIN
NEURONS
JPRS-26261 N66-1963T
OPTICAL PROPERTIES AND MOLECULAR STRUCTURE OF
NUCLEIC ACIDS AND THEIR PROPERTIES OBSERVED
THROUGH DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID N66-19639
MATHEMATICAL METHDO FOR INVESTIGATING IMPULSE
ACTIVITY OF CENTRAL NEURONS OF BRAIN
N66-19660
PHARMACOLOGICAL PREPARATIONS HAVING PSYCHOLOGICAL
EFFECTS
JPRS-24475 N64-19491
B-2T
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FLEXIBILITY OF MOLECULES OF NATURAL DNA -
DETERMINATION USING LIGHT SCATTERING _T LARGE
ANGLES N64-19783
CIRCUIT FOR CYBERNETIC CONTROL OF REVERSIBLE
HYPOTHERNIA PROCESSES
JPRS-24506 N64-20012
MEDICAL RESEARCH IN AUDIOLOGY - FUNCTION OF
AUDITORY ANALYZER AND INSTRUMENTS FOR EAR SURGERY
JPRS-24519 N66-20229
LUMINESCENCE CAUSED BY PROTEIN COMPONENT OF RAT
LIVER CELLS UNDER ULTRAVIOLET RAY EXCITATION
JPRS-26605 N66-20232
NUCLEAR MEMBRANE STRUCTURE OF NERVE CELL
JPRS-24607 N64-20233
EYE FATIGUE STUDY
JPRS-26592 N64-20483
RADIATION SICKNESS - PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF
BACTERIAL ANTIGENS, ACCUMULATION OF IODINE 131, g
REGENERATION OF SCIATIC NERVE
JPRS-24706 N64-2082T
MEDICAL RADIOLOGY - RADIATION SICKNESS. ANIMAL
STUDY, AND CYBERNETICS
JPRS-24652 N64-20963
RADIATION SICKNESS FROM INTERNAL RADIATION - ORAL
DOSE OF RADIUM BROMIDE POWDER N64-20946
TEMPERATURE REACTION TO GAMMA RADIATION IN MONKEYS
Nb6-Z0965
SERUM PROPHYLAXIS AND THERAPY OF BACTERIAL
INTOXICATIONS IN IRRADIATED ANIMALS
N64-20966
CYBERNETICS IN RADIATION THERAPY
N66-ZO96T
CLASSIFICATION OF RADIATION SICKNESS
N64-20968
STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN VISUAL ANALYZER OF MONKEYS
AFTER EXTIRPATION OF CERVICAL LOBES
JPRS-2_800 N64-21063
POSSIBLE MECHANISM OF INFORMATION PROCESSES IN
ORGANISMS - CYBERNETICS
JPRS-24816 N64-21125
CAUSE OF DECREASE IN NATURAL RESISTANCE OF
IRRADIATED ANIMALS TO LIVE BRUCELLOSIS VACCINE
JPRS-26896 N64-21282
ASEPTIC INFLAMMATION OF CORNEA UNDER INFLUENCE OF
BETA RADIATION FROM RADIOACTIVE THALLIUM
JPRS-26936 N64-21285
STRESS AND FATIGUE IN HUMAN BEHAVIOR DURING
ISOLATION FROM EXTERNAL STIMULI
JPRS-26961 N66-21288
BIONICS - ITS METHODS AND RESULTS
JPRS-26971 N66-21289
TISSUE MECHANISMS - ADAPTATION OF ANIMALS TO
REDUCED OXYGEN CONTENT IN ENVIRONMENT
JPRS-16105 N66-21680
GEOCHEMICAL ECOLOGY OF INTERRELATIONSHIPS OF
LIVING ORGANISMS WITH ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
JPRS-24978 N64-21481
SYNTHETIC ELECTROCARDIOLOGY - STUDY OF CARDIAC
FUNCTIONS
JPRS-25015 N66-21482
RADIATION SICKNESS - PHARMACOLOGICAL PROTECTION
JPRS-Z6817 N64-21729
SIHULTANEOUS STUDY OF EYE BLINKING REFLEXES AND
FUNCTIONAL STATE OF CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM IN
HUMANS
JPRS-2696T N64-21783
JOINT PUBLICATIONS RESEARCH SERVICEr CONT CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
HUMAN MUSCLE SYNCHRONIZATION WHILE MAINTAINING
FIXED POSITION
JPRS-Z4606 N64-21826
MEDICINE IN USSR - GENETICS
JPRS-26398 N64-21850
MEDICAL AND BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH IN USSR
JPRS-24638 N64-21851
SPACE BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE
JPRS-24943 N64-21866
SPACE BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE - FIRST EXPERIMENTS
N64-21867
SPACE BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE N64-21868
SPACE BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE - ASTRONAUT TRAINING
N64-21869
HUMAN ADAPTATION TO CHANGING ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
DURING SPACE FLIGHT
JPRS-20673 N64-2225B
HEALTH PROTECTION DEVELOPMENTS IN USSR
JPRS-24840 N64-22728
BIOCHEMICAL COMPOUND TO RAISE THERMAL RESISTANCE
OF ORGANISMS N66-22729
VIBROGRAPH MEASUREMENT OF OVERALL VIBRATION
N64-22730
RADIATION PROTECTION OF PERSONS WORKING NEAR
GAMMA RADIATION THERAPEUTIC UNITS
N64-22731
PROBLEMS OF RADIATION OOSIMETRY IN X-RAY
DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT N64-22732
LIGHT AND COLOR IN NATURE, STRUCTURE OF HUMAN EYE,
AND HYGIENE OF COLOR VISION
JPRS-25184 N64-22742
MEDICAL RESEARCH ON HUMAN BODY
JPRS-25241 N64-Z2744
BODY TEMPERATURE REGULATORY SYSTEM OF WHITE RATS
BEFORE AND AFTER COLD ADAPTATION
N64-22879
MEDICAL RESEARCH - NATURAL POLYMERS_ HEMATOLOGYt
SURGERY, HYGIENE_ ANTIBIOTICS, NUTRITIONt AND
PHARMACOLOGY
JPRS-25208 N64-23063
STRESS EFFECT ON RADIDSENSITIVITY OF RATS AND
EFFECTIVENESS OF RADIOPROTECTIVE ACTION OF
MERCAMINE
JPRS-25130 N64-23255
INDUSTRIAL SAFETY IN PRODUCTION OF METALLIC
THALLIUM AND ITS SALTS
JPRS-25206 N64-23257
TOXICOLOGY OF VANADIUM TRIOXIDE DUSTy GERMANIUM
TETRACHLORIDE_ AND ALIPHATIC AMINES
JPRS-25116 N66-23366
RELATIONSHIP OF TWO-PHASE TOXICITY AND
THERMODYNAMIC ACTIVITY IN TOXICOLOGY
N64-23367
EFFECT OF VANADIUM TRIOXIDE DUST ON ORGANISM -
TDXICOLGY'" N64-23368
TOXIC PROPERTIES OF GERMANIUM TETRACHLORIDE
N64-23369
TOXICOLOGY OF ALIPHATIC AMINES N64-23370
PROBLEMS OF SPACE BIOLOGY
JPRS-25287 N66-23734
TRENDS OF SPACE BIOLOGY IN CONQUEST OF SPACE
N64-23735
BIOLOGICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF PHYSICAL CONDITIONS
OF SPACE FLIGHT N64-23736
BIOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL STUDIES IN ROCKET AND
SATELLITE FLIGHTS N64-23737
PROBLEMS IN STUDYING EFFECT OF WEIGHTLESSNESS ON
HUMANS N64-2373B
FORMATION OF ARTIFICIAL ENVIRONMENT IN SPACESHIP
CABIN N64-23739
ENGINEERING PSYCHOLOGY OF SPACE FLIGHT
N64-23740
PHYSIOLOGICAL INTERACTION OF SENSE ORGANS UNDER
SPACE FLIGHT CONDITIONS N64-23741
WASTE UTILIZATION ON LONG TERM SPACE FLIGHT - LIFE
SUPPORT SYSTEM N64-23742
REGENERATION OF WATER IN SPACESHIP CABIN
N64-23743
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF COSMIC RADIATION AND
RADIATION PROTECTION MEASURES N64-Z3744
ENVIRONMENT OF SPACESHIP CABIN OR ORBITAL STATION
N64-23745
BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH IN SPACE FLIGHT
N64-23746
METABOLIC INDICES IN ASTRONAUTS
N64-23747
HUMAN REACTION TO WEIGHTLESSNESS
N64-2374B
EXCITABILITY OF HUMAN VESTIBULAR ANALYZER UNDER
CONDITIONS OF SHORT TERM WEIGHTLESSNESS
N64-23749
MINIMUM ARTIFICIAL GRAVITY NEEDED TO PREVENT
EFFECTS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS ON VESTIBULAR APPARATUS
N64-23750
MICROBIOLOGICAL AND CYTOLOGICAL STUDIES IN
CONQUEST OF SPACE N64-23751
PHYSICOCHEMICAL WASTE UTILIZATION COMPONENT FOR
LONG-TERM SPACE FLIGHT LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM
N64-23752
CHARACTERISTICS OF ARTIFICIAL SUBSTRATES FOR USE
IN CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS N64-23753
TOXIC GASEOUS SUBSTANCES DISCHARGED BY CHLORELLA
N64-23754
TOXIC GASEOUS PRODUCTS EXCRETED BY HUMANS ENCLOSED
IN AIRTIGHT CHAMBER N64-23755
ARTIFICIAL HIBERNATION AND SPACE BIOLOGY
N64-23756
PHYSICAL EFFICIENCY OF ASTRONAUTS IN SPACECRAFT
ENVIRONMENT N64-23757
MOTOR REACTION TIME IN HUMANS UNDER ISOLATION
CONDITIONS N64-23758
MAINTENANCE OF HABITS OF INFORMATION TRANSMISSION
UNDER LONG TERM ISOLATION CONDITIONS
N64-23759
EFFECT OF STATOKINETIC STIMULI ON HUMAN BODY
FUNCTIONS N64-23760
EFFECTS OF VIBRATION AND IONIZING RADIATION ON
VESTIBULAR AND MOTOR-DEFENSE REFLEXES
N64-23761
AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM REACTIONS FROM
STIMULATION OF VESTIBULAR ANALYZER
N64-23762
LANDING IMPACT STRESS ON ANIMALS IMMERSED IN WATER
N64-23763
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HISTOPHYSIOEOGICAL CHANGES IN TISSUES AND iNTERNAL
ORGANS OF EXPERIMENTAL ANIMALS UNDER G-FORCES
N66-2376_
BIOELECTRIC ACTIVITY OF CEREBRAL CENTERS UNDER
INFLUENCE OF G-FORCES N66-23765
LONG-LASTING TRANSVERSE G-FORCE EFFECT ON CENTRAL
NERVOUS SYSTEM OF ANIMALS N64-23766
PHYSIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF SPEECH PROCESS FOR
CONSTRUCTING AUTOMATIC SPEECH RECOGNITION SYSTEMS
N66-23767
SUSPENSION OF UNICELLULAR ALGAE AS COMPONENT OF
CLOSED CYCLE FOR CREATION OF NORMAL HUMAN ACTIVITY
CONDITIONS IN LONG-TERM SPACE FLIGHTS
N66-23768
SENSITIVITY ANO REACTIVITY OF VESTIBULAR ANALYZER
UNDER INFLUENCE OF IONIZING RADIATION
N66-23T69
REACTIONS OF VASCULAR SYSTEM OF CRANIAL CAVITY
DURING LONGITUDINAL G-LOADS N66-23TTO
MATHEMATICAL METHODS APPLIED TO SPACE MEDICINE
N64-23TTI
THEORY OF RANDOM FUNCTIONS APPLIED TO SPACE
BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE N66-23TT2
OBTAINING OXYGEN BY ELECTROLYTIC OECOMPOSITION OF
MATER UNDER CONDITIONS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS
N66-23TT3
PHYSICOCHEMICAL SYNTHESIS OF CARBOHYDRATES IN
SPACESHIP CABIN N64-23TT4
INCREASE IN PHOTOSYNTHETIC PRODUCTIVITY OF
CHLORELLA CULTURE N64-Z3TT5
CAPILLARY-MANOMETRIC AND POLAROGRAPHIC METHODS FOR
MEASURING RATE OF PHOTOSYNTHESIS OF CHLORELLA
N66-23T76
NUTRIENT MEDIA FOR CULTIVATION OF CHLORELLA
PYRENOIDOSA N64-Z3TTT
MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF CULTIVATION OF CHLORELLA
IN BIOLOGICAL CULTIVATORS WITH IRREGULAR SHAPES
N66-Z37TB
AUTOMATIC CONTROL OF ALGAL CULTIVATION CONDITIONS
N64-23TT9
BURNING FOR DESTRUCTION OF ACTIVITY HASTE OF
ORGANISMS N64-23780
CULTIVATION OF UNICELLULAR ORGANISMS FOR USE IN
CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM N66-23781
PHOTOSYNTHESIS OF HIGHER PLANTS AND MINERAL
NUTRITION N66-23782
STABILITY OF HETEROGENEOUS DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID
TO IONIZING RADIATION
JPRS-ZSZ8Z N64-26687
BLOOD SERUM ENZYME ACTIVATION AND SPECTRUM
ANALYSIS OF CATECHOLAMINES
JPRS-2683B N66-Z6561
ACTIVITY OF BLOOD SERUM ENZYME DUE TO HYPOXIA,
ASPHYXIA, AND BURN SHOCK STIMULI
N66-26562
PHDTOELECTRONIC UNIT FOR BIOMEDICAL STUDY OF
SPECTRAL DISPERSION OF CATECHOLANINES
N66-24563
VIRUS AND MORPHOLOGICAL STUDY OF INDUCED RADIATION
SICKNESS IN MICE
JPRS-25277 N64-24630
MATRIX ANALYSIS OF TRANSFER STATE OF
NONSYNCHRONOUS FINITE AUTOMATONS
N66-24690
SELF ADJUSTING SYSTEM WITH PATTERN
N66-26700
STATISTICAL SOLUTION OF NONLINEAR SYSTEM
N64-ZBT05
AUTOMATIC CONTROL SYSTEMS WITH VARIABLE STRUCTURE
HAVING DISCONTINUOUS SWITCHING FUNCTION
N64-24706
OPTIMAL TRANSFER PROCESSES IN SYSTEM WITH
FORECASTING NBk-26TOT
STABILITY AND CONTROL OF SYSTEM WITH LINEAR
REGULATOR N66-26708
SPACE FLIGHT OF TWO U.S.S.R. ASTRONAUTS
JPRS-25272 N66-25163
ASTRONAUT TRAINING FOR SPACE FLIGHT
N66-25166
SPACE FLIGHT CONDITIONS, ENVIRONMENTt AND
ASSIGNMENTS OF ASTRONAUTS N66-25165
TELEMETRIC BIDMETRY OF ASTRONAUTS DURING SPACE
FLIGHT N64-25166
PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES OF TWO
U.S.S.R. ASTRONAUTS DURING ORBITAL SPACE FLIGHT
N64-25167
POSTFLIGHT MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS OF UoS.S.R.
ASTRONAUTS N66-25168
GROWTH-RELATED CHANGES IN ZINC CONTENT OF HUMAN
BLOOD
JPRS-25366 N66-25196
TRACE ELEMENTS IN RADIATION DERMATITES
JPRS-2550Z N66-2519B
CHANGES OF HEMATOPOIETIC TISSUE IN DOG WITH ACUTE
RADIATION SICKNESS AFTER BONE MARROW TRANSPLANT
JPRS-25251 N66-26055
STRUCTUREt PROPERTIES, AND PATHOLOGICAL CHANGES OF
ELASTIC FIBROUS COMPONENTS OF CONNECTIVE TISSUE
JPRS-Z525Z N66-26056
ULTRASONIC WAVES AND MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS
JPRS-Z5651 N66-26086
BIONICS - SELF-ADAPTIVE SYSTEMSt COMMUNICATION,
AND CONTROL IN ANIMALS 6 ELECTRONIC MACHINES
JPRS-25_9_ N66-26257
EFFECT OF PRIOR MUSCLE EFFORT ON SYMMETRIC
MUSCULAR STRENGTH AND ENDURANCE
JPRS-Z5593 N64-26659
CYBERNETIC APPROACH TO PROBLEM OF SENSUAL IMAGE
AND PERCEPTION
JPRS-ZST61 N66-26765
THRESHOLD OF ACCELERATION SENSATION IN MAN
JPRS-25929 N64-26880
ANTIRADIATION EFFECT OF INERT GASES AND LOW-
MOLECULAR NARCOTICS ON BEAN SPROUTS
JPRS-25T03 N66-27055
CYBERNETICS AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTERS
JPRS-Z5714 N64-27057
AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND ANIMAL SYSTEMS IN BIONICS
JPRS-25765 N64-27059
NUCLEIC ACIDS AND VISUAL PERCEPTION STUDIES
JPRS-25826 N66-27062
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF AUTOMATION IN
STUDYING ACTIVITY OF HIGHER NERVDUS SYSTEMS
JPRS-25861 N64-27066
INSTRUMENTATION FOR SIMULTANEOUS RECORDING OF
BLOOD PRESSURE CURVEw PHONOCARDIOGRAM, AND
ELECTROCARDIOGRAM
JPRS-2589T N64-27125
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ANTIRADIATIDN EFFECT OF PROPYL AND SODIUM GALLATES
UNDER IRRADIATION OF 1000 ROENTGENS
JPRS-25274 N64-27264
NORMAL VARIATIONS OF VECTORCARDIOGRAM COMPONENTS
IN DOGw CAT, AND RABBIT
JPRS-25599 N64-27318
EFFECTS OF X-RAY IRRADIATION ON ENZYME ACTIVITY
IN BRAIN AND MUSCLE TISSUE OF RATS
JPRS-25630 N64-27319
REACTION OF NEURONS OF VESTIBULAR NUCLEI TO
STIMULATION OF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS THROUGH
PASSIVE VERTICAL MOTION OF ANIMALS
JPRS-25896 N64-27323
UREA USED FOR TREATMENT OF IMPAIRED EXCRETORY
FUNCTION OF KIDNEYS IN BURN INJURY
JPRS-25928 N64-27326
INFLUENCE OF GRAVITATIONAL OVERLOAD ON ARTERIAL
SYSTEM OF NERVES AT EXTREMITIES
JPRS-25275 N64-27501
HYPOTHERMIA AND CESSATION OF VITAL ACTIVITY IN
ORGANS OF NONHIBERNATING MAMMALS
JPRS-25650 N64-27503
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF SPACE FLIGHT CONDITIONS -
COSMIC RADIATION, WEIGHTLESSNESS, & OXYGEN SUPPLY
JPRS-25844 N64-27630
RADIOBIOLOGICAL RESEARCH OF COSMIC RADIATION
EFFECTS DURING SPACE FLIGHTS N64-27631
EFFECTS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS ON BLOOD CIRCULATION
N64-27632
SENSITIVITY OF VESTIBULAR ANALYZERS AND SENSORY
REACTIONS IN MAN DURING BRIEF WEIGHTLESSNESS
N64-27633
POLAROGRAPHIC METHOD OF DETERMINATION OF OXYGEN
TENSION IN BRAIN TISSUES DURING HIGH ALTITUDE
FLIGHT N64-27634
DETECTION OF LABELLED RIBONUCLEIC ACID IN NERVOUS
SYSTEM OF WHITE RATS
JPRS-26042 N64-27636
EFFECTIVENESS OF USING ENZYMES AS INDICATORS FOR
TOXIC SUBSTANCE DETECTION
JPRS-25986 N64-27668
INFORMATION THEORY - LENIN CONCEPT OF CAUSALITY
JPRS-26012 N64-27669
MICROWAVE TREATMENT OF DISEASES
JPRS-26038 N64-27670
HYGIENIC CHARACTERISTICS OF INDUSTRIAL RHENIUM
AEROSOL
JPRS-26069 N64-27671
MAPPING OF GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF VEGETATION
JPRS-25347 N64-2BOO?
HEALTH, SPACE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, BIOLOGY,
AND PHYSIOLOGY
JPRS-25506 N64-2BOO9
BIOPHYSICS RESEARCH IN USSR
JPRS-25652 N64-28034
TAUTOMER TRANSFORMATIONS OF NUCLEIC ACID
COMPONENTS AND ROLE IN HUTAGENESIS
N64-28035
SEMIQUINONE FREE RADICALS IN SYSTEMS MODELLING
BIOLOGICAL OXIDATION N64-28036
MECHANISM OF IONIC EXCHANGE OF POTASSIUM AND
SODIUM - NATURE OF NEUTRON DISCHARGE
N64-2B038
BALLISTIC MOVEMENT OF LOWER LIMBS OF HUMANS
N64-2B039
PARTICIPATION OF ANIONS IN FUNCTION OF EXCITABLE
TISSUES N64-28040
CYBERNETICS - AUTOMATONS, COMPUTERS, AUTOMATIC
CONTROL
JPRS-26201 N64-2B050
RADIOELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT USED FOR MEDICAL AND
BIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS DURING SPACE FLIGHT
JPRS-26081 N64-28062
ADAPTATION AND ACCLIMATIZATION OF HUMAN ORGANISM
TO HYPOXIA
JPRS-25796 N64-2B076
ELECTRICAL PARAMETERS OF BIOLOGICAL TISSUES IN
MICROWAVE RANGE
JPRS-26191 N64-2B092
BIOPHYSICS - THERMODYNAMICS OF PHOTOSYNTHESIS,
AND TRANSITION PROBABILITIES IN MOLECULES WITH
CONJUGATE SYSTEM OF PI-ELECTRONS
JPRS-25733 N64-28309
THERMODYNAMICS OF PHOTOSYNTHESIS
N64-28310
TRANSITION PROBABILITIES IN MOLECULES WITH
CONJUGATE SYSTEM OF PI-ELECTRONS
N64-28311
VISUAL ADAPTATION IN EYE OF MAN - ANTIBIOTIC
EFFECT ON BLOOD CONTENT AND ORGANS OF IRRADIATED
RATS - ELECTRIC RESISTANCE IN SECTION OF
PULMONARY TISSUE IN MAN
JPRS-25464 N64-28425
HYGIENE AND SANITATION IN USSR
JPRS-26305 N64-28430
UNDERWATER ACOUSTICS, VECTORCARDIOGRAMS, AND
NORMAL HEART SOUNDS
JPRS-26103 N64-28431
MEDICINE IN UKRAINIAN S.S.R., ACCELERATION AND
AEROSPACE HEDICINE_ AND CHEMOTHERAPY
JPRS-26116 N64-28432
MEDICAL PROCEDURES AND PRECAUTIONS IN THE EVENT
OF RADIATION ACCIDENTS
JPRS-26021 N64-28439
BIOLOGICAL, PHYSIOLOGICAL, AND PSYCHOLOGICAL
STUDIES OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM - CONDITIONED
REFLEX
JPRS-26060 N64-28446
DERMATOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF AIRCRAFT FUEL AND
THERAPY
JPRS-16055 N64-28631
SPACE BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE - PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED
IN SPACEFLIGHT
JPRS-26231 N64-28BS9
SELF-PURIFICATION OF CESIUM 137 FROM WATER AND
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF ALGAE
JPRS-26056 N64-29032
SELF-PURIFICATION OF CESIUM 137 FROM WATER IN
WEAKLY RUNNING RESERVOIRS N64-29033
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF VARIOUS ALGAE SPECIES
N64-29034
CONTROL SYSTEMS IN ORGANIC NATURE - UNDERSTANDING
LIFE PROCESSES N64-29742
RADIATION SICKNESS STUDIES - RADIOPROTECTIVE
PROPERTIES OF ADRENOCORTICOTROPIN /ACTH/, USE OF
DRUGS IN SICKNESS INDUCED BY POLONIUM INJECTIONS,
AND TREATMENT OF SKIN LESIONS
JPRS-26542 N64-29759
LOGIC DIAGRAMS IN PLANNING AND ORGANIZATION OF
TRAINING PROCESS N64-30219
APPLICATION OF ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT TO AEROSPACE
MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY - RADIOTELEMETRY
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JPRS-26682 N66-30236
APPLICATION OF RADiOTELEMETRY TO AEROSPACE
MEDICINE N66-30235
RADIOTELENETRY APPLIED TO SPORT [ WORK PHYSIOLOGY
N66-30236
RADIOTELEMETRY STUDY OF DIGESTIVE FUNCTIONS
N66-30237
ULTRASONICS FOR SOFT TISSUE AND ORGAN STUOY -
DIAGNOSIS OF PATHOLOGICAL PROCESSES
N66-30238
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT FOR CARDIOVASCULAR DIAGNOSIS
N66-30239
NEUROPHYSIOLOGY - NICROELECTRODE TAPPING FOR
BIOELECTRIC MEASUREMENTS OF HUHAN MOTOR NEURONS
N66-30260
COMPILATION OF ARTICLES ON MEDICINE - RADIATION
SICKNESSv URANION POISONINGe PROTEIN STABILITY IN
BLO00_ RAOIOSENSITIVITYt AND RADIATION THERAPY
JPRS-26216 N66-30241
INFLUENCE OF MEXANINE ON REACTION OF PATIENT
SUBJECTED TO RADIATION THERAPY N64-30242
CHANGES IN FRACTIONAL COMPOSITION 8 COLLOIDAL
STABILITY OF SERUM PROTEINS IN RABBIT BLOOD DURING
RADIATION SICKNESS N66-30263
SPLEENw LYMPH NODESt AND LOOSE CONNECTING TISSUE
REACTIONS TO ANTIGENIC STIMULI IN IRRADIATED
ANIMALS N66-30266
UNITHIOL EFFECT UPON CASES OF ACUTE URANIUM
POISONING N66-30265
REHOTE iMMUNOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES OF EFFECT OF
IONIZING RADIATION N6_-30266
RADIOSENSITIVITY OF NICE AFTER SPLENECTONY AND
APPLICATION OF HONOGENATE OF SPLEEN TISSUE IN
CHRONIC RADIATION SICKNESS N66-30267
PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS - SENSORIMOTOR PERFORMANCE
IN AUTOMATIC CONTROL1 VISUAL SIGNALING PARAMETRIC
INFLUENCE ON MOTOR REACTION! ALGORITHHIC APPROACH
TO LEARNING1 AND EYE MOVEMENT CONTROL
JPRS-26016 N64-30321
LABORATORY APPARATUS FOR VISUAL SIGNALLING
INVESTIGATION OF MOTOR REACTION EFFECTIVENESS
N66-30323
ALGORITHMIC APPROACH TO ANALYSIS OF LEARNING
PROCESSES AND PROBLEN SOLVING N66-30326
PRE-MOTOR BRAIN SECTIONS IN EYE MOVEMENT CONTROL
N66-30325
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT FOR MEDICAL RESEARCH AND
TREATMENT
JPRS-2558T N6_-30391
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT FOR RHYTHMIC STIMULATION OF
HEART N66-30392
ELECTRONIC EQUIPHENT FOR MEASURING PULSE NAVE
PROPAGATION VELOCITIES IN ARTERIES
N66-30393
STROBOSCOPE MITH SYNCHRONIZING FEEDBACK FOR STUDY
OF VOCAL CORDS N6_-3039_
DETERMiNATiON OF KINETICS OF DIFFUSION AND OSMOSIS
USING RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES N66-30395
APPARATUS FOR SYNCHRONIZED TREATMENT OF BIOLOGICAL
ORGANISMS WITH PULSE MODULATED MICROWAVES
N66-30396
LEUKOSES AND TUMORGENESIS BY IONIZING RADIATIONv
AND PATHOGENESIS OF RADIATION TUMORS
JPRS-26532 N66-30613
ANIMAL NETABOLISM AND DETOXIFICATION OF METABOLIC
PRODUCTS DURING RADIATION INJURIES
JPRS-26500 N66-30762
CELL REGULATION PROBLEMS - LECTURES IN MOLECULAR
BIOLOGY
JPRS-26558 N66-307TT
CHROMIUM COMPOUND POISONING
JPRS-26768 N64-31267
MECHANISMS OF CHEMICAL PROTECTION AGAINST
RADIATION IN LIVING ORGANISMS - RAOIOBIOLOGY
JPRS-26862 N66-31313
PHARMACOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SEVERAL
PREPARATIONS - ANIMAL STUDY
JPRS-26665 N66-31361
ANIMAL STUDY FOR PHARMACOLOGICAL EFFECTS ON BRAIN
STEM FROM ADMINISTRATION OF ARECOLINE HYDROBROMIDE
AND PHENAMiNE N66-31362
EFFECTS OF MOLECULAR HEIGHT AND DOSAGE ON
COAGULATION INHIBITION BY HIGH-NEIGHT POLYMERS IN
RABBITS N64-31343
EFFECT OF ANESTHESIA ON STRESS REACTION OF RAT
PITUITARY AND ADRENAL GLANDS N66-313_6
EFFECT OF STRONG STRESS AND HIGH DOSES OF
ADRENOCORTICOTROPIN HORMONE ON NORPHOPHYSIOLOGICAL
REORGANIZATION OF RAT ADRENAL GLAND
N6_-31365
PHARMACOLOGICAL EFFECTS ON CATS OF TETRAMETHYL-
CYSTANINE N64-31366
EFFECT OF URANIUM ON ALKALINE PHOSPHATASE ENZYME
OF SORE ORGANS OF RATS N66-3136T
DISTRIBUTION AND EXCRETION OF BETA-MERCAPTO-
PROPYLANINEt TAGGED MITH SULFUR-3St FROM BODIES OF
MICE N64-31348
TRAINING OF SOVIET ASTRONAUTS - SIMULATED FLIGHT
ENVIRONMENT
JPRS-26762 N64-31660
PHYSIOLOGY OF NERVOUS SYSTEMS OF HUMANS 8 ANIMALS
JPRS-2642T N66-3165T
INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES AS FACTORS IN RESPONSES OF
HUMAN BRAIN POTENTIALS TO RHYTHMIC LIGHT
STIMULATION N64-31458
HUMAN REACTIONS TO FEARED ELECTRIC SHOCK AND TO
PRETENDED PAINFUL STIMULUS SHOWN BY HEART RATE
OTHER PHYSIOLOGICAL CHANGES N66-31459
EFFECTS OF ATROPINE ON REFLEXES OF SCHIZOPHRENIA
PATIENTS N64-31460
PHYSiOLOGiCAL SIGNIFICANCE OF HUNAN VOICE AS
OBSERVED IN CHILDREN N64-31461
MORPHOLOGICAL CONNECTIONS AND RESPONSES OF VISUAL
ANALYZER IN CEREBRAL CORTEX OF DOG
N64-31662
PATHS FOR PRIMARY SPECIFIC INFORMATION CONDUCTION
IN VISUAL ANALYZER SYSTEM OF DOG
N64-31663
INTERACTION OF EXCITATION 8 INHIBITION PROCESSES
IN ACOUSTIC ANALYZER OF DOG IN RESPONSE TO PURE
TONES N64-31666
MECHANISM OF NERVOUS RESPONSES IN LIZARDS
N64-31_65
PHYSIOLOGICAL STUDIES - COMPUTER PROCESSING OF
DATA1 BIOiNSTRUHENTATIONt EFFECTS OF HYPOXIAv
AND ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY
JPRS-266¢4 N64-31536
INPUT DEVICE FOR CONVERSION OF PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA
RECORDED ON MAGNETIC TAPE INTO BINARY CODE FOR
COMPUTER PROCESSING N64-3153T
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COMPUTER ALGORITHM FOR ANALYZING IMPULSE ACTIVITY
OF CENTRAL NEURONS N64-31538
ADAPTATION OF ORGANISMS TO CHRONIC OXYGEN
STARVATION - ACCLIMATIZATION OF HUMANS TO ALTITUDE
AND HYPOXIA CHAMBER CONDITIONS N64-31539
EFFECT OF HIGH FREQUENCY ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
ON BLOOD HISTAMINE CONTENT AND CHULINESTERASE
ACTIVITY IN HUMAN BODY N66-31540
VARIABILITY OF PRIMARY EVOKED POTENTIALS RECORDED
UNIPOLARLY FROM CORTICAL SURFACE OF CAT IN STATE
OF NARCOSIS - ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY
N66-31541
ORIGIN OF POSITIVE COMPONENT OF EVOKED POTENTIAL
OF TECTUM DPTICUM OF TOAD - ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY
N64-31542
SPONTANEOUS MOTOR ACTIVITY IN CATS AND ACTIVITY
ALTERATION AFTER BILATERAL DESTRUCTION OF CAUDAL
NUCLEI N64-31543
ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF NERVE AND MUSCLE FIBERS
BY MEANS OF SURFACE EXTRACELLULAR ELECTRODES
N6_-31544
ELECTROMETRIC AMPLIFIER FOR USE WITH HIGH
RESISTANCE GLASS MICROELECTRDDES IN MEASURING
IONIC ACTIVITY IN MUSCLE AND NERVE CELLS
N64-31545
ELECTRODE ATTACHMENT TECHNIQUES FOR EXPERIMENTS IN
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY OF NERVOUS SYSTEM
N64-31546
RESTORATIVE PROCESSES IN HEMATOPOIETIC ORGANS
AFTER RADIATION EXPOSURE
JPRS-26921 N64-31556
TENSION AND EXPULSION TIMES FOR CARDIAC SYSTOLE
AS FUNCTION OF FREQUENCY IN NORMAL CARDIOVASCULAR
SYSTEM OF MAN
NASA-TT-F-8567 N66-3155T
INTERRELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PHYSIOLOGICAL
PHENOMENA OF GIBBERELLIN COMPOUNDS AND MOLECULAR
STRUCTURE
JPRS-2684I N64-31840
HUMAN BIOCHEMICAL GENETICS
JPRS-26577 N64-32163
SUMMARY OF PAPERS PRESENTED AT CONFERENCE ON
BIOLOGICAL AND MEDICAL RESEARCH RELATED TO
CHEMISTRY
JPRS-26845 N64-32164
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF UREA-EXTRACTABLE
COMPONENTS OF PLAGUE VIRUS EV
JPRS-26858 N64-32165
PROTEIN EXCHANGE IN NERVOUS SYSTEM
JPRS-26846 N64-3274T
CHANGE IN FUNCTION OF THYROID GLAND DURING STRESS
JPRS-Z6?II N64-32748
GAMMA GLOBULIN AND IONIZING RADIATION EFFECTS ON
ANTIBODY PRODUCTION IN IRRADIATED g NONIRRADIATED
TISSUE
JPRS-26956 N64-32750
BIOLOGY AND MEDICAL STUDIES - SKIN PERCEPTIONt
NERVOUS SYSTEMt AND RADIATIUN SICKNESS
JPRS-26725 N64-32776
MECHANISM OF OSMORECEPTOR STIMULATION - DETECTION
OF OSMOTIC PRESSURE OSCILLATIONS
N64-32777
SKIN VISION - TACTILE_ VIBRATIONAL_ THERMALI AND
COLOR SENSITIVITY OF SKIN OF FINGERS
N64-32778
RELATION BETWEEN OPTIC AND SKIN PERCEPTION OF
LIGHT IN MAN N64-32TT9
HEMATOLOGICAL, BIOCHEMICAL, AND MORPHOLOGICAL
CHANGES IN DOGS DURING RECOVERY PERIOD FROM
RADIATION SICKNESS N64-32780
PROPHYLACTIC ACTION OF AEROIONIZATION IN ACUTE
RADIATION SICKNESS OF WHITE RATS
N64-32781
SENSITIVITY OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM OF RABBIT TO
CONTINUOUS ULTRAHIGH FREQUENCY ELECTROMAGNETIC
FIELD N64-32782
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS OF ANIMALS DURING SPACE
FLIGHTS
JPRS-26994 N64-32796
EFFECTS OF SOUND WAVES AND NUCLEIC ELEMENTS ON
CELLS
JPRS-26712 N64-32954
STIMULATING EFFECT OF HIGH FREQUENCY ULTRASONICS
ON YEAST CELL REPRODUCTION N64-32955
RELATION BETWEEN NUCLEAR ELEMENTS AND CYTOPLASM -
BIOLOGICAL CELL N64-32956
INFLUENCE OF ULTRASONIC WAVES ON NUCLEIC ACIDS -
RIBONUCLEIC ACID N64-32957
INFORMATION THEORY AND HUMAN THINKING, INFORMATION
PERCEPTION_ _ ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM ANALYSIS USING
PROBABILITY THEORY
JPRS-Z6839 N64-33010
BERYLLIUM AND RELATION TO INOUSTRIAL SAFETY
JPRS-27031 N64-33058
PHYSIOCHEMICAL PROCESSES IN BIOCHEMISTRY AND
APPLICATIONS IN INDUSTRY
JPRS-27063 N64-33344
BACTERIAL CELL ENZYMES CONTRIBUTING TO VIRULENCE
AND PATHOGENICITY OF MICROORGANISMS
JPRS-2T146 N64-33345
MODELING IN TEACHING FOREIGN LANGUAGES AND
PROBLEMS OF PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION USING
PSYCHOLOGY
JPRS-27166 N64-33485
PHYSIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS OF ANIMALS - EFFECTS OF
AGINGt ULTRASONIC MEDICINE, MOBILITY OF NERVE
PROCESSES, AND WEIGHTLESSNESS IN WATER ON HUMAN
BODY
JPRS-26990 N64-33486
IMMUNOLOGY AND THERAPY FOR IONIZING RADIATION
JPRS-2T203 N64-33577
CHEMOTHERAPY FOR RADIATION SICKNESS
JPRS-ZT220 N64-33578
BLOOD POLAROGRAPHY FOR USE IN BIOLOGICAL AND
MEDICAL STUDIES
JPRS-27237 N64-33675
MUSCULONOTOR SENSATIONS IN PHYSICAL EXERCISE
JPRS-27192 N64-33761
DISTRIBUTION OF RADIOACTIVE CALCIUM AND EXCRETION
FROM HEALTHY AND LEAD-POISONED ANIMALS
JPRS-Z688B N64-33854
TRAINING OF SCIENTISTS IN USSR
JPRS-27116 N64-33855
RADIATION EFFECTS ON NUCLEIC ACIDS
JPRS-27239 N64-33875
GENERAL SCIENCE - METABOLISH_ MICROBIOLOGYt AND
CHEMISTRY
JPRS-26991 N64-33957
REPLACEMENT OF MOTOR RESPONSES WITH VERBAL
RESPONSES IN HUMAN PERFURMANCE
JPRS-27172 N64-33960
IMMUNOLOGY STUDIES - PREVENTION OF RADIATION
SICKNESS, ANTHRAX VACCINEw LENGTH OF IMMUNITY TO
B-32
CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX LONDON U. /GT. BRIT./
SMALLPOX, AND EFFECTIVENESS OF PROPHYLACTIC
VACCINATION
JPRS-27281 N66-33961
HECHANISNS OF SPATIAL ORIENTATION IN BATS
JPRS-27285 N64-33976
NERVOUS SYSTEM SENSITIVITY TO INJURY IN RADIATION
THERAPY
JPRS-27289 N64-33975
K
KAISER FOUNDATION RESEARCH INST. t RICHMONDt
CALIF.
PIGMENTS FOUND IN PHOTOSYNTHETIC MICROORGANISMS!
AND ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE SIGNALS
AD-602396 N66-32295
KANSAS STATE U., MANHATTAN.
HUMAN BEHAVIOR - EVOLUTION OF PERCEPTUAL REFERENCE
SYSTEMS
AD-&OO319 N64-27096
PSYCHOPHYSICAL JUDGEMENTS REFLECTING FORMATION OF
INTERNAL NORM FROM FOCAL STIMULUS, RESIDUAL
STIHULATIONw [ BACKGROUND - ADAPTATION-LEVEL
THEORY
TR-1T N66-27095
ENHANCEMENT OF WORK PERFORMANCE BY ORALLY
PRESENTED RESULTS
TR-18 N66-27096
RELATION OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE IN AUDITORY
VIGILANCE TO CHANGES IN REINFORCEMENT
TR-19 Nb4-2709T
HUMAN REACTION TO TORQUE REQUIRED FOR SUPPORT OF
MASS ON ROD WITH EXTENDED ARM AND HAND
TR-20 N64-2T098
KANSAS U.m LAWRENCE.
ELECTRON TRANSFER BY ENERGY PROOUCING BIOCHEMICAL
FUEL CELL REACTIONS N64-19311
MUTATIONAL SYNERGISM BETWEEN ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION
AND PURINES IN ESCHERICHIA COLI
N66-19546
KENTUCKY U., LEXINGTON.
PSYCHOLOGICAL RESPONSES AND HUMAN ADAPTIBILITY TO
HEAT AND COLD - INSTRUHENTATION
AD-603076 N64-30859
EFFECTS OF HAND IMMERSION IN COLD WATER ON DIGITAL
BLOOD FLOW
AAL-TDR-63-35 N66-33526
L
LANGLEY PORTER NEUROPSYCHIATRIC INST. t
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
PATTERN AND MOOE OF DISTRIBUTION OF LESIONS IN
CHRONIC CASES OF HYPOXEHIC AND BILIRUBIN
ENCEPHALOPATHY N66-1659T
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS_ NASHINGTONt D.C.
ABSTRACTS OF CURRENT MEDICAL RESEARCH
N6_-10621
SPACE BIOLOGY - ABSTRACTS OF SOVIET LITERATURE
AID-P-63-68 N66-12636
ABSTRACTS OF CURRENT LITERATURE IN AEROSPACE
MEDICINE N66-12899
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BIOREGENERATING SYSTEMS FOR
EXTRATERRESTRIAL HABITATION
AHRL-TDR-63-121 N64-16095
AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY - BIBLIOGRAPHY
N64-20020
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS - ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
AID-P-66-33 N66-26100
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON AEROSPACE MEDICINE
Nb4-2635T
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS -
SPACE MEDICINE AND BIOLOGYt AND PHYSIOLOGY
ATD-P-64-52 N66-32355
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS -
SPACE MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY, AND PHYSIOLOGY
ATD-P-66-53 N66-32356
LINOE CO.t TONAWANOAt N.Y.
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ARGON, HELIUM, AND RARE
GASES ON CELLULAR SYSTEMS
AD-600661 N64-25925
LING-TENCO-VOUGHTt INC.! DALLASm TEX°
HUMAN ENGINEERING CRITERIA FOR USE IN SPACE
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING, ESPECIALLY IN MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR OF ADVANCED SPACE SYSTEMS
NASA-CR-58575 N66-2955T
LISBON U. /PORTUGAL/.
AUTORADIDGRAPHIC STUDY OF INCORPORATION OF
TRITIATED THYHIDINE INTO DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID
MOLECULE
LFEN-NI.I1 /ALPHA/ N64-29885
LITTLE /ARTHUR 0./ INC.! CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
CREDIBLE CATASTROPHIC EVENTUALITIES FROM
PROPELLANT TRANSPORTATION, ROCKETS_ AIRCRAFT AND
WEATHER CONTROL
NASA-CR-58145 N64-30504
LOCKHEED MISSILES AND SPACE CO.t PALO ALTOt
CALIF.
SYMPOSIUM ON TOXICITY IN NUCLEAR SUBMARINES AND
MANNED SPACECRAFT
AD-460942 N64-26606
CARBON DIOXIDE REMOVAL, CONVERSION, AND DXYGEN
REGENERATION N64-2662T
LOCKHEED MISSILES AND SPACE CO.t SUNNYVALE_
CALIF.
BIOLOGY OF SPACE FLIGHT - FOOD ATMOSPHERE & WASTE
CONTROLt WATER RECOVERYt SURVIVALt 8 RELATED
SUBJECTS - ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
SB-63-20 N66-13305
BIBLIOGRAPHY - RADIATION EFFECT ON ANIMALS, MAN,
AND PLANTS
SB-62-60 N66-2051T
BIONICS - BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BIOLOGICAL RECEPTORS AND
REGULATORS AND APPLICATION TO ENGINEERING DESIGN
SRB-63-2 N66-223T2
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECTS ON PERFORMANCE
CAPABILITIES OF ASTRONAUTS - ANNOTATED
BIBLIOGRAPHY
SRB-63-13 N66-23365
TOXICITY OF CDNTAM|NANTS IN NUCLEAR SUBMARINES
N66-26609
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF RADIATION EFFECTS ON LIVING
ORGANIC MATERIAL
SB-62-60, VOL. IT N66-25511
LOCKHEED MISSILES AND SPACE CO.m VAN NUYS,
CALIF.
CONTROLLED CONTAMINATION OF SEALED ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS FOR STUDY OF SPACECRAFT STERILIZATION
PROCEDURES
SAN-TDR-63-73 Nb6-Z5040
LOCKHEED-CALIFORNIA CO.t BURBANK.
EFFECTS OF IONIZING RADIATION ON CENTRAL NERVOUS
SYSTEM IN VIVO AND AT CELLULAR LEVEL
NASA-CR-58974 N64-33095
LOCKHEED"GEORGIA CO._ MARIETTA.
HUMAN GROUP PERFORMANCE DURING CONFINEMENT
ER-6026 N66-15767
EFFECT OF SLEEP DEPRIVATION AND DEMANDING WORK-
REST SCHEDULE ON CREW PERFURHANCE
AMRL-TDR-64-63 N66-31827
LONDON U. /GT. BRIT./
PHOSPHOPROTEIN METABOLISM IN CEREBRAL CORTEX
B-33
LOS ALAMDS SCIENTIFIC LAB.w N. HEX. CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
FUNCTIONING
AD-630174 N66-15955
CARBOXYLATION MECHANISMS IN PHOTOSYNTHESIS -
PRODUCTION OF GLYCOLLATE FROM LABELLED GLUCOSE AS
FUNCTION OF CARBON DIOXIDE PARTIAL PRESSURE
ASR-3 N64-30570
LOS ALAROS SCIENTIFIC LAB., N. NEX.
HEALTH AND SAFETY PROCEDURES FOR HIGH ENERGY
ELECTRON SCATTERING FROM TRITIUM GAS
LAMS-2959 N64-12113
RADIATION HAZARD TO PERSONNEL DUE TO TRITIUM
DIFFUSION IN GLOVE BOX OPERATIONS
LMS-2962 N64-13165
BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH ON MOLECULAR AND CELLULAR
RADIOBIOLOGY IN MAMMALS
LAMS-3034 N64-16573
NAVIGATION 8 GUIDANCE OF INSECT BY SENSE OF SMELL
LAMS-3OZ7 N66-17241
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON TRITIUM RADIATION PROTECTION
LAMS-2946 N64-£BO94
LOVELACE FOUNDATION FOR MEDICAL EDUCATION AND
RESEARCH, ALBUQUERQUE, N. HEX.
PROCEDURES AND EQUIPMENT USED TO EXPOSE SMALL
ANIMALS TO AEROSOLS OF FISSION PRODUCTS
LF-LI N64-II206
INOCULATION OF DOG LIVER WITH VIRUS FOR
SUSCEPTIBILITY TEST
LF-IO N64-I3344
MACHINE RECORD CARDS FOR RECORDING MEDICAL
HISTORY - DEVELOPMENT 8 USE IN ASTRONAUT SELECTION
N64-13466
PROCESSING DATA ON DISTRIBUTION _ EXCRETION OF
INHALED FISSION PRODUCTS WITH AUTOMATIC READOUT
COUNTING SYSTEM
LF-13 N64-14750
FIRE AND FLASH HAZARDS FROM METEOROID PENETRATION
OF SPACE CABIN N64-20749
EFFECTS OF AMBIENT PRESSURE ON TOLERANCE OF MICE
TO AIR BLAST
DASA-I4B3 N64-21078
SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERES - PHYSICAL AND
PHYSIOLOGICAL VARIABLES N64-30345
SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERES - HIGH OXYGEN TENSION IN
ANIMALS AND HUMANSw OXYGEN TOXICITY, AND DRUG
THERAPY
NASA-SP-47 N64-31219
LUDWIG-MAXIMILIANS-UNIVERSITAT, MUNICH
IN. GERMANY/.
GLUCOSE UTILIZATION OF BRAIN CORRELATED WITH
INSUFFICIENT OXYGEN CONSUMPTION IN LIVER - HYPOXIA
N64-14606
LUND U. /SWEDEN/.
REGIONAL METABOLISM AND CIRCULATION OF CEREBRAL
CORTEX AND EFFECT ON SELECTIVE VULNERABILITY TO
ANOXEMIA N64-14587
M
NAGNA CORP.t ANAHEIM, CALIF.
BIOCHEMICAL FUEL CELLS - ELECTRO-OXIDATION OF
HYDROGEN AND FORMIC ACID
QPR-5 N64-13968
HYDROGEN-OXIDIZING BACTERIA FOR USE WITH
ELECTROLYSIS IN CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS FOR
REGENERATION OF FOOD AND OXYGEN FROM WATER AND
CARBON DIOXIDE
AMRL-TDR-64-35 N64-2763Z
MARQUARDT CORP.t VAN NUYSt CALIF.
BACTERIAL CELL DIVISION IN RELATION TO OXIDATION-
REDUCTION POTENTIAL CHANGE FOR EXTRATERRESTRIAL
LIFE DETECTION
NASA-CR-53736 N64-19577
SIMULATION OF CONTROLLED TETHERLINE OPERATIONS IN
SPACE
MP-1266 N64-23650
MARTIN CO., BALTIMORE, MD.
PHOTOSYNTHETIC ELECTRON TRANSPORT
N64-13199
RELATIONS BETWEEN OXIOATION_ RESPIRATIONt LIGHT
INTENSITY, AND OXYGEN PRODUCTION IN GREEN PLANTS
N64-13370
HUMAN BEHAVIOR DURING SPACE TRAVEL - MAINTENANCE
OF HEALTH
ENG. REPT.-LIL33 N64-16963
ELASTIC AIRBAG RESTRAINT SYSTEMS FOR VIBRATION AND
IMPACT PROTECTION UF ASTRONAUTS DR AIRCRAFT
PASSENGERS
AIAA PAPER-64-220 N64-24972
CONTROL SYSTEM LAGS AND MAN-MACHINE SYSTEM
PERFORMANCE - BIBLIOGRAPHY
NASA-CR-B3 N64-25172
TRAINING PLAN FOR PERSONNEL TO MONITOR FLIGHT
CONTROL SYSTEM FOR DETECTING SLOW MALFUNCTION
PROBLEMS N64-25355
GROWTH CHARACTERISTICS OF AUTOTROPHIC BACTERIA FOR
BALANCE IN CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM CONTAINING MAN
NASA-CR-5B129 N64-27817
PHOTOSYNTHETIC RESEARCH - PHOTOREACTIVATION,
OXYGEN EXCHANGE, PHOSPHORYLATION AND DIFFERENCE
SPECTROSCOPY
NASA-CR-59204 N64-33211
MARTIN CO.t DENVER, COLO.
PHOTOSYNTHETIC GAS EXCHANGERS FOR CLOSED
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM N64-13715
RESCUE AND ESCAPE SYSTEMS FROM TALL STRUCTURES
NASA-CR-53344 N64-17790
HAZARD TO PERSONNEL WEARING TORN PROTECTIVE
CLOTHING WHILE EXPOSED TO VAPOROUS ROCKET
PROPELLANTS
AD-431540 N64-21673
MARYLAND U., BALTIMORE.
CHANGES IN CAIALASE ACTIVITY OF EGG HOHOGENATES
DURING EMBRYONATION N64-32225
MARYLAND U., COLLEGE PARK.
ANIMAL BEHAVIOR STUDIES WITH MULTI-ENCLOSURE,
PROGRAMMED ENVIRONMENIt AND TELEMETRY SYSTEMS
N64-1125B
LONG-TERM HUMAN BEHAVIOR STUDY IN PROGRAMMED
ENVIRONMENT
NASA-CR-52913 N64-11825
ORGANIC SYNTHESIS BY GREEN, HIGH TEMPERATURE ALGAE
IN VARIOUS DEVELOPMENTAL STAGES
N64-12001
TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF METABOLIC PROCESSES IN
PHOTOSYNTHETIC CELLS N64-15307
PHOTOSYNTHETIC VARIABILITY IN ALGAE CELLS
N64-19695
SENSORY STIMULATION g CONDITIONED RESPONSE
N64-22418
ALGAL CELL BUFFERING ACTIVITY 6 EFFECT ON CELL
DIVISION N64-24008
MASSACHUSETTS INST. OF TECH., CAMBRIDGE.
EXPOSURE OF MICROORGANISMS UNDER ULTRAHIGH VACUUM
TO EXTREME TEMPERATURES
NASA-CR-55288 N64-15181
ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS OF SPEECH, AND USE OF
PROCEDURES FOR STUDYING HUMAN SPEECH PROCESSES
N64-17882
B-34
CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX N|NNESOTA U., MINNEAPOLIS°
COMMUNICATION BIOPHYSICS - HEARING
Nb_-ITBB6
NEUROPHYSIOLOGY - THEORY OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
FUNCTEONt AND OPTICAL PHENOMENA
N6_-lTBB5
BINAURAL INTERACTION IN ACCESSORY SUPERIOR OLIVARY
NUCLEUS OF CAT - ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL STUDY OF
SINGLE NEURONS
MIT-TR-616 N66-18062
SIGNAL DETECTION BY HUMAN OBSERVERS - PSYCHO-
PHYSICS
ESD-TDR-66-176 N66-18588
COLOR VISION THEORY N66-18829
PROCESS OF CORRECTLY SIGNALLING LOCATION OF
STIHULUS TO CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
N66-18833
ANALOG MODEL FOR CONSTRUCTABILITY OF INDUCTIVE
LOGIC - COMPUTER SIMULATION N6_-lBB39
NONLINEAR ADAPTATION OF HUMAN OPERATOR IN PURSUIT
TRACKING SYSTEM
NASA-CR-53879 N66-19955
EFFECT OF SIMULATED SPACE ENVIRONMENTS ON
VIABILITY OF MICROORGANISMS
NASA-CR-50333 N66-22752
FAST NEUTRON SPECTRUM AND DOSTMETRY OF REACTOR
MEDICAL THERAPY FACILITY BEAM
NITNE-67 N66-25672
COMPARISON OF GRAMMAR OF CHILDREN WITH
FUNCTIONALLY DEVIANT AND NORMAL SPEECH
N66-Z5608
RESPONSES OF SINGLE UNITS IN AUDITORY CORTEX TO
AUDITORY STIMULI IN CATS N66-ZT96B
PASSIVE ION FLUX THROUGH AXON MEMBRANES
N66-29538
RESPONSES FROM AUDITORY CORTEX IN CATS
N64-29596
TAXONOMY VERSUS HENTALISM IN LINGUISTICS AND
THEORY OF LANGUAGE N66-32947
EFFECT OF ELECTRIC STIMULATION ON SPINOCERVICAL
TRACT OF CAT N66-33266
NASSACHUSETTS U., AMHERST.
HUMAN INFORMATION PROCESSING UNDER TASK STRESS
ESD-TDR-63-65T N66-16088
GENETIC TRANSFER AND NACROMOLECULE FINDINGS FOR
TAXONOMY OF BACTERIA N6_-18056
POSITIVE VISUAL AFTER-IMAGE OF DISPLAY MATERIAL
FOR RECALL INFORNATION
NAVTRADEVCEN-1303-3 N66-26953
REHEARSAL EFFECTS ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE - SHORT
TERN RECALL OF BRIEFLY EXPOSED DISPLAYS
NAVTRAOEVCEN-1303-1 N66-29816
INFORMATION INPUT RATE EFFECT ON SHORT TERN HUNAN
MEMORY
NAVTRADEVCEN-1303-2 N66-Z9871
MATRIX CORP., ARLINGTONt VA.
ENGINEERING ANALOGY FOR PREDICTING HUMAN TRACKING
PERFORMANCE
AD-602861 N66-29762
MAX-PLANCK-INSTITUT FUR HIRNPATHOLOGIEm MUNICH
/M. GERMANY/.
ELECTRON MICROSCOPIC STUDY OF EARLY CHANGES IN
NEURONS DUE TO HYPOXIDOSIS AND ULTRASTRUCTURAL
ASPECTS OF NEURONAL NECROSIS IN CEREBRAL CORTEX
N66-16592
LAMINAR LESIONS IN CEREBELLAR CORTEX AND HYPOXEMIA
EFFECT ON CEREBRAL NUCLEI N66-16601
NAX-PLANCK-INSTITUT FUR INNUNBIOLOGIEt
FREIBURG /N. GERMANY/.
SYNTHESIS OF ANTIGENS CONTAINING KNOWN SUGARS
AD-430401 N66-16098
MAYO CLINICt ROCHESTERt MINN.
ACCELERATION STRESS MEASUREMENT ON CARDIO-
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM BY DECREASES IN ARTERIAL
OXYGEN CONCENTRATION
AMRL-TDR-63-104 N66-16806
FUNCTIONS OF CIRCULATORY, RESPIRATORY, 8 NERVOUS
SYSTEMS IN HUMAN BODY
AMRL-TDR-63-105 N66-168OT
PHOTOELECTRIC RECORDING APPARATUS AND MEASURENENT
OF ACCELERATION TOLERANCE OF HUMAN HEAD
AMRL-TOR-63-106 N66-16808
TECHNIQUES FOR MEASURING INTRAPLEURAL AND
PERICARDIAL PRESSURES IN DOGS
AMRL-TDR-63-10T N66-16809
flELPARt INC., FALLS CHURCH, VA.
SPECTROPHOTONETER ATTACHMENT FOR DETECTION OF
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE
NASA-CR-52073 N66-10169
ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION ABSORPTION BY PEPTIDES FOR
DETECTION OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE ON MARS
flASA-CR-55655 N64-16109
DETECTION OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE BY ULTRAVIOLET
SPECTROPHOTOMETRY
NASA-CR-SO815 N64-22760
FEASIBILITY OF OPTICAL ROTATION FOR REMOTE
DETECTION OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE
N64-31026
MIAMI U.t CORAL GABLES, FLA.
HUMAN ELECTRORETINOGRAPHY AS GAUGE OF VISUAL
PERCEPTION
AD-602526 N64-25512
FRESH-NATERt BRACKISH-MATER, AND MARINE ECOLOGY
OF FLORIDA EVERGLADES
NL-63609 N64-30195
HUMAN ELECTRORETINOGRAPHY AND VISUAL PERFORNANCE
APR-2 N66-32379
MICHIGAN U.t ANN ARBOR.
INPLICATIONS OF SHORT-TERM MEMORY FOR GENERAL
THEORY OF NENORY
REPT.-2900-410-R N64-10553
STUDY OF VESTIBULAR SUPPRESSION PHENOMENA IN CATS
AMRL-TDR-63-119 N64-16810
MILAN U. /ITALY/.
MECHANIZATION OF MENTAL PROCESSES AND DESIGN OF
TALKING AUTOMATON - CYBERNETICS
RADC-TDR-63-SZB N66-15T26
MINNEAPOLIS-HONEYWELL REGULATOR CO.t DUARTE_
CALIF.
PHOTO INTERPRETATION PERFORMANCE AS FUNCTION
OF PHOTOGRAPHIC RESOLUTION AND CONTRAST
N66-10529
MINNEAPOLIS-HONEYNELL REGULATOR CO., RINN°
EFFECTS OF VARIOUS HIGH INTENSITY LIGHT SOURCES
ON RETINAL SENSITIVITY
REPT.-I569-TDR-I N64-Z8288
MINNESOTA U.t N|NNEAPOLIS.
CONTINUOUS PROPAGATION OF MICROORGANISMS - LIFE
CYCLE STUDIES INVOLVING AGE DISTRIBUTION
N64-11636
MEASURING IMPEDANCE CHANGE IN PEAK-TO-PEAK
AMPLITUDE ACROSS THORAX 8 HEART RATE AS BEAT-TO-
BEAT OIRECT CURRENT VOLTAGE
SAM-TDR-63-69 N66-11TT3
CANCELLATION OF RESPIRATION EFFECTS ON TRANS-
THORACIC IMPEDANCE
SAM-TOR-63-99 N66-IST65
B-35
MISSISSIPPI STATE U-t STATE COLLEGE. CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
THORACIC RESPIRATION AND MODE OF INSPIRATION
INFLUENCE ON IMPEDANCE PNEUMOGRAPH CALIBRATION
SAM-TOR-63-100 N64-17312
MATHEMATICS OF BIONICSt COMPUTER HARDWARE IN
MEDICAL ELECTRONICSt AND IN BIOENGINEERING
N64-18827
ANALYSIS OF DATA FROM BIOCHEMICAL AND
PHYSIOLOGICAL TRACER EXPERIMENTS - LINEAR SYSTEM
N64-19152
IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENT OF CARDIAC OUTPUT - THORACIC
CAGE IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENTS
SAM-TOR-66-15 N64-2159T
TISSUE RESISTIVITY IN VIVO AND TRANSTHORACIC
IMPEDANCE
SAM-TDR-64-5 N64-21803
IMPEDANCE PLETHYSMOGRAM MEASUREMENT OF HEART
OUTPUT
SAM-TDR-64-23 N64-27493
PERIODICITY ANALYSIS FOR BIOMETEOROLOGY RESEARCH
N64-32350
CHANGES IN HUMAN I7-KETOSTEROID URINE EXCRETION
N64-33452
MISSISSIPPI STATE U,, STATE COLLEGE.
ELECTROCHEMICAL DEGRADATION OF HUMAN WASTES -
BIOASSAY METHODOLOGY
IPR-6 N64-14BIO
EXTRACELLULAR POLYSACCHARIDE PRODUCED BY ALGAE AND
INFLUENCE ON RECYCLING IN LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM
N64-29722
ELECTROCHEMICAL DEGRADATION OF HUMAN WASTES -
BIOASSAY WITH CHLORELLA
AD-605724 N64-30569
FACTORS AFFECTING CHLORELLA GROWTH IN
ELECTROCHEMICALLY DEGRADED HUMAN WASTE
AD-647801 N66-31315
QUANTITATIVE ANALYIS OF PDLYSACCHARIDES PRODUCED
BY FRESH WATER ALGAE N64-33019
MONTANA STATE COLL.t BOZENAN.
DERIVING THEORY OF RETICULAR FORMATION FROM
SWITCHING THEORY_ MATHEMATICAL LOGICt AND
NONLINEAR CONTROL THEORY CONSIDERATIONS
ERL-B-OOOg-622 N66-28916
N
NAPLES U. /ITALY/.
PURIFICATION AND IDENTIFICATION OF FACTOR FROM
CALF SPLEEN WHICH PREVENTS RADIATION INJURIES
AD-432125 N64-16831
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES-NATIONAL RESEARCH
COUNCIL, NASHINGTONt D.C.
PROBLEMS OF NUTRITION AND FEEDING FOR MANNED SPACE
FLIGHT N66-I0266
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS IN SPACE
FLIGHT N64-10265
POTENTIAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO BIOLOGY FROM
EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES IN SPACE - RADIATION EFFECT
N64-10266
NETHODS OF TESTING 6 MEASUREMENT OF NONORGANIC
HEARING IMPAIRMENT
AD-425085 N6_-13615
VIBRATION ENVIRONNENTt HUMAN TOLERANCE TO
EXTREME VIBRATIONAL STRESS, 6 EFFECT OF VIBRATION
ON OPERATOR PERFORMANCE - ABSTRACTS
N66-16674
GASEOUS ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING FOR MANNED
SPACECRAFT N64-22073
EFFECTS OF ATMOSPHERIC CONTAMINANTS ON SUBMARINE
AND SPACECRAFT EQUIPMENT N66-26613
B-36
PHARMACOLOGY 6 TOXICOLOGY OF DRUGS IN CLOSED
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS N64-26617
VISUAL REQUIREMENTS FOR FLIGHT QUALIFICATION -
PERSONNEL SELECTION
AD-442707 N64-29650
ZOOLOGY CONFERENCE - INVERTEBRATESt MARINE LIFEt
PARASITES_ VERTEBRATESt PALEONTOLOGY! ZOOGEOGRAPHY
AND ECOLOGY
NASA-CB-59306 N64-33512
ABSTRACTS ON INVERTEBRATE AND VERTEBRATE BEHAVIORI
PHYSIOLOGYt ENDOCRINOLOGYI GENETICS_ EMBRYOLOGYt
EVOLUTION_ AND CELL BIOLOGY
NASA-CR-59307 N64-33513
ZOOLOGY CONFERENCE - ENDOCRINE SYSTEMSt ADAPTATION
OF MAMMALSv CHEMORECEPTION_ NUCLEO-CYTDPLASMIC
RELATIONS_ FUNCTIONAL MORPHOLOGYt AND EVOLUTION
NASA-CR-59305 N64-33514
ZOOLOGY CONFERENCE - NORTH AMERICAN FAUNAl INSECT
ENDOCRINOLOGYt MAMMALIAN EVOLUTIONw MIHICRYt BLOOD
PROTOZOAt CHROMOSOME STRUCTUREt AND ECOLOGY
NASA-CR-59306 N66-33515
CONGRESS OF ZOOLOGY SYMPOSIUM ON NATURE_ MAN! AND
PESTICIDES
NASA-CR-59303 N64-3368T
PROTECTION OF VANISHING SPECIES - INTERNATIONAL
CONGRESS OF ZOOLOGY SYMPOSIA ON SCIENCE AND MAN
NASA-CR-59027 N64-33924
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION.
AMES RESEARCH CENTERt MOFFETT FIELO_ CALIF.
THIOL-ACTIVATED AMINOPEPTIDASE OF PITUITARY
EXTRACT
NASA-RP-55 N64-10293
PILOTED SIMULATOR STUDIES OF LOW-SPEED
LONGITUDINAL HANDLING QUALITIES OF SUPERSONIC
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT N64-10909
DIURNAL FREEZE-THAWING AND SURVIVAL OF SELECTED
BACTERIA N64-10989
FORMATION OF ADENOSINE BY ULTRAVIOLET IRRADIATION
OF ADENINE AND RIBOSE N64-II375
BEHAVIORAL TESTING IN SIMULATED SPACE CABIN
DURING SEVEN-DAY CONFINEMENT - DATA PROCESSING
NASA-TN-D-1973 N64-1154B
BEHAVIORAL TESTING DURING 7-DAY CONFINEMENT IN
SIMULATED SPACE CAPSULE - PATTERN RECOGNITION TASK
NASA-TN-D-19T4 N64-11549
SYNTHESIS OF ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE UNDER POSSIBLE
PRIMITIVE EARTH CONDITIONS
NASA-RP-94 N64-1316B
EARLY ONSET OF THIAMINELESS DEATH IN BACTERIAL
STRAINS AFTER EXPOSURE TO ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT
PN-6117 N64-13206
PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF RESTRICTED WDRKSPACE AND
WORK-REST CYCLE ON CREW FOR LUNAR MISSION
NASA-TN-D-2065 N64-1_519
PILOTED SIMULATOR STUDY OF HANDLING QUALITIES OF
SUPERSONIC TRANSPORTS IN LANDING MANEUVERS
NASA-TN-D-2251 N64-17993
HEARTBEAT MEASUREMENT OF BIRD EMBRYOS WITH
MICRDMETEORIIE TRANSDUCER AS BALLISTOCARDIOGRAPH
NASA-SP-5007 N64-19015
INFLUENCE OF RADIOACTIVE THYMIDINE ON X-RADIATION
EFFECTS ON DESOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID SYNTHESIS
N64-19150
RADIATION EFFECTS OF CARBON-LABELED AND TRITIUM-
LABELED THYMIDINE ON CELL GROWTH
NASA-RP-I96 N66-22071
EVOLUTION OF INORGANICt ORGANIC! AND BIOLOGICAL
MATERIALS AND ORIGIN OF LIFE
CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE _DNINISTRATIONt
NASA-TM-X-54008 N66-22756
BIOLOGICAL SYNTHESIS OF NUCLEIC ACID CONSTITUENTS
NASA-TM-X-56021 N66-22TT1
MORPHOLOGY AND CHEMISTRY OF NTCROSPHERES FROM
PROTEINDID
NASA-TM-X-51514 N64-22772
GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY FOR DETECTION OF LIFE ON MARS
NASA-TM-X-50806 N64-22TT3
BACTERIA UNDER SIMULATED MARTIAN ENVIRONMENT
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NADC-MA-6326 N6_-15363
ACCELERATION STRESS ON HUMAN PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL
BEHAVIOR
NADC-NA-6305 N66-15753
PSYCHOLOGY OF WATER IMMERSION TECHNIQUE FOR
SIMULATING WEIGHTLESSNESS - AVIATION MEDICINE
NADC-MA-6328 N66-EST55
PHYSIOLOGICAL & PSYCHOLOGICAL DISORIENTATION OF
ASTRONAUT DURING SPACE TRAVEL
NADC-MA-6321 Nb6-20329
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC CHANGES IN HUMANS DURING
BLACKOUTS INDUCED BY ACCELERATION
NADC-NL-6602 N66-20650
ANIMAL STUDY - PSYCHOLOGICAL DISCRIMINATION
BETWEEN TWO STIMULI BY FEMALE HOODED RATS
NADC-HL-6606 N66-ZZTI9
PLOTTING AND ANALYZING CUMULATIVE RESPONSE CURVES
IN OPERANT CONDITIONING STUDIES
NADC-NL-6606 N66-26237
PATHOPHYSIOLOGY OF PULMONIC TOXICITY IN RATS
BREATHING PURE OXYGEN AT REDUCED ATMOSPHERIC
PRESSURE
NADC-WL-6603 N66-ZT953
ACUTE AND CHRONIC TOXICITY IN RATS FROM OXYGEN AT
HIGH PRESSURE
NADC-NA-6331 N66-27956
HARMONIC ANALYSIS OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE OF TRACKING
IN T-33 AIRCRAFTt IN CENTRIFUGE SIMULATION, AND IN
STATIONARY SIMULATION
NADC-AC-6606 N56-Z8696
NEDICAL SAFETY MEASURES DURING NANNED CENTRIFUGE
EXPERIMENTS
NADC-ML-6610 N66-30169
ANIMAL STUDY OF CONDITIONED RESPONSE - LEVER-
PRESSING BEHAVIOR OF RATS IN FIXED RATIO AND
IN EXTINCTION
NADC-ML-66OT N66-31665
FLIGHT SIMULATION AND EFFECTS OF SEVERE AIR
TURBULENCE ON JET AIRLINE PILOTS
NADC-ML-6611 N66-31666
NAVAL AIR ENGINEERING CENTERt PHILADELPHIAt
PA.
HUMAN ENGINEERING, TOLERANCE, AND PERFORMANCE IN
SINULATED SPACE FLIGHTS AND HIGH ALTITUDES
N66-151OT
EFFECTS ON DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS OF BREATHING
OXYGEN OR OXYGEN-NITROGEN MIXTURES PRIOR TO RAPID
DECOMPRESSION AND PROLONGED LOW PRESSURE
N64-15856
RESPIRATORY REQUIREMENTS FOR GAS MIXTURES IN
MANNED SPACE CAPSULES
NAEC-ACEL-518 N66-17659
NAVAL MEDICAL RESEARCH INST.t BETHESDAw NO°
ANIMAL AND HUMAN CALORIMETRY, HUMAN RESPONSES TO
COLD SKIN AND TO HIGH CORTICAL TEMPERATUREt HUMAN
THERMOREGULATDR
ASAE PAPER 62-622 N66-13169
MECHANISM OF ELEMENTARY BIOSYNTHESIS - ENERGY-
TRANSFORMING PROCESSES IN NITROBACTER
NASA-CR-55562 N66-16322
HUMAN BODY TEMPERATURE CONTROL AND MECHANISM OF
BIOLOGICAL SYNTHESIS OF CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS
NASA-CR-56293 N66-226TO
INHALATION HAZARDS OF EXPOSURE TO ATMOSPHERIC
CONTAMINANTS N66-26615
WATER RECOVERY FROM SEA WATER AND FRON HUMAN URINE
REPT°-3 N66-30696
NAVAL MEDICAL RESEARCH LAB°, NEW LONDON, CONN°
EFFECT OF CARBON DIOXIDE AND ION SHIFTS ON CENTRAL
NERVOUS SYSTEM N66-16591
LYSOMESt NITOCHONDRIA, AND GOLGI APPARATUS
ALTERATION PATTERN STUDIES DURING AUTOLYSIS AND
ANOXIC NECROBIDSIS CONDUCTED ON RAT LIVER LESION
N64-14605
EFFECT OF PROLONGED BREATHING OF HELIUM-OXYGEN ON
SPEECH INTELLIGIBILITY
AD-602565 N64-28298
CRITICAL VISUAL FIELD OF EXPLOSIVE-ACTUATED LENS
FILTER /ELF/ HELMET AND VISOR SYSTEN FOR FLASH
BLINDNESS PREVENTION
MR-66-1 N64-32299
NAVAL ORDNANCE TEST STATION, CHINA LAKE,
CALIF.
INSTRUMENTATION FOR AIRCRAFT PILOT TRAINING IN
SPECIAL WEAPON DELIVERY TECHNIQUES
NOTS-TP-3346 N66-Z6235
NAVAL RADIOLOGICAL DEFENSE LAB°t
SAN FRANCISCOt CALIFo
SIMULATED AND HUNAN OCCUPANCY TESTS OF 100 MAN
SHELTER - ATMOSPHERE AND TEMPERATURE STUDIES
USNRDL-TR-618 N64-12256
BLOOD PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS OF OXYGEN UPTAKE AND
RESPIRATORY RATE OF RAT LIVER - HYPOXIA
N64-16602
PRIMER ACTIVITY DF CHROMATOGRAPHY FRACTIONATED
DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID FROM CALF AND RAT THYMUS
USNRDL-TR-655 N66-26!B5
EFFECT OF DOSE RATE ON CHROMOSOME ABNORMALITIES IN
LIVER AND MARROW OF NICE IRRADIATED WITH FAST
NEUTRONS, GAMWA-, AND X-RAYS
USNRDL-TR-T60 N66-27669
NERVOUS RESPONSE OF BLIND RAT TO STIMULATION BY
IONIZING RADIATION
USNRDL-TR-6TO N66-31175
NAVAL RESEARCH LAB._ WASHINGTON, OoC°
FEASIBILITY OF OXYGEN PRODUCTION BY ALGAE FOR
NUCLEAR SUBMARINES
NRL-5956 N64-10551
OXYGEN PROOUCTION BY ALGAE IN SMALL CULTURE UNIT
NRL-5979 N64-1055T
SPECTROMETER FOR DIRECT MEASUREMENT OF WAVELENGTH
DERIVATIVES OF SPECTRAL CURVES N66-17218
AIR PURIFICATION AND CONTROL ON NUCLEAR POWERED
SUBMARINES
NRL-6053 N66-18868
ORGANIC CONTAMINANTS - ATMOSPHERE ABOARD SUBMARINE
NRL-6076 N64-19393
ANALYZER FOR DETECTION OF ORGANIC COMPOUNDS IN
ATMOSPHERE OF NUCLEAR SUBMARINE
NRL-6066 N64-I940T
CONTAMINATION ANALYSIS OF NUCLEAR SUBNARINE AND
MERCURY SPACECRAFT ATMOSPHERES N64-26608
B-61
NAVALSCHOOLOFAVIATIONMEDICINEt PENSACOLAe CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
CARBON MONOXIDE CONTAMINANT IN NUCLEAR SUBMARINE
ATMOSPHERE N66-24619
NAVAL SCHOOL OF AVIATION MEDICINE, PENSACOLA,
FLA.
ROTARY AUTOKINESIS AND DISPLACEMENT OF THE VISUAL
HORIZONTAL ASSOCIATED WITH HEAD AND BODY POSITION
N66-11396
EXCLUSION OF ANGULAR ACCELERATIONS AS PRINCIPAL
CAUSE OF VISUAL ILLUSIONS DURING PARABOLIC FLIGHT
MANEUVERS
SAM-TDR-63-78 N64-I2677
HAZARDS OF EXPOSURE TO PROTON RADIATION DURING
SPACE FLIGHT, RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS
AND LINEAR ENERGY TRANSFER
NASA-CR-55189 N66-13186
WDLFF-PARKINSON-WHITE SYNDROME AS AVIATION RISK -
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC ANOMALY
REPT.-I5 N64-14?TB
SCREENING TECHNIQUES_ TRAINING STANDARDSt AND
SUCCESS PROBABILITIES FOR AVIATION TRAINEES AND
CANDIDATES N64-[5105
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF MAGNETIC FIELD ON DROSOPHILA
NASA-CR-55625 N64-15346
COMPARISON OF SYMPTOMATOLOGY IN HEALTHY PERSONS
AND SUBJECTS WITH LOSS OF LABYRINTHINE FUNCTION
WHEN EXPOSED TO UNUSUAL CENTRIPETAL FORCES
NASA-CR-55621 N64-1534T
CANAL SICKNESS TEST IN SLOW ROTATING ENVIRONMENT
FOR PREDICTION OF SUSCEPTIBILITY TO SEASICKNESS
AND AIRSICKNESS
NASA-CR-55620 N64-15348
HUMAN PERFORMANCE IN ROTATING ENVIRONMENT AT THREE
REVOLUTIONS PER MINUTE
NASA-CR-55622 N64-15349
EVALUATION OF POSITIONAL ALCOHOL NYSTAGMUS AS
INDICATOR OF OTOLITH FUNCTION
NASA-CR-55619 N64-15350
EFFECT OF BODY POSITIONt VISUAL REFERENCE CUESt
AND TIME UPON JUDGEMENT OF VISUAL HORIZON
NASA-CR-55618 N64-15351
INSTRUMENTATION TO MEASURE NYSTAGNUS PRODUCED BY
ANGULAR ACCELERATION
NASA-CR-55617 N64-15352
BIOINSTRUMENTATION CONTROL CENTER FOR VESTIBULAR
RESEARCH PROGRAMS ON THE HUMAN DISORIENTATION
DEVICE
NASA-CR-55615 N64-15353
INFLUENCE OF VESTIBULAR ORGANS ON ABILITY TO ALIGN
VISUAL TARGET WITH HORIZONTAL
NASA-CR-55616 N64-15354
PERCEPTION OF POSTURAL VERTICAL AFTER PROLONGED
BODILY TILT IN NORMALS _ SUBJECTS WITH VESTIBULAR
DEFECTS
NASA-CR-55614 N64-15355
FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF HUMAN SEMICIRCULAR CANALS TO
ANGULAR ACCELERATION USING NYSTAGHUS TRANSITION
TECHNIQUE
NASA-CR-55624 N64-I5540
REDUCTION OF NYSTAGMUS, DISORIENTATIONw AND NAUSEA
IN HUMAN SUBJECTS
NASA-CR-55756 N64-16330
VESTIBULAR OISORIENTATIDN DUE TO CORIOLIS
ACCELERATION
NASA-CR-55784 N64-16331
INSTRUMENT FOR VECTDRCARDIOGRAPHIC AND SCALAR
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC MEASUREMENTS
AD-412814 N64-16567
CONTINUOUS ROTATION EXPOSURE EFFECTS ON NYSTAGMUS
PHASE SHIFT
NASA-CR-5361B N64-I8421 *
PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF XYLOCAINE ON TOLERANCE OF
VIBRATED RATS TO EXPLOSIVE DECOMPRESSION
AD-4328BO N64-20373
EFFECTS OF UNUSUAL GRAVITATIONAL AND INERTIAL
FORCE ENVIRONMENT ON VESTIBULAR AND VISUAL SYSTEMS
NASA-CR-56080 N64-20729
FUNCTIONAL DISTURBANCE OF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS AND
IMPLICATIONS FOR MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
NASA-CR-53958 N64-20730
HUMAN REACTIONS TO SLOW ROTATIONAL MOTION
NASA-CR-53988 N64-20731
LOSS OF LABYRINTHINE FUNCTION WHEN EXPOSED TO
CENTRIPETAL FORCE - MOTION SICKNESS
N64-22432
HUMAN PERFORMANCE - NYSTAGMUS FLUCTUATION DURING
ADAPTATION TO LIVING IN ROTATING ROOM
N64-22433
CONTRIBUTING FACTORS IN PERCEPTION OF OCULOGRAVIC
ILLUSION N64-22434
PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING OF EMOTIONAL FACTORS IN
SUSCEPTIBILITY TO MOTION SICKNESS
N64-22437
FIRE HAZARD IN LOW PRESSURE OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE
REPT.-4 N64-22705
VISUAL ILLUSIONS DUE TO ACCELERATION AND EYE
MOTION
FPRC-1207 N64-25847
VISUAL CONTROL OF ACCLIMATIZATION TO COMPLEX
VESTIBULAR STIMULATION IN MAN
NASA-CR-56896 N64-27BB9
INFLUENCE OF STRONG MAGNETIC FIELDS ON BIOLOGICAL
PROCESSES IN MONKEYS
NASA-CR-56886 N64-27890
GRAVITATIONAL EFFECT ON CUPULA DISPLACEHENT
NASA-CR-56791 N64-27891
MOTION SICKNESS SYMPTOMOLOGY OF LABYRINTHINE
DEFECTIVE AND NORMAL HUMAN SUBJECTS DURING ZERO
GRAVITY MANEUVERS
AMRL-TDR-64-47 N64-28562
SPINAL MOTOR RESPONSES TO AUDITORY STIMULI
NASA-CR-58548 N64-2BB33
EFFECT OF CORIOLIS ACCELERATION DURING ZERO
GRAVITY FLIGHT ON CERTAIN HEMATOLOGICAL AND
URINARY PARAMETERS IN NORMAL AND LABYRINTHINE
DEFECTIVE SUBJECTS
NASA-CR-SB675 N64-28876
EFFECT OF VIBRATION AND RESTRAINT ON BODY WEIGHT
AND SURVIVAL OF ALBINO RAT
REPT.-5 N64-29583
INTERDEPENDENCE OF FACTORS LEADING TO CORONARY
DISEASE
REPT,-9 N64-29995
PERSONALITY ORIENTATION AND SUCCESS IN FLIGHT
TRAINING
REPT,-38 N64-3014B
MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND DIGITAL COMPUTER STUDY OF
ABNORMAL PHYSIOLOGICAL PHENOMENA IN
BALLISTOCARDIOGRAM
REPT.-ll N64-30493
NAVAL MEDICAL SUPPORT OF SPACE PROGRAM
N64-30715
LINEAR ENERGY TRANSFER SPECTRUM OF PROTON EXPOSURE
ON MERCURY MISSION HA-9
NASA-CR-5894B N64-31553
INCIDENCE OF PHYSIOLOGICAL SYMPTOMS IN HEALTHY
B-42
CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
NEN AFTER EXPOSURE TO RAPID DECOMPRESSION -
ALTITUDE SINULATION TESTS
RR-3 N64-31866
CUMULATIVE EFFECTS OF REPEATED EXPOSURE TO HIGH
INTENSITY TONES UPON RECOVERY OF AUDITORY
SENSITIVITY
AD-620856 N66-32375
ELEVATOR ILLUSION - APPARENT MOTION OF VISUAL
TARGET DURING VERTICAL ACCELERATION
NASA-CR-S91BO N66-33159
DOSINETRIC DATA EVALUATION ON SOLID ANGLE
BREAKODNN OF SHIELD THICKNESS FOR APOLLO VEHICLE -
RADIATION HAZARD IN SPACE FLIGHT
NASA-CR-59266 N66-33286
ORIENTATION OF ROTATION AXIS RELATIVE TO GRAVITY -
INFLUENCE ON NYSTAGMUS AND SENSE OF ROTATION
NASA-CR-59286 N66-33331
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS IN AVIATION PERSONNEL -
PHYSIOLOGICAL SYNCOPE
REPTo-16 N66-335TO
IDENTIFICATION OF RUDIMENTARY SENSORY ORGAN AT
JUNCTION OF INFERIOR UTRICULAR SINUS AND
SEMICIRCULAR CANAL IN MAN AND OTHER MAMNALS -
PHYSIOLOGY
NA SA-CR-59374 N64-33906
NAVAL TRAINING DEVICE CENTERt PORT NASHINGTONt
N.Y.
ENPTY VISUAL FIELD STUDY - EFFECTS OF CORRECTIVE
FILTERS AND STRUCTURES
NAVTRADEVCEN-IH-14 N66-28902
NAVY OEPT.t NASHINGTONw O.C.
ATMOSPHERIC CONTAMINATION IN NUCLEAR SUBMARINES
N64-2460T
NEBRASKA U-m LINCOLN.
COUNTER VORTEX OSCILLATORS IN AXIALLY SYMMETRIC
VORTEX TUBE N64-Z3816
NETHERLANDS CENTRAL INST. FOR BRAIN RESEARCHt
AMSTERDAH.
EXTRACELLULAR ION NOTION IN CEREBRAL CORTEX
N66-16590
NEUE U. KIEL IN. GERMANY/.
OXYGEN TENSION DETERMINATION - OXYGEN DIFFUSION IN
GREY MATTER OF BRAIN AT CAPILLARY LEVEL
N66-14583
NEW HAMPSHIRE U., DURHAM.
EXAMINATION OF GROUND SQUIRREL EXCRETION FOR
ANIMAL K BACTERIAL VIRUSES
TN-62-12 N64-13988
INTUBATION OF ABNORNAL AORTA OF GROUND SQUIRREL
TECH. NOTE-63-2 N66-19557
INFLUENCE OF HIBERNATION ON COXSACKIE VIRUS
INFECTIONS IN ALASKAN GROUNO SQUIRREL
AAL-TDR-63-25 N66-31935
NEN JERSEY STATE DEPT. OF HEALTH, NEST ORANGE.
SURVIVAL RATES-OF PERSONS IN RADIUM INDUSTRY
NY0-2762 N64-20685
MEN MEXICO STATE U., UNIVERSITY PARK.
PHOTOGRAPHIC AND VISUAL OBSERVATIONS MADE AT
NEW NEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY OBSERVATORY
N64-16327
NEN YORK MEDICAL COLL., N.Y.
HISTOLOGICAL STUDY OF CHIMPANZEE MIDDLE AND INNER
EAR
ARL-TDR-66-1 N66-18650
NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC.* COLONBUSe OHIO.
SIMULATOR STUDY OF HUMAN PERFORNANCE DURING
LOW ALTITUDE, HIGH SPEED FLIGHT
TRECON-TR-63-S2 N66-16668
PILOT PERFORMANCE AND PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO
SIMULATED LOW-ALTITUDE HIGH-SPEED FLIGHT
OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LAB., TENN.
N66-2896B
NORTH AMERICAN AVIATIONt INC., DOWNEY, CALIF.
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF LITERATURE OF DETECTION
INSTRUMENTS USED TO MONITOR TOXIC GAS
CONCENTRATION IN ATMOSPHERE
$1D-63-755 N66-10137
HYPOTHERNIA [ ARTIFICIAL HIBERNATION FOR SPACE
TRAVEL - ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
SID-63-356 N66-11821
BIOLOGICAL REGENERATION SYSTEM AS COMPONENT OF
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEN FOR LUNAR BASE
N64-13716
SPACECREN SELECTION AND TRAINING - LITERATURE
SURVEY
SID-63-TOT N64-14623
SPACE VEHICLE THERMAL g ATMOSPHERIC CONTROL
AD-428573 N66-14470
NORTH CAROLINA U., CHAPEL HILL.
FUNCTIONAL AND BEHAVIORAL EFFECT OF IRRADIATION ON
NERVOUS SYSTEM N64-10936
NORTHROP CORP.t HAWTHORNE, CALIFo
STUDY OF IRRADIATION EFFECTS ON PEROGNATHUS
LONGIMEMBRIS AND EVALUATION OF SUITABILITY FOR
SPACE BIOLOGY RESEARCH
NASA-CR-55553 N66-15902
OPTIMUM ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS FOR GROWTH OF
STRAINED MARINE ALGAL FLAGELLATES
SAM-TOR-63-91 N64"-16663
RADIATION DOSE DISTRIBUTION IN MODEL ASTRONAUT
AMRLITDR-66-9 N66-18629
HYPDXIA, HYPOTHERNIA, AND RADIATION RESPONSE OF
POCKET NICE
NASA-CR-58526 N66-2883B
NORTHNESTERN TECHNOLOGICAL INST., EVANSTON,
ILL.
CHEMICAL CHANGES OF HUMAN WASTE UNDERGOING THERNAL
DECOMPOSITION AND GROWTH OF CHLDRELLA ON ASH FROM
VOLATILIZATION PROCESS
TN-62-13 N64-19556
COMBUSTION OF HUMAN WASTE AND PRODUCT RECOVERY BY
CHLORELLA
TN-62-16 N64-21556
NOTRE DANE U., IND.
CHRONIC EFFECTS OF IONIZING RADIATION ON
HENATOPOIETIC SYSTEM
A0-602135 N64-29673
NUKLEARNI INSTITUT JOZEF STEFAN, LJUBLJANA
/YUGOSLAVIA/.
TIME AND DOSE DEPENDENCY OF NITROGEN COMPOUND
EXCRETION FROM ISOLATED FROG LIVER AFTER WHOLE-
BODY IRRADIATION
NIJS-R-422 N64-21068
EFFECT OF HISTAMINE AND CYSTEINE ON NITROGEN
EXCRETION FROM LIVER OF IRRADIATED FROG
NIJS-R-623 N66-21069
NITROGEN COMPOUNDS EXCRETED BY ISOLATED LIVER OF
NONIRRADIATED AND IRRADIATED FROGS
NIJS-R-421 N64-21056
RUBIDIUM IN AGRICULTURALLY IMPORTANT MATERIALS
THROUGH ATOMIC ABSORPTION - FLAME PHOTOMETRY
NIJS-R-425 N66-21698
0
OAK RIDGE INST. OF NUCLEAR STUDIES, INC.,
TENN.
RADIATION MEDICINE - RADIATION EFFECTS, LIPID
NETABOLISN_ IMMUNOLOGY, AND DIAGNOSIS
ORINS-63 N64-16965
OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LAB., TENN.
SUMMARY OF HEALTH PHYSICS RESEARCH REACTOR WORK &
B-4,3
OFFICE OF NAVAL RESEARCH, WASHINGTON, D.C. CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
COBALT 60 SOURCE OPERATION IN BREN PROJECT
CEX-6203 N64-10408
CHROMOSOMAL ABERRATIONS IN CHIRONOMUS TENTANS
LARVAE EXPOSED TO CHRONIC LOW LEVEL RADIATION
ORNL-3531 N64-14442
AUTORADIOGRAPHIC AND HISTOLOGIC STUDY OF SPLEEN
WHITE PULP GERMINAL CENTERS OF NORMAL AND
ANTIGENICALLY STIMULATED ANIMALS
ORNL-3595 N64-20636
RADIATION EFFECTS ON MAMMALIAN EYE - SUBJECT
INDEX
TID-3912 N64-28788
OFFICE OF NAVAL RESEARCH, WASHINGTONt D.C.
GEOGRAPHICAL ORIENTATION, OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS,
HUMAN PERFORMANCE DURING VIBRATION, AND PHYSICAL
AND GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS AFFECTING VISIBILITY IN
LOW ALTITUDE HIGH SPEED FLIGHT
ACR-95 N64-31508
OHIO STATE U. RESEARCH FOUNOATIONt COLUMBUS.
CATHETER-TIP FLOW METER FOR MEASUREMENT OF
CORONARY ARTERIAL BLOOD FLOW IN DOGS
SAM-TDR-66-33 N64-29989
DELIVERY APPARATUS FOR HIGH INTENSITY FLASHES FROM
XENON-FILLED FLASH TUBE
SAM-TDR-64-36 N64-33352
VISUAL RECOVERY FROM EXPOSURES TO VERY HIGH
ILLUMINANCE FLASHES
TDR-2 N64-33459
OH[O STATE U., COLUMBUS.
PSYCHOMOTOR AROUSAL, HEMORRHAGE, AND UPRIGHT
POSTURE EFFECTS ON CIRCULATION OF CHIMPANZEE
ARL-TDR-63-28 N64-13854
TERM EXPECTATION AND UNCERTAINTY IN HUMAN DECISION
BEHAVIOR
AMRL-TDR-63-118 N64-16799
EFFECTS OF MODIFIED TASK FEEDBACK DURING TRAINING
ON PERFORMANCE OF SIMULATED ATTITUDE CONTROL TASK
AFTER THIRTY DAYS
AMRL-TDR-63-125 N64-16811
LONG TERM SKILL TRANSFER AND FEEDBACK CONDITIONS
DURING TRAINING AND REHEARSAL
AMRL-TDR-63-136 N64-16813
HUMAN BEHAVIOR - PSYCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH ON DISPLAY
VARIABLES
RADC-TDR-64-266 N66-31695
EVALUATION OF AUTOMATED HYPOTHESIS AIDS IN
MULTIMAN-MACHINE SYSTEMS TO ASSESS OR DIAGNOSE
THREATS - BAYES THEOREM
AMRL-TDR-64-51 N64-33907
OREGON STATE U., CORVALLIS.
BIOCHEMICAL AND PHARMACOLOGICAL STUDIES OF
DIMETHYLHYDRAZINE
AMRL-TOR-63-127 N64-I6584
TRANSFER AND ADMINISTRATION OF PENTABORANE-9 TO
SMALL MAMMALS
AMRL-TOR-63-128 N66-16585
OXFORD U. #GT. BRIT./
DRAIN CIRCULATION/ OXYGEN SUPPLY_ AND ANOXIC
SURVIVAL N64-14584
P
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U., UNIVERSITY PARK.
EFFECT OF WEIGHTLESSNESS ON SINGLE CELLS
NASA-CR-S5656 N64-16326
BEHAVIOR OF BIOLOGICAL CELLS & SYSTEMS UNDER
CONDITIONS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS
NASA-CR-56482 N64-22420
PENNSYLVANIA U.t PHILADELPHIA.
MECHANICS OF HUMAN BODY
AMRL-TDR-63-123 N66-24339
LOCATION OF CENTER OF GRAVITY IN HUMAN BODY
N66-24340
KINETICS OF JOINT SYSTEMS AND STATE OF MOTION
EQUILIBRIUM IN MAN N64-24341
HUMAN BEHAVIOR N64-2436Z
NONTHERMAL EFFECT OF ALTERNATING ELECTRICAL
FIELDS ON BIOLOGICAL STRUCTURES
AD-600263 N64-28812
PHILCO CORP.t PALO ALTO, CALIF.
HUMAN ENGINEERING IN MONITORING AND CHECKOUT
EQUIPMENT
WDL-TR-1968 N66-13972
PHILIPPS-UNIVERSITAT, MARBURG IW. GERMANY/.
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM TISSUE AND CELLULAR
PATHOLOGY IN HYPOXEMIC STATE N64-14594
PHILIPS GLOEILANPENFABRIEKENt N.V.t EINDHOVEN
/NETHERLANDS/.
GRIDS FOR REDUCING SCATTERED X-RAYS IN MEDICAL
RADIOGRAPHY NAk-23275
PITTSBURGH U._ PA.
MICROSPECTROPHOTOMETRY N64-14740
PORTUGAL. NUCLEAR ENERGY COMMISSION, SACAVEM.
AUTORADIOGRAPHIC STUDY OF INCORPORATION OF
TRITIATED THYMIOINE INTO DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID
MOLECULE
LFEN-NI.11 /ALPHA/ N64-29BB5
PRINCETON U.t N.J.
THRESHOLD OF VISUAL DETECTION OF ACCELERATED
MOTION
AFOSR-64-0189 N64-213B1
PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING OF ANIMALS - FIXED EFFORT
RESPONSE REINFORCEMENT AND EXTINCTION RESPONSE
AD-607325 N64-33507
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICEr CINCINNATI, OHIO.
VALIDITY & HAZARDS OF EXTRAPOLATING THRESHOLD
LIMIT VALUES OF INDUSTRIAL ATMOSPHERES TO
CONTINUOUS EXPOSURE - SPACE CAPSULE CONDITIONS
N64-24614
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE, WASHINGTONt D.C.
SMOKING AND HEALTH OF HUMANS N64-13017
PURDUE U., LAFAYETTE, IND.
MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF PERFORMANCE OF HUMAN
OPERATOR IN VISUAL-MANUAL TRACKING SITUATION
TR-EE64-15 N64-30018
R
R.F. COMMUNICATIONS, INC., ROCHESTER, N.Y.
VERY HIGH FREQUENCY RADIOTELEMETRY IN SIMULATED
ANIMAL INTERIOR ENVIRONMENT, AND TRANSPARENCY OF
HUMAN BODY TO RADIO WAVES
SAM-TOR-63-80 N64-16642
RADIATION APPLICATIONS, INC., LONG ISLAND
CITY, N.Y.
URINE ULTRAFILTRATION FOR WATER RECOVERY USING
MEMBRANE FILTERS
NASA-CR-51575 N64-11383
EXPERIMENTAL ULTRAFILTRATION SYSTEM FOR RECOVERING
POTABLE WATER FROM URINE USING MEMBRANE FILTERS
AMRL-TDR-63-I13 N64-14695
RADIO CORP. OF AMERICA, BETHESDAt MD.
FLASH AND REAL-TIME IDENTIFICATION OF HIGH
PRIORITY TARGETS - PHOTO INTERPRETATION
N64-10535
RADIO CORP. OF AMERICAe CAMDEN/ N.J.
QUEUING MODEL FOR DETERMINING MANPOWER AND
TRAINING - HUMAN ENGINEERING
AMRL-TDR-64-Z1 N64-19101
RADIO CORP. OF AMERICA, MOORESTOWN, N.J.
ADAPTIVE CONTROLLER-EQUIPMENT MODULE - HUMAN
CONTROLLER, SATELLITE COMPUTER, DISPLAYS AND
B-44
CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX ROME AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTERe GRIFFISS AFB,
CONTROLS FOR AIR TRAFFIC REGULATION
N66-13005
RADIO CORP. OF AMERICA, PRINCETONI N°Jo
EFFECT OF FEEDBACK ON ADAPTIVE CHARACTERISTICS
IN LIFE SCIENCES AND MAN-MACHINE INTERACTIONS
AMRL-TOR-66-39 N66-26886
RAND CORP.. SANTA MONICA. CALIF.
THERMAL CONTROL IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT - DESIGN AND
RELIABILITY CONSIDERATIONS
NASA-CR-55279 N66-16180
DETERMINING HEART PARAMETERS ON BASIS OF SKIN
POTENTIAL MEASUREMENTS - MATHEMATICAL MODEL
RELATING VENTRICULAR DIPOLES TO SURFACE POTENTIALS
RR-6138-NIH N66-26675
RAYTHEON CO.. MALTHAH, MASS°
PREPARATION OF PROGRARMEO INSTRUCTION FOR
AUTOMATED TRAINING IN DECISION MAKING - PERT
PROGRAM
ESD-TDR-63-6OB N66-12319
RCA SERVICE CO°. INC.w CAMDEN. N.J.
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF ELECTRODES. SIGNAL
NOOIFIERSt AND GRAPHIC RECORDING CONPONENTS IN
PHYSIOLOGICAL MONITORING SYSTEM
AMRL-TDR-62-g8/2/ N66-13BT2
REPUBLIC AVIATION CORP., FARNINGOALEe N°Y.
HYPERSONIC FREE-PISTON TUNNEL
RAC-1886 N66-15366
ISOLATION OF FECAL BACTERIA AND ESTABLISHMENT OF
TYPE CULTURES OF ANAEROBIC ORGANISMS
NASA-CR-55561 N66-15550
BIOMEDICAL AND HUMAN FACTORS FOR MANNED EARTH
ORBITING STATION
NASA-CR-56021 N66-Z5950
PASSIVE TELEMETRY OF PHYSIOLOGICAL PHENOMENA
NASA-CR-56962 N66-27316
PHYSIOLOGY OF PREDOMINATING TYPE CULTURES ISOLATED
FROM HUMAN WASTE /FECES/
NASA-CR-582BT N66-29196
FAULT iSOLATION PRESENTATION
ANRL-TOR-66-ST N66-31966
NORMAL FECAL BACTERIAL FLORA OF MAN -
MORPHOLOGICAL TYPE CULTURES
NASA-CR-5925T N66-33288
RESEARCH TRIANGLE INST°, DURHAN, N.C.
EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICE IN SHELTERS IN POST-
NUCLEAR ATTACK
OU-1OT N64-ZOB11
RESOURCES RESEARCH, INC°t NASHINGTON, O°C.
GULLIVER PROGRAM -NARS EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE
DETECTION AND ANALYSIS
NASA-CR-55511 N66-22755
RADIOISOTOPIC BIOCHEMICAL PROBE FOR DETECTING
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE
NASA-CR-5531B N6_-22756
TEST MICROORGANISMS, BASAL MEDIA. ANTIMETABOLITESt
AND RADIATION DETECTION INSTRUMENTATION FOR
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE PROBE
NASA-CR-56532 Nb6-ZZT93
RITCHIE AND ASSOCIATES, INC., DAYTON, OHIO.
OPERATOR PERFORMANCE STUDY IN ORBITAL RENDEZVOUS
TASK USING PREDICTOR DISPLAY
ANRL-TDR-66-55 N66-ZT445
ROCHESTER U.t N.Y.
IMMUNOLOGICAL REMOVAL OF IODINE-131 LABELED RABBIT
ANTIBODY TO RAT FIBRINOGEN IN NORMAL AND
TUNOR-BEARING RATS
UR-63_ N6¢-10190
TRANSFER OF STRONTIUM 90 THROUGH MILK IN LACTATING
NONKEYS AND RATS
UR-635 N66-10616
FUNCTIONAL SIGNIFICANCE OF SULFHYDRYL GROUPS IN
CELL MEMBRANE
UR-633 N6_.-10666
NANHATTAN PROJECT WORK ON BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF
EXTERNAL RADIATION N66-10936
MICROWAVE NODIFICATION OF X-RAY LETHALITY IN MICE
RADC-TDR-63-352 N6zt-122TO
DEVICE FOR MEASUREMENT OF RADON IN BREATH
UR-660 N66-1T666
STRONTIUM 90 TOXICITY IN RAT EMBRYO
UR-639 N66-18368
EFFECT OF INHALED RADON ON SURVIVALw BODY WEIGHT,
AND HEMOGRAN OF NOUSE AFTER SEVERAL EXPOSURES
UR-626 N66-18609
CONTROL FENALE ALBINO RATS POISONED BY NIOBIUM
INJECTION TO MEASURE RENAL FUNCTION BY DILUTION
TEST
UR-666 N64-19865
BEHAVIORAL EFFECTS IN PIGEONS EXPOSED TO MERCURY
VAPOR
UR-ENG-69-T N66-19921
ADDITION OF MODES OF RADIATION INJURY IN PRODUCING
LETHALITY IN OOGSt NICE, AND RATS
UR-656 N66-20696
RETENTION OF STRONTIUM 90 IN RATS AS FUNCTION OF
DOSE, AGEt, _ ADMINISTRATION RATE
UR-6Z+2 Nb6-20T15
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE DETECTOR, AND AUTOMATIC
PAPER CHROMATOGRAPHY DEVICE FOR ANALYSIS OF
SOLUBLE CONSTITUENTS OF PLANETARY SOIL
NASA-CR-56523 N66-22TB3
OIVIOED OR PROLONGEO IONIZATION RADIATION OF NICE
UNTIL DEATH
UR-669 N66-31035
GLASS MICROOOSINETER ROD MEASUREMENT OF RADIATION
DOSE WITHIN TISSUE
UR-651 N66-31059
RADON TOLERANCE OF HUMAN GASTROINTESTINAL SYSTEN
UR-668 N64-31319
POSSIBLE ROLE OF CRYSTALS IN ORIGIN OF LIFE -
BIOGENESIS
UR-656 N66-32076
ENHANCEMENT DEPENDENCE ON SHORT WAVE AND FAR RED
ILLUMINATIONS - PHOTOSYNTHESIS RATES
N66-33261
ENHANCEMENT OF PHOTOSYNTHESIS OF CHLORELLA
PYRENOIDOSA AS FUNCTION OF FAR-RED AND SHORT WAVE
ILLUNINATIONS N66-33656
ROCKETOYNE, CANOGA PARKt CALIF.
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING - SYSTEM
SAFETY_ MAINTAINABILITY. PERSONNEL SUBSYSTEM, LIFE
SCIENCESt QUALITY CONTROL, ANO RELIABILITY
RH-3398B N66-18690
ENGINEERING SAFETY IN MISSILE-SPACE SYSTEMS
N64-25823
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON HUMAN FACTOR ENGINEERING
RH-3398-E N66-ZT351
ROME AIR OEVELOPNENT CENTERt GRIFFISS AFB_
N.Y.
HUMAN FACTORS OF PHOTO INTERPRETATION
RADC-TDR-63-326 N66-10526
CONTRIBUTIONS OF AUTOMATION TO PHOTO
INTERPRETER FUNCTIONS - OPTICAL PROCESSING ANO
TEXTURAL ANALYSIS N66-1052T
HUMAN FACTOR PROBLEMS IN PHOTO INTERPRETATION
N66-10528
B-_5
ROMEU,/ITALY/. CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
ROME U. /ITALY/.
NEURDPHYSIOLOGICAL ANIMAL STUDIES - BEHAVIOR
MODIFIED BY DRUG INDUCEMENT
AD-601689 N64-32410
ROYAL AIR FORCE, FARNBOROUGH IGT. BRIT./
AEROSPACE MEDICINE IN AERONAUTICS RESEARCH
N64-11882
MEASURING PILOT PERFORMANCE AND CONTROL IN FLIGHT
TASK SIMULATOR
IAM-TM-226 N64-2582B
ROYAL AIRCRAFT ESTABLISHMENT, FARNBOROUGH
/GT. BRIT./
RATIO OF PURIFYING CIRCULATION FLOW TO BREATHING
FLOW FOR MAINTAINING ACCEPTABLE CARBON DIOXIDE
CONCENTRATION IN SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERE
RAE-TM-ME-273 N64-13337
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC RECORDING OF EFFECTS OF
PROFOUND ANOXIA UPON CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
N64-14585
ROYAL CANADIAN AIR FORCE, TORONTO.
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS TO ACCELERATION STRESS AND
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING N64-13453
HIGH ALTITUDE MAN SEAT STABILIZATION STUDY
CEPE-I68I N64-2634B
ROYAL INST. OF TECH°, STOCKHOLM /SWEDEN/.
SOUND SPECTRUM ANALYSIS, SYNTHETIC VOWEL SPECTRUM
ENVELOPES, AND PERCEPTION OF INTONATION IN FRENCH,
ENGLISH, AND SWEDISH SPEECH
AD-424609 N64-12975
ACOUSTIC SPECIFICATION OF SPEECH
AFCRL-66-263 N64-26499
SPEECH DISCRIMINATION, VOICE COMMUNICATION, AND
STUDIES OF SPEECH TRANSMISSION EFFICIENCY
STL-QPSR-3/1963/ N64-26675
ROYAL NORWEGIAN AIR FORCE, BLINDERN.
EFFECTS OF MILD HYPOXIA ON HEMOGLOBIN FRACTION
CHANGES IN BLOOD DF PILOTS
REPT.-63-2 N64-10433
S
SAN JOSE STATE COLL. FOUNDATION, CALIF.
CONTRIBUTING FACTORS IN PERCEPTION OF OCULOGRAVIC
ILLUSION N64-22434
VISUAL PERCEPTION STUDY OF POSTURAL VERTICAL IN
NORMALS AND SUBJECTS WITH VESTIBULAR DEFECTS
N64-22438
SANDIA CORP. w ALBUQUERQUE_ N. NEX.
RACIOLDCICAL SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS - EVALUATION OF
STORAGE, HANDLING, & TRANSPORTATION OF PLUTONIUM-
BEARING WEAPONS
SC-4973/RR/ N64-14046
VISUAL AIDS FOR MANUFACTURING PERSONNEL IN
PRODUCTION OF ATOMIC WEAPONS
SC-4959/N/ N64-14997
HUMAN FACTORS RELIABILITY ANALYSIS OF MAN-MACHINE
SYSTEM
SCR-685 N64-17267
SANTA RITA TECHNOLOGY! INC., MENLO PARK,
CALIF.
ANIMAL DISCRIMINATION AND RECOGNITION IN NOISE-
FREE ENVIRONMENT N64-1BB36
SAWYER IA.J.I CO., INC., STRYKERSVILLE, N.Y.
CIRCULATING DEVICE FOR CLOSED CIRCUIT RESPIRATORY
SYSTEM
AMRL-TDR-64-B N64-21433
SCHOOL OF AEROSPACE MEDICINE, BROOKS AFB, TEX.
ORAL HYGIENE TECHNIQUES FOR SPACE CABIN SIMULATOR
FLIGHTS
SAM-TDR-62-110 N66-1055B
CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONAL TESTING OF OXYGEN BREATHING
EQUIPMENT
SAM-TOR-63-56 N64-12176
POTABLE WATER PRODUCTION BY VACUUM DISTILLATION IN
TWO-MAN SPACE CABIN SIMULATOR
SAM-TDR-63-60 N64-12246
SIMULATED SPACECRAFT ATMOSPHERE - EFFECT OF
PROLONGED EXPOSURE TO OXYGEN AT HIGH PARTIAL
PRESSURES ON NAN
SAM-TDR-63-52 N64-12321
GERMINATION AND GROWTH OF BACTERIAL SPORES IN
SIMULATED MARTIAN ENVIRONMENT
SAM-TDR-63-75 N64-12340
HYDROXYCORTICOSTEROIO LEVEL OF PATIENTS SCHEDULED
FOR DENTAL SURGERY
SAM-TOR-63-11 N64-12366
EXCLUSION OF ANGULAR ACCELERATIONS AS PRINCIPAL
CAUSE OF VISUAL ILLUSIONS DURING PARABOLIC FLIGHT
MANEUVERS
SAM-TDR-63-TB N64-12677
VENTILATING AIRFLOW EFFECT ON WATER REQUIREMENTS
OF MEN WEARING PARTIALLY AND FULLY DONNED PRESSURE
SUITS
SAM-TDR-63-59 N64-12855
TIME-CONCENTRATION EFFECTS OF OXYGEN TOXICITY IN
MAN N64-12864
RESTRAINT APPARATUS FOR THORACIC ROENTGENOGRAPHIC
EXAMINATION OF UNANESTHETIZED PRIMATES
SAM-TDR-63-93 N66-12865
CHRONIC IRRADIATION EFFECTS ON LONGEVITY AND
PERIPHERAL BLOOD ELEMENTS OF MONKEYS
SAM-TDR-63-55 N64-13078
MICROORGANISMS IN HUMAN GINGIVAL TISSUES
SAM-TDR-63-BB N64-13865
URINARY CATECHOLANINE OUTPUT CHANGES ASSOCIATED
WITH MOTION SICKNESS DUE TO TURBULENT FLIGHT
SAM-TDR-63-9 N64-13931
FACTORS AFFECTING CELLULAR OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AT
LOW OXYGEN TENSIONS
SAM-TDR-63-68 N64-15741
IDENTIFICATION AND SIGNIFICANCE OF PAROTID FLUID
CORTICOSTEROIDS
SAM-TDR-63-B6 N64-15742
CORRELATION OF DISSOLVED NITROGEN IN WHOLE BLOOD
WITH SELECTED WHOLE BLOOD CONSTITUENTS
SAM-TDR-63-92 N64-15743
CARDIORESPIRATORY RESPONSES OF ANESTHETIZED DOGS
TO COMPRESSION THERAPY FOLLOWING EXPERIMENTAL
DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS
SAM-TDR-63-94 N64-15744
ECOLOGIC RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN BACTERIA AND ALGAE
IN PHOTOSYNTHETIC GAS EXCHANGERS
NASA-CR-55423 N64-16325
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF EXPOSURE TO INCREASED
OXYGEN TENSION
SAN-TDR-63-64 N64-16640
EFFECTS OF ALCOHOL AND HYPOXIA ON HETEROPHORIAS -
REVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
AD-433129 N64-17924
URINE EVACUATING SYSTEM FOR USE IN FULLY
PRESSURIZED SUITS
SAM-TDR-64_I3 N64-1795B
SIMULATION WITH CARBON PARTICLES OF BACTERIAL
INVASION OF HUMAN GINGIVAL TISSUES - PHYSIOLOGY
SAM-TOR-66-4 N64-17963
CHANGES IN ARTERIAL LACTIC ACID OF DOGS AT HIGH
ALTITUDE
SAM-TDR-64-2 N64-1B886
B-66
CORPORATESOURCEINDEX SOCIETYOFAUTOMOTIVEENGINEERStINC.w
ENDOCRINE g METABOLIC EFFECTS OF SHORT DURATION
HYPEROXIA
SAM-TDR-66-6 N66-IB91T
CATHETER FOR RIGHT HEART AND PULMONARY ARTERY
IMPLANTATION
SAM-TDR-66-[O N66-18918
NITROGEN SOLUBILITY IN WATER AND EXTRACTED HUMAN
FAT - GAS CHROMATOGRAPHIC DETERMINATION
SAM-TDR-64-I N66-19822
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY FOR USE IN AIRCREM AND
ASTRONAUT SELECTION
REPT.-12-63 N66-20380
EFFECTS OF HIGH CONCENTRATION OF CARBON DIOXIDE
AND OF LIQUID DIET ON URINE EXCRETION OF STEROIDS
AND CATECHOLAMINES
SAM-TDR-63-63 N66-21094
CORTICOSTEROIDS IN HI_qAN PAROTID FLUID FOLLOWING
ORAL HYOROCORTISONE DOSAGE
SAM-TDR-63-12 N66-21101
MICROORGANISM TRANSMISSION BETWEEN TMO HUMAN
BODIES IN SIMULATED SPACE CABIN
SAM-TDR-66-3 N66-21595
BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH IN ACCELERATION_ IMPACT,
WEIGHTLESSNESSt VIBRATION, AND EMERGENCY ESCAPE
AND RESTRAINT SYSTEM - BIBLIOGRAPHY
CARI-63-30 N64-22711
SOLUBILITY OF NEON IN MATER AND EXTRACTED HUMAN
FAT
SAM-TDR-66-28 N64-26161
MICROBIOLOGICAL CONTAMINATION OF NANNED AND
UNMANNED SPACECRAFT N64-26611
MEDICAL PROBLEMS OF CREM HEALTH IN CLOSED
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM N64-26629
CONTROLLED CONTAMINATION OF SEALED ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS FOR STUDY OF SPACECRAFT STERILIZATION
PROCEDURES
SAM-TDR-63-T3 N64-25060
MAXIMUM PRESSURE-VOLUME RELATIONSHIPS IN HUMAN
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
SAM-TDR-64-21 N64-25338
HIGH OXYGEN ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS ON VISUAL
MECHANISMS AND OCULAR PHYSIOLOGY
SAM-REVIEW-3-66 N64-26269
MEDICAL MONITORING OF HEART RATE PATTERNS DURING
CONDITIONS OF SLEEPy QUIET RESTw BREATH-HOLDING,
HYPOXIA, AND INCREASED G FORCES OF AIRCRAFT FLIGHT
N66-28950
PAROTID FLUID AND SERUM RESPONSES TO INTRAMUSCULAR
INJECTION OF ADRENOCORTICOTROPIN /ACTHI IN YOUNG
ADULT MALES
SAN-TDR-66-37 N66-29286
POLAROGRAPHIC DETERMINATION OF OXYGEN CONTENT AND
CAPACITY IN SINGLE BLOOD SAMPLE
SAM-TDR-66-39 N66-2928T
CHANGES IN CEREBRAL METABOLIC PARAMETERS OF DOGS
DURING PROGRESSIVE HYPOTHERMIA
SAM-TDR-66-66 N66-2928B
HEMATOLOGIC CHANGES FOLLOMING TOOTH EXTRACTION
SAM-TR-63-B2 N64-3049B
LECTURES IN AEROSPACE MEDICINE - LIFE SUPPORT
SYSTEMS, HUMAN PERFORMANCE, AND LANDING SIMULATION
FOR MANNED LUNAR LANDING, DRBITING LABORATORY, AND
MARS MISSIONS
AD-665253 N64-30712
MEDICINE, AEROSPACEw AND MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
N66-30713
SOLAR FLARES AND SPACE RADIATION
NGB-3OTIT
CREW TRAINING AND HUMAN PERFORNANCE ON SPACE
MISSIONS N64-30718
SATELLITE TO EARTH VISIBILITY OF CREWMAN - HUMAN
PERFORMANCE N64-30720
AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND ASTRONAUT EVALUATION
N64-30722
HAZARDS IN OXYGEN ENVIRONMENT N66-3072T
MONITORING ELECTROCARDIOGRAMS ON ACTIVELY
EXERCISING SUBJECTS
SAM-TON-66-38 N64-31050
SOUND ATTENUATION IN ATMOSPHERES OF AIR, NITROGEN,
OXYGEN, HELIUM AND 50-50 HELIUM-OXYGEN MIXTURES
AT LOg PRESSURES
SAN-TON-64-43 N64-31051
EFFECTS OF ARGININE, L-GLUTAMATE AND PYRIDOXINE ON
TOXICITY OF AEROZINE
SAN-TDR-66-49 N66-31052
PAROTID FLUID CORTICOSTEROID LEVELS IN ADULT MALES
ONE AND TMO HOURS AFTER RECEIVING GRADED
INTRANUSCULAR DOSES OF ADRENOCORTICDTROPIN
SAM-TOR-64-SO N64-31053
VACUUM ADAPTATION OF BASEPLATE MATERIALS TO
DENTAL CASTS
SAM-TDR-66-51 N66-3L054
ETIOLOGY OF DYSBARISM - DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS
AD-601600 N64-32kO0
CORTISONE ORAL GLUCOSE TESTS OF RELATIONSHIP OF
TOOTH CAVITY INCIDENCE AND GLUCOSE LEVEL IN YOUNG
ADULT MALE HUMANS
SAM-TDR-64-57 N66-32981
SCHMARZ BIORESEARCHt INC., ORANGEBURG, N.Y.
CALCIUM ENRICHED LIQUIO DIET FOR ASTRONAUT IN
SPACE
NASA-CR-59003 N64-33044
SERENDIPITY ASSOCIATES, LOS ANGELESt CALIF.
PROJECTED ROLE OF MAN IN MACHINE ENVIRONMENT -
ACCEPTANCE DATA FOR NAN-MACHINE SYSTEM
NASA-CR-95 N64-3OB31
SHARPLEY LABS.I INC., FREDERICKSBURG, VA.
ELEMENTARY HYDROCARBON MICROBIOLOGY
ASD-TDR-63-752 N64-21501
SHEFFIELD U. /GT. BRIT./
CUEING AS TRAINING METHOD FOR SIMPLE AUDITORY
DETECTION TASKS
NAVTRADEVCEN-3143-1 N64-2251B
SOCIETY OF AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERSm INC.,
NEW YORK, N.Y.
AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT PREVENTION PROGRAM OF FAA
SAE PAPER 856D A64-20234
SELF PROPULSION SYSTEM DESIGN OF ASTRONAUT
MOBILITY IN SPACE
SAE PAPER BSTH A66-203OT
POST CRASH SURVIVAL CONSIDERING DROWNING, FIRE AND
PROVISIONS FOR RAPID EVACUATION
POST CRASH SURVIVAL CONSIDERING DROMNINGt FIRE AND
PROVISIONS FOR RAPID EVACUATION
SAE PAPER 851D A66-20652
BODY SUPPORT CHARACTERISTICS OF NET FABRIC SEAT
CONFIGURATIONS FOR AEROSPACE VEHICLES, EVALUATED
FROM ACCELERATION, IMPACT AND VIBRATION TESTS
SAE PAPER 851C A66-2068B
AIRCRAFT SEAT DESIGN FOR REDUCTION OF CRASH
INJURIES TO PASSENGERS
SAE PAPER 851A A64-20759
HUMAN FACTORS IN EMERGENCY AIRCRAFT PASSENGER
EVACUATION FROM SURVIVAL ACCIDENTS
SAE PAPER 851B A66-20760
PART TASK TRAINER /PTT/_ SPACE FLIGHT SIMULATOR
B-67
SPACET CHNOLOGYLABS•,INC.,REDONDOBEACH, CORPORATESOURCEINDEX
FORASTRONAUTTRAININGSACPAPER866H A66-20850
SPACET CHNOLOGYLABS.t INC.! REDONDO BEACHt
CALIFo
CONTINUOUS HODEL HATCHING TECHNIQUES APPLIED TO
PARAMETER DETERMINATION OF TIME VARYING HUMAN
PILOT MODELS
NASA-CR-56376 N66-23993
PARAMETERS OF MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF HUMAN PILOTS
NASA-CR-56362 N6_-24040
AUTOMATIC COMPUTER METHODS FOR DETERMINING
PARAMETERS OF HUHAN PILOT PERFORMANCE DESCRIBED BY
LINEAR TIME-INVARIANT MODEL
NASA-CR-56373 N66-27385
SPACE/DEFENSE CORP°t BIRMINGHAM, NIGH.
RESPIROMETER AND LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR POTATO
SPECIMEN IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT
NASA-CR-S8945 N64-33189
SPACELABS, INC.w VAN NUYSt CALIF.
IMPEDANCE PNEUMOGRAPH SIGNAL CONDITIONER
NASA-CR-56834 N66-25572
ST. LOUIS U., NO.
EFFECT OF X-RAY IRRADIATION DURING HIBERNATION ON
TISSUE CATECHOLANINE CONTENTS N66-12943
RENEWAL E LOSS OF INTESTINAL EPITHELIUM CELLS IN
TURTLES STUDIED BY LABELLED TRITIATED THYMIDINE &
MITOTIC INHIBITING TECHNIQUE WITH COLCHICINE
N66-22077
STANFORD RESEARCH INST.. MENLO PARK, CALIF.
PSYCHOPHYSICAL EXPERIMENTS ON TACTILE STIMULATION
BY SMALL AIR JETS TO OETERMINE PARAMETERS FOR
DESIGN OF TACTILE COMMUNICATION OEVICE
ASD-TDR-63-T3Z N64-16689
TRANSDUCER FOR CONTINUOUS EXTERNAL MEASUREMENT OF
ARTERIAL BLOOD PRESSURE N66-16184
EFFECT DF ORGANIC LIQUID /DINETHYLSULFOXIOE/ AND
CAFFEINE ON PHOTOLYTIC ACTIVITY OF CHLOROPLASTS IN
SOLUTION
NASA-CR-56130 N64-20705
SIGNAL DISCRIMINATOR FOR CLASSIFICATION OF
MACHINE LEARNING PATTERNS
RADC-TDR-64-145 N64-25235
LEARNING MACHINE - PATTERN RECOGNITION MODEL
TN-1 N64-25296
ELECTROPHORESIS PREPARATION AND TEST OF
CHLOROPLAST FRACTIONS FOR HILL REACTION ACTIVITY
NASA-CR-58340 N64-28935
WATER PHOTDLYSIS AND OXYGEN PRODUCTION FROM
ILLUMINATION OF CHLOROPLAST IN PRESENCE OF
SUITABLE ANODE ACCEPTOR
NASA-CR-59220 N64-33124
STANFORD U., CALIF°
DISTRIBUTION OF BLOOD FLOW IN HUMAN SKIN
AD-605777 N64-20445
HYPOXIA - TREATMENT METHODS FOR HIGH ALTITUDE
PULMONARY EDEMA
AD-633546 N66-21816
IMPROVEMENT OF BIOCHEMICAL INSTRUMENTATION
NASA-CR-51095 N64-22774
MOLECULAR EVOLUTION IN PROTOBIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS -
PHDTOCATALYSTSt RADIOCATALYSTS, 8 LON MOLECULAR
NEIGHT ORGANIC SYNTHESIS
NASA-CR-56531 N66-22792
DISTRIBUTION OF BLOOD FLOW IN HUMAN SKIN
AD-611171 N64-25383
PHYSIOLOGICAL CHANGES ACCOMPANYING STARVATION IN
ARCTIC AND SUBARCTIC ENVIRONMENTS
AAL-TDR-63-16 N64-30975
STATE U° OF IONA, IONA CITY•
HATER RECOVERY FROM URINE BY FREEZE DRYING PROCESS
USING MICRONAVE ENERGY SOURCE
AMRL-TDR-63-130 N64-18789
STATE U. OF NEW YORK AT BUFFALO.
RESPIRATORY PHYSIOLOGY ANO PULMONARY CIRCULATION
AMRL-TDR-63-10311/ N66-17926
ABDOMINAL & THORACIC PRESSURES AT OIFFERENT LUNG
VOLUMES N66-17927
VELOCITY OF MUSCLE CONTRACTION IN RESPIRATORY
SYSTEM AIRFLON N64-17928
RESPIRATORY PHYSIOLOGY OF ABDOMINAL MUSCLE AND
DIAPHRAGM IN PRESSURE BREATHING
N64-17929
REFLEX CONTROL OF ABDOMINAL MUSCLES IN POSITIVE
PRESSURE BREATHING N66-17930
LUNG MECHANICS _ VENOUS ADMIXTURE IN NEGATIVE
PRESSURE BREATHING N64-17931
DETERMINATION OF TEMPERATURE OF PULMONARY
CAPILLARY BLOOD N64-17932
CARBON DIOXIDE CONTENT OF VENOUS _ ARTERIAL BLOOD
AND CARDIAC OUTPUT N64-17933
GAS EXCHANGE NITH AIR DURING BREATH-HOLDING
N64-17934
GAS EXCHANGE OF CARBON DIOXIDE AND OXYGEN IN
ALVEOLAR REGION DURING DIVING E ADVERSE BREATHING
MODES N64-17935
BREATH HOLDING METHODS OF STUDYING CARBON DIOXIDEt
OXYGEN TENSIONt AND EFFECTS OF ALTITUDE
ACCLIMATIZATION ON RESPIRATION N64-17936
DETERMINATION OF BLOOD NITROGEN CONTENT BY GAS
CHROMATOGRAPHY N64-17937
OXYGEN DISSOCIATION CURVE DETERMINATION -
POLAROGRAPHIC MEASUREMENTS OF OXYGEN TENSION
N64-17938
VENTILATION-PERFUSION RELATIONSHIP IN GAS EXCHANGE
OF LUNGS N64-17939
MEASUREMENT OF OXYGENt CARBON DIOXIDEt 8 NITROGEN
GAS PRESSURES IN ALVEOLUS AND ARTERY REGIONS
N64-17940
GAS EXCHANGE IN LUNGS OF NAN N64-17961
TOPOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF PERFUSION AND
VENTILATION OF BLOOD IN LUNGS N64-17942
OXYGEN 8 CARBON DIOXIDE TENSIONS IN DOG PULMONARY
VEIN N64-17963
DETERMINATION OF PERFUSION 8 PERFUSION-VENTILATION
RATIO OF LUNG N64-17964
PERFUSION OF LUNGS OF HUMAN NITH ASTHMA
N64-17965
DISTRIBUTION OF LUNG DIFFUSING CAPACITY IN
ANESTHETIZED DOG - BLOOD FLON N66-17966
ABSORPTION OF INERT GASES FROM SUBCUTANEOUS GAS
POCKETS IN RATS DURING RESPIRATION
N64-17947
GAS COMPOSITION OF GAS POCKETS g FISH SWIM BLADDER
N64-17948
GAS TRANSPORT ACROSS SKIN IN MAN AND EFFECT OF
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE ON TRANSFER RATE
N64-17969
DYNAMICS OF CHANGES IN CARBON OIOXIDE IN BODY AND
BLOOD N64-17950
OXYGEN STORAGE IN HUMAN BODY N64-17951
B-68
CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX TUFTS U., MEDFORDt MASS.
NITROGEN GAS IN BIOLOGICAL PROCESSES OF THE LUNG
N64-XT952
SURVIVAL OF MICE IN ABSENCE OF INERT GAS
N64-17953
TRACHEA OCCLUSION IN RATS BREATHING OXYGEN AND
EFFECT OF BAROMETRIC PRESSURE ON LUNG MORPHOLOGY
N66-XT956
GASEOUS ENVIRONMENT AND ATELECTASIS - RESPIRATORY
PHYSIOLOGY NB_-XT955
RESPIRATORY PHYSIOLOGY AND GAS EXCHANGE IN MATER
MEDIUM N66-ITD§6
NEUROLOGIC ASPECTS OF HIGH BAROMETRIC PRESSURE
PHENOMENA AND EFFECT OF ATMOSPHERIC CONTAMINANTS
UPON NERVOUS SYSTEM ACTIVITY
AD-600259 N66-ZT693
STATE U. OF NEW YORK, STONY BROOK.
ATTENUATION OF EQUILIBRIUM TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS
1N SPACE SUITS USING WATER
AMRL-TDR-63-80 N66-13653
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT CORP., SANTA HONICA, CALIF.
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